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" I STAND to whatever God has said ; what men infer from.' it is merely

human and weighs with me just nothing. As a Christian I think I can, in

my poor way, defend what God has said ; what man has inferred from it,

man may defend if he can ; I am not responsible.

"

Waylani).

" The meaning of a Greek word^ of which he had been ignorant till then,

suddenly cleared up his theological ideas. What consolation and what joy

did he not feel, when he saw, for instance, that the Greek word juerdvoiaj

which, according to the Latin Church, signifies a penance, a satisfaction re-

quired by the Church, a human expiation, really meant in Greek, a transfor-

matio7i or conversion of the heart. A thick mist was suddenly rolled away

from his eyes."
Life of Lijtheb,.

"A DOCTRINE of grace may dwell in the right understanding of a single

preposition." •

LiLLIE.
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JOHANNIC BAPTIS

INTRODUCTORY EXAMINATION

OF CKITIOISMS AND OF SOME .THINGS ADJACENT.

JoHANNic Baptism now claims our attention. But before

entering upon the direct consideration of this subject, there

are some things suggested by friends of the theory in their

notices of the Inquiry, as thus far prosecuted, which claim

attention. Passing by the elegant sneer and the supercilious

contempt (which has now become so much a part of the

theory that it is looked for as a matter of course), and cheer-

fully confessing that this shower of expletives falls more
worthily on myself than upon those who have gone before

me, I proceed to matters more important to the merits of

the subject. Very earnest complaint has been made that

nothing has been said about Lexicons; undoubting confi-

dence has been expressed in the worth of Talmudic tradi-

tions; and the judgment of a worthy Russian councillor has

been ofiered as the conclusion of the whole matter.

It is most true, that in this Inquiry but little has been said

about Lexicons, and but little reference has been made to the

authority of the wise and the good. And this has been said

to be the result of ignorance. Perhaps it was so. But hap-

pily for the relief of one so ignorant there comes from the

wisest and the best the acknowledgment that higher than

they, and rightful claimant to supreme homage from all, is

the Usage of language. To this appeal has been made. The
language of Plato and of Plutarch, of Josephus and of Philo

has been quoted as expository of their understanding of the

use and meaning of words. My office has been a verj^ hum-

ble one; that, simply, of quotation, of comparison, and of

2 (17)



18 JOHANNIC BAPTISM.

analysis. If quotation has not been made correctly, if com-

parison has not been made fairly, if analysis has not been

made thoroughly, the facts still remain out of which error

may be rebuked and truth may be vindicated. The hardest

blow which a wrongdoer can receive is from the proof that

he has done wrong. The whip whose thongs are made up

of charges of " ignorance," and " idiocy," and " pedantry,"

and ''imposture," and "impudence," and "insolence," may,

perchance, hurt the smiter quite as badly as the smitten.

But while Lexicon and Talmudic tradition may be fairly

omitted when determining the meaning of a word by the

highest authority, still some notice may be given to these

sources of information when relied upon by others, and

thrust prominently forward by them into notice. This will,

now, be done in connection with a brief glance at some

notices, from Baptist sources, of this Inquiry as already

developed.

AMERICAN CHRISTIAN REVIEW.

" Mr. Dale, the author of Judaic Baptism, is a clear and

vigorous writer, courteous and respectful to those who differ

from him, and discusses the question of the action of baptism

with some degree of candor and ability.

"He argues that it is not a specific word, and therefore

has no clearly defined modal signification. In the estimation

of Mr. Dale, bapiizo does not express action, but rather con-

dition. He says, 'It utterly rejects modal act as its mean-

ing.' ' It shows, in the most absolute manner, the meaning

to be a condition effected by an unexpressed act.'

" If he will pardon us, we feel like expressing the opinion,

that the argument throughout, whether intended or not, is

an effort to obscure the plain and simple meaning of a posi-

tive ordinance of Christ, and to darken counsel by a show

of learning and by a multitude of words without knowl-

edge. We have not examined it sufficient!}^ for an elaborate

review."

The first paragraph is quoted to deal fairly with the theory.

The debit and the credit side of the account should be fairly
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posted. Whatever of relative value should be given to

"clearness," "vigor," "respectful," "candor," "abilit}',"

as over against "idiocy," "trickery," "insolence," "sophis-

try," and " ignorance," I leave to be settled, without appeal,

by those who thus differ about the " Inquiry," and yet differ

no more as to this, than they differ as to the meaning of the

word in dispute.

The second j^aragraph is quoted in order to show that the

representation given of the theory, namely, that it declares

/Sarrrttw to express a specific act to be done, and not a specijS.G

condition to be effected by any competent act, is accepted

as a correct statement. It is not easy to secure this confes-

sion. It is simply impossible to get any one to stand by it

when it is made. Even the honest and courageous Carson

shrinks from meeting the issues. And the bold and confi-

dent Campbell, of Bethany, dare not follow the confession

to its logical end. Whether Dr. Conant, Avho has brought

so much labor and learning to bear upon this word, makes
such admission as to its character, it would, perhaps, be

venturesome to say, since he has said so much on both

sides; but there is no peril in saying that he has made no at-

tempt to maintain it. But whatever else may be said about

it, this is true; that just here is the pulsating point in the

life of this controversy, and hence must the theory draw its

legitimate life-development, or here, under the piercing

sword of truth, perish.

The third paragraph shows what has characterized every

notice of this Inquiry from Baptist sources, namely, an indis-

'position to meet the issue in hand. Classic Baptism presented

a distinct and well-defined issue. In its discussion there

was no reference to "the ordinance of Christ." Was this

sharply defined issue, free from entanglement, met ? There

was no attempt to do it. Some, in wonder, exclaimed,

"Why he has not so much as stated what he thinks Chris-

tian baptism to be !" And others said, " We will wait and

see how this ends." In Judaic Baptism there was also pre-

sented an issue having equally clear boundaries separating

it from " the ordinance of Christ," affording a field to deter-
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mine the usage of this word by Jewish uninspired writers

without once touching the distracting element of " the ordi-

nance." Has there been any attempt made to rebut the

evidence sustaining the usage claimed for this word by these

writers? There has been none. At least none better than

that of the " American Christian Review," a lament over

" an effort to obscure the plain and simple meaning of a

positive ordinance of Christ," about which ordinance not

one word was said!

RELIGIOUS HERALD.

" We have neither time, space, nor inclination to review

Judaic Baptism.
" We had hoped that the Doctor would stick to his first

definition of bapiizo. It was interesting and instructive to

observe the precision with which merse (or immerse as we
use it) answered to bapiizo through all its variations in Greek
literature.

" We are really desirous to know to what conclusion Dr.

Dale proposes to conduct us."

The Religious Herald concluded a long review of Classic

Baptism by saying, " We can only promise that should life,

and strength, and opportunit}^ be allowed us, and should we
be able to procure the forthcoming volumes, we will give

them a candid notice. Here, for the present, we take re-

spectful leave of Mr. Dale."

Willing to submit the results of our inquiry to any fair

criticism, and especially pleased to have the intelligent judg-

ment of those holding different views, this proposal of the

Herald to review Judaic Baptism, " should life, and strength,

and opportunity allow, and a book be procurable," was met
by forwarding an early copy of that work. But somehow
or other there was no review. The reason assigned was,

not that a copy was not procurable ; its reception was ac-

knowledged. It was not that " life, or strength, or opportu-

nity" had proved treacherous; but "time, and space, and

inclination" were lacking. How this latter trio happened

to take the place of the former triplet I cannot say. The
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case, however, is mainly remarkable only as being ditto to

a number of other cases. Copies of Judaic Baptism were

sent to leading Baptist periodicals, but if one of them (ex-

cept the Religious Herald) has done so much as to acknowl-

edge the reception of a copy, it is more than has come to

my knowledge. Every one must select their own line of

policy. And if this be the policy of the friends of the theory,

no one has a right to interfere with it. And the discourtesy

of interfering with it even in appearance, by sending a copy

of the present volume will, probably, not be committed.

There is as much fairness, perhaps, as could be expected

from one not feeling his cause to be strong in truth, in the

statement, that Judaic Baptism abandons the definition

given of /9a7rr;tcy in Classic Baptism. The Herald had before

it (in the book which it reviewed through nine columns), on

p. 135, the following definition formally stated: "I would

define /SaTTTcTw to mean primarily, 1. To intuspose;" which

general statement of the thought is illustrated by five more

specifically defining terms, and one by appropriation. " 2.

To INFLUENCE CONTROLLINGLY :

" "Which general thought is

illustrated, also, by five other terms defined specifically, as,

also, an appropriation growing out of this secondary sense.

It is farther stated, that io stupefy, to bewilder, to yollute, to

purify, &c., are correct defining terms of the G-reek word.

Was it in view of tliis definition that the Herald said, that

merse—immerse was the defining term " through all varia-

tions in Greek literature?" Is it said, that "merse" is

used in all the translations where /SaTurj^w occurs? That is

most true ; but it is also most expressly stated (p. 132), that

this word entirely fails to express the thought of the Greek

word in primary use where infiuence is to be developed; that

it fails to express it in secondary use; and that it fails to ex-

press it in absolute use. But as it expresses the idea of

/?a7rr:tw, to some extent, in its primary use (and no word iu

the English language does it throughout), it was used in all

translations to represent, not to define, the Greek word.

I would not make this statement if it were not that others

also had, for some cause, found it more agreeable to substi-
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tute their own statement in this matter for tliat given in

Classic Baptism.

As to the " conclusion to which Mr. Dale proposes to con-

duct the Herald," I would say, Mr. Dale knows nothing

about the road or the end except as marked by the foot-

prints of the word. His business is to track the word. He
has not "proposed to conduct'^ the Herald through Classic

or Jewish paths. BaTizi'^u) has been the conductor. I pro-

pose again to place myself under the same sure guidance,

having no "conclusion" of my own, and if the Herald will

bear me company, we will together find such conclusion as

John's use of the word shall conduct us to.

CHRISTIAN STANDARD.

The Christian Standard contains a review of Classic Bap-

tism extending through several numbers and covering some
dozen columns. The goodnaturedness of the writer shows

that he would not willingly harm any one, and disarms any

one of all wish to harm him. The errors of the review are

so many, so varied, and so patent, as to preclude all discus-

sion. The review reminds one of the profound skill of those

engineers whom Kapoleon encountered in his Egyptian

campaign, who planted their cannon so as to be immovable,

and which the Great Captain made worthless by changing

the line of his approach. The likeness, however, is not

without a difference. Those guns were shotted, and origi-

nally pointed against the enemy; but the guns of the review

have their muzzles toward the earth, toward the sky, toward

the right of Classic Baptism, toward the left of Classic Bap-

tism, and when the fusillade is over, the enemy is found in

front, smiling at the engineering wit, and admiring the

pyrotechnics of unshotted guns.

NATIONAL BAPTIST.

In an article headed " Dr. Dale and the Jewish Rabbi,"

the ISTational Baptist remarks: "We only wish to say that a

modern Jewish Rabbi has been studying the subject of bap-
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tism, and he reaches a very different conchision from Dr.

Dale. Rabbi Isidor Kalisch, of New York, writes to the

Christian Union that all Christians are astray on the form

of baptism. 'Baptism has been for thousands of years a

sign of admittance to Judaism. It was adopted as an initia-

tory rite at the beginning of the Christian religion. All

Christian sects perform it now in a very different manner

from its original and proper form.' 'It appears from the

ancient traditions, handed down to us in the Talmud, that

proselytes, male and female, were baptized in a nude state,

and by a submersion of the whole body in ivaier. All agreed,

in ancient times, that immersion of the whole body (not the

clothes) in water was necessary for a new member of the

Jewish or Christian religion. There was no sjmnkling of

water, as can be seen by a description of the baptism which

was performed by John. Yes, the Greek expression baptisma,

used in the New Testament, shows clearly that submersion

of the whole body in water is required. It is certain that this

ceremony was scrupulously done in the Jewish style. A
real baptizing, or bathing of the body, and not of the clothes,

ought to take place, and hence male should be baptized by

male, and female by female. This is now customary among

the Jews, and has been from time immemorial.'

" We commend that last sentence to Dr. Dale. It is

almost too bad that a man, who has probably not seen his

book, should thus summarily upset its very foundation, and

unqualifiedly deny its chief assertion. We are not disposed

to make any rash promises, but we shall not accept the

premises and conclusions of Judaic Baptism until its author

has satisfactorily answered Rabbi Kalisch."

If the National Baptist is to become a proselyte to the

very worthy Rabbi Isidor Kalisch, and henceforth be addic-

tus jurare to whatever this new "master" may teach, it

might be well to take a second look before leaping into the

dark.

Has the National Baptist accepted that last sentence com-

mended to Dr. Dale, to wit, " This, baptizing men and wo-
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meu naked, is now customary among the Jews, and has been

from time immemorial?" Is the error too "naked" to win

acceptance? Then why " commend to Dr. Dale?" "Was it

the "submersion" without tlie nakedness? But I find no

rule in " Starkie on Evidence" which allows a party to sift

the evidence of his own witness on the stand and take only

what suits him, and reject what don't suit him. Besides,

your witness says, "the submersion," in itself, is worthless;

that submersion with the clothing on is only a baptism "of

the clothes," and not " of the body," and therefore is not

worth a straw. Is it by this teaching of the " magister " that

the N'ational Baptist " swears ? " But John the Baptist and

the Apostles surely baptized in the same way—"men and

women in a nude state." Is this, too, a part of the new faith

of the ISTational Baptist ? Did John baptize only men ? If

so, who was his illustrious coadjutrix that baptized the

women? It has, heretofore, been found to be an infinite

embarrassment for the theorj^ to dispose of men and women
coming out of the river with their clothing soaked with

water; has this learned Rabbi been introduced to solve the

diflS^culty ? And is the solution this ? Their clothes were

not wet at all; for men and women to be baptized with their

clothes on is to baptize the clothes, not the body; "they were

baptized in a nude state, male by male and female by female."

And who can deny that this meets the difficulty in the most

absolute manner? A way has been found, through the tra-

ditions of the Talmud, by which men and women may be

dipped in the Jordan without moistening a thread of their

clothing. Let no one hereafter say—" Wet clothes ! " But
the Babbi says, " It is certain that this ceremony was scru-

pulously done in the Jewish style, by the Apostles" as well

as by John. With the permission of the ISTational Baptist,

I would like to inquire of this witness, What female (inas-

much as Paul did not "lead about a sister") baptized Lydia?

And while the witness is on the stand, another question:

Rabbi Kalisch, do you think that there were likely to be any

children in the household of Lydia, or of the Jailor, or of

Stephanas, and if so, what was to be done with such children
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of proselyted parents? " Children are generally an appen-

dage to households, and they were baptized with their pa-

rents." But is not the baptism of children <'a rag from the

lady that dresses in purple?" In other words, Did you not

"borrow this practice from the Romish church?" "Oh,
no; this has been our practice from time immemorial; ' for

thousands of years' before the church of Rome existed we
baptized little children." Well, that will answer on that

point, unless the National Baptist should enter a plea against

the credibility of its own witness. But we are not in the

habit of regarding Talraudic traditions as the best authority

for either faith or practice. I would like, however, to ask

of the I^ational Baptist (which has introduced a witness tes-

tifying that the baptism of John was a waif picked up as it

was floating by on the stream of Jewish tradition), what

answer it would give to that old question, "The baptism of

John, was it from heaven or of men ? " This question both-

ered the Jews when it was first asked. It may not bother

this Jewish Rabbi, now, for he is not (as were his ancestors)

" afraid of the people; " but it might be supposed that the

Christian ITational Baptist would hesitate to say that John's

baptism was not "from heaven," but emerged out of the

turbid flood of Talmudism.

But, Rabbi, our editorial friend, who has brought you into

the witness-box, says, that, without seeing Judaic Baptism,

you have " upset its very foundation, and unqualifiedly de-

nied its chief assertion." Is this so ? Judaic Baptism " as-

serts" that the end of Judaic Baptisms was ceremonial puri-

fication. Bo you deny this " unqualifiedly," or in any other

way? "Certainly not; that has been settled with us for

' thousands of years.' " Judaic Baptism also " asserts," that

ceremonial purification is effected, indifferently and equally,

by various acts. Do you "unqualifiedly" deny this? "I
unqualifiedly aflarm it." Judaic Baptism "asserts" that

^aTtziZu) is used in the narration of these purifications in which

diverse acts are employed, and makes this (proved to be true),

the foundation for the farther " assertion," that this Greek

word cannot be used to express a definite act, and must be
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used to express the common result of these diverse acts,

namely, ceremonial purification. IsTow, have you upset

(" without seeing the book"), or do you claim the power to

"upset this foundation?" " Well, the way in which you

state the case puts another aspect on the matter. When my
Baptist friend, here, called me to his help, he told rae that

you gave no meaning to ^baptize,' and that it might be 'sig-

nificant or nonsensical,' 'anything or nothing,' or might just

as well, or a little better, have been left 'blank.' And I told

him that Jewish practice in the baptism of proselytes was by

submersion in a nude state. But, now that I have seen your

book, I perceive that you have said nothing about proselyte

baptism, and made no denial of Jewmh practice in receiving

proselytes." 'No; I have done neither; and for the very

simple reason that up to the time of John, in following

/^anriZio to know its meaning from usage, I have never met
with it as used by a Jew in connection with any proselyte

baptism. But I would take it as a very special favor if you

would point out a few of such cases that I might examine

them. " There are no such cases." Well, anytime during

John's ministry. " There are none. The subject is not

mentioned by Philo or Josephus, or by the Targums of

Oukelos or Jonathan. But it is mentioned in the Jerusalem

Talmud, written in the latter part of the third century, and

by the Babylonian Talmud, written in the fifth century, and

by Pseudo-Jonathan, who wrote in the seventh or eighth

century, and by Maimonides, in the twelfth century. But

we have no doubt at rW, from our traditions, that proselyte

baptism was practiced a thousand years before John was

born." Have you been able to satisfy the learned world of

the truth of such tradition? "Kot exactly." Is there any

agreement among learned men, outside of the traditionists,

as to the existence of proselyte baptism in the time of John ?

"I must confess that there is not." I hope, then, you will

hold me excusable for not mentioning among Jewish bap-

tisms, of written record, that proselyte baptism which, if it

has a traditional life before John, has left behind no written

monument to testify of its existence. My business is to learn
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the meaning of ^a-Tilm from its use in the writings of those

who understood the Greek language. I cannot cite as con-

temporaneous writings the most venei'able traditions which

crop out centuries after, even though they claim to go back

so far that " the memory of man runneth not to the contrary."

However, as our friend of "the National" thinks that you
can upset the foundations of things without even seeing

them, by your knowledge of this word, and as I am quite

willing for error to be upset, and myself with it, so far as I

rest upon it, please give us your views of this much-debated

/SarriTw. " I do Dot know that I have much to say about

/JaTTTtCe*-" Indeed ! and why not ? "I am a Jewish Rabbi.

Jews don't write in Greek. The Talmud, Babylonian and

Jerusalem, the Targums of Onkelos, Jonathan, Pseudo-

Jonathan, and Joseph the Blind, as well as Mishna, are all

written in another language." Well, this is not a little sur-

prising. Our Baptist friend has brought you, the very

learned Rabbi Isidor Kalisch, forward to upset the founda-

tion of a Greek word (established by the usage of Greek

writers through more than a half thousand years) by means

of a lever whose long arm is weighted by centuries of Tal-

mudic traditions, and whose fulcral point is a Hebrew root

!

Is not this novel? But Jew or Greek, tradition or record,

let us learn. What is this Hebrew word, and by what

alchemy does it become transmuted into Greek? Will you,

Rabbi, instruct us on these points? " When we speak of

bapiizing proselytes we use, in Hebrew, the word /^'O- Some

might say that we borrowed this word (' baptize'), in this

application, from Christians or from John, while we would

claim its use before Christianity or John, and from time im-

memorial, and as a translation of the Hebrew word." A
discussion of your right of proprietorship in this word since

John's baptism might involve us in all the intricacies of the

sub lite question. What is the origin of proselyte baptism ?

therefore, passing this by, please inform us by what right,

at or before John's time, you make 73tO represent ^ar^ziZw.

" The New Testament and the Apocrypha, both, show that
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^a-TtrCCo) was used to express Jewish purifications at and long

before the time of John." This is certain. ITow, make it

as certain by contemporaneous writing, that these purifjings,

baptizings, were called tabalings, and in what sense such

designation was used. " I do not know that I have the

materials for doing the one or the other." Have you the

materials for determining, in any way, the meaning during

this period of this Hebrew word and its relation to the

Greek word? "Yes; the Septuagint, a translation by Jews
of the Hebrew Scriptures into Greek, made before John and

current in his day, furnishes such material. The word oc-

curs in the Hebrew Bible some eighteen times. It is found

once (1 Chron. 26 : 11) in composition as a proper name,

signifying, as some (Gesenius) suppose, ' Whom Jehovah

has purified.' In Ezekiel 23 : 15 it is applied, in a derivative,

to a head-dress, with the meaning dyed. In Genesis 37 : 31

it is translated (;j.oXvvw) to smear^ to stain. In all other passages

it is translated by /3dnTw, except in II Kings 5 : 14, where it

is translated by fianrc^w.'' It appears, then, that out of eigh-

teen cases of usage, it is untranslated once [TaiSXat), in a

proper name, having as supposed the significance, washed,

cleansed, imrijied; once translated dyed {napa^a-Ta); once trans-

lated stained, and in all other cases translated by jMnraj, w^ith

one exception, where jSanrc^co appears; that is to say, it is

translated by jSd-zu) fifteen times out of eighteen. I^ow, can

you tell me in what sense the Hebrew word is used these

fifteen times, and can you give any reason why there should

be an exception to the otherwise uniform translation in the

two instances you have mentioned? " There is little or no

question from any quarter as to the meaning of the Hebrew
word and as to the meaning to be attached to its translation

by the Septuagint in these fifteen passages. There is com-

mon consent that the meaning of both words is to dij?. The
translation [iiuXovcu). in Genesis 37 : 31 may be accounted for

by supposing that the Hebrew word, like the Greek, meant

to dye, t& stain, as well as to dip, or that the translators chose

to express the effect of the dipping rather than (he act itself.

And it may be that the other exceptional case (II Kings
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5 : 14) should be explained in the same way. It is possible

that the Hebrew word may have obtained, as some (Gesenius,

De Wette, Stuart, and others) suppose, the secondary mean-
ing, to wash, to cleanse, to 'purify. The Chaldee Targum uses

the same word (7llp, to icash, to cleanse—Godwin) to express

the command, * Go imsA' (l*n^), and the execution of the

command (72lO). It may also weigh with some, in assign-

ing a meaning to the word in this passage, that it is not the

performance of an act that is involved or commanded, but a

purification by a miraculous healing. In view of all the

facts, it is possible that the translators may have attributed

a secondary meaning to the word in this passage, as in

Genesis 37 : 31, and expressed that meaning by ^anri'^a); or

if they supposed a definite act to have been performed

(which was not in the command), they have preferred to

express in their translation the effect secured and not the

act done. Whether Joseph's coat was 'dipped' or not, the

Septuagint was right in saying that it was stained; and

whether M'aaman dipped himself or not, the Septuagint was

right in saying that he was purijied from his leprosy." Then
these Jewish translators represent the meaning of the He-

brew word to be, 1. To dip, 2. To dye, 3. Possibly, to cleanse,

which they express in Greek by iSaTtroj; while there is no

sufiicient evidence to show that in the single instance in

which they use (iaTzxiZio that they designed to express the act

of dipping. Are there any other translations of the Hebrew
Scriptures into Greek that bear upon this question ? " Aquila

translates the word in Job 9:31, ^baptize in corruption.'

Symmachus translates the kindred word (J-^DD) in Psalm

69 : S, ^ baptized in boundless depths.' An unknown writer

also translates the same word, as Symmachus, b}' baptize.

And the Septuagint, translating Isaiah 21 : 4, terror terrifies

me, not verbally but ad sensum, substitutes ' iniquity baptizes.'

In none of these cases is there expressed the specific act of

dipping which belongs to /SaTtzw." Two things then. Rabbi,

appear to be very clear from your statements: 1. The Jew-

ish translators of the Hebrew Scriptures understood ^2*0 to
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express the specific act to dip, and therefore employed /Jarraj

(which in Greek has the saoke specific meaning) as its tranp

lation. 2. They refused to translate by ^oKri^u), because it

did not mean to dip, but employed it where no definite act

was to be expressed, but a state or condition. Will you now
tell me whether any of the personal washings or purifica-

tions enjoined upon the Jews by the divine law were ever

expressed by '^DiD ? " They were not." Will you tell me
what is the word which you find in Jewish Greek writings

to express ceremonial purifications for one or more centuries

before John's time, and reaching to his time; was it ^d-nma

or ^oKTiZoif "It was ^oktLZu)^ and never ^ditrw.." Bo you

mean to say that that word, ^arrw, which the Jewish Bible

translators use as the representative of ^3D (while they

steadily refuse to rep^resent it by ^airTcZot), is never employed

in ceremonial purifications, while ^aa:TiZu> always is ? " Such

is the fact." Then you confess that your tabal-baptizing is

not derived from the written law of Moses, and is by the

authority of Jewish translators of the Hebrew Scriptures

declared to be an unlawful conjunction of terms, except as

the Hebrew word may have laid aside its primary significa-

tion of a specific act? " That would seem to be a fair con-

clusion. But remember that Talmudic traditions are, with

US, of supreme authority. '^' I do not propose to meddle with

your traditions. Hand them over to our friend of "the

National." And give him a friendly caution against "bap-

tizing clothes
; " as also against forgetting that whatever may

be the character of the Talmudic 7l}t3, that word in the He-
— T

brew Old Testament is not quite the same as the ^a-Kxi'^oi of

the Greek New Testament. And now. Rabbi, if " the Na-

tional" does not wish your presence any farther, we will,

with thanks for your information, and admiration of the

manner in which you " upset the foundations," respectfully

bid adieu. What says the National Baptist ?

The National Baptist says, " The cross-examination of wit-

nesses is a nuisance. Talmudic traditions are as good as

gospel when for the theory. They are as worthless as old
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wives' fables when against it. The Rabbi has no right to

say that our baptism is worth nothing because we baptize

' clothes.' He has no right to say that the children of prose-

lytes should be baptized with their parents. He has no right

to say that 73D is not ^aTzri^m. He can go. He had better

never have come."

VOCABULARY—THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY TANG.

In a second article the IN'ational Baptist deals so largelj- in

the vocabulary, and in that theological seminary " tang,"

heretofore noticed, that we could almost believe that the pen

which wrote this second article was dipped into this same

theological seminary ink-bottle. It reads thus :
" And now

for the redoubtoMe Dr. Dale, Our honest opinion of Dr. Dale's

books is that, besides being a reproach to American letters^ they

are a direct insidt to Presbyterian scholarship. He oi^enly

snubs every eminent Presbyterian writer on the subject of

baptism, from John Calvin to Alexander Hodge." " Others

show some honesty and principle " (Dr. Dale shows none).

^' Dr. Dale is a mere sophist and trickster.^' " He is shut up

to solitary seclusion ; all the thinking world is outside. We
have no wish to disturb his repose and egotism, and leave his

books to the ridicule and oblivion which await them."

"Honest" opinions are always valuable. They show
truthfully the mind and heart of the utterer of them, even

if they do not show truthfully the merits or demerits of the

subject embraced in them. When the I^ational Baptist saj's

this is our " honest" opinion, does it mean to say that the

opinion heretofore expressed of " Dr. Dale and his volumes"

was 7iot " honest?" That there is some difference between

this " honest opinion" and that "free to say" opinion, the

following citations from an earlier number of the National

Baptist will show :
" Dr. Dale has spent a great deal of time

and labor, and no small ability, in investigating the subject,

and in some respects, to say the least, is entitled to speak luith

confidence on the subject." " To observe what impression he

has made on some of the first scholars of the country is to find
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evidence that the work is worthy of careful attention. For Dr.

Jonathan Edwards says, ' It is the most complete, unanswer-

able, and amiable treatise the Church possesses on this point.'

Dr. Thomas H. Skinner says, ' I marvel at the labor and

ability shown in your masterly discussion.' Dr. Plummer
says, ' Mr. Dale proves that Baptist argument has no weaker

point than philology.' While similar testimony is given by

Dr. Hodge, Dr. Lyman Coleman, Dr. Henry B. Smith, and

many others prominent in different poedobaptist denomina-

tions." " The deliberateness and fidness of the investigation

challenge our admiration.''' " We are free to say that Mr.

Dale's labors cannot prove worthless or unimportant. He has

established a difference between fid-rm and ^a-KTiluy. He has,

also, brought clearly out what our own examination had be-

fore proved, that the word {l^aTrTc^uj) does not, of itself, involve

the lifting out of the fluid of that which is put in."

, Which, now, is the " honest opinion," this or that? Is it

that which speaks contemptuously of " the redoubtable Dr.

Dale," or this, which speaks of " the author of no small

ability?" Is it that which adjudges the volumes to be "a
reproach to American letters," or this, which declares them
to be the " admiration " of the editor? Is it that which pro-

claims them to be " an insult to Presbyterian scholarship,"

or this, which announces their profound " impression on some

of the first scholars of the country?" Is it thai which de-

clares that these volumes " snub every eminent Presbyterian

from Calvin to Hodge," or this, which recounts the words of

praise uttered by " Edwards and Skinner, Plummer and

Hodge, Coleman and Smith, and many others?" Is it that

which announces the labors of Dr. Dale to be those of "a
sophist and a trickster," " without honesty or principle,"

"without thought and without sense," of one who dwells

in abandoned " solitude," a lonely " egotist," and whom
"ridicule and oblivion" are eager to swallow up; or this,

which says, " the labors of Mr. Dale cannot prove worthless

or unimportant;" he has " established a difference" where

Carson of Ireland, and the Campbells (of Scotland, and of

Virginia), and a host of others, declared no difference to ex-
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ist; and " he has brought clearly out" (what is vital to this

controversy), " that ^ar.TiZu) does not lift out of the fluid that

which it puts in."

These are the match horses in the Kational Baptist " turn

out." Whether the very worthy editor will undertake to

mate them by proving the white horse to be black, or the

black horse to be white, or will choose rather henceforward

to drive on with a parti-colored team, I cannot say. And I

do not know that the question, " Whether thai be this, or

this be thai?^^ need trouble any one beyond the holder of the

reins.

Mem.—"A system of artificial memory" would not be a

bad addendum to the editorial sanctum of some folks.

WATCHMAN AND REFLECTOR.

In contrast wnth "that'-' opinion, and in harmonj^ -with

"this" opinion of the IlTational Baptist, is the following lan-

guage, full of characteristic manliness and self-respect, by
the Watchman and Reflector. " Dr. Dale is already -well

known as the author of ' Classic Baptism.' The thorough

discussion of the subject of baptism demanded an inquiry

into the usage and nature of the rite among the Jews. Dr.

Dale, in the above volume, enters into an investigation of

this part of the subject. It is not our purpose at this time

to criticize the author's work. We can say, how-ever, from

the little reading which we have been able to give to the

book, that the author shows a large acquaintance with his

subject. His investigations have been wide, and he discusses

the various points with a candor and good nature wdiich are

worthy of praise. Difliering as we do from his conclusions,

we can yet respect the ability and commend the spirit which

characterize Dr. Dale's argument."

When the friends of the theory cease to depend on "the

vocabulary" for support, and write after the style of this

extract, they will lose nothing in the estimation of their

readers.
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CHRISTIAN QUARTERLY (" CAMPBELLITE " BAPTIST).

Ill the January number, 1871, of the Quarterly of the

Christian or Disciples Church (popularly known by the name
of Alexander Cam,pbell) there is a review of Classic Baptism

occupying forty-four pages. If this review had but grasped

the merits of the case as clearly, and discussed their issues

as fairly, as it has passed over the ground minutely, there

would be little left to be desired. But I regret to say that

this extended review has carried us but little forward. The
positions of Classic Baptism are not even confronted, much
less answered. The errors of the review are so numerous
and so elementary that it would be as unprofitable as it is

discouraging to attempt to point them out.

A fair specimen of the logic, rhetoric, imagination, as-

sumption, assertion, and extravagant error of this review

(which is but illustrative of the theory in general) may be

found in the following passage, taken from pp. 83, 84 of the

review. " The whole object of ' Classic Baptism' is to lay

down in the end, by inference or in some other way, prem-

ises from which he can infer that sprinkling and pouring

are Baptism."

This grim spectre (imagined to stand at the end of this

Inquiry and evoked by the fears of the Reviewer) seems to

frighten him from his propriety, and induce the assembling

of all approved instruments of torture, ready to crush bones

and to dislocate joints whenever any threatening demonstra-

tion may be made against "dip, and nothing but dip." The

Reviewer thus proceeds :
" He even infers from a garbled

quotation that an immersion was once effected by a sprink-

ling. . . . But Ave admit no such conclusion. The passages

which he quotes contain no grounds for such inference.

Here they are :
' Disgorging the sea-water which he had

swallowed during his immersion ;

' and, ' The boat received

the shower which the animal spouted aloft, and the adven-

turous Triptolemus had a full share of the immersion.' Was
Triptolemus immersed? Does a ' share' of anything amount

to the whole of it? It is not said that he was immersed.
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The very reverse is affirmed. He only received a share of

' the immersion.' We may ask what immersion is here re-

ferred to ? For the immersion must mean some special im-

mersion. What immersion is that? But one immersion is

mentioned to which an allusion can be made. That immer-

sion is the immersion of the animal which 'spouted aloft'

* the sea-water which he had swallowed during his immer-

sion.' It is a share of this immersion that Sir Walter Scott

referred to. The animal imbibed a large quantity of water

during his immersion, which he threw aloft, and Triptole-

mus was covered with it; and this is called 'a share,' 'a full

share of the immersion.' , , . The Doctor is entirely too su-

perficial ; and if the partisans who have extolled sucli criti-

cisms do not become ashamed of their own eulogies, it must

be owing to their theologies, not to their scholarship,"

Seldom has a criticism furnished richer elements for good-

natured merriment than does the above. In the first place

the writer never saw, in silii, the passages quoted, and was

profoundly ignorant of their connection. And yet he not

only ventures to elaborate a criticism on each of the two

passages (making a context for that unknown one written by

Sir Walter), but in doing so joins together two passages

which have no more affiliation, connection, relation, or even

propinquity, than fire and water, or the zenith and the nadir.

In this venture of the Reviewer the "garbled extract" is a

pure myth, the affirmation being made under a profound

ignorance of the real character of the passage; the immer-

sion of "the animal" is equally mj-thic, no such statement

having been made by Sir Walter; the profound exegesis

which makes Triptolemus share in the "immersion of the

animal" will be found valuable when it proves adequate to

reverse the adage ex nihilo nihil jit; as there is nothing of the '

animal immersion, the full share of nothing cannot be much.

The animal of the Reviewer (which imbibes a quantity of

water in his immersion, and spouts it aloft, sending down a

shower of brine into the boat, and giving Triptolemus "a
full share") is the Pirate Cleveland, who floats, insensible,

ashore from his wrecked vessel. This more than half-
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drowned sailor (who by the help of a brandy stimulus " dis-

gorges the sea-water which he had swallowed during his

immersion") is converted by the Reviewer into a whale

gambolling in the deep, imbibing its brine, and generously

sharing its deep-sea immersion with Triptolemus, the Udaler,

and the harpooning boat's crew generally! This is a choice

specimen of the ad nauseam imaginative immersions of the

theory. Their- grossness does not always admit of the same

patent exposure as in the present case, but their absurdity

is none the less real to every sober mind.

This mirth-inducing error is in nowise due to the manner

in which the two passages are quoted in Classic Baptism.

They are not quoted as illustrative of the same point. They
are not placed even in juxtaposition. The iirst (the ship-

wreck of the Pirate) is on p. 200, and the second (the shower

immersion) is on p. 209. It does not give the shadow of a

vinculum uniting them together as referring to the same

transaction. Their being brought together and made to ex-

pound one transaction can only be explained by that spirit

of audacity which leads the gambler of the turf to shut his

eyes and select a racer on which he stakes his all " against

the field." The Reviewer has seen proper to pick up two

widely-separated quotations, and blindly wager his relia-

bility against infinite odds, that these two passages refer to

the same transaction. He has lost. The most audacious

exposition cannot convert a drowned sailor into a spouting

whale

!

The amusement furnished by th\8 faux pas is good reason

for allowing it to go scot free from any severe philippic. It

would not have been noticed except that (in all its extrava-

gance) it is a substantially fair example of the reckless in-

terpretations of the theory.

BAPTIST QUARTERLY.

In the Baptist Quarterly for Januarj^, 1870, there is an

article by Professor Albert JST. Arnold, of the Baptist Theo-

logical Seminary, Chicago, on Baptism and the Greek

Church. In this article he casts a glance of sneering pity
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at " the volumes of Dr. Dale," but passes tliem by as too

leprous to be touched. But reference is made to this article,

not because of what is said or unsaid of these volumes, but

because of some things adjacent. Among which things is

the following testimon}'- (Appendix to The Old and the NeWj
or The Changes of Thirty Years in the East, by Rev. Wm.
Goodell).

" Rev. E. Riggs thus describes a Greek baptism which he

witnessed in Smyrna in April, 1851:

" The priest, taking the infant, perfectly naked" (aid and

comfort to Rabbi Kalisch), " in his hands, and holding it over

the font, said, ' The servant of the Lord, Iphigenia, is bap-

tized (placing it in the water, which reached up to its neck,

and thrice taking up water with his right hand, and pouring

upon the child's head) in the name of the Father (then lifting

the child up, and again placing it in the water, and repeating

the affusion as before), and of the Son (same movement re-

peated), and of the Holy Ghost, now and ever, even for ever

and ever: Amen.' I have witnessed this ceremony a num-
ber of times, and in no instance was the whole body of the

person baptized, immersed in the water. In many instances

the size of the font would not have admitted it.

" Rev. Mr. Wood, for many years a missionary at Con-

stantinople, and now one of the Secretaries of the A. B. C.

F. M., adds his testimony, that the practice is the same in

the Armenian Church, and he cites the testimony of Dr.

Perkins, in an article contributed to * Coleman's Ancient

Christianity ExempHfied' (p. 574), in which Dr. Perkins thus

describes the way of baptism among the Nestorians: ' The

children are set into a vessel of tepid water, which extends

up to the neck, and held there by a deacon, while the priest

takes up water with both hands (not the right hand only),

and suffuses it over the head, repeating the name of one per-

son of the Trinity each time.'

" The Armenian clergy, it is added, base their practice

of baptism by affusion on the fact, received among the

traditions" (over against Rabbi Kalisch's traditions) "of

their church, that the Saviour was thus baptized. In all
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their pictures of the scene of the baptism, Christ is repre-

sented as standing in the Jordan, and the Baptist as pour-

ing water from his hand upon his head. Jews, who some-

times enter the Armenian Church, are baptized in the same

manner.
" The Armenian Church (it is further stated) acknowledges

the validity of baptism by sprinkling, and receives, without

rebaptizing them, Romanists and Protestants who seek ad-

mission into its communion Avith no other baptism. The
Grreeks rebaptize, but the writers must be mistaken who
represent the ground of this to be a view of immersion as

essential to baptism. Regarding all other bodies of Chris-

tians as in heresy and schism, they arrogate valid ordinances

and salvation to their own church exclusively, and would no

sooner receive one baptized by immersion, without rebap-

tizing him, than they would one whose baptism was by

sprinkling. Their own baptism, if it ever is, very exten-

sively to say the least, is not an immersion.*'

What, now, does Professor Arnold say of these baptisms

of the Armenian, Nestorian, and Greek churches? Hear
him : " There is no baptism without immersion ; but they

are not punctilious about the totality of the immersion. Af-

fusion comes in only to supply the defect and complete the

immersion." Is not this a marvellous utterance from a

friend of the theory ? He does not dare reject these bap-

tisms of the Eastern churches, and yet there is not in one

of them a baptism according to the theory. But " the totality

of the immersion" has suddenly become "a punctilio!"

And " the defect" in the immersion is remedied, hear all ye

friends of the theory, by " affusion ! I " We are told that in

the bottom of the Dead Sea there is a sudden break down
from " thirteen feet to thirteen hundred feet." But this

sudden fall of a thousand feet is a trifle to this baihie break

down of the theory in the hands of Professor Arnold. But
it is a shame to strike a foe when fallen without the proffer of

generous quarter: how much more, then, a kindly opponent

like Professor Arnold. He has fallen as heavily as one of

his weight (and I am sure he is not one of the " light weights,"
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intellectually or morally) can fall. We, therefore, extend to

him our hand and assist him to rise, that he may do battle

on another field of his selection.

ALEXANDER DE STOURDZA.

Alexander de Stourdza takes the place with Professor

Arnold which Rabbi Isidor Kalisch took with the National

Baptist. Whether the former will prove a more %'ahiable

ally than the latter remains to be seen. The challenge under

which the Professor proposes to do battle is this: "The verb

/Sr/TrrtTw, immergo, has but one meaning. li sigivfies UleraUy

and perpetually, to plunge." This is the language of de

Stourdza which, when the Professor adopts as his own, is

accompanied with this plaintive lament, "It is a pity that

this Greek scholar should be left without the light of Dr.

Dale's volumes." Having no hope that the light from these

volumes can reach to the Professor's height, I will seek to

throw light upon this thesis from some other sources which

he may hold in higher estimation.

And, first, I presume the Professor will pay due respect

to light proceeding from himself. Let me, then, ask of him,

Do you. Professor Arnold, believe that '' ^anriZoj has but one

meaning, and that that meaning is, literally and perpetually,

to plunge?^' To be more specific, Do you believe that when
the sea-coast is baptized by the tide coming over it, that the

sea-shore is "plunged" into the water? " Well, of course, I

know that it is not; but de Stourdza says that it is, and who
am I that I should oppose Stourdza?" Do you believe that

when, in the overflowings of the Nile, its banks, and the

plants in the Egyptian fields, and their land-animals are

baptized, that banks, and plants, and animals are taken up

and " plunged" into the water? " Why, of course, I know
that they are not; but de Stourdza says that they are, and

what can I say, but say what Stourdza says?" Do you

believe that the soldiers, who were baptized by marching

all day through the water to their waists, were "plunged"

into the water by anybody or anything? " Why ask such
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a question ? I know as well as any one that they were not

;

but so long as de Stonrdza says that they were, what can I

do?" Do you believe that the altar on Mount Carmel, bap-

tized by water poured upon it, was "plunged" into the

water? " Why persist in asking such questions? Anyone,
though more stupid than Baal's worshippers, must know
that it was not ; but Stourdza ! Stourdza ! " Do you believe

that souls, at the gates of Paradise, baptized by the waving

of a flaming sword in the hands of the Great Baptist, are

"plunged?" "I must positively decline listening to any

more such questions. What will de Stourdza say ?" I will

ask no more questions. It is quite plain that there is light

in you, but the deep de Stourdza shadow turns it into dark-

ness. There may, however, be some of your friends pos-

sessed of courage to express, as well as hold, an opinion

which may not exactly square with that of the Russo-Greek

Councillor. What does your friend Gale say? Dr. Gale,

do you believe in " one meaning, literally and perpetually,

to jplungeV "I have tried as hard as any man to carry

through ' one meaning,' but, as you know, I have my mis-

givings ; we may have, at last, to fall back on something

beyond act of any kind ; it may be that it is condition and

not act which is expressed." And what is youi^ opinion. Dr.

Cox ? " I believe that any man made very wet by the drop-

pings of the night dew falling on him is baptized thereby.'*

Dr. Fuller, what is your faith on this point? "I give up

plunge, and nothing but plunge. If water is poured over a

man long enough, he will need no plunging to baptize him."

Dr. Carson, what do you say ? " I have very little to say for

' plunge, literally and perpetually,' but I am ready to stake

all on 'dip, and nothing but dip, through all Greek litera-

ture.' " And what does " the Professor of the Baptist Theo-

logical Seminary, Rochester, E"ew York," say ? " Brethren !

my advice is, get rid of senseless dipping." Will Dr. Conant

give us light upon this issue ? "I have translated ,Sa7Tr:Tc

and its derivatives, in the Bible and out of the Bible, nearly

five hundred times, and seventeen times (against opposing

hundreds) I have translated it ^plunge. That is all the aid
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and comfort which I can give to Stourdza-ism." Will the

venerable Booth give us his judgment on this question?

" My judgment is on record long ago. An opponent of mine

once translated (Santt^^w, ' literally and perpetually, to plunge,'

and I said, in reply, that he did so ' to make our sentiments

and practice ridiculous.' De Stourdza may mean very well

by his literally and perpetually plunging, but this only leads

me the more earnestly to cry. Save me from my friends!"

So much for de Stourdza's "plunge."
" It is a pity that this Greek scholar should be left without

the light of Dr. Dale's volumes," or, in its absence, let me
add, without the light of this voluminous testimony of Pro-

fessor Arnold's friends.

The simple truth is, that there is not a thoughtful and

well-read man on earth who believes this doctrine of de

Stourdza. And there is no risk in saying that neither Pro-

fessor Arnold, nor de Stourdza himself, believes what their

language affirms. I will not say (as the Baptist Quarterly

says of Dr. Dale and his volumes) it is " a7i attempt to impose

upon the unlearned and the half learned," for I have never

learned that the correction of error required the maligning

of character. I do not believe that these worthy men have

made " an attempt to impose " error for truth upon any one.

Their best defence must be in the apologetic abandonment

of their position, saying, "We did not really mean what, in

words, we said." This plea has already been entered for

Dr. Carson and his disproved " dip, and nothing but dip."

It must be re-entered for the patently erroneous " plunge,

and nothing but plunge" of Arnold and de Stourdza.

Neither Jewish Rabbi nor Greek Councillor can save the

theory.

"see all the LEXICONS."

" See all the lexicons," says Professor Arnold, to prove

that jSaTZTi^u} means to jjlunge, a strictly definite act. And
another writer in this Baptist Quarterly says, " Mr. Dale

does not assail us with Stephens and Scapula." And a third

writer, speaking of lexicons, says, " It is not creditable to
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our religious journalism that such works as Mr. Dale's

Classic Baptism should find countenance or favor in any

quarter."

My desire in examining into the meaning of this Greek

word has been to place the inquiry on an ultimate basis, and

to collect material for a final and irreversible judgment.

M37 judgment has not been presented as final or irreversible

for any one, not even for myself. Disprove my evidence

and you change my judgment. The materials on which that

judgment is based are uncovered for the inspection and the

independent judgment of every one as well as for myself.

If in my judgment I have, as charged, played the fool and

shamed idiocy, then, even " the unlearned and the half

learned" will not be likely to be harmed by my " attempt

to impose upon them." But if the judgment reached is so

clearly indicated that even " a mere country pastor" may be

considered as competent to see it, and if that judgment be

sustained by the independent judgment of all outside of the

theor}'-, then that judgment will be final and irreversible, and

the friends of the theory will, sooner or later, confess it to

be so. Heretofore in this inquiry reliance has been placed

on usage, and nothing has been said about lexicons, because

it is a matter of universal admission that manifold imperfec-

tions attend upon general lexicography, and its conclusions

are without authority except as they may give a true inter-

pretation of usage. But inasmuch as appeal is now made
from usage to lexicography, and the theory claims that every

lexicon is a pillar of support to its doctrine, it may be well

to turn aside for a while and inquire into the facts of the

case.

But before we " see all the lexicons," let us clearly under-

stand what it is that we are expected to see in them. Let

there be no confounding of this with that. If it is one thing

and but one thing, then let it not be diverse things and noth-

ing but diverse things. The theory boasts of its one mean-

ing and of its denial of any second meaning. If this were

not, as Professor Stuart declares it to be, " an adventurous

position," but one founded in fact, then it would be the
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simplest thing in the world for the theory to announce that

one meaning, plant itself squarely upon it, and indicate its

truth by pointing out fact after fact. This has never been

done. This has never, really, been attempted to be done.

When Carson gives the one meaning in the sharpest possible

definition, there is not enough of attempt to carry the defini-

tion into the facts of usage to dignify it by entitling it a

failure. And when Arnold-Stourdza srives the one meanino;

in another character, and by a definition matching well that

of Carson in sharpness. Booth replies, that its application to

the facts of usage " makes our sentiments and practice

ridiculous." This utter fiiilure through two centuries to

present the one meaning in a tangible shape and to verify it

by laying it alongside of the universal facts of usage, is,

itself, proof that the claim cannot be true, and that the claim

for lexical support must be equally untrue. But while there

has been no general attempt to give embodiment to the

meaning in one word, and when the attempt has been made
it has awakened dissent and resulted in failure, still there

has been an almost universal assent to the position, that

^a-KTi^o} makes demand for an act, to be done, in contradis-

tinction from a result or a condition consequent upon the

doing of an act; and farther, that this act demanded to be

done is properly described as specific in its nature, definite

in its character, and modal in its form. This word is said

to maintain its meaning unchanged in ideal as well as in

physical relations. And any secondary meaning is peremp-

torily denied.

What we are called upon, then, to " see in all the lexicons"

is, 1. A definite act; 2. A where a secondary mean-

ing should have been.

This statement is, perhaps, sufllciently substantiated by

what has been said in the general treatment of the subject,

but inasmuch as special appeal has been made to the lexi-

cons, and this meaning of the theory (act in opposition to

condition), is the alpha and the omega determinative of the

whole subject, it will be desirable to have distinctly before

us authoritative evidence of the teaching of the theory ou
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this point. For this purpose the following quotations are

made from representative writers.

Dr. Gale^ London, 1711, 2^. 93. " We cannot believe that

it is so doubtful, in Scripture, as many pretend, whether

dipping only be baptism. I'll begin with the words /Joctttw and

^anri'^u}, for they are synonymous."

This is doubly plain. Gale not only says that the definite

act " dipping" is, and " only" is, baptism, but he says that

/SaTTTt'Co is synonymous with the definite act verb /^dTzrco. He,
then, beyond all question, regarded fiaTzzi^oj as a verb de-

manding the performance of a definite act.

Booth, London, 1792, p. 265. " The verb baptize, in this

dispute, denotes an action required by the divine law. And
the simple question is, What is that action? Is it immersion,

or pouring, or sprinkling? ITot what is the principal end or

design of that action f Be the action itself, and the design of

it, whatever they may, they certainly are different things,

and must be so considered."

Booth could not state the point more sharply :
" Baptize

denotes an action required by the divine law." The error in

using " immersion," as " pouring and sprinkling," to ex-

press the act of the verb should be noted as of constant oc-

currence in this class of writers. Pouring expresses the act

in the verb "to pour;" &nd sjmnkling expresses the doing

of the act in the verb "to sprinkle;" but "immersion"

does not express the doing of the act in the verb to immerse.

"Immersion" is the result of the act of immersing.

P. 279. " That many tyrants and fools have given laws to

secular kingdoms, and have even presumed to legislate for

Jesus Christ himself, is a fact ; that some of their laws have

been marked with tyrannic subtiltj-, and others with egre-

gious folly, is also a fact; but that any of them were ever so

crafty as to contrive a law which by a single specific enacting

term-equ&llj required three different acts of obedience, and yet

were so complaisant as to feel themselves perfectly satisfied

with having any one of those acts performed, I do not be-

lieve." P. 280. " Banvi^o) is a specific term. The English

expression dip is a specific term." P. 286.
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"We may question the propriety of making " tyrant and
fool" the alternative title of the Divine lawgiver under any

possible contingency; but he must be more than "a tyrant,"

and less than " a fool," who would doubt that Booth means
to say, that ^arMZa expresses a specific act.

Cox^ London, 1824, p. 46. " The idea of dipping is in every

instance conveyed ; and no less so by all the current uses of

the terms [fidnruj and (iar,ri'^(o) in question. A person may in-

deed be immersed by pouring, but immersion is the being

plunged into water or (the being) overwhelmed by it. Were
the water to ascend from' the earth, it would still be bap-

tism, were the person wholly covered by it."

ISTothiug could be more explicit or more harmonious with

the theory than the first sentence; nothing could exhibit

"confusion worse confounded" beyond the remainder of

the quotation. Observe the confusion in the use of " im-

mersed" and "immersion." In the case of the first the

usage is proper ; " immersed" expresses « condition, the re-

sult of the act of poiirivg; but "immersion," instead of

being used as the condition resultant from the act in "being

plunged," " being overwhelmed," is exhibited as only an-

other form of those acts.

Observe, again, the absurdity of representing panrC^a} as

" to dip in every instance," and then representing as fulfilled

in its demand by the diverse specific acts of plunging, pouring,

and rising up! Was it such a case that Booth had in view

when he said, that " to use a single specific ierin equally re-

quiring three different acts of obedience, was beyond the craft

of the most consummate tyrants and fools?"

Observe, further, that Cox, while aflirming a specific act

(dipping) " in every instance," abandons all act as expressed

by the word and substitutes for it condition. The act of

plunging is of no moment, it may be there or it may not be

there ; the act of pouring is of no moment, it, too, ma}' be

there or may not be there; the act of rising up of gushing

waters, is of no moment, it, likewise, may be there or may
not be there; hut that which is of moment, and cannot be

wanting, is the covered condition! I^Tow, can fatuity go be-
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yond the affirmation, that /?a7rr:t«' makes demand for the per-

formance of a specific act, and yet is squarely met by a con-

dition, the result of any one of a score of diverse acts, or by
the conjoint operation of any half dozen of them? But it is

precisely this absurdity, more or less baldly presented, which

meets us everywhere in the writings of the upholders of the

theory.

Morell, Edinburgh, 1848, p. 167. '' That the word ^anriZco

uniformly signifies to dip, I will not venture to assert or un-

dertake to prove. I believe that the word does mean to dip,

and this is its most usual meaning. But it appears quite evi-

dent, that the word also bears the sense of covering by super-

fusion. This is admitted by Dr. Cox. Thus far we surren-

der the question of immersion in company with Dr. Cox."

Morell is evidently a cultivated as well as an ingenuous

man. How it escaped him that the same word could not

possibly express the diverse specific acts of dipping and super-

fusing, I cannot understand. The error, however, which
resorts to attributing to one word two diverse specific acts,

rather than abandon the theory of a specific act altogether,

shows how ingrained in the minds of the Old World and the

ITew is the conception of fia-ri'^co as expressing a definiie act.

Stovel, London, 1846, p. 470. " On the act of Christian bap-

tism. The student of the Holy Scriptures may determine

for himself the nature of the act which Christ the Lord hcdh

enjoined under the name, of baptism.'^ P. 486. "It is impossible

to dip) by pouring, or to pour by sprinkling; and since there is

but one baptism, it must be one or the other of these acts ; it

cannot be either or all. Ba-ri'^cD is the same with f^id-Krw, only

with a causal force."

The statement that verb and substantive alike express

definite act could not be more absolute.

Ingham, London, 1865, p. 47. " That jSanrc^uj is synonymous

loith the pirimary meaning of /Sa-rw appears to the writer to

have the most abundant confirmation from the instances

where it occurs, admitting that jSa-ru) may more exclusively

retain the idea of putting anything i7ito another, whilst

ftaTZTc^co means to immerse, not only when the object is put
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into the element, but, as in occasional instances on record,

when the element is brought upon and around the object.

The primary meaning of fidTtrw is to dip.''

Here, again, we meet the affirmation of a specific act and

the absurd admission of a second meaning the direct con-

trary of the first. We, also, see the same wretched use of

" immerse" to hide the nakedness of a specific act.

President Wayla.nd, Principles and Practice of Baptists, p>, 89.

"We immerse the whole body in water." P. 91. "Few
things are more impressive than the act of Christian baptism.

The act may be an oiFence to the world, but it is glorious in

the sight of God, of angels in heaven, and of saints on earth."

Dr. Wayland appears to use "immerse" as expressive of

"the act" in baptizing which, among Baptists, is by dipping

the upper part of the bod^'. In so doing he adds his honored

name to the long list of those who maintain that God has

enjoined a specific act to be done in baptizing.

Professor Curtis, On Communion, p). 71. " Those who rightly

receive baptism are assured hy a formal act that they actually

are 'heirs of God, joint heirs with Christ.' Baptism is the

act of consecration. What sight on earth so beautiful as

to see the young and lovely desceyiding into the waters of

baptism."

Professor Curtis, not writing formally on the subject of

baptism, is not so explicit as to "the act" as others. His

language, howev^er, " a formal act," " the act," " descending

into," must be accredited to the theoretical specific act.

Professor Jeviett, Baptism, p. 13. " Ba-xw has two meaning?,

to dip, to dye; ^ar.Ti^m, in the whole history of the Greek
language, has but one meaning. It signifies to dip (or im-

merse), and never has any other meaning. Either /3a-rw or

/Sarrt'^w may signify to dip generally."

Professor Jewett stands straight up for " specific act,"

" one meaning through all Greek literature," as, also, for

the perversion of "immerse" in being made to perform the

role of dip in executing a specific act.

Professor P>agg, Church Order, p. 33. " If ,5a-rw signifies to

immerse, ^ar.riZu) signifies to cause to be immersed. This makes
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the words nearly or quite synonymous. Bdnru) more fre-

quently denotes slight or temporary immersion than i3aT:Ti'C(o.

Hence dip, which properly denotes slight or temporary im-

mersion, is more frequently its appropriate rendering. In

nearly half .the examples in which [iaTtTiZca occurs, in the

literal sense, it signifies the immersion which attends

drowning or the sinking of ships." P. 85. " The propriety

and force of the metaphorical allusions cannot be understood

if the word does not signify to immerse."

Professor Dagg, in these statements, mingles truth and

error, with truth more predominant than in the case of any

writer yet noticed. It is an error to translate (idrino to im-

merse. This is evident from the declaration that this word-
" denotes slight or temporary immersion;" but "immerse"
does never ''denote slight or temporary immersion ;" it, there-

fore, cannot be the translation of (Soltztoj. But why does Dr.

Dagg translate, here, "immerse," when he says, it means
dip, and when, in a formal statement of the passages in

which /Sa/rra* occurs, he translates it "^o <izp" in every in-

stance? The reason is the same as that which leads all

Baptist writers to murder "immerse" in order to save the

life of " dip." Dr. Dagg wished to introduce into f:iaTtri'(^m a

meaning to meet the facts of usage, which the theory had no

power to give him. He wanted to gQi into poKrCiu) a widely

different meaning from that of fid-rw, while the theory says,

they are " nearly or quite synonymous." He, in obedience to

theory, makes the former differ from the latter only as causa-

tive. If, now, |?a7rrw is allowed to retain the meaning " to dip,"

then i3a-ri'^io must be made to mean " to cause to dip;" but the

trouble is, that this meaning will not meet the facts of usage.

Instead, now, of accepting the obvious truth, that [iar^xi^u)

differs essentially in nature from fidnzo), the Professor robs

this word of its dip, and substitutes for it immerse. And,
thus, having overlaid dip by immerse, he is enabled, by
causation, to extract it for the beneiit of [iar^ri^oj. There is

no end to the twistings and turnings which grow out of es-

sential error substituted for central truth.

Professor Dagg uses " immersion " properly when he dis-
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tinguishes it from the acts of drowning and sinking, making
it a condition resultant from those acts. He is, also, right in

bringing into bold relief the ^^ slight and iemporary" immer-
sion (dipping) of /3d7iToj, which necessitates withdrawal, and

the unlimited depth, duration, and action of tlie immersion of

i3a-ri'^u), which excludes withdrawal, as of the meaning of

this word. It is only remarkable that Dr. Dagg should have

failed to perceive that a word of such characteristics must

express condition and not a specific act. Professor Dagg is

emphatically right when he says, " the propriety and force

of the metaphorical allusions cannot be understood if the

woi-d does not signify iin?ner.se," always provided, that the

abuse of '' immerse" to the sense of dij) is here abandoned.

If "immerse" in this statement be used as when it is said,

'•'
iSdr.rut to inmurse (dip), (iar^riZco to cause to immerse {to cause

to dip"), then every particle of truth has evaporated out of

it. The breadth of a sunbeam may as well be taken to

swathe a continent as the feebleness of "dip" be used to

interpret the power of influence which everywhere pervades

the secondary use of /5a-Tjtw. And, herein, we find one of

the clearest and most beautiful of the many evidences prov-

ing that the theory is wrong to the very heart. That which

it declares (dip) to be the exclusive meaning of the word
through all Greek literature has not the shadow of fitness,

Dr. Dagg being judge, to meet one-half of the cases of the

usage of the word.

Dr. Fuller, Baptism, p. 13. " The act of baptism. And
just so ftd-roi to dip, (3a-zi'^uj to make one dip, that is, to im-

merse." P. 25. '^ Ba-ri'^u} signifies to inimerse, and has no

other meaning." P. 29. " The fourth case is produced to

show that ftanziZu> does not always denote the act of plunging.

My position is that ^a-ri^w means to immerse. It matters

not how the immersion is effected." (P. 31.) " Suppose a

man should lie in the baptistery wdiile it is filling. The
pouring of the water would not be the immersion, but an

immersion would take place if he remained long enough.

In the case of Elijah, the twelve barrels of water were first

poured, and the trenches all around filled, and it is the effect of

4
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this, it is the being thus drenched, surrounded, and steeped,

which Origen figuratively calls a baptism."

Dr. Fuller here, again, treats us to the ever recurring

masquerade of dip and immerse. "Just so /SaTrrw to dip;

l^aTtTi^w to make one dijo, that is io immerse" (!)
" Bar^riZco sig-

nifies to immerse, to make one dip, and has no other mean-

inaf." Dr. Fuller has written a book of several hundred

pages, and has used the word immerse scores of times ; if he

has used it in a solitary instance in the meaning " to make

one dijj" (and it "has no other meaning"), I have not met

with the case. How the specific act dip (slight and tempo-

rary) is to be converted by figure into " the eifect" of pour-

ing—" drenching, surrounding, steeping"—I leave the ima-

ginator to settle with his friend Dr. Dagg.

The pinching necessity of this case which constrained Dr.

Fuller to accept of" efifect" as expository of /JccTrrctw, in con-

tradiction of the theory, and in disregard of the expostula-

tions of Carson, should have revealed the true character of

this word as making demand not for the doing of an act,

whether to dip, to plunge, to sink, to pour, or what not, but

for an end to be secured, an efi'ect, a condition, the result

of any competent act or acts.

Dr. Conant, BAPTIZEIN, pp. 59-67, 103-107. Dr. Co-

nant, in common with those whose views have already been

presented, says, that the word is severely limited to one

meaning, (iii.) " The translation expresses its true and only

import." " From the earliest age of Greek literature down
to its close (a period of about two thousand years), not an

example has been found in. which the word has any other

meaning." " Showing its unvarying signification through

all this time." " This unvarying sense of the word." " The

constant usage of Greek writers, and the only recognized

meaning of the word." " The word BAPTIZED, during

the wdiole existence of the Greek as a spoken language, had

a perfectly defined and unvarying import."

The character of a word, used for two thousand years in

one unvarying meaning, ought not to be doubtful. Dr. Go-
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iiant expresses no doubt upon the subject. He, again, agrees

with his friends in classifying it with those verbs which

definitely express an act to be done, and not a definite result to

be effected by an unexpressed act. These are his statements:

" This act is always expressed in the literal application of the

word, and is the basis of its metaphorical uses." "The
literal act of immersion as the means of cleansing." " The
word is used of the most familiar acts." " With the prepo-

sition into expressing fully iJic act of passing from on-e element

into another." ''The act it expresses took place." "A
Greek could be at no loss to know v^Jioi was done, or what
was" required to be done" " The other acts w^ith whicli it is

compared." " The Greek word expresses nothing more
than tlie act of immersion." "This act is performed on the

assenting believer." " The act expressed by the same word."
" The act designated by the word in all these cases is the same."
" The act associates with itself obligations." *' The act which

it described retained its primary meaning." " The act which

it describes was chosen for its adaptation." •" The same

closely marked corporeal act as is expressed by the Greek

word."

When Dr. Conant saj's, that l^aTtTfCm " always exjn'esses this

act," ^'expresses the act that took place," ^^ expresses nothing

more than the act," ^'designates the act," ^^ describes the act,"

there is nothing more certain than that he is in error. The
Greek word is devoid of all power to inform us as to the

form or character of "the act" by which any baptism is

effected. It cannot inform us whether a baptism is effected

by one act or by two acts. If Thales, the wisest of "the

Seven," were alive again, he could not answer the question,

" What is the act which jSaTrri^oj expresses ?" How much less

could " ani/ Greek know what was done or what was required

to be done." If the offer were made to Dr. Conant to pay

for the next edition of his BAPTIZEHS" in case he should

answer this question, the question must remain unanswered.

There is no such thing as ^Hhe act" expressed by fianTt^co in

contradistinction from an untold number of other and diverse

acts by which the demand of the word may be as well and
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as truly met. That this is true will be seen by farther state-

ments made by Dr. Conant. If this word expresses an act

done daily through two thousand years, then, since nothing

is so sharply limited, .so unvarying, so universal, and ,so

easily to be expressed, there ought to be a fac simile for

every such act in Greece in every land under the sun, and

its enunciation ought to be met with in every spoken tongue.

Has Dr. Conant furnished us with the counterpart of this act

and its expression in the English language? This is the

answer :
" BAPTIZEIK means, to immerse, immerge, sub-

merge, to dip, to plunge, to imbathe, to whelm." And is

this to be received as verifying the declaration that /5axTcT«'

" designates," " describes," " expresses the act" of baptism?

There are but two words out of the seven which express a

definite act (dip and plunge), and these two acts are essen-

tially diverse in their character, so that if fiar^riZu) expresses

either, it cannot express the other. And, beside, we have

seen Dr. Conant's friends repudiating both ; the venerable

Booth declaring that "plunge makes our practice and senti-

ments ridiculous;" and "the Professor of the Baptist Theo-

logical Seminar}', Rochester, ISTew York," exclaiming, "Bap-

tist brethren ! Christian baptism is no mere literal and sense-

less dipping.'^ Just in so far as these seven defining terms

fail to express " one unvarying act," they fail to express

" this act," the act which, we are told, ^ar.ri'^af '•'always desig-

nates, describes, and expresses."

But Dr. Conant acknowledges that these seven words do

not express any one, common, form of act. By an analysis

he groups their differences into two classes : 1. Such as move
the object, '•^putting into" the element; 2. Such as move the

element, "putting under" the element. These two classes

cannot be reduced any farther, retaining act as the distin-

guishing basis of the classification. They may, however, be

reduced to one class by the abandonment of fJie act, in which

they differ, and the acceptance of the result, in which they

agree. Whether the object be moved so as to j^ui into the

element, or whether the element be moved so as to j^id under

the object, "put into" and "put under" meet together in
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put within. The difi'erences in act are merged m a common
result, and this result becomes the characteristic expression

of the verb. It is this (result) and not "this" (act) which

/Sa-rt'Cw '• designates," " describes," and " expresses."

It is obvious that this imt vjitldn {irdus-pono) brings us face

to face with the " intus position" declared bj Classic Bap-

tism to be the characteristic demand of the word.

Additional proof of the correctness of this conclusion is

found in the word, selected from these seven, as the repre-

sentative word. That word is immerse. " The word immerse^

as well as its sjnonyms immerge, submerge, dip, plunge, imbcdJte,

whelm, expresses the full import of the Greek word BAPTI-
ZEIl!^." " The rendering given to this' word, in this revision

(imm.erse), is its ii^ue and onlg mea7iing, as proved bj the unani-

mous testimony of Greek writers, both Pagan and Christian."

*' The w^ord immerse has been selected for use in this Revision

as most nearly resembling the original word in the extent of

its application."

If "immerse" be the ^'true and only meaning" of ^aTzri^cu,

then the other six words have no right to appear as its trans-

lation, for they diifer both from " immerse" and from each

other. As they, thus, have no right to appear, so there can

be no possible necessity, when there is a word which ex-

presses " the true and only meaning." But, again, if " im-

merse" only comes "most nearly" to the meaning of the

Greek word, it is quite unwarranted to say that " it is proved

to be its true and o?dy meaning." If the exposition by Dr.

Conant of the word in question, namely, " it expresses the

act," be correct, then he was shut up to tiie choice, out of

the seven, either of dip or plunge, for these are the only terms

which express the detinite, executive act. Therefore it was

that Stourdza makes " plunge" the literal and perpetual act.

And, therefore, Carson makes " dip" the only act expressed

through all Greek literature. Dr. Conant should, in obedi-

ence to the theory, have followed their example and chosen

the one or the other. But he does not do this. lie selects

another word—" immerse." And each, alike, claims that

his word " expresses the true and only meaning through two
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thousand years ! " J^ow is there a living man who will say

that these words are equivalent terms, so that it is a matter

of indifference in assigning a radical, critical definition to a

word from which usage through twenty centuries is to be

evolved, whether such definition be expressed by dip, or h}

PLUNGE, or by immerse? If no such person can be found,

then dipping, or plunging, or immersing, or all three, must

be rejected. But "Baptist brethren" have already been

warned against dip and -plimge as "senseless" and "ridicu

lous;" there remains, therefore, for us only to consider " im-

merse." The word immerse does not express mmemeyU out

of one thing into another thing, but only the within result

reached. Therefore the demand of the word is fully met

though the baptized object remain as fixed as the shore of

the sea or as the fields of Egypt. If the mountain will not

come to Mohammed, Mohammed must go to the mountain.

Objection has been already entered against using a word
(im-merse) derived from the compound im-mergo to express,

critically, jSa-Tc^ui. The Latin devolves upon one preposition

the double duty of expressing motion inlo a place, and rest

in a place. On this ground, apparently, and in contradiction

of English usage, occasion has been taken to use im-merse

as directly expressing movement into ; and not only so, but,

also, to use it, as convenience required, in its legitimate

meaning as expressive, simply, of wi thinness of position.

This double usage vitiates all the writings of the friends of

the theory. Dr. Conant says, it means "passing into," and

in proof appeals to the construction with sU. But the proof

is not, hereby, furnished. The preposition does indeed prove

that there is a "passing into," but it does not prove that

such passing into is expressed by ^cuzri^o).. " The ship was im-

mersed into the lowest depths of the sea." The preposition,

here, proves that there is a passing into the depths from the

surface; but it does not prove that such "passing into" ia

expressed by "immersed," any more than in, " the ball was

buried into the palmetto wood," the preposition proves that

the passing into is expressed by " buried."

There is such a thing as. the act of dipping, the act of
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plunging, the act of sinking, the act of falling, the act of

walking, as distinctive severally from all other acts, but there

is no such thing as the act of immersion as distinctive from

all other acts. There is no such thing as the act of dye-

ing, soaking, steeping, imbuing, immersing, as distinctive,

severally, from all other acts. These terms express results

equally reached by diversity of acts and processes.

But Dr. Conant does not confine himself to the use of this

word as expressive of movement; he employs it, also, as ex-

pressive of rest. Thus he says, " The ground-idea expressed

by this word is to -put into or put under water, so as entirely to

ifnmcrse or submerge." Here it is impossible for ^' immerse,"

"submerge," to express movement; they can only express

the result of the movement j9«^ into, put under, namely, c

covered condition. It is the capability of " im-merse" for this

unlawful double use (without the same naked exposure of

the wrong), which qualifies it to take the place of dij:) and

plunge, without its friends feeling constrained to say that it

makes their theory "senseless" and '* ridiculous."

That the true character of immerse has been given is made
certain by what Dr. Conant says of the " ground-idea" of the

word.
" The ground-idea expressed by this word is to put into or

under" (the act), "so as entirely to immerse or submerge"

(the covered condition). " This ground-idea is expressed by

the terms (synonymous in this ground element) to im.merse, im-

merge, submerge, to dip, to plunge, to imbaihe, to lohelm." " The
object immersed or suh-merged" (covered condition) "is

represented as being plunged, or as sinking" (the act) " into

the ingulfing" (covering) "fluid; or the immersing" (cover-

ing) "element overflows" (the act), "and thus ingulfs"

(covers) "the object." "A sense founded on the idea of

total suhmergence." "Whenever the idea of total submerg-

ence" (covering) "was to be expressed, this was the first

word which presented itself" "All agreeing in tho essential

idea of submergence" (covering). "By constant usage ex-

pressed entire submersion" (covering). In all these state-

ments act is most expressly excluded from the characteristic
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of the word and condition is substituted. And it is this " con-

dition," and not " act," which is made the basis of meta-

phorical use. " The ground-idea is preserved in the several

metaphorical uses of the word." " The idea of a total sub-

mergence^' (covering) " lies at the basis of these metaphorical

uses." *'A sense founded on the idea of total submergence"

(covering), " as in floods of sorrow." " During the whole

existence of the Greek as a spoken language, it meant to imt

into or under'' (act), " so that the object was whollj- covered by

the inclosing element" (resultant condition). " By analogy,

it expressed the conning into a neiu state of life or experience''

(change of mental or moral condition), " in which one was

as it were inclosed or swallowed up, so that temporarily or

whoU}'- he belonged unto it."

This metaphorical or secondary use of ^aizriZu) can by no

possibility be 'traced to any act by which the resultant con-

dition is induced, but is traceable solely to condition, with-

out any regard to the inducing act. That is to say, it springs

out of the ground-idea of the word, which is a resultant con-

dition, and therefore the word cannot express " act," and must

express " condition." Words which express act have their

secondary use founded in the characteristics of such act.

Thus, '^'L plunged into dissipation," is grounded in the literal

characteristics of plunge—rapidity and violence. "I dipped

into the dissipation of the city," is grounded on the literal

characteristics of "dip"—limitation in force and entrance.

" Tempted, \fell into dissipation," is grounded on the literal

characteristics of " fall"—suddenness. " I glided into dissi-

pation," is grounded on the literal characteristics of " glide"

—gentle, insensible movement. " I became immersed in dis-

sipation," is grounded in no literal characteristics of plunge,

or dip, or fall, or glide, or of any other act expressed in lan-

guage. In the phrases, " soaked with rum," " steeped with

love," ^''imbued with truth," '' infected with vice," there is no

grounding in act, for there is no characterizing act in " soak,"

"steep," "imbue," "infect." These words represent, liter-

ally, resultant condition of unexpressed act, and in their

secondary use they express the characteristics of condition
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and not of action. ISTow, if we could say, " immersed loith

rum, with love, with truth, with vice" (which we cannot

under the sanction of usage), we would express not the char-

acteristics of an act, but a condition characterized by the in-

fluence of "rum," "love," "truth," "vice." Kow, this

failure in "immerse" to enter into sucli usage makes it

utterly break down as to its capacity to represent (iar.ri'^u).

For such usage is emphatically the usage of the Greek word.

Its characteristic duty is to. give the fullest development to

the distinguishing quality of its adjunct. For this duty tbe

literal ground-idea of the word pre-eminently qualifies it,

—

namely, a condition of complete envelopment. An object,

which is in a condition of envelopment within a fluid or

other related substance, is in a position best qualified to de-

velop, exhaustively, the characteristic quality of the invest-

ing medium. That this is true, from the nature of the case,

is obvious. That this office is, in fact, performed by /Ja-ntw,

is shown by additional statements of Dr. Conant.

He says, " By analog}^ it expressed the coming into a new

state of life or experience, in whicli one was as it were inclosed

and swallowed up, so that, temporarily or permanently, be

belonged wholly to it." A remarkable deduction from a

dipping !

"Coming" is italicized. Is it meant to indicate that

^oKTiZoj has anything to do with the manner of transition

from one state into another ? whether by plunging, dipping,

sinking, falling, running, walking, or " coming" in i\.\\j other

conceivable way ? If so, nothing could be more groundless.

"Baptized into any state of life or experience" indicates a

complete change of condition characterized by the nature

of such state or experience whatever it may be ; as to the

manner of " coming" into such state or experience the lan-

guage says nothing. To be " inclosed and swallowed up as

it were" is a nonentity by self-declaration. As a realitj^ it

must, without a miracle, involve misery and death as much
as Jonah's being "inclosed and swallowed up" in the whale's

belly. The Greek word, in secondary use, has nothing to

do with " inclosure and swallowing up," except as allusively
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to that condition of things in physical relations by which

influence is fully developed. And this is the only use which

is made by Dr. Conant of such " as it were" condition; for

he declares that the only reality expressed is, that a man
"baptized into a new state of life" thenceforward ''belongi

wholly to such state," that is to say, is brought under its con-

iroiling injluence. If this is not the doctrine of Classic Bap-

tism, then I do not know how to express it. Again, it is

said, "one was baptized in (there is no authority for 'in,'

it should be by) wine, when his faculties were totally over-

borne and i^Tostrated by it." Here " controlling" influence is

directly acknowledged without the " inclosure and swallow-

ing up," which has no existence, in such usage, but in a dis-

eased imagination. So, also, " one was baptized with soph-

istries, when his mind was wholly confounded by them."

Here, again, we have the unequivocal acknowledgment that

PoTzriZu), in such usage, expresses controlling influence char-

acterized by the nature of the adjunct. And this receives

distinct, general enunciation in the words immediately fol-

lowing,—" the relation in which it [iSa-ri^u)) was used asso-

ciated with it, for the time being, the ideas peculiar to that

relation." What is this but the controlling assimilative in-

fluence of Classic Baptism, and the developed " qualitas,"

" vis," " duvaiuq," of Judaic Baptism ?

It has been my endeavor to give a faithful exhibition of

the teachings of Dr. Conant as to the meaning of this word.

I do not believe that a comparative study of all those teach-

ings can furnish any other results. When the error as to

/SaTTTj'Cw expressing act is corrected, from Dr. Conant's own
teachings, and the ground-thought of condition (intusposition)

is substituted for " act," and when the farther consequent

correction is made, namely, the rejection of act as the basis

of interpreting metaphor, and condition as the source of in-

fluence, is substituted for it, then the teachings of Dr. Co-

nant will overturn the theory and establish the results of

Classic and Judaic Baptism. Verbally Dr. Conant says, that

both Stourdza and Carson are right, [ia-ri^ico had but one
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meaning for two thousand years, which meaning was an act

equally well expressed by the diverse " plunge" and " dip;'*

in reality he proves, most indubitably, that /5a7rrc'Cw never did

express an act whether of " plunge " or " dip," but a condition

resultant from an unexpressed act.

President Alexander Campbell, Baptism, p. 148. " I would

rather say, ^arai^m is a word of specific action." " There is no

need of any other proof that ^a-riZu) signifies a specific act.

If then iSa-ri'^u) once mean dip, it never can mean any other

acts unless those actions are identically the same. It means

to dip by consent of the whole world, and being a specific

word, it never can have but one meaning."

The President of Bethany, like all others, under the iron

stringency of theory brings out specific act as the meaning,

and dip as its representative, only to sink it out of sight in

immerse just as soon as he comes to the exposition of his-

torical baptisms. It is as great a folly to take plunge, dip,

and immerse as ground-thoughts, and to expect that their

language development would be the same, as to take wheat,

oats, and barley for seed, and expect each, in harvest, to bear

the same grain as each other one.

Alexander Campbell, although outside of the regular

Baptist ranks, stands squarely with them on the theoretic

platform, one meaning, and thai meaning a specific act.

There are evidently two features of uniformity among all

these writers : 1. They all say one thing; 2. They all work

out another thing.

We are, now, prepared to " see all the lexicons," to learn

whether lexicographers indorse the one thing that is said,

or the other thing that is done.

LEXICONS.

"All the lexicons" cannot be produced; but if any one

should think the number insuflicient, there is full liberty to

add indefinitely to the list.

Scapula : mergo seu immergo, item submergo, item abluo,

lavo.
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Stephens : mergo seu immergo, ut quae tingendi aut . ablu-

endi gratia aqua immergimns.

BASiLEiB : immergo.

BuD^us : immergo, mergo : pessuudo, demerge, submerge,

intingo unguento, medicor, imbuo, colore inficio, inficio.

Stockius : lavo, baptize : proprie; est immergere ac intin-

gere in aquara ; est lavare, abluere (tropice). Per

Synechdechen, designat totum Johannis ministerium,

miraculosam Sanctus S. effusienem.

Passow: (^dnru) et i3aTzriZui: merge, immergo, tinge—quod sit

immergende; differt a dwai quod est profundum petere

et penitus submergi.

SuiCER : merge, immergo, submerge, aqua obruo ; ablue,

lave.

ScHLEUSNER: 1. Proprie ; immergo ac intingo, in aquam im-

mergo. 2. lave, ablue (quia band raro aliquid immergi

ac intingi solet ut lavetur).

ScHCETGEN : mcrgo, immergo, ablue, lave, largiter profunde.

Damm : ^a-Tt^ui et ftdnrm: descendcre facie, immergo, intingo.

Hedbricus : (1) mergo, immergo, aqua obruo, (2) abluo,

lave, (3) baptize significatu sacre.

"Wahl : a l^dTTTo), mergo ; ssepius merge in 'N. T. 1. immergo.

2. pre viTiTiu lave.

Robertson's Schrevelii : merge, lave.

Bretschneider : lave, abluo—immergo in aquas ; submerge.

Passow, Leipzig, 1831 : oft Und wicderbelt eintauchen, un-

tertauchen, daber benitzen, anfeucbten, begiessen,

iibertr, 6t i3£i3anT{ff/j.£vot, betrunkene, die sich begoessen

haben, vino madidi.

Parkhurst : from /3d;Trw to dip ; to dip, immerse, or plunge

in water; Mid. and Pass., to wasb oneself, be washed,

wash ; to baptize, to wash in or with water in token of

purification from sin and from spiritual pollution; to

baptize as with cloud and sea; baptized (not unto, as our

English version has it, but) into Moses, i. e., into the

Covenant, &c.; into Christ, &c.; Figurative of the Holy
Spirit, &c.

Robinson : to dip in, to sink, to immerse ; to wash, to lave,
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to cleanse by washing; to baptize, to administer the rite

of baptism.

LiDDELL AND ScoTT : to dip in or under water,; of ships, to

sink them; metaphorically of the crowds who flocked

into Jerusalem at the time of the siege. Pass., to bathe;

metaphorically, soaked in wine; over head and ears in

debt; a boy drowned in questions. II. To draw water,

wine, &c. ; III. To baptize.

DoNEGAN : to immerse repeatedly into a liquid ; to submerge,

to soak thoroughly, to saturate; metonymically, to

drench with wine; to dip in a vessel and draw.

Sophocles: (/SaTrrw) to dip, to immerse; to sink, to be

drowned as the effect of sinking, to sink. Tropically,

to afflict, to soak in liquor, intoxicated ; oppressed by

debt; sunk in ignorance. 2. Mid., to perform ablution,

to bathe. II. Bathed in tears, to plunge a knife. 4.

Eaptizo, mergo, mergito, tingo, or tinguo, to baptize.

A glance at these definitions will show how well grounded

was Dr. Carson's acknowledgment, that " all the lexicogra-

phers" were against him as to his notion that /Sa^ntw had no

secondary meaning. This is the general doctrine of the

theorists, and as a like error was once held by them respect-

ing iSdTTTco, which was a perpetually occurring vice vitiating

the interpretation of that word, and must do so in the case

of every other word, I will give Dr. Carson's statement in

his own language, italics, and capitals. " BAPTO, the root,

' I have shown to possess two meanings, and two only, to dij)

and to di/e. BAPTIZO, I have asserted has but one signi-

fication. It has been formed on the primary meaning of

the root, and has never admitted the secondary. Now, both

these things have been mistaken by Avriters on both sides of

this controversy. It has been generally taken for granted

that the two words are equally applicable to baptism ; and

that they both equally signify to di/e. Both of them are sup-

posed in a secondary sense to signify to loash or moisten. I

do not admit this with respect to either. I have already

proved this with respect to BAPTO ; the proof is equally
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strong -svitb respert tc BAPTIZO. My position is, that it

ALWAYS SIGNIPIE? TO lip: NEVER EXPRESSING ANYTHING BUT

MODE. ITow, as I have all the lexicographers and commen-

tators against me in this opinion, it will be necessary to say

a word or two with respect to the authority of lexicons.

Many may be startled at the idea of refusing to submit to

the unanimous authority of lexicons, as an instance of the

boldest skepticism. Are lexicons, it may be said, of no

authority ? ISiOw, I admit that lexicons are an authority, but

they are not cm ultimaie authority. Lexicographers have been

guided by their own judgment in examining the various pas-

sages in which a word occurs ; and it is still competent for

every man to have recourse to the same sources. The mean-

ing of a word must be determined by an actual inspection of the

'passages in luhich it occurs^ as often as any one chooses to dispute

the judgment of the lexicographer.'^

Dr. Carson and friends, thus, confess themselves to be at

war with "all lexicographers" as to fiaTzri'iaj having a sec-

ondary meaning. But this confession extends its influence

beyond the simple fact of error as to secondary meaning.

Every secondary meaning is inseparably connected with the

primary meaning by a natural and obvious bond. iSTow, the

theory insists upon it, that the primary meaning is an act

characterized by mode and nothing but mode, and that such

act forms the basis of all metaphorical usage. But is there

anything like modality of act in the secondary meaning of

this word ? There is none whatever. Lexicographers give

"wash," and "cleanse," by more than twenty varying or

repeated defining terms, as the secondary meaning of this

verb; and in washing or cleansing, there is no modal act,

whether of dip, plunge, sink, or anything else. So with re-

gard to other secondary meanings—" intingo unguento, in-

ficio colore, largiter profundo, imbuo, inficio, medicor, benit-

zen, anfeuchten, begiessen, betrinken, to afflict, to oppress,

to drown, to saturate"—these are the farthest possible re-

moved from modal act as their basis. We then conclude,

that the lexicographers not only difl'ered from the theorists

as to a secondary meaning, but that the nature of the
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secondary meanings assigned by them to the word prove

that they diftered from the theorists entirely as to the nature

of the primary meaning. Whether this conclusion be cor-

rect or not we shall be better able to determine by looking,

directly, at the primary meanings assigned. And in doing

so, we find that lexicographers furnish us with mergo, and its

compounds, together with " immerse," and its equivalents

(in which there is no modal act), more than thirty times;

while the modal act in tingo^ " dip," is represented only some

half dozen times; "sink," three times; and "plunge,"

scarcely at all. This rare use of words of specific act to de-

fine this term (in a throng of words utterly devoid of modality

in the act) is conclusive proof, that those who used them did

not mean to use them in their modality, but for other con-

siderations pertaining to tliem. ^^Tone knew better than

these lexicographers, that the same word could neither ex-

press two diverse acts, nor a modal act and a result of that

or any other act as its primary meaning. They could not,

therefore, have used several diverse acts to express the mean-

ing of the same word. The point in which these and other

diverse acts meet together is in the change of condition char-

acterized by complete envelopment, which change of condi-

tion, and not act, they express, mainly, by " mergo." There

is no evidence, worthy of consideration, to be deduced from

the lexicons to prove, that they who made them supposed for

a moment that /SaTrrttw expressed act, specific or general. The
evidence is all one way, proving that it expressed result

efiected by unexpressed act.

But several words may express condition, and have envel-

opment as a common characteristic of that condition, and

still have a diverse language development. This is true of

fiuOiZu), and jSa-KTc^cu. In many cases of primary use either of

these words might be indifi:erently employed. But while

thei'c are few cases in which the former is used in which the

latter might not be substituted for it, the converse is by no

means true; (ia^Tc'^u) has a vastly greater and more diverse

range of usage than [iuOiXw. And while the latter is limited

to the expression of destructive influences, the former has no
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sucli limitation; but is adapted to express the development

of any inflneiice which is penetrating, pervading, and assim-

ilating in its character. There could be no greater mistake

than to suppose that this word carried simply, or carried

always, with it the idea of envelopment. BoOi'C.oi is translated

" to throw into, to sink into the deep." Does the word express

the modal acts to throw, to sink? Farther illustration may be

found in immerse and steep. Both of these words are charac-

terized by an enveloping element, but their usage differs as

widely as possible. The former is never used to express a

development of the quality of the encompassing medium;
the latter is constantly so used. And to perform this same
duty is a leading characteristic of iSa-Tt'Cu), which " immerse"
is just as incompetent to fulfil as it would be to perform the

functions of "steep."

That the lexicographers understood that the function of

/Sa-rtta* was to express that controlling influence which so

naturally belongs to an encompassing medium is evident

from their secondary meanings, which could onl3^ originate

in such a source. To what else could be due such meanings

as "to cleanse religiously," "to imbue," "to infect," "to

medicate," "to saturate," "to afflict," "to oppress," "to

bewilder," "to intoxicate?" From what "specific act"

could such meanings spring? What " specific act" is re-

vealed as present and running through these meanings as

their unifying bond ?

The lexicons and the theory are not at one.

But Dr. Carson says, "This word has been formed on the

primary meaning of the root, and has never admitted the

secondary. My position is tliat it always signifies dip;

never expressing anything but mode." For this statement

there is not the shadow of support, as seen by the facts of

usage and the defining terms of lexicographers. The re-

verse statement would be far nearer the truth, if indeed it

be not the absolute truth. There is no evidence that /Sa-rttw

does ever give expression to dip in its specific character.

There is no evidence that it expresses modal act of any kind.

There is no conclusive evidence that "this word has been
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formed on the primary meaning of the root." There is, I

think, conclusive evidence to the contrary. It is incredible

that a second word should be created which was to be the

simple ditto of one already existing. The whole history of

the word declares that what was a priori incredible has, in

reality, no existence. The attributes of a dipping—feeble-

ness and evanescence—nowhere attach themselves to the

usage of this word. On the other hand, the general char-

acteristics of the secondary meaning of the root appear in

the boldest relief through all the history of the word. I say

the general characteristics, for, of course, it can have nothing

to do with the specialty of /SaTrrw second in the direction of

dyeing, staining, coloring, &c. But this being laid aside, we

have an object placed within an enveloping medium, by an

unexpressed act, without limitation of time as to its continu-

ance, for the purpose of developing the quality of the en-

compassing element by its penetrating, pervading, and as-

similating the object to itself alike in (iami'^uj and in /5a-Tw

second. 2. And as in the case of ^dnrio second, we have, in

progressive usage, the encompassing feature of the influential

agency laid aside and qualities of like characteristics devel-

oped, in any way, harmonious with their nature; so is it

with [iaizrU^u}. Banrc^u) is an extension of ^d-Tu» second (its pre-

occupied dye-tub excluded), with all its rights and privileges

as to freedom of act and rejection of envelopment, and ad-

vancing to give full development to characteristic qualities,

powers, and influences over appropriate objects.

Few, I think, can look at the usage of l^d-ru) Jirst, and iSd-zcu

second, and doubt wdiere the immediate relationship of /3a-r:tw

is to be found. This view harmonizes with that of Gram-
marians who derive ^anriZu) from /3d-ro?, a derivative from

(id-Tco second. The Hindoo theory, which rests the world on

the back of a tortoise, is as just as that which rests the usage

of ;3a-rjtw on dip. AVhether Professor Arnold still thinks

that there is an elephantine power in " plunge, literal and
universal," to uphold the theory, when that of the tortoise

fails, I do not know.
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WANT OF GENERALIZATION.

The definitions of this word as given by the lexicons are

too individual and isolated. They are often very alien from

each other in some outstanding features, and do not present

an obvious radical unity. There is a want of generalization

which would group the various cases together under some

common characteristic. This is necessary when the same

word is defined by mergo, im-mergo, sub-mergo, de-mergo, pes-

sundo, aqua obruo, descenderefado, i^lunge, sink, dip. Dr. Car-

son attempts to effect such generalization by swallowing up

all other terms in " dip." He might as well attempt to put

the millions of London into one room, eight by ten. His

own friends begin to feel the folly of this and shrink back

from a " senseless dipping." Professor Arnold would

remedy this error by substituting " plunge." But " the

venerable Booth" saj's that this is only exchanging that

which is " senseless" for something which is " ridiculous."

Dr. Conant proposes to remedy the difficulty through " im-

merse," used in a double sense, now as expressive of act

[put into), and now of condition (put under), using the one or

the other as the exigency of the case may demand. But

this is only a fruitless attempt to substitute the impossible for

what his friends have condemned as "senseless" and
" ridiculous." I submit, with cheerful deference, to all who
are disposed to examine the facts of the case, whether the

true and only element of unity in such defining terms is not

found in inness of condition

—

mersion. If this be true, then

thej' should be grouped together under such ground-thought.

But there is another class of defining terms, such as " in-

tingo unguento, medicor, imbuo, colore iuficio, inficio"

(Budpeus); "benitzen, anfeuchten, begiessen, betrinken"

(Passow, Franz); "flocking crowds, soaked in wine, over

head and ears in debt, drowned in questions" (Liddell and

Scott); "soak thoroughly, drench with wine, saturate"

(Douegan); "to be drowned (as effect), to afflict, to soak

in liquor, to intoxicate, to oppress, to sink in ignorance"

(Sophocles); which require another generalization. These
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are all cases which indicate not an act to be done, but an

end to be accomplished, an influence or quality to have its

highest development.

i!^otliing is more obvious than that a condition of mersion

is calculated to influence the object in such mersion, in the

completest degree, by such quality as may belong to the

investing element. Hence proceeds the secondary mean-

ing of controlling influence efifected in other ways than by

mersion. Some of the lexicographers tell us expressly, that

it is on this feature that they ground their secondary mean-

ing. Thus Schleusner says, " Lavo, abluo, quod hand raro

aliquid iramergi ac intingi solet ut lavetur;" and Stephens,

in like manner, says, "Ut qute tingendi aut abluendi, gratia

aqua immergimus." While washing or ablution rrnxy be

secured by putting a thing into water, it is, also, true that it

may be and commonly was effected otherwise ; and in re-

ligious washings and ablutions was almost universally

effected in other ways. It is also true, that this secondary

meaning of" washing," " cleansing" (so universally ascribed

by lexicographers to this word), applies to religious purifica-

tions. I do not know of a single instance in Classic, Jewish,

or Christian writings in which ^a-rcZoo is used to denote a

physical cleansing. It is expressly stated in some of the

lexicons, that it was religious washings which they had in

view. Thus Iledericus says, " baptizo, significatu sacro;"

and Parkhurst says, " To wash in or with water in token of

purification from sin and spiritual pollution."

The various defining terms, now under consideration, have

DO possible connection with the modality of act either in

" dip" or in " plunge." That they do unite together under

influence, characterized by thoroughness and assimilation,

will, I think, be the judgment of all outside of the theory.

And under this ground-thought they should be classified.

The appropriation of fianriZw, by Classic writers, to ex-

press the influence of wdne when drunk, is so frequent and

so absolute, that it fairly claims the right and power to ex-

press that influence directly; and, in like manner, this same

word is so frequently and absolutely used, both by Jewish
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and Christian writers, in religious rites, that it, no less justly,

claims the right and power to express, directly, the purifying

influence (ceremonially or symbolly) of such rites.

The conclusion, then, to which we are brought, after

"seeing all the lexicons," is this: We may and, in my
judgment, must define substantially thus : I. BAUTIZQ, TO
MERSE : (To effect the intusposition of an object within a

closely investing element, by any competent act or acts, for

an indefinite time.)

II. TO BAPTIZE : (To effect a mersive (complete and

assimilative) influence, thoroughly changing the condition

(whether physical, mental, or moral), without limitation in

the act, in the time of continuance, or in the character of

the influence.)

III. (1) To intoxicate; (2) To purify, ceremonially or

symbolly.

How much this decision, of the lexicons, differs from that

to which we were conducted, by usage, in Classic and
Judaic Baptism, I leave for others to determine. It may be

assumed, however, that the theorists will no longer say that

we fled from the lexicons to usas^e because " all the lexicos:-

raphers were against us." And if any should feel that the

gratification of their desire " to be assailed by Scapula and

Stephens" has brought big rocks into uncomfortable prox-

imity to their " position," they must not complain of those

who have obligingly met their earnest request.

BAPTIST QUARTERLY—" UNLEARNED AND HALF LEARNED."

" J. T. C," in another article of the Baptist Quarterly,

says :
" It is not creditable to our religious journalism that

such works as Mr. Dale's Classic Baptism should find coun-

tenance or favor in any quarter. Such a caricature of philo-

logical discussion has any but a healthy influence on the

field of scientific inquiry, and tends only to embitter denomi-

national strife. We feel assured that the scholarship of the

country silently condemns, as it sometimes does audibly,
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such attempts to impose on the unlearned and the half learned."

It appears to be singularly difficult for " J. T. C." aud bis

friends to harmonize in their estimate of the demerits of
*' Mr. Dale's works."

A Baptist theological professor, and a particular friend of

"J. T. C," thus writes in this same Baptist Quarterly:

" Men eminent in the pulpit and the lecture-room have been

unable adequately to express their admiration of the extra-

ordinary skill and learning which Mr. Dale has brought to

his task, aud their delight at the accession to their ranks of

this new and potent ally. Mr. Dale must not be deceived

by this multitudinous din of applause."

The National Baptist mentions the names of some of those

'' unlearned and half learned men imposed upon by Classic

Baptism." They are "Jonathan Edwards, President of

Washington and Jefferson College, Pennsylvania ; Thomas
H. Skinner, Professor of Union Theological Seminarj^ New
York; William S. Plummer, Professor of Columbia Theo-

logical Seminary, South Carolina; Charles Hodge, Professor

of Princeton Theological Seminary, New Jersey ; Lyman
Coleman, Professor of La Fayette College ; and many
others;" among which "many others," the National Baptist

might have enumerated Bishop Stevens, of Pennsylvania;

Bisliop Coxe, of New York; Bishop Clarke, of Rhode
Island; Bishop Cummins, of Kentucky; Bishop Lee, of

Delaware; Bishop Simpson, M. E., of Pennsylvania; Bishop

Scott, M. E., of Delaware; and scores of like "unlearned

and half learned men," just the people (?) to be imposed

upon by "a caricature of philological discussion."

And those weeklies, monthlies, and quarterlies. East,

West, North, and South, which have brought "discredit"

upon our religious journalism by showing "countenance

and favor" to Mr. Dale's works, will please take warning,

and hereafter forever hold their peace, or speak in that

vocabulary which proves membership in " the scholarship

of the country" by crying, "trickster," " thimblerigger,"

"caricaturist," "impostor," and "ignoramus."
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To these remarks on things adjacent to the special point

of our investigation I will only add that I am well convinced

that "J. T. C." can write on this subject something better

than " a philological caricature." And should it please him
so to do, he will find that (however incompetent the present

writer may be) there are four thousand " mere country pas-

tors" in the Presbyterian church, who, coming dusty and

bronzed from the prairie and the mountain, from the cross-

road and the log cabin, from the coal mine and the gold

digging, are fully competent " to read, mark, and inwardly

digest" anything which he may write, without danger of

being imposed upon by "unlearned or half learned" lucu-

brations, or, even, by theories learnedly sustained against

the laws of language and the teachings of the word of

God.



JOHANNIC BAPTISM
CONSIDERED IN ITS NATURE AND AS ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE

USAGE OF

B A nr I Z9..

Various Vieios.

JoHANNic Baptism belongs exclusively to the Holy Scrip-

tures. In connection with this baptism we meet for the first

time with the Greek word ^a-Kzi^m us employed by inspired

men. And the related words, ^a-KTi<jTi]q and ^d-ziff/m, we
meet, chronologically, for the tirst tiiLe in any writings.

This fact is of the highest importance. It is an assertion by

inspired writers of the highest sovereignty, within the realm

and laws of language, to use, to modify, or to form words

according to the exigencies created by the utterance of in-

spired truth. Ko thoughtful man will claim for inspired

men an arbitrary authority' over the usage or meaning of

words. And no wise man will attempt to fetter these writers

to a sterile usage of words and meanings antedating the

fruitful thoughts of inspiration. With the most unbounded

confidence in the ipsissima verba of inspiration as well-chosen

words, having a precise meaning which may be learned hy

the use of proper helps without and within the Scriptures,

in the docile looking for light unto their only wise Author,

1 will endeavor, thus, to learn the scriptural meaning and

usage of that word which is the special end of this inquiry.

John's baptism on its first announcement awakened in-

quiry as to its origin—" Was it from heaven or of men?"
and, also, as to its nature—" What baptism dost thou bap-

tize?" But it was not until more than a thousand years

( 71 )
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after his ministry had been completed, that any one thought

it worth while to ask—" In what mode did John use water

in ritual baptism?" There is every reason to believe that

we can find satisfactory answers to the evidently important

and scriptural inquiries as to the authority and nature of

John's baptism ; and if the inquiry respecting the manner

in which he used the symbol water be either important or

scriptural, we shall, no doubt, also, find its solution. Should

we, however, be disappointed in this, we may bear such dis-

appointment with equanimity on the ground, that it was re-

jected from record by inspiration, and that God's people

never felt the need of making inquiry about it for the space

of a thousand and a half thousand years.

Opinion as to the nature and power of John's baptism has

been diverse. This diversity, however, has not arisen, so

much, under an independent examination of the terms and

circupQstances of the baptism, as under the demands of a

previously conceived religious system.

Early Christian writers agreed, very generally, in saying,

that John's baptism was, in its nature, superior to Jewish

baptism, but, no less, inferior to Christian baptism. Their

sentiment is well expressed by Chrysostom in the following

passage :
" The baptism of John was, indeed, far superior

to the Jewish but inferior to ours ; it was a kind of bridge

between the two baptisms leading from that to this." More
particularly they believed, that John's baptism was destitute

of the Holy Spirit and of power to remit sins. If this lan-

guage be interpreted according to its terms it is obvious,

that "baptism" can by no possibility refer to "the mode
and nothing but the mode" of using the water. According

to the theory, Jewish baptism, and John's baptism, and

Christian baptism, were pure and identical forms; but ac-

cording to these early Greek writers they were characterized

not by uniformity but by diversity. Doubtless this may all

be rectified by the introduction of" figure" (that servant of

all work to the theory) by which one thing is made to take

the place of some other thing; but it has been shown, that

M^ords expressive of definite action or of condition, do come
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to express, directly, the effects resultant from such action or

condition ; and, in particular, it has been shown, that this is

true of ^ar.riZu). Until this is disproved these early writings

must be allowed to stand as unfigured utterances when they

declare, that baptism Judaically administered differed from

baptism Johannically administered ; and baptism Johannic-

ally administered differed from baptism Christianly admin-

istered; and baptism Christianly administered differed from

both the others. They speak of ashes, blood, and water as

possessed of diverse powers in their ritual use, and therefore

effecting diverse conditions on the part of those to whom
they are ritually applied. These diverse conditions they

designate as Jeiuish baptism, John's baptism. Christian bap-

tism. And I do not see but that it must so stand, inasmuch

as the authority to revise and correct their writings has not

been bequeathed to any after generation.

The Roman Catholic Church adopts, unreservedly, these

views of the early Christian writers. The Tractarians share,

with as little reserve, in the same sentiments. The Re-

formers, generally, did not adopt these views, or, at least,

not without both modifications and differences. Calvin

says :
" This is the peculiarity of Baptism, that it is said to

be an outward representation of repentance for the forgive-

ness of sins. ITow, as the meaning, and power, and nature,

of that baptism are the same as ours, if we judge of the

figure by its true import, it is incorrect to say, that the bap-

tism of John is different from the baptism of Christ. It

ought not to have any weight with us that an opinion has

long and extensively prevailed that John's baptism differs

from ours. We must learn to form our judgment from the

matter as it stands, and not from the mistaken opinions of

men." Lightfoot says, " The baptism of John and the bap-

tism of the Apostles was one and the same."

Among more modern writers subordinate differences are

revealed. Dr. Ilalley says :
" To be baptized, then, was to

be initiated as a disciple or learner of the new doctrine—the

speedy coming of Christ. Of this baptism of John we have,

I think, sufficient evidence for determining two particulars,
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the one tliat it was indiscriminately administered to all ap-

plicants, the other that it effected no change, moral or

spiritual, upon their minds. The baptism of John and of

the disciples during our Lord's personal ministry were

really Christian baptisms." Dr. Miller, on the other hand,

says :
" John's baptism was not Christian baptism." Pro-

fessor Wilson (Royal College, Belfast) says :
" The baptism

of repentance for the remission of sins, whether adminis-

tered by John, or the disciples of Jesus, uniformly appears

in the character of a rite, which foes and followers equally

comprehended."

Baptist writers, generally, identify the baptism of John
with the baptism of Christianity. Thus Stovel says :

" The
baptized person was committed to all the intents and pur-

poses of the kingdom of heaven. This dealing with indi-

viduals, and setting them apart for the kingdom of Christ,

because of their personal faith and repentance, commenced
with John, it formed the peculiarity of his ministration."

Dr. Carson, as usual, is very positive and very explicit; he

says :
" What is baptism in one case is baptism in another.

Whatever difference there may be, in any other respect, be-

tween the baptism of John and the baptism of Christ, there

could be no difference in the mode." ' Inasmuch as this writer

believes that baptism is essentially mode and its conception

is exhausted in its mode, there could not possibly be any

difference between these two baptisms, or any other con-

ceivable number of baptisms from any quarter. But the

early Christian writers declare, with one voice, that these

baptisms were diverse. The conceptions, then, of baptism

entertained, respectively, by these writers and by Dr. Car-

son must have been radically different. To attempt to unify

these statements by saying, that the Patrists did not refer to

the mode when they said that one of these baptisms differed

from the other, is to make them say, on the principles of the

theory, that John's baptism (mode) differed from Christian

baptism (mode), yet John's mode (baptism) was the same

as the Christian mode (baptism). Robert Hall thinks that

there is a contrast rather than an ao;reement between the two
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baptisms—" The baptism instituted by our Lord is in Scrip-

ture distinguished from that of the Forerunner by tlie su-

perior effects with which it was accompanied, so that instead

of being confounded they are contrasted in the Sacred

Writings."

The diversity exhibited in some of these statements is

more apparent than real. The writers have not the same

thing in view. The baptism of John (I mean baptism prop-

erly and scripturally speaking, not a modal use of water)

agreed, in certain respects, with Christian baptism (again

rejecting all reference to a modal use of water), while in cer-

tain other respects it differed from it. It is proper to say,

that the two baptisms, while distinguished by distinctive

characteristics, were in perfect harmony with each other.

It is not proper to say, that they are the same baptism in

all respects. JSTor are they so far the same that they could

be interchanged. Christian baptism is complementary of

John's baptism.

The phraseology, " Baptism of John," implies a distinctive

difference between this baptism and other baptisms, and es-

pecially between this baptism and Jewish baptism, with which

it was brought into contact and contrast. It could not be

brought into comparison with Christian baptism, for that

baptism had not yet received development. The discrimina-

ting difference between this and other baptisms must be

sought in one or the other of the only two elements entering

into the expressive phrase—" John's baptism." It must be

found in John personally or in the baptism. That there is

room for discriminating between John as a preacher of bap-

tism and the administrator of the ritual ordinance of bap-

tism, and Christ or the Holy Spirit, the divine executors of

baptism, is most obvious. This amazing difference is most

pointedly stated by John himself. While he places the bap-

tism preached by him in immediate contact with Christ and

of its proper nature preparative for and essential to welcom-

ing him at his coming, he does at the same time separate

the ritual use of water (grounded on this baptism preached),

both as to its nature and power by a limitless distance from
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Christ and his kingdom. But the phrase under considera-

tion as used in Scripture, never raises the question as to the

measure of power invested, personally, in John, or the Jew-

ish administrator, as causative of the difference in their re-

spective baptisms. ISTo solution of the question as to the

differential nature of John's baptism is to be found in the

powers of the administrator. The difference must be found

in the baptism. But if in the baptism, yet, not in the act

by which the baptism is effected. It is in proof that the

form of act by which a baptism is effected is a matter of in-

finite indifference. TTie Jews used, indifferently, the varied

action of sprinkling, pouring, washing, in effecting their

baptism ; and John might use any one of these or any other

act, and it could not be a discriminating mark of his baptism,

for there is no such element entering into the essence of

baptism. The Jews used, indifferently, ashes, blood, tire,

water, in effecting their baptism; and John might have used

some one of these or some other thing in his baptism, and

the specialty of his baptism have not been, thereby, deter-

mined. The instrumental means may determine the char-

acter of a baptism, but does not do so necessarily. As a

matter of fact the Jew^ used water in his baptism, and John,

likewise, used water in his baptism ; still, their baptisms

were not the same. The .Jew may have administered his

baptism to men, women, and children, beds, pots, and cups;

and John may have baptized only men or pots ; and this

would not have determined the peculiarity of his baptism.

The subjects of baptism do not, hy any necessity,, control

the baptism. Although they may, by their nature, limit the

application of the baptism. Beds, pots, and cups were, in

their nature, well adapted to be objects of Jewish baptism;

but that same nature excluded them, in the most absolute

manner, from John's baptism.

Bengel, speaking of the distinguishing character of John's

baptism, says: " At the baptism of repentance men con-

fessed their sins, at the baptism of Christ they confessed

Christ." Olshauseu, most wisely, disjoins and yet conjoins

preaching baptism and ritual baptism :
" It would readily
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occur to liim to represent by a symbolical rite the repentance ivhich

he preached. The Divine Spirit, who quickened him, was
his guide in this institution as in all that he did; he was sent

to baptize with water. The baptism of John cannot be

identical with the sacrament of Baptism, which was not

ordained till after the resurrection. It was a washins; of

repentance, but not a washing of regeneration."

THE ESSENCE OF BAPTISM.

The absolute exclusion of " pots, cups, and couches,"

"legs, breasts, and shoulders" of sacrificial victims from

"John's baptism" turns, wholly, on the nature of that bap-

tism. John made demand for repentance. The utensils of

domestic life and the elements of temple service could make
uo response to this demand. The baptism was not for, and

could not, possibly, be received by such things.

And, here, arises the question—Are baptisms distinguish-

able not by the form of act by which they are eflected, not

by the subjects receiving the administration, not by the ele-

ments used in the service, not by a physical envelopment or

otherwise, but by a distinctive character, whether attained

by uniformity or diversity in any or all of these particulars ?

And does this distinguishing character constitute the very

baptism, so that as it is present or absent, the baptism has,

or has not an existence ? We answer these questions in the

afiirmative, and say, that the phrase "John's baptism"

neither expresses modal action, nor fluid envelopment, but

a peculiar character or condition, separating it, in nature,

especially from Jewish baptisms, and, in general, from all

other baptisms endlessly diverse iu character.

It may be proper to introduce, here, some remarks as

illustrative and sustaining these positions. That a baptism

is expressive of the condition of an object brought into a

state of physical envelopment by any competent act, for an

indefinitely prolonged period of time, or which is brought

under the power of some controlling influence without actual

or suggested envelopment, is a truth which has been estab-
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lishecl, in the opinion of competent judges, by an amount

of evidence seldom brought to the vindication of any philo-

logical question.

It follows, therefore, that when a baptism is spoken of

(the character of which is not unquestionably determined),

it is an open question, whether it belongs to the class of bap-

tisms distinguished by physical envelopment, or to that class

which rejects physical envelopment and presents only a men-

tal or moral condition, the result of some controlling and

assimilating influence. And, consequently, when Dr. Car-

son says, in reference to the baptism of John and the bap-

tism of Christ—" What was baptism in one case is baptism

in another, there could be no dilFerence in the mode"—he

makes the most unwarrantable assumptions: 1. That the

mere use of the word baptism in any number or variety of

cases establishes, in all, an identity of character; 2. That

that identit}^ is exhibited in mode; and 3. That that mode
is a dipping. The language of Scripture—"the baptism of

John," " the baptism of Moses," " the baptism of Christ"

—

involves of necessity discriminating clilOference. If, now,

this discriminating difference be not exhausted in the differ-

ence of persons—John, Moses, Christ—then it must be in

the baptism; but if in the baptism, then baptism cannot be

modal act or modal envelopment, for such things do not

allow of any discriminating differences. If to escape this

conclusion it should be said, that " baptism " may include

more than hapiism^ it may take in appendages, and in these

the difference may be found, I answer: these appendages

are essential to the baptism or they are not; if the}^ are es-

sential, then they are the baptism; if they are not essential,

then they cannot expound the differences of baptisms. If it

should be said, that a Hottentot differs from an Esquimaux,

would we be satisfied that this statement was met by show-

ing that the one was dressed in a cotton strip and the other

in furs; that the one was housed in an open kraal and the

other within walls of solid ice; that the one lived on fruits

and the other on train oil? All these things may be true,

and they may truly expound the differences in clothing, in
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housing, and in eating; but do they expound the differential

characteristics which distinguish a Hottentot from a Lap-

lander? The theory claims a difference for its baptism as

compared with the baptism of the rest of the Christian world.

Would it be judged satisfactory to expound this difference

as consisting in the wearing in one case a water-proof suit

and in the other case ordinary apparel ? Would anything

be considered satisfactory but what related to the essence

of baptism? If not, then, when the Scriptures teach a dif-

ference between the baptism of Moses, and the baptism of

John, and the baptism of Christ, we, in like manner, must

insist that the differences shall be found in the essentials and

not in the accidents of these baptisms. The necessity which

is, here, laid upon the theory for departing from the simple

and explicit statement of the Scriptures, is a necessity' which

is found to be evermore recurring in its history, and is the

most conclusive evidence that it is not in harmony with the

word of God.

ILLUSTRATION FROM CLASSIC BAPTISMS.

In farther elucidation and vindication of this position, I

would refer to the illustrative Classic Baptisms of Thebe,

Ishmael, and Satyrus. Were these baptisms identical or

diverse in character? Inasmuch as the term "baptism" is

applied equally to each, they must have a common element

establishing a generic unity. And as they are distinguished

from each other as the baptism of Thebe, the baptism of

Ishmael, and the baptism of Satyrus, we look for differences

which shall resolve baptism as a genus into its species.

Carson says, that baptism is a simple, ultimate, unresolvable

element; that baptism is baptism; that mode is mode; that

the meaning of the word is mode, and that this meaning

was never changed. If this be true, then, this mode will be

found in all these baptisms, and such mode will constitute

the baptism. And, as matter of fact, there is mode in each

baptism; I was about to say, that it was found in the com-

mon handing of the wine, but in this there may be diversity;
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I, then, fell back on the common drinking of the wine, but,

here, there is no absolute assurance against diversity, and

rest was found only in the common act of swallowing.

This, I believe, is severely modal, a simple, ultimate, unre-

solvable act. and which, according to the theory, must con-

stitute the baptism. The only embarrassment in the case is

to show that the modal act of swallowing is neither more
nor less than the modal act of dipping, whose presence or

absence we are told makes or mars a baptism.

If this can be done the theory is safe so far as the bap-

tisms of Thebe, of Ishmael, and of Satyrus are concerned.

If any should be so doubtful of the success of such an at-

tempt as to be unwilling to wait its issue, I will endeavor to

indicate some other common element in which these bap-

tisms agree, and which constitutes the justification in ap-

plying a common name to cases which present specific

difierences.

Historically the baptism of Thebe was by wine, which she

furnished profusely to her husband. The simple drinking

of wine will not efifect a baptism, nor can the drinking of

any quantity efi'ect a dipping or an envelopment; but pro-

fuse drinking will so develop the power of wine as to bring

the mental faculties and the physical powers under its con-

trol. This thorough change of condition (the passing out of

a condition of sobriety into a condition of ebriety) is a bap-

tized condition. It is so, generically, because it is a condi-

tion effected by some controlling and assimilating influence;

and it is so, specificallj^ to wit, the baptism of Thebe, because

it is a specific influence efiecting a specific condition. The

wine-drinking causative of this baptism, and the drunken

condition caused by this wine-drinking, are alike inseparable

from this Thebe baptism. The one cannot be without the

other. If the peculiarity which marks the influence of the

agency is known, then the peculiarity which characterizes

the condition is equally known.

The baptism of Ishmael was by wine like that of Thebe,

and yet was not specifically the same. It was a baptism be-

yond that baptism. It was a development of the power of
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drunkenness effecting a still farther and peculiar controlling

influence over mind aud body, introducing them into a con-

dition of " insensibility and sleep." llTow, no one needs to

be told, that there is an amazing difference between the con-

dition of a man bewildered in mind and staggering in walk,

and a man lying under the table insensible and asleep. Wine
enters into both conditions as the ruling power; in the one

case it is the immediate influence, in the other case it is the

proximate influence ; both conditions are properly called

baptisms, because they both have the characteristic of con-

dition resultant from some controlling influence; and they

are specifically diverse baptisms, because the specific con-

trolling influence of wine over a sober man is diverse from

the specific controlling influence of drunkenness over an in-

toxicated man. This specific difference is stated, with a ful-

ness and a clearness beyond which language cannot go, when
we are told, that " Ishmael baptized Gedaliah by drunken-

ness into insensibility and sleep." The statement that Ish-

mael "baptized" Gedaliah conveys no specific information;

while the statement that "he baptized him into insensibiliiij'"

has a sharpness which will cut its way irresistibly through

all barriers of modal act, or water envelopment, that ever

were or that ever can be constructed.

.The baptism of Satyrus exhibits the element of wine, but

not as the controlling power effecting the baptism. There

was, also, in it " insensibility and sleep," and yet not of the

same specific character with that which is effected by over-

powering drunkenness. There was not enough of wine

drunk to cause ebriety, consequently that was not the bap-

tism ; if there was no ebriety, then there was no baptism

from this cause.

But there was a baptism of Satyrus. What was it? It was

a thoroughly changed condition resultant from the control-

ling influence of an opiate drug swallowed by being mingled

in a cup of wine. In these facts we find justification for

applying the generic term baptism to this transaction, be-

cause there is a condition resultant from a controlling in-

fluence which has left its characteristic enstamped upon the

6
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subject of its power; while they, also, vindicate the dis-

crimination of this baptism as the baptism oi Satyriis, from

the baptism of Thebe, and the baptism of Ishmael, because,

specifically, it ranks with neither of these baptisms.

These facts show in the most indubitable manner, that

where the same fluid element is present, and the same formal

act is executed, the resultant baptism (not something else,

some appendage or accident, but the very baptism) may be

essentially diverse. This diversity will, ordinarily, be desig-

nated with clearness by the simple statement of the power

effecting the baptism, because the baptism receives its char-

acteristic from the characteristic of this controlling influence;

but if this baptizing power is capable of producing diverse

conditions, immediately or remotely, then a specific designa-

tion may be required in addition to the influence itself.

Thus, the remoter wine baptism of. Ishmael is saved from

being confounded with the immediate wine baptism of Thebe
by the superadded statement, that it was remotely by wine

and immediately "by drunkenness into insensibility and

sleep."

Can anything be more unwise or more alien from outjut-

ting facts, than the attempt to repudiate the distinctive char-

acter of these baptisms by the round assertion, that " bap-

tism in one case is baptism in another, there could be no

difference in the mode?"

" THESE BAPTISMS ARE FIGUP.ATIVE."

An attempt is made to get rid of these baptisms and bury

them (if not " without benefit of clergy," yet beyond the

reach of the clergy), in some bottomless abyss, by affirming

that these baptisms are "figurative." If by this term is

meant that these are not actual and most real baptisms, the

statement could not be more deeply stamped w^th error. Is

not the condition of a drunken man, of a sleeping man, of a

drugged man, a most substantial reality ? If it is meant to

say, that these baptisms are not physical baptisms, then,

again, I reply, the error, still, is as profound as in the other
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case. Is not drunkenness a pbj^sical condition? Does it

not aft'ect the intellect only as it aft'ects the physical organs

through which it operates? Is not this, also, true of sleep?

And is it not, equally, true of drugged stupor? Is not wine

a real, substantial fluid? Is not opium a real existence

whose solidity may be seen, and felt, and weighed in the

balances? Do fluids and solids produce purely metaphysical,

ideal, unreal, nonentical conditions?

Is it meant to say, that these baptisms are not "dipping"

baptisms? Then, the response may be given with a smile:

Certainly if they are, appearances must be deceitful, for they

have any other appearance ! Is it meant that there is no

physical envelopment? I would not like to undertake to

prove that there is, but I would like, very much, to see such

attempt made on the part of those who affirm that " baptism

in one case is baptism in another; there can be no difference

in the mode." And this more than Herculean task they

must enter upon and perfect, or else confess (to the undoing

of their theory), that the Greeks called conditions, without

physical envelopment, baptisms.

Finally: Is it meant, that although there is no physical

envelopment, yet there is an imaginary envelopment ? The
theory luxuriates in the realms of imagination. We need

not care, so far as any practical end of this inquiry is con-

cerned, to disturb its enjoyment there. But so far as mental

science, or rhetorical exposition, or language development

are concerned, it may be worth while to enter a denial

and call for proof. And, first, I would ask: Of what is

this fiction envelopment to be constituted ? With what,

for example, is Thebe's husband to be enveloped in order

to his baptism ? With vinous influence ? something that

would make drunk come? Then there must be physical

embodiment of this influence, and the imagination has con-

structed a physical envelopment as truly as if the object

were placed at earth's centre, and it were wrapped about

with all continents and oceans. Besides, the imagination

not only makes bankrupt all her powers in such vain

endeavor, but plays the lunatic in assuming it, for we have
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this vinous influence already operating in and through the

man, with his full stomach as its interior base. Why, then,

this "fifth wheel to the wagon?" A like issue is reached

in attempting to eliminate from the baptisms of Ishmael and

of Satyrus the act and the form of development assigned to

them by the Greeks, and substituting for them acts most

impracticable and forms most irrational. But, secondly, I

V70uld ask : If the imagination could construct a nonentity

dipping or a nonentity envelopment, how could diverse re-

sults spring out of envelopment, one and simple ? "Whence

the diverse baptisms: 1. Of Thebe—drunkenness; 2. Of
Ishmael—insensibility and sleep; 3. Of Satyrus—drugged

stupor? Is a remedy sought for this by impregnating these

several nonentity envelopments with various energizing

powers qualifying them for the needed end? Then, all hail!

to the theory which abandons dipping-envelopment as a reed

on which she has leaned but to pierce her hand, and, at

length, accepts of controlling influences as executors of bap-

tism and marking their diversity by eustampiug upon them
their several characteristics.

It is most obvious, that in these baptisms, and in all kin-

dred baptisms, there is a declaration of controlling power

exerted by a given influence over its object. This is made
in the most direct and simple manner in the case of Thebe's

baptism

—

ocvco Si r.oXXip 'AXe^avdpov ^ar^riaaaa', here, it is not

wine as a fluid dipped into, made to envelop in any way,

sprinkled upon or poured out,, which efiects the baptism,

but as a fluid which may be drunk, and which when drunk

(and not in any other Avay) develops a peculiar power con-

trolling the physical system and the mental operations. As
long as words shall have meaning, and common sense shall

reign in their interpretation, these Greek words will declare

wine to be the baptizing power, and the resultant condition

the baptism, whose distinctive character is determined by

that of win^, the baptizing power.

The phraseology expressive of IshmaeFs baptism (as

limited to the baptizing power) is not so self-asserting as

to the distinctive character of the baptism as is that of
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Thebe. It is evident that the phrase ^=.^aTzxi<tp.ivo\) v-6 pAOr^q

will never be of so common occurrence as the phrase

fie^aTtTiaixivov 6ivui. The possible conditions within the com-

petency of drunkenness to effect are also various. Unless

frequent usage, therefore, should identify it with some one

condition in particular, there must be more or less ambiguity

in the phrase "baptized by drunkenness." Where the

greatest perspicuity is desired all ambiguity is removed in

the most absolute measure by the addition of a verbal ele-

ment. This is done by Josephus, in the present case, by
saying, ^sjSaTzrcffpivov ond /xiOvj'; eig dv«£«T^5j<7t'«v xai otzvov. It is

impossible for language to express a definite baptism more
definitely than is done by these words. The form of the

phraseology carries us back to the primary use of iSanrCiu),

where we see an object passing into some permeable ele-

ment (never more to emerge so far as this Greek word is

concerned), and therefore brought completely under the in-

fluence of such element. It is impossible for Thebe's hus-

band to enter, actually, "m/o insensibility and sleep," and
it would be labor lost if we could, imaginatively, give him
such a local habitation, for withinness without influence

would be nothing and worse than nothing, while to hunt

up controlling influence through such left-handed method
would, if found, be only to find what was already legiti-

mately in possession by the allusion, stamped in the phra-

seology, to the primary use.

While, therefore, in the great majority of cases it ma}' be

sufiiciently clear what was the character of the baptism by a

statement limited to the baptizing power, the addition of the

element into which the baptism, by verbal figure, takes

place, gives a precision to the statement beyond which lan-

guage cannot go. After Josephus had once made the full

Stateme/lt ^£j3anrc(TiJ.ivov VTCo piOrjq eii; dvataOrjai'uv xai UTzyov, there

was no farther necessity for its repetition when the context

clearly showed that he referred to this baptism. It would

be abundantly sufficient for him to say, i3£i3a-Tt(rfj.ivov utto piO-^q,

or simply ^e^a-napivuv. The ellipsis would, readily, and must

necessarily, be supplied.
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In the baptism of Satyrus the statement is, rip duraj ^apptdxai

xarajSaTTTiaaq. The context making explicit declaration of the

peculiar power of the drug, namely, sleep jwoducmg^ the

phrase (limited to the baptizing power)—" baptizing by the

same drug"—has an explicitness, as to the nature of the bap-

tism effected, which does not admit of increase by the ad-

dition of any other words.

The baptism of Thebe, then, expresses not a distinction in

any accidents which may have been associated with the bap-

tism, but a distinction in the baptism itself. It was a drunken

baptism. The same is true of the baptism of Ishmael. It

was a stupidly insensible baptism. And so of the baptism of

Satyrus. It was a drugged stupor baptism. It is irrational

and impracticable to convert these distinctions into accidents.

In like manner, among scores of kindred baptisms, we
have the baptism of Otho, which was a baptism by debt; and

the baptism of the So]:)hists, which was a baptism by ques-

tions; and the baptism of Demosthenes, which was a baptism

by contentious loords. So, also, we have baptism by grief, by

taxes, by diseases, &c., &c., without number. ISTow, can any

one, not born in lunacy and grown gray amid its phantasies,

affirm, that all these baptisms are one and the same in nature?

Is not the adjunct term introduced for the very purpose of

precluding any such error, and for making affirmation of

diversity ? Unity of genus there is ; diversity of species

there must be. And this same affirmation is made again

and again, most expressly, by the Patristic writers. If I ask

for a definition of a luatch spring, of a coach spring, of a water

spring, shall I be told that there is no difference, that a spring

is a spring? There is, indeed, a generic common thought

running through these phrases, but the adjunct terms, loatch

spring, coach spring, ivater spring, do make and are designed

to make an essential difference in the idea of " spring" itself.

Are the differences expressed by woman's dress, man's dress,

court dress, to be nullified and swept out of sight by the ut-

terance of the wise saw—" what is dress in one case must be

dress in another, there can be no difference in dress?" If

one longs for a Pentecost baptism, shall he be furnished with
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a huge beaker of wine and be told—"Here it is, drink and

be drunken, for Plato and Plutarch declare that drunken-

ness is baptism, and what is baptism in one case must be

baptism in another?"

We return, then, to the baptism of Moses, and the baptism

of John, and the baptism of Christ, with the fullest evidence

that these adjunct terms, Moses, John, Christ, do, by their

natural force, qualify and give a determinate, distinguishing

character to the baptisms with which they are respectively

associated. In what these distinguishing characteristics con-

sist these phrases give no information. They reveal the fact

of a diversity ; the nature of the diversity must be sought

elsewhere. Any one who will make investigation to this

end will not labor in a barren field. The teaching of Scrip-

ture is as explicit as language will allow. If it were said,

that the philosophies of Greece gave their disciples a bap-

tism into Platonism, a baptism into Stoicism, and a baptism

into Epicureanism, would any one in the wide world imagine,

that he was giving proof of singular perspicacity in proclaim-

ing these baptisms to be " one and the same baptism, for

baptism in one case must be baptism in another case; there

can be no diflerence in the mode ?" Could any one possibly

understand otherwise than that these baptisms were diverse

baptisms ; that the disciples of the Academy were baptized

into, brought under the full influence of, the loftiest and the

purest teachings of uninspired wisdom; that the disciples

of the Porch were baptized into, brought under the full in-

fluence of, a cold fatalism ; that those who gathered around

the feet of Epicurus were baptized into, brought under the

full influence of, a centralized selfishness ? And is this unity

.without the most essential diversity?

In like manner the baptism of Moses is, as we have seen,

a baptism into ceremonial purification, while the baptism of

John is, as we shall see, a baptism into repentance for sin,

and the baptism of Christ is a more glorious baptism into

all the fruits of the incarnation—legal obedience, penal suf-

fering, atoning death, triumphant resurrection, glorious as-

cension, gracious mediation, intercession, and High priest-
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hood of the Lamb of God. Do these baptisms sound like

one and the same baptism ?

In reference to that other and infinitely diverse question

agitated in these latter days, namely, " What was the man-

ner in which John used water in his ritual baptism?" I have

only to say, Our inquiry will lead us to examine every case

in which ^oKxiZoi and its related words occur, and if they

should throw any light upon this very profound question

whose terms are suggestive of such momentous issues (in-

deed, almost mounting up to the high level of the schism-

causing question—"Does Christianity require that our coat

should be fastened with buttons or by hooks and eyes? "), we
shall have the fullest opportunity to benefit by such light;

but if we should find that they throw no light upon this

question (which some think so pregnant with high and holy

issues as to challenge their hallowed zeal in gulfing the

church of God deep as the cities of the plain, and islanding

the body and blood of Jesus amid impassable Avaters), we
must be content to remain in ignorance whether it be due

to its profundity, or to its atomistic character that the light

of revelation has not been suflered to fall upon it. Only,

I would beg leave to indulge the hope, that any who may
take the trouble to follow this inquiry will believe that some
other end has been had in view than a solution of the ques-

tion—"How did John use Avater in ritual baptism?" If

after having preached the gospel for more than a quarter

of a century, I have not felt called upon to preach but once,

formally, in answer to such question, it can hardly be sup-

posed, that I am now so oppressed by its immensity as to

enter upon the task of writing three or four volumes to re-

solve its mysteries. I hope that something higher than this

may be accomplished; but, if among other results, thej^ who
in answering this question feel constrained (by a faithfulness

to duty outvying the Roman father giving his children over

unto death) to drive brother and sister from their Father's

house and their elder Brother's table with a scourge whose

cords are made up of charges of " dishonesty and not lack
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of knowledge," may be relieved from this soul pressure by

finding that the Holy Ghost has not committed this painful

task to them as custodians of the great truth of revelation

embodied in the manner in which water was used in ritual

baptism, I shall be very happy.

Dr. lialley, in his work on " The Sacraments," says, in

reference to Baptism, " Let us agree to find out the truth,

adhering closely to Scripture, seeking, all aid in its correct

interpretation, assuming nothing without proof, and carefully

endeavoring to detect the cause of the error, on which ever

side it be, the Ttpajrov 4>eudo<:, which, lurking in the breast of

the one party or the other, in this, as in almost every con-

troversy, vitiates all the subsequent reasoning, and, ever

present in the dispute, colors, with a false light, the argu-

ments adduced on each side of the question ; concealing

the weakness of some, and imputing a fictitious value to

others. Let us reach, if it be possible, the arx causce of this

dispute, and then it surely cannot be difiicult for an unprej-

udiced mind to ascertain the truth." The justness and the

efficiency of such a method of investigation must be obvious

to all. It has been my endeavor, thus far, to assume noth-

ing, to prove every position, and to adhere, sternly, to the

letter of the text. I will, still, endeavor to do so. And,
more especially, in passing over the ground of revelation

will I lean, in the most absolute dependence, on the ipsissima

verba of the Holy Spirit. In revelation I know nothing save

as taught by God. Nor do I claim to be an expounder of

" things difiicult and hard to be understood." I have neither

right nor Avish to assume the character of a teacher of my
brethren. My pretension is this, no more—To have followed

the golden thread of truth, slowly, steadily, simply, abso-

lutely, through intricacy, winding, and bewilderment, until

brought into a broad place. Of this I make report. Those
who examine and believe that they see the golden filament

stretching unbroken, unwrested, all along the way, will ap-

prove and accept; others will condemn and reject. Accepted

or rejected, no man is " made a judge over us." The only

wise God is the adorable and awful arbiter of truth.
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It should be tlae especial endeavor of all, in this perplexed

inquiry, "to adhere closely to Scripture, to seek all aid in its

correct interpretation, and to assume nothing loithout proof."

As bearing upon this last particular it may be noted, that

"the theory" turns upon this double pivot: 1. Baizri^u} ex-

presses unalterable modal action ; 2. Ba-ri'^ui is so gram-

matically connected with water in the Scripture as to ex-

pound and require its modal use in ritual baptism. I^ow, I

would ask, Whether these two points have ever been proved?

and, farther, whether there has ever been an attempt to prove

them? If any such attempt has ever been made, I have

never heard of it. Dr. Carson says, the Greek word means
" dip and nothing but dip through all Greek literature, ex-

pressing mode and nothing but mode." But he has not

taken the first step toward proof. His own examples of

usage not only show that his assumption is erroneous, but

that it is an error of the extremest character. ISTo point in

philology has been or can be proved with more absolute

evidence than that [iar-iZm does not express modal action.

This first assumption of the theory, then, disappears forever

from all controversy. With the evanishment of the first

assumption, the second, also, largely if not wholly, passes

away as a shadow. Whatever remains will receive due

consideration as occasion may demand.

In entering upon an examination of the details of usage, I

would remind the friends of the theory of the words of

President Wayland—" I stand to whatever God has said

;

what men infer from it is merely human and weighs with

me just nothing. As a Christian I think I can, in my poor

way, defend what God has said; what man has inferred from

it, man may defend if he can ; I am not responsible." All

others I would remind of those words of John Calvin,

stamped on the ploughshare of the Reformation, "It ought

not to have any weight with us that an opinion has long and

extensively prevailed. We must learn to form our judgment

from the matter as it stands, and not from the mistaken

opinions of men." These are noble sentiments of noble

men. Let it be our nobility to carry them into practice.



JOHN'S KNOWLEDGE OF BAHTIZQ.

CIJEKENT JEWISH BAPTISMS.

John's knowledge as to the essential meaning and breadth

of usage of fianri'^u} must, obviously, enter, as an important

element, into any satisfactory determination of his own
usage of that word in connection with his baptism. What
sources of information, on these points, were available to

him ? The Septuagint translation of the Hebrew Scriptures,

in which this Greek word appears, had been made more

than two centuries before John's ministry began. The
apocryphal Jewish Greek writings which, also, use this

word, were in existence for nearly as long a time. Jewish

ritual purifications to which this word was applied, and had

been applied for more than a hundred years, were in full

and daily observance all through the ministry of John.

Josephus, writing in Greek, immediately upon the close of

John's ministry, employs this, and related words, in his-

torical reference to his ministry and baptism.

These facts make it obvious, that the word could not enter

as a novelty into John's vocabulary. They, also, teach us,

that if the word had received any coloring, before it reached

John, what was the medium through which it had passed,

and from which such coloring must have been received.

As to the extent of usage shown by these writings in the

employment of this word, I would observe, 1. There is no

conclusive evidence that the Septuagint uses this word, in

any case, in its simple, primary, physical sense. The same

is true with regard to the apocryphal writings. The only

instances iu which it is so employed by Josephus contem-

plates the destruction of life. This is its legitimate and

(91)
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ordinary classical use. Such use excludes, of necessity, a

dipping from the meaning of this word. A dipping kills

nobody. As a consequence from this, and what we would

assume without any definite information, there is no con-

clusive evidence that the word is used in any of these

writings, in a single instance, to express a designed momen-
tary envelopment or the modal act of dipping. There is,

however, conclusive evidence to show, that the Septuagint,

the Apocrypha, and Josephus, do, all, use this word to ex-

press condition resultant from controlling influence. There

is, also, conclusive evidence furnished by these writings of

the perfect adaptability of the word to express, by appropri-

ation, any specific condition resultant from controlling in-

fluence, and the very highest probability from these writings

(certainty from others), that it was, in fact, so used.

Having already examined the usage of this word as shown

by the Septuagint and the Apocrypha, we shall, now, pro-

ceed to examine the use of this word in connection with

those Jewish baptisms which antedated and were current

with the whole course of John's ministry. The importance

of doing this is twofold : 1. As showing John's knowledge;

2. As showing the necessity, if these baptisms differed, for

having some evident, unmistakable mark of discrimination

separating contemporaneous baptisms.

CEREMONIAL PURIFICATIOlir.

BAPTISM FROM THE MARKET.

Mark 7 : 4.

"And when they saw some of his disciples eat bread with

defiled, that is to say with unwashen, hands, they found fault.

For the Pharisees and all the Jews, except they wash their

hands oft, eat not, holding the tradition of the elders.

"And except they baptize themselves from the market, they

eat not."

" KaX d.Ttb dyopaq lav jxtj ^anriacuvrac, dux iadiouffi."
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The Text.

The Codex Sinaiticus has pavriffcDvrat instead of [iaTzriaojvrai.

Whether this be accepted as the better reading or not, it

shows that the copyist saw no difficulty in a baptism being

effected by sprinkling. For in whatsoever way the water

may have been used, on this occasion, it was used to effect a

baptism. So, in the hand w^ashing, which Campbell and

others say was by " pouring a little water on them," the

purpose was to effect a baptism. This is evident from the

general custom of the Jews and the language used to ex-

pound it, as, also, from the spirit and phraseology of this

particular passage. The word required to be supplied in

connection with aXXa tzoXXo. isriv a is ^anriffixara. And it is ob-

vious that ^anrtaiwhr SO reflects back upon the purification

of the hands, and the purification from the market, as to

bring them into the same class of baptisms. This seems to

be Campbell's view, who, in explaining why he translates

^aKTCGtJMuq baptisms, and (ia-miffcuvTat dip (their hands) says : 1.

" That the appellation baptisms, here given to such washings,

fully answers the purpose;" and 2. " That the way I have

rendered that word (dip) shows better the contrast between

it and vicl'wvrai so manifestly intended by the evangelist."

He seems to think that although he has represented the

hands as purified by pouring water upon them in one case

and by dipping them into water in another case, they are

sufficiently designated as baptisms, by using that term to

denote the purification of pots, cups, and couches, since that

designation embraced them all. However this may be, it is

in proof that baptisms were, indifferently, effected by sprink-

ling, by pouring, and by washing more or less of the person.

The text of the Codex Sinaiticus teaches that the baptism

was by sprinkling; the received text teaches that the puri-

fication was complete, saying nothing of the manner in

which it was effected.

Translation.

The common version introduces the clause

—

When they
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come "from the market." Codex D. has the addition lav

ikdojaiv, which Meyer, De Wette, and others regard as a good
interpretation. Bloomfield would supply iXOovrzq, or yv^ixtvot,

or ovTc?. Sirach 31 : 30 /Sa-rjCo/z-evo? d-d vsxpou, "
z". e., after re-

turning a mortuo cwxindo," is cited in support of this view.

Krebs objects to this interpretation as needing confirmation.

He, together with Kuinoel, Olshausen, Lange, and others,

would make the reference to provisions brought from the

market and washed before eaten. Winer does not regard

this as satisfactory, because to do this Would be required by

the fitness of things and not by a mere precept of Pharisee-

ism. It is evident that no interpretation has been suggested

which commends itself to universal acceptance. It may,

therefore, be allowable to suggest an interpretation which

lies close at hand and is grounded in the very phraseology
—"except they baptize—thoroughly purify themselves /rom

the 7narkeL" This intimate relation of the Greek verb and

the preposition d-d does not, now, meet us for the first time.

We have had /9a7rr:Co/i£vo- a-0 vf/.pou, baptized from the dead

(Sir. 31 : 30), and ^ar.TtX.6!J.svoq d-d rr^i; y.oirrjq^ baptized fvom the bed

(Clem. Alex., I, 1184), and liar.zitrer^rs d-b opyr^q, baptize from
anger, Justin M. In all of these cases the same principle

of interpretation must rule. Few would translate—" they

baptize themselves returning from the dead, or the things

brought from the dead ;

" nor, " they baptize themselves

returning from the bed, or the things brought from the bed."

It is evident that pollution has been received " from the

bed," "from the dead," and "from the market," and that

the object of the baptism is to remove this pollution from

themselves, and thus themselves "from the market," "from

the bed," and " from the dead," causative of the pollution.

The correctness of this interpretation receives support from

the parallel phrase Ippwrnaphoi dnb ffuvetdyj^Tsuji; -o'^Tipa^ (Heb.

10 : 22), in which the other modes of interpretation have

no fitness, but which is readily expounded in the way sug-

gested. This latter phrase reminds us of the text of the Codex

Sin., dnb dyopdz pavri(jwvra.r, the form by which the purification

was efl'ected representing the purification itself. And this
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phraseology was of such frequent recurrence amid Jewish

purifications, that it seems to have lost its elliptic character

and became directly interpretative. Winer (p. 622, Thaj-er's

Ed.) says, /^eraweiv dno rv^q y.a/.iaq (Acts 8 : 22) Originates in like

manner with Mark 7 : 4 in a constructio pregnans, though

b}' us it is scarcely felt. This acceptance by the mind of

such phrases as conveying thought directly often requires

that the verb which is retained shall accept the meaning of

the verb which is suppressed. Thus Professor Stuart (Ileb.

10 : 22) saj^s, the construction i^pawiffnivoi a-b shows that the

participle is to be taken in a secondary or metaphorical

sense, i. e., purified from, cleansed from,. So Ebrard, ^^"Aizb

depends on the idea of ' cleansing' which is implied in the

(pregnant) pa'^riUtv," which he translates cleansed. And
Ernesti translates, " Animis a conscientiS, peccate puris

purgatis." In like manner, ^^ baptizedfrom the market" in-

dicates, by the construction, by that construction persisted

in through one or more centuries, by its necessary daily re-

currence, that ^anriZuj has attained a secondary meaning, and

that the phrase must mean, ''thoroughly pnrified from the

market." So, Professor Godwin appeals to this construction

as evidence that the verb has secured a new meaning.

The meaning to purify ceremonially has been, already, shown

to belong to l^anriZco as used in Jewish rites, by a score of

facts in which any other meaning was out of the question.

This position is, now, fortified still farther by a grammatical

form whose legitimate interpretation under the laws of lan-

guage demand that that same meaning be assigned to the

word.

Between the washing of the hands with " a quarter of a

logus, an egg full and a half, about twenty-seven drachms,"

and the baptism from the market, there is made a distinction.

It probably consisted in a less thorough and a more thorough

purification. But the quo modo in neither case is stated.

The word (ianTtZu) alwaj^s denotes completeness of condition,

however the influence may be brought to bear for its

accomplishment.
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Interpretation.— Carson.

Dr. Carson says of this passage, " It ought to have been

translated—' Except they dip themselves, they eat not.' But
as respects my argument I care not whether ^jarMarnvrai here

refers to the hands or the whole body ; it is perfectly suf-

iicient for me if it here admits the usual meaning.

"I bring passages without number to prove that the word
must have the meaning for which I contend. jSTo passage

could be a valid objection against my conclusion, except one

in which it cannot have that signification.

" If another signification is found, I will not insist that

immersion must of course be the signification here. In such

a case as this the meaning must be settled by additional

evidence. When a word has two or more meanings actually

in proof, which of them may, in any passage, be the true

meaning is a question ; but if no secondary meaning is in

proof, there can be no question on the subject. Now^ there

is not in all Greek literature a single instance ever alleged in which

the word must have a secondary meaning.

"I admit that ^dTZTto has a secondary meaning, because

such secondary meaning is in proof, and instances may be

alleged in which its primary meaning is utterly impossible.

When applied, for instance, to the lake, the immersion of a

lake in the blood of a frog, is beyond the bounds of possi-

bility. Show me anything like this with respect to fia-ri'^w,

and I will grant a secondary meaning; and as soon as a

secondary meaning is ascertained on suflBcient grounds, I do

not demand, in every instance, a proof of impossibility of

primary meaning before the secondary is alleged,

" I assume nothing but self-evident truth. I never used a

shift in all the controversy that I ever wrote. Does it require

a shift to prove in all the cases referred to immersion Avas

possible ? The proof that immersion was used in the cases

referred to is that the word has the meaning and no other."

Untenahle Positions.

1. " It ought to have been translated, except they dip
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themselves. I bring passages without number to prove that

the word must have this meaning."

Dr. Carson has not adduced one passage wdiich proves that

^aTzriZu) means to dip. He has, in fact, made no attempt to

prove it. To make an assertion and then to quote passages

without showing their relevancy to the point at issue is

neither proof nor worthy to be called an attempt at proof.

As a matter of fact the passages quoted do, many of them,

most expressly contradict and most absolutely disprove the

point which they are brought to sustain. They not only

show, that the action of dipping is not present in the bap-

tism, but that the baptism is effected by other action which

is utterly irreconcilable with such action. In other cases in

which the action of dipping was present, or might be con-

ceived to be, there is no attempt to identify iSann^co with

such action. To attach dipping to (^aKTiW, as its distinctive

meaning, is to reach an issue by the most absolute and un-

warrantable assumption, not only unsupported by facts, but

contradicted by them.

When Dr. Carson says, "I care not whether the hands or

the whole body is dipped," it might be added,—" and for

good reason, seeing that neither hand dipping, nor body dip-

ping is baptism." All classic usage enters a protest against

confounding a dipping and a baptism. A dipping (under

the theory which insists on a definite act, mode and nothing

but mode) can never be converted into a baptism. And
yet under a true view of this word (which has nothing to do

with a form of action, but makes demand for condition) a

dipping of the hands may effect a Judaic baptism of the

entire body. In such case the verb does not expound, nor

has it the least concern with the act performed, but contem-

plates, exclusively, the resultant condition, which is not a

ceremonial purification of the hands, merely, but of the

entire person. This is on the same principle that the maid-

servant (C. B., p. 309) is said to have been baptized by a

glass of wine. Neither her whole body, nor her hands, nor

yet the tips of her fingers w^ere dipped into the wine; she

drank it, and, although it touched but a small part of her

7
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person, it baptized her completely, changed her condition.

The condition of the Jew was ceremonially changed, his

person entirely baptized, by dipping his hands into pure

water. Whether the action was dipping or drinking, pour-

ing or sprinkling, is a matter of infinite indifference to the

baptism. The Greek word never, under any circumstances,

defines the form of act which may be employed in efifecting

a baptism.

2. " There is not in all Greek literature a single instance ever

alleged in ichich the word must haxe a secondary meaning.^'

The italics and capitals are as I find them. In reply to

this position it may be stated, that the primary meaning of

^a-rCCui makes demand for intusposition within a solid, semi-

solid, or a fluid, without limitation of act, time, or influence.

Such a condition, as is obvious, must result in exercising the

fullest measure of influence which the enveloping element

is capable of exerting over the enveloped object. As a re-

sult from this, the word is naturally, I might say unavoid-

ably, used, where no envelopment is or can be, to express,

directly, controlling influence genericall}-, as, also, by ap-

propriation, specific influences. Of this secondary nsage

Greek literature furnishes not merely " a single instance,"

but multitudinous examples. Some of which it may be well

to adduce.

(1.) Water poured into wine is said to baptize Bacchus.

The god of wine is, here, introduced as exercising the power

of making drunk through wine-drinking. While he is rep-

resented as despoiled of this power by means of the influence

of water poured into wine. Bacchus is brought under re-

straint by the greater power of water. The nature of wine

to intoxicate is brought under the influence of water, and

beino; assimilated to that controllino; influence is made like

it unintoxicating. This in-pouring of water and its resultant

controlling influence " must" be set down to secondary use,

(2.) A drunken man is said to be a baptized man (C. B.,

p. 317). A man is not made drunk by being dipped. ~Eo

Greek could ever so blunder as to attribute, by imagination,

a thoroughly drunken condition to a dipping! A physical
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dipping into a full wine cask never was and never will be an

image of clrunkenness, so long as the imaginatioii shall re-

main sober. To merse a man, to place him for an iudefiuite

period, within a wine cask, in order to exhibit an image of

drunkenness, would indicate to all sober men that the imagi-

nation of such persons was already under the influence of

the tipsy God. The Classic use of *this word to express the

condition of drunkenness " must" result from secondary use.

(3.) A man who drinks at the fountain of Silenus becomes

a baptized man (C. B., p. 307). Until there shall be traced

an identity between the definite action in drinking and the

definite action in dipping, w^e must abandon this as illustra-

tive of the primary meaning of the theor}-, and accept the

condition efi'ected by a controlling influence as a conclusive

"must" be for a secondary usage.

.

(4.) Cities, and all Asia, are represented as baptized by
sleep, by the running away of bakers, by defeat in battle,

&c. (C. B., p. 284). Does sleep, no baking, or defeat, dip its

victims into anything? Is not the imagined dipping of a

city, or a continent, or even of an Asia Ilinor, a freak of

imagination whose originality belongs, by exclusive right,

to tlie theory? So long as sleep, an empty oven, and a lost

battle shall exercise controlling influence over their objects,

in disregard of definite act, we "must" adhere to a second-

ary use.

(5.) A person bewildered with questions is said to be bap-

tized (C. B., p. 834). Until this baptism can be accomplished

by dipping into a pool, or river, or bag full of perplexing

questions, we must be content to accept the baptism of

sophistically propounded questions as a proof that there

"must" be a secondary usage.

Without extending this list of Classic baptisms in which
there cannot be a dipping and must be a secondary use, I

add a few of like character from' Judaic Baptism. (1.) Bap-
tism by ashes sprinkled (p. 100). Dipping is excluded and
controlling influence is a necessity, (2.) Baptism by the

troubled waters of Bethcsda (p. 164). As the baptizing

power of these waters di-d not depend on their allowing an
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object to be dipped into them, but upon their power of influ-

ence to heal the diseased, a dipping is excluded and a

secondary use is established. (3.) Baptism by a coal of fire

(p. 239). Isaiah could not be dipped into a coal of fire, nor

could a coal of fire dip him into anything else. Definite

action is excluded from the word and controllinfir influence

marks the secondary use. (4.) Baptism of sins by a flaming

sword (p. 236). A flaming sword cannot dip, nor can sins

be dipped. He who baptizes by the flaming sword (the

Lord Jesus Christ) does exercise a controlling influence

whereby sins are cleansed. And, again, dipping is excluded

and influence is established. (5.) Baptism by pouring water

on the altar (p. 328). If the action of pouring is not the

action of dipping, then this baptism was not hy dipping;

and if there be a purifying influence proceeding from the

ritual use of water extending over the altar and its sacrifice,

preparing it for the burning attestation of Jehovah to his

deity, then there must be a secondary meaning entering into

the use of this word.

The number of these baptisms might be greatly extended.

But as one, only, was asked for, ten may sufiice. There is

dipping in none. There is controlling influence in all. The
primary meaning of the theory has no standing-place. The
secondary meaning is a necessity—an absolute "must."

3. " Bdr.ru) has a secondary meaning. The immersion of

a lake in the blood of a frog is impossible. Show me any-

thing like this with respect to ^a-KziZu), and I will grant a

secondary meaning." Dr. Carson can see no evidence in

favor of his opponent's position and no evidence against his

own. The difiiculty of dipping a lake into a iow drops of

blood is all owing to a sudden dearth of imagination. The
theory has performed this very same feat many a time. All

that is needful is, to treat the syntax as of no authority and

substitute a local for an instrumental dative, next call on

catachresis to plead guilty to the use of the act of dropping

instead of the act of dipping, and then summon hyperbole

to expand the blood-drops so as to receive the avalanche

of waters, and all will be done. Literality will disappear,
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secondary meaning will vanish, while the beauty of figuire

and the power of imagination will be in the ascendant. And
to all this the theory attaches her seal with the legend

—

" Can any child fail to understand this?"

It is by rhetorical appliances like these that ^a-zC^ui has

been cheated out of a secondary meaning. And under the

same heroic treatment no word in any language could ever

attain to a secondary meaning.

But Dr. Carson thinks that no use of ^aTtri^u) can parallel

this case which proves so indisputably a secondary meaning

for ftdnroj. How mucli easier is it to dip Lake Myrrha into

a piece of wood thrown into it, than it is to dip this Homeric

lake into a frog's blood ? How much easier is the feat of

dipping a city into runaway bakers? Or, to dip an altar

into poured on water? Or, to dip Asia into anything you
please? But such trifles as altars, cities, lakes, and young
continents can be dipped in a trice when a secondary mean-

ing is to be denied, at all cost, to ySaxTzto*; while a denial of a

secondary meaning to ySdrrw, under similar circumstances, is

hooted at.

Yet, as surely as fidizTw loses its modal act under the color-

ing influence of blood dropped into the lake, so surely does

fiaizTiZoi lose its intusposition under the purifying influence

of water poured upon the altar.

4. " I never used a shift in controversy. The word has

this meaning (dip) and no other." I believe, most absolutely,

in Dr. Carson's honesty of intention. And, yet, I believe,

that there never was a book written which does more com-

pletely turn, in its argumentation, on a shifting of words,

than does this book—^" Carson on Baptism,"

He sets out with the unqualifled position—" the word

means dip and nothing but dip through all Greek literature"

—and when the word is used to express the condition of the

coast under the flux and reflux of the tides, this condition is

converted into modal action by shifting from fact to figure,

and from prose to poetry, and rhetoricizin^ " covered and

bare" (not included in the use of the word at all) into the

hi and out of a dipping. And when the altar is baptized by
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pouring water upon it, the modal act of pouring i8 converted

into the modal act of dipping, in the same shiftily style, as

was the modal act of flowing. When vessels lie baptized at

the bottom of the sea, the most dazzling proof of the in and

out of dip is furnished by shifting, to immerse^ in which word
such action never had and never will have place. Thus
" without a shift " (I) the nnivocalisni of ^aT~i%u> is established.

This error of univocalism, both of fact and. of kind, is the

exclusive dependence of Dr. Carson in his interpretation of

the passage before us.

HAND-WASHING BAPTISM.

Ambrose.—Hand-washing,

Ambrose presents this comment :
" Ut manus non lavarent,

cum panem manducarent; quoniam, Qidlotus est toiuSynon

habei necesse id manus lavet (John 13 : 10). Laverat eos Jesus,

lavacrum aliud non qnserebant; uno euim Christus baptis-

mate omnia solvit baptismata"—The Jews in following the

tradition of men, neglect that of God; the disciples in giving

precedence to that of God, neglected that of men, so that

they would not wash their hands when they ate bread:

Since " he who is completely washed has no need that he

should wash his hands." " Jesus had washed them, they

sought no other baptism; for Christ by one baptism resolves

all baptisms'"' (II, 1789).

This passage recognizes, most explicitly, hand-washing as

a baptism. The argument is. The disciples having received

the one perfect baptism of Christ did not need that lower

purification effected by hand-washing baptism. And they

needed, just as little, any other among the " omnia bap-

tismata."

Justin Martyr 'addresses the same argument to the Jews

:

" This baptism is the only one able to cleanse ... of what

use is that baptism which cleanses the flesh and the body

only? Baptize the soul and the body is pure" (504). Am-
brose uses almost tlie same words: "Ergo mysterio inteude-

bant discipuli, non sui munditiam corporis, sed animse re-
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quirentes. Hoc reprehenclebant Juclgei; seel argute redar-

guntur a Domino, quod iiiania observent, profutura despici-

ant. The disciples understood the mystery to require, not

the cleansing of the body, but of the soul. The Jews ob-

jected to this; but the Lord wisely rebuked them, because

they observe profitless (baptisms) and reject the profitable."

The only rational interpretation of these baptisms is that

which refers them to diverse conditions of purification—of

the body, ceremonially, and of the soul, spiritually.

' Clement of Alexandria.

Clement of Alexandria (I, 1352) speaks of hand-washing

as a baptism, sixwv rod ^a-Tc<T/j.aTu^. He refers to hand-washing

by Telemachus—" Trj^.epM/oi; dt^ yztpaq vi4'a]j.ewq'^—and adds,

—

*' ^Edoq Tuuro ^foudaiwv, ax; xai to -oXXdxcr lizl zoirrj ^anriZecOac—This

(hand-washing baptism) was a custom of the Jews, so as

even to be baptized frequently upon the couch." When we
consider the severe absolutism assumed by the friends of

clipping, it is truly wonderful how continually the facts and

phraseology of usage seize hold of " the theory" and shake

it to pieces. And when they make shift to rebuild, it is only

agere actum,, to reconstruct out of a renewed ruin a yet frailer

tenement.

At the baptism of Judith effort was made to change ^'at"

(^ttI) the fountain into "in" the fountain; here, effort is made
to change the baptism "on" {ln\) the couch into baptism
'•^ after the bed.'' l^either the preposition nor the place suits

the theory. A guest reclining on a dining couch is as poor

a subject for dipping, as the altar crowning Carmel. It is

true that water can be poured over the altar, and was poured

in fact, which pouring Origen says baptized the altar; and it

is also true, that water can be poured over the hands of a

guest on his couch, and was in fact so poured, which pour-

ing Ambrose and Clement declare baptized the guest; but

if all this be admitted, what becomes of the theory? Poetry

and rhetoric will no doubt furnish a sovereign panacea.

Alexander D. Le Nourry, a commentator on Clement
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(II, 9: 1), says, "Kostri porro sacri baptismatis imaginem

non solum apud Judseos, sed etiam gentiles fuisse Clemens

noster ostendit. Et apud gentiles qnidem in eo, quod de

Penelope et Telemacho cecinit Homerus Odjss. A' et J'.

Apud Judjeos autem, quia mos eorum erat, nt ssepe in lecto

tingerentur. Sed scite Clemens monet hsec plane imperfecta

fuisse baptismata quandoquidem non lavacro, sed animo

miindi purique esse debemus—Moreover that the image of

our sacred baptism existed not only among the Jews but also

among the heathen, our Clement shows. Among the heathen

as shown by what Homer sang of Penelope and Telemachus,

Odyss. A' and J'. But among the Jews, because it was their

custom to be frequently cleansed on the couch. But Clement

justly admonishes that these baptisms were evidently im-

perfect, because we ought to be clean and pure by the mind
and not by washing."

According to this interpreter of Clement, hand-washings

were baptisms, and they were administered (even by tingo,

*' tingerentur") " on the couch."

Mode of Hand-washing.

Wetstein (Matt. 20), speaking of the quantity of water

used and the mode of applying it in hand-washing, says

:

" Rabbi Akiba was cast into prison, and Rabbi Joshua Gar-

sites ministered unto him. And they brought him, daily,

water for washing and drinking. 'Eov^ it happened on one

occasion that the jailor found him and said, 'You have a

large quantity of water to-day; is it to perforate the walls

of your prison ?' Then he poured one-half of it out and left

the remainder. Rabbi Akiba was told what had been done,

yet he said, 'Pour the water on my hands.' An eggful and

a half is the quantity fixed for washing the hands of one

person." Lightfoot says a log was six eggshells full, and a

quarter of a log was sufficient to wash the hands of one or

two persons, a half of a log for three or four persons, and a

whole log for five, ten, or one hundred persons. W. 447.
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PROTRACTED USAGE.

Two hundred years, more or less, intervene between the

baptisms in Sirach 31 : 30, Judith 12 : 7, and this baptism in

Mark 7:4. They were all of the same general character,

designed to change a condition of ceremonial defilement into

a condition of ceremonial purity. At the beginning of these

two centuries and at their close, we find the same word

{(iar^TiZiu), never expressing form of action, always expressing

completeness of condition, used to express the thorough

change of condition effected by this Jewish rite. There is

the most positive evidence that materials varying in nature

and applied by varying forms of action were employed in

these rites, and vet one word is found living throus^h all

changes. Is there any unity pervading these diversities ?

There is a unity ofceremonial condition effected, indifierently,

by ashes, blood, or water, by washing, pouring, sprinkling;

and that uniform condition is uniformly characterized by

fdanri^o}, which word does never express form of action, but

does always express condition, and by long appropriation

expresses the specific condition of ceremonial purification.

During these centuries of baptism there is no conclusive

evidence of a single man, woman, or child having ever been

dipped into water in order to this ceremonial purification.

And if there were evidence that any such fact had ever oc-

curred, it could not be laid at the door of ^ar.ziZct), for it has

no such meaning. To chano-e the meaninsr of this word
from a demand for iiitusposition unlimited in time, to a dip-

ping, an act of momentary continuance, is to revolutionize

the word in the most radical manner. Dr. Conant says,

that the metaphorical meaning of fia-ri^^cu is the same as its

literal meaning. When or where does such meaning point

to i\ dipping origin? To dip is to perform a transient act,

ordinarily if not universal!}', issuing in a feeble and limited

result. For this reason the word is adapted, in metaphor,

to express a result characterized by feebleness and limitation.

And this is its invariable usage. A writer who wished to

express a mental or moral impression which was in its char-
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acter pervading, persistent, and profound, and should employ

dijp for that purpose, would not act less absurdly than the

man who should throw a feather into the scales to counter-

balance a ton weight. On the other hand the intusposi-

tion of an object within an enveloping solid, semi-solid, oi

fluid, for an unlimited time, must be exhaustive of the influ-

ence of such enveloping material over the inclosed object.

If, therefore, it is desired to express beyond the range of

physics a condition which is exhaustive of influence, full,

pervading, controlling, the word which is expressive of such

intusposition is the word fitted to the task. And that word

which is so used by the Greeks, century after century, is

^oKriZu). This distinction of conception is in the fitness of

things and is most radical. It is the elemental distinction

between /SdTTTw and ^ar.TiZ,m. It is invariably observed by all

Classic, Jewish, and Christian writers. There is not the

shadow of a difference, as to this radical element, among in-

spired and uninspired writings.

In the Classic fable of Mars, Vulcan, and I^eptune, Mars

(iron) is represented as having his condition changed by

being brought under the power of Vulcan (fire); but Mars

(iron, now heated) is released from this new condition and

restored to his original condition of coldness through the

intervention of JSTeptune (water). Iron is brought under the

influence of fire, but hot iron is brought under the influence

of cold water

—

^aTirCUrat udarc. It is not the mersing quality

of water which is here involved, but its cold-producing

quality. The whole fable turns on influence, overmastering

influence, and this is expressed by the form of the Greek.*

In like manner the Jew who came in contact with " a

bone," " a heathen camp," or "the market," had his condi-

tion changed from ceremonial purity to ceremonial impurity.

And in this condition he remained (as Mars under the power

* In like manner (in the absence of all semblance of dipping or covering)

Cyril of Alexandria speaks of the baptism (changed condition) of water by

fire and the Holy Spirit—"As water in a caldron, set to the fire, receives

the force of the fire, so, the water of baptism by the Spirit is raised to a

divine and ineff'able virtue."

—

Lightfoot, v. 37.
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of Yulcan) until released from it by the ritual use of ashes

or pure water (as Mars was released by IsTeptune). To make
^aTzriZo) exprcss ill such cases a "dipping" involves the two-

fold radical error, 1. Of engrafting into the word the idea

of modal action, which is entirely foreign to its nature, and

2. Of making its condition essentially evanescent, which is

outright murder.

Such usage could not but be eminently instructive to John

as to the meaning and power of this word which he was

called upon to use so freely in his ministry.

BAPTIZINGS OF DOMESTIC UTENSILS AND DINNER COUCHES.

Mark 7 : 4.

"And there are many other things which they have received

to hold, the baptizings of cups, and pots, and brazen vessels,

and couches."

" liai (iXla TtoXXd kariv a TzapiXafjov -/.parslv jSa-izzcfffiuhg Tzor-qpiujv xai

^sffTuJv xai yaX/.iwv xal -/Mvo)'/.^'

Mode of Purification.

It will be admitted, that these various articles were in a

condition of ceremonial impurity. It will, also, be admitted,

that the, end sought by the tradition of the elders was to

change this condition into one of ceremonial purit}'. And
it will be, farther, admitted, that the power to effect this

change of condition belonged to water, ritually used, inde-

pendently of its ph^'sicall}' cleansing power.

These things being admitted, it follows, 1. That the de-

mand made by this rite for its objects was not a physical

mersion. 2. It was not a physical cleansing. 3. It was for

ceremonial purity. 4. The power of water to make cere-

monially pure being independent of the quantity used, and

of the manner of use, quantity and manner cannot enter into

the rite unless by express statement, 5. Inasmuch as lia-TiZaa

afhxes no limit to the form of action by which its demand
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is accomplished, and as little to the time of continuance of

the condition effected bj^ it, and there being no other limit-

ing word, it follows that if these " cups, and pots, and brazen

vessels, and couches" are put into the water by this word, no

provision is made for taking them out, which is an incredible,

not to say absurd, use of language. 6. To effect a thorough

change of condition, not physical but ceremonial, exhausts

the requirement of the rite; and to effect such condition,

without limitation in the form of the action and without

limitation in the time of its continuance, exhausts the de-

mands of ^amiZo). It is, therefore, perfectly adapted to meet

the demands of the rite, not through an}^ change in its char-

acter effected for the occasion, but because of its own essen-

tial nature.

Does any one ask, " May not these cups, and pots, and

brazen vessels have been baptized by dipping them into

water ?" The answer is unhesitatingly given—Undoubtedly

they may have been, and, although we have no certain

knowledge on the subject, quite possibly, were so in fact.

But why ask this question ? Is it with a view to the conclu-

sion, "Then, dipping is baptism?" To draw such a con-

clusion from these premises would be as erroneous as to

conclude that an axe is a chip, because an axe makes chips.

The dipping of a " cup" into pure water may effect a certain

kind of baptism, to wit, that of ceremonial purification. And
it does so for the same reason that sprinkling or pouring

water upon the "cup" will effect the same baptism. The
power to effect the baptism is in the nature of water, and

the manner in which the water is applied has no more to do

with the result than the nourishing quality of food depends

upon its being taken by means of a knife, or a fork, or a

spoon. There are some baptisms which cannot be effected

by a dipping. A drunken baptism, a drowning baptism, a

foundered ship baptism, cannot be effected by a dipping.

Very few can be ; into none does it enter except as an acci-

dent. The capability of dipping to effect a baptism is

limited to secondary baptisms of a special character.

The essential difference between /SaTirw and [iaTzri^w cannot
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be too deeply impressed upon the mind. The distinction is

neither fictitious nor nominal, but most radical and inca-

pable, except destructively, of being confounded.

The secondary usage of these words not only reveals bat

magnifies their differences. The dipping of an object into

a tiuid will, ordinarily, produce but a trivial effect; but if

the fluid be impregnated with some coloring substance, then

the object dipped into it becomes materially affected by it.

From this result the Avord secured a new meaning. But

other forms of action besides dipping produce a coloring

effect; so, form of action is eliminated from j3d7ZTtu and it is

employed to denote a result (dyeing, coloring) without any

regard to the modal process by which such result may have

been, attained. Bariri^u) has never been applied to dyeing.

But it is much more naturally and directly related to this

secondary use oi fidnru) (by which a result is expressed with-

out restriction as to the form of action by which it is secured

and without limitation as to the time of its continuance) than

it is related to its primary use, where there is the sharpest

limitation both as to form and time. In the secondary use

of ^anriZu) there is not, as in the case of iSaTrrco, an abandon-

ment of formal action and limited time, for these things

never entered into its primary use; but a simple elimination

of physical intusposition as essentially entering into the ex-

ercise of controlling influence, and extending the application

of the word so as to include all cases of pervading, controlling,

and assimilating influence by whatsoever process they might

be accomplished. As an object may be bapied (though un-

dipped), colored^ by having berry-juice dropped, sprinkled,

poured upon it, so, an object (cups, pots) may be baptized (not

mersed), thoroughly chcmged as to ceremonial condition, by having

pure water dropped, sprinkled, or poured upon it. Unless

the usage of /Sa^rrttw be traced to the secondary use oi ^dr.T(u,

the words must be regarded as the representatives of mental

conceptions which are the extreme opposites. AYhile if the

point of contact be in this secondary use, then modal action

is, of necessity, excluded, unless it has ceased to be true that

ex nihilo nihil fit.
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Whether, then, these cup, pot, and brazen vessel baptisms

were effected by dipping, bj pouring, or by sprinkling,

^3a-zlZ(o says nothing of, and cares nothing for, the modal act.

The word makes demand for and is satisfied with a change

of condition from ceremonial impurity to ceremonial purity.

Baptism of Couches.

The baptism of "couches" is separated from that of "cups,

pots, and brazen vessels," because while it is quite possible

or even highly probable that these small articles would be

baptized (purified) by dipping, it is, also, quite improbable,

not to say quite impossible, that "couches" (large enough

for three persons to recline upon) would be taken up and

dipped into water, or would, by any process, be entirely en-

veloped in water in order to their ceremonial purification.

An argument in proof of </<):> as the meaning of /SaTrrj^w is de-

rived by Dr. Carson from the size of the objects said to be

baptized. He says that the word is not applied to a house

or to any object so large that it cannot be taken up and dip-

ped. As, not unfrequentl}^ Dr. Carson is, here, in error,

and the real facts of the case turn the argument, heavily,

against him. The altar on Mount Carmel may not have

been as big as " a house," but it was too big for Dr. Carson

to attempt to pick up and dip, and so he was content to

allow it to be baptized by water poured over it. Some ships

that lie baptized in the ocean are quite as large as some
" houses," and yet Dr. Carson has witnessed their baptism

many a time in Classic story without any arm being strong

enough to lift them up and give them a dipping. The sea-

coast is as unmanageable in any attempt to lift it up and dip

it into the ocean as would be "a house," and yet Dr. Carson

confesses that the coasts of his island home are baptized

daily. The city of Jotapata, and the city of Jerusalem, con-

tained not merely one house, or one score of houses, but

hundreds and thousands, and yet, somehow or other, they

were baptized. "All Asia" embraced not merely houses

and cities, but kingdoms, and yet " all Asia" was baptized!

How utterly devoid of foundation is the statement that uo
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objects but such as can be lifted are said to be baptized, this

reference to facts will show. The friends of the theory in-

volve themselves in the most inextricable embarrassments

by confounding dippings with baptisms. Greek writers

never employ iSdnruj [dip) to denote these or any other

baptisms.

Of these couch baptisms Dr. Carson (p. 71) says, " It

would, indeed, be a very inconvenient thiug. It would be

a foolish thing. Such religious practice was, indeed, ab-

surd." And yet (p. 367) he says, this dipping of couches

"is not only possible, but of easy performance. Couches

may be immersed (dipped) without any difficulty; and if the

Holy Spirit reports truly, couches were immersed (dipj^ed)

as they are said to have been baptized." And (p. 453) he

farther says, " In fact, to allege that the couches were not

immersed (dipped), is not to decide on the authority of the

word used, but in opposition to this authority ; to give the

lie to the Holy Spirit. Inspiration employs a word to desig-

nate the purification of the couches which never signifies

anything but immerse (dip). If they were not immersed
(dipped) the historian is a false witness."

Such language may seem to the theorists to indicate high

courage, inteuse conviction, and assured truth. To sober-

minded persons it will be indicative of immeasurable self-

esteem and a reckless forgetfulness of that reverence which
is due to the never-erring Deity. ]N"o man, under any cir-

cumstances, has a right to make falsehood in the Deity the

alternative to the truth or error of his convictions. To do
so exhibits the most condemnable foro'etfuluess of that io-no-

ranee and liability to error which separates, by an infinity,

man from God. Dr. Gale was as fully satisfied that ^d-rw

never signifies anything but " dip" (rejecting the significa-

tion to dye), as that Dr. Carson was convinced that "/Sa-rt^w

signifies through all Greek literature to dip and nothing but

dip." Suppose, now, that Gale in interpre-tiug Revelation

19 : 13, [iziiap.phw aqmri, had Said, "If the Holy Spirit reports

truly the garment was 'dipped in blood,' as it is said to be

^B[iaiJ.iJ.ivov. To allege that the garment was not dipped in
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blood, is ' to give the lie to tlie Holy Spirit.' If the garment
was not dipped in blood the inspired historian 'is a false wit-

ness.' " This, once, was the ground occupied by all who,,

now, stand on the theory. The explosion of this erroneous

univocalism of fidTzrm, long refused at the hands of others,

was at length accepted at the hands of Carson. And he and
they gathered their forces to make a final stand for " dip and

nothing but dip" under the auspices of ftanri^^u). If Dr. Car-

son, standing by the grave of his friend Gale, had read

—

"this garment was dijjped in blood or 'the Holy Spirit has

not reported truly' "—would not the statement have been

most painful to him in view of the better knowledge to

which he and his friends have attained ? Would he not

have been grieved at heart to think that his friend had ever

been guilty of the presumptuous folly of saying, that a gar-

meut, iSsfia/j-nivov acfiuTi, must be ^^ dipped" in blood or John,

inspired of the Holy Ghost, does not tell the truth, for

'-' ^dr.ru) means dip and nothing but dip?" He now sees that

Gale's univocalism was all wrong, and that John was no
" false witness," and that the Holy Spirit did report truly,

although the garment, ^e^a.iJ.iJ.ivov aqMrt, was not "dipped in,"

but dyed by blood.

Dr. Fuller says, that he is abundantly convinced that

l3aKTiZuj does not mean " dip and nothing but dip." If he

should visit the grave of Carson at Tubbermore, would not

he, in turn, feel sincere sorrow that his honored friend had,

with regard to this word, fallen into a similar error with

Gale in attributing to it a modal univocfilism ? That he had

ever allowed himself to saj^, "if the Holy Spirit reports

truly, the couches were immersed (dipped), as they are said

to have been baptized." Dr. Fuller, now, sees that couches

might be said to be "baptized," though not dipped, and "the

Holy Spirit report truly," as Carson saw, that a garment

might be baptized by blood, although not dipped in blood.

The editor of Lange (Professor Shedd) remarks on this

baptism of couches :
" That these couches were immersed

in every instance of ceremonial washing, can be thought

probable, or even possible, only by those who are under the
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necessity of holding that this Greek word not only means

to dip or plunge, originally, but, unlike every other word,

transferred to a religious use, is always used in that exclusive

and invariable sense, without modification or exception; to

those who have no purpose to attain by such a paradox, the

place before us will allbrd if not conclusive evidence, at least

a strong presumption, that beds (to say no more) miglit be

baptized without immersion."

But all difficulties in the way of such baptisms must go

down before the theorj-. Dr. Carson provides for dipping

these couches by taking them to pieces and carrying them

forth to the water. With no less thoughtfuluess he made
provision by a cattle trough for Judith's dipping at the

fountain. Why he did not take the altar to pieces and carry

it down to the Mediterranean and dip it stone by stone, I do

not know. If the pouring of " four pitchers of water" over

a couch would not suffice for its baptism, although it might

answer for the baptism of an altar, yet would not the out-

pouring of " twelve barrels" meet the case? However this

baptism may be settled, whether dipped by Carson, or made
"very wet" by Fuller, we must decline the offi^red inter-

vention of a bed-screw to get them to the dipping.

Ba~Ttff/j.uuq.

We meet in this passage the form /SaTrrcfffioh^ for the first

time. By its form the idea of action, the process for eftect-

ing the baptism, is preserved. It might more definitely be

translated bcqHizings, piaifijings, thus distinguishing it from

the form fidTzruriia, denotive of the accomplished result. The
plural form may have arisen either from a diversity of species

under the same generic defilement and purification, or from

a diversity in the forms of purifying as suggested by the

diversity in the objects, as in the case of cups, and couches,

and persons, or from the necessarily very repetitious char-

acter of the ceremonial.

8
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BAPTISM BEFORE MEALS.

Luke 11 : 37, 38.

" And as he spake a certain Pharisee besought him to dine

with him ; and he went in and sat down to meat.

"And when the Pharisee saw it, he marvelled that he was
not first baptized before dinner."

" '0 ds ^apiffaioq idcbv idau/JMcrsv or; ov itpBrov k/^aTTrcffOrj Trpo too

dpiffToo.^^

The Theory in Difficulties.

The friends of the theory must have their equanimity not

a little tried by meeting with baptism after baptism in which

there is no plain, nor probable, nor possible " dipping." If

there were a few rare cases of such baptisms, overshadowed

by a multitude of manifest dipping baptisms, such excep-

tional cases might be made light of; but when score after

score of baptisms pass in review "^vithout satisfactory evi-

dence of dipping in a single case, what shall be said of the

axiom—"No dipping no baptism?"

Dr. Carson admits, that ISToah was not, in fact, dipped into

the flood, but he points to him down in the hold of the

floating ark, and declares that therein is a clear case oi quasi

" dipping." As the millions of Israel march through the di-

vided sea, he admits, that there is no actual dipping, but he

declares that he can construct a baptistery out of water walls

and cloud roof, which will assuredly give the marching hosts

a quasi dipping. He admits, that Elijah was not dipped as

he crossed the river to mount the chariot which was to bear

him to the skies; but he declares that the going down and

the coming up is certainly a quasi dipping. Israel in cross-

ina: the Jordan under Joshua are admitted not to have re-

ceived an actual dipping; but, then, to cross the dried chan-

nel of a river he declares to be, most plainly, a quasi dipping.

Carmel's altar it is admitted was not dipped; but, then, it is

declared, with all the force of interrogation, " Who cannot

but see, that four pitchers of water thrice poured is a most
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adraimble qwasi dipping?" And so tliis '^ quasi dipping''

runs through the long list of baptisms in which actual dip-

ping never naakes an appearance. Difficulties, thick and

sharp as a thorn hedge, meet the theory at evei-y turn,

mocking every attempt to prove " dipping is baptism and

baptism is dipping."

When the modus operandi of a baptism is distinctly stated,

and there is no dipping in it, the cry of " figure" is raised,

and all difficulties are bidden in a cloud of imaginings.

When no modus is stated, and yet the case bristles with dif-

ficulties protesting against a dipping, then appeal is made to

*' the word." The app-eal of the theory is not to facts, but

to an illy regulated imagination and to a fundamentally

mistaken conception of the nature of the word.

The baptism under consideration must be added to the

long list of those that have gone before in which no shadow

of evidence for a dipping could be traced. Our blessed Lord

was, in this world, without a home of his own under whose

roof he might lay his head, and within whose walls he might

take his meals. On this occasion being, at mealtime, near

the house of a Pharisee, he is invited by him to dine. The
invitation is accepted. He enters the house and takes his

place at the table, without making any use of water for

ceremonial purification before eating. The Pharisee is sur-

prised that he has not first been baptized (purified). The
facts of this case point to certain well-assured conclusions:

1. The Pharisee must have expected the anticipated baptism

to take place in his own house; (1) because if in any other

hoijse, he could not have known whether it had or had not

been observed
; (2) because there was no opportunity for its

observance, after the invitation, except in his own house,

2. Provision must have been made in the Pharisee's house

for this baptism.; otherwise he couM not have marvelled at

the neglect. 3. The baptism must have been of such a

nature as to be open to the inspection of others; else the

Pharisee could not have "seen" the omission. 4. The
master of the house must have partaken of this baptism

subsequent to the invitation, and after leaving the throng
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of the highway; and if so, then it must have been a baptism

which could be effected without retirement, for which the

narrative makes no provision. 5. There were many others

at this dinner. There is no evidence that any other failed

to observe the baptism, but the Saviour. There is no reason

to believe that this Pharisee would have permitted any other

to have sat with him at the table with "unclean hands."

The Pharisees (Mark 7 : 1) are not represented as eating

with the " unbaptized disciples." The implication is, that

they stood aloof and found fault. But if all the Pharisees

and lawyers sitting at that table were baptized after coming

from the highway and the crowd, before they sat down to

eat, then the baptism must have been of such a nature as

could have been effected by a large number, in a private

house, on a suddenly arising emergency.

In connection with these facts, stated or of necessary in-

ference, must, also, be taken the following truths : 1. There

is no satisfactory evidence that the Pharisees were in the

habit of dipping themselves in water before dinner. 2. There

is no satisfactory evidence showing, that guests were in the

habit of dipping themselves in water, at the house of their

host, before dinner. 3. There is no satisfactory evidence to

show, that the Saviour was expected to do what was not

equally expected to be done by others. If, therefore, he

w^as expected to dip himself in water, all others would be

expected to dip themselves in w^ater. 4. There is no satis-

factory evidence to show, that any facilities for dipping into

w^ater were provided on this occasion. 5. There is no satis-

factory evidence to show, that ^anri'lw is here used in its

primary meaning, and if it was, no two leading Baptist

writers agree as to what that meaning is. 6. There is the

most satisfactory evidence to show, that /3a7rT:Cw does not

mean to dip^ and that such a meaning is diametrically op-

posed to the force of the word. 7. There is satisfactory evi-

dence (John 2:6) to show, that provision was made in

Jewish houses for the purification of guests in other ways

than by dipping their persons into water, or by covering the

entire body with water in any way whatever. 8. There ia
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satisfactory evidence that such provision was made in the

house of this Pharisee, and one score or one hundred could

have made use of such provision, " according to the custom

of the Jews," in passing from the highway to the dinner-

table. 9. There is satisfactory evidence to show, that the

washing of the hands, whether effected by pouring water

upon them or by w^ashing them in water, was called, not a

baptism of the hands, merely, but a baptism of the entire per-

son. The testimony of Clement and Ambrose to this effect

has, already, been given; see, also, that of Theophylact (in

loc), who describes the purification expected (which of ne-

cessity extended over the entire person) as a hand-washing.

Interpretation.

The facts of this case are so patent and so inimical to a

dipping of the body into water, that commentators (even

when accepting, erroneously, to dip as the primary meaning
of the word) have, almost unanimously, refused to recognize

a dipping of the body as entering into this transaction.

Campbell, of Aberdeen, who contends very unqualifiedly

for dip as the meaning oi ^oktI^w, and who translates in Mark
7 : 4 by ''dip (their hands)," in this passage translates, " the

Pharisee Avas surprised to observe that he used no washing

before dinner." Such language can neither point to an ex-

clusive dipping of the body, nor of the hands. Bengel says,

" He sat down to meat forthwith, iviihout having icashedJ'

Calvin says, " The Jews had added many other icashings

to those prescribed by law, and more especially, that no

person sliould partake of food till he had been loashed with

the water of purification," and refers to the hand-washing

in Mark 7 : 3, and the purifyings in John 2 : 6, Olshauseu

makes the baptism a hand-washing—" He observed that

Jesus ate vnihoiU having icashed his hands." So, Rosenmuller,

"Pharisaeus auteni admiratus est, quod non auto ca3nam

nianUS ablldsset. ^EiiazziaOij, i. €., hi(l<a.ro zaz yeipaq." This

hand-washing RoseuniUller understands to be a washing-

purification, not of the hands, merely, but of the entire

person, a complete baptism. He adds, ^^ Illotis ex ludaico
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dogmate omnis eibus erat immundus." Grotitrs, in like

manner, regards ^iSanrcffff'^ as used for hupdro raq yj'ipaq.

Bloomfield thinks, that " (^aTzri^etr^ai has the same sense as

loosffOat and yjpvtTZTziv, locisMng and hand-washing, and agrees

with Beza, Pole, and Pococke, that it wa& so used as to com-

prehend the one as well as the other."

Carson.

How do these facts, which so strongly impress the learned

and the good, afiect Dr. Carson? Does it lead him to ques-

tion the correctness of his " demonstration" that this word
means " dip and nothing but dip through all Greek litera-

ture?" By no means. He puts his back against "the

word," and shutting his eyes against everything else but the

" demonstration" (of which his friends are getting hea-rtily

tired), he declares, in language which few would venture to

use,^" They expected that Christ would have immersed

(dipped) before eating. To deny this is to give the lie to

the inspired narrator. The word used by the Holy Spirit

signifies immersion (dipping) and immersion (dipping)

only" (p. 450).

It might have been supposed that Dr. Carson would have

been satisfied with challenging the worth of all human learn-

ing which did not accept his dictum, without making issue

with divine inspiration ; but it seems otherwise. To send

philosophers and archangels to school for "peeping" against

his demonstration is but an appetizing morceau to an insa-

tiable self-confidence. He gambles with the Deity as his

stake, crying,^—"I win, or God is not true!" So the theory

works itself out in one direction.

The Absolute Use of Ba-mT^m.

We have met with the constant and unhesitating absolute

use of ISanzif^iu in connection with Jewish purifications. Such

usage claims our special attention. Such phraseology does

not express a complete idea except to those who by familiar

use are able to supply what is lacking, or who apprehend a
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meaning, thi'ougli appropriation, not originally inherent in

the words.

'No complete idea is expressed by—"he marvelled that he

was not first baptized;" whether "baptized" be represented

by mersed or dipped. But the friends of the theory would
supplement by adding—" dipped in water." But here we
would inquire where the " water" comes from? AVe have

such expressions as " diverse baptisms," " baptisms of cups

and couches," " baptize from the market," " baptize from

the dead,'' " baptize at a fountain," but in none of them

does "water" appear by verbal statement. Is it replied,

that although ^Mvater" is not expressly stated, and blood,

and ashes, and fire, did enter into some baptisms, still, there

is abundant evidence that into these baptisms before eating,

water, and not blood, nor ashes, nor fire, entered as the ele-

ment used, as shown by the baptism of Judith at a fountain,

by "the water pots" at Cana, and by other historical evi-

dence. This is satisfactory so far as the presence of this ele-

ment is concerned. It has a clear right to appear in the rite.

We would, now, ask for authority for the manner of its in-

troduction. Can any ca,se of Jewish ceremonial baptism be

pointed out in which it is, by express statement, declared

that a person or a thing was "baptized into water?" As no

such statement is known to us, we shall take the liberty of

assuming that none exists, until evidence to the contrary is

adduced; and this the more especially because it is expressly

stated, that Judith was baptized at the fountain and not in

it, and whatever baptisms took place in Cana, " after the

manner of the purifying of the Jews," the}^ too, must have

been at the water pots and not in them.

Is it said, that the " into " is provided for by " dip ;
" one

cannot be dipped without being dipped in. The reasoning is,

in itself, quite unexceptionable. If " dip" has the right of

presence, his attendant "into" has an equal right. But we
deny the right of dip to the fellowship which ho seeks. We
pronounce him to be an impostor, who, under a title to which

he had no just claim, has thrust himself into relations to

which, on his own merits, he could never attain. And until
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he shall bring better credentials than he yet has done, we
must unceremoniously strip him of his borrowed habiliments

and dismiss him from Jewish baptisms together with his

prepositional satellite.

Are the friends of the theory willing to accept the exposed

imposture (not by any means of themselves, but) of dip, and

manfully take merse in its stead ? They may do so, with the

joyous conviction that "m water" will wait on this w^ord as

faithfull}^ as on the discarded impostor. Let us see: 1.

Ba-ziZuj is used abundantly in cases where it is followed by

the prepositions luith and by, expressed or implied in the nude

dative. This is so where the baptism is effected by fluids

[divw, vdart, C. B., p. B17). Bdizrcj is, also, used with a nude
dative, but in such case the change of form betokens a change

of meaning, and "dip m" becomes metamorphosed into

" dyed by." Who shall forbid /SaTrri'Cu) from announcing, by

like change of syntax, a no less fundamental change of mean-

ing? Certainly these facts do utterly preclude the assump-

tion, that this and like baptisms were in water and not by

water. Any passage declaring, that men and women were,

in Jewish baptisms, to be baptized in water, and not by water,

has never been adduced; and such assumption is not only

intolerable in view of the facts stated, but, also, 2. Because

the essential force of the word does not allow such use of

water to be made in religious rites. To baptize a human
being in water would, by the force of its terms, convey to

the mind of a Classic Greek the idea of death by drowning.

^sop, Alcibiades, Heliodorus, Lucian, Plutarch, Themistius,

ali, drown by i3aTzriZ(u (C. B., p. 266). It is inadmissible,

therefore, to suppose (there is no such statement to be found),

that these Jews were baptized in water. Is it said, " There

was no design to drown these persons,, therefore the natural

force of this word cannot apply." I answer: lfmers& has so

far changed as to be transformed into dip, the change is as

great as if alpha were changed into omega, in which case the

univocalism of the theory perishes. That this is no exag-

gerated representation of the difference between merse and

dip will be seen by the following quotations

;
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"Immersed
Deep in theflood, found, when he sought it not,

The DEATH he had deserved, and died alone."

" Dead
By cold SUBMERSION, razor, rope, or lead."

What is there, here, which produces death but mersion in

loaier? Is there one iota added to the proper force of the

terms ? If in these passages you substitute dipping for mer-

siON, will any one be hurt? Is not one of the grand distinc-

tions between " mersiou in water" and "dipping in water,"

that the former will drown (will always drown unless some

foreign influence interfere to prevent this result), while dip-

ping in water will not drown ? Is it not, then, one of the

most extraordinary assumptions that ever was made, to as-

sume, without support by a single statement, that the bap-

tism was in water, and, then, to escape a drowning, to make
the farther extraordinary assumption, that merse has been

changed into dip, fiaTzrCtu) into /So^tttw !

We say, that this absolute use (persisted in through cen-

turies in a rite of daily recurrence) is proof, that the word
had received a coloring from its surroundings,.and did, di-

rectly, express the purifying character of the rite. The
Pharisee " marvelled that he was not first purified" before he

took his place at the table.

By a similar process words are continually securing new
meanings. Thus (Winer, p. 593), ^'^ Sidytiv absorbs t6v j3iov,

with which it had been associated in familiar phrase, and,

alone, expresses to live. So, dcarpijSscv, absorbing rdv xpwpv,

expresses to sojourn. And in a similar manner r^poacpipsiv se-

cures the meaning to sacrifice, and -KpoffAuvstv to ivorship)."

Ellipsis.

This is not a case of mere ellipsis, but a case in which the

power to express directly a new meaning has been attained.

Winer (p. 581) says, "Ellipsis consists in the omission of a

word the meaning of which must be supplied in thought in

order to complete the sentence," and quotes Hcrm. p. 153

:
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" Ellipseos propria est ratio grammatica, quse posita est in

eo, lit oratio, etiamsi aliqiiid omissum sit, integra esse cen-

seatur, quia id quod omissum est, necessario tameii iiitelligi

debeat, ut quo non intellecto senteutia nulla futura sit."

The usage before us lias clearly passed beyond tliis form.

It comes rather under the subsequent statements :
" The

ellipsis in all these expressions has been sanctioned by long

usage, and for that very reason is plain, especially in par-

ticular contexts, to all familiar with the lan2:uao;e." " On
the other hand, a number of transitive verbs have, in a

similar way, rid themselves in the course of time of the case

of the noun with which they formed a current phrase, and

are now used all alone to express the same meaning" (pp. 592,

593). This acquired meaning is established in Judaic Bap-

tism by most abundant and direct evidence.

Parallel Classical Usage.

Between Plato and Plutarch there was an interval of five

centuries. During all that time there was an absolute use

of ^anziZoj, with a special application. Thus Plato says, "I
am one of iho^e ^baptized;" and Plutarch, half a thousand

years afterward, says, "not yet baptized;" no adjunct ex-

pository word being used. The word is evidently self-ex-

pounding. A meaning has been secured from long use in

uniform relations, and, then, those relations no longer need-

ing verbal expression, are dropped. This use, among the

Classics, is developed in connection with wine-drinking, a

custom as universal, as frequently recurring, and as abiding

through centuries, as was the Jewish custom of water puri-

fications. In the one case the word represents an intoxica-

ting influence, and in the other a purifying influence. But
wine has other qualities than that by which it efiects a con-

dition of intoxication, and when these other, rarer, baptisms

are referred to, it is necessary to introduce an appropriate

adjunct. Thus, when a wine baptism, not intoxicating but

destructive of life, is spoken of, the word is not used abso-

lutely, but with explanatory terms, thus : "Why do raau}^

wine drinkers die ? Because the quantity of the wine baptizes
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ihe 2Jhysteal and the vital power and warmth^' {Alex. A-phrod.

Medical Problems, I, 17). lu ordinary wine baptism it is the

power to regulate mental and phj'sical action which is bap-

tized. Josephus, in like manner, when he would speak of

a wine baptism other than that which is ordinary, introduces

appropriate adjunct terms, as—"baptized into insensibility and

sleep." But Philo, when he would speak of that wine bap-

tism to which the word was appropriated, uses it, like the

Classics, without any adjunct—"before they are completely

baptized." Water, like wine, is capable of effecting a variety

of baptisms. When the Classics would express that baptism

of water which is effected by its cold-producing quality, they

use water with the instrumental dative—" hot iron is bap-

tized by loater." When they speak of that water baptism

which is destructive of life, they represent the victim as bap-

tized m water. Thus the man-hater Timou murders his vic-

tim by baptizing him in ivater. And the no less man-hating

Herod murders his rival by baptizing him in ivater. But
when the Jews would speak of that water baptism which

results from the purifying quality of this element, they then

use the word without adjunct, as a self-expressive term

—

"he marvelled that he was not iirst baptized"—purified

ceremonially.

Evidence the most manifold and from all quarters (from

language development, from appropriation, from change of

syntax, from the impossibility of a primarj', physical use)

proves most indubitably, that as this Greek word indicates

a complete change of condition by mersion, so it no less in-

dicates any analogous change of condition though not effected

by mersion. BaTtn^^cu marks the change of condition of an

impure object passing into a condition of purity by sprink-

ling or pouring, without any regard whatever to a mersion,

just as jSa'-Tw marks the change of color in an object on which

berry-juice is sprinkled or poured, without any regard what-

ever to a dipping. The proof of the former is as varied, as

clear, and as direct, as is the proof of the latter. Bd-zw does

not mean to sprinkle; yet white linen sprinkled with blood

is bapted by blood; not because of the sprinkling (the action
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might have been that of dropping, or pouring), but because

blood, however applied to white linen, changes its color.

Ba-Krl^w does not mean to sprinkle
;
yet a ceremonially im-

pure object sprinkled with pure water is baptized by water

(not because of the sprinkling, the action might have been

in any other form, but), because pure water, in whatever

form it is applied to a ceremonially impure object, has a

power to change the condition of that object. If sprinkled

blood did not change the color of its object, its work could

not be represented by fddr.rm ; and if sprinkled water did not

change the condition of its object, there would be no demand
for the service of ^ar^TiZw.

What, now, does the theory say to all this? Does it

sternly point to a great cloud of witnesses in the shape of

unquestionable water dippings (exponential of /3a-r:tw) in

Jewish purifications? JSTot to a great cloud, certainlj^, and

just as certainly, not to a solitary case. But instead of such

hard argument we have the cry—" The word ! the word

!

any child can understand that it means ' dip and nothing but

dip through all Greek literature,' and if the archangel Ga-

briel dares to doubt, we will send him to school; and if what

we thus affirm be not true, then the word of God is !"

This ironism of the theory lasts until some waxiness is

needed for its aid, and, then, the plastic fingers of poetry

and rhetoric mould it with the greatest facility imaginable

into any needed form. Thus, baptism by p)ouring (on Car-

mel) becomes one of the most intelligible things in nature,

and squares, to a hair, with "dip and nothing but dip."

But, when we enter a plea for this Carmel baptism by i30ur-

ing in behalf of ungainly couches, or for the person of our

divine Lord in the house of the Pharisee, we are curtly told,

that there must be a clipp>ing, the word makes absolute de-

mand for it; that baptism by pouring is no baptism, any

more than pouring is dipping; and if the couches and the

Lord Jesus were not dipped into water, then, the inspired

writer is a " false witness !

" So, the theory arrogantly

dashes itself against the throne of " the faithful and true

"Witness." Which shall be broken ?
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We have, now, passed in review the last of the Jewish

baptisms recorded in the New Testament as practiced before,

and during, and after, the ministry of John. The facts of

this last case show, 1. That the Lord Jesus Christ was ex-

pected to be baptized in passing from the waj'side to the

dinner table; 2. We have shown the means by which this

could be done, through "the water pots" furnished for

guests "after the manner of pnrifj'ing of the Jews;" 3. We
have shown, the manner in which these purifyings were

effected, by water poured upon the hands, purifying the en-

tire person; 4. We have shown, that these purifyings were

called baptisms ; and 5. We have shown, that such use of

words was in harmony with the Classic usage of this same

word, with that of the related word (idnTcj, and with the

general laws of language development. Matthew and Mark
speak of the process of this baptism. Luke speaks of the

changed condition resultant from this process. The disciples

were expected "to wash their hands" before dinner in order

to their baptism. Their Master was expected " to be bap-

tized" before eating, that is, to go through the process of

hand-washing. The two statements are complementary of

each other. As John was born, and lived, and died, amidst

these daily Jewish baptisms, he had the fullest opportunity,

in this direction, for knowing the meaning and usage of

JOSEPHUS AND JOHN's BAPTISM.

" BaizTtfffJM (Tuvcsvai ouro) yap ttjv (id-rifftv dnodsxTijv abrw (pa'^slaSai.

(xij sm Ti'^w'j dij.aprdSu)'j Ttapairvjffsi ypiopivujv^ dXX icp" dyvsia too aw'xaroq.

are 3ij 7.di rrj'z V'ti^^^C Scxaotruvr] Ttpo£xxsy.a6ap/j.iv7j<;.^'

"For Ilerod slew bim (John the Baptist), a good man, ex-

horting the Jews to cultivate virtue and observing uprightness

toward one another and piety toward God, to come for baptiz-

ing (purification); for thus the baptizing (purification) would

appear acceptable to bim, not using it for the remission of sins,
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but for purity of the body, provided that the soul has been pre-

viously purged by righteousness."

—

Josephus, Jew. Ant. xviii,

6,2.

" Quippe hunc Herodes obtruneaverat, cum esset vir bonus,

Judseosque ad virtutis studium excitaret, pi'secipiens ut juste

quidem inter se, erga Deum autem pie agentes, ad lavacrum

accederent. Tunc enim demura acceptum, Deo fore lavacrum

aiebat, cum eo non ad expiatiouem criminum uterentur, sed ad

corporis munditiem, ut mentibus jam ante per justitiam expur-

gatis, corporis quoque adderent puritatem."

—

Yalesius, in Eu-

sebi-ws, ii, 116.

Twofold Baptism = 1. Of the Soul; 2. Of the Body {Symbol).

This reference to John's baptism by Josephus is valuable,

1. As showing the usage of the Greek words under con-

sideration by Jews, and 2. As showing the Jewish under-

standing of the teaching of John and the nature of his bap-

tism, both of the soul and of the body. There is, I think,

internal evidence in the passage, that the knowledge of John

and of his baptism was obtained by Josephus not from the

Scriptures, but from the current popular understanding.

He does not use the same form of word for baptism as that

employed by John. Nor does he use the same grammatical

form which John uses to give defiuiteness to his baptism.

He does, however, describe with great accuracy the impres-

sion as to these things which the preaching of John must

have made upon the minds of his hearers.

The points noticeable in this extract are : 1. The use of

^aizriaiJM and fjdnrtmv for baptism. They are not found in Clas-

sic writers, nor are thej^ used by John. 2. The absolute use

of these words; there is no explanatory adjunct appended.

Water is not mentioned, and, of course, no dipping into it.

3. The explanation of the baptisms; John's water baptism

(baptism of the body) is not described as a Jewish baptism.

That baptism was for the removal of ceremonial impurity

contracted by touching a dead body, &c. But the ground

of John's baptism of the body is made to rest on an en-
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tirely different basis, namely, to bring it into harmony with

the jjrevious baptism of the soul by righteousness. In such case,

the baptism of the body can only be regarded as a reflection

of the baptism of the soul. The water which purifies the

body is a symbol of the righteousness which purifies the

soul, 4. He speaks of the soul as baptized. A soul which

is thoroughly purged from sin has completely changed its

condition. This change, we are told, is effected " by right-

eousness"—instrumental dative. Analogous changes in the

condition of the soul. Classic writers say, is a baptism effected

by love, by hate, by wrath, &c., instrumental datives. If this

baptism of the soul is " by righteousness," and the baptism

of the body is a symbol of this, we are shut up to the con-

clusion, that the body is baptized, also, by water and not

in water. Thus Josephus is exhibited in the most perfect

harmony with all kindred baptisms and with the true-force

of the word. 5. If we had, merely, been informed, that the

soul was baptized—thoroughly purged—by righteousness, it

would be language strictly modelled after the most common
classic form, and is but little lacking of the highest precision;

but, as heretofore stated, the addition of a verbal element to

the baptism gives absolute precision. Thus Josephus, on

another occasion, not content with the mere statement "bap-

tized hy drunkenness," gives the last degree of definiteness

of which language is capable, by adding—"into insensibility

and sleep." lie does not, here, give formally the verbal

element of baptism, but he does substantially by declaring,

that the baptism of the body is not for the remission of sins,

with the evident teaching, that "the baptism of the soul is,

by nghteousness, into the remission of sins."

And this leads to the statement of the last important fea-

ture of this extract: 6. The orthodoxy of its doctrine of bap-

tism. The soul is to be first baptized

—

thoroughly changed

as to its moral condition—which is not effected by water, but

"by righteousness," and, then, the body is to be baptized by

water, which does not take away sin, but which does bring

the body into a condition of symbol purity, harmonious with

the new condition of the soul purified by righteousness.
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An analogous twofold baptism (of the soul and of the body)

is spoken of both by the Jew Philo, and by the Classic Phi-

tarch. Philo (Jud. Bap., p. 84), in general terms, says, "I
know some who when they become slightly intoxicated (in-

tellect baptized) before they become thoroughly drunk (cor-

poreally baptized)." Plutarch speaks more definitely (C. B.,

p. 838): " Of those slightly intoxicated only the intellect is

disturbed; but the body is yet able to serve its impulses,

being not yet mersed (baptized)." Wine, then, effects a two-

fold baptism: 1. Of the intellect, in the earlier stages of in-

toxication, when it can no longer, justly, perform its func-

tions ; 2. Of the body, in the later stages of intoxication,

when it can no longer, adequatelj^, perform its functions.

This twofold baptism is ruinous to the notion of "a dipping,"

unless poetry and rhetoric can discover some method by

which the intellect can be dipped first, and the body be dip-

ped afterward. It is obvious, that both Philo and Plutarch

use baptism to express a change of condition in the intellect

and in the body, eftected by the intoxicating principle in

wine which obtains the ascendency earlier over the intellect

than over the body. These baptisms, of course, are wholly

different in nature from those of which Joseph us speaks;

but they agree in their double character (of the spiritual and

of the physical man), and in that the baptism of the spiritual

nature precedes that of the physical nature. The agency

inducing such baptisms, the mode by which it is used, the

order of their origination, their coexistence, their continu-

ance, their agreements, and their differences, are all worthy

of attention.

This testimony of Josephus as to the nature of John's bap-

tism (alas! that he too, like all others, failed to see, and

therefore failed to say a word about that momentous ques-

tion, "How did John use the water?") is of great interest

as an independent testimony, and of great value because of

its explicit statement and accurate representation.

l^o one can reflect upon the facts : 1. That Jewish Greek

writings, speaking of baptisms, were in existence for two

centuries before John's ministry. 2. That these baptisms
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were in daily observance all through his ministry and hia

life. 3. The perfect knowledge of these Greek words shown
by Jewish Greek writers closely his contemporaries—with-

out feeling that abundant facilities for attaining to a correct

knowledge of the true power and varied usage of (ianriZut

were perfectly accessible to John. And no thoughtful per-

son will, I am sure, regard it as a matter of little importance

to have these things very distinctly before us as preparatory

to the direct inquiry—" What usage of (ioKziZu) is shown by
the writings descriptive of John's ministry ?

"
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B A n T I 2 THU.

Matthew 3 ; 1.

"John the Baptist came j)reaching in the wilderness."

'Icjdwrjq 6 jjaTZTCffTijq.

The Forerunner of the Messiah is termed 6 (iaTtziarrjq.

Although many others baptized, yet to none is this title

ever applied but to John. There must be a special reason

for this. The reason, no doubt, is embodied, more or less

distinctly, in the word. What, then, is the meaning of this

word ? becomes a question both of special and general in-

terest in its bearing on our inquiry. The means for a satis-

factory answer to this question are not so abundant as in the

case of many other words. Classic Greek writings do not

furnish, so far as I am aware, a single instance of its use.

Inspired writings, in like manner, furnish no example of the

use of this word except as applied to John. Patristic writings

are almost as destitute of the use of this word except in this

single personal application. There is one exception, and, I

believe, but one exception to this fact. That one is remark-

able and valuable, and will claim our attention in seeking

an answer to this question.

Among the sources of information available for determin-

ing the meaning of any word are, 1. Etymology. 2. Usage.

3. The special features of the passage in which it occurs.

4. The time and circumstances in which it originates. From
some or all of these sources we may look for valuable aid in

determining the meaning of the word under consideration.

1. Etymology is the natural source for primary appeal in

determining the meaning of any word. It is a source of in-

formation which can never be wisely neglected. But what-

( 130)
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ever may be the result of sucli appeal, we can never, safely,

rest in it as a finalit}'. Hermeneutical writers unite in say-

ing, that words, under long or hard usage, may have every

feature which would identify them with their etymological

parentage entirely obliterated. This is comparatively rare.

But cases of words whose meanings depart widely and es-

sentially from that of the etymon are quite common, and the

tracing back of the dim waymarks left by the wanderer

until, with growing clearness, they bring us to the original

point of departure, is one of the most interesting features in

the study of language.

We know, by universal consent of grammarians, that the

structure of this word indicates a person who is an executor

of the demand of the verb whence it is derived, unless some-

thing has intervened to modify or thoroughly change that

meaning.

Dr. Carson says, " The Greek verb means to dip and noth-

ing but dip ; " and the Baptist Confession of Faith says,

"Baptizing is dipping and dipping is baptizing;" Dr. Gale

says, "The primary meaning is simply to dip; Christ by

commanding to baptize has commanded to dip only." The
venerable Booth says, " The primary sense of the term is to

di})." Dr. Cox says, " The idea of dipping is in every in-

stance" (C. B., pp. 30-40). According to these statements

there is no alternative for this derivative; it must mean "the

Dipper."

But to assign to /?a7rntw the same meaning as fidnruj,

" neither more nor less," is a self-evident error. Language

never, thus, repeats itself. Facts make the most absolute

disproof of any such meaning. And, besides. Baptist bap-

tism is only an e gratia dipping. The theory requires that

the object shall be " so small that it can be lifted up" and

dipped in all its entirety; but this cannot be done with men
and women ; hence, the plan of walking into the water " to

a convenient depth," and dipping so much of the body as

may remain above the water. The disproof of this meaning

is so overwhelming that it is abandoned in the Baptist Quar-

terly for January, 1869.
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Professor A. l!T. Arnold, D.D., of the Baptist Theological

Seminary, Chicago, quotes, with unreserved approbation,

the statement—" Ba-KriZm has only one meaning. It signifies

literally and perpetually to plunge.''' This estimable Professor

forgets, that the theory has, already, been on trial under the

auspices of this " only" meaning, and that when placed in

the critical vice it groaned out in agony—" This is very

unfair; "plunge gives a ridiculous air to our sentiments and

practice." Has Professor Arnold found a remed}' for the

"ridiculous" plunging which so troubled " the venerable

Booth?" Unless this is so, the friends of the theory will

not insist, that this derivative must mean the Plunger. But
as the theory is accustomed to seesaw from one " only mean-

ing" to another "only meaning," as exigencies demand, we
break up this second etymological definition by the state-

ment, that facts show that Booth was right in saying, " It is

ridiculous to make plunge the ' always and perpetual' repre-

sentative of ^ar.riZui."

Dr. Conant says :
" BAIITIZEIN : To immerse, immerge, sub-

merge, to dip, to j)lunge, to imbathe, to whelm." The deriva-

tive, then, must be, " the Immerser, the Immerger, the

Submerger, the Dipper, the Plunger, the Imbather, the

Whelmer."
As Dr. Conant does not avow any purpose to revolutionize

the definitions of all preceding Baptist writers, we must un-

derstand this language as expressing some definite act as

the vital meaning of this word.

If Dr. Conant will abandon this idea (as I presume he
will), and fall back on result in "immersion," then, it is ob-

vious, that there is made the greatest possible revolution in

the conception of the word. If Baptist reasoning in the past

will answer for this new basis, then that reasoning must,

surely, have been of the most remarkable character.. Would
they claim, that their reasoning and interpretation under

the position that /Scctttw had but one meaning, would.answer

equally well after the acknowledgment, that they were en-

tirely mistaken; that it had a secondary and entirely diverse

meaning? But what, under such change of base, would be
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the force of this derivative—" the Immerser," " the Sub-

merger?" It points out one who effects a certain condition

characterized by complete envelopment, without self-limita-

tion as to time of continuance any more than of the act of

its accomplishment. What self-limitation (as to time of con-

tinuance in the condition induced) is there in the title " the

Submerger," "the Immerser?" Would not the making of

"the Submerger" to destroy the submersion, at the same

time, annihilate the character of "the Submerger? " A man
who puts in and takes out of a liquid may be entitled a

Bobber, a Dabbler, a Dipper, but he cannot be called a " Sub-

merger," an " Immerser." Limited continuance is involved

in the former words ; unlimited continuance is involved in

the latter words. But while unlimited continuance is de-

manded to the excluding of momentary inness and outness,

there is not demand for absolute permanence of continuance.

This may be or may not be. It will always be if left to the

force of the word, "the Submerger," "the Immerser." A
foreign influence must intervene to destroy the condition in-

duced. One and the same party cannot, in the same trans-

action, act in the double r61e of Submers^er and Emera^er.

It is indeed true that a Submerger by hurriedly putting on

the character of an Emerger may save the life of one whom
he has submerged; but it is only at the expense of philo-

logical suicide. Timon played the part of a " Submerger"
and murdered his victim; Alcibiades would play the part

of a " Submerger" to murder his victim; Herod's assassins

played the part of " Submergers " and murdered Aristobulus

;

and as with these, so Avith all other Greeks, they knew noth-

ing of an Emerger entering into the office of a " Submerger,"

or being consistent with it. If, then, "Immerser," or "Sub-

merger" be insisted on as the representative of this deriva-

tive, etymology will never reach forth a hand to rescue its

victims from perishing under the waters.

If, then, 6 ^aTZTcar^^ be made "the Dipper," etymology

enters her absolute protest against any such abuse of her

name. And if it be made " the Immerser," " the Sub-

merger," Christianity enters her equally absolute protest
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against putting men and women under water, in her name,

by a word which has drowned hosts of heathen Greeks.

Such is the issue of the etymology of the tlieory.

Our etymology connects this derivative with a verb which

makes demand, 1. For change of condition by intuspositiou

within an enveloping element, solid, as the human body;

semi-solid, as a marsh; fluid, as water, blood, &c. 2. A
change of condition by any controlling and assimilating in-

fluence without intuspositiou. 3. A specific change of con-

dition; (1.) To intoxicate; (2.) To purify. "0 fia-rt(jTrj^, there-

fore, might represent, a " man-hater," murderer of men by

drowning; one who excels in the exercise of a controlling

influence, whether ofcontentious words (such as Demosthenes

speaks of), or any other kindred influence; one who is pre-

eminent in making drunkards; or, one who is remarkable

as a Purifier. As a matter of fact it is limited to the latter

designation.

Etymology cannot be relied upon as the sole and ultimate

arbiter in determining the meaning of words. " There are

many cases in which, though the descent of a word may be

clearly traced, we should err egregiously if we were to fix its

meaning from that of the primitive or root. I know nothing

in which modern critics are more frequentlj^ misled than in

their reasonings from etymolog3\" (Campbell, Prelim. Diss.)

2. Usage is of higher authority than etymology. The
meaning assigned to a word by use may or may not be trace-

able to the root idea. " The three words, xco/jtr/.o<; in Greek,

paganus in Latin, and villain in English, though evidently so

conformable in etjniiology that they all ought to denote the

same thing, namely, villager, have, for many ages, both lost

that signification, and acquired others in which they do not

in the least resemble one another. If the use in these lan-

guages should ever come to be very little known, and the

history of the nations nearly lost, we may form a guess at

the absurdities in explaining those terms into which men
would be misled by etymology," "In settling the meaning

of words we must have respect chiefly to the usus loquendi,

the current sense, or established usage at the time,—to this
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more than to tlieir etymology" (Campbell-Fairbairn). The
usage in regard to the word in question is, as already stated,

very limited. It is not found in Classic Greek, nor is it em-

ployed in the New Testament in circumstances or in gram-

matical relations which are necessarily determinative of the

meaning. It occurs in Arrian (C. B., p. 347) in a compound
form, -apaiSamiffzai, a hundred and fifty years after John's

ministry. In this case the meaning is obscure. The ablest

scholars cannot agree as to the meaning. The theme of the

passage is character ; and it is highly probable, that the word

refers to character as induced b}' controlling influence, and

not to the performance of any physical act.

The corresponding word, /5a-r>;?, derived from lidnrw, is

still more limited in its usage. It is found only in Classic

writings, and there only in a single relation, namely, as a

title given to a certain class of persons (C. B., p. 165).

Scholars differ as to the probable relation of this derivative,

whether to dip or to dye. It is quite possible, that the im-

mediate reference is neither to dipping nor dyeing, but to

the more advanced meaning of stained, polluted, infamous,

character. The verb is freely used in this aspect: "The
soul is imbued by the thoughts"

—

^'imbued by integrity"

—

"lest you be imbued by Csesarisra"

—

^'imbued the Muse"

—

"adopt the character of one imbued" (C. B., p. 143). The
6i ^d-rai of Eupolis, the priests of Cotytto, were, probably,

neither " the Dippers," nor " the Dj^ers," but " the Im-

buers" of their disciples with the pollutions entering into

the rites of a deified courtesan. There is, certainly, noth-

ing in this related verb, or its derivative, which would bind

down 6 ^a-KTiffrriq to the meaning—"the Dipper."

There is but a single instance, so far as I am aware, in

which this word is ever applied to any other person than

John, and in that case it is applied to John's Lord. The
passage is as follows: " Veniet ergo Baptista Magnus, sic

enim eum nomino quoniodo nominavit Gabriel dicens, 'Hie

erit Magnus' (Luc. 1 : 32)—Then shall come the Great

Baptizer (for so I call him, as Gabriel called him, saying,

' He shall be Great,' Luke 1 : 32), he shall see many stand-
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ing before tlie entrance of Paradise, lie will wave the sword

turning every way, aud will saj to those on the right hand,

not haviug great sins,—' Enter ye who are of good courage,

who fear not the fire.' " Ambrose, II, 1227. Here the mean-

ing

—

'' Great Dipper," " Great Immerser,'" " Great Sub-

merger," " Great Plunger"—is out of all question: 1. Be-

cause Christ never did dijj, immerse, submerge, or plunge any

one. 2. Because the act attributed to him, as expository of

his title and executory of his functions—" waving a flaming

sword"—is inconsistent with and wholly excludes any such

meaning. The passage is, in a remarkable degree, self-ex-

plaining. The meaning which it demands, and the only

meaning which it allows is, "^Ae Great Purifier." This inter-

pretation is fortified, beyond appeal, by the parallel passage

in Origen (III, 704), who in expounding the passages, " I

came not to send peace upon earth but a sword "—" I came

to send fire upon the earth," says: "Igitur defert utrumque

Salvator, gladium etignem, et baptizat qu^ non protuerunt

Spiritus Sancti purificatione purgari—Therefore the Saviour

brings both, siuord and Jire, and baptizes those sins which

could not be purged by the purification of the Holy Spirit."

This passage shuts up, in the most absolute manner, the in-

terpretation of the verb to the meaning

—

to purify. We are

furnished, therefore, with passages in which both the verb

and the derivative signify to purify, and the Purifier. And if

we are governed by the authority of Ambrose and Origen

(and there is no opposing authority), 6 (SanriffTrj? must mean
" the Purifier." The full sanction of lanu-uage development

to such meaning is evidenced by a parallel appropriation.

Parallel Appropriation—Merger.

On asking a classical scholar, What is the meaning of

Merger? he gave an answer. based on the primary physical

usage of mergo. The answer was wrong. It was, however,

the only intelligent answer which could be given without

the knowledge of a modifying usage. With such usage he

was unfamiliar. The Law appropriates " Merger," while

the Gospel appropriates 6 §ar.TiaTrjq.
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I will now present in illustration of tlie case in hand, the

feature which characterizes all the passages in which this

word appears in its absolute use, distinguishing, as a title,

the bearer of it from all others.

3. The phrase "John the Baptist" ought to be and. was

an intelligible phrase. Whether " John the Dipper" was an

intelligible phrase or not, it cannot, etymologicall}-, represent

the Scripture terms for the unanswerable reason, that the

root does not mean to dip. " John the Immerser," " the

Submerger," cannot, rationallj^ be the interpreting phrase,

for the root requires that the entire object shall be " im-

mersed," " submerged," and gives no more recognition to

the dipping of a part, than the dipping of the whole. Again,

and again, do the Classics give us instances of persons in the

water from their ankles to their necks, not one of whom is

said to be baptized except with some limiting term. In

many such cases where the head has been submerged and

the parties drowned, they are unqualifiedly pronounced bap-

tized. In some of such cases death has been escaped not

under favor of the word, nor through any grace of the bap-

tizer, but in spite of both. There is no case of any person

in the water, more or less, and the rest of the person being

designedly put under the water for a moment and taken out,

being called a baptized person. There is no evidence, that

the force of the word would allow of any such usage as ex-

plicative of its primary meaning. And, according to the

theory, the word has no other meaning. To introduce mo-
mentariuess into the root of this word is to expel its only

rightful occupant. To declare, that submerged men and

women must, in a moment, be taken from under the water

to save life, is only to declare, that they were never put under

the water by /Ja^rnTw, or that that word has undergone a revo-

lution as to its meaning. Let it be proved, that John the

Baptizer ever put men and women under the water in answer

to the demand of i3anri'^u>, and we will listen to a plea for

saving their lives, and, also, for changing John's title.

Until such proof shall be adduced we must abide in the

faith, that John, 6 /JaTrrttrr^c, knew too well the force of both
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the primary and secondary meanings of this Greek word
ever to enter upon any such task.

But what is the ground or the fitness for the title " John

the Dipper," "the Immerser," "the Submerger?" Were
there not a thousand others who engaged in the acts of dip-

ping, immersing, submerging? Is it replied, that his action

was in connection with a religious service? And does not

the theory declare, that ten thousand such acts were every

day performed through all Jewry in the fulfilment of religious

service ? Is it farther said, In the one case the parties dip-

peel, immersed, submerged themselves, while in the other

the action was performed by somebody else? This may be

a distinction, but its breadth is so nearly equal to that of a

razor's edge, that to build a theorj' upon it will involve im-

minent peril of its being cut in twain. We prefer the breadth

and depth of the title which marks the Forerunner out as

the sole executor of a peculiar work, and proclaims him as

'standing alone among his fellows, practicing ceremonial

purification of the body, as emphatically^ "the Purifier," the

proclaimer of a higher purification than that ceremonialism

which characterized the religion of his day.

4. The time and circumstances under which a word origi-

nates may render valuable aid in determining its meaning.

The time at which 6 iSarnaTrj'; makes its appearance is in-

dubitably certain. It springs out of John's ministry. It is

never met with, previously, in either Classic or Jewish

writings. At the opening of his ministry it is assigned to

him as a distinguishing title, and is so appropriated through-

out that ministry.

The circumstances which make the soil in which this word

is rooted, and out of which it springs, are just as well known.

John, from first to last, was encompassed with religious rites

observed for the purpose of securing ceremonial purity.

These rites had both a divine and human original. The
purifying agencies were made up of water, blood, ashes, and

fire. The Greek word ftaTzri'^m and the verbal (ia-nnaij/K are

employed in connection with these rites, but without evi-

dence, in a single instance, of primary use. The unmodified
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primary force of the word could not be applied to living

persons. There is absolute proof, that objects not enveloped

by water, blood, ashes, or lire, are said to be baptized

—

ceremoniallj purified. In the midst of this condition of

things John appears and preaches another and higher puri-

ficarion, that of the soul not of the bodj', real not ceremonial,

by repentance not by water. In connection with this puri-

fication preached and as illustrative of its character, pure

water was employed as a symbol shadowing forth the puri-

fication of the soul by repentance. A more perfect ground-

work for the title—"the Purifier"—could not be laid.

There is but little room for doubt as to the persons wlio

first gave this title. It certainly had no family origin. There

is no evidence for a divine origin. It is not usual for such

titles to arise among disciples. Quaker, Methodist, Puritan,

Christian, were titles which originated with outsiders. They
were not intended to be titles of honor. There is no honor

in the title " the Immerser," "the Submerger;" there may
be none desi«:ned in ^' the Purifier." John could not claim

it in any self-ennobling sense, for he ever magnified " the

Coming One" as -"the Great Baptizer;" his disciples would
not give it to him, for their very discipleship bound them to

look lor a, Mightier One. The title originated, beyond rea-

sonable doubt, among Jews who were not John's disciples.

There is as little just room to doubt, that it originated before

John had immersed, submerged, dipped, sprinkled, or in

any other way applied water to a single individual. It must

have been so: 1. Because there was no foundation amid

Jewish water [)urifyings for grounding a distinguishing title

on the modal use of the water. 2. Because John necessarily

preached his purification of the soul before he administered

its water symbol. In doing this he must, of necessity, con-

trast the purification of the soul and the body, the real and

the ritual ; and must treat as comparatively worthless all

Jewish ceremonial purifications.

All this is clearly embraced in the account of John's

preaching which is given by Josephus. And it is just here,

and just tor this reason, that the title 6 fiu-rcffTijqj the Purifier,
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is given to Jolin hy Jews whose purifications lie rejects, and

calls them to receive one which is true, real, and spiritual,

in their stead. This is a simple, adequate, and only satis-

factory origin of the title. And in accordance with this John

is introduced to us as 6 iSa-vKTzij^, before his foot or hand has

touched the water for the administration of symbol baptism.

Whether, then, we look to etymology, which refuses to

expound this word iu a primary sense, or to the time and

circumstances of its origin, which furnish such explicit tes-

timony, or to the usage of Ambrose and Origen, or to

parallel appropriation, we are shut up to the conclusion,

that John bears the title 6 ,3a-rc(jrr^q not as " the Dipper,"

"the Immerser," or "the Submerger," but as the Purifier;

yet, under no claim of his own, but given to him, probably,

by undiscipled or discipled Jews whose purifying rites he

rejected, by teaching a higher spiritual purification de-

manded by the Coming One,

This view is sustained by Matthies (Exp. Bapt., § 4):

"iSTam ita Joannes nominatur, quia novam ei dat significa-

tionem, et quia maxime solum baptismum prse ceteris tractat,

id quod etiam Bengelius annotavit—^For John is so called,

because he gives a new meaning to the word, and because he

treats, especial]}^ of baptism, beyond others." And Pro-

fessor Godwin (j^otes on Mark 7 : 4), referring to the pecu-

liarity of ^a-Ttazriq and ^d-viff/j-a, says, " The nouns for ' Bap^

tizer' and 'Baptism' are not found in Classic Greek, and

seem to have been formed from the verb in its restricted

(Jewish and Scriptural) usage,"

Matthew 21 : 25.

"The Baptism of John, whence was it? from heaven or of men?"

To (jdiZTtaixa ^Iwdvvoo.

BAnTIIMA.

BAnTlEMA is another derivative not found in Classic Greek,

yet formed in entire accordance with the laws of the Ian-
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guage. Jewish Greek writings, antecedent to John's min-

istry, are, also, destitute of cases illustrative of the usage and

meaning of this derivative. We meet with it first in the

preaching of John ; thence it passes into the language of

Christianity, but never enters, I believe, into merely secular

or physical relations.

Substantives, derived from verbs, ending in jia, are used

to express the effect^ result, product^ state^ induced by the verb.

In this view all grammarians concur. " Substantives with

the ending //« denote the effect or result of the transitive action

of the verb" {Kiihner). "]!:?^ouns formed from verbs to de-

note the effect or object of the action, have jxa added to the root

of the verb "
(
Crosby). " The ending im denotes the effect of

a verb" {Sophocles). "]!:^ouns ending in fj.a, derived from

verbs, express the effect of the transitive notion of the verb"

(Jelf). " The most numerous formations, however, are those

in ftM and m-;, the former mostly confined to the JSTew Testa-

ment, yet always conformed to Greek analogy, as ^d-Tt<7/j.a,

&c., mostl}' in the sense of product or state'' [Winer).

It is, then, clear, that w'e are to look for the meaning of

this word in the direction of an accomplished result or state.

Our field of observation is, also, limited to the Scriptures,

and -writings which grow out of them, as such writings bound

its use. Such an inquiry is suggestive of the thought—Some
verbs do not issue in producing by their action an effect, re-

sult, product, or state, which finds a verbal embodiment.

Whether this is a consequence of the nature of the action

of the verb, or because of failure in demand for any such

embodiment of thought, the fact claims attention. On the

other hand, there are verbs which do, pre-eminentlj', issue

in efiecting a resultant state or condition. The course of

this inquiry has shown, that these peculiarities are illustrated

in the verbs (idTZTm and /Sa-nXco. The former verb, as fid-zm

to dip., has no derivative in jxa expressive of result or state pro-

duced by the action of the verb. Indeed, it is impossible,

from the nature of the case, that a dipping, a momentary
passing in and out of a fluid, could issue in a state within

that fluid. Such a derivative could only express, 1. A con-
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Bequent superficial wetness, or, 2. A superficial result of any
kind. The English language presents the same facts. We
have no formation (diption) to express " result or state." The
verb is one of modal action, feeble in power, and momentary
in continuance, and its derivatives express this action with

consequent peculiarities of feeble and limited influence. The
case is very different with /?«7rrw to dye. This stem of the

verb has undergone a radical change in throwing off" limita-

tion in act and time, and in making demand for a result or

condition characterized by eolor. In such a verb we would
look for a derivative expressing "the effect, product, state'*

produced by the action of the verb. We are not disap-

pointed; I3atj.fia declares the result of the action of the verb

in effecting a dyed, colored, stained condition.

The differences between /Sarrrai io dip, and ^dr.ru/ to dye, are

not more or greater, are not so many or so great, as between

fidriTut to dip, and ^a-Kxi^u) to merse. The community between

[id-r(j> TO i>YE, and ^a-rilui TO MERSE, is extended and pro-

found. ISTo change of nature would be requisite to fit the

one to perform the office of the other. It is the high sover-

eignty of Use, only, which has limited the action of the one

verb to the production of a colored condition, with its out-

growth, and has committed to the other the broader field

of controlling condition with and by envelopment together

with its outgrowth, not specifically but generically.

Since whatever form of act may be employed to meet the

behests of ^aizriXia it does not demand form of action, but

condition (1. Condition of envelopment, 2. Completeness of

influential condition without envelopment), it follows, that

/Sd-KTiff/Ma must be expressive of the one or the other of these

conditions. There is no necessity for its being limited to

the expression of physical condition or, indeed, of its refer-

ring to such condition at all. We have seen, that ^d/i/ia has

no relation to the primary use of ^dTzvcu, dipping; and it may
be, that ^dTtriffixa has just as little relation to the primary use

of ^anriZco.

This clear possibility becomes a strong probability in view

of the facts : 1. That there is no clear evidence of a physical
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^dizriaim being referred to at any time in the l!Tew Testament.

2. There is clear evidence of the use of the word when a

physical ^wKxiaii-a is not referred to. 3. It is applied to living

persons, Mdio must perish in a physical ^anxiaim unmodified,

and the theory repudiates all modification. 4. The exigen-

cies of language demand the disjunction and extension of

the conceptions which are involved in a ph^^sical envelop-

ment. This is manifest from the English use of merge, and

immerse. These words, having the same original, occupy

entirely ditferent spheres in our language. No good writer

uses merge in physical relations. The import of these words

ill English use is so utterly diverse that it is impossible to

interchange them. Try the following :
" It provides for

merging our Presbyteries into the Synods." Was provision

made for immersing the Presbyteries ? " The States are

united, not m.erged.'' Would the same idea be expressed by

saying, '' The States are united, not immersed?''' " The car-

riage road merges into the bridle path." Is this convertible

into—"The carriage vo&di immerses into the bridle path?"

"An ordinance to merge the department of the market houses

into that of the city property," would sound a little odd if

converted into "an ordinance to immerse'^ the one into

another. On this use is grounded the law term, "a merger,"

which metamorphosed into " an immerser" would, certainly,

make the court-room stare. The Greek intellect needed all

these modifications of thought. They are wrapped up in

/SaTrrc'Cw, and were, thence, substantially, evolved by the most

normal development of its resources.

It is as utterly incongruous to substitute the primary use

of /3a-T£t«> for the secondary, as to substitute immerse for merge,

or dip for dye. 5. It is admitted, that in the ^dr-iaim result-

ant from (iaizTi'^u), there is no self-termination. And it is,

also, admitted, that if John's disciples were put into a water

^d-riaim without deliverance (for which the Scriptures make
no shadow of provision), they must perish. To fill up this

lacuna of inspiration the theoiy ofi'ers its services. There

are, certainly, formidable difiiculties in the way of giving

l^dnTcff/j-a a physical interpretation.
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If, on the ofher hand, it be considered as related to the

secondary use of iSoKziZu), from which physical envelopment

has been thrown off, and therefore expressive of. complete-

ness of condition to be determined, definitely, by its adjuncts,

then we can dispense with the labors of the theory in sup-

plementing the Scriptures; for no one ever put into this

^d7tri(T/j.a will ever need or desire to be taken out! It will not

destroy life, but give life. And, here, arises a possible ex-

planation of John's use of l3dizTC(r/xa (the state unlimited in

duration except through the counteraction of some higher

power) rather than the iSanrtfffj.o'^ or ^driziaiv of the Jews,

which expressed the act of the verb and not the state result-

ant from the act. Jewish baptizings were continually liable

to be annulled. The acts of baptizing (ceremonial cleansing)

needed evermore to be repeated. There was a fitness, there-

fore, in using the class of words which they did, making the

act to stand out prominently; while the baptism of John,

making demand for a condition of the soul (a state of com-

plete repentance, never to be abrogated), could have used no

better term than one making demand for a state which had

no self-limitation, and which no power, as against God, could

ever annul. This /3a7rr£<r/7.a would outlast that of the ship of

Josephus, which has been these eighteen hundred years em-

bosomed (baptized) in the depths of the Adriatic.

Having, now, met with four words—/SaTrrto-tv, /JaTrrjfr/jto?,

^aTZTtffzijq, and (idTtxiffixa—uscd by Jewish writers, inspired and

uninspired, in religious rites, none of which appear in Classic

Greek, it seems remarkable, that we should be called upon

to repudiate inspiration as a competent witness for the mean-

ing not only of the words which it uses, but of the words

which it originates, and accept the testimony of heathen

writers as to the meaning of words which they never used

in any relations, much less in the observance of religious

rites.

It would seem, that if the inspired writers had sufiicient

knowledo-e of Greek to construct these different forms of

words to meet new exigencies, they had sufiicient knowledge

to indicate, by the usage of those words, what were the mean-
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ings which, they attached to them. "We make this remark,

not because of need of any other aid than that which Classic

usage and language development fairly give, but because it

is simple common sense. John liad the most thorough

knowledge of the essential power and large capabilities of

^anriZu), and was fully competent to wield them for any

special service demanded by his new ministry.

WHAT BAPTISM?

John 1 : 25.

*' What (baptism), then, dost thou baptize?"

Ti oZv (ianriZsiq.

The translation of this passage, which gives to zi its usual

pronominal force, affords a more facile and harmonious inter-

pretation than that which gives to it an adverbial character.

The translation " 1^% dost thou baptize? "is grounded,

mainly, in the idea, that the Jews believed that the Messiah

and his adjutors would baptize and no others. The evidence

that the Jews held such an opinion is rather inferential than

of direct statement. Olshausen says, " The Pharisees evi-

dently considered baptism as nothing unbecoming to the

Messiah or Ellas. But it cannot be demonstrated from this

passage, that the Jews believed that the Messiah or his fore-

runner would baptize. At any rate it coald not be regarded

as a prerogative belonging o?i/j/ to the Messiah to baptize the

Jews, because in that case John would not have adopted it."

Origen thinks, that they should not have expected Elias to

baptize, because he did not baptize the sacrifice and altar,

but committed that work to others. But just as certainly as

the Jews believed that the Messiah and Elias would baptize,

just as certainly did they believe that tlieir baptism was to

have a peculiar character. As Olshausen further remarks

:

" The words only signify that the baptism of Israelites, by

10
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these individuals, was not inappropriate, since they would

not merely—like ordinary prophets—strengthen the existing

theocratic life, but would found a new, higher constitution,"

When John had denied that he was the Messiah, and,

also (according to their understanding), that he was Elias, or

that Prophet, he did make claim, in answer to their farther

inquiry, " "Who art thou ? " that he was a Messenger divinely

appointed to prepare the way of the Lord. The fact that in

the fulfilment of his office he preached a baptism which was

incorporated in a ritual ordinance was patent to all. " Why
he baptized" is sufficiently explained by his claim to be a

divinely appointed messenger. The baptizing is necessarily

involved in his divinely appointed ministry. No answer

could go beyond this. To make the inquiry was, therefore,

out of place. But it being settled, that his mission was

divine, and that baptizing was included in that mission, there

remained the question of prime importance, " What baptism

dost thou baptize?" This would specifically determine the

character of his ministry. Nothing is more indefinite than

a baptism; while nothiijg is more definite than a defined

baptism. The theorj-, indeed, does say, "All baptisms are

water dippings,^' and John's dipping must, of necessity, be

the same as any other dipping. But this is a doctrine of

these last days. The universal testimony of the ages is,

—

"Multa genera baptismatum"—and the Jews, in particular,

were familiar with " (Sa-napMi^ dca^6put<;." Nothing, therefore,

could be more to the purpose than the question—" What

baptism dost thou baptize?" What is its nature?

Or, inasmuch as it is in proof, that the Jews in religious

rites employed /^anrrCoj in the appropriated sense to purifi/,

the phraseology might be modified while the substance re-

mains the same, thus :
" What (defilement) dost thou

purify ? " Is it an actual removal of ceremonial defilement,

or of spiritual defilement? or, is it only a symbol purifica-

tion? What is its character? To such inquiry John's answer

is perfectl}^ apposite—" I baptize with water. My baptism

has no other power than that which belongs to simple water,

and is therefore merely symbol in its character." In this
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language there is no semblance of an answer to the question,

*' Why dost thou baptize ?

"

Versions.

Modern versions, generally, translate the passage adverbi-

ally, but the translation by Jerome retains the pronoun

—

*'• Quid ergo baptizas?" And in the 21 v, he translates

''Qidd ergo?" And in the 22 v. '' Quki dicis?" And in

the 39 V, " :§«?Hqu8eritis?"

There should, clearly, be the same translation in these

four passages, of the same chapter, unless some adequate

and well-established reason can be o'iven for makino; an ex-

ception. The translators, probabl}^ felt k difficulty in con-

necting "What" with " baptize," and so framed another

relation for this verb. There is, however, no just ground

for embarrassment, as is conclusively shown by the use of

the phrase fiar.riZeiv (Sd7zrcff/j.a. Baptisms are of endless variety;

and this very passage brings the fact into bold relief. Origeu

(IV, 252) takes this view of the passage. In answer to an

objection made b}' Ileracleon, that John's reply was not ap-

posite to the question addressed to him, he uses this lan-

guage :
" But we say that the answer meets the very letter.

For to the inquiry: Tt vuv /Sa-ntst?-, ri dX)M ixfyt^ ec-s'iv, rj ts to

iScoy Tzapaarvjvac (jd-rttrp.a (Tajfj.ariy.atrspov ruy^dvov. ^Eyw^ T^-p^ "P^JC''-',

po-Ti'^w h uSan. What' else was necessary to say, beyond the

showing that his own baptism was corporal ? For, he says,

* I baptize with water..' " And, to enforce this interpreta-

tion, he quotes the parallel passages in Matthew, Mark, and

Luke, where the nature of his baptism, "with water," is

contrasted with the nature of Christ's baptism, " with the

Holy Ghost." It may be added, that in quoting Mark, as

well as Luke, he gives odarc without the preposition, as does

the Codex Sinaiticus, and the Vulgate translation. Origen,

then, understands the question as did Jerome—" What kind

of baptism dost thou baptize?" And, he says. The answer

which expounds his baptism as that of simple water aftcct-

ing merely the body (a mere symbol baptism), meets the

question exhaustively. Chrysostom (II, 367), after quoting
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tlie passage—"I, iucleed, baptize you with water, but be

shall baptize 3^ou with the Holy Ghost and fire"—adds,

^^ JtjXovotc ouTix; 6u-/. ii^a-TcXs n^to/j-azc—Plainly he did not bap-

tize by the Spirit" (without the preposition). He then asks

the question: ^'- T\ di lozcv^^Ev HvebiiaTc ayiuj -/.ai r.vpi—But what

is baptism by the Holy Ghost and fire?" And he answers

his question by referring to " the cloven tongues, like fire,

which appeared to the Apostles and sat upon each of them."

It is very manifest, that Chrysostom felt no embarrassment

in using rt as a pronoun in connection with baptism. This

is shown, still farther, when he asks, immediately after,

" Ilolov vov iiSuTZTiiTaTu • Gore to ^lovda'iy.ov^ oura to ijpjrspuv^ aXXa. rb

"Icodwou—What baptism was he baptized with ? ISTot with

Judaic baptism, not with our baptism, but with John's bap-

tism." Here we have an exhibition, in part, of that variety

in baptism which was in the mind of the Jews when they

asked John, " What baptism, then, dost thou baptize?"

Ambrose (H, 1581), quoting John's language—"Ego vos

aqua baptizo"—says, "Aqua enim corpus ablnitur, spiritu

animse delicta mundantur . . . aliud fuit baptisma pgeni-

tentise, aliud gratife est—^For the body is purified by water,

the sins of the soul are cleansed by Spirit . . . baptism of re-

pentance was one kind, baptism of grace was another kind.

Such language sustains, unmistakably, the translation

—

^'What baptism dost thou baptize?" Matthies (Baptismatis

Expositio, § 4) takes the same view of the passage. After

quoting Bengel's judgment, that this question did not relate

to the meaning of baptism, but to the distinguishing char-

acter of that of John—"non nisi ad sui baptismi essentiam"

—he says, "Cui sententise nos quidem non repugnaraus . . .

illis non externum baptizandi ritum curee fuisse, sed inter-

nam potius hujus baptismi vim—We do not oppose this

opinion, but think that it may be sustained yet more

strongl}', if we examine more closely both the question of

the Pharisees and the answer of John. But it is evident

from the question of the Pharisees, that they did not refer

to the outward rite of baptizing, but rather to the inner

power of this baptism, since they do not ask of John : 'What
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is it to baptize,' or ' What is baptism,' but they, rather, ask,

* What, then, dost thou baptize?' {hg n /.. v. L—quo tandem

nititur baptismus tuus?

—

into what dost thou baptize—to

what end does thy baptism tend?") . . .
" If baptism was

well understood, then the answer, ' I baptize witii water,'

has a proper thought, for the words Iv udan have great force,

and contain the answer, which is: ' aqua {pia-gationis, i. e.,

poenUeniim symbolam) mei bapiismi est essentia'—water (of puri-

fication, i. e,, the symbol of repentance) is the essence of my
baptism." These statements are eminently satisfactory.

But the true view of this passage is very clearly settled by

Acts 19 : 3 : "£;? ri ohv l^a-KzladriTz \ 6t Ss einov^ Eiq to ^[(udvvoo

fid-riajia—luto loluU (baptism), then, were ye baptized? And
the}' said, Into John's baptism." This question of Paul reveals

the same truth as the question of the Pharisees, to wit. Variety

in the nature of baptisms. And when a baptism is announced

we feel, that we know nothing of its essence until we receive

an answer to the query

—

ri ean; And when persons tell us,

that they have been baptized, we are left in the dark as to

all valuable knowledge, without an answer to this question

—

Ek ri k^aitriaOyjrt', As Paul knew well what was the nature

of John's baptism, the answer, " We were baptized into

John's baptism," gave him all the information he desired.

And in like manner the answer of John himself, that his

baptism was effected by simple water, having no other than

a symbol power, gave to the Pharisees all the information

they sought by the inquiry rt' ouv ^a-riZetq] But the question

of the Pharisees, Tl fiaTrriZuz; and the question of Paul, Eiz r:

/?a7rrt'^££c ; are by no means identical in every respect. Had
Ishmael been asked Ti lianTi'C£t<;; he Avould have answered,

'Eyuj fianrt^io 6v>ai—I baptize with wine. But had he been

asked, Elq ri /Ja-rttet?; his reply would have been, Eie; d\>a<.aOr^aiav

zai u-vov. In the former case, the general character of the

baptism is revealed by the statement of the instrumental

means; in the latter case, the most specific information pos-

sible is given, by stating the element (actual or verbal) into

ivhich the baptism takes place. We should here note the

clear and all-essential distinction between a baptism bi/ wine
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(iy oivai Hebraisticallj, dv^u) Classically) and baptism into wine

[eiq o'.vov). The former baptism is bi/ wiue-drinking issuing

in a baptism into a condition of drunkenness or stupor; the

latter baptism is b^/ some unstated act into wine as a physical

envelopment, issuing in death, as in the case of the Duke
of Clarence and his butt of Malmsey wine ; and as in the

case of Cupid, except his godship had saved his life (C. B.,

p. 245). The confounding of such distinction (as does the

theory) is hermeneutically monstrous. In perfect parallelism

(as to phraseology and twofold character) with this wine bap-

tism, is water baptism, h uoart (according to the Hebrews,

Matthew and John ; SJa-c, according to the more Classical

Mark and Luke), bif water, as a symbol instrument, setting

forth a baptism into—what, is not here stated, but which we
shall, hereafter, find most expressly mentioned, and baptism

into WATER, dq u8wf>, which phraseology (issuing in death by
the simple force of its terms) Is no more known to the

Scriptures than is torrid heat amid polar snows.

When the answer of John is considered we must feel, that

there is nothing there which meets the question " WAj^ dost

thou baptize?" but that it does, distinctly, m.eet the in-

quirj', What is the character of that baptism which thou dost

baptize? John contents himself with saying here, that his'

baptism makes no claim to any power to effect any essential

change in the condition of those who receive it (whether of

a ceremonial or of a spiritual character), but is possessed,

merely, of that sym.bol character obviously belonging to pure

water used in religious service. ISTothing could be more
natural or necessary at the outset of a ministry preaching

the development of a new order of things, and illustrating

that preaching by a religious rite, than the inquiry—''What

is the precise nature and value of this rite?"

If the interpretation, now given, of this passage be correct,

it has an obviously important bearing upon our inquiry. But
all the materials furnished by the Scriptures for solving the

question—"What is John's baptism?"—are not found in

these brief words as recorded by the Apostle. We will,

therefore, take a step onward from this firm footing which
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has been already secured. And this will naturally bring

us to consider that baptism of Christ with which, as to essen-

tial power, this of John is contrasted, but with which it is in

the most intimate alliance as its forecasted symbol shadow.

BAPTISM OF THE MIGHTIER ONE.

WHAT WAS IT?

Matthew 3 : 11.

" He that cometh after me is mightier than I, whose shoes I

am not worthy to bear: he shall baptize you with the Holy

Ghost and with fire."

Mark 1 : 7, 8.

" There cometh one mightier than I after me, the latchet of

whose shoes I am not worthy to stoop down and unloose. He
shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost."

Luke 3: 16.

"One mightier than I cometh, the latchet of whose shoes I

am not worthy to unloose. He shall baptize you with the Holy
Ghoflt and with fire."

^

John 1 : 33.

*' Upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit descending, and re-

maining on him, the same is he which baptizeth with the Holy
Ghost."

"'Jyro? {3/jr.a? fia-Tiaei iv nvsu/iarc "^Aycu) xai r^opi?''—JSIntt.^'.W)

Luke 3 : 16.

"'Juroc 5e ^a-TiGU vimz tv U'^zbiiari "Aymy—Mark 1 : 8.

"Oorci? IsTiv 6 iSaizriZiov Iv Uvtuixaxi "^ Ayiia.''''—John 1 : 33.

Importance of this Baptism.

The phraseology of these passages (all agreeing in one)

contains elements which being thoroughly mastered will

give us partial possession, at least of " the arx caused of this
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dispute." This being true, we are called upon, in an especial

manner, "to seek all aid in its correct interpretation, assum-

ing nothing without proof, and carefully endeavoring to de-

tect the cause of the error, on whichever side it be." This

course will require an examination of the verbal elements

both separately and in their mutual relations.

We will first examine the baptism and its phraseology as

interpreted by friends of the theory.

Baptist Translation and Interpretation.

"He will immerse you in holy spirit and fire"—is the

translation by Dr. Conant in the quarto edition of the Kew
Version with critical notes. The translator of John (same

edition) says, in a note on 1 : 33, " I would greatly prefer to

render these words literally—'immerseth in Holy Spirit'

—

without the article. I do not consider the msuim dyiov here

spoken of to be the personal spirit, contemplated as such, but

simply divine essence, abstracted in the mind of the writer,

from all ideas of personal attributes or relations." Dr. Co-

nant, in a note on Matt. 3 : 11, says, " ' immerse in holy spirit'

means, that divine influence so often expressed by the Greek

words. These translators difier from each other as widely

as ' divine essence' differs from ' divine influence.'

"

What is " divine essence abstracted from all personal re-

lations and attributes," and how it furnishes a medium for

a dipping into it, or what is abstract "holy spirit" and its

meetness for a dipping, I confess my entire ignorance. The
!N"ew Version translators of Mark and Luke are content to

" immerse in the Holy Spirit." Thus, these four translators

give us three essentially difierent elements for the dipping

:

1. Divine influence; 2. Divine essence; 8. The personal

Holy Spirit.

Another Baptist writer, Stovel, gives a fourth element in

which this dipping is to take place, namely, "a.holy spirit."

To this, however, Dr. Conant will not listen; he says, "It

is wholly at variance with the usage and teachings of the

'New Testament." If these translators are so much embar-

rassed to find out the element in which they would make the
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Mightier One to dip, they might extend some grace to those

who can find none at all in which he performs such modal

act. None of these translators have anything to say about
" the dipping in fire^" whether it is " influence," or " es-

sence," or actual fire. It is pleasant however to know, that

in the final revision all these experimental translations are

abandoned, and the third person of the Trinity is allowed to

I'emain in his relations to baptism as heretofore in the old-

fashioned English Bible. It is possible that after like experi-

ments with dip, and plunge, and sink, there will be a willing-

ness to accept those words which the Holy Ghost teacheth.

At present, I raise no question as to the translation dip

;

that will come up more fitly hereafter. It is not untimely,

however, to call attention to the most remarkable and un-

heard of character of a '-^dipping in divine essence," a dipping

in holy spirit, a dipping in a holy spirit, or a dipping in fire

of any kind. There is not much risk in saying, that such

rhetoric was never heard of beyond the boundaries of the

theory. But it is not merely the peculiar rhetoric which

challenges our regard. There is an evident contradiction

between the theory and its application, and John and his

argumentation. John announces the approach of a Mightier

One, and appeals for the evidence of this transcendent

mightiness to the wonderful character of his dipping {!); so

says the theory. N^ow, it is undoubtedly true that the ex-

clusive ability to dip in one thing, rather than another thing,

ma}' show a greater comparative richness of resources, but

it fails to make proof of an absolute personal power. A dip-

ping into a divine influence may be of greater worth than a

dipping into pure water; but if the dipper can do no more

than DIP in divine influence, then his control over divine

influence is of the feeblest possible character. Nothing is

more certain, than that a dipping into anj'thing is indicative

of the object dipped being brought in a most trivial degree

under the influence of whatever it may have been dipped

into. John, then, is made by the theorj-, to argue for the

unapproachable power and glory of the Coming One, by an

appeal to the fact that he will accomplish a certain thing in
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the feeblest possible manner, to wit, by a clipping! If the

friends of the theory are disgusted by such bitter fruits of its

logic, and declare themselves wearied beyond farther endur-

ance in the attempt to carry such a burden as " dip and noth-

ing but dip through all Greek literature," and make "im-
merse" their Hercules on whom they call for help, no objec-

tion will be made, provided, 1. That a frank confession be

made of error as to the meaning of the word for the past

hundred years, and that, on that error, Christians have been

required to do an act for the doing of which there is not one

syllable in the word of God. 2. That this word shall be ac-

cepted, for better or worse, in those points in which it is

distinguished from dip : (1.) As without limitation in the

form of the act meeting its demand. (2.) As without limita-

tion of time in its accomplished result. (3.) As without

limitation in the influence exerted. 3. That there shall be

no shifting of meaning or word, but a fair maintenance of

the position assumed—" the same meaning in literal and

metaphorical use" (Conant). I^othing is more incontro-

vertible than a boundless difterence between immersion in

essence, in spirit, in a spirit, in the Spirit, in fire, and a dip-

ping into these same things. ITothing is more certain, than

that the former may meet John's reasoning when the latter

cannot. And nothing is more certain, than that this difl:er-

ence arises out of the unlimited time during which the im-

mersed object is subjected to the influence of the enveloping

element. Those whom " the Coming One" baptizes remain

baptized forever and forever ! I do not say, that the simple

word makes such a result imperative ; but I do say, that its

essential nature accords with unlimited duration, that it will

not of itself terminate that duration, and, as none can undo,

what God has done, the baptism of the Mightier One shall,

in fact, never end.

Determining Points of the Interpretation.

The theory claims, that the interpretation of this passage

is controlled, 1. By the essential meaning of the preposition

iv, and 2. By the construction, claimed to exist, in (SaTZTt^o) ^v.
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On the first of these points it is said: " The radical mean-

ing of kv is in, resting within a place. 2. The meaning, loith,

by^ is rare. 3. To attribute such meaning to the preposition

here is unwarranted and an abuse of an uncommon mean-

ing." On the second point it is afiirmed: "This {in) is

the only sense in which h can be used in connection with

^amiZu)'' (Conant).

The radical meaning attributed to iv is accepted without

reserve. It is also, freely admitted, that the meaning iDith,

by, while existing and universally acknowledged in Classical

Greek, is, still, comparatively rare. But it is denied that

this rare usage obtains in Hellenistic Greek. And if it be

not rare there, but on the contrary found on almost every

page, then, to attribute such meaning to it, in this class of

writings, is not " doing violence to a common use." If there

be a marked difference in the frequency with which this

preposition is used instrumentally in these two classes of

writings, then, it is important that the fact should be estab-

lished, so as to eliminate from the mind all suspicion of a

resort to an extreme meaning in order to meet a controversial

exigency.

The position taken as to the force oi ^anriZo) kv will be met
by showing that the relation ofthesewordsis misapprehended.

Classical Use of 'Ev.

It is quite unnecessary to cite passages illustrative of the

primary meaning of iv. But it may be well to call to mind
the fact that the withinness belonging to this preposition has

no limitation of time, and that, in certain circumstances, in-

fluence over the object by the investing material, as well as

position, must be a necessary result. This is important to

notice as aiding to interpret, in certain cases, the secondary

use of this preposition. In the passage—" I am a good

helper of the labors kv eiprjvTj,", Xen. Memorab. II, 1, 32, the

preposition may be regarded as indicating the labors as done

within the 'period of time through which peace lasts, or done in

that condition of things characterized by peace, and therefore

within and under the influence of peace.
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Ill Soph. Phil., 102, " Why should you take me away

Iv doXu)," if the preposition here should be supposed to indi-

cate a state or condition within which the party is, still we
cannot rest in the conception of withinness, we must proceed

a step farther, to the influence exerted by such a condition.

The leading away is in, under, through the influence 0/ deception.

This development shows us how natural is the transition

from imiess to instrumentality. And when influence of a

very absolute and penetrative character is designed to be ex-

pressed, there is a fitness in the suggestive use of this prepo-

sition. And, as influence and agency are inseparable, a

usage may find development in which agency or instrumen-

tality is brought into the foreground, if, indeed, it does not

occupy the ground alone.

A single example (see Harrison, On Greek Prepositions,

p. 251) will illustrate the entire class of cases in which h
is used in an instrumental sense. It is taken from Soph.

Electr., 1128, "I neither washed him (for the burial) with

my loving hands

—

b ^ilr^ai yepah." Here, again, Iv with its

case does not express, properly speaking, the instrument

with which the bathing of the dead body is performed, but

the manner and conditions of the service. But while it is

contended that, in such examples, the proper force of h is

almost always discernible, if not in every case, it is not in-

consistent with this view to admit that, in cases where the

obvious application and use of the object with which Iv is

joined suggests the idea of the instrument, as, for instance,

in the example last cited, h and the ablative (locativus) may
have come to be wellnigh equivalent to the expression of

the instrument. Although kv (piXr^ai yspdiv Xourpolq k/.6aij.-qaa

means no more, strictly speaking, than that the washing was

done with the water, or, it may be, with the body " in the

hands," that is, that, in a general way, the washing was con-

ducted in the hands; yet, as.it is obvious that the employ-

ment of the hands in such case is instrumental, it is possible

that to the Greek mind Iv x^pmv may have come to convey

directly the notion of the instrument.

As there is an obvious difficulty in connecting the radical
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meaning of iv with the act of washing (how could the act of

washing a dead body he " within the hands? "), would it not

be better to make the preposition expository of the condition

of l;'<y? "I," working by the hands, is with great truth

"m the hands;" and, as the work is under the promptings

of love, is "in loving hands." It is not the washing, nor the

dead body, that is "in the loving hands," but the washer.

"Love" is the influence which prompts, and "hands" the

instruments employed; and both belong to " I." So, Thucyd.

VII, 11, " Ye know ev aXkaiq TZoXXalq Iruarokaiqj in = wUll, by,

many other letters."

It is unnecessary to multiply cases of this usage. But it

was important to have distinctly before us the fact that a

secondary use of h in the Classics is unquestioned, and, also,

to glance at the rationale of that use.

Hellenistic Use of "Ev.

There are few, if any, who question the more frequent use

of h in an instrumental sense by Hellenistic writers in com-

parison with native Greeks. But it is desirable that the

evidence on this point should be presented with sufficient

fulness to silence the charge of "a controversial resort to an

uncommon meaning to ward ofi:' otherwise unanswerable

truth."

The poverty of the Hebrew language in respect to parti-

cles, prepositions, conjunctions, and adverbs, also, as to the

inflections of nouns, pronouns, and verbs, is in marked con-

trast with the richness of the Greek. Hence arises a neces-

sity for a more varied application of the same word in the

former language than in the latter. This fact finds develop-

ment, especially, in translations from the Hebrew, by Jews,

into Greek, as in the case of the Septuagint. But it has,

also, marked exemplification in the original compositions of

Jews, in Greek, as in the case of books of the Apocrypha

and the ISTew Testament.

Dr. Campbel], of Aberdeen (Four Gospels, II, 20), after

passing an exceedingly harsh judgment on the translators

of our English Bible, because of the translation of ^v by with
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instead of in, adds, "But I should not lay much stress on the

preposition iv, which, answering to the Hebrew 2, may de-

note with as well as in, did not the whole phraseolog}' concur

in evincing the same thing," The validity of the reasons

for his judgment will be considered hereafter; at present we
have to do simply with the usage of this preposition. Having

found fault with our translators for using toith instead of in,

and lauded Popish translators for " their greater veneration

for the Vulgate" as shown by using in instead of loith, he

condemns that same Vulgate (I, 388) for xay.o'CrjXca, vicious

affectation, "in using the preposition in where (Rom. 1 : 4)

the idiom of the Latin and the sense of the expression

required cum."

Whatever may be the value of Dr. Campbell's judgment

as to the translation in either of these passages, it is perfectly

clear that he accepts with as a translation of h as freely as he

does that of in. Father Simon, also, who is quoted (I, 378)

as objecting to the translation by Erasmus of ev ouva/asj (Rom.

1 : 4), cum potentia, and defending that of the Vulgate in

virtute, says, "Although the Greek particle h signifies in

the style of the writers of the IN'ew Testament, which is con-

formable to that of the LXX, in and cum, it had been better

to translate, as it is in the Vulgate, in. virtute or in j^otentia,

and to write on the margin that in also signifies cum ; because

there is but one preposition which answers to them both in

the Hebrew or Chaldaic language, with which the Greek of

the New Testament often agrees, especially in this sort of

prepositions." Thus while Protestant and Romanist criticize

the form of translation in particular cases, they unite in the

doctrine that this preposition has a usage which is rooted in

the Jewish intellect and language rather than that of the

Greek.

The use of this preposition comes, also, under the remark

of Winer (p. 36): "A predilection for prepositions where

the Greeks employ cases alone is especially noticeable."

The latter construction implies more abstraction; the former

gives greater explicitness.

It is, also, important to remember that both h and elq have
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an extended usage in the Scriptures growing out of its doc-

trines. Revealed religion is a spiritual religion. It makes
its demands on the innermost being of man. It requires the

most intimate soul relations with the Deity, with the re-

deeming Saviour, and with the regenerating and sanctifying

Spirit. To express these relations, and others growing out

of them, these prepositions are abundantly used in applica-

tions which find no, or but imperfect, parallel in Classic

Greek.

Professor Ellicott (Preface to Galatians) justly remarks:

"'^y is a difficult preposition in the Kew Testament. But

in the holy Scriptures every peculiar expression, even at the

risk of losing an idiomatic turn, must be retained. Many
words, especially the prepositions, have a positive dogmatical

and theological significance, and to qualify them by a popular

turn or dilute them by a paraphrase, is dangerous in the ex-

treme." As this usage of these prepositions applies to per-

sons and to things not phj'sical, it follows, that the primary

meanings must, of necessity, receive modification. Most

commonly there is a suggestion of profound influence wdiich

is so naturally associated with inness of position.

That there is a lawless or loose use of these pre|)ositions

by the sacred writers is an idea which should receive no

tolerance. Many writers and lexicographers seem to imagine

that " Ei<;^ as it happens, may be into, in, concerning, ivith,

against, before, by, in order to, among, at, towards, or it maj'

stand without any definite meaning—as a mere expletive

—

and had better be wanted. So also with Iv" (Fairbairu,

p. 51).

SeptuaginU

A few examples from the Septuagint, illustrative of the

use of h, will answer our purpose.

"Whom thou hast led forth out of the land of Egypt, h
iayvi iieydXTj, xai ^y ru) iSpayiovi <rou rip U(l'7jX<L" (Exodus 32:11).

The Vulgate translates—"in fortitudine magna et in raanu

robusta." But no one would think of interpreting iv or in

as having its mere primary meaning. It has, undoubtedly,
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an instrumental signification, as is attributed to it in our

translation from the Hebrew

—

''with great power and vnth a

mighty hand." And without a preposition—" Defended by

thy hand" (Wisd. of SoL 19: 8). It is always of interest,

and sometimes of vital importance, to trace any particular

usage back to the primary meaning, and sometimes, still

more important to determine the true logical relation of the

preposition. In endeavoring to do this, we must remember

the statement of Winer (p. 386)—" The figurative use of iv

is extremely diversified;" and, also, that of Harrison (p. 246)
—"The Latin in and the Greek Iv are not confined to mark-

ing the relative position of ' within ' with regard to space and

time merely, but have this oflice with reference to any con-

dition or set of circumstances that may invest a person or

action." And from withinness, under such circumstances,

comes necessarily the suggestion of the full infiuence belong-

ing to the specified condition. Professor Harrison adds

:

"If we say in Greek kv dpyrj ehm, 'to be in a state of anger,'

the proper force of the preposition is no more difiicult to see

than in the proposition iv ttj v/^Vw srsXsorTjfrsv, ' he died in the

island.' " It is indeed true that the primary idea of the

preposition stands out distinctly in both these cases, and yet

the force of the preposition, by reason of its relations, difiers

immensely in the one case and the other. In the latter case,

its force is exhausted by pointing out simple locality; in the

former position, it is used merely for the sake of developing

the influence which invests that position. To declare a man

to be "in a state of anger" is not to give him any local

position within auger. The phraseology is borrowed from

physics, where investiture brings the fullest influence over the

invested object. To say, "A man is in the fire," is to make

declaration that he is under the influence of fire, which is a

necessary consequence of his position. And we employ this

same form of expression when we know, and when every one

else knows, that withinness is impossible, but where we wish

to express the full influence of the term associated with the

preposition. While, therefore, we recognize a distant rela-

tionship between ^v opyvj and iv v^yVw, there is one much closer
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with h Ttupc, and without this intermediate link in which in-

fluence from position is developed, it would be impossible

to show the titaess of associating iv with opy^. AVhile ivith-

inness in iv vrj^M is everything and influence is nothing; on

the other hand influence in kv dpyfj is everything and within-

ness is nothing. But in h r^opi both withinness and influence

meet together and measure each other.

This is illustrated by a case subsequently (p. 254) men-

tioned by Professor Harrison

—

^^'Ev uimv w^ 6ew xsipeOa^ 'we

depend on you as on a god,' would literally mean, ' we lie,

or are placed in you as in a god,' that is, ' in your power.' "

We see, at a glance, that there is no opportunity to apply

the primary meaning of the preposition in its present re-

lations; but we can follow back its tracks until we find it

in relations where withinness brings helpless dependence,

whether it be "in prison," "in chains," or "in a lion's

jaws," and, then, we can expound iv upriv v.zqj.zda as express-

ing a state of complete dependence, and feel that the phrase-

ology, without any possible inness, is admirably adapted to

this end.

In like manner we interpret Im Uxvi^ h ^paxiovi; we do not

look for any withinness in these relations, but we find it

elsewhere, in other relations causative of influence; when,

therefore, we meet with phraseology which represents the

Lord as being "zn great power" and "m an uplifted arm,"

we know that ^v has lost its primary meaning, in fact, and

expends its strength in suggesting circumstances in which it

once appeared in true character and gave opportunity for

the development of the full influence of its surroundings.

In the present case, shorn of its primary power, it suggests

the almightiness of Him who is "m the great power and the

uplifted arm."

This interpretation only shows the absolute fitness of the

translation which makes the preposition instrumental. Je-

hovah did " in" = loiili, by, great power lead his covenant

people.

" Then shall he speak unto them Iv opyrj dorou, xai iv -^ 0u,uu)

auTou." (Psalm 2:5.) I refer to this passage, especially,, to

11
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notice the relation of the preposition. It is not the action

of the verb that is done iv dpyrj, but it is the Lord who is de-

scribed as being "in wrath," and his speech goes forth from

him in this state, and hence has all its fearful power. Com-
pare Numbers 16 : 46, " Wrath is gone out from the Lord."

Deut. 29 : 28, "And the Lord rooted them out of their land,

Iv Ou/JM, 7.a\ dpyfi^ y.ai izapo^vapM /isyd^M,'' Isaiah 54 : 8, " iu 6u;j.tu>

p.cxpu), I turned away my face from thee, -/.ac iv kUei alcuviu)

IXsTjffu) ffe." Habakkuk 3 : 2, " iv opyfi iXiooq ijyT^(jd-/](T7j.'^ In all of

these passages the preposition refers to the state or condition

of Jehovah, and not to the sphere within which the action of

the verb is executed, as outside of the Deity.

Instrumental means are very clearly exhibited in Deut,

4 : 34, "Hath God assayed to go and take him a nation from

the midst of another nation, iv rizipaauM^ y.di iv a-^psimq, xai Iv

ripaat, y.ai iv TzoXijjMj xai iv /Bcp) xparata^ y.ai iv ^payiovi (j^'tjAw, y.ai iv

opdjiaffi ij-yolotq.'' The Yulgate translates

—

joer tentationes,

&c. So, Jeremiah 34 : 8 ; 51 : 12, 13, T^zaouvra'. iv ^oixfaia y.a\

iv kip-w. It is clear that in all such cases (and they are multi-

tudinous) the preposition must be translated instrumentally.

The connection between this meaning, in such cases, and

within n ess may or may not be traceable. In III Kings

19 : 11, 12, it is said, " The Lord was not iv tm Trvsu/xan, iv rd

<TU(T(Tat(7[j.(i), iv Tw 77y^£=did uot so reveal himself;—but £v rjj

pwvTj, in, bj, the still small voice;" so, the Lord was h
Kzipa<7iJ.(b, £v aripMotq, iv ripaffc, &c, (Dcut, 4 : 34); that is, he did

reveal himself z'n, 6y, temptations, signs, wonders, &c. As a

strong garrison loitkin a fortification makes it an agency

capable of resistance, and as powder and ball in a cannon

makes it an instrument of destruction, so the Lord verbally

represented as "w? signs, wonders, tempest, earthquake,

famine, sword," makes them the agencies through which he

works. And under such circumstances the proper transla-

tion of iv is loith, by.

Apocrypha.

" ISTebuchadnezzar bound him loiih a brazen chain

—

h
yah.ziw deap.wj^ (Esdras 1 : 40.) Here the modification of literal
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withiimess, and its transition to express instrumentality, is

obvious. One who is bound in a chain occupies a position

of very imperfect withinness. His wrists or his ankles may
be in fetters, and the consequence is that lie is within their

influence, under their control, bound by them. By a slight

extension of this conception all physical withinness is elimi-

nated. Thus in v. 53, " They slew the young men wiili the

sword

—

h pop.faia.^'' The interpretation of iv must proceed

either on the idea that the slayer is "m the sword," thus

communicating to it power to kill, or the slain are within

the range of the sword, and so come under its power to kilL

In either case withinness has disappeared and instrumentality

has taken its place. So, also, in v. 55, " They burned the

towers of Jerusalem with fire, ^y r.upi." What is put within

fire comes under its consuming influence, and therefore,

what comes under its consuming influence, although not by

being within it, is still expressed by h nopi. And, so, in v.

57 of the same chapter—"Unto the fulfilment of the word

of the Lord b^ the mouth of Jeremiah, iv ffrd/jMrt." And in

this same book it is said, " They assisted him iviih gold and

with silver, iv
xp^<^^'<j^

y-ai Iv apyopioj.'''' If we pass beyond a di-

rect and absolute instrumentality in our interpretation, we
must, I think, place "they"' within "the gold and silver" as

the source whence was derived the ability to render assist-

ance. They assisted by means of gold and silver. Their

power to assist by gold and silver is represented as arising

from, being in, gold and silver, having it thus within their

control. The being within a thing is used to denote that the

invested, object is under the influence of the investiture, or

that he is clothed with the power which belongs to it and

can sway it to all its ends. A man who is " rolling in wealth"

is invested with all the power wdiich belongs to wealth.

"Because they were in enmity to them" {^v k'^dpa) (5:50).

To be in enmity is to be under the influence of enmity, to

act in its spirit, and by its promptings,

" Which thou gavest 6y the hand of thy servants the

prophets" (iv x^tp)) (8:82). However facile it may be to

trace this phraseology back to a literal "m hand," still, it
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appears before us in this passage in a simple instrumental

character.

"Sennacherib slew many in his wrath" (Iv euij.w) (Tobit

1 : 18). Sennacherib was in a wrathful condition, therefore

under its influence, and so slew many.

"I ate my bread in grief" {jv Xotztj) (2 ; 5), It is not the

"bread" which is in grief, nor is it the "eating," but it is

"I;" I m, under the influence of, grief ate my bread.

"He brought forth the bags in the seals" {iv ffifpayiat)

(9 : 5). The bags, surely, were not within the seals. But

they were in that condition which is efi'ected by sealing.

They were in a sealed condition, under the influence of the

seals= " in the seals."

" Jerusalem shall be built with sapphires and emeralds,

and her walls with precious stones (datives without preposi-

tions), and the towers and the battlements with pure gold

{iv Y^puaiuy). And the streets of Jerusalem shall be paved

with (eV) beryl, and carbuncle, and stone of Ophir (13 : 16, 17).

"And jSTebucbadnezzar marched viiih (Iv) his power

against King Arphaxad." (Judith 1 : 13.) The marching was

not within his power, but he being "m his power" marched.

He was in—invested with—all the power of a great army.
" And be took Arphaxad and pierced him with (h) his darts"

(v. 15). An explanation of the use of iv, in such eases, must

place it in relation with ISTebuchadnezzar. These "darts"

were a part of " the power" in which he went forth, and he

was " in the darts," and all other agencies, giving them di-

rection on their mission of death. The archer was in the

arrow 6j/ which he pierced Philip's eye. "I will g-o forth in

(Iv) my wrath, and I will cover the whole face of the earth

with [iv) the feet of my power." " I will do these things with

Qv) my hand" (v. 12). "To cover the whole face of the

earth ivith (sv) chariots, and horsemen, and chosen footmen"

(v. 19). It Avas not the act of "going forth" which was

within wrath, but JsTebuchadnezzar being "m wrath" went

forth under the influence of it to fulfil its promptings. So,

Nebuchadnezzar was "f^i his hand" as that by which he

carried out his wilL " I, in my hand,, will do these things."
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In the same way it might be said, "I, in Holofernes" (my
representative, leader of my armies, executor of my will),

"will do these things." " The whole earth" is not iviihin

" the chariots, horsemen, and feet of the infantry," hut it is

covered bi/ them as effectually as if it were within them, and

therefore sameness of result, although by a different-process,

is expressed by h. '' Their mountains shall be drunken wiili

their blood" [h .aiimTt) (6:4). These mountains are not in

blood really or imaginatively, but if they were, simple inness

of position would not make them drunk. Drunkenness is

not an effect of position, but of influence; the preposition,

therefore, cannot have a local force. The mountains were

to be made drunk by blood, not m blood. " They shall be

consumed by famine" {Iv Xqi^)) (7:14). " They gave them

drink by measure" (rv /j.irpw) (v. 21). The drinking was not

"m a measure," nor was the giving "m a measure," but

the water was measured ; it was given by measure, and they

drank by measure. " God hath sold us into their hands to

be thrown down before tliem by {h) thirst and great destruc-

tion " (v. 25). " The Lord will visit Israel by {h) my hand "

(8 : 33). The visiting is not to be done within Judith's hand,

but, " the Lord in her hand" = working through her hand,

giving power to her hand, will visit Israel in bringing deliv-

erance "6^ her hand." "Do thou throw down their strength

by (iV) thy power" (9 : 8). The preposition here has its rela-

tion to "thou" and not to "throw down." The throwing

down is not to be within " power," but the Lord being in,

possessed of, controlling, almighty power, is besought to ex-

ercise it by throwing down the otherwise resistless strength

of the Assyrian. "Break down their majesty by (Iv) the hand

of a woman" (9 : 10). The Lord was to be in (make use of

as an instrument) a woman's hand. And that hand, by

reason of its investiture with power from on high, was to do

this great work. " Most gladly, therefore, will I glory in

my infirmities that the power of Christ niay rest upon me."

So, "Until the Lord in {by, iv) my hand do the things which

he hath purposed" (12:4). The Lord is the worker, the

instrument is Judith's hand. " She smote twice upon his
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neck in [sv, with) her strength" (13 : 8). All of Judith was
in those blows, therefore, she smote by them. So we say,

" Throw all 3'our strength (or throw yourself) into the blow."

"The Lord smote him in {hy^sv) the hand of a woman"
(13 : 15). The action of the verb, the smiting, was not

within the woman's hand, but the Lord was. It is of the

first importance to apprehend clearly the relations of this

preposition. "And Judith said, 'Praise my God with («v)

timbrels, sing unto my Lord vnth (eV) cymbals'" (16 : 1).

"Assur came with (Iv) ten thousands of his power" (v. 4).

" He said that he would destroy my young men with (Iv) the

sword" (v. 5). "The Almighty Lord hath disappointed

them by {h) the hand of a woman" (v. 6). "Judith weak-

ened him by {h) the beauty of her countenance" (v. 7).

"She anointed her face imih [Iv) ointment" (v. 8). " O,

Lord, thou art great and glorious, wonderful in {by, s'v)

strength " (v. 13).

"And every man of Israel cried unto God in (loiihy h)

great earnestness, and humbled their souls in [with, i>) great

earnestness" (4 : 9). The relation of i> is not with the crying

and the humbling as pointing out a space or sphere within

which these acts were done. Such interpretation would

eviscerate the statement of all its power. It would picture

shadows going through a dumb show instead of men moved
to strong crying and deepest prostration by profound emotion

of soul. The preposition is related to the men of Israel and

points out the condition in which they are. They are in a

condition of " great earnestness," and, by the influence of

this condition, they are constrained to cry out and humble

their souls before God. In such relations by can no more be

separated from "in" than shadow can be separated from

substance, or eifect from cause. If I am in fire, I am burned

by fire. If I am in water, I am drowned by water. If I am
in pain, I sufl'er by pain. Thus, this preposition comes to

represent agency both where inness can, and where it cannot

be traced.
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The same Usage.

The results of an examination of all the books of the

Apocrj'pha are before me, but it is unnecessary to give them
in detail. The same usage prevails through everj^ book.

That iv is associated with a great variety of conceptions and

is not confined to that of a naked inness, is most obvious on

any extended examination. The great variety of physical

circumstances in which this particle is used, lays the founda-

tion for the secondary use in which inness disappears or ap-

pears onl}' as suggestive of condition aflfected by influence.

There is a real specific difi:erence in the value of this word

in such phrases as the following: Standing in the field, buried

IN the field; sailing in the sea, sunk in the sea; walking m the

flower-garden, struggling in the brier-bush ; in the morass

unable to get out with clean boots; in the morass up to the

eyes, unable to get out wdth life. But it is not merely a

modification of a common generic idea which takes place.

Its use in certain relations is suggestive of concomitants and

influences which overshadow the local thought. Joseph in

a pit is suggestive of abandonment, incapability of self-deliv-

erance, hunger, and death; Joseph in a palace is suggestive

of friends, power, abundance, and honor. A son in a father's

house with its inmates, is suggestive of the sweetest influ-

ences of earth ; a son in the banquet hall with the riotous,

in the field with swine, is suggestive of guilt, shame, ruin.

To be assailed by a pack of wolves in an open plain, is sug-

gestive of their ferocity and of our destruction; but to be

thus assailed in a strongly-built and well-equipped structure,

is only suggestive of their impotence and of our safety. In

such cases the inness is real, but suboj."dinate; the mind does

not rest in it, but proceeds by its aid to w4iat lies beyond.

Thus the way is prepared for the use of this particle where

there is no inness, in fact, but where its presence is sugges-

tive of influences appropriate to and springing out of its ad-

juncts. When we say, in honor, in shame; in wealth, in

poverty: in joy, in sorrow; in strength, in weakness; in

sin, in holiness; the particle ceases to express position and
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is used to give development to the characteristics distinctive

of its adjuncts.

Sometimes even this office of suggestion is laid aside or

doubtfully revealed, as in, "Many fell by {iv) the edge of the

sword'' (Wisd. of Sirach, 28 : 18). " The furnace proves the

edge by color" [iv §a(pTj) (34: 26). And this direct expression

of instrumentality is farther shown by the use or the omis-

sion of the preposition in narrating the same transaction.

Thus, " Shut the door and seal it luith thy seal" (rw daxruh'u)

(Tou) (Bel and Dragon, 1 : 11), is fulfilled in v. 14 in these

terms, " They shut the door and sealed it with the seal of the'

king [iv riL daxru/Joj I3affdiw<;"). It would be embarrassing to

make proof, that the sealing which was effected under the

approbation of |y, differed one whit from the sealing com-

manded in which iv makes no appearance ; or reversely, to

show, that if h had appeared in the command, and had made
no appearance in the execution of the command, that there

would, thereby, be any evidence that the one difiered from

the other by jot or tittle. And it should be observed, that

we do not unify these differing forms by taking inness out

of the form in which h appears and introducing it into the

form with the nude dative, but the reverse; we preserve the

instrumental dative and give to iv an instrumental power.

The same must be done with the o8art and i> udan of John's

baptism.

NEW TESTAMENT.

The ISTew Testament exhibits the same varied usage of iv

with that which stands oufin such bold relief in the Apocry-

pha and Septuagint.

The evidence adduced will be addressed mainly to two

points: 1. To show that the instrumental use is not rare;

2. To show the suggestive use of this particle based on the

primary idea, but without its existence in fact, or in con-

ception.

The Instrumental Use of "Ev is not rare.

To avoid all question as to the fitness of the passages
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quoted to be regarded as proof passages, I will quote tlie

translations as given in the Baptist Bible. One of the rules

of that new version is, that " The exact meaning of the in-

spired text must be translated by corresponding words with

the least possible obscurity or indefiniteness."

In following this guidance we shall be very sure to lose

all those cases bearing on baptism in which this particle

appears, as well as every other case in which a local mean-

ing can be assigned to it, and, in general, we may be sure

that we will get the fewest possible cases in which iustru-

meut-ality appears. But we may find that when such pas-

sages are brought down to their minimum, they are still

sufficiently numerous for our purpose.

Matthew.

5 : 13. Wherewith (^v, by what) shall it be salted.

5 : 34. Swear not at all, neither by {iv) heaven, for it is God's

throne.

5 : 35. " nor by {h) the earth, for it is his footstool.

5 : 36. " nor by (^v) thy head, because thou canst

not make one hair white or black.

7 : 2. With (^b/) what measure ye mete it shall be measured to

you.

7 : 6. Lest they trample them with (Iv) their feet.

9 : 34. He casts out devils through (iv) Beelzebub, the Prince of

the devils.

12 : 24. Casts out devils through (kv) Beelzebub, Prince ofthe devils.

12 : 27. If I through (^h) Beelzebub cast out devils.

12 : 27. Through (Jv) whom do your children cast them out?

12 : 28. But if I cast out devils through {^tv) the Spirit of God.

14 : 13. He departed thence by {iv) ship.

17 :21. This kind goeth not out but by (^iv) prayer and fasting.

20 : 15. To do what I will with {Iv) my own.

21 : 23. By {iv) what authority doest thou these things?

21 : 24. By {Iv) what authority I do these things.

21 : 27. Neither tell I you by {iv) what authority I do those things.

22 : 15. How they might ensnare him with (iv) his talk.

22 : 37. With {iv) all thy heart, with Qv) all thy soul, loith {h) all

tliy might.

22 : 43. How, then, does David by (kv) the Spirit call him Lord ?
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23 : 16. Whosoever shall swear hy (iv) the temple.

23 : 16. Whosoever shall swear hy {iv) the gold of the temple.

23 : 18. Whosoever shall swear by (ev) the altar—sweareth by

(iv) the gift.

23 : 20. Swear by (h) the altar, sweareth by (^iv) it, and by (^v)

all things thereon.

23 : 21. Swear by (£i>) the temple, sweareth by (^v) it, and by {iv)

him that dwelleth therein.

23 : 22. Swear by (iv) heaven, sweareth by (iv) the throne of God
and by (iv) him that sitteth thereon.

25 : 16. Traded with (iv) them.

26 : 52. They that take the sword shall perish with Qv) the sword.

Thus, in the first book of the New Testament, we find,

according to the testimony of the Baptist Bible, that this

preposition is used in a sense not local thirty-seven times,

more than once for every chapter, and in one case thirteen

times in seven consecutive verses. In a volume (Tlieodosia,

an elaborate argument for dipping baptism), published by

the Baptist Publication Society, it is afiirmed that there are

but forty passages in the ^ew Testament in which ^v must

be translated otherwise than by in. If this affirmation be

true, then, either these forty passages (less three) are singu-

larly crowded into this gospel by Matthew, or the Baptist

translators have failed to give us—" The exact meaning of

the inspired text." Let us look into the last book of the

l^ew Testament to see whether we can find any, or all, of

the three missing passages necessary to complete the " forty."

Keyelation.

In examining the use of sv in this last book of the 'New

Testament, we confine ourselves, as in the first book, to the

translations of the Baptist Bible.

2 : 16. And will fight against them with Qv) the sword of my
mouth.

2 : 23. And I will kill her children with (sv) death.

2 : 27. And he shall rule them with (^v) a rod of iron.

5 : 2. A strong angel proclaiming with (^v, Cod. Sin.) a loud

voice.
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5 : 9. And hast redeemed iis by (iv) thy blood.

6 : 8. To kill with {iv) sword and with Qv) hunger and with

(iv) death.

9 : 19. And with (iv) them they do hurt.

10 : 6. And sware by (ev) him that liveth for ever and ever.

11 : 6. To smite the earth ivith Qv, Cod. Sin.) all plagues.

12 : 5. To rule all nations loith (iv) a rod of iron.

13 : 10. Tie that killeth with (^v) the sword, must be killed ivith

(iv) the sword.

14 : 2. The voice of harpers harping loith (iv) their harps.

14 : 7. Saying with (^Iv) a loud voice.

14 : 9. The third angel followed them saying with (iv) a loud

voice.

14 : 10. He shall be tormented with (iv) fire and brimstone.

16 : 8. Power was given unto him to scorch men with (iv) fire.

17 : 16. And shall burn her with (iv) fire.

18 : 2. He cried mightily loith {iv') a strong voice.

18 : 16. Decked with (iv) gold, and (with) precious stones, and

(with) pearls.

19 : 2. Which did corrupt the earth with (h) her fornication.

19 : 15. A sharp sword that with (i'Z) it he should smite the nations.

19 : 15. And he shall rule them with (iv) a rod of iron.

19 : 20. Wrought miracles, with (^v) which he deceived them.

19 : 20. A lake of fire burning with (h) brimstone.

19 : 21. The remnant were slain with (iv) the sword.

21 : 24. And the nations will walk by (iv) its light.

Thus, this last book of the 'Hew Testament, like the first,

furnishes us, under the rule—" The exact meaning of the

inspired text"—v^ith thirty or more cases in which the

radical idea of inness is rejected. What, now, becomes of

the statement, " There are but forty passages in the New
Testament in which Iv must be translated otherwise than by

in ? " Is not the Baptist Publication Society strangely at

w^ar with the Baptist Bible Translation Society ?

In the 'New Testament there are thirty-seven books. If

we average the usage of this preposition in these two books

throughout the others, we will have not less than nine hun-

dred cases in which inness makes no appearance. But if this

should be thought too large a number, because of the in-
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equality of size in the books, reduce it any proper degree,

and the cases must still be computed by hundreds. And in

view of such a result what becomes of the assertion that such

use of iv is so rare that to claim it as possible, or probable,

in a doubtful case, is without warrant ?

If it should be farther said: "These books are more char-

acterized by a Hebraistic style than some other books of the

New Testament, and hence the instrumental use of h is more

abounding;" we will not question the position, but accept

with pleasure the confession, that !N"ew Testament writers

less familiar with the Greek employed this preposition more
frequently (in accordance with their native tongue) in an in-

strumental sense.

In confirmation of this we find that the Baptist Bible

translates h throughout the gospels of Mark and Luke, in-

strumentally, with only one-half the frequency with which

it translates the same preposition in the gospels of Matthew

and John. And, still farther, we have the noticeable fact

that while the more Hebraistic Matthew and John use the

preposition with water (tV udarc) in speaking of baptism, it is

rejected {udan) by the less Hebraistic Mark and Luke.

An examination has been made of all the books of the

New Testament with the purpose of presenting them in de-

tail ; but it is unnecessary ; the result is fairly exhibited in

the statements now made. And with these facts before us,

it is plainly unwarrantable to affirm, that " The use of iv in

the New Testament in an instrumental sense is rare," or,

that " The proffer of such sense, in any questionable case, is

without just warrant."

But these facts carry us still farther. They give unques-

tionable authority for claiming, that where, in parallel pas-

sages, the more Hebraistic writers employ the preposition,

and the more Greekly writers use the simple dative, the

preposition is used with an instrumental meaning.

More specific Usage.

We will, now, proceed to consider the usage of this prepo-

sition in relations bearing more specifically upon the phrase-
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ology of the passage under consideration. Is there any rea-

son why h in the phrase h Uveu/iarc ''Ayiu), and in related

phraseology, should carry with it and be limited to the idea

of inness ? In determining the value of the preposition in

this relation, as in its general usage, we shall place under

contribution the learning and fidelity of the translators of

the Baptist Bible.

Septuagini.

We will first take a few exemplifications of this usage from

the Sept.uagint. Micah 3:8: "I am filled with strength

[iv nvsufiarc Kupiou) by the Spirit of the Lord." Vulgate:

Spiritus Domini. English translation of the Hebrew: "I

am full of power by the Spirit of the Lord." Zechariah 4:6:
" IsTot (sv) by great power, nor [Iv) by strength, but [h Uvvjimn)

by my Spirit, saith the Lord." Vulgate: " Non in exercitu,

nee in robore, sed in Spiritu meo." Douay : "Not with an

army, nor by might, but by my Spirit." English: "E'ot by

might, nor by power, but by my Spirit." Nehemiah 9: 30:

"And testified against them (h Iheu/mrt aou^ h yjip\) by thy

Spirit, by the hand of thy prophets." Vulgate: "In Spiritu

tuo, per manum prophetarum tuorum." Douay: '^ By thy

Spirit, by the hand of thy prophets." English: '"' By thy

Spirit in thy prophets." Isaiah 4:4: "When the Lord

{iy.izXovei) shall wash out the filth of the sons and daughters

of Zibn and shall purge away the blood from their midst

\h -vsoij-art) by a Spirit of judgment and a Spirit of burning."

Vulgate: "In Spiritu judicii et Spiritu ardoris." Douay:
" By the Spirit of judgment and by the Spirit of burning."

So, the English Bible. So, also, in this and in the preceding

passages, the German, French, Spanish, and Italian transla-

tions all express agency by preposition or case to which

inness does not belong.

New Testament.

It will not be necessary to adduce all the passages in the

l^ew Testament where this form appears. Our purpose only

requires that such and so many passages shall be brought
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forward as will show that this phrase is used where the

thought does not rest in a condition of inness, hut is em-

ployed where such condition either finds no place, or can

only be appealed to as a remote element to aid in expound-

ing a new usage.

Mark 12 : 36 :
" For David himself said {h t(I» nysbimn tw

"Ayiu))}}}' the Holy Ghost." Vulgate: " In Spiritu sancto."

Douay : ''By the Holy Ghost." Baptist (Quarto, Greek

text): "David himself said by the Holy Spirit," and refers

to " chap. 1 : 8, note," where, singularly enough, we read

—

" h I]y£6fj.ari " Ayiu). The prepositiou should have its ordinary

force here as in the phrase h oba-ri." By the Holy Ghost is

certainly the "ordinary force" of the preposition in such re-

lation ; but Baptist writers are quite unwilling to accept

such meaning in h udart. The note, however, is not referred

to by the translator for the purpose of bringing into view an

incongruous translation of the preposition, but to vindicate

the rejection of "Holy Ghost" as the name of the third per-

son in the Trinity on the ground, that, "By present usage

'ghost' is equivalent to ^spectre, apparition' (/)"

The Baptist iN'ew Testament (without the Greek text)

reads thus :
" For David himself said, in the Holy Spirit."

The difference between these two editions is, that the former

(now rejected) gives us a correct translation, while the latter

(now adopted) gives us none at all. It gives, in English

form, the local Greek j)reposition without any intimation

that out of its local use, under certain circumstances, has

grown a secondary meaning expressive of influence, agency,

instrumentality, which requires, in English, to be expressed

otherwise than by a local preposition. It is impossible that

iv should, here, express local inness—" within the Holy Ghost."

It is equally impossible that kv should have primary relation

to the verb {sItzsv). The action of the verb was not executed

within the Holy Ghost; nor was it the act of speaking which

was the immediate object of control. It was David who
spake, and it was David who was under the control of the

Holy Ghost. This idea of control by one person or thing

over another person or thing is, in Greek, expressed bj' a
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suggestive use of the preposition expressive of iniiess.

Certain objects invested by certain things are brought fully

under the intluence peculiar to such things. Hence, when
it was desired to declare that a j)erson or thing was under

some full influence, the usage arose of expressing such

tliought by saying, it was in that thing, although inness, in

fact, was impossible, and because it was impossible, it was,

at once, understood that no inness was designed, but simply

influence suggested by the local word. If, now, with a just

understanding of the relation of the preposition, we regard

David as "z??," that is subject fully to the influence of, "the

Holy Ghost," we have both an elucidation of the fitness of

the usage of this preposition, and an indication of the trans-

lation, " David said by the Holy Ghost." "David said m
the Holy Ghost" may be very good Greek. It is not very

good English. Bloomfiekl says (Matt. 22 : 4-3, Mark 12 : 36),

"It signifies, under the ivfiuence of the IIolj^ Spirit." Corn-

pare with this passage Mark 13 : 11 : "It is not ye that speak,

but the Holy Ghost." And Matt. 10 : 20 :
" The Spirit of

your Father speaketh [h u/mv) in you." Here the absolute

influence of the Divine Spirit is brought to view without the

form employed for its expression which was before used.

Also, 1 Cor. 12 : 3 :
" ISTo man (oy^ej? iv nyeu/iarc dsuu) speaking

6_y the Spirit of God calleth Jesus accursed; and no man can

say that Jesus is Lord, but by the Holy Ghost." The Bap-

tist Bible gives the same translation—"6j/ [h) the Spirit of

God"—"6j/ [iv IIv£viJ.aTt.'Ayioj) the Holy Spirit." Here, it is

evident that the relation of the preposition is with uvdi^iq, "no
one in" (subject to the influence of) "the Spirit of God
calleth Jesus accursed;" and no one, unless " in" (subject

to the influence of) "the Holy Ghost," can say, that "Jesus

is the Lord." That it is persons, and not verbs, whose re-

lation to the Holy Spirit is indicated by the preposition is

unquestionable. Their condition is affected by this relation.

And through this relation to the Holy Ghost is determined

their relation to Jesus. And, conversely, as their relations

to Jesus arc determined by their utterances, so is determined

their relation to the Holy Ghost, as in Him = under his con-
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trolling influence. The Baptist Bible conforms, in the trans-

lation of this passage, to the rule which requires to give

—

" The exact meaning with the least possible obscurity or in-

definiteness." How it happened that the rule was forgotten

in translating Mark 12 : 36 I do not know.

That this phraseology is designed to give development to

the controlling influence of the Holy Ghost is farther evi-

denced by parallel passages where the influence is expressed

without this form of its development. Thus, in Acts 1 : 16

:

" This Scripture must needs have been fulfilled, which the

Holy Ghost {dtd) by the mouth of David spake." Acts 28 : 25

:

"Well spake the Holy Ghost [did) by Esaias.'"' In these pas-

sages agency is directly expressed as the primary meaning

of {did) the preposition. In the other cases agency is ex-

pressed, yet not as the primary, direct meaning of (ev) the

preposition, but one wdiich it has acquired, and with the

modus of acquisition more or less clearly traceable through

iuness of position.

Luke 2 : 27 :
" He came (^i^ tw Uveo/jMn) hy the Spirit into

the temple." The Baptist translation is the same. Atten-

tion is asked to what is so clearly true, namelj', that the re-

lation of the preposition is not to the verb, as pointing out a

sphere within vi^hich its act is performed, but to Simeon, ex-

pressing his condition as under divine influence.

Rom. 15 : 13 :
" The God of hope fill you with all joy and

peace in believing, that ye may*abound in hope {kv) by the

power of the Holy Ghost." The Baptist translation is the

same. I, again, call attention to the relation of the preposi-

tion as not being with the verb. The filling does not take

place in the power of the Holy Ghost; nor is the filling made
up of the power of the Holy Ghost, but of "joy and peace."

The relation of Iv is, unquestionably, with "the God of hope"

who in = invested with, capable of wielding " the power of

the Holy Ghost," is, thereby, made competent " to fill with

all joy and peace in believing." In verse 16, we again meet
with, " sanctified [iv Ihtbixan "Ayiu)) by the Holy Ghost." The
Baptist translation, again, assenting. Rom. 15 : 18, 19: "For
I will not dare to speak of any of those things which Christ
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hatli not wrought [dtd) through me, to make the Gentiles

obedient, by word and deed, bi/ the power of signs and

wonders {iv dwd/iet), by the power of the Spirit of God
{h dwdfizt IJyeuiJ.aroq 0£ou).'^ The Baptist translation, here,

falls back on in, " in the power of signs and wonders, in

the power of the Spirit of God ;

" why, it is hard to tell.

The Douay has, "£j/ the virtue of signs and wonders, in

the power of the Holy Ghost." However these prepositions

may be translated, by or in, their relation is with Christ. He
is invested *' with the power of these signs and wonders,"

and " with the power of the Spirit of God," and uses both

so that through Paul the Gentiles are made obedient.

1 Cor. 6 : 11: "But ye are washed, but ye are sanctified,

but ye are justified [bJ) by the name of the Lord Jesus, and

[kv ruj nysv/iaTc) by the Spirit of our God." Baptist: "In the

name of the Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God."

Douay: *' In the name of our Lord Jesus and in the Spirit

of our God." All Christians are "washed, sanctified, and

justified" by being in = under the full influence of, there-

fore, by the Lord Jesus, as our redeemer from sin, and by
being in = under the full influence of, therefore, by the

Holy Ghost, as our regenerator from a fallen nature. The
prepositions have no local force, but indicate the condition

of Christians as afiected by the work of the Lord Jesus and

the Spirit of our God.

1 Cor. 12 : 9: "To another, faith (h^ rw nysu/xan) by the

same Spirit, to another, gifts of healing [iv zaj U'^sufiarc) by the

same Spirit." Baptist: ^'- By the same Spirit, by the one

Spirit." 1 Peter 1 : 12: " J^ow reported unto you by them

that have preached the gospel unto you loiih the Holy Ghost

sent down from heaven." Vulgate: " Spiritu sancto misso

de ccelo." Douay : " The Holy Ghost being sent down from

heaven." Baptist: '' By the Holy Spirit sent from heaven."

The preposition shows the relation between "the preachers"

and the Holy Ghost. It was upon them, upon Peter and

his associates, "the Holy Ghost was sent down from heaven,"

and being thus in= under the influence of, the divine Spirit,

they were qualified for their work. Jude 1 : 20 :
" But ye,

12
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beloved . . . (iv nvso/j.arc 'Ayiu)) by the Holy Ghost, praying,

keep yourselves in the love of God." The relation of the

preposition is not primarily to (izpoazoxopsvoi) "praying," but

to {aja-i]To^i) " beloved." They being in = under the influence

of the Holy Ghost, pray under the guidance and control of

that influence.

These passages are abundantly sufficient to prove, Baptist

translators themselves being judges, that h with U^^zbimn 'Ayto)

is not only justifiably, but, if translated at all, must be trans-

lated so as to show not locality but condition, the result of

influence exerted by the Holy Ghost.

The Office of the Holy Ghost.

The office of the Divine Spirit in the work of redemption

is one of constant influence and activity among the souls of

men. Since He " moved upon the face of the waters" and

out of the unformed elements brought order, beauty, and

life, until now. He has been the Great Worker in onr world.

This truth stands out with towering prominence through all

the plan of redemption. It receives expression through

every form by which active agency can be denoted—by the

use of the ISTominative, Genitive, and simple Dative, as well

as by 8ia^ uTto, and every other appropriate grammatical term

and form. In full accordance with this is the usage and

must be the interpretation of the preposition in question.

The Baptist view, which assigns io Christ the worlc of putting

the souls of men in the Holy Ghost as a quiescent receptacle,

revolutionizes the gospel scheme and, logically, subverts

the cross of Christ. It is not the work of Christ to bring

the souls of men to the Holy Ghost; but it is the work

of the Holy Ghost to bring the souls of men to Christ.

Proof passages for these positions are so abounding that

specification is unnecessary. I only refer to the entire

chapter of 1 Cor. 12, and to the condensed truth in 1 Peter

1:2: "Elect according to the foreknowledge of God the

Father, through sanctification of the Spirit, unto obedience

and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ."
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BAUTIZP..

This unquestionable and abounding usage of the phrase

under consideration is sought to be nullified by calling in

the aid oi (ianTiZco. It is said, that the presence of this word

in the passage o-broi; uimq ^mzriaet iv TIvsu/xaTt 'Aycuj, requires that

the preposition should be translated i)i, and nveu/ian. 'Ayio)

should represent an element in which u/aa? must be dipped.

To determine the value of this statement Ave must consider,

1. The meaning of ^a-rl^w. 2. The force of the phrase

§anriZw Iv. 3. What is the trne relation of h in this passage.

1. What is the meaning of /SaTrnTw ? This question has

been abundantly answered in Classic and Judaic Baptism,

but it would be improper in meeting this word for the first

time in John's baptism not to notice the elaborate statement

of Dr. Conant with which it is accompanied in the ^' New
Version," That statement is embodied in the following

fifteen propositions

:

"I. This word expressed a particular act, viz., immersion,

in a fluid or any yielding substance,"

Aimwer. This word does not express any particular act.

" Immersion " is not properly used to express a particular

act or any act. To immerse does not express any particular

act. Immersion is a, condition resultant from the act of im-

mersing. The Greek verb does not express a definite or

particular form of action, but makes demand for a condition

of intusposition unlimited as to the form of act producing it,

and also, as to the time of its continuance. Error as to this

primary meaning, especially so great error as ties it to " a

particular act," must hopelessly vitiate any judgment formed

with reference to a secondary usage or a usage beyond the

domain of physics.

"11. The word had no other meaning; it expressed this

act alone, either literally or in a metaphorical sense, through

the whole period of its use in Greek literature."

Answer. "This act" cannot be found anywhere in Greek
literature. The error is not verbal, but of substance. It is

not trivial, but essential.
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"III. Its grammatical construction with other words, and

the circumstances connected with its use accord entirely

with this meaning and exclude every other."

Answer. I^either grammar nor circumstance testifies to

" a particular act."

" IV. In the age of Christ and his Apostles, as in all

periods of the language, it was in common use to express

the most familiar acts and occurrences of everyday life."

Answer. If it was employed to express diverse acts, then

it cannot express "a particular act."

"V. There was nothing sacred in the word itself, or in

the act which it expressed. The idea of sacredness belonged

solely to the relation in which the act was performed."

Answer. Sacredness is not more absent from the word
than is "the act."

" YI. In none of these respects does the word bapiize, as

used by English writers, correspond with the Greek word.

For,
" 1, It does not express any one definite act."

A^iswer. 'Nor does fianuZcu; nor does the Kew Yersion

translation, " immerse."
" 2. It is never used to express any particular act of daily

life."

Answer. ISTor is the word Bible used to denote any book

of daily life.

"3. On the contrary it only expresses a religious act; and

that not of the private individual, but an ecclesiastical rite,

an ordinance of the church."

Answer. When employed to denote a "rite" or "ordi-

nance" it is well employed.
" 4. Hence this word has become an ecclesiastical symbol,

representing in itself all the ideas comprehended in initiation

into the Christian church."

Answer. And just so, pregnantly, it is used in the Scriptures.

"5. And hence, also, it has acquired a mystical sense;

with which is associated in many minds, and even in large

communities, the idea of an inherent virtue in the rite itself."

Answer. It is greatly to be feared that " the idea of an in-
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hereut virtue in the rite" has largely infected ''many minds

and even large communities" who baptize by walking into

the water and dipping the upper part of the body.

" VII. The use of this foreign word, of indefinite meaning

and purport in English, tends to perpetuate the fatal error

of attaching a mystical sense and efficacy to the rite signified

by it."

Answer. These considerations will have special interest

when "the Baptist" church shall reject their denominational

title because expressed by a " foreign word," fruitful in

" mystical sense," and " of indefinite meaning and purport

in English."

" VIII. It concerns the purity of Christianity, that its rites

should be expressed in terms so clear and explicit, as to guard

against such a perversion of their true meaning and intent."

Answer. The purity of Christianity is more interested in

the suppression of the novelties of to-daj- than in the rejec-

tion of words venerable with the hallowed associations of

eighteen centuries.

" IX. The rendering here given is necessary to show the

true significance and purport of the Christian rite, and the

obligations to which it binds those who receive it."

Answer. So the translators of the New Version believe.

The lovers of the Old Bible believe that their rendering is

destructive to " the true significance and purport of the

Christian rite," and strongly tends to drown any just appre-

hension of " the obligations to which it binds those who
receive it."

" X. This rendering is also necessary to the correct and

full understanding of passages in the New Testament re-

lating to the Christian life,"

Answer. No passages of the New Testament can be inter-

preted on such rendering and give the mind of the Holj'^

Spirit.

" XL In rendering the Greek word by Immerse, I follow

the example of the leading vernacular versions, made from

the Greek, in the languages of Continental Europe, and, also,

of the critical versions made for the use of the learned."
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Answer, In translating " immerse," and in defining im-

merse= to express " one definite act," a synonym of dip,

the word and the definition are placed in contradiction to

each other; and no one who accepts the definition can be

accepted as a competent expounder of the word.

" XII. The correctness of this rendering is attested by the

requirements and practice of the church in all ages, till

within a comparatively short time."

Answer. If the rendering "immerse" is correct, the defi-

nition "one definite act" is wrong; if the definition is right,

the rendering is wrong. Whatever letters may enter into

the orthography of a word, a word is to him who uses it just

what he defines it. The man who defines ^arcriZw by " one

definite act," thereby takes a position from which the just

interpretation of the word is impossible.

" XIII. Its correctness is, also, attested by the expressed

opinions of eminent scholars in all communions. For ex-

ample, Dr. Campbell (Principal of Marischal College, Aber-

deen), Translation of Gospels, &c." . . .

Answer. Dr. Campbell was a man of learning and ability,

but every man cannot know everything. Dr. Campbell did

not know, eriticallj', the meaning of /SaTrnT"'- He says [On

the Gospels, II, 203), " The Hebrew ^3[3 perfectly corres-

ponds to the Greek iSd-zio and ^auriZiu, which are synonymous,

and is always rendered by one or other of them in the Sep-

tuagint." On this statement I would remark, 1. The Hebrew
word does not perfectly correspond with /Ja-rjTw. 2. Bdnrto

and [ia-ri'^uj are not synonymous. 3. The Hebrew word is

not always translated by one or the other in the Septuagint.

Every statement is an error.

"XIV. This is not a sectarian rendering; for that cannot

be called sectarian which is proved, on indisputable philo-

logical evidence to be the true rendering of God's word." . . .

Answer. There is no philological evidence to prove that

this word expresses " one definite act."

" XV. A duty required of everj^ believer, at his entrance

on the Christian life, and plainly expressed in the divine

word, should be made equally clear in every version of it.
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If it can be proved, on philological evidence, that the writer

has not given the true meaning of the word, he will be ready

to adopt any other version, that shall be shown to be the

correct one."

Answer. Whenever it shall be shown to be " a dut}' re-

quired of every believer, and plainly expressed in the divine

word," that he, or she, should walk into the water, to "a
proper depth," and have so much of the person as may remain

above the water dipped into the water, there will be no ob-

jection, from any quarter, to all this being put into the JSTew

Version or the Old Version in the plainest possible terms.

These propositions are presented by Dr. Conant at the

threshold of his work as expressive of the meaning of this

word and as the apologetic ground of the New Version.

Elsewhere (p. 104) views are expressed quite foreign from
" one definite act." The outstaring fact, as to definition and

translation, in every Baptist writer is, Self-contradiction.

Translator of Mark.

The translator (anonymous) of Mark presents his views

of this word, as follows

:

" 1. Classic usage. In all instances where an examination

has been made by competent scholars who "were not biassed

by a predilection for a creed, the result has been uniformly

in favor of immerse, dijy, dip into; and secondarily, droivn, sink,

overwhelm, &c. In the process of the scrutiny, it has been

settled, that there is no difference, as to signification, between

/JctTTTtt) and [iaTzriZui. The latter is merely a later form of the

verb."

Answer. This writer is, no doubt, a wevy excellent judge

of "competent scholars" and of those who are *' biassed by

a predilection for a creed," but unfortunately his judgment

as to the meaning of ^anrcXto is neither clear nor true. Had
his views been clear, he would not have mixed up "immerse

and dip;" nor perhaps have attempted to distinguish be-

tween "dip and dip into;" nor have deduced the modal act

of "sinking" from either immerse or dip; nor perhaps would
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he have appended, that Baptist novelty, " a secondary mean-

ing" to a word which Conant says, " during the whole ex-

istence of the Greek as a spoken language, had a perfectly

defined and unvarying import," and which Carson says,

meant " dip and nothing but dip through all Greek litera-

ture," and never had " a secondary meaning." Certainly if

he had had any true conception of the words, he never would

have said, " there is no difference as to signification between

^dTZTU) and lia-ciZu>.^'

The other statements made by this writer are embraced

in those already mentioned as in Dr. Conant's propositions.

It is unnecessary to repeat them. No one can carefully ex-

amine the views of Baptist writers on the meaning of this

word without being speedily confronted with either absolute

error, personal inconsistency, or profound obscurity. I do

not see how they can insist upon h, or any other word, hav-

ing a necessary meaning because of its connection with this

word, so loosely and so incongruously treated.

In a note, on Matt. 3 : 11 (which is translated, " I indeed

immerse you in water"), Dr. Conant says, " This is the only

sense in which kv can be used in connection with i^aTrri^oj."

It is true that this is the meaning of ^v in connection with

this word in certain circumstances; but it is not true that

this is its meaning in other circumstances and relations

essentially diverse.

Where iv is employed in connection with ^ar^zCCio to express

the place where a baptism takes place, it is properly trans-

lated by " in," as in Mark 1 : 4, [ioKxi'^iov Iv tj ipriiJM^ "John
did baptize in the wilderness." John 1 : 28, h Brjda^apa Snoo

^y ^IwdwTjc; j3a7ZTiZu)v, " These things were done in Bethabara,

where John was baptizing." John 3 : 23, fria-Ti^wv h, Alv6v,

".John, also, was baptizing in -i:Enon."

IsTo one will claim that the connection between h and

^aizri'^uj in sucli passagcs has the remotest relation to the

meaning of the verb, or that the meaning of the preposition

is controlled in the slightest degree by the meaning of the
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verb. If the verb meant any other thing conceivable, to

stand, to walk, to sit, to drink, to live, to die, to sprinkle, to

pour, the preposition would remain unchanged. It is, then,

possible for this preposition to stand in the closest possible

juxtaposition with this verb, and yet, be removed to the

farthest possible distance from all dependence upon its

meaning. So in the Classics, (ia-riZoiievo^^ h yakrj'^rj, the prepo-

sition has nothing to do with the meaning of the verb. It

denotes a space of time. The vessel was not baptized in a

calm, but during, while the calm lasted.

Where iv is employed in connection with ^aTzri'^u) to denote

inness of position, it is used with the passive voice indicative

of condition already attained, and of rest in that condition.

Thus, in Pohjbius, Hist. V, 47, '-'
^aizriX,6ixzmi iv toT? riXixaffiv,

baptized in the marshy pools." The preposition, here,

marks the place within which these persons were baptized

and perished from suftbcation. In which places so much of

them, or of their armor as may remain, abides in a condi-

tion of baptism to the present day. Ploiinus, " iv ruj ffw/mn

^siSanTCff/iivT), baptized in the body." This is a representation

of the soul as being within the body, in which condition it

rests day after day, and year after year. Alexander Aphro-

disias, II, 38, " fts,3a7:Tt(T/j.ivyjv h tcu ^adei rou awiiaroq, baptized in

the depth of the body." This, also, represents the spiritual

nature as deep within the physical, and, consequently, abiding

in an oppressed condition. There is no example, I believe,

in the Classics where this verb in an uncompounded active

form is used with h when the object is to be put in a con-

dition of baptism. And in all cases where this verb and
preposition are used together, the object abides in the condi-

tion, whatever it may be, which is indicated by the preposi-

tion and its noun. Dipping is a suggestion of fatuity.

Now, in the passage to which Dr. Couant's note is ap-

pended, neither of these features appears. The verb is in

the active voice, the parties to the baptism are not in a con-

dition of baptism, and the nature of the element is such as

not to allow of their resting in the condition of baptism,

seeing that the object is not to drown. Unless, therefore,
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we set at nought Classical usage not only as to the meaning
of the simple word, but, also, as to the phrase, we must con-

clude, that iv with the active form of the verb does not denote

the execution of a baptism. What the executive phraseology

is we shall have occasion to consider hereafter. At present

we confine our attention to the passage immediately before

us. And in doing so we would say, that it is no doctrine

of the Bible that the mission of the Lord Jesus Christ was
to put men loithin the Holt Ghost. And, until such doctrine

shall be proved, we must declare, that his Forerunner did

not teach that such was the object of his coming. Besides,

the theory is compelled to abandon the force both of the

verb and the preposition in the phrase (iaitriZio h udarc, giving

them both an evanescent character. How is it in the phrase

fianrcffst ^v Uvsu/j-arc ' Ayiut ? Is this, also, an evanesccnt thing, a

trivial matter, a dipping? If h Uvebp-an is a baptism which

lasts while immortality endures, and h udaTi is a dijpping (a

thing which is and is not, which perishes in the using), what

unifies such alien conceptions ? The theory finds within

itself, as well as in the doctrines of the Bible, and in philology,

insuperable barriers to its dogma.

BaTzriasi h^ Ihsonart 'J^j'w.

That "in," in the sense of withinness, is not the only

sense in which iv can be used with ^anri'^a}, is as certain in

the phrase (iaxriffzi h TlveuiJ-ari 'Ayiu> as in the phrase ^anri'^ajv iv

T^ iprjfiu), or, in (^a7:Tc'C6/j.evov h yah/f^r^. And this certainty is

absolute. The simple sequence of words is neither con-

clusive as to their meaning nor determinative of their

logical relations. There is no warrant, whatever, for the

assumption that h^ in this phrase, receives its meaning from

the antecedent ^aTzriZm, or that its logical relations are with

that word. In the phrases b> Ip-qpM^ h YaXy]vrj, neither the

meaning nor the logical relation of the preposition is con-

trolled by juxtaposition with the verb. In the first case it

indicates place and is in logical relation with John ; and in

the second case it indicates a circumstance whose logical

relation is with " ship." In the case before us the prepo-
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sition is indicative of agency and its logical relation is with

aoToq, pointing out the condition in which the actor was,

and, thus, his fitness for the work attributed to him. As
John was in the wilderness baptizing, and not baptizing

in = within the soil of the wilderness; and as the ship was

in =: during a calm baptized, and not baptized in = within,

a calm, so, the Coming One being himself " in " = under,

the influence of, did, therefore, by the loower of the Holy

Ghost baptize, and did not baptize men in, = within, the

Holy Ghost. That such must be the interpretation of this

passage is susceptible of the most satisfactory proof.

General Evidence.

In evidence for the meaning and relation here attributed

to Iv we may appeal to other passages of Scripture where

such raeanii]g and relation are recognized and indubitable.

We may take, among very many kindred passages, Rom.
9: 1, "I speak the truth iv Xpcffvaj, in Christ, I lie not, my
conscience also bearing me witness iv Ihebiian 'Aycu), in the

Ploly Ghost." Professor Stuart rejects the interpretation of

this passage which would make it the formula of an oath.

And says, "Abundant analogies are at hand to justify the

exegesis which is given to iv Xp^aru) here, when we construe

it as meaning, in accordance luiih Christ, or agreeably to what

becomes one ivho is in Christ, or who belongs to him."

He, also, objects to the conjunction of Webdoiiat and iv

TIvtvp-aTL 'Ayiui, and establishes the relation of the latter phrase

with " conscience." " It was a conscience moved and en-

lightened by this Sj)irit, which the Apostle here solemnly

declares, testified his afiectionate regard for the Jewish

nation ; Iv Ilvtupan 'Ayco} meaning, agreeably to the influence

OF the Holy Spirit.''

Professor Hodge, in like manner, disapproves of the oath

formula interpretation. He says, iv Xptarw may be connected

with the pronoun /. ^'- 1 in Christ, i. e., as a Christian, or,

In consciousness of my union v/ith Christ (1 Cor. 1 : 30, 3:1;

Rom. 16 : 3, 7). An adverbial interpretation, after a Christian

manner, would convey much the same meaning. The phrase
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iv Uvsufxart "Ayio) may be connected with conscience. ' My con-

science under the mfluence of the Holy Ghost;' my sanctified

conscience."

Bengel places h IIvebixaTi 'Ayio} in relation with conscience.

" The internal testimony of the Holy Spirit enlightens and

confirms."

Calvin says, " For to this purpose he hath interposed the

name of the Spirit, that he might prove how he did handle

the cause of Christ at the direction and moderation o/the Spirit

of Christ."

Olshausen would interpret " Iv Xptaru) and kv Uvsoiian "Ayito

as having m> understood after them." I, being in Christ,

speak; my conscience, being in the Holy Spirit, bears wit-

ness. So, Christ being in the Holy Spirit, baptizes.

Lange says of Iv Xpiaru) :
" He expresses his feeling in the

consciousness of the fellowship of Christ while he, so to

speak, transfers himself into the feeling of Christ;" iv

TlvsuiiaTi ^Ayiut he connects with bearing witness.

Schaaf explains: " h Xptffzu), i. e., in fellowship with Christ,

who is Truth itself, and transfers his members, at all events,

into the element of truth and sincerity."

In general accord with these interpretations are Tholuck,

Meyer, De Wette, Grotius, Alford, and others. Ellicott

(Eph. 4 : 17) says, " By thus sinking his own personality,

the solemnity of the Apostle's declaration is greatly en-

hanced."

The point on which the testimony bears is this : h Ilvebimri

"Ayioj may be used to expound the condition in which an actor

is, as showing his qualification to perform a certain act, and

not to express that into which an act is to pass, or that within

which it is to have its development. And in the case before

us, it declares the condition in which Christ is and his con-

sequent qualification as a Baptizer= " Magnus Baptista."

Winer (p. 390), in expounding the force of ^v as appearing

in this passage (Rom. 9 : 1) and others, says :
" It denotes

the element in which the speaker lives : speak the truth in

Christ, as one living in Christ. In so far as the Christian

abides (by faith) in living (inward, hence Iv) fellowship with
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Christ, he will do everything in the consciousness of this

fellowship, and through the strength which this fellowship

confers, i. e., in Christ, in the Lord" (m the Holy Ghost);

"as a Christian, in a Christian spirit, &c., as the words are

frequently rendered, expresses much less than the pregnant

phrase in Christ" [in the Holy Ghost).

The Holy Ghost abode in Christ, and Christ did abide in

the Holy Ghost, and " through the strength which this fel-

lowship conferred," he {h Ihebiian 'Aytu)), being in the Holy
Ghost, did baptize.

I will add a quotation, made, with warm approval, by the

Baptist Quarteriy

:

" The minute study of the Scriptures, in the spirit of de-

votion, and under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, will lead

us to truths and conceptions and emotions, of whose precious

value and edifying power we shall not otherwise even dream.

The mysteries of the kingdom of God come to us through

these words of inspiration. A doctrine of grace may dwell in

the right understanding of a single preposition. "Who can measure

the significance and worth of this one expression of the N'ew

Testament, in Christ?"

Specific Evidence.

1. The Scriptures teach us that the Lord Jesus Christ was

in =: under the influence of, and acted by the power of, the

Holy Ghost. His very name, Messiah, Christ, Anointed,

declares this. Isaiah 11 : 1, 2 : "And there shall come forth

a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a branch shall grow out

of his roots : and the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon
him," This is a clear declaration that the Son of David

shall be under the influence of, and shall act with the power
of, the Spirit of the Lord. Isaiah 48 : 16 :

" The Lord God
and his Spirit hath sent me." John 3: 34: "He whom God
hath sent speaketh the words of God; for God giveth not

the Spirit by measure unto him." The influence of the

illimitable possession of the Spirit secures correspondent

results. Luke 3 : 22 :
" And the Holy Ghost descended in a

bodily shape like a dove upon him." The influence of the
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Holy Ghost, thus received, is immediately developed. Matt.

4:1: " Then was Jesus led up [br.b rod UvsO/iaroc;) by the Spirit

into the wilderness." Mark 1:12: "And immediately (rd

nveufj.a) the Spirit driveth him into the wilderness." Luke
4:1: "And Jesus being full of the Holy Ghost returned
from Jordan, and was led (iv rw U'^su/xarc) ' in,' and therefore

by, the Spirit into the wilderness." Here is both the action

and reaction of the Holy Spirit. The Lord Jesus receives

the Holy Ghost in its fulness of influence upon himself, and
then, under the controlling power of this influence, does

himself act with all the peculiar influence and power of

the Holy Ghost. In Luke £v rw Iheu/xau takes the place of

the nominative to Ilv£u/j.a in Mark, and the genitive uno zoo

n>e6fj.aToi; in Matthew, equally with them, yet not so imma-
diately, expressing the agency of the Holy Spirit. 'Ev rw

nvsviJMTt. represents Christ as ''w«," and, as a consequence,

under the influence of the Holy Spirit, by whom, therefore,

he is led. His action is invested with the character and

power of the Holy Spirit. " In that wilderness the Good
Spirit, dwelling without measure in Christ, met the Spirit

of Evil face to face. In the power of the Holy Ghost the

Saviour for forty days repulsed the foe." {Bickersieih, Spirit

of Life, p. 78.) Is "the foe" repelled until he comes "in

the power of the Holy Ghost?" or, does Bickersteth say,

that this is the condition in which is "the Saviour?" It

would be a perfectly Classical use oi' fiaTTri'Cw, and a perfectly

Scriptural use of iv, to say, " Christ, in the wilderness, did

baptize Satan iv nvsu/ian 'AycojJ' It would, however, be an

inflnite blunder to make iv nvzup-a-i 'Ayiu) expound the con-

dition into which Satan is to be brought, instead of the

condition in which Christ acts. It is, precisely, this error

which is developed in expounding—"He shall baptize you kv

n>£u/j.aTc 'Ay{uj," mistaking the relation of the defining phrase.

Luke 4 : 14 : "And Jesus returned" (from the wilderness)

(ev rfj dovd/j.ec rou Tlvsufj.aroq) " in the power of the Spirit into

Galilee." This declares the condition of Jesus; he was
'" in,"= possessed of, and in all that he said and did exer-

cised, " the power of the Spirit;" "And he taught in their
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synagogues" (v. 15). How did he teacli ? Why, of course,

he taught "with the power of the Spirit;" therefore, "they

were astonished at his teaching, for his word was with power"

(v. 32). As the Saviour's teaching was by the Holy Spirit,

so, also, were his miracles wrought in like manner—"Jesus

of Nazareth, a man approved of God among you by miracles

and wonders and signs which God did (dcd) by him in the

midst of you" (Acts 2 : 22). The offering up of himself as

an atoning sacrifice was done under the influence of the

Spirit—" Who (dia Uvsoimroq alwviou) through the eternal

Spirit offered himself without spot to God" (Heb. 9:14).

And, in like manner, his final instructions were given

—

"After that he [pta n'^sorj.a.Toq'Ayiou) througli the Holy Ghost

had given commandments unto the Apostles" (Acts 1 : 2).

On this phrase, in this passage, the distinguished Baptist

commentator, Professor Hackett, says, " through the Holy

Spirit; his influence, guidance. This passage, in accordance

with other passages, represents the Saviour as having been

endued abundantly with the influences of the Holy Spirit,

and as having acted always in conformity with its dictates

(see 10 : 38 ; Luke 4:1; John 3 : 34, &c.). That subjection

was one of the laws of his dependent nature," (Comm. in

loc.) And on 4: 26, " A?5 Christ, his anointed one. In He-

brew symbology anointing denoted his receiving the spiritual

gifts and endowments which he needed for the performance

of his duties. He is called the Anointed, by way of eminence,

because he possessed the gifts of the Spirit without measure,

was furnished in a perfect manner for the work which he

came into the world to execute." This exposition is confir-

matory, in the highest degree, of our interpretation. Christ

being iv n^eu/mTi 'Ayiu) " was furnished in a perfect manner for

the work" {he shall baptize ?/02<)" which he came into the

world to execute."

2. The same phraseology is emploj-ed by Scripture, of

others, to denote their being under or invested with some
influence. Luke 10:17: "Lord, even the devils are sub-

ject unto us (ii/) through thy name." The disciples (not the

devils) were "in" (invested with, clothed with, the power
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of) the name of Jesus; therefore, by this name they cast out

devils.

The agency of this name is stated, without a preposition,

in Mark 9 : 38 (perhaps, because the divsciples did not recog-

nize these persons as deriving their power from being [iv)

'''in Christ"): "Master, we saw one casting out devils

(tw dvoixari) by thy name" (Sin. Ms. h). And in Matt. 7 : 22:

" Lord (ru) aa> dv6[xari), by thy name we have cast out devils ;"

" dvoij-art. ypKjroo^ i. e., non tautum auctoritate Christi, sed

etiam potentia et auxilio Christi freti. Sic enim sumitur

hsec phrasis etiam Marc. 9 : 38, coll. Luc. 9 : 49, ubi aliquis,

qui non erat discipulus, ^nt (Sin. ^v; Tisch. ^ttj) tm dwimn Urjffdb

dcemonia ejecisse dicitur. Hie certe non auctoritate, non

jussu Christi dcemonia ejecit, sed potentite ejus fretus, usus

formula, qua discipuli uti solebant: in nomine lesu volo ut

dcemoniacus sanitati restituatur." [Eosenmul. in loc.) It is

however true, that iv ruj a<L 6^^!xaTt. may express a profounder

meaning, as to condition, than the nude, instrumental dative.

Acts 3:6: " In the name {h tm dvoiian) of Jesus Christ of

l^azareth, rise up and walk." The source of power is "the

name," as shown in v. 16, "And his name, through faith in

bis name, hath made this man strong;" 4:7, "by what

means [h rivi) this person is made whole ;
" Baptist, Quarto,

Greek, "In what name;" Baptist, English, N. T. returns to

the Common Version, v. 10, " by the name [h tw ovoiian)

of Jesus Christ of ]!!Tazareth-, by him {b^ rouroj) doth this man
stand here before you whole;" Baptist, Quarto, "in the

name;" Baptist N. T., ''hy the name." v. 12, '' by which
{iv w) we must be saved." Here, again, the two Baptist

translations are at contraries; the one adopting " in," the

other " by." v. 30, " that signs and wonders may be done,

8td, through the name of thy holy child Jesus." The use of

did shows that ^v tw ov6;j.aTc is indicative of power.

Matt. 9 : 34 :
" He casts out devils {^v rui dpxovri.) through

the prince of the devils." This is the Baptist translation, to

which this note is appended :
" '^v (with dai. of pers.) denotes

the one in whom resides the power or authority by which a

thing is done; hence by or through." But tliis statement is
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not clear. It does not show any connecting link between

the /Prince of demons, in whom the power resides, and the

Caster-out of demons, who exercises this power. The state-

ment in the note implies, that the Prince of the demons was

the direct and visible actor, just as though d]a or u-d were

used. But this is not the case. The Prince of the demons
does not appear in the transaction. But the power exercised

is attributed to him, and its transference to the visible actor

is accounted for by declaring that he is '-in''^^ under the

influence of, invested with the power of, the Prince of the

demons, and thus becomes the channel through which this

power flows. Matt. 12:24: "This man does not cast out

devils except through Beelzebub (iv tw BeeXZs^h?) prince of

the -devils" (Bapiist Version). Here, again, the source of

power is made to reside "iii" Beelzebub, and its transfer-

ence is exhibited by the verbal form which declares the ex-

ercise of the power to be " in Beelzebub." The theory, to

be consistent, would connect the verb and the preposition

together, and make the casting out of the devils to be a

casting of them in, within, Beelzebub! v. 27, "And if I

(iv BseXZefiohA) through Beelzebub cast out devils {h rivt),

through whom do your children cast them out ?" [Bapiisi

Version.) v. 28, "But if I (iy Tzv-biian Osou) through the Spirit

of God cast out devils" [Baptist Version). In the parallel

passage, Luke 11 : 20, " But if I (iv daxruXaJ 0sou) by the finger

of God cast out the demons" [Baptist Vei^sion). Rosenmulier

says: " iv nvebfiaTt d^'io}, per i^oteniiam divinam, adjuvante Deo.

Permutantur notiones spiritus et potentise; quod enim uno

in loco dictum est fieri spiritu, id in altero potentise divinse

tribuitur. Cf. Luc. XI, 20."

It will be observed throughout these passages, that the

Baptist translation of iv is invariably "through" or "by."

It will also be noticed, that this preposition with a person is

said to indicate the source of power. And farther we should

notice, that the logical relation established by this preposi-

tion is with the actor who, through it, becomes clothed with

that power which belongs to the adjunct of the preposition.

The evidence is absolute as showing that the Jews declared

13
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Christ to be iv BeeX^e^ohX^ invested with the power of Beel-

zebub, while he declared himself to be iv Uveoixan 0£oD=: in-

vested with the power of God, The evidence is equally ab-

solute as proving, that the language of John may declare

that Christ is h /7i>cu/>iaTj 'J^'t'w = invested with the power of

the Holy Ghost, therefore, able to baptize, to influence con-

trol! ingly, to change completely the condition of the souls

of men. The design of John (contrasting Christ's power

and his own) demands this. And the phraseology impera-

tively forbids b I]v£urj.aTt "Ayiu) being regarded as an element

into which, or within which, the baptism takes place. Under

this phraseology the "casting out" is indifterently ascribed

to Satan (v. 26) and to Christ (v. 27), and under like phra-

seology the "baptism" may be indifferently ascribed to the

Holy Ghost or to Christ.

As immediately related to the general subject, and shed-

ding a clear light on this particular aspect of it, we may
refer to the statement made respecting the Forerunner of

Jesus contained in Luke 1: 17: "He shall go before him

{kv meuij.art. xai ^ovdjiEi ' HXiaz) ill the Spirit and power of Elias."

This represents the condition of John, passively. Two re-

lated facts (but not related as cause and efiect) are stated. If

it were designed to declare that "the going" was caused by
" the spirit and power of Elias," then the translation must be,

"he shall go before him by the spirit and power of Elias;"

but the design being merely to announce John's personal

fitness for his work, and not his active engagedness in it by

the performance of particular acts, the translation must rep-

resent him, simply, as "m" = under the influence of, " the

spirit and power of Elias." In farther illustration we may
take Luke 2 : 27 :

" He came [h tw msu/j-ari) by the Spirit into

the temple" [Common, Baptist, and Douay Versions). These

translations are correct if " the coming into the temple" be

the outworking of the influence under which Simeon is de-

clared to be; but if the coming into the temple be, as is

quite possible, in the ordinary course of duty, and not from

special influence, then, we must translate, " He came in the

Spirit into the temple," and we must refer this statement to
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his condition as having reference to what he was about to

do after he came into tlie temple, and as stamping with di-

vine aothority his utterance respecting the child Jesus and

his mother Mary. But we have not a passive condition, but

a state of activity clearly expressed in Matt. 22 : 43 :
" Ilow,

then, does David by the Spirit call him Lord ?" This is the

Baptist Version, and, in a note, it is added : '•'By the Spirit,

is the proper rendering, here, whether we understand iv

mtoiiazt as meaning, under his power and influence (Robin-

son, New Test. Lex.,ii>, 3, a. y.), or, by his aid or intervention

(Ibid. d. a.)." Reference is also made to the fact, that h
nv£u;j.aTt appears without the article; but in the parallel pas-

sage, Mark 12 : 36 [ivrw UveO/iarc raJ 'Ayio))^ it appears in the

fullest possible form. There is, also, a reference to the note

on 9:34, already quoted, limiting ^i/= %, through, to per-

sons. This meaning, however, is not limited to persons.

Professor Hackett translates Acts 1 : 3 {iv rsxixrjpioiq), ''by

proofs;" and Acts 4:7 {i> Trota 6uvd/j.et), ''by what power;"

and Acts 4 : 12 [iv w) ''by which," and so in multitudes of

cases ibr precisely the same reason that iv BeeX^E^ohX is trans-

lated '•'by Beelzebub," and h nvtuiian 'Ayiui is translated ^^by

the Holy Ghost," to wit, because in these things resi^les a

power which finds development causative of appropriate re-

sults. Baptist argumentation necessitates the translation,

" he shall baptize by the Holy Ohost."

. And, now, returning to the Scripture—" Upon whom thou

shalt see the Spirit descending, and remaining on him, the

same is He wliich baptizeth iv TZveu/^an 'J^jw "—we saj' , that

the evidence is overwhelming that it not only may be, but

must bo translated so as to show, that the Baptizer is acting

under the influence of tlie Holy Ohost, and by the power of

the Holy Ghost efiecting a baptism characterized by the

efiicient power and peculiar nature of that Divine Person,

and not so as to represent the subjects of tlas baptism as put

within the Holy Ghost. The Jews blasphemed by saying

that Christ, himself, was h BssXU^ohl, not by saying, that he

cast devils within Beelzebub ! John says, 'Aunx; ^a-Kriasi uimq h
Uvzbjiari "^Aytw (Mark 1:8), which is structurally parallel with
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OvTo^ ex/SaUec dat/iovca |y rw BseX'^ejdohk (Matt. 12 : 24). It IS certain

from the Saviour's form of language in v. 27, ^/-^ ^^ BesX^l^ohX^

that this phrase is expository of Outo<;; and from his language

in V. 28, ^r^^ ^y UveuiJ-art^ it is equally certain that aoro- in Matt.

3 : 11 is expounded b}' i'^ nvsOp-arc '^Aytu>. And this being so,

the condition of the Baptizer and the character of the bap-

tism are settled.

Summary of Errors.

1. That ^aizri'lu) expresses a definite act or requires a tem-

porary covering, has been disproved in Classic and Judaic

Baptism.

2. That ^anriZuf h is a formula expressive of the execution

of a baptism, is an error entirely without foundation whether

in or out of the Classics,

3. That iv, simply sequent of ^aitxi'^coj must express iviihin-

7iess, is an error disproved by Classical usage as well as by

that of the 'New Testament.

4. That there is any necessarj- logical dependence of iv on

the executive meaning of /SoTrrttw, by reason of immediate

sequence, is a position disproved.

5. That the mission of the Lord Jesus Christ is to put the

souls of men " within the Holy Ghost,'" is a portentous and

revolutionary error originated by the theory.

6. That the Holy Ghost is the passive recipient of the souls

of men baptized within it^ is an error subversive of his divinely

revealed office work as the Agent ever active in applying to

the souls of men the fruits of redeeming love.

7. That there is any dipping or immersing of the bodies

or souls of men within the Holy Ghost, in this passage, is

an entire misconception of its import.

On the other hand we hold as established truths

:

1. 'Ev, in the sense with, by, through, is of common occur-

rence in the Septuagint, Apocrypha, and New Testament.

2. 'Ev, in the phrase h Uvsup-an "Aycca, must ordinarily (and

where activity is expressed, invariably) be translated by;

such meaning logically proceeding from withinness.

3. 'Ev, in the phrase h Uveop-azi (with its variations), con-
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nected with an active verb, is logically related to the actor,

and denotes with its adjunct, the condition of the actor and

the character of the influence or power put forth by him.

4. BanziZo} here (as it has been proved it is its office, else-

where, to do) indicates a complete change in the condition

of its objects; the character of that condition being deter-

mined, as always, by the nature of the baptizing power.

5. The passage in teaching, that Christ is " in" = under

the influence of, the Holy Ghost, and so baptizes by the Holy

Ghost, harmonizes with all other Scripture teaching.

6. The souls of men being baptized by the Holy Ghost

and not in the Holy Ghost, the great office work of the

Spirit of God is declared and vindicated.

7. The form of the phraseology (the Hellenistic use of h
excepted) is precisely the same with that of related baptisms

in the Classics, to wit, the verb with the dative of the in-

fluence or agency.

8. The nature and power of the baptism received is, in

general, indicated by the condition in which the baptizer is,

thus qualifying him to baptize.

Specific baptisms must have specific indications.

As to the precise nature of this baptism I would say, ^o
specific character is given to it. Its generic character is de-

clared in the most explicit manner. It is a baptism which is

divinely efficient as to its power and generically holy, puri-

fying, in its nature. But within this general character there

is room for *'multa baptismata" of a specific character, such

as dq !J.eravoiav^ eiq aiptaiv diJMprtwv^ and Others, wliicl'i we shall

meet with hereafter. At present I remark, that this avoid-

ance of more specific statement was what the time required.

It was necessary for the Forerunner to speak of the Com-
ing One, and to declare him to be mightier than himself,

as administering a baptism most real in its nature, while

his was but a symbol shadow of that reality; but it was not

timely to proclaim, specifically, that baptism which took in

the issues of his future life and death. John, therefore, rests

in the declaration, that the baptism of liis Lord shall be such

as is efiected " by the Holy Ghost." We shall soon see that
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he is more specific in annonncing the character of the bap-

tism which is distinctive of his own ministry, and so indicates

one of the specific baptisms which must be wrought in the

soul by the Holy Ghost.

I close this aspect of the subject by the following quotation

from Origen, IV, 273, Acd tvuto Xa^w^j zd ni)su;j.a jiivov k-n aOTOv

^Irjffovv^ iv aaraj p-sivavrt. [ia-riX.stV' rohq 7:poffepyro/j.ivoij<; durip duvTjdjj,

" Therefore, having received the Holy Spirit abiding upon
him, he is enabled, by the Holy Spirit abiding in him, to

baptize those who come unto him." This passage declares,

most explicitly, that Origen regarded Christ as clothed with

power to baptize through the influence of the indwelling

Spirit; which he had just described as the "pure and true

Dove bound unto him and no more able to fly away from

him." He did not teach, that Christ dipped the souls of

men into, or covered them momentarily within the Holy

Ghost, abiding upon him. Compare with this and the other

passages, 1 Cor. 12 : 12, 13 ourui xai «J. Xpc(jr6<;' y.a) yap h iv) nveopart.

ijixeie; Myre? d<; h- ampa klSa-nriffdrj/j.ev ; where baptism "m the

Spirit" is excluded by the express statement elq ev arw^m; and

where Iv is either directly and simply instrumental, or is so,

indirectly, by declaring the relation between Xpiaror and

IlvebiMiTi. What John declares Christ would do, Paul de-

clares Christ has done. John came " m the spirit and power

of Elias," and so symbolly baptized. "The Mightier One'*

came "m the Spirit" and power of Jehavah, and so di-

vinely baptized all his people.

BAPTISM BY FIRE.

Matthew 3 : 11.

^AuToq u/xdq (ia-riiTst xai itupi.

" He will baptize you by fire.'^

The Theory.

The friends of the theory have very little to say respecting

this baptism. After examining some of the most voluminous
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writers to learn what interpretation they would give to it, I

have found it to be either wholly passed by or dismissed with

a reference to the " like as of fire " tongues of Pentecost.

While this allusion may furnish so much of a point of con-

tact between the two passages as can be gathered from

"fire" and " like as of fire," yet there is not so mucii as the

likeness of a point of contact between dipping the body into

fire, and fire-like tongues resting on the head! We have

seen the theory maintaining the *'one definite act" dogma
in the presence of scores of baptisms in the Classics in which

no such act was to be found; and we shall find like bap-

tisms in Scripture confronting and repudiating, the notion

that Bible baptism is and can only be, a dipping into water.

There never was a theory more utterly at war with facts

than is this dipping into water theory.

Dr. Conant, in his translation of Matthew, has a note on

this verse, but says nothing of dipping or immersing " in

fire." The translator of Luke, also, has a note on the verse

where this fire baptism is announced, but he passes it by

in silence. It is pretty certain that no friend of the theory

will ever rely upon this passage as a proof text in support

of his cause.

The Patrisiie View.

The early Christian writers have pursued a very different

course in relation to this passage from that adopted by our

Baptist friends. They have, almost without exception, re-

ferred to it and given interpretations of it. Whether their

views should commend themselves to our judgment as cor-

rect or not, their consideration must be interesting, and can

hardly fail to be instructive so far as the use of words is

concerned.

Basil.

Basil the Great in commenting on Isaiah 4 : 4, "ExkXuvsc

Kupwq—"The Lord will wash away the filth of the sons and

of the daughters of Zion, and purge out the blood of Jeru-

salem from their midst (iv nveuiJ-an xpcasut^, xai iv ->su!j.aTt /.aLXTsiuq)

by a spirit ofjudgment and a spirit of burning," adds, " The
Scripture clearly foretells the same things by John, saying
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concerning the Lord—He shall baptize you iv U'^eoiiart 'Ayioj

xai -opu' The grammatical structure of these passages is

identically the same. Beyond all controversy h tzvsuimti

xpiaeioq y.di h msijiiarc y.aoaeuiz represent the means whereby the

washing and purging are to be effected. It is no less certain

that the primary and logical relation of these agencies is

with "the Lord" who uses them for "washing away" and
" purging out." They declare the power of which he is pos-

sessed. And if " things which are equal to the same thing

are equal to each other," then, the same interpretation must

rule in the language of John as in that of Isaiah.

Basil, farther, adds: "But concerning himself he says,

'I indeed baptize you by water into repentance.' Since,

then, the Lord has conjoined both, that 'Ey. oSaroq by means

of water into repentance, and that '-£'>'- nveuiJ.aro<? by means of

the Spirit into regeneration, the Scripture also declares both

baptisms. Perhaps there are three meanings of baptism,

1. Purification from filth, 2. Regeneration {Scd'j through the

Spirit, and 3. The trial by the fire of judgment, so that

cleansing for the removal of sin now may be received, but

the cleansing by the spirit of judgment and the spirit of

burning relates to the test hereafter (did) through fire."

These views of Basil do not point in the remotest degree

to a dipping or an immersing "m a spirit of judgment and

in a spirit of burning," " ir the Holy Spirit and fire," or

" in water." It is impossible for language to be used which

would more variedly or more absolutely declare all these

things to be agencies. We not only have h Tzvvjixart /.piascDq

y.a\ h 7zvsb!J.aTL y.abasujc; used Under circumstauccs which impera-

tively exclude withinness from the preposition, but we have

the same phrase repeated with the preposition thrown aside.

We have not only h instrumental in h Tl'^suixart 'Ayioj, but we
have this exchanged for iz UveiJiJ-aroq and Std Uvzoijmtoz.. We
have not only Iv r.vp\, but also U rod -nupcx; and du). -uu -upoq.

We have not only h udarc, but also i^ udaroq and d-d rou udaro-.

!N'ow, if there be any dipping or immersing in these bap-

tisms, it is not to be found, Basil being judge, in the water,

or in the fire, or in the Holy Ghost, or in the spirit ofjudg-
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ment and of burning. It must be looked for somewhere

else. In his treatise on Baptism (III, 1541), he defines fire

baptism thus, " ^aTznadi'^ra iv toj izupi, tout iariv h t(u Xoyu) r^q

diSaaxoliaq baptized by the fire, that is, by the word of doc-

trine." As doctrine is instrumentality so must be fire.

And in his work on the Holy Spirit (lY, 132), having

quoted the passage, " He shall baptize you by the Holy

Spirit and fire," he adds: "Calling the trial by the judg-

ment, TO TOO TTupo^ lid-KTCff;j.a, the baptism of fire," according to

the saying of the Apostle, to r.up, "The fire shall try every

man's work, what it is," and again, " For the day shall de-

clare it, because it shall be revealed by fire." Thus, again,

we have agency expressed by the nominative, and the geni-

tive, as well as by the dative.

Whatever authority belongs to Basil the Great as a Greek

scholar, it is directed crushingly against the theory as to its

doctrine respecting ^anTiZto^ l3dnTiff/j.a, and the relation of these

words to ^v T:v£u/j.aTi dyiu)^ iv Tui Tzupc, &C.

Jerome.

Jerome (VII, 30) expounds this baptism by saying, " Sive

quia ignis est Spiritus sanctus," either because the Holy

Spirit is fire, as the Acts of the Apostles teach, " which de-

scending, sat like fire upon each of them ; " and the word
of the Lord was fulfilled, saying, " I came to send fire upon

the earth and how do I desire that it may burn ; " or " Be-

cause, now, we are baptized (spiritu) by the Spirit, and, here-

after {igne) by fire." V. 686, Translating Origen on Jere-

miah, he says, " Perhaps Jesus baptizes by the Holy Spirit

and fire, not because he baptizes the same person by both,

but while the good are baptized by the Holy Spirit, he who
returns to his sins is purged by the torment of burning.

Happy is he who receives the cleansing (Spiritus Sancti) of

the Holy Spirit and does not need the cleansing of fire. But

wretched and worthy of weeping is he who after the cleans-

ing of the Spirit must be baptized {igni) hj fire. Jesus has

both baptisms :
' For a rod shall come forth from the root

of Jesse, and a flower shall rise up from his root ' (Is. 11 : 1);
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a rod for transgressors, a flower for the righteous. So the

Scriptures say, ' God is both a consuming fire and a light'

(Heb. 12 : 20; 1 John 3 ; 5); a fire for transgressors, a light

for the hoiJ."
Jerome takes his place with Basil against dipping or im-

mersing " in fire," and vindicates agency. The Greek of

Origen (III, 281) is, if possible, still more explicit: "Blessed

is he who, baptized by the Holy Ghost, does not need (/?«--

rianaroq too clto -Kupuq) the baptism which is from fire. But
thrice wretched is he who needs {paT^Tiaaa^ax rw izupi) to be

baptized by fire."

Language is better calculated to conceal our thoughts than

to reveal them, if a baptism ar.6 -up6z or rw r.opi is intended to

express a dipping into fire, or a temporary covering within

fire.

Hilary.

The section (I, 926, 4) which treats of this baptism, by
Hilary, bears the heading—" Christus noster servator et

judex." " ' He shall baptize you by the Holy Spirit and

fire,' designates the time of our salvation and of judgment

by the Lord ; because having been baptized by the Holy

Spirit, it remains to be completed (igne judicii) by the fire

of judgment." It is not within the bounds of possibility

that Hilary could by such language intend to indicate a dip-

ping or an immersing in the fire of judgment.

The baptism by the Holy Spirit, evidently, is a condition

of the soul in which a certain change is eftected, but not

adequate to fit it for heaven; and another baptism, igne

judicii, is required for this end. In all this the performance

of "a definite act" never once makes its appearance; but a

change of condition confronts us everj'where, and the

agencies in efiecting this change are the Holy Spirit and a

fiery judgment.

Ambrose.

Ambrose (II, 1227) asks :
" Quis est qui in hoc igne bap-

tizat ? Who is it that baptizes by this fire ? I^ot a Pres-

byter, not a Bishop, not John, not an Angel, not an Arch-
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angel, not Dominions, not Powers, but he, of whom John

says: 'He shall baptize you by the Holy Spirit and fire.' . . .

And if any one be as holy as Peter, or John, he is baptized

by this fire. Then will come the Great Baptist (for so I call

him, as Gabriel called him, saying,/He shall be great,'

Luke 1 : 15), he will see many standing before the entrance

of Paradise, he will wave the sword turning every way, he

will say to them on the right, not having heinous sins

:

' Enter, ye of good courage, who fear not the sword.' For I

foretold you: 'Behold I come as a fire' (Isaiah 56 : 15); and

b}' Ezekiel I said: 'I will blow upon j'ou with the tire of my
anger, that ye may be melted from lead and iron' (22 : 21).

He comes, therefore, as a consuming tire, he burns up in us

the lead of iniquity, the iron of sin, and makes us pure

gold. . . . Each one of us is burned by that flaming sword,

not burned up. . . . That is one kind of fire by which in-

voluntary and undesigned sins are burned up, and that is

another kind of fire appointed to the devil and his angels."

The view of Ambrose as to this fire baptism is, that the

condition of the soul is by it thoroughly changed and fitted

for Paradise. That this fire must do its work by the soul

being dipped into it or covered over by it, is disproved, so

far as Ambrose is concerned, hj its being effected by a

flaming sword, which can neither dip nor immerse.

Origen.

Origen (HI, 704), in like manner, expounds this baptism

by a reference to the flaming sword. He appeals, also, in

illustration, to the knife and cauterj^ used in surgery for the

extirpation of a cancer, and then quotes :
" I came not to

send peace on the earth, but a sword;" and, "I came to

send fire upon the earth." These passages he expounds

thus: "The Saviour uses both sword awd. ^ve'' {ct baptizat

quce non j^oiueruni Spiriius Sancti 'purijicatione jnirgari) " and

baptizes those sins which could not be purged by the puri-

fication of the Holy Spirit."

This exposition settles several points : 1. This. Greek
scholar did not believe, that a baptism required (in fact or
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in fiction) a dipping or an immersing. 2. He did believe,

that baptize meant to purify. 3. He also believed, that in

this fire baptism the fire was used as an agency by which

the baptism (purification) was effected, and not as a receiv-

ing element within which the object was to be dipped or

covered up.

Teriullian.

Tertullian (HI, 1202) says :
" On the day of Pentecost,

when the Holy Ghost descended upon the disciples that

they might be baptized by him, tongues like fire were seen

resting on each one, that it might be evident that they

(Spiritu Sancto et in igne baptizatos) were baptized by the

Holy Ghost and by fire."

The absence of the preposition with " Spiritu Sancto,"

and its presence with " igne," together with the well-known

facts of the case, show that Tertullian had no thought of a

baptism carrying the Apostles within the one or the other.

Heretical Fire Baptism.

Irenseus (1292) quotes from Clement of Alexandria;

" Some, as Heracleon says, Ttupl rd wra rwv aippa.yiZoiihmv

xarzariix-qvavTo^^ (which is translated by a commentator on Ter-

tullian, '•'igne aiires siggillatorum (baptizatorum) adurebant'^),

" marked with fire the ears of the sealed (baptized)."

Epiphanius (1,372) says: "Those who are under Car-

pocras attach a seal [iv xauTr^pt) by a red-hot iron to the right

lobe of the ear."

Augustin (de Hser., 59) says: "The Seleucian heretics (igne

Baptismum contulisse) confer baptism by fire."

If this baptism was to be by fire, then, these heretics did

not err in employing bond fide fire, instead of referring it to

the quasi fire of Pentecost as do our Baptist friends. And
it seems to be quite as clear, that the theorists must accept,

in logical consistency, the cauterization of the ear by a hot

iron as an equally honest fire baptism with the resting of a

tongue of quasi fire over the head. And more, the reasoning

by which they seek to justify a dipping into water as a substi-
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tute for baptism in water, namely, "because a baptism would

drown," is reasoning equally apologetic for these ancient

heretics. If water baptism will drown, fire baptism will

burn up. If to escape drowning baptism may be converted

into a dipping, then, to escape burning up, baptism may be

converted into a cauterization of the ear. It is no less a

heresy to convert Bible baptism into water dipping, than it

is to convert baptism "by the Holy Ghost and fire" into a

"burning of the right lobe of the ear." The two heresies

are of precisely the same nature. They both arise from a

misapprehension (equally honest no doubt in both cases) of

the nature of Bible baptism. And when they find that the

true idea of a baptism cannot be applied to their misappre-

hension without destrqying life, instead of abandoning their

error (as thus proved to be error), they carry out their notion

with as little mischief as possible, by abandoning the Bible

baptism, and, in the one case, dipping the upper part of the

body into water, and, in the other case, touching the end of

the ear with a burning coal.

Of the two heresies that of the fire Baptists is the less ; for

there is no evidence that they regarded the fire as appointed

to be the element within which the baptism was to take

place, but only as a symbol means by which the true baptism

was to be set forth ; while the water Baptists declare, that

water is that within which the baptism is commanded to

take place, and that such withinness is the baptism. The
fire Baptists are justified, under their view, in employing a

coal of fire, but the water Baptists have no justification,

under their view, for dipping into water. They say, that

God does clearly and imperatively demand a baptism in

water; but a dippmg into water is no baptism in water. K
they are right as to God's command, they are wrong as to

their obedience. The two things are irreconcilable. The
one or the other must be given up. These old fire Baptists

had a baptism ; but it was heathenish, not Christian. Our
modern water Baptists have no baptism; whether ofheathen-

ism, or of Judaism, or of Christianit}'. They refuse water

in the character in which the Bible offers it

—

a symbol agency,
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and they dare not use it in the character which they them-

selves assign to it

—

a mersiiig element—and, therefore, change

the meaning of the word {(ianriZu)), and with it change the

ordinance of God, suhstituting for it an ordinance of their

own devising; an ordinance never before heard of either

in history or in Scripture. It is utterly vain to appeal to

Patristic water covering to justify such a baptism. Dipping

into water is nomore patristic baptism than is the dipping

of white linen in spring water, the same thing as covering

the same white linen in a purple dye. Every Patrist that

ever lived would reject, at a word, the notion, that a dipping

into water was, or was of the essence of, Christian baptism.

Use it in whatever form they may, they do universally and

always use it as the means, very generally in the faith, that

it is filled with the influence of the Holy Ghost, and so, has

power, as a means, to baptize the soul; which soul baptism,

thoroughly changing its condition by the remission of sins,

was, in their view, Christian baptism. Therefore they could

and did baptize, as absolutely and as literally, the dying by

sprinkling as the living by covering. And for the same

reason, the "lobe of the ear" touched by a burning coal was

as truly a fire baptism as would have been a world wrapped

in flames.

Agency.

The essential idea in every baptism is complete change of

condition. In every baptism there is some agency opera-

tive to eiiect the demanded condition and (where the agency

alone is stated) to give character to that condition. In all

the quotations made there is a universal representation of

the Holy Spirit and fire, as agencies eflecting and giving

character to the baptisms.

I will add a few more references of a similar character.

Gregory Naz. (II, 357): ^' There they will be baptized, tw

Tzopi, Tuj TsXeuTaiu) idanriffnart, by fire, the final baptism." To
translate this " In fire, in the final baptism," would be

beyond all justification.

Cyril of Jerusalem (440): " The Saviour baptized the Apos-
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ties, ITv£'jp.aTt 'Ayc'o) xai nopi, by the Holy Ghost and by fire."

This is of the same clear character with the preceding.

Didi/mus (673): "He shall baptize yon by the Holy Grhost

and fire. For man being an earthen vessel he needs first the

purification, d-d uSaroq, by water, and, then, the hardening

and perfecting, vorjrou -upd<;, of spiritual fire (for God is a

consuming fire)." The genitive, here, indicates the source

whence the baptizing power proceeds. It must be ever

borne in mind, that in the view of these writers water had

a power to baptize entirely distinct from its receptive

quality as a fluid.

3Iacarius ^guptus (Horn., 32): "The baptism Tzupd^ xai

7TV£o/j.aToq of tire and of Spirit purifies and cleanses the pol-

luted mind."

[Horn., 47): "But with us is the baptism dyt'ou -vzofw-oz y.at

TTupoq." If the dative form of this phrase, with the preposi-

tion, was local, it could not be changed for this genitive

form ; but if it express agency, then it is unexceptionable.

Gregory Thaumaiurgus (X, 1187): "Christ says to John,

'Baptize me who am about to baptize those who believe,

81 u8aT<K, -/.ax nvsujiaroq^ /.at nupoi;, through water, and the Spirit,

and fire, uSart, by water, which is able to wash away the filth

of sin, Uvso/j-ari, by the Spirit, who can make the earthly

spiritual, riupi, by fire, whose nature it is to burn up the

thorns of sin.'
"

Here we have the genitive with did interchanged with the

causal dative expressing in the strongest possible manner,

that water, fire, and the Holy Spirit, stand related to bap-

tism as agencies.

Classical Use of the Dative for Agency.

As the varied grammatical forms, Kup\, -upd^, d.-b -vpoq^ dcd

Kupbq, indifferently used by the earlj^ Christian Greek writers

to express baptism iv nup), show that they understood "fire"

to occupy the position of agency eftecting such baptism, so,

the use of the dative without a preposition, and of the geni-

tive with its preposition, by Classic Greek writers, vindicates

the correctness of their view.
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In order that this may be made clearly apparent, I will

present all the passages in which these cases appear in

Classic and other writers outside of the Scriptures (together

with their translations as given by Dr. Conant), where the

Greek verb is uncompounded.

Lihanius. A general desertion whereby the city would have been

baptized.

Chrysostom. Baptized the soul of the poor man as with succes-

sive waves.

Basil. Being baptized with wine.

Chrysostom. Not baptized by the troubles of the present life.

" Baptized by none of the present evils.

Heliodorus. Baptized by the calamity.

Achilles Tat. To be baptized with such a multitude of evils.

" And he, baptized by anger.

Evenus. Baptized in Sleep, neighbor of Death.

Heliodorus. When midnight had baptized the city in sleep.

Chrysostom. Being a king and baptized loith ten thousand cares.

Libanius. The congregation baptized in ignorance.

Isidorus. Most men, therefore, baj^tized in ignorance.

Clement. More senseless than stones is a man baptized in

ignorance.

Chrysostom. How were we baptized in wickedness.
" Baptized with ten thousand sins.

Justin Mart. Baptized with most grievous sins.

Diodorus. They do not baptize the common people loith taxes.

Plutarch. Baptized loith debts amounting to fifty millions.

" The soul is baptized by such (labors) as are excessive.

Philo. As though the reason were baptized hy the things over-

lying it.

Plotinus. Baptized either ivith diseases or with arts of magians.

Chrysostom. Neither to be baptized with poverty, nor puffed up

with wealth.

Athenceus. Flooded with vehement words and baptized witli un-

diluted wine.

Conon. And having baptized Alexander with much wine.

Froclus. The lo Bacchus baptized with much wantonness.

None of these baptisms are regarded by Dr. Conant (not

even those in which the physical element, Wi^ie, appears) asi
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physical baptisms. In this respect they are like the bap-

tisms under consideration = baptisms iv U'^sufiarc, h Ttup). I

have given, I believe, all of this class mentioned by Dr.

Conaut in which the dative without a preposition appears.

The passages in all are twenty- six. Of this number six are

translated by in; once, "wi wickedness;" twice, "?« sleep;"

thrice, "wi ignorance." Twent}^ times the translation is

ivith, by. It is most remarkable, if these writers wished to

give these baptisms a iviihm character, that they should have

so employed the dative as to constrain so earnest an advo-

cate for that idea to give a translation from which wiihmness

is wholly eliminated. This is, confessedly, the case in

twenty instances out of twentj'-six. But why the other six

or, rather, the other three (" wickedness," " sleep," " ignor-

ance") are not included, it would be hard to tell. If bap-

tism may be ''by care," why not by "sleep?" If baptism

may be "% calamity," why not by "ignorance?" If bap-

tism may bo "6j/ sin," why not by "wickedness?"

The cases in which the genitive, with utzo, appears are

fewer in number.

Libanius. I am one of those baptized by that great wave (of

calamity).

Chariton. Although baptized by desire.

Libanius. Would be baptized by a slight addition.

Plutarch. We, baptized by worldly affairs.

Chrysostom. Should be baptized by the annoyances of passion.

Themistius. Whenever she observed me ba^^tized by grief.

Josephus. Baptized by drunkenness into stupor and sleep.

Clement. Baptized by drunkenness into sleep.

Chrysostom. Before thoii art deeply baptized by this intoxication.
" Job was neither baptized by poverty nor elated by

riches.

Professor Harrison (Greek Prepositions and Cases, p. 52)

says :
" The genitive case has one uniform office, namely,

that of defining a preceding term or statement by intro-

ducing an object or class of objects to which specifically it is

to be referred for a more exact qualification of its sense. . . .

14
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The more exact definition made by the genitive case serves

to designate what particular kind or variety is intended of a

thing capable of having many kinds or varieties."

And p. 468 :
" The proper signification of vnb is under;

but corresponds, also, to the English by, by means of, intro-

ducing the person by whom an action is performed; the

person 'under' whom, that is, under whose active power,

anything is represented as occurring, being naturally re-

garded as the agent 'by' whom it is done. E. g., Ilerod.

9, 98, vitb xrjpuxo^: Trporjyopsue, ' he proclaimed by a herald,' or

'by the agency of a herald.' The herald 'under' whom,
that is under whom considered in his proper character and

office, the proclamation was made, may be regarded as the

agent of the proclamation. As in Xen. Cyrop., VI, 1, 35,

iddxpue uno XoTt-qq, 'he shed tears from (under) grief,' the na-

ture of the feeling expressed by Xuit-rj is such, and such its

obvious natural relation to ddxpua, that, when it is said that

a person ' shed tears under grief,' it is plain that grief is

the moving cause of the tears; so, when it is said that 'a

proclamation was made under a herald,' it is readily in-

ferred, that the proclamation represented as made 'under'

him was made ' by' him, or by his agency."

Under the principles thus laid down by this high authority,

these genitives define the baptisms with which they are re-

spectively associated, while the preposition indicates that the

baptisms are effected " under " = " by means of," " by reason

of" the influence or agency of its adjunct. In other words,

in /Sa7rr:^o//iv«y unb rrjq oduvTjq the nature of the baptism is defined

by oduvTj^, it is " a grief baptism ; " and the cause of the bap-

tism we find, under the guidance of the preposition, in that

which gives character to the baptism = grief. The same is

true of anger, sleep, &c.

Kow, these baptisms expressed by the genitive and prepo-

sition differ in form only, not in reality, from those baptisms

which are expressed by the dative without a preposition.

Harrison (p. 70) says :
" The dative (ablative) has other sig-

nifications different from that which belongs to the dative

proper, and incapable of being reconciled with it. In the
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second class of examples in which the ablative is employed

in Greek, it may be called the instrumentalis, as marking

the instrument, means, or agent by which an action is per-

formed" (p. 78).

The long list of datives which has been given, in connec-

tion with baptisms, clearly belong to this instrumentalis class,

and do, by their own proper force, declare that the baptisms

are effected by the means and agencies which they represent.

The truth of this is shown by Dr. Conant's translations,

which, almost without exception, express agency. And it

is shown by the identity of the agencies which are expressed

under the two grammatical forms.

How is it possible to distinguish, beyond form, in the

statements: "" Baptized the soul of the poor man (by unkind

acts) as by successive waves" (dative), and, "I am one bap-

tized by that great wave (of calamity") (gen. with prep.)?

*' Baptized by wantonness" (dative), and, "Baptized by de-

sire" (gen. with prep.)? "Baptized by undiluted wine" (da-

tive), and, " Baptized by drunkenness" (gen. with prep.)?

"Baptized by much wine" (dative), and, "Baptized by in-

toxication" (gen. with prep.)? "Baptized by poverty" (da-

tive), and, "Baptized by poverty" (gen. with prep.)?'

If any one thinks that he can point out any essential dis-

tinction, under these varying grammatical forms, either as

to the nature or cause of the baptisms, the way is open for

the attempt.

But we may go farther and confidently affirm, that there

are phrases in which iv with the dative appears, by which

cause is evolved as truly and as legitimately as in phrases

which exhibit the simple dative or the genitive with its

preposition. And this is sustained by Classical as Avell as

by Scriptural authority.

Harrison (p. 250) says: "'^v with the ablative (locativus)

case expresses that on which a thing depends, or in the

power of which it lies, where in English we use such phrases

as ' in the hands of,' ' in the power of JE. g., (Edip. Tyr.,

314, iv ffm l<T/j.ev, ' on you we depend,' ' we are in your hands;'

properly, ' we, as regards our salvation, are in you,' that is,
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in the condition afforded by your personal qualities, your

ability and willingness to save. It is not intended to be

said literally that we are 'in' or 'within' you, but the per-

son is employed for the properties belonging to him, and

that may be the ground of confidence for those seeking

safety" (p. 246). " (Edip. Col., 247, iv bpiv w? ^ew -/.dp-t^a^ ' we
depend on you, as on a god,' literally (254), 'we lie or are

placed in . . . namely, in you,' that is, ' in your power.' "

Both these passages are quite parallel with those passages

of the gospel in which the Pharisees declare that Christ is

^t- [ieeX%£i3ouX, "in his hands," "acts under his control;" and

in which Christ claims to be Iv Uvsufiarc 0£od, " in the Spirit

of God," " to act under his control." And all these passages

are parallel with fhe passage under consideration, "Auroq h
nvebp-arc " Ayiu) xai Tiup}. As being in the condition represented

by this phraseology the Lord Jesus Christ acts in the execu-

tion of his baptism; acts in the double character of Saviour

and Judge. (See, as parallel, 2 Thess. 2 : 7-9.) It is I think

evident, that under these diverse forms there is evolved the

common idea of power to effect baptism, whether the form

be ^s(iaT:rt(yfiiv()v dtvw, fteiSaTrTUTpJvov ev dtvoj, or jSeftanrcffivov vito Sivou.

But sttppose that the theory insists on " one nleaning through

all Greek literature, alike in physical and in metaphorical

uses " (Conant, p. 60), and declares, that the first form rep-

resents a man " in a wine river flowing with a strong current

by which he is swept away from sobriety into the gulf of in-

toxication ; " while the second form represents a man in a

wine pool laboring under a heavy burden by which he slowly

sinks until he rests m the depths of drunkenness; and the

third form represents him in a wine ocean deeply stirred by

a convivial tempest until some huge wine billow falls upon

him bearing him down under its power into the lowest caverns

of drunken stupor; what, after all this peculiar exegetical

wisdom, is the conclusion of the matter? Wh}", nothing

more or less than that, under all these forms there is a rep-

resentation of the power of wine to make drunk. And so,

under all the forms, (ie^a-KriapIvo'^ Ttup\ Tzveviiari
;

(is^a-TKriiivov kv

Kopl^ cv nveuparCy Pe^.cairt.aiiivo'^ Ttupoqy aiiOy hizo^ dcd nupoq; ^s^aTtT<.c>iiivov
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IIvsup.aTog, and, dno, dcd Tlveuiiaroq', there IS nothing, more or less,

than a representation of the power of fire and the Spirit

to baptize = to thoroughly change the condition of their

objects according to their respective characteristics. It is

remarkable, that while Dr. Conant translates these cases

thirty times out of thirty-six, with, hy, yet he writes over

them as a heading, " To plunge, to immerse, to whelm (as

in ingulfing floods) in calamities, in ruin, in troubles, in

cares, in poverty, in debts, in stupor, iyi sleep, in ignorance,

in pollution, &c."

That is to say, What in the translation is made active

agency to effect the baptism, is, in the heading, converted

into a receiving element—an " ingulfing flood." The hard

demand of theory wrote the heading. The inexorable re-

quirement of fact made the translation. Dr. Conant the

Scholar is in severe antagonism with Dr. Conant the Baptist.

The Nature of this Bnpiizing Power.

It being in proof, 1. That iv is used in the Classics, and
abundantly in the New Testament, in the sense ivith, by ; 2.

That, in connection with persons and things in which reside

power or influence, it is used to give development to such

power or influence (such usage being profoundly character-

istic of the ISTew Testament, and especially revealed in the

phrase h Uveuimrt. with its variations).; 8. That the Lord Jesus

Christ is, thus, represented as being "without measure"

Iv Uvebp-aT!. 'Ayiui and acting under the influence consequent

upon such condition in effecting the salvation of his people;

4. That he is also represented as a Judge [iv -Kupi (pkoybz) " in

flaming fire" destroying his enemies; 5. That the phrase

^anriZio kv has no Classical usage for denoting the execution

of a baptism; it is of necessary consequence in proof, That

the power to baptize, under consideration, is of such a nature

as may proceed from " the Holy Ghost and fire." The
general character of this baptism, beyond all rational con-

troversy, is that of purification. And this is all that could

be fairly expected to be announced by the Forerunner as the

baptism of the Coming One. It was not timely for him to
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enter into more specific characteristics. Our Lord himself

was compelled, at the beginning of his ministry, to veil the

profoundest characteristics of his mission; how much more,

then, must he do so who is only preparing the way of the

Lord.

There is, however, somewhat of specialty thrown into this

Messiah baptism by the association of xu/o: with nveupLart which

claims attention.

Among various interpretations suggested are the follow-

ing: 1. Literal fire. 2. The firelike tongues of Pentecost.

3. The sufi'erings of Christians, intense and purifying as by

fire. 4. The sufferings of lost souls in eternal fire.

The first of these interpretations may be dismissed with

the suggestion, that literal fire cannot purify the soul, and,

as a symbol, it can have no place, for the baptism is bj' the

Lord Jesus Christ, who does not baptize by symbol, but in

reality. The second interpretation has but the semblance

of a claim to a hearing. The "firelike" tongues were not

fire, and therefore are out of the question, unless in the in-

terpretation of Scripture we are at liberty to take away
reality and substitute semblance. Besides, these " tongues"

had nothing to do with effecting the baptism; they were but

symbols, as "tongues," of the most outstanding feature of

the baptism (the power of speaking in diverse languages),

while their " firelike " character symbolized the glowing

nature of the utterances; but the "fire" of Christ's baptism

is executory of the baptism. It can only find its represent-

ative in fire most real and most intense.

The notion of Dr. Carson and friends, that " they were

literally covered with the appearance (!) of wind and fire,"

belongs to that class of eccentricities sometimes perpetrated

by the human intellect, but never witnessed by sober on-

lookers without commingled feelings of sadness and humili-

ation. The third interpretation which identifies this "fire"

with the sufferings of Christians cannot be accepted, because

sufferings have no essential power to purify, and if they had,

could never be associated with the Holy Ghost as a joint

purifying power; while without an inherent power they
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could not be disjoined from the Holy Ghost who alone gives

efficiency to anything to purify the soul. The fourth inter-

pretation is substantially correct, but is too limited by a

restriction to " eternal fire,"

A satisfactory interpretation can only be reached by a just

determination of the persons represented by 6/jta?. If this

word is to be resolved into individual souls to each of whom
is to be applied the purifying baptism " by the Holy Ghost

and fire," it is difficult to separate it from theological error.

Suffering disjoined from the Holy Spirit cannot purifj^ To
say, "It is not meant to disjoin them," is met by the in-

quiry. Why, then, disjoin in statement what must be con-

joined in interpretation? But if this pronoun represent a

collective body, whom John addresses as representing the

collective Jewish people, then, all difficulty is removed.

This pronoun, then, becomes a threshing-floor where is

massed together the wlieat and the chaff", and which, as a

mass, is to be purified by the fan and the fire.

John declares, that the Jewish people, as a collective body,

was to be purified by the Holy Ghost and fire—by redemp-

tion and by judgment, which beginning on earth would

reach into the ages of eternity. This twofold representation

of the Lord Jesus Christ as a Saviour and a Judge is the

representation met with everywhere in the Scripture. He
is the Lamb of God and the Lion of the tribe of Judah.

As the Forerunner proclaimed to the Jewish masses Christ,

their baptizer by the Holy Ghost and fire, so, they who fol-

low after Him who has come, now preach to the masses of

the Gentiles that same Christ as their baptizing Redeemer
and Judge. " He that believeth shall be saved by Him who
baptizes h Iheoixart ' Ayioj ; he that believeth not shall be

damned by Him who baptizes ^v nupi." This baptism, then,

in the simplest language, denotes the purification of the

Jewish people (and so, also, of all others) by the twofold

operation of mercy and judgment.

What a dipping has to do with this baptism, they who
have a more fruitful imagination than myself may be able

to determine. We, rejecting the theory "of a definite act,"
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behold in this twain-one baptism, as on every page of the

'New Testament, the majestic moving of the Holy Ghost, as

a Divine Agent, among the souls of men, baptizing the

chosen ones by the sprinkling of the precious blood of

atonement, while in the background there are the lurid

gleamings of those fires by which the righteous Judge of

all will finally baptize the impenitent. The purging of our

world from sin is effected only by the conjoint baptism " of

the Holy Ghost and of fire."

THE PERSONAL BAPTISM OF JOHN.

Matthew 3 : 14.

"I have need to be baptized of thee, and comest thou to me?"

" ^Eyu) ypsiav k'^co ono gou (janrtaOrjVat, xai ah spxV tt^oC pi',
"

Illustrative of John's Knowledge of the Word.

It is important to show that John was thoroughly ac-

quainted with this Greek word and did familiarly use it in

other than its primary and physical applications.

Does John, here, use /JotTTTt'Cw in its primary sense and with

a physical application ? A negative answer must be given

to this question.

I am not aware that any friend of the theory has ever sug-

gested the idea that John expressed his sense of a " need"

for being dipped into the Jordan by the Saviour. Many of

this class sadly err as to the mode, and nature, and power of

water baptism;' but John does not belong to them. Roger
Williams and others who have, at different times and in dif-

ferent parts of the world, entertained the idea that a covering

of the body with water was essential to baptism, have secured

this end for themselves either by walking into the water " to

a convenient depth" and dipping the remainder of the body,

themselves, or by getting some one else to do it for them.

There is no account of John's thus baptizing himself, nor
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can he be understood as, now, asking the Saviour to do it

for him. He cannot be so understood, because John knew
that for one person to baptize another in water must, by the

simple force of its terms, destroy life ; and because he knew
that water baptism was but a symbol baptism, and that it was

not the office of the Lord Jesus Christ to deal with symbols,

but to work out and to give the realities. This he had taught

when he said, " He shall baptize by the Holy Ghost and fire."

This was a real not a symbol baptism. It was this baptism

of which John feels his " need." He had been baptized in

infancy, "filled with the Holy Ghost" from his birth-hour;

but baptism by the Holy Ghost is manifold in its nature,

and John amid the responsibilities of his public ministry

may feel the need of a special baptism; or his language may
be understood as declarative of his profound sense of de-

pendence for all fitness for his work, whether received in the

past or to be received in the future, on his divine Lord.

John did not feel any " need" for water baptism for him-

self as God's minister. And had Roger Williams and others,

who inaugurated a momentary covering of the body with

water, been called of God to this work, they would have un-

derstood that they who are called of God to such service do

not need to receive the rite at the hand of themselves or of

others, any more than John or Peter.

But this baptism desired by John for his own spirit, by

the Holy Spirit, gives a sore test as to the merits of the doc-

trine—Every baptism, not physical, is still to be understood

as a "plunging in ingulfing floods." In what " ingulfing

floods" are we to picture John, as plunged, in receiving

baptism by the Holy Ghost? The human intellect will not

only bear, but will, most strangely, load itself with the most

unbearable burdens.

John could not have desired water baptism under any idea

of spiritual power being attached to it. If he had believed

that the mere administration of the rite washed away sin

from the soul, he would have welcomed and not driven away
the Pharisee and the Sadducee in all their unrepented sins.

Dr. Conant gives as a reason for expunging "baptize"
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from the English Bible, that it fosters " the idea in many
minds of an inherent virtue in the rite."

I am afraid that the getting rid of this word from our

Bibles will not suffice for getting rid of such error from

many minds. There are " many minds" which have sub-

stituted, very effectually, a dipping for a baptism, who, not-

withstanding, nay, who thereby have become entangled in

the notion of " an inherent virtue in the rite."

This statement will be made sufficiently plain by the fol-

lowing extracts from a tract placed in the hands of a mem-
ber of my congregation, and just now handed to me while

visiting in her sick-room.

" Baptism."

" 1. The word Baptism is Greek and signifies a dipping.

" 2. There is but one Baptism, for Paul so says, Epb. 4 : 5.

" 3. That one Baptism is in water ; so says Peter, Acts 10 : 47.

"4. This one Baptism in water, is a 6wria^. Rom. 6:4; Colos. 2:12.

" 5. A man is not in Christ before he is baptized, for we are

plainly taught that we must be baptized into him. Galat.

3:27.
" 6. Baptism is for the remission of sins that are past. Acts 2 : 88.

" 7. Baptism like all God's commands is essential to salvation.

1 Pet. 3:21."

The italics and capitals are all as they stand in the tract.

These extracts speak for themselves. It is very far from my
purpose to controvert them. They are all false in the sense

intended, and yet all susceptible of a specious vindication

from Scripture by verbal and isolated quotations. It is evi-

dent, that the " remission of sins by water dipping" is just

as easy of proof, by these theologians, as is the " dipping"

and the " burial." And the proof for the latter is worth

just as much as is the proof for the former; no more. Dr.

Conant will see that the substitution of " dipping" for bap-

tism will not free "many minds from the idea that there is

inherent virtue in the rite."

I onl}' add, that the forefront announcement, " The word

Baptism is Greek and signifies a dipping,'^ is a statement
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which has been flung in the face of the Christian world, as

absolute truth, for more than a hundred years, but which
its friends are now as loth to whisper in the chamber as they

once were zealous to proclaim it on the housetops. Yet,

strange to say, while most anxious to get rid of it, they are

just as anxious to keep it. Thej^, therefore, resort to a new
mode of spelling. And old " dipping" is made to do valiant

service under the new spelling immersion!
If John the Baptist had been such a Baptist as these Bap-

tists, then, most assuredly, he would have besought at the

hands of the Lord a dipping into water in order to secure,

" in the only way," union " into Christ," " the remission of

sins," and " the salvation" of his soul. But such is not the

"need" which he expressed. He longs to be baptized by one

wlio is clothed with all the influence and power of the Holy
Ghost, to be brought under the full influence and assimilating

power of this Divine Agent. But in such baptism a dipping

or a covering, in fact, is impossible. If it should be said,

" No claim is made for either of these things in fact, but

only in imagination," then we ask, Of what use to John
was a mere dipping or covering? If, again, it should be re-

plied, " It is not a mere dipping or covering that is contem-

plated, but the efifects consequent upon a dipping into or

covering by the Holy Ghost," then, again, we reply with

Dr. Carson, " There is a radical difference between the act

of dipping or covering and the eff'ects consequent upon such

acts." If it is the effect, and not the act, Avhich is contem-

plated by the word, then the word has undergone an essen-

tial change of meaning, in which case the demand upon the

imagination to conceive of the act as done is lawless, and,

if it were possible, is worthless, and must be rejected as rub-

bish, in order that we may reach what is beyond, and is the

truth in view, namely, effect. There is no such roundabout

and essentially valueless statement made by John, He de-

clares his " need" of being baptized, brought under the puri-

fying power of the Holy Ghost, by one whose character as

"Mightier than I" is displayed by the gift of such divine

influence. John knew the meaning of ^ar.ri^u).
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In full harmony with this view we have the following

comment on the passage by Hippolytus (X, 856), " Bdr^naov

[IS Ta> Tzupl rrjq dtoxTjTOi;—Baptize me by the fire of the divine

nature; why dost thou desire the water? $<hriaov t<L nvevfian.

Illumine me by the Holy Spirit; why dost thou wait on the

creature ? " Can this use of the simple dative be rationally

translated, "Dip me m, cover me for a moment in the fire

of the divine nature?" Must we also translate, "Illumine

me in the Holy Ghost?" In the petition for "illumina-

tion" th-ere is no request for "a definite act" to be per-

formed, but for a condition to be eficcted; and in like man-

ner, in the petition "Baptize me" there is no request for

the performance of " a definite act," but for a condition of

purification to be efiected. " The fire of the divine nature"

is not a receiving element within which an act is to be per-

formed, or in which a covering is to take place, but it is

an agency by which a change of condition is to be accom-

plished. And, in like manner, "the Holy Ghost" is not a

person, or place, or sphere within which " illumination " is

to take place, but Light by which John was to be enlight-

ened. In every aspect in which we can look at the subject

the theory breaks down.

PATRISTIC VIEW OF THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THIS BAPTISM.

"
"Efianriffd-q ^lojdvvTjq rijv xslpa £Ttid£'l<; tm ttjv Oelav too deoizoTOO

xopocpij'j^ xai ru) I8i<x) diij.art..''''

" John was baptized by putting his hand upon the divine head

of his Master, and by his own blood."

—

John of Damascus, I,

261, Paris (see Beecher, 194).

A passage like this takes hold of the pillars of the theory,

as with the strong arms of Manoah's son, and shakes it down
into hopeless ruin.
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Jolin was baptized by touching the head of his Lord.

Where was the dipping or covering? "Where? why,

plainly enough in the descending and ascending of John's

hand there was a dipping, and, if he kept his hand on ' long

enough,' virtue could flow along it until John should be

covered by it. Can anything be plainer?" jSTo, nothing;

the excellent virtue of the theory could not be made plainer.

And yet it is somewhat remarkable, that such plain passages

are never adduced by the theory to illustrate and enforce its

claims. In this respect it does not follow in the footsteps

of the old Greeks. They did not hesitate, very freely and

very frequently, to speak of baptism as effected by the touch

of the hand. In witness of this take the following

:

Acti Sancti Thomce-.—"/iVi kmdsi'Z k-^ dorrj Ti]v ^sTpa aoTou iffcppdyiffev

durijv ii<z ovo[j.a jzarpoq xai utoo xai dytou KvebiiaToz'' "And putting

his band upon her he sealed her into the name of the Father,

and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. And many others were

sealed with her. But the Apostle ordered his deacon to spread

a table"—for the administration of the Lord's Supper, as com-

mon after baptism.

As to the use of "seal" and "sealing," for "baptism"

and "baptizing," all will admit the correctness of the state-

ment made in a note by the Editor: " Antiqnissima enim

est atque frequentissima ilia baptismi et rituum baptismalium

appellatio apud ecclesise catholicse doctores. Such appellation

is a most ancient and most frequent designation of baptism

and the rites of baptism among the teachers of the Catholic

church." A fuller form is sometimes used—" sealed by

baptism." This would naturally take an abbreviated form

as above.

This passage presents precisely the same form of expres-

sion, as to the manner in which baptism was effected, as in

the case of John " touching the divine head of his Lord with

his hand,"

Firmilian.—" Paulus eos qui ab Joanne baptizati fuerant, pri-

usquam missus Spiritus sanctus a Domino, baptizavit denuo

spiritali Baptismo et sic eis manum imposuit ut acciperent
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Spiritum sanctam; Paul baptized those who had been baptized

by John (before the Holy Spirit had been sent by the Lord)

again, by Spiritual Baptism, and put his hand upon them that

they might receive the Holy Ghost."

Is this "baptism by the hand" another kind of immer-

sion to be expounded after the model of that " immersion

in a house full of sound like wind?"

Anonymi Liber.—This anon^-mous writer, whose work on

"Re-baptism" is contained in the third volume of Tertul-

lian, after stating that all the disciples were baptized, having

been baptized by water, were baptized again after the resur-

rection, by the Holy Spirit, saj-s, that others also may be

baptized again, "with Spiritual baptism, that is by the im-

position of hands and conferring the Holy Ghost—Baptis-

mate spiritali, id est manus impositione episcopi et Spiritus

sancti subministratioue" (1195).

It is unnecessary to multiply C[Uotations. It is beyond

dispute, that the placing of the hand upon the head Avas

competent to effect spiritual baptism. There is a parallel

and complementary passage, however, which is not without

interest, and I give it.

Rippolytus.—^Ev-Xv^ev ti^v -/.ecpaXriv aw^ou ^aKTiaO%vaf. bird "luxJyvoo (X,

856). " He bowed his head to be baptized by John."

It is clear from these passages that in the days of their

writers baptism was administered by the hand of the bap-

tizer being placed upon the head of the baptized person.

If it should be said, that it was put upon the head to press

it down into the water, then, 1. We encounter the assertion

of Dr. Carson, that "to press down" is not to baptize. 2.

To baptize by pressing down the head is not the baptism

practiced under the theory. 3. This baptism by placing the

hand upon the head was practiced in unnumbered cases

when there was no water present, more or less, into which

to press down the head.

^o solution of these hand baptisms can be given without

an overthrow of the theory.
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John wished to be baptized in that only way in which his

Lord baptized—by the Holy Ghost. It was, indeed, true

that he had been baptized in infancy (Luke 1 : 15); but that

baptism which had conferred upon him "the Spirit and

power of Elias" might now be magnified by the bestowal

of a double measure of the spirit of the ascended prophet.

And while John's word w-as apparentl}^ not met, yet it was

really granted (if we may trust to John of Damascus), with-

out a dipping, by his obediently laying his hand upon the

head of his divine Master. A strange baptism for the theory.

THE BAPTISM OF JOHN BY HIS BLOOD.

'E^aizTiffOrj Uwdwrj'Z xai tw idiu) aijiaTi.

"John was baptized, also, by his own blood."

Tlie utter impossibility of dipping John into his own blood

or of covering him in it, reminds us of that analogous case

of impossibility in the dipping of the lake in the blood of a

frog. Dr. Carson declared such a conception " monstrous,"

and a piece of extravagance beyond the bounds of all ra-

tioniil rhetoric. lie unhesitatingly declared, that the pas-

sage l/SctTTTeTw b" diixari Xc/j.vrj was, of itsclf, sufficient to establish

a secondary meaning for iSdnTw, and to prove, that the lake

was not "dipped in blood," as Gale affirmed to be the literal

statement, but was "dyed by blood. '^ If there is any value

in the reasoning on this case (and all Baptists now accept

it), then, by parity of reasoning, it is monstrous and intoler-

able rhetoric to dip or cover John in his own blood; and

kfiaizTiaOrj 7wavv>jc rio iScu) at/j.art, is " of itsclf sufficient to estab-

lish a secondary meaning for" ftaKriZu), "and to prove, that

John was not dipped or covered in his own blood, but W'as"

PURIFIED " by his own blood."

The phraseology in which this blood baptism is expressed

by Patristic writers is instructive and confirmatory of this

conclusion.
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Patristic Blood Baptism.

Gregory Nazianzen.—"H8si yap raJ p-aprupiu) iio.-riff6ria6p.sw<;. "I
have need to be baptized by thee : Add this, and for thee. For

he knew that he would be bajDtized by martyrdom" (352).

How can a dipping or a covering be secured within

" martj'rdom?" "And what says Jesus? ' Sufter it to be

so now.' For he knew that after a little while" [aurb^

^ar^riam-^ Ba-ziazri^^) " he would baptize the Baptist." This

does not say, that "he would dip the Dipper," or "cover

the Coverer," or " put in and take out Him who was the

Putter in and Taker out," but (as the language of Gregory

ll^azianzen can only n.ean, as has been incontestably proved

in Judaic Baptism), "He would purify the Purifier." And
this is in perfect harmony with the Patristic doctrine as to

the eminently purifying character of martyrdom.

Cyril of Jerusalem.—"Ot p.h ^v -/.atpolq c'.prj'/rj<; h u8art [ia.-zi<j&ma'y^

6t dk kv -/.aipolq dtwyp.wv Iv or/.etocq S'tpacrt /SaTtrcffOaxj:. " He that does

not receive baptism, has not salvation, except martyrs, only,

who receive the kingdom without water. For the Saviour re-

deeming the world by the cross, and Avounded in his side, shed

forth water and blood; that some in times of peace, might be

baptized with water, and others, in times of persecution, might

be baptized with their own blood. For the Saviour calls mar-

tyrdom baptism, saying, ' Can ye drink of the cup that I drink

of, and be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with?' "

(440.)

Does the Saviour call "martyrdom" a dipping, a covering

over, an immersion? The theory is driven, at every turn,

into the greatest possible extravagance. Again, the theory

insists upon it that Cyril by ^v xacpolg iiprj'^rjq iv udarc j3aTZTCff6d)(TiVj

affirms, clearly and literally, that in times of peace Christians

must be "momentarily covered over in water;" well, does

Cyril also, by i.y -/.atpolr; diwyixajv h dcxeioq acpa.ffc jSa-rcffScofft, affirm,

clearly and literally, that in times of persecution Christians

"must be momentarily covered over in their own blood?"
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"Ko, he cjoes not say that they must be, literally, covered

over in their own blood," He does not say so? Why?
Does he not use identically the same grammatical forms?

Does he not use identically the same words? Is not blood,

and water, equally a physical element ? Have they not both,

equally, " covering over" power? Are they not both traced

to the same fountain head—the Saviour's wounded side?

" This is all true, and exegetical law would seem to require

that both baptisms should receive a like interpretation, but

our theor\' will not allow of this; so, we interpret the lirst

literally, and make the other a kind of figure by which blood

is changed into suffering, and out of this suffering we con-

struct a 'covering' which we throw over the weakness of

our theory." Well, as this "weakness" seems to be suf-

ficiently obvious to engage attention and to elicit confession,

it would be ungenerous to press it farther. We make our

interpretation in harmony with exegetical law, historical

fact, and the theological sentiment of the writer, and say,

that neither water nor blood are spoken of as receptive ele-

ments, but as purifying agencies, and that in peace Christians

" must be purified by water, and in persecution they must

be ijurified by blood." And if there be any '' weakness" in

this interpretation we will not " cover it over," but welcome

the sharp arrow to test the joints of the harness. The in-

terpretation of the use of fianri^uj by C3'ril and his associates

must not be confounded with the use of that word by New
Testament writers. With sameness of grammatical usage

there is, also, difierence in verbal meaning.

Basil Magnus.—^ £.> rw idiu) aiixart. f^a.TZTKTHvre'Z' '/.al oox dSsraiv rd kv

Tw Man i3d-rt(Tiia. " There are some who in striving for piety

have undergone death for Christ, in reality not in semblance,

needing for salvation nothing of the water symbols, being bap-

tized by their own blood. I say these things without dises-

teeming baptism by water" (IV, 132).

It is only necessary, in addition to what has been already

said, to call attention to what is most evident, that blood and

water are spoken of as agencies.

15
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DidymUS Alexandrinus.— Tip I8'l(p aizoXouffdnevoi aiimrt, outox; dnd

TOO dyiou IheopuToq toT> 0sou i'CcoonncijSTjcrav. "But without being

born again by baptism, through the Spirit of God, and sealed

by sanctification, and made his temple, no one can partake of

the heavenly blessings, although his life should be found, in

other respects, blameless. However they who have attained

martyrdom before baptism, being cleansed by their own blood,

are thus made to live by the Spirit of God" (IV, 132).

In this passage aTzoXoocu is substituted for ^ar,ri'C,(o. The
mere interchange of words cannot prove sameness of mean-

ing. But it is in proof, that (iaTzriZo) was used by these early

Christian writers in the sense to 'purify. Its interchange,

therefore, in the same phrase, with a word which signifies,

confessedly, to purify, is proof that such is its meaning in

such phrase.

The agency of blood and of water is again brought to

view as that through which the Spirit of God regenerates

the soul, cleanses it from sin, and fits it for heaven. We
are not, now, to adjudicate on their theology, but their

usage of Greek words.

Origen.—" Bxearaua loti sanguine nostro. Baptisma enim san-

guinis solum est quod nos puriores reddat, quam aqu83 baptismus

redidit." " That we may die washed by our own blood. For it

is the baptism of blood, only, which makes us purer than the

baptism of water made us" (II, 980).

With some change of phraseology the purifying agency

of blood and water is, if possible, brought out with increased

clearness. He adds, " This is not a sentiment of my own,

but is declared by the Scriptures, the Lord saying to his

disciples, ' I have a baptism to be baptized with which ye

know not. And how am I straitened until it be accom-

plished.' You see, therefore, that he called the shedding of

his blood baptism." The " shedding of blood" could not

be called a dipping, nor a covering over. It was called puri-

jication, and rightly, as that in which and by which purifica-

tion was to be found. Thus, !N"ehemiah (Jud. Bapt., 345)

called "the thick water" found in the pit, with which tlie
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altar was purified, xaOapiaijM "purification." This affords

additional and conclusive evidence for the secondary mean-

ing of this Greek word as used by Patristic writers.

Cyprian.—" Ut quis coram hominibns Christum confiteatur,

et sanguine suo baptizetur? . . . Quod si baeretico nee Bap-

tisma piibbcse confessionis et sanguinis proficere ad salutem

potest" . . . (1123).

" Baptizenturgloriosissimoetmaximo sanguinis Baptismo." . .

.

"Sanguine autem suo baptizatos et passione" (1124).

" Can the power of Baptism (vis Baptismi) be greater or better

than Confession, than Martyrdom, when one confesses Chi'ist

before men and is baptized by his own blood?"

''But if the Baptism of public confession and of blood cannot

profit a heretic for salvation, because salvation is not out of the

church, how much more shall it profit him nothing, if infected

by the contagion of impure water (tinctus adulters aquse con-

tagione) in the covert and den of robbers."

" They who are baptized by that most gloi'ious and chiefest

baptism of blood. The Lord declares in the Gospel, that those

baptized by his blood and passion are sanctified and attain the

grace of the divine promise, when be speaks to the thief, be-

lieving and trusting in the very passion, and promises that he

shall be with him in Pai*adise."

In this extract we have the *' baptism of confession" as

well as of blood. How will the theory extract a dipping or

a covering over out of this baptism ?

We have, also, the vis Baptismi^ "the power of Baptism,"

which is an express declaration that the water occupies the

position of agency in Baptism, whatever may be the manner
of its use. We are, also, told that it is "the power" in Con-

fession, in Martyrdom, which makes them Baptisms. In

other words, it is the wfliience which belongs to the Water,

to the Confession, to the Martyrdom, which affects and

changes the condition of the soul—baptizing it. Such a

mode of speech finds nothing in the theory which is re-

sponsive to it. The view which we have presented as the

m'eaning of tlie word could hardly be more distinctly stated.

And we have, also, iingo (" tinctus") used in its secondary
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meaning to stain, to infect, in which sense it is used not iin-

frequently in connection with baptism in a good or bad sense.

The act [dip) is lost, and effect [influence) only remains.

Jerome.—" Tu me in aqua baptizas, nt ego te baptizem pro me
in sanguine tuo.'' " ' Suffer it to be so now,' says the Lord Jasus,

I have also another baptism with which I must be baptized.

Thou dost baptize me with water, that I may baptize thee, for

myself, with thy blood" (YII, 50).

The crucifixion on Calvarj^, and the beheading of John in

prison are here declared to be blood baptisms. To convert

such statements into "ingulfing floods" is a confession thai

the facts, as thej^ stand, are unmanageable.

This identification, by early Christian writers, of the bap
tism desired by John with his death as a baptism by blood,

shows, most unmistakabl}', that a fluid element may be

present in baptism and have the "vis baptismi," the power
of baptizing, without dipping or covering over.

The correctness of this position is illustrated by many
baptisms. Wine is a fluid which, by its nature, allows of a

dipping into it; but the drunkard is baptized by wine with-

out being dipped into it. Tears are a fluid which, by their

nature, allow of a dipping into them ; but the penitent bap-

tized by tears is not dipped into them. Ashes-water is a fluid

which, by its nature, allows of a dipping into it; but the de-

filed Israelite was baptized by it without being dipped into

it. Blood is a fluid which, by its nature, allows of a dipping

into it; but John the Baptist "baptized by his own blood"

was not dipped into it.

Corollary.— The presence of a fluid element in baptism is

no evidence that it is there as a receiving element into which

some object is to be dipped.
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JOHN'S COMMISSION.

THE COMMISSION OF JOHN TO BAPTIZE.

"' But he that sent me to baptize with water."

—

Joh7i 1 : 33.

This language is a reference, in brief, by John, to his

divine commission to employ a ritual ordinance in the

furtherance of his ministry.

The object of this rite and of the entire ministry of John,

was, as he himself declares (vv. 29-31): " That the Lamb
of God, which taketh away the sin of the world, should be

made manifest to Israel, therefore am I come baptizing with

water." We have, then, divine authority for the object and

nature of the rite. The object of the rite was to direct the

attention of the people, not only by words, but by the ad-

ditional help of a visible symbol, to the Lamb of God as in

himself most pure, as vindicating the divine purity by his

work, and as demanding and securing purification in all

who should share in the fruits of that work. The rite was

designed by the use of symbol water to set forth purification

FROM SIN as the great and vital thought connected with and

effected by the coming Lamb of God.

The nature of the rite, as to its own inherent power to

purify or otherwise, we are also clearly taught. Any power

in itself to purify is disclaimed. That power is expressly

and exclusively assigned to the Lamb of God. The puri-

fication by the Lamb of God is declared to be a spiritual

purification—" Which taketh away the sin of the world."

" To make manifest" this purification, not to effect it, nor to
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effect any other, but to make manifest that purification which

was to be effected by the Lamb of God, " I come baptizing

with water/' The nature of this ordinance, therefore, was

neither that of the Jew effectively purifying ceremonially,

nor of the Patrist effectively purifying spiritually, but such

as pertains to simple water which by its nature cleanses from

physical defilement, and so by its nature becomes, in its sim-

plicity, a fit symbol for absolute purification.

The rite, then, is not in itself a purifying rite, but " makes

manifest " a purification which is to proceed from another

source. Physical purification is a reality. Spiritual puri-

fication is a reality. Ceremonial purification is a reality.

Symbol purification is not a reality. It is but the falling of

a shadow from the purification symbolized. But it is not,

therefore, without value. It was but a shadow which rested

on the tents of Israel ; but that shadow came from a. cloud

in which Jehovah dwelt. There was a blessing in " the

shadow.'^ The symbol rite of John was but a shadow; but

it was a shadow forecasted by the coming " Lamb of God
that taketh away the sin of the world," and so " made him

manifest." There was a blessing in the symbol shadow.

There are some who are by no means satisfied with this

divine teaching as to the nature and design of John's bap-

tism; but who confidently affirm, that the essence of the rite

centres in the manner in which the water is used. Accord-

ing to this doctrine the Lamb of God will not " be made
manifest" except the water be used in one definite mode.

And the nature of water as purifying is of so little value,

and is so mere an accident, that the rite has no existence,

without a certain mode of use.

If this be true, then, surely it is one of the most marvel-

lous things ever attributed to our most holy religion.

But what is that mode of act which works with such

magical power as to swallow up all other good ?

For more than a hundred years it has been said. The act

is most definite in its form, and is absolutely expressed by

to dip. Recently, this has been found to be a mistake, and

it is corrected thus :
" It is of no consequence what is the
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form of the act, so that the whole body is put in and taken

out of the water." More recently still, there has been this

amendment: "Put the body under the water m any way;

but there being no provision in the command for taking it

out, we must, for this, trust to the God of nature and

muscular eftbrt."

Whether this remarkable interpretation of a divine com-

mand (attained only through some centuries of embarrass-

ment and obscurity) be correct or not, we will continue to

inquire by examining the language in which John refers to

his divine commission.

Water.

1. '^Ydari. The first question to be determined is this

:

Does the presence of water in John's baptism, thereby, show
that the baptism must be ph3'sical, and the water must be

used as and for a receptive element, and not as a symbol?

This question is answered most absolutely, by facts, in

the negative. Such facts have already been referred to.

Wine is a fluid ; and we have seen it to be present in

many baptisms without being treated as a receptive element.

It was there as an agency producing a baptism in which

receptivity had no existence. Wine can be used in baptism

as a receptacle, but the baptism is deadly whether the ex-

periment be tried on the live chicken of the Roman poet, or

on the princely Duke of Clarence. Baptism in wine drowns;

baptism by wine makes drunk.

Blood is a fluid ; and we have met with it in many bap-

tisms, but not as a receptive element. It was there, if the

Greek language is capable of expressing anything by case

or preposition, as the agency efl:ecting a baptism in which

there was no receptacle, much less was the blood such a

receptacle.

Tears are a fluid; and we encounter them abundantly in

baptisms; but never are men or women dipped into them,

covered over temporarily in them by some indefinite act, or

covered over in them and left to their own resources to get

out. They are not a receptacle.
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Water is a fluid ; and as such was present in the baptism

of Carmel's altar, but the altar was neither dipped into it,

nor covered over by it in any way. It was not a receptacle.

It is, then, a point settled beyond disturbance, that the

simple presence of water, or of any other fluid, in baptism

gives no evidence whatever to prove, or to allow the afl&rm-

ation, that the baptism must be m such fluid. It may be

grievous to the theory to acknowledge this ; but acknowl-

edged or unacknowledged, it is, still, the truth. There is a

"power" in wine, blood, tears, water (ceremonial of the

Jew, symbol of John), to baptize apart from receptivity.

^Ev. Does the presence of h in the record of a baptism,

having as its adjunct a fluid element, make a physical bap-

tism necessary, and require that the baptized object shall be

placed within such fluid element?

This question, also, must be answered in the negative.

We have met with many baptisms iv diiiaTi, in none of which

was the baptism physical, nor was the baptized object placed

within the blood. The martyr who laid down his life for

the love of Christ found in his shed blood a "vis baptismi"

by which his soul was (as supposed) baptized and fitted for

heaven. It follows, therefore, that h Mart, cannot, by reason

simply of its fluid character and preposition, make the bap-

tism with which it may be connected a physical rather than

a symbol baptism, nor make the water to fill the part of a

receptive element. This conclusion is farther established

by the use, in these same baptisms, of aip-art and odan^ atixaroq

and y^aro?, aito aiiiaroz and a.-b S(5aTwc, 8C atiiaroq and dC udaroq, in

which cases receptivity is out of the question, and "power"
is expressed.

Ba-rtZ(o. Does the presence of (^a-ri^o) necessitate a physi-

cal baptism and require withinness to be present as its char-

acteristic feature ? ]^o. In " baptizat quae non potueruut

purificatione sancti Spiritus purgari," the transferred Greek

word appears without a physical baptism and without any

real or conceivable withinness. But if the verb be followed
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by a preposition, /Sanzi^uj iv, how then ? Well, tzXoIov (iaTtziZoixevov

iv yakijvTj (C. B., 278) meets the condition; and yet the prepo-

sition and its adjunct, immediately sequent to the verb, have

no more to do with the form of the baptism, or with being

a receptacle within which the baptism takes place, than if

they were in the moon.

But if such phraseology and a fluid element are con-

joined, must not the baptism be physical and with a cov-

ering? It must not be either. We have a score of times

just such phraseology = ^annZoijAvov h mimn ; and there is

neither physical baptism nor covering. And there may be

a ^anriZoixivov Iv odari in which there will be just as little

appearance of either. Water is just as capable of being

used for religious purposes in other character than that of

a receptive element, as is blood, 'Ev udart, with iSanTt'Cuj, may
denote merely a circumstance belonging to the baptism, a

symbol with "power" to show the purifying nature of a

baptism eit; p-sTdvocav, as ev ro) -kXuj [iaTzxiaai (C. B,, p. 266) denotes

a circumstance as to the period during which the baptism

(drowning) took place, which baptism was h xm tzXCj, during

the voyage as to the time, and dq OdXaaaav into the sea as

the enveloping element.

In the phrase ^ar.vL^eiv iv udarc it is not only possible, in

Classic Greek, that the preposition and noun may indicate

the position of the baptizer and not of the baptized object,

but it is possible that they should indicate the means by

which, and not the element in which, the baptism took

place. In Hellenistic Greek this possibility becomes a

probability; and when this phrase occurs in the administra-

tion of a reli£::ious ordinance in the narration of which one

writer (Matthew) of Hebrew training uses b udazi, and

another (Luke) of Greek culture, uses the simple vda-t, a

lower probability rises into a violent probabilit}"; and when,

in addition to this, other writers, native-born Greeks of the

highest culture, describe the same transaction, indifl:erently,

by iv udarc, udarc, u8a.ro^, d~u udaro-;, i^ uSaroq, 5:' udarog, proba-

bility passes into moral certainty. If this moral certainty

requires any addition to make it absolute, it could only be
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by express statement declaring that the baptism was into

another wholly different element, and not into water; and this

absolute proof we shall find is not lacking.

Proof of the agency of water in baptism is found in another

form. Augustin (IX, 176) says, " Sacramentum, quod min-

istrorum opere corporaliter adhibetur, sed jper hoc Deus
hominis consecrationem spiritualiter operatur." The phys-

ical element is here declared through preposition and case

("per hoc") in the strongest possible manner to be the

agency by which a spiritual change of condition is effected.

Also (276): "Baptizandum esse professus est iterum, non

jam aqua, nee spiritu, sed sanguinis baptismo, cruce pas-

sionis." Here, water. Spirit, blood, and cross are declared

to be agencies by which, and not elements in which, baptism

takes place. If martyrs may be baptized by blood and not

in blood, as a symbol of consecration unto death; and if

Christ may be baptized by his cross and not in his cross, as

the symbol of woe, and shame, and death; then, his people

may be baptized by water and not in water, as the symbol

of that purification received through his blood.

Again (276) :
" Similes Christo martyres facitis, quos post

aquani vere baptismatis sanguis baptista perfundit." This

passage teaches, 1. That blood is the agency in baptism.

2. That "baptista" has a secondary meaning. It is as im-

possible for "sanguis baptista" to denote dipping blood,

covering over blood, as it is impossible that " Baptista Mag-

nus" (Jud. Bapt., 223) can mean "Great Dipper," when
baptism is by " waving a fiaming sword." 3. It expressly

declares, that the baptism was not in the blood, or in any-

thing else, whether of fact, or of imagination, because it de-

clares the manner in which the blood was applied [perfiin-

ditw), by sprinkling or affusion. Baptism was effected by

water, almost daily, applied in the same way—" non desunt

qui prope quotidie baptizentur segri" (Hilary, 1 Tim. 3: 12,

13; Beecher, 175). • The sick were baptized in the same way

i^perfixsione), by the sprinkling or afilision of water, and not

by dipping in, or covering over in water. The Emperor

Constantius {anodvij<T-/.ujv i8o^e ^anril^effdac) "when dying wished
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to be baptized." Dying men are baptized by water, not in

water. In this direction, also, we have absolute proof that

water was used as an agency in baptism.

Again : It is in proof, that the Classics did not use the

formula fianriZev^ h to express the execution of a baptism, the

causing of an object to pass out of one condition into another;

neither is such phraseology suitable to express any such con-

ception. It is an incongruous combination of movement and

of rest. The preposition with the active form of the verb

could, fitly, be employed by Hellenistic writers to express

the agency in baptism. The Classics with the passive form

used this preposition to denote the condition in which the

baptized object was at rest—/9e/9arT:<r/jiivTjv iv tw ^dOei too awimToq

—Iv Tw (Twijurc ^z^jaTzri<7iJ.tjri (Class. Bapt., 254). If it be insisted

upon, that in John's commission ^a-nri'^ttv iv udan refers to the

execution of a physical baptism, the element of the baptism

being water, and the verb used in its primary, literal sense,

then, it is as certain as that Greek is Greek, that John was

commissioned to drown every person whom he baptized.

Not onl}' does not the Greek word ever take out of the con-

dition in which it once places its object, and not only is this

Greek word employed expressly to denote the drowning of

men, but, according to the interpretation of the theory, the

very language of John's commission represents as the re-

sult of his baptism, bis disciples as resting within the water in

a drowned condition.

If this conclusion, from these premises, can be avoided

it must be done in some other way than by making the

verb take out what it puts in, for this we cannot allow, as

'-'
^a-KTi^oi- never does take its subject out of the water" (Bap-

tist Quart., April, 1869, 142), nor can this be done by an ap-

peal to the " God of nature" and the baptized man's " nor-

mal muscular action" (^ibid.), for we baptize under the God
of grace, and he has made no provision for escape from that

baptism which he enjoins^ whether bj' the "nornud muscular

action " of the baptized, or in anj- other way.

Whetber, then, we look at this Commission of John
through a Classic, a Hellenistic, or a Patristic medium,
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there is an imperative arrest of that interpretation which

would command John to baptize men and women in water.

JOHN'S COMMISSION ILLUSTKATED BY HISTORICAL
ALLUSION.

To fid7i:rtfffj.a 'Iwdwoo—The baptism of John, whence was it ?

—

Matthew 21 : 25 ; Mark 11 : 30 ; Luke 20 : 4.

Ba-KTiffOivTsq TO l3d7ZT.i(T/xa '[(odwou—Being baptized with the bap-

tism of John, the publicans justified God.

—

Luke 7". 29.

^Atto rou ^aTZTifffmroq 'Iwavvou—From the baptism of John.

—

Acts 1 : 22.

7*^ ^dTzriaim Uioavvou—Knowing only the baptism of John.

—

Acts 18 : 25.

'Iu)avv7]q p.h ijSd-Tias j3d-Ti<T/j.a /jszavoiaq—John verily baptized

with the baptism of reiDentance.

—

Acts 19:4.

Baptisms are Distinctwe.

These passages do not require any detailed discussion.

They are adduced for the purpose of showing that through-

out the Scripture when "the baptism of John" is spoken

of it is in a manner to indicate its possession of a distinctive

character separating it from all other baptisms.

We say, that this is the force and design of the phrase

^dr.TKTij.a. 'liuawou. The character of the baptism is pointed out

by the adjunct and defining genitive. "John" the origi-

nator and preacher of the baptism stands for the peculiar

character which he gave to that baptism.

The theory says: All baptisms are alike; and John's bap-

tism did not diii'er, by jot or tittle, from any other baptism,

heathen or Christian; the phrase "baptism of John" merely

points out John as a dipper in, or coverer over in, water,

just as " baptism of Moses" would represent Moses in the

same aspect, and baptism of Bacchus would make Bacchus

a dipper in, or coverer over in, water, or wine, or some

equivalent "ingulfing flood;" baptism, by whomsoever or
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by whatsoever effected, is one and tlie same thing, " a dip-

ping" (Carson), "a momentary covering" (Fuller), "a defi-

nite act" (Conant), "a specific act" (Alex. Campbell), "a
plunge " (Arnold-Stourdza).

Suppose that it should be granted, that in all baptisms an

elementary thought, more or less attenuated, might be trace-

able, would that prove or. begin to justify the conclusion,

that all baptisms are alike ? What would be thought of the

man who should &ay—"A related elementary thought may
be traced through every usage of the word condition, there-

fore, all conditions are one and the same?"
Is it true, that because an abstract idea can be attached to

a word, therefore nothing but such abstract idea can enter

into it when used in concrete relations? Was the "con-

dition" of Israel under Pharaoh, one and the same with the

"condition" of Israel under David? Is a "condition of

bondage" the same as a "condition of freedom?" "a con-

dition of woe" the same as " a condition of joy ?" " a con-

dition of death" the same as "a condition of life?" Such

questions answer themselves. Baptism has just the same

unity, and just the same diversity, as has "condition."

Baptism is condition limited to that phase characterized by

controlling assimilative influence, the specific nature of

which is determined by adjunct terms.

In support of this position I would appeal to the state-

ments of Ambrose, " Baptisma non est unum;" " Multa

sunt genera baptisraatum ; " and to the endlessly varied

specific baptisms scattered through Classic writings. Among
these Classic baptisms are found : 1. Baptism of wine, a

drunken condition. 2. Baptism of war, a desolated condition.

3. Baptism of care, an anxious condition. 4. Baptism of

trouble, a harassed condition. 5. Baptism of passion, an

excited condition. 6. Baptism of grief, a sorrowful con-

dition. 7. Baptism of ignorance, an unenlightened con-

dition. 8. Baptism of wickedness, a depraved condition.

9. Baptism of taxes, an oppressed condition. 10. Baptism

of debts, a bankrupt condition. 11. Baptism of mental

labor, an imbecile condition. 12. Baptism of questions, a
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bewildered condition. 13. Baptism of disease, a sickly con-

dition. 14. Baptism of Magian arts, a superstitious con-

dition. 15. Baptism of poverty, an impoverished condition.

16. Baptism of a drug, a sonmolent condition. 17. Baptism

of pleasure, a joyous condition. 18. Baptism of fright, an

alarmed condition. 19. Baptism of surprise, a startled con-

dition. 20. Baptism of heifer ashes, a ceremonially pure

condition.

There is no truth in the statement—" Baptism is one, is

mode and nothing but mode ; what is baptism in one case is

baptism in another case; there can be no difference in a

mode, a definite act."

Here are a score of baptisms of which no two are alike

;

and in no one of which has mode, or definite act, any place

whatever. Baptism is no more one than is condition one.

Is it replied to this :
" These baptisms are not physical bap-

tisms and therefore not in point." We rejoin : 1. The as-

sumption, that John's baptism was a dipping or covering in

water, we cannot allow. It is the point at issue. It must

be proved. 2. All physical baptisms are diversified by rea-

son of a diverse nature in the baptized object, and a diverse

character in the enveloping medium; whence originates an

endless diversity in the condition of baptized objects.

This resultant diversity of condition among physically

baptized objects (due, 1. To the nature of the object; 2. To
the character of the influential cause; 3. To the form in

which such influence was brought to bear) gave origin to

those baptisms in wdiich the condition of objects was changed

by controlling influences not operating in the same method

as in the case of physical baptisms. These baptisms are

characterized by the peculiarity of the influences operating

to produce them, and hence are as diversified as are the in-

fluences. The distinctive baptism which is so clearly in-

volved in the phrase, "baptism of John,' ^ was (as we are told

in Acts 19 : 3, 4) that of repentance. In reply to the inquiry,

"Into what were ye baptized?" The reply was given,

" Into John's baptism ; " on which the Apostle interprets

this language by declaring, '-John verily baptized the bap-
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tism of repentance." It is, then, by inspired authority that

we say, "the baptism of John," and "the baptism of repent-

ance" are equivalent expressions. It becomes, therefore, a

point of the first moment to determine the true value of the

phrase, " baptism of repentance."

BdnTiffixa [leravoiaq.

The translation which the I^ew Version gives of this

phrase is " immersion of repentance." A note is appended

to vindicate " immersion " {in. lonter, of course) as the trans-

lation of fidnTC(T;m. This is done by an appeal to eminent

names. The best appeal for the meaning of words is to the

usage of the words. The usage of this word is so restricted,

that there is less reason than usual for turning aside from

the highest authority. The following, I believe, are facts:

1. This word is never met with in the Classics. 2. Its use

originates in the Scriptures, in which it is never used with

a physical defining adjunct. 3. It is never employed in Pa-

tristic writings to denote a simple physical mersion. 4. The

usage of the word shows that it is not derived from the pri-

mary but secondary use of (Sa-ri^io, of which secondary use

its own usage is a proof, and the highest proof. If iSaTzrcff/m

had originated with [ia-riZio to merse, it would have indica-

ted (according to its form) the condition demanded by that

word, namely, an indefinitely prolonged physical envelop-

ment; but it has no such usage, and, therefore, can have no

such origin. If it sprung out of the secondary use of this

word, to wfiaenee coniroUinghj , then, it would denote a con-

dition resultant from such influence; and such, with essen-

tially related usage, marks the entire history of the word. lu

such origin and usage lSdnrc(T/j.a shows a perfect parallelism

with the related word j3d;j.;j.a. This word is not derived from

that stem of fid-r-co which signifies to dip, but from that which

signifies to dye; and hence, it signifies not a dip, but a dye,

and a color made by a dye.

\\\ the passage, " 'ha iiri as j3d(/'u) i3dij.ij.a Iap8cmr/.6v, Lest I dye

you a purple dye," I presume few would feel it desirable to

make a new version by rendering it, "Lest I dye you a
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purple dip." Would the phrase [idfj.jj.a Tzopipop-qz^ a dye of purple,

be improved by the translation, "a dip of purple?" But
such translation is not more erroneous and unintelligible,

than is the translation of l3dnTC(Tp.a /leravota^ by. '•^immersion of

repentance." Bd/j./j.a is qualified and defined by TTop<puprjq

;

and l3d7:TC(T/j.a, in like manner, is qualified and defined by
;j.STav6ta-:.

But again: This translation is not only a philological

error, but is, also, a moral impossibility in its relations. If

l3dnTca/j.a be derived from ^anriZu) to merse, then, it cannot

rationally mean a dipping, a temporary covering, for there is

no such thing in the verb. It might as well be said, that

^dp-im means a temporary dye. There is nothing temporary

in the verb or in its derivative. This is not merely true as

a philological deduction, but it is true as a matter of fact

shown in all the usage of the word. There is no such thing

to be met with anywhere in the JSTew Testament, where this

word originates, as a dipping ^jdizTiGim. And to put men as

demanded by the word in a condition of water baptism,

would be to them certain destruction. From this there is

no escape if we are governed by the force of terms; and if

we are not, then, 'it is not a "]!^ew Version" that is needed,

but a JSTew Bible altogether.

Still farther: The translation "immersion of repentance"

must be rejected as no translation. It is neither Eiiglish nor

Greek, nor any other language in the long list of Babel's

ofispring. To make it something by dashing in pieces the

divine mould i^i which inspiration has cast this phrase, and

casting it over again after a model fashioned according to

the theory, we can never allow. If the dependence of

^dmiapa ou /xezavoiag is to be ruthlessly severed, and an un-

lawful union is to be established between it and water, so as

to make an immersion in ivater (a i3dnTi(T/j.a udaroq, of which

the Word of God knows absolutely nothing), then, let such

immersion be reserved for the theory itself; and when it

shall have perished by such immersion, spare others from

undergoing any such like experiment.

Let us take these words of the Holy Ghost just as they
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stand, adding nothing to them nor taking anything from

them, and, as hecomes faithful expositors of the Word of

God, humbly ask, What do they teach ? and not, How can

we alter them so as to make them teach some notion of our

own ?

Do these words, fidTtnaim ij-zzavoiaq^ cxprcss a complete

thought in themselves, and one which is in harmony with

the general tenor of the Scriptures, and demanded by the

particular passage in which they stand ? We answer affirm-

atively. And in evidence now say : The proof already fur-

nished by this Inquiry is clear and full, that [^diznaim does

and must express condition marked by controlling influerce.

Such a term is susceptible of being placed in relation with,

and thus receiving specific coloring from, an almost in-

definitely wide range of influences. In the present case it

is allied with p.eravoiaq, the genitive form (according to the

law already stated) defining the specific character of the

baptism, naiiiel}^, a baptism [= a thoroughly changed condition)

under the influence of repentance. ISTow, whether this be a com-

plete thought, whether it be in harmony with the tenor of

Scripture, whether it is that which the particular passages,

in which the phrase occurs, demand, and whether this be

fairly deduced from the teachings of a true philology and

the just interpretation of grammatical forms, I cheerfully

submit to the judgment of those who are competent to

decide.

It may be observed, that while the particular grammatical

form in this case defining the nature of the baptism, is that

of the simple genitive, the baptism may, also, be defined,

as to its character, by other forms. In the early Christian

writers we meet with ^d-~i(7ij.a iv diiJ-an^ aiiJ.art^ aijj.axo'Z^ c? aqj.aToq

dC aLtJ-azo^, and, with the same forms, in connection with a

great variety of infiuences; all of which are equally capable

of indicating the particular character of the baptism. Thus,

Origen speaks of a baptism " through the mystery of Christ's

suft'ering," genitive with 8id; Athanasius of a "baptism

through tears," genitive with did; Eusebius of a "baptism

through fire," genitive with did; John of Damascus of a

16
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"baptism through blood and martyrdom," genitive with dtd;

also, of a " baptism through repentance," genitive with dtd;

Cyril of a "baptism through faith," genitive with dtd; and
Justin Martyr confirms the clear usage of John of Damascus,

which makes repentance the efficient agency in constituting

the baptism, by the parallel phrase to Xoorpov rr^q ij.sravoia'z,

" the washing of repentance," which baptizes, cleanses, the

soul from unholy affections.

Such phrases, by eminent Greek scholars, determine the

meaning of fid-Tt(T/j.a to be such, that it may be effected by
suffering, by blood, by tears, by fire, by martyrdom, by faith,

by repentance. This is beyond controversy. It has already

been shown, that ftd-rcffria is, also, used with the simple

genitive, defining the baptism in these same relations; as

also with the simple dative in its instrumental force. Such
usage and such forms prove, incontestably, that ^d-rtaim

iiera'^oiae; indicates neither more nor less than its own express

declaration

—

a rejyentance baptism, ^nst as fdd>j./j.a r,op<p6pri!; indi-

cates

—

a imrple dye. As confirmatory of this conclusion may
be adduced the fact, that writers of all classes abandon the

idea, that the phrases "baptism of John," "baptism of re-

pentance," can be interpreted on a mere water basis. Thus,

Dr. Halley (p. 162) says, "John had to teach a new doctrine.

So closely were the baptism and the new doctrine connected,

that the one term seems to be employed for the other. ' The
baptism of John' (the new doctrine) 'was it from heaven

or of men?' 'After the baptism' (the new doctrine) 'which

John preached.' To be baptized was to be initiated as a

disciple or learner of the new doctrine—the speedy coming

of Christ." Professor Wilson (p. 343) says, " The Scriptures,

more than once, identify the doctrine and the baptism of

John."

The Christian Standard (Baptist) says, " This phrase, 'bap-

tism of John,' is to be taken for the doctrine of this great

herald of Jesus." Professor Ripley, an eminent Baptist

commentator, says (Acts 18 : 25), " The baptism of John is

here put for all the ministry of John the Baptist; and all

the doctrine he taught." And (Acts 19 : 3), " We received
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the doctrine which John the Baptist taught." . . . So, Pro-

fessor Hackett (Acts 18 : 25), " Knowing only the baptism

of John, which differed from that of the Apostles mainly iu

these respects; first, that theirs recognized a Messiah w^ho

had come, and, secondly, that it was attested by the extra-

ordinary gifts of the Spirit. Since John, however, taught

that the Saviour was about to appear, and that repentance,

faith in him, and holiness were necessary to salvation, Apol-

los, though acquainted only with his teaching, could be said,

with entire truth, to be 'instructed in the way of the Lord.' "

Thus, these distinguished Baptist scholars unite in declar-

ing, that "the baptism of John" as used iii the Scriptures,

sometimes at least, does not mean a dipping into water. By
this we are to understand, that in some instances the separa-

tion of this phrase from water is so plain, that the fact must

be acknowledo;ed. I^ow, we ask in turn, for a siup-le in-

stance in which [idr^riaim stands so related to water that there

mu&i be a baptism in the water, and a separation cannot be

made between the baptism and a covering over in the water.

We say, that there is no such case in John's ministry. The
statement by Professor Ripley, tliat " the baptism of John"
is put for all the ministry of John is too broad. " The bap-

tism of John" was the baptism which John introduced; and

that baptism was a doctrine, to wit, thorough repentance in

preparation for the Messiah, which doctrine was illustrated

and enforced by a rite in which water was used as a symbol.

This doctrine Apollos knew, and it being the central truth

of John's preacliing, could well represent "all the doctrine

he taught." The distinction made by Professor Hackett

between "John's baptism" and the Apostles' baptism, is a

distinction as to certain accidents pertaining to those bap-

tisms, and not as to the baptisms themselves. John's bap-

tism had an existence independent of its relation to the

coming of Christ: that coming was a mighty argument to

enforce the baptism, but it did not enter into its existence.

John's baptism was preached by the Apostles as well as by

himself. The coming of the Messiah did not annul that

baptism; it only changed the form of the motive. When he
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had come and accomplished the work of atonement the

preacher coukl no longer cry, " Repent, for the kingdom of

heaven is at hand;" but must say, "Repent, and be baptized

every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ." " The ex-

traordinary gifts of the Spirit" did not enter into the essence

of the Apostles* baptism. Their baptism had an existence

apart from " extraordinary gifts." In fact these gifts con-

stituted another, and quite different, baptism, which might

or might not be present with the special baptism of their

commission. If a theorist, Professor Hackett would say,

"Between John's baptism and the Apostles' baptism, con-

sidered simply as baptisms, there was not, nor could there

be, any difference whatever; both were, alike, coverings

over in water." But being a most learned and truly admir-

able commentator he offers no such interpretation.

ISTor is this the representation which is given by the Scrip-

tures. They represent everywhere the baptism (not some

accident pertaining to it, but), the very baptism of John as

having a distinctive character. If the view of baptism en-

tertained by Baptists will not allow of any distinction be-

tween the baptism of pots and cups and couches, insisted on

by the Pharisees, and the baptism preached by John to pre-

pare the souls of men for the coming of the Son of God,

and the baptism into a crucified Redeemer preached by the

Apostles, then, their view as to what constitutes a baptism

must be an error, because the Scriptures teach, that all these

were baptisms, and, as baptisms, differed from each other.

John's baptism was not Jewish baptism^ which went before

it, nor Christian baptism which came after it; it had, as a

baptism, a distinguishing character of its own. Jewish bap-

tism was a baptism of ceremonial purification, as has been

proved ; and John's baptism was a baptism of repentance,

as has been, in part, and will b-e hereafter, more fully, proved.

IsTone can deny the essential difference between thorough

ceremonial purity and thorough godly sorrow for sin ; our

view, then, meets the demand of Scripture for diversity in

the baptism, in the condition of the body in the one case and

of the soul in the other; the Baptist view cannot possibly
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do it, fo;" with them it is an axiom, that " a baptism is a bap-

tism." This is conceded when, unable to find under the

theory any possible distinction in the baptisms, resort is had

to distinction in the accidental a'p'pendages of the baptism. If

I want to know the difference in nature between the baptism

of Ishmael and the baptism of Satyrus, I do not want a dis-

sertation on the time, or place, or persons, or circumstances

of any kind gathering around those baptisms; but I want to

know, what difference there is between those things which

make them baptisms, and without which there would be no

baptism. To this the only answer that can be given is, that

the one baptism is a condition of thorough intoxication in-

duced by wine; and the other baptism is a, condition of

thorough stupefaction induced by an opiate. If the theory

can present nothing but difference of accident, when the

demand is for difference of essence, it is necessarily a failure.

It cannot take the first step toward the expounding of the

baptisms of the Bible.

Subjective Genitive.

Winer (p. 186) says (and other grammarians agree with

him), that the simple grammatical form of a defining geni-

tive does not decide whether the relation of the defining

word be that of a subjective or objective genitive. " The
decision between the subjective and the objective genitive

rests in many passages not with the grammarian but with

the exegete, and the latter in making it must give careful

attention to parallel passages .also."

" In Phil. 4 : 7 eiprji'rj 0£vu can only mean the peace (of soul)

that God gives, accovdmg to the custom of the Apostles to

wish their readers eipyjvrjv duo Osou. That dixaw(7u>T] TrtV-coi? (a

single notion : faith-righteousness), Romans 4 : 13, signifies

righteousness which faith brings with it, is manifest from the

more frequent expression 'the righteousness which is ix

7r:'frT£<tf?' (Rom. 9 : 30 ; 10 : 6). In Heb. 3 : 13 d-dzrj r^? dixapziaq

is the subjective genitive." So, we say, /5a7rT£ff,aa /ierawua? is

the subjective genitive. If "faith" and "sin" can pro-

duce such changed conditions of the soul as are denoted by
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" righteousness" on the one hand, and by " deceit" on the

other hand, then there can be no embarrassment in attribu-

ting to " repentance" the office of changing the condition

of the soul in that thorough manner indicated by ^d-ztffim.

Winer, however (p. 188), places this phrase under the head

of " more remote internal relations," and translates " baptism

engaging to repentance.^'

If this baptism to which we are to be engaged were a

baptism effected by divine truth, or by the divine )Spirit, it

would come to the same thing as in our interpretation ; but

this, very clearlj^, is not the idea; it is a ritual baptism.

And against this there are objections, philological, exeget-

ical, and theological. 1. It is yet to be proved, that (SaTzrcfffj-a

has any usage which identifies its origin with the primarj',

j)hysical, use of ^a-Kri%o>, If such proof can be adduced, it

remains to be proved, that such usage can apply to living

men and women who are not to be deprived of life. 2. The
exegete who will observe the counsel of "Winer and " give

careful attention to parallel passages before he decides,"

will find his way barred against an exegesis which would

put men and w'omen within a water covering. Some of

these passages will soon claim our attention, and are, there-

fore, now passed by ; but there is one, Heb. 6 : 2, /3a7rrr<r//.a>v»

8i8a-/r,q ba^yiisms of doctrine, which lies without our present

range of inquiry, at which we may glance.

Winer says, that this is a difficult passage, and in this

judgment commentators, generally, are agreed. Will not

the passage receive elucidation by accepting the defining

word, Scoa/j^c, as the subjective genitive, and the phrase

^a-Ti(T,au)v dtda/j^q as explicative of the preceding " repentance

from dead works," and " faith' toward God " = baptisms of

doctrine? Does not the structure of the passage call for

such interpretation ? Is not the plural form, ^a7rci<jp.mv, thus

accounted for? Was not the doctrine of repentance the

baptizing power in John's ministry, and the doctrines of

repentance and faith the conjoint baptizing power in the

Apostles' ministry = " Testifying both to the Jews and also

to the Greeks repentance toward God and faith toward our
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Lord Jesus Christ?" Does not such interpretation place

the passage in the most absolute harmon}- with all other

Scripture? If such interpretation be accepted, then, we
deliver the [idnTt.GiJ.a ij.era'^oiaq from the cold and deadlj' em-

brace of the waters (see Winer, pp. 192, 551). 3. Theologi-

cally a ritual baptism "engaging to repentance" is objec-

tionable; because the language implies that those baptized

are (at their baptism) impenitent. But John forbids men liv-

ing impeuitently in their sins to come to his baptism. They

must first "bring forth fruit meet for repentance."

This was well understood by the Jews, as is conclusively

shown by the language of Josephus, ''
[iar.Tiaixm cuvisvat—r^c

(puyjic; Kpoey./.sy.aOapixivriq to come for baptism, the soul liaviug been

jirst purified by righteousness." It would be difficult to

present a more correct statement of John's Repentance-bap-

tism of the soul (as a prerequisite to the reception of the rite

in which this soul baptism was symbolized in its purifying

nature by the application of pure water to the body) than is

done by this statement of Josephus.

If it be understood, that ritual baptism is to effect a soul

baptism and make it penitent, then, I answer: This is not

within the power of any rite to do; but belongs to "Him
who is exalted to the right hand of God to give repentance"

to the souls of men. If this baptism be resolved into a

naked profession of repentance,- the answer of Scripture is:

God demands the heart and will be satisfied with nothing

else: "A broken and a contrite heart, O God, thou wilt not

despise;" and precisely this, no more, no less, is [id-ziaiia

lizravoiai;, and it was essential that such baptism should be

preached. John did so preach.

4. This interpretation is farther established by that of the

kindred phrase, xapizohq t?;? iitra'Miia^ (Matt. 3:8; Luke 3 : 8).

Here the adjunct cannot possibly be anything else than a

defining subjective genitive. The " fruits" are not such as

spring out of zwv divdpwv, but --Tj!; /iszuvoia^ ; they are not figs

and olives, but justice and mercy. And as the nature of a

fig-tree determines the character of its fruit; and the nature

of the olive-tree, in like manner, determines the character
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of its fruit; so, the natm^e of repentance determines tlie

character of its fruit, and of the character of its baptism,

issuing, by the grace of God, eiq d^sffcv d/iapnajv.

Pasov, in his lexicon, says, that it is the subjective geni-

tive which appears in this phrase.

JOHN'S COMMISSION ILLUSTRATED BY THE BAPTISM
WHICH HE PREACHED.

Td ftd7TTc<Tfj.a o ixijpu^sv 'Iwdw7j<;—The baptism which John

preached.

—

Acts 10 : 37.

IIpozTjpu^avTnq Uwdwou ^dizxiaiia iisravoiaz—John having first

preached the baptism of repentance.

—

Acts 13 : 24.

Uwdw^q 6 l^aTtrKTrr^q^ xyjpoffffajv xai Mywv, Meravoelrs—John the

Baptist came preaching and saying, Repent !

—

Matthew 3 : 1, 2.

Bloral Imfossihiliiy.

It is a moral impossibility that the ministry of the Fore-

runner heralding the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ should

consist in the proclamation of a mere ritual ordinance. It

has, already, been shown, that the ftdTzncp-a of which Peter

speaks in Acts 10 : 37 could not, philologically, be a dipping

in or covering over in water. We now add, that John's

mission, as the Forerunner of Christ, could not have been

to preach the dipping in or covering over of the Jews in

water, because 1. Such preaching is inconsistent with the

spirit of Christianity. John's ministry was not a fully de-

veloped Christian ministry, but it was Christian in contra-

distinction from Jewish; it was twilight Christianity, the

beginning of the kingdom of heaven. Under Judaism rite

and ceremonial had a prime importance. It was by and

through them that truth was reached. Under Christianity

truth is brought into the foreground and directly taught;

while the observance of rite, as such, is not taught at all by

Christianity. Ritual observance never appears but as the
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shadow of truth, and by itself is as worthless as a shadow.

It may be received in all its shadowy perfectness and leave

the receiver "in thegallof bitterness and bonds of iniquity;"

and on the other hand, there may be an utter destitution of

it and the soul pass " to-day into Paradise," It is morally

impossible that such a system could be introduced hj con-

centrating the attention of the Jewish people upon a ritual

ordinance, and insisting on its outward observance as a prep-

aration to receive Christ.

If to this it should be replied :
" John did not preach

merely the observance of a rite, but truth, also, as connected

with the rite," I answer : John's ministry is characterized

as " the preaching of a baptism; " it is so characterized not

once merely, but many times ; not by one person only, but

by Mark, and Luke, and Peter, and Paul; not before Chris-

tianity, but after Christianity; not as something alien from

Christianity, but as in full harmony with it; and such bap-

tism so proclaimed by John, and so appealed to by Peter

and Paul, must have constituted the substance of his preach-

ing ; and if so, then, it is morally certain that " the baptism "

was not a dipping in, or covering over in, water. This con-

clusion is, farther, established by the fuller form (id-iVLaixa

fieTavoiar wliich appears in Acts 13 : 24. Peter in Acts 10 : 37

only speaks of zd iSdnrcff/ia, the well-known baptism which

John preached ; but Paul defines the nature of the baptism

by joining with it a limiting term, which gives to it the

greatest possible precision ; it was the ^diznaiia iiezavoiaq =
Hejyeiiiance baptism, and not loater baptism. If it should be

said: "This phrase is elliptical, and the ellipsis is to be

supplied by the introduction of locder to form the baptism

and making repentance an accident, a shadowed end," I an-

swer : The expression has the most absolute completeness

as indicating the nature of the baptism, and the introduction

of water, or of anything else, to change the nature of the

baptism, is nothing more nor less than a sheer change of the

word of God. If it be rejoined: " We are at liberty to sup-

ply an ellipsis from other parallel and more fully stated pas-

sages, and in such 'water' is found," I answer: The former
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part of this statement I accept ; the latter part I deny. I

deny, that "water" can be found in any statement made to

declare the character oi 3olwi'^ preaching. The point before

us is, " the baptism which John preached." Passages which

refer to baptism in other relations are not parallel passages.

A baptism preached and a baptism administered may have

no more identity than a substance and the shadow which it

casts. A reference to baptisms administered to take out of

them " water," for the purpose of incorporating it with a

baptism preached, is as wise as the taking of Omega out of

the alphabet to expound Alpha on the ground that they are

both Greek letters ; or the taking of flesh out of the body

and insisting, upon incorporating it with the soul on the plea

that soul and body make up one person. What God hath

made twain no man may make one. To put water into the

baptism which John preached is to write a history of John's

ministrj' under some other authority than that of the Holy

Ghost.

The Baptist Church declares it to be her glory above all

her fellows, that she sternly adheres to the very word of God.

If this be, in very deed, her position among her brethren,

then she is, truly, invested with a pre-eminent glory ; but

let her see to it, that she puts no water into the baptism

preached by John, lest she take the testimony of the Holy

Ghost to the baptism of John and drown it in the pool of

her theory, and for this great wrong she be discrowned by

John's Lord as no longer the pre-eminently faithful witness

to the letter of his truth.

Does any one, in alarm, ask, " Do you mean to deny that

water was used by John in administering baptism? " I mean
to deny just what the word of God denies, and to affirm just

what the word of God affirms. I mean to be very jealous

for that excellent glory claimed by our Baptist brethren,

and, therefore, to follow very humbly and very adoringly

(as otherwise knowing nothing) the very words which the

Holy Ghost teacheth. And in doing so I mean to distin-

guish, just so much and no more, as the Holy Spirit distin-

guishes between the baptism which John preached in which
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there was no water, and the ritual baptism which John ad-

ministered in which there was water. John's mission did

not consist in the administration of a ritual ordinance. It

did include the administration of a rite in which water, as a

symbol, appeared illustrative of and lending force to that

repentance baptism in the preaching of which (water not

entering into it) his mission did so pre-eminently consist

that it is ever used by the Holy Spirit to characterize it.

But of this hereafter; I conclude what is, now, to be said

on the baptism preached, so far as brought to view by the

Scriptures quoted, by one other reference. 3. John was not

sent to administer a ritual water baptism, but was sent to

preach repentance baptism, just as Paul "was not sent to

baptize, but to preach the gospel" (1 Cor. 1 : 17). The

phrase ^dnnaixa neravoiaq means nothing more or less than a

pervading and controlling penitential condition of the soul.

This was what John was commissioned to preach, and this

was what he did preach, Mark, Luke, Peter, and Paul being

witnesses. He both denies, that he was sent to administer

water baptism as his ministry, and affirms, that his mission

was to preach repentance baptism, when he refuses water

baptism to the Pharisee and Sadducee, and calls them to re-

pentance baptism, to be evidenced by its appropriate fruits.

And this interpretation of the phrase used by Mark and

Luke, and of the great mission of John, is confirmed in the

most absolute manner by Matthew when he says (3 : 1, 2),

"In those daj^s carae John the Baptist, preaching in the wil-

derness of Judea, and saying, Repent ye." Matthew never

uses the phrase ^dnuff/j-a nsravoiae;', but when Mark says, "John
preached in the wilderness the baptism of repentance ;" and

when Luke says, "John preached in all the country about

Jordan the baptism of repentance;" Matthew says, "John
preached in the wilderness of Judea, Pepent yo !

" We
are thus led by another route, guided by inspiration, to

the identical conchision to which we had previously been

conducted hy philology and grammatical law, namely, that

pd-KTtaiia [j-sravaia^ and nsrayosirs are but different forms for

expressing the same conception—a thorough change in the
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condition of the soul effected by repentance. How much
"water" is there in Meravos'izsl Just so much is there in

[idTitiaixa ixeravoiaq and no more.

JOHN S PREACHING FARTHER DEVELOPED.

Krjpuaawv ^d-riffixa iieravoiaq iiq d^sffcv d/iapTiaiv—Preaching the

baptism of repentance into the remission of sins.

—

Mark 1 :4j

Luke 3 : 3.

The Text.

The change in the received reading of Mark made by
Tiscliendorf, Alford, and others, iyiyavszo 'I(udwrj<; 6 (ia-ri'^wv iv

zfj ipyj!icu -/Ml x7]pu(Tff(vv, brings Mark into closer conformity with

the statement of Luke, who does not speak of John's " bap-

tizing" but only of his "preaching the baptism of repent-

ance into the remission of sins." Mark generally (1:4;
6 : 14, 25) according to the Codex Sinaiticus, uses 6 ^anrc^wv

to express the title of John as "the Baptist."

Whether Mark and Luke unite in stating merely the fact

of John's preaching, or Mark be accejjted as stating both

the fact of John's ritually baptizing, and the fact of John's

" preaching the baptism of repentance into the remission of

sins," we have a broad distinction made, tacitly in the one

case and expressly in the other, between preaching and bap-

tizing. That John did ritually baptize is unquestionable.

That his oral addresses consisted in the proclamation of a

ritual baptism, and a call upon the people to receive such

baptism, is (in view of the nature of his mission) a simple

absurdity. But all inspired writers unite in testifying, that

the grand feature of John's ministry was the irreaching a

baptism; that baptism, then, could not have been a water

baptism, but must have been, as we are expressly told, a re-

pentance baptism. Of course, the ritual ordinance in con-

nection with this preached baptism
.
(which was its visible,

sj'mbol exposition) had to be announced; but it did not have
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to be made the grand tlienie of preaching. There is a ritual

baptisni pertaining to Christianity, but, whatever the theory

may think upon the matter, neither Paul, nor any other

minister of Christ, was ever sent to preach a ritual baptism.

The Christian commission is to preach Christ and his bap-

tism (who never baptized with water), announcing the exist-

ence and requiring the observance of a corresponding ritual

baptism; and the man of whose ministry it can be justly

said, " his preaching is the preaching of a ritual ordinance,"'

cannot be one of those whom Christ has sent to preach the

gospel. And inasmuch as the ministry of the Forerunner is

evermore described as the preaching of " the baptism of

John," "the baptism of repentance," "the baptism of re-

pentance into the remission of sins," it follows (just as cer-

tainly as that there was no absurdly incongruous relationship

between the preaching of John and the preparation of the

way of the Lord) that ritual baptism was not the theme of

the preaching of him who was " filled with the Holy Ghost

from his mother's womb," and who entered upon his work
" in the Spirit and power of Elias" " to prepare the way of

the Lord and to give the knowledge of salvation unto his

people."

Translation.

The "ISTew Version" translates these passages—"preach-

ing the immersion of repentance unto remission of sins."

Alexander Campbell translates a parallel passage—"im-
mersion in luaier into" (Christian Baptism, p. 116).

Eig unto. The translation of ek, in connection with " im-

mersion," by "unto" is something remarkable for Baptists.

There is not a single case, outside of the Scriptures, in

which, in such relation, they translate dq by " unto." The
proper translation, as shown by the character of the Greek
verb, is into. And on this, up to this point, the theorj^ has

insisted in the most imperative manner. This principle has

not been disregarded, and this universal practice has not

been discarded, without some strong reason. What that

strong reason is, is sufficiently obvious. A translation in
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harmony with the translation of this preposition in every

case of Classic use would cut up the theory by the roots.

Try it :
" He preached the immersion of repentance into the

REMISSION OF SINS." Thls makes an end to the theory so

far as John's preaching is concerned. The "immersion" is

made not "into water,'" but "into the remission of siiis," and,

of necessity, the baptism cannot be physical. What reason,

it may be asked, is assigned for so marked a departure from

an asserted law of translation ? The reply must be given,

There is none. If a friend of "the 'New Version" should

interpose and say, " The old version translates ' for the re-

mission of sins.' " The statement of fact is admitted and

we add : 'No friend of the old version ever claimed for it

perfection in its translation. ^^ For the remission of sins"

states a truth under a proper interpretation of "baptism of

repentance," bnt " immersion (in water) unto the remission

of sins," states, on its face, an untruth ruinous to the gospel

and to the soul which coniides in it.

Lovers of the blessed old English Bible, and highly ac-

complished scholars, have not failed to see, and to declare,

an imperfection in the translation of this particular passage.

The translators of tlie New Version have appealed to Pro-

fessor Campbell of Scotland as authority for changing ^'iviih

water" into in water; why was not Professor Wilson of Ire-

land, no less a scholar, accepted as authority for changing

^^for the remission of sins" into the better form, "m^o the

remission of sins?" As Dr. Campbell, wrong, is quoted, let

us hear Professor Wilson, ri.o:ht:

" This rendering of elq after (ia-KTiZu) or any of its derivatives

by 'for,' as in 'I baptize eiq ij-eravoiav^' and 'Baptism of repent-

ance eiq acpeaiv aixaptiSiv^ we consider wholly unauthorized. The
correct translation is inW (On Baptism, p. 341).

And, so, wherever d'z occurs, literal or figurative, in a

hundred quotations outside of the Scriptures, given by Dr.

Conant, he uniformly translates it by into. Why was another

translation reserved for the Scriptures?

No defence can be set up by appealing to the old Bible,
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because the new Bible was to be made by " scholars compe-

tent" to amend the imperfections wliich were declared to be

in it, and also to be of so serious a character as to be intoler-

able; and, because they have made their emendation (?) here

and should have left it perfect. "Baptism of repentance"

has been converted into '^immersion of repentance," and ^^for

the remission of sins" has been changed into ^'unto the re-

mission of sins." A defence of this translation by an appeal

to certain possible meanings of the preposition is untenable

for reasons assigned in Jud. Baptism, pp. 95-100.

Far be it from me, in accounting for this remarkable de-

parture from a uniform translation of the Classics, to retort

the language flung at those noble men who gave us the old

English Bible, and say :

" They virtually combine to obscure a part, at least, of divine

revelation, that the real meaning of the words should be pur-

posely kept out of sight."

It is, indeed, a fact, that " divine revelation is obscured;"

and it is a fact, that "the real meaning of the words is kept

out of sight; " but I do not say, I do not believe, that this

was of design. The translators of the JSTew Version believed

that they were giving a correct translation ; but they were

mistaken. They entered npon their work with full faith in

the never to be questioned axiom—baptism is a dipping into

water; and when they came to this passage, they reasoned

thus:

'^ Bdnrca/ia must be translated immersion, but if we translate £i<;

(as we have always insisted it should be translated) ?'n^o, we
take away, water from our ' immersion' by giving to it a purely

ideal element which would ruin our doctrine, and as our doc-

trine cannot be wrong, el^ cannot mean 'into;' therefore, we
are justified in translating it unto. And it will be better to con-

front the self-contradiction in our translations than to abandon

a baptism into water tor a baptism irito remission of sins."

This explanation impugns neither the learning nor the

integrity of these translators. It only brings them within

the range of those intirraities which belong to our common
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humanity when preconceived errors cloud the perception of

truth, and are, unhappily, taken as infallible rules whereby

all questions that arise must be adjudicated.

The translation proposed by the President of Bethany

College, as applied to this case, is an impossible translation,

" Preaching the immersion in water of repentance into the

remission of sins." This translation is impossible, 1. Be-

cause, there is no fully stated passage in which "in water"

occurs in connection with /Sd-T£<r/jta out of which it could be

taken to supply an imagined ellipsis. 2. Because, philo-

logically, a [idnnaiia "in water" can do nothing but drown.

3, Because, grammaticallj", fidTznaiia cannot stand related to

two incongruous elements, "m water" and ''into the remis-

sion of sins." 4. Because, if a second eUipsis is sought to

give " into" another relation, we are not interpreting the

Word of God, but making it a waxy mass to be moulded

after the forms of our ignorance or of our prejudice.

"Kew Version."

jRemarkable Collocation of Words.

An examination of the entire phraseology, as given in the

l^ew Version—" preaching the immersion of repentance

imto remission of sins"—shows, certainly, a very remark-

able combination of words, i^o one, untaught in the

mysteries of the theory, could ever venture to undertake

their resolution into any intelligible; conception. What is

to guide in the interpretation ? Are we to understand the

language as complete or as elliptical ? Is the " immersion "

literal or figurative? Does "repentance" define the im-

mersion and immerse some object, or is repentance itself to

be immersed? What is the force of " unto?" Does it de-

note the depth of the " immersion," reaching down unto

something, or, in general, an end to be attained? Does

"immersion" attain unto "remission of sins" actually and

absolutely, or, only, possibly and conditionallj^? These are

some of the inquiries suggested by the terms, but to which

they return no rational answers.
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But here we are told, that we do wrong to look upon the

language as complete and self-interpretative. It is highly

elliptical. "Immersion" is to be made complete by the

addition of in loater. John preached " the immersion (in

water)." Of what? " Why, of men and women." Well,

"immersion in water" expresses, and expresses only, the

condition of an object resting in repose within water. Is

it meant, that John preached that men and women must

occupy such a condition ? " J^o, for then they must be

drowned ; therefore the meaning of [idnriaij.a is changed to

one (not, to be sure, found in Greek writings, but, which

being quite necessary to make out our case must be right)

from which the inherent idea of the word is entirely elimin-

ated." Certainly that is most heroic practice. And what

of repentance ? " This, also, is eviscerated of its life, and we
convert the repentance of inspiration into 'dprofession of ' re-

pentance.' " And what of " remission of sins ? " " Why we
say. The immersion of men and women in water making a

profession of repentance never reaches ' unto remission of

sins' (that is Campbellism), therefore, we make a double

ellipsis and say: 'The immersion' (of men and women in

water, making a profession) ' of repentance ' will not, but

true soul repentance will, avail 'unto the remission of sins.'
"

Well, this is keeping up a good courage to the end. Some
would shrink from so flat a contradiction of John as to deny

what he affirms, namely, that the baptism which he preached

did issue in the remission of sins. But inasmuch as the

theory necessitates this contradiction of John, I suppose the

theory must be sustained rather than the Preacher in the

Wilderness. And, yet, notwithstanding all this lofty im-

perialism of interpretation which transforms ^annaixa into an

immersion in which there is no immersion but only an evan-

escent dipping; which divorces [idTzrcaiia h'om. iieravoiaq, and

establishes an unlawful union with water: which takes

away iieravoiaq and gives us in its stead an empty " profes-

sion;" which denies, what John affirms, namely, that his

preached baptism issued in the remission of sins; I say, not-

withstanding this imperialistic downtreading of every word
17
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of this Scripture, and tlie mangled rending of its members
from their living relations, I am disposed to gather up the

torn fragments that the}^ may be restored to their divinely

appointed relations, and to accept of them, just as the Holy
Spirit has given them, without any attempt at re-writing in

order to make them square with a theory.

I say then, that ^jd-riGim iJ-erayuiaq aiq acpeatv aiiapTiwv is a com-

plete statement needing no addition, and that it is the fullest

and most vividl}^ distinct statement of the distinguishing

characteristics of John's preaching to be found anywhere in

the Scriptures. The theory can neither destroy it nor escape

destruction by it. The meaning of ^dnTieixa has been suf-

ficiently established both philologically and by usage. There

is not a particle of evidence that it does ever, in the Scrip-

tures, enter into physical relations. And, so far as my ex-

amination goes, it is never used in physics out of the Scrip-

tures. There is no one who will deny, that in ^d.itnaiia

p.travoia.': the latter word may define, and be causative of, the

former word. That this must be the explaiiation of the

relation of these terms, in the present case, is proved by

parallel phrases of whose import there is no doubt; such

as fidr.TKTiJ.a TMpbc, 7.ai T^'^euiiazoi::, this Can be nothing else than

"baptism of (by) fire and Spirit;" ^dr^ncrim dipuroc;, [idr.riaij.a

8ay.p()a)'^^ "baptism of (by) blood," "baptism of (by) tears;"

[idT-'.Giw. p.aprupuu, Otherwise stated, in immediate connection,

TO papTupo'^ fid-Ttffpa, ""* baptism of (by) martyrdom," otherwise

stated, " the martyr baptism;" baptismum publicse confes-

sionis, "the baptism of (by) public confession." And in the

parallel phrases, Lavacrura pcenitentiEe, " the washing of

(by) repentance;" Lavacrum sanctse regenerationis, "the

washing of (by) holy regeneration ;
" Lavacrum fidei, " the

washing of (by) faith." In all of these cases the genitive

adjunct defines and establishes the baptism or washing;

and in no instance is the baptism or washing within a

physical element. The reference is only and always to a

condition of the soul. That ec? d<ps(Tcv apaprtcuv may mean
".into the remission of sins" is unquestioned; that it must

mean this, in the relation in which it here stands, is estab-
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lished by parallel passages and by Baptist translations of

those passages.

What, uow, is the sentiment of the whole? "John
preached the baptism of (by) repentance into the remission

of sins,'" ill other words, John preached a thorough change in

the condiiion of the soul to be effected by repentance and to be ac-

companied, with the complete forgiveness of sins. " Repentance

is the gift of God," and " baptism by repentance" is baptism

by the Spirit of God, and by none other. Is this scriptural

preaching? Was it a kind of preaching suitable to prepare

the way of the Lord ? Was it preaching becoming him who
while he cried in the wilderness " Repent," also, with up-

lifted finger, pointed out the Coming One, already in their

midst, exclaiming—" Behold the Lamb of God that taketh

AWAY THE SIN of the world ?

"

John preached a baptism which he did not execute; a

baptism which he attributes to repentance, and thus, to the

Holy Ghost, the fruit of which is, pardoned sin through the

Lamb of God. Is this preaching so unsound or so unintel-

ligible that it must be converted into water dipping before

it can be received ?

Parallel Passages.

The disproof of the translation and interpretation of the

theory, and the proof of the translation and interpretation

offered instead, scarcelj^ need to be strengthened; yet it may
be well to adduce some parallel passages outside of the

Scriptures.

BsftanTifffiivov stq dvatffOTjfftav Koi uTtyov vtzo Tr^q fiiOrje;—Baptized by
drunkenness into insensibility and sleep.

—

Josephiis, J. A., X, 9.

This passage has been considered, at length, in Judaic

Baptism (pp. 92-100). I refer to it now as being identical,

in general structure, with the passage under consideration,

and as receiving the same translation and interpretation ,by

all parties. It affords, thus, common standing ground from

which to look at this debated passage. No one questions

but that Josephus, here, represents a baptism as effected
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61:0 r^q [j.iO-q^\ that the element within which, by verbal form,

the baptism takes place is dyai(TOr)(Tio.v xa\ u-vov as indicated by

e:c; and that the full development of the influence of this

verbal element is expressed by ^sfioKnaiihoy. Dr. Conant ac-

cordingly translates, "plunged h\j drunkenness into stupor

and SLEEP." For the translation of ^t^jaKTinijhuv by the defi-

nite act "plunged" there is no authority in the word; but

as plunge does not, like dip, take its object out of the ele-

ment into which it puts it, the result is the same, whether

an object gets into a condition of "insensibility and sleep"

by plunging, or in any other way. It will remain within

and, therefore, be under the fullest influence of the invest-

ing element. Dr. Conant recognizes "drunkenness" as the

power eftecting the baptism, and "insensibility and sleep"

as the verbal element investing and influencing the object,

by their peculiar characteristics, in the completest manner.

The plunging part of the exposition the theory is responsible

for, and not ^ar.riZui nor the method of putting to sleep; at

least this is not the mode of the cradle hymn—"Hush, my
babe, lie still and slumber." If, however, the theory does

inexorably demand, that cradle and babe, drunkard and

cups, shall be j9/w??(/e<^, even so let it be.

If JosephuS had written pjd-KTtaim jiiO-qq eiq d.vataO-q<riav xai uxvov

neither the sentiment nor the form of the conception would

have been aff'ected in the slightest degree. The genitive,,

with or without a preposition, is constantly met with in

these baptisms. The jDoints which demand attention, and

which are nncontroverted, are, 1. The baptizing power,

ij-iOriz. 2. The element within which (verbally) the baptism

takes place, dvaiaO-fiaLav -/.at ur.vow. 3. That no provision is made

for taking out of this baptism, as there never is in any

iSdnrcfffM. 4. Deliverance from this baptism must come from

the self-exhaustion of the drunken-making power, or from

some foreign counteracting influence, A baptism by drunk-

enness is a deflnite baptism so far as excluding other and

diverse baptisms, such as baptism of grief, baptism of passion,

&c., is concerned; but it is not definite so far as the range

of its own power is concerned. Drunkenness may produce
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a diversity of conditions. Therefore, Josephus makes his

statement specific, as to the varied baptisms of which drunk-

enness is capable, by saying, I mean, specifically, that result

of drunkenness which is expressed by eiq ma(T(h](Tiav xai vnvov.

In like manner John announces in the most specific manner
possible, one out of many baptisms of which repentance is

capable, namely, baptism elq afeatv aixapncby.

Tro pIOTjq ftaTzzi.ti6p.svoq slq unvov—Baptized by drunkenness into

sleep.— Clemens Alex.., II, 421.

This passage from Clement Dr. Conant, again, translates,

*' Plunged by drunkenness into sleep," and thus, again,

accepts " drunkenness" as the baptizing power; " sleep" as

the verbal element; and a baptism, as expressing a condition

in which there is no self-limitation as to continuance.

'£x <Tu)^po(7uvrj(; eiq izopveiav jSaJtrt^oo-ffC r-alc fjdovalq xat rolq Tzd.Oeffi

^api'tsffOat doyp.ariZovTsq—Teaching the practice of pleasure and

passion they baptize out of chastity into fornication.

—

Clemens

Alex., II, 1212.

This passage Dr. Conant translates, ^' They immerse from

sobriety into fornication, teaching to indulge the pleasures

and passions."

We will not stop to inquire why "plunge" in the previous

translations has been displaced by "immerse" in this, but

call attention to the more important point that dq is still

recognized in the ofiice of indicator of the verbal element

of baptism, ''into fornication." The baptizing power in this

baptism does not appear in the genitive, nor by any one

word, but is represented by raiq ijdovalq xat rolq -dO£<n xaptU<rOat.

The agency may be expressed by the dative (and often is in

these baptisms) as well as by the genitive. Those persons

who accepted such false teaching as inculcated the indul-

gence of pleasure and passion, w^ere baptized [rjdovaiq xai -dOsfft)

" by pleasures and passions into fornication" eiq izopvsiav. In

every baptism we have a thorough change of condition. It

may be out of a condition of chastity into a condition of un-

chastity, or out of a condition of impenitence into a condition
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of penitence. These are all the passages exhibiting this

character of baptism which are referred to and translated by
Dr. Conant. As my present purpose is to frame an argument

from Baptist translations, I will add no other quotations.

The passages now cited are in perfect accord as to struc-

ture with that under consideration, ^dTcrifffia iieravoiaq el^ d^ecnv

dfiapTccuy, which cannot possibly be translated by Baptists, in

consistency with their own translations, in any other way
than, "the baptism by repentance into the remission of sins."

To introduce "water" or "a profession of" repentance, is,

in so far, to make a new Bible. To make " remission of

sins" depend on a water rite and a profession, is to subvert

the Gospel. To convert ^dTZTCfffia into an evanescent intro-

duction into and withdrawal out of water, is an utter disre-

gard both of philology and of usage.

On the other hand; to translate these words, just as they

stand, by the severest grammatical and exegetical laws,

develops a sentiment which is in the most absolute harmony

with the general teachings of Scripture, and, in especial,

with all that is demanded by the mission of the Messenger

who was " to prepare a people for the Lord." The letter

and the spirit, philology and theology, make common de-

mand for the interpretation assigned. All the genitives,

fiiOriq^ TiOpoi;, atixaroq^ dr/.xpowv, f-iapTupou, publicss COnfessionis,

sanctse regeneratiouis, psenitentise, fidei, as well as iitravoiat;,

are subjective, and not objective, in their character.

If the evidence is not adequate to sustain the position

claimed, the deficiency must be pointed out by others ; I am
unable to perceive it. If the evidence adduced be adequate

to vindicate the ends for which it is adduced, then, the theory

has no standing place. The case must be dismissed.

Alexander Campbell.

Alexander Campbell, of Bethany, Virginia, has occupied

so prominent and influential a position in sections of our

country, and his peculiar views as to the " design of baptism "

are so largely based on the passage under consideration,

which views are practically inseparable from very serious
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error, if, indeed, they be not essentially and purely erroneous,

that a considei'ation of this passage would hardly be con-

sidered complete without a statement and coiisideration of

those views.

My knowledge of this, certainly in some respects, very

remarkable man is derived entirel}- from his writings. I

have never been brought into contact with those holding

his views. The impression w4iich I have received from his

writings is, that he was a man of much more than ordinary

intellect, and of real honesty of purpose; but that his history

is deeply colored by an imperial will and a profound con-

fidence in himself, which, however noble in themselves, j^et,

do always jeopard the reception of truth "as a little child."

The quotations made are taken from " Campbell on Baptism,

Bethany, Va., 1853; Book lY, chap. 1, 2." This "Fourth

Book" bears the title Design of Baptism, and these two chap-

ters are all that is written on that subject.

"Design of Baptism."

*' The design of baptism, and not the action, or the subject, is

the transcendent question in this discussion. What, then, is the

design of New Testament baptism? We say of New Testament

baptism, because we have in that book ' The Baptism op John,'

and the baptism ordained by Jesus Christ. The Harbinger pro-

claimed 'the baptism of rejjentance for the remission of sins.'

This form of expression is exceedingly familiar and intelligible;

and were it not for an imaginary incongruity between the means
and the end, or the thing done and the alleged pui-pose or result,

no one could, for a moment, doubt that the design of baptism

was ' for the remission of sins.' This is the only purpose for which

baptism was ordained. John's baptism was as certainl}- for the

remission of sins,' as it was ' the baptism of repentance.' Baptism

is not ' for the remission of sins ' in the same sense as is the death

of the Messiah, but it is in some sense. If Jesus died because

men's sins were remitted, then, John's baptism was for those

who were already cleansed from their pollutions. Translate the

preposition into or unto, and it still shows a connection between

baptism and remission of sin. To baptize into i*emission intimates

that the subject of that act is about to pass into a new state.
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Tlie only divinely instituted baptism is for the remission of sins. To
be baptized for Christ or into Christ, for his death or into his

death, is to be baptized for the sake of the rights, privileges, and
honors accruing from himself or his death. Of all these remis-

sion of sins is the leading blessing. We are not commanded to

be baptized for faith, for repentance, &c., but we are commanded
to be baptized ' for the remission of sins,' not for the remission

of 'original sin,' not for the remission of sins yet to be comuiitted,

but for the remission of sins that are past. Through faith and

repentance, we are commanded to be baptized for one specific

pur
J)
OS e.

" 2. Our second leading inquiiy must be, I)i what sense is bap-

tism for the remission of sins ? Causes are various, original., efficient,

meritorious, instrumental, concurrent, final. For most minds, it is

enough to read the precept, 'Eepent and be baptized, every one

of you, for the remission of sins,' without presuming to compre-

hend or develop the necessity for it It is not a meritorious or

an efficient cause, but an instrumental cause, in which repent-

ance and faith are developed and made fruitful and effectual in

the changing of our state and spiritual relations. It is also a

seal and pledge that, through faith in the blood of the slain

Lamb of God, and through rejoentance, by the virtues of the

great Mediator, we are thus publicly declared forgiven. Bap-

tism is 'for the remission of siusj' to give us through repent-

ance and faith a solemn pledge and assurance of pardon : any
other baptism is a human invention, ' He that believeth and is

baptized shall be saved' associates faith and baptism as ante-

cedents, whose consequent is salvation. The Apostles in their

epistles allude to baptism as a symbol of moral purification—

a

washing away of sin in a figure, declarative of a true and real

remission of sin

—

a formal and definite release of the conscience

from the feeling of guilt and all its condemnat07^y power. Baptism

was for the true, real, and formal remissio7i of sins, through faith

in the Messiah, and a genuine repentance towards God.

" Baptism was designed for the remission of sins, for a pledge

and an assurance of pardon through the Messiah, our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ. Baptism is a sign and seal ; it is a seal

of the righteousness of faith, or the remission of all our past

sins, through faith in his blood, then, and in that act publicly

expressed and confirmed. This, most unquestionably, is its

place, its meaning, and importance in the Christian institution.
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'Eaptism doth save us.' Not that there is anything in the mere

element of water, or in the act, or in the administrator, or in

the formula, but all its virtue and efficacy is in the faith and

intelligence of him that receives it.

" To him that believeth and repenteth of his sins, and to none

else, then, we may safely say, 'Be baptized for the remission of

your sins,' and it will surely be granted by the Lord, and enjoyed

by the subject with an assurance and an evidence which the

word and ordinances of the Lord alone can bestow/'

I have, thus, endeavored to give a faithful abstract, gener-

ally in his own words, of the two chapters which Alexander

Campbell has written on " the Design of Baptism." After

an attentive perusal of the whole, the impression left upou

my mind is that of bewilderment. And I think that that is

only a shadow from the state of mind of the writer. If Alex-

ander Campbell had not been bewildered on this subject he

never could have started out with the italicized premise,

"baptism is for the remission of sins," and then concluded with

the declaration—" To him that believeth and repenteth of his

sins, and to none else, we may safely say, -'Be baptized for

the remission of your sins.' " Was ever premise and con-

clusion farther removed, logically, from each other? The
body of these chapters, also, contain statements wdiich in

their relations to each other are so indefinite, so ambiguous,

so incongruous, and so irreconcilable, that the conviction is

forced upon the mind that the writer is painfully struggling

to establish harmony between admitted vital truth and the

pernicious error of a sadly misinterpreted text of Scripture.

I am heartily glad, however, that by a courageous sacrifice

of logic he does save alive in his conclusion so much of

God's precious truth as was given over to death in his pre-

mise. There was too much of essential truth lodged in the

mind of this strong man to allow so bald and so portentous

an error as, that "dipping into water was designed of God
for the remission of sins," to fruit out in its logical results.

But the danger is, that Alexander Campbell w^ould be less

of a " Cani[)bellite" than any of his followers. It is impos-

sible to sow among the masses such seed as loater dipping fox"
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sin remission, without a crop springing up wliich will call for

tears to drown it out. I have already said, that I have had
no opportunity to observe the practical operation of this

doctrine ; but if it does not turn the soul away from a cruci-

fied Redeemer as the source of remission of sin, and induce

the substitution of a water-pool,! shall be agreeably surprised.

The President of Bethany has embarrassed himself, and

imperilled others, by a misunderstanding of that great an-

nouncement of John—the j3d7:TC(T/j.a fieTavo{a<; hq d.(peaiv diiapriSiv.

It is he, not John, that has put water into that ^dr^naixa. It

is he, and not John, that has put "design" into that ej^.

When these errors shall have been corrected and the true

announcement of the Holy Ghost, through the Forerunner,

is allowed to be made, of a baptism, not into water but, into

the remission of sins, ejSPected not by a human administrator

but, by the Holy Spirit working through repentance, then,

human error will be eliminated and the pure truth of God
will be revealed. Then, it will be no longer necessary to

plead against " an imaginary incongruity between the means

and the end," but the divine harmony in the analogy of

revealed truth will be so obvious that none will think of

"imagining" incongruity. When John says, I baptize (e^?

lisravoiay) for [T) REPENTANCE; if, "in some seusc," then, in

what sense is baptism "for" repentance? And if not ''for

repentance," how does tk acpeatv become ^^for the remission

of sins?"

It is with great pleasure that I present the following just

views of Professor J. H. Godwin (i^otes on Mark, London,

1869):

" John was both a prophet and priest. As prophet he preached,

and as priest he used a rite of purification similar to those used

by the priests. All public purifications with water, and all in

which one person acted on another, were by sprinkling or

affusion. These and only these were appointed by the law, and

were called baptisms (Heb. 9 : 10). The same term which is

used for the rite is also used for the reality of which it is an

emblem. As there was a circumcision of the body, so there was

a circumcision of the mind. The baptism which was the subject
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of John's preaching, and which was for the remission of sins,

was that of the mind. Justin Martyr speaks of the cleansing

of repentance and of the linowledge of God, and declares this to

be the only baptism which can purify the person. The baptism

of repentance is a purification which consists in this or comes
from this."

The reference to Justin Martyr may be found in Judaic

Baptism, p. 277. As it is a very admirable exposition of the

phrase under consideration I will here quote a portion of it

:

" Through the washing of repentance and of the knowledge

of God . . . we have believed and make known that this very

baptism which he foreannounced is the only one able to cleanse

the repenting. . . . For of what use is that baptism which cleanses

the flesh and the body only? Baptize the soul from anger, and

from covetousness, and from envy, and from hate, and behold

the body is pure."

This earnest testimony of the Martyr witness is the very

truth of God. And whether it be the special theory of

Alexander Campbell, or the general theory, which he shares

with others, converting those precious words

—

^d-Krtffixa fisra-

voiai; el^ acpzaiv aiiapTiwv into a water dipping (!)—the one and

the other alike antagonize, if they do not subvert, the teach-

ings of the Word of God.

JOHN'S COMMISSION ILLUSTKATED BY THE KITUAL
BAPTISM WHICH HE ADMINISTERED.

^Eyo) fxev ^aitri^oj Ofidq, iv udarc, £C(; ixtravoiav—I, indeed baptize

you with water, into rej)entance.

—

Matt. 3:11.

"Eym ixkv l^d-KTiaaffa ofxaq (kv) udari—I, indeed, have baptized you

with water.

—

^lark 1 : 8.

'Eyo) fx£v udart iSanri^u} biiaq—I, indeed, baptize you Avith water.

—Luke 3 : 16.

These passages of Scripture show the presence of water

in the ritual baptism administered by John. It is put there
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by divine authority. Its presence is essential to the rite.

To take away the water is to destroy the rite. This water

is used by John. He is the administrator of the ritual bap-

tism. In the baptism which John preached there was no

water. Of that baptism John was not the executive. He
was only its Proclaimer. The agency effecting it was re-

pentance. And as repentance is the work of the Holy
Spirit, the Holy Spirit was the Author of the baptism.

Into that baptism water cannot be introduced without de-

stroying it. We have, then, a twofold baptism, or one bap-

tism under a twofold aspect. In the one water has no place,

and in the other water is of divine appointment. The
question which presses on us for solution is this :

" What is

the position occupied and the purpose served by water in

this ritual baptism ?

"

Before entering upon a detailed consideration of the ele-

ments entering into a solution of this question, as furnished

by these passages, it will be well to note the circumstances

under which, and the ends for which they were spoken.

The three passages were evidently spoken at the same time

and for the same ends. Mark is less definite as to time and

circumstance than the other Evangelists. He (1 : 7, 8) only

represents the person and baptism of John, as contrasted

with the person and baptism of Christ, without assigning

any special reason for this being done. It was not necessary

to assign any special cause as giving origin to such contrast.

The contrast was, in itself, most momentous and necessary

to be taught to all persons and through all ages.

Matthew, however, informs us both as to the reason and

the purpose of the statement. "A generation of vipers,"

impenitent in their sins, had come to his baptism, and John,

in the glowing spirit and jealous power of Elias, confronts

them and declares, that his baptism is not for such as they

are ; that his baptism has no power to give repentance ; it

is not the very iSdnrcff/M /isravocaq, but only a symbol of it

(iv udarc); before they can receive this latter they must first

have received the former, "bringing forth fruits meet for re-

pentance." Thus, John separates all spiritual power from
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his baptism, declaring that it has no other power than that

which belongs to water. Luke presents a yet fuller view of

the case than does Matthew. In addition to the clear teach-

ing of the essential difference between the ^dnriffiia [j.sTavoia(;

and the fidTztiffixa. iv udazc ei'c psravoiav, and the necessity for the

former to be received before the latter can be administered,

he, also (3 : 15), teaches us, that " the people mused in their

hearts of John, whether he were the Christ or not;" and

therefore it became necessary to place himself, as adminis-

tering a powerless symbol baptism, in the boldest contrast

with Him who wielded a divine baptizing power controlling

all the soul. It is under these circumstances, and for these

ends, that John says, " 'I, indeed, baptize into repentance

with water'—a powerless symbol; the Coming One, mightier

than I, shall baptize not with an empty symbol but ' by the

Holy Ghost,' giving repentance and remission of sins to his

people as a Saviour, and executing judgment 'by fire' upon

the impenitent, in the character of a righteous Judge."

With this exhibition of the circumstances which originate

the statement, we are prepared to enter upon a more par-

ticular examination of the phraseology in which it is made.

The statement as bearing upon our inquiry is one of the

very highest importance. There is not a word in it which

has not a special value both in itself and in its relations. It

claims, and it will richly repay, a full and fair examination.

New Version Translation.

A just translation is essential to a true interpretation; and

such a translation is, itself, an interpretation. It is well,

then, to know and to examine carefullj' the translation which

the theory offers through its New Version. It reads thus:

" I, indeed, immerse you in water unto repentance."

The objection which stands out on the face of this trans-

lation is, that it is destructive to life. Immersion in water

deprives of life any human being. To this it is answered

:

We do not mean to keep under the water. And we rejoin :

Is there any limitation of time in "immerse?" No. Is

there any other word limiting the time of the immersion ?
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'No. Is immerse used in English (without any expressed

limitation) to denote the drowning of men ? Yes : It is so

used in the following quotations :
" Submersion (which is the

French for drowning) leads oft" as the most fatal of accidents."

" And immersed

Deep in the flood, found, when he sought it not,

The death he had deserved, and died alone."

"At length, when all had long supposed him dead

By cold submei^sion, razor, rope, or lead."

There can he no doubt that the word is used in English,

without limitation and by its own proper force, to denote

death by drowning.

How is it in the Latin language from which "immerse"
is derived ? The usage is the same ; immergo, without limit-

ation, is used to express the drowning of men in the follow-

ing passages

:

Tyberinus, qui in trajectu Albulse amnis submersus.

" Tyberinus submersed (drowned) in passing the river Albula."

pelagoque immergere nautas.

" and inim,erse (drown) the sailors in the sea."

And how is it with the Greek l^anTi^M of which " immerse"

is given as the translation ? Greek usage is precisely the

same as the Latin, and the English
;

^anrc^co, without limita-

tion, drowns, as in the following citations

:

BaTTTi^uv aiiTov aTTEKTeivev.

" Baptizing him he killed him."

2e Kv/iaai tcovtov PaTrril^uv, oAEao).

^^ Baptizing in the sea, I will destroy thee."

Then, this translation, according to the admitted usage

of the English, Latin, and Greek languages, does, of its own
proper force, express a drowning; and it cannot therefore

be a true translation, for John could not say, "I drown you."

No, of course not; and, therefore, we change the meaning

of the word which the Holy Spirit uses and which refuses to

give any limitation to its immersion, and substitute another
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whicli will answer our purposes, by limiting the immersion

to the shortest possible time, as our theory requires.

And so, at the demands of a theory, which confessedly is

murderous under the word of God as it stands, God's word

is remorselessly changed as to its express purport, under the

plea, that it must be done to escape violating the command,
" Thou shalt not kill

!

"

The theory which involves its friends in such a dilemma

seems to be .not a little objectionable.

I have another objection to this translation on the ground

of impracticability. It is said, that it was made the com-

manded duty of John to immerse these people; so the ITew

Version reads (John 1 : 26), "He that sent me to immerse

in water." Does that language divide the duty of immersing

between John and anybody else ? Ko. Does it intimate,

that the duty made incumbent upon him was one which he

was unable to perform, and to do which he must call in the

aid of somebody else? ISTo. Then did John, of himself, do

what it is said he was here commanded in his official char-

acter to do ? The theorists must answer, " Why no, of

coarse he did not and could not; and therefore our theory

compels us to add to the commission of John, that he and

the peoijle jointly, were to baptize ; they immersing a part of

their body by walking into the water, and he dipping so

much of the upper part of the body as they may have left

unimmersed." And in what part of the Word of God do

you find all this? " Well, in that part of the commission

which was omitted by ' holy men of old who spake as they

were moved by the Holy Ghost,' but which has been added

since as a sapplcment demanded by the theor3^"

I entirely agree, that the theory makes the duty, which it

says was imposed upon John, an impossibility; but before I

accept the joint offices of others to help John do the work
which was committed to him alone, I would like to be better

satisfied that the Word of God does indeed impose a duty

upon one, and yet mean that it should not be performed by
him, but by somebody else. " But if he was commanded
to immerse men and women how otherwise could it be done
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except in some sucli quasi manner as this?" I cannot pre-

tend to say how it could be done. I can only say, that if

John was commanded to immerse the people in water, John

did not do it. This may be a trifle in the view of the theory,

but that theory is not well calculated to make friends which

announces a very express command from God, and then

lightly proffers to us something else on the ground that the

command cannot be obeyed. Before 1-eaving this point of

interference with John's official duty let me say, that to one

on the seashore who proposed to go into the ocean and bap-

tize herself, a Baptist friend objected, "But you have no

right to baptize yourself." Kow I woukl ask : If I, being

without Scriptural authority to baptize, do nullify the ordi-

nance by covering all ni}^ body in water, what precise por-

tion of my body will the Scriptures tolerate me in unofficially

covering, and the ordinance be unharmed?

We offer a third objection to the translation, questioning

the fidelity of the report as to this divine command.

We object to the translation—"I immerse you in water,"

1. Because the form of the Greek does not express, what

the nature of the case would demand, the transition of an

object from one position into au other. 2. Because the prep-

osition may denote only the position of the baptizer; in

which case there is no provision left for putting u/aac in the

water. 3. Because if the preposition be made to give

position to u/ia?, then, although the language as the language

of inspiration may be treated lightly, and uixaq may be taken

out of the position in which we were told John was com-

manded to put them, still, there is too much of stiffness in

heathen Greek forms to allow of any such manipulation.

If the forms of Greek are so much disregarded as to give

these people position in water, there is no hel]3 for them but

to stay there. The passive form of the verb /5'£/9a7rr£<T//iy3j iv

Tw <T(o/j.aTC—lj£j3a7:Tta/j.i>7jv iv toj [idOst rod ad)ij.aToq—fisjjauTCff/xivoc iv rrj

xa7.ia—gives position to the soul " in the body "—" in the depth

of the body"—"m depravity"—but it leaves it where it finds

it. If ip-l^dnTiffov aX/iTj (with the preposition in composition and

with the active verb) be regarded as an equivalent form,
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"the pickles" will still remain immovable "in the brine."

And, in like manner, if it be insisted upon, that [iar.rl'^.ui iv

odart 6/iaq should place its luckless objects "z'/i the water,"

there is no outcome for them. If to this it be replied:

Altiiough inspiration has omitted to make provision for

bringing men and women out of the water, and although

Greek forms do refuse to lend any aid for tlieir recovery,

notwithstanding, they must come out or—the theory must

be wrong. We accept the alternative. And in proving that

alternative to be the truth, will proceed to show, that men
and women were never put in the water by any command
of God.

This we do by offering a fourth objection to the transla-

tion, having respect to elg /isravuiav ^'iinto repentance."

This objection is based, in addition to the merits of the

case, upon a patent inconsistency with a long series of

uniform translations made, in similar cases, by Baptist

writers.

Whenever an object is to be physically baptized by being

moved out of one position into another position, the appro-

priate Greek form to express such change of position is the

preposition eic with the investing element. The following

passages, with their translations by Dr. Couaut, will establish

this point

:

BoTZTKrOivri ei^ abro—Immersed into it (Lake Tatta).

BdnztiTov eiq OrUaaffy;'^—Plunge thyself into the sea.

BanriZujv dq zrf^ Xijjyrjv—Plunging into the Lake Copais.

Banriffaq elq ro aqm—Dipping his hand into the blood.

"E/Sd-Tcffe elq TYjV (Tcpayrjv—Plunged the sword into his own neck.

Ba-ri^^ety etc; ydla—Lnmersc it into brcast millv.

Bar^riZzTo dq poo'^—Immersed himself w;fo the ocean stream.

BannaM eiq tc- (rrr^Ooq—Plunge the sword into the enemies' breast.

BanriZdvrujv dq rrf^ Xipyy^v—Plunging others into the lake.

Ba-KTiZoo<n dq to uSwp—Plunge a pole into the water.

''E^dnriff elq tov ocvov—Immersed him into the wine.

Bsj^annffpi'Miv eiq abrvjv—Immersed into it.

'ElSaTrzcrrOrjv elq- xaraduffeiq—Plunged i7ltO bottomless depths.

These are all the passages, so far as I know, iu which the

18
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baptized object is spoken of as moved in order to its baptism,

and, in all cases, the preposition elq is nsed, and the transla-

tion by Dr. Conant is invariably iido. Indeed, he says, that

the distinct office of this preposition, in such cases, is to ex-

press the transition and entrance of the object within the

medium to which it points—" The preposition into before

the name of the element into which an object is plunged or

immersed expressing fully the act oi jxissing from one element

into another" (p. 62). ISow the theory says, that in the bap-

tism under consideration the objects to be baptized (men and

women) pass from one element (they say, "out of the invest-

ing atmosphere") into another, the investing water; then,

according to Greek usage, we should have this preposition

with the element [elq udutp); but there is no such phraseology

to be found in the entire history of John's baptism ; and

since tv idan cannot express the passing of men and wonien

into the water, and cannot express the resting of men and

women in the water (1, because it is not a fact that they do

so rest; 2, because if they did so rest they must perish) w^e

conclude, that iv udarc is illegitimately united with fia-ri'^o) to

express the element luilhin which the baptism takes place;

tbe true relation of the verb being with p-sravocav, which pre-

sents, in e(<;, a certificate of wedlock which cannot be set

aside.

Objection.

If it should be objected, that ele; /xsravocav is not a physical

element and therefore cannot represent the element of

John's ritual baptism; it may be replied: 1. To say that

John's ritual baptism must be within a physical element is

an assumption of the whole question. 2. Baptisms are

abundantly met with in which physical elements (water,

wine, blood, tears,) appear without the baptism taking place

within those elements. They are present, solely, in the char-

acter of agencies. If it be objected : Water cannot effect a

baptism eiq ixtxawiw^. I answer : That is precisely the doctrine

which John makes to ring in the ears of impenitent Pharisees

and Sadducees. It cannot give repentance nor remit sins.

But water has a power which makes it meet to appear in a
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ritual baptism £?? ijsravoiav. It has a symbol power. It can

symbolize the purifying nature of " repentance," and the

purified condition consequent upon "the remission. of sins,"

and the pui-iiyiiig power of the atoning blood of " the Lamb
of God that taketh away the sins of the world." "Water,

then, may appear in John's ritual baptism as fulfilling an

office which such ritual baptism demands, and which is

properly expressed by Iv vdart siq /leTavoiav. The exigency of

the case requires the presence of water as a symbol agency,

and the language of inspiration responds to the demand
most absolutely. 3. Eig psTavmav, as a verbal element, may as

truly indicate a baptism and point out its essential thought,

as can a physical element; and in doing so it requires the

same translation.

This is acknowledged by Dr. Conant, both in principle

and in practice, in all cases outside of the Scriptures. The
following are examples of such passages:

BtliaT^T(.G!J.txiv dq avanrOritriav—" Pkinged into Stupor."

Banri'^oiitvaz dq v-vov—" Plung-ed into sleep?'

Ba-Kxi'^uuai eiq, rutfivsiav—" Immerse into fornication.'''

ITone of these are baptisms within a phj'sical element..

They have, however, the same verbal form and require the

same translation. But while not within physical elements,

two of them are efifected by wine, a physical element, as the

agenc}' ; not, however, simply as a fluid, but as a fluid pos-

sessed of a quality which, when drunk, is capable of in-

ducing, 1, a condition of drunkenness; 2, a condition of

stupor. To express tliis complete influence (not to express

immersion^ which has no existence) an admirably adapted

verbal form, borrowed from physical baptisms, is employed
—dq avmcOi^ciav—etc ii-vav. Wine is the efficient cause of these

baptisms. It has the power, not through immersion but

through drinking, to cause the conditions of complete stupor

and profound sleep. Water has no power, either simply as

a fluid or by its use in any particular form, to eft'ect soul

repentance. It cannot, therefore, be used for an}' such pur-

pose. But when water, in <)ertaiu religious rites, is applied
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to objects, it has a power which wine has not, namely, to

make such objects ceremonially/ pure, or, to symbolize spiritual

purity. For this reason (because of its symbolly purifying

power) John was commissioned to use water in the ritual

administration of his baptism sl^ neravocav. And to express

this the language of inspiration has the most perfect adap-

tation, ly udart et'^ p.eTa'MJcav. We insist, therefore, upon our
objection to the translation wiio repentance, and declare it

to be indefensible whether viewed philologically, grammati-
cally, theologically, or in the light of the translation of all

kindred passages, outside of the Scriptures, by Baptists

themselves.

Dr. Carson.

Dr. Carson being* of supreme authority among the friends

of the theory, and having no superior in the ability which

he has brought to its support, it would be unsatisfactory not

to present, in full, his views on this most important passage.

I will therefore make an exhibit of all his points.

His translation (p. 121) of Matt. 3 : 11, " I baptize you in

water," leaves out eiq ;j.£Tayo{ay, nor does he once in all his

.discussion of the passage allude to these vital words. To
leave out Hamlet from Hamlet is the merest trifle compared

with the omission of these words in a critical consideration

of this passage. Dr. Carson might as well take out from

the Bible all that it saj^s of the Lamb slain, from Abel's

altar in Genesis to "the Lanib slain, as it were^in the midst

of the throne," in Revelation, and hold forth to the world

the mangled fragment which remained as the Word of God^

as to take eig ixsrav&iav out of this passage, and present ^Eyut

/SctTTTiTfo iv w^oTt as the baptism of John. Having, thus, sum-

marily dismissed the defendant and his witnesses from the

court-room,, he goes on to hear the plaintiff and his tes-

timony, arriving at a result as self-satisfying as might be

anticipated under so full and impartial a hearing.

The whole discussion proceeds, 1. On the assumption of

the primar}^ and literal meaning attributed to fiaTtriZu); which

may well be done in the enforced absence of tlz psravoiau
-^
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and, 2. On the assamption of a union between iSa-Ti^m and

vdari through the vinculum iv; against which invasion of his

rights the silenced dc; can offer no plea.

The interpretation is made to hinge on iy, and we will see

what can be said in favor of this ex parte case.

Dr. Carson admits (p. 291), that " iSanri'^m h is not so

definite as /5«7rT£C«> ^k. It designates merely the place or sub-

stance in which the action is performed. It is the verb im-

merse and the circumstances which must prove the mode."

Thus Dv. Carson rejects from the passage [3<niriZu) ei^, con-

fessedly the stronger form, and adopts j3a-TiZco iv, confessedly

the weaker form, and which could not lift up its head in the

presence of its sturdier opponent.

He adds (p. 121): " It ma}' be surprising after all that has

been said on the subject, I should still lay any stress on kv

in. I may be asked, Do you deny that it may be translated

with? I do not deny this; yet I am, still, disposed to lay

stress on it. A w'ord may be used variously, yet be in each

of its applications capable of being definitely ascertained.

To ascertain its meaning here I shall submit the following

observations

:

" 1. In is the primary and most usual signification of ^v."

This is cheerfully admitted with the necessary appendage,

that in this same Gospel it is used thirty-six times in the sense

with, by, as is acknowledged by the Baptist translators of the

New Version.

" 2. In Matt. 3 : 11 all the words in connection admit the

primary and usual meaning of iv. The most extravagant of

our opponents admit, that ^anTiX,w signifies to dip. ... I con-

teiid, then, that though iv may sometimes be translated withy

yet, it cannot be so used here."

On this position I observe: 1. Among " all the words in

connection^' with hv, the Greek verb is not to be numbered.

It is in juxtaposition with it, but not in such syntactical re-

lation as to bear any part in determining the meaning of the

preposition iv. Its rehitions, in this regard, are with the

elided elq neravoiav, and can give no determining character to

the translation of iv udau. 2. Going beyond " the most ex-
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travagant of our opponents/' I make no admission that

^aizziZu) means to dip.

" 3. I have produced innumerable examples in which h
is construed with this verb incontestably in the sense of

dipping. What can forbid the phrase to have its usual

meaning?"'

These "innumerable examples," on examination, are re-

duced to the quite computable number

—

none, no not one.

And as to the " usual meaning of the phrase ^a-KziZui iv o'5arf,"

if Dr. Carson, or any friend of the theory, can iind one ex-

ample in Classic, Jewish, Inspired, or Patristic literature, in

which it means to put momentarily within and withdraw

from a fluid, he w^ill And what has eluded all my investiga-

tions.

" 4. Even Mr. Ewing''s translation
^^

This we pass as having no concern wdth it

" 5. Any translation that can be given to iv is inconsistent

with the supposition that ^mzri%u> signifies io pour.'^

It is in proof hy evidence that never has been and never

can be gainsaid (see Judaic Baptism), that baptism may be

eifected by pouring. No designed momentary introduction

of an object into a fluid and its w^ithdrawal (= a dipping)

was ever called a baptism by any Classic Greek wa^iter.

But while a baptism may be effected by pouring (without

the remotest reference to a covering), still, neither this

modal act, nor any other modal act, is the meaning of the

Greek verb.

" 6. I maintain that iv in the sense tviik is not a Hebraism

from beth which signifies luith as well as in. ^Ev signifies

with in Classical Greek as well as in the Septuagint and the

New Testament; and just in the same circumstances."

New Testament writers do not give to iv a new meaning,

but they use it very frequently in a sense in which it is more

rarely used by Classical writers; they, also, use it with the

dative case where Greek writers would only use the case.

" The more frequent use of prepositions to mark relations

indicated in Classic Greek by cases is characteristic of the

style of the New Testament" (Fairbairn, Herm. Man., p.
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38). "A predilection for prepositions where the Greeks

employ cases alone is especially noticeable" (Winer, p. 36).

" 7. Equally groundless and equally absurd is the assertion

that the fact that the preposition is sometimes omitted,

recommends the sense of with. Such an omission can cast

no light upon the subject."

This "groundless and absurd assertion" we venture to

make our own. If Classic writers usually employ the case

alone to express instrumentality, and, usually, limit the

preposition to mark locality, and if Kew Testament writers

verj- frequently use the preposition with the case in express-

ing instrumentality, then, when New Testament writers in

narrating the same thing use the dative, the one with, and

the other without the preposition, the conclusion is over-

whelming that the nude case must determine the wavering

usage of the preposition. This conclusion is strongly en-

forced when the preposition is used by one with so strong

Hebraistic tendencies as Matthew, and rejected by one of

such Greekly tendencies as Luke. In such case the Hellen-

istic use of the preposition by the former in ^v udan is made
little short of certainty by the Classical use of tdart by the

latter. " When the dative case is employed without a

preposition no other version than that which recognizes the

instrumental dative ought to be admitted without a neces-

sity" (Halley, p. 415). "In all cases of the New Testament

where the element of the Baptism is expressed bj^ the dative,

only the element by which, not the mode in which Baptism

is performed, is designated by the sacred writers" (Prof.

Stuart). "But the dative, by a further extension of its im-

port, is made to denote whatever accompanies the action,

and this becomes a real ablative of the mode and maimer, or

of the instrument as Acts 1 : 5 k^drLTiaev vdart. We often find

iv used for the instrumental dative" (Winer, § 31, 7). Thus

Winer adopts the "groundless and absurd" idea, that the

simple dative countenances the sense of instrumentality,

and that where the instrumental dative is employed by one

writer and the dative with h is emplo^'cd to express the

same thing by another writer, that we should regard the-
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latter use as a case of " h used for the iustrumental dative;"

iu other words, that the iv ISarc of Matthew and the udan of

Luke are equivalent expressions indicative of instruuien-

tality. While Winer does not apply the principle to this

particular case, the presence of sk /isravoiav and all the exi-

gencies of the case require, that ^v udan should be regarded

as a circumstance or symbol instrument attendant on the

baptism.

But while Dr. Carson elides from the text e^^ [leravoiav,

without note or comment by way of defence or apology, he

elsewhere (p. 298) lays violent hands on ^aizTiZu) ecV, and de-

clares it to be an unquestionable " immerse mto." The pas-

sage in which he finds this phrase (Mark 1 : 9) will be here-

after considered on its merits; at present, I refer to it only

as the occasion for the expression of Dr. Carson's views as

to the legitimate force of this phrase.

He asks :
" If in common syntax such a phrase has such a

meaning, why should it not have this meaning in the syntax

of Scripture ?

"

A very pertinent question, certainly; and just such as I

would like to ask of Dr. Carson and friends in regard to

Matt. 3 : 11, and Mark 1 : 4.

He adds: " But this syntax is not confined to one instance;

it is found in many instances. Eiq is connected with ^anriZm

in the commission (Matt. 28 : 19). l*^ow, though water is

not the regimen, yet it is the meaning of the preposition in

reference to the performance of the rite which must regulate

its meanino; in all cases."

"Must regulate its meaning in all cases though water is

not the regimen." Very good. And " this syntax is not

confined to one instance; it is found in many instances."

Very true. ISTow, let us turn our eye, for a moment, toward

the "many instances of this syntax" together with their

translations

:

Ba-KTiZoi iv uduTc eiq ixsravoiav—Immerse unto repentance. Matt.

3:11.

EdTTTCfffia [xeravotaq elq atpzavj aixapriSiv—Immersion unto remission

of sins. Mark 1 : 4.
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BoKriZovreq e?? to ovo/j.a rou Uarpoq . . . .—Immersitig in the name
of the Father Matt. 28 : 19.

BanrKTOyjToj . . . . etq afsaiv aimpriwy—Immersed unto remission

of sins. Acts 2 : 38.

Bel3aTTTC(T;xiv()c e^c rd wo/j.a rod xupiou "Irjdou—Immersed in the name
of the Lord Jesus. Acts 8 : 16.

''EiSaTtTiffOrjTs^ oI>v d'z r{

;

—Immei'sed, then, unto what ? Acts 19:3.

(^EfianriffOrjixsv) ei<; to 'liodwou /Sdnrcfffxa—Immersed unto John's

immersion. Acts 19 : 3.

'E/SaTZTiffOrjuev £l<; Xptazov " [fjaouv—Immersed into Jesus Christ.

Bom. 6 : 3.

^EfianriffOrjiiev ei<; rov Odvarov duTou—Immersed into his death.

Rom. 6 : 3.

BaTZTtaparoq elq rov Odvarov—Immersion into his death. Rom. 6 : 4.

^E^aTzriaOrft dz to ovopa IlauXuu;—Immersed in the name of

Paul ? 1 Cor. 1:13.

'El^dTZTCffa acq to Ifj-bv ovopa—Immersed in my own name. 1 Cor.

1:16.

'E^aizTiaavTo £17 tov Mwuffr^v—Immersed unto Moses. 1 Cor. 10 : 2.

' Ej^anTiffOrjpsv eig ev awpa—Immersed into one body. 1 Cor. 12 : 13.

'EfianTiaOrjTs elq XpcaTov—Immersed unto Christ. Gal. 3 : 27.

We have, here, I believe, all the cases of the New Testa-

ment in which the syntax ^arai^m slq occurs with a difference

in the "adjunct, or with a difference in the circumstances

under which the same adjunct is employed.

The cases are fifteen in number. The N^ew Version trans-

lates these fifteen passages in four instances by "into," and

in the remaining eleven by " unto" and " in." And such

translation is given while loudly afiSrmiug, that such syntax

demands into for its translation, and that even the feebler

form, (ia-KTiZit) iv, "will not admit of any other translation;"

such translation is given while in every like case in the

Classics the translation into is invariably made ; and such

translation is given, too, in the face of Carson's protesting

inquiry—" If to produce such a meaning, such a syntax is

necessary in common language, why should it be thought

probable that where such syntax occurs in Scripture, it has

not the same meaning? If the syntax is necessary to the
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meaning, why is the meaning denied it where the syntax is

found?"

And what apology is offered for such marvellous departure

from principle, from practice, and from protest? Just none

at all; we are left to guess. And what shall we guess?

Well, 1. This strawy reason :
" The adjunct of the syntax is

not a physical element." But has not Dr. Carson forestalled

any such objection by his declaration—"though water is not

the regimen, the meaning of the preposition is the same?"
Besides, if Dr. Carson had never stated this truth, do not

such baptisms superabound in the Classics? Why, then,

should they not abound in the Scriptures? True, in the

Classics the verbal form of the element in such baptisms

is not stated; this, however, only shows how profoundly

familiar were such baptisms, how long they had been in use,

and with what familiarity they were employed. It could not

be so, in the nature of the case, with these baptisms of the

Holy Scriptures. These baptisms were all novelties as to

their peculiar nature. They are now announced in the ears

of men for the first time. It is an absolute necessity that

the statement of their character should be, to the last de-

gree, specific. And this is done to the exhaustion of the

power of language when they are announced as jSdnztff/xa

fieravocai;, l3d7TTC(T/j.a sic p-sravoiav^ (idizriaiia elq afsatv diiaprtaJv^ jSdnTMfia

eic; Xpiffzov, &C., &C.

If our "guess" be right as to this reason, it is not of much
worth.

We guess, again : 2. "A physical element appears in the

rite symbolizing Repentance baptism, and therefore the bap-

tism must be wiihin that element." To which we reply : If

men and women are to be thus baptized, then, of necessity,

they must pass into this water element; but to express the

passing into such element ^anri'^M elz is essential, while such

phraseology with water as the adjunct is not to be found in

the New Testament. The piiraseology which is found (er-

roneously interpreted however by the theory as to syntactical

relations) /3a7rr2> kv is incapable of expressing "passing into,"

and does express resting in. Besides, what are the facts with
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regard to this phraseology ? Just this : it is found some

three or four times in the whole New Testament, all of

which are repetitions of one utterance, or at the most bj

one person on two occasions, and such utterance, confessedly

incapable of expressing the act declared to take place, and

confessedly competent to and necessarily issuing in the de-

struction of life without foreign intervention ; this phrase-

ology, once uttered, is taken to the rejection, and to the

subversion of phraseology which declares expressly and ex-

plicitly from the lips of the Forerunner, from the lips of the

Mightier One come in his redeeming power, and from the

lips of his commissioned Apostles, a baptism into repentance,

into THE REMISSION OP SINS, iiito Jesus Christ, into THE name
OF the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. What a reason !

We make one more guess: 3. " Our theory must perish

if we carry into the Scriptures the principles and the prac-

tice which we observe in our Classic translations."

There can be no doubt about that conclusion ; but as it

must perish, anyway, it might as well perish in the observ-

ance of consistency. It does not save the bird of the desert

to hide her head in the bush when the hunter is upon her.

She must die. The bomb-ketch on which ten thousand

Paixhan guns are playing must be "blown out of the water."

The tlieory can never live under such dread artillery as is

let loose upon it from the open mouths of words which the

Holy Ghost teacheth.

Baptism into Repentance no 31odel for Dipping into Water.

Some might imagine that the phraseology " baptism into

repentance" would furnish a basis on the ground of re-

semblance for using the water in the rite by dipping "into"

it. But this is not so. There is nothing in " baptism into

repentance" bearing a resemblance to dipping into water any

more than there is a resemblance to a square or a circle.

Dr. Carson objects to an argument in favor of pouring water

in ritual baptism being grounded on a resemblance to the

" pouring out of the Holy Spirit." He says (p. 105), " Bap-

tism, whatever be the mode, cannot represent either the
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manner of conveying the Spirit, or his operations in the

soul. These things cannot be represented by natural things.

There is no likeness to the Spirit or the mode of his opera-

tions. It is blasphemy to attempt a representation. Bap-

tism, then, cannot be pouring or dipping, for the sake of

representing the manner of the conveyance of the Holy
Spirit; for there is no such likeness. Pouring of the Spirit

is itself a figure, not a reality to be represented by a figure."

All this is true, so far as any imagined resemblance of

form is concerned between the pouring out of water and the

pouring out of the Spirit; but an argument based on the

harmony of words and of conception in thought would be

perfectly legitimate. But in the case of " baptism into re-

pentance" and "dipping into water," there is not merely

the absence of resemblance in form, but there is no resem-

blance in words, or in conception of thought. There is

no such language as "baptizing into water'' known to the

Scriptures; and between the conception of a '^baptism into

repentance" and a 'Ulipinng into water" there is a great

gulf fixed. The one expresses the most complete, penetra-

ting, pervading, and assimilating influence of which lan-

guage is capable; while the other expresses a momentary
act and a superficial result. There is, therefore, no ground

in any aspect for deducing a water dipping from a repent-

ance baptizing.

It is possible that some might imagine, that the phrase-

ology "baptism into repentance" was derived from the use

of the water in the rite ; this, however, is as impossible as

that the foundation of a house should rest on its roof The
baptism which John preached was antecedent to, and the

foundation of the rite which he administered. The rite

grew out of the preaching, not the preaching out of the rite.

It must, also, be clearly understood, that there are not

two (really or verbally) diverse baptisms in the preaching

and in the rite. The baptism is but one. The diversity is

to be sought in the agencies. In the baptism preached the

agency is appropriate in nature and adequate in power,

namely, the Spirit of God, and he eficcts a true baptism
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elq fj.eravoiav. In tlie baptism ritually administered the agency,

water, has neither approjjriateness of nature nor adequacy

of power to effect such true baptism; but it has both appro-

priateness of nature and adequacy of power to symbolize

such true baptism. The baptism then, in both cases, is ver-

bally the same; but in the one case the baptism is realized,

and in the other case only symbolized. It is manifestly ab-

surd to suppose, that John should preach one baptism and

ritually administer a wholly diverse baptism. Whatever
baptism was in his preaching that same baptism was in his

ritual administration. And this the Scriptures declare Mi-

dem. verbis, when they announce that John preached rb ^dr^naiia

iJ.trayo[az (Mark 1:4; Luke 3:3; Acts 13 : 24), and, in the

same express and identical words, announce that he ba-ptlzed

TO (idTtTiap.a ij-sravoiaq (Matt. 3:11; Acts 19 : 4). The proof is

absolute, that there neither was nor could be any baptism

into water; and to convert these Bible baptisms into water
DIPPINGS is to reject the revelation of God and to make one

for ourselves.

We have, now, passed in review all that Dr. Carson has

to say on this passage which, so largely, pivots the whole

question, and we find nothing to justify his mutilation of it

by excising dc; p.travoiav, and thus converting the passage into

its contradictory—" I baptize you in waier.^' We have found

as little to approve in the I^ew Version of Matthew, " I im-

rnerse you in water imto repentance," or that of Mark (the

translator of which informs us that, " it has been settled that

there is no difference in signification between jSd-Tcu and

I3a-Tc^w"), "I dip you in water."' To make repentance the

end of the ritual use of water [''•unto repentance"), is to sow

seed which must logically fruit out in all the errors of Camp-
bell-baptism or something worse, for Campbell denies that

water dipping is ^'for repentance," while inconsistently

affirming that it is ''for the remission of sins."

I am not aware of any other objections likely to be made
against the translation which has been given—"I baptize

you with water into repentance;" a translation sustained by

grammatical law, conformed to Classical usage, harmonious
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witli parallel passages, accordant with the spiritual nature

of all other ISTew Testament baptisms, and demanded by the

very nature of John's ministry. We will therefore adhere,

for reasons both positive and negative, to our position, that

John did baptize into repentance with water used as a sym-

bol—"repentance" being the complement of pa.nriZ(D, and

*' water" being a circumstantial adjunct setting forth, sym-

bolly, the nature of repentance baptism in its purifying

character.

"Eyd) iJ.Ev udarc (ianriZo) o/j.aq—I indeed, with water, baptize you.

Luke 3 : 16.

This passage claims consideration in so far as it presents

differences as compared with the parallel passage just con-

sidered.

1. One of the differences consists in the elliptical character

of this passage of Luke compared with that of Matthew.

The ellipsis consists in the omission of eiq /j.£Tavoiav. A hasty

judgment might lead to the conclusion that it would be the

less important words which would be omitted, but the con-

trary of this is the truth.

Professor Crosby, in his Greek Grammar, observes :
" It

is a remarkable but general truth that ellipsis omits that

word which is most essential to the grammatical structure

of the sentence. The reason is such word will be more

readily missed and more easily supplied."

Dr. Carson is in accord with Professor Crosby in this

doctrine of ellipsis. He says, " This figure always grounds

on the fact that the elliptical matter will always be suggested

by the frequency of the use of the phrase, so that it cannot

be either wanted or mistaken. If it does not necessarily and

obviously present itself, it is essentially vicious in rhetoric

and utterly unworthy of revelation "
(p. 328).

Kow, the ellipsis in this passage answers very squarely to

this doctrine. What is more essential to the structure of

the sentence than the absent words ek p-sravotav, or fianriaixa

/jsravotat;^ which are absolutely essential to give completeness

to fdaTHTt^uj 1 And what could be more readily supplied by
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reason of the frequency of the use of the phrase either

formally stated or more briefly referred to ? Let us look at

the frequency of this usage, not throughout all the gospels,

but by Luke alone

:

Luke 3 : 3. Preaching the baptism of repentance into the re-

mission of sins.

" 7 : 29. Being baptized with the baptism of John.

" 20 : 4. The baptism of John was it from heaven or of men ?

The latter briefer statements are completed by the former

fuller one. The same writer, in the book of Acts, furnishes

us with the following passages :

Acts 1:22. Beginning from the baptism o/Jb/m.

" 10 : 13. Preaching peace by Jesus Christ after the

baptism which John preached.

" 13 : 24. "When John had first preached before his coming
the baptism of repentance.

" 18 : 25. Apollos knowing only the baptism of John.

" 19 : 3. Into what, then, were ye baptized ? And they said,

Into John's baptism.

" 19 : 4. Then, said Paul, John, verily, baj)tized the baptism

of rejyentance.

We see, by these frequent allusions by Luke to the bap-

tism of John, " whiit," to use the language of Dr. Carson,

"can neither be wanted nor mistaken." The ellipsis to be

supplied must be from Matthew, si^ /j.sTavocai', or, as furnished

by Luke himself, ftdnrcff/j.a psTa'^otaq £<? d(fS(TCv dij.apTi(ov, wliich

differ in letter onl}', not in spirit. These are the essential

words which we cannot do without. And, thus, by the

doctrine of ellipsis, we are brought again to the conclusion,

that the vital part of John's baptism is to be sought not in

iv udaTi, but in ei<; /j.eravoiav.

2. A second point of ditference is found in the use of the

simple dative.

Luke is persistent in this usage. It appears in his Acts

of the Apostles (1:5; 11 : 16) as well as in his Gospel. He
never uses iv udarc. This is readily accounted for by his

more Greekly style. Mark also (1 : 8) uses the simple da-
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live according to the Cod. Sin. and other authority, which

is received by Tischendorf and Alford as the true reading.

Origen also {TV, 253), while quoting Matthew and John as

using iv udazi, quotes, at the same time, Mark and Luke as

using udarc. The latter form is 'more frequent than the for-

mer according to these authorities.

The ISTew Version translates this nude form, in every in-

stance, "m w^ater." Such translation is contrary to the gen-

eral consent of scholars. Winer (p. 216) gives Acts 1 : 5,

11 : 16, as cases in which the dative "has passed over alto-

gether into the ablative." He adds, "In all these relations

prepositions are not rarely and sometimes more usually em-

ploj^ed with or without a modification of the meaning. Thus
we find ^i^ udari instead of uduTi. The identity of the two ex-

pressions in sense is manifest; yet we must not consider one

as put for the other" (p. 412).

The reason assigned by the New Version for the transla-

tion in Luke 3: 16, namely, "The preposition iv is obviously

understood before odaTc,'' is neither sustained by the general

merits of the case nor b}^ the doctrine of ellipsis. The con-

clusion reached by the Kew Version in Acts 1:5," The in-

sertion or omission, therefore, of the preposition does not

alter the construction or the sense," has an inadequate foun-

dation in the reason assigned, namely, that Matthew and

John use the preposition and Mark and Luke do not.

The phrases may diflfer immediately, both in construction

and in sense, 3-et agree ultimately in a common thought. It

is not the san^ie form of thought which is expressed by "Seal

£v ro) ^axry/i'oi," and " Seal ru) daxroXiui ',
" " Kill h pvufaia,''' and

"Kill pvij.fuia.;^' "Nourish iv ydXaTtrt.,'' and" Nourish ydXaxTf"

"Baptize h udarc £<(? ;j.eTa\^ucav," and "Baptize udan ej- fisravoMv."

There is a power and authority which belongs to "the ring"

(king's) with which " the sealer" is represented as invested

by ^v, and m this power and authority performing the act

of sealing. In the nude dative this conception is want-

ing; while the sealing is quite as efi:'ectively done "6?/ the

ring." So, "the sword" has a power to slay, with which

"the killer" is represented as invested and as controlling.
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"Milk" has a quality for nourishing, and "the IlTourisher"

gives direction to the development of that quality. " Water "

has a symbol power to baptize into repentance, and the Bap-

tizer is represented as invested with and exercising just that

symbol power. This conception has no statement in the

simple dative.

It is noticeable, that the preposition is never omitted by

any of the sacred writers in speaking of the baptism by
Christ ^v Uvsufj-azi ^Ayiu). This finds a perfect explanation in

the relation between Christ and the Holy Ghost. He is

ever "in the Holy Ghost," invested with and acting through

his divine influence, and it would not be so suitable to say,

that he baptizes Ihsvixart ' Ayiu), separating him from that

divine inness taught by the Scriptures. The contrast be-

tween £v uduTi and h UvEuimrt ^Ayio) is absolute. John was in-

vested with the mere shadow power belonging to symbol

water; Christ was invested with all the real power belong-

ing to the Spirit of God. John came "in the Spirit and

power of Elias," and baptized with the power of symbol

water; Christ came, " God manifest in the flesh," and bap-

tized in (invested with) the power of the Holy Ghost. Under

any aspect in which tlie case can be considered, the nude

form udart. sustaius the conclusion that ^v u8az.t is, mediately

or immediately, expressive of instrumentality.

3. A third point of difference is the order of the words.

In so far as any difference of interpretation is suggested by

the order of the words

—

^ar.Ti^u) Iv udarc £<V pszavoiav, and udan

^aizri'im ek [leravotav, the latter order brings ^anriZui and elq

[isravoiav into more obvious relationship. Thus the language

of Luke, by the ellipsis of the most essential feature of the

phrase, by the nude dative, and by the change in the order

of the words, does at every point sustain the interpretation

which has been given of the passage in Matthew.

The order of tlie words (using the preposition) Iv rai udarc

jSanrH^ojv (slq /jtsravocav) is the same in John 1 : 31 as in Luke
3:16.

The JSTew Version translator of Acts saj's, in a note on

1:5," As udart stauds to the immersion by John, so precisely

19
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does iv TTveufiaTi stand to the immersion of Christ." This is

true ; and the converse is, also, true : As Iv nveo/mn stands to'

the baptism of Christ, so, precisely, does uSarc stand to the

baptism of John. Now, there are few things, if there be

anything, having more absolute proof of their truth, than

that of the executive agency of the Holy Spirit in the bap-

tism of the soul into repentance, ei^ /jsravucav, or into the re-

mission of sins, £<c dfsffcv driaprccov. It must, then, be true,

that water occupies the position of symbol agency in refer-

ence to the ritual administration of these same baptisms.

This view is confirmed by the painful absurdity which has

ever characterized the attempts of those friends of the theory

who have sought to transform this agency into an invest-

ing element, as well as by the necessity which has been felt

by other of its friends to abandon this irrational endeavor

and to expound it as a penetrating, pervading, and control-

ling power. Thus Professor Ripley (Acts 1 : 5) says, "To be

baptized with the Holy Spirit, means to receive iJie influences

of the Holy Spirit in great abundance—to be most plente-

ously endued wiih dwine influence—the promised efl'usion of the

Holy Spirit took place, v. 8. The supernatural ability with

which the Apostles were to be endowed by the Holy Spirit—It

-was by the Holy Spirit's agency that the Apostles were to be

fully prepared for their oiBce. (2 : 4.) The Spirit was im-

parted so copiously, that the disciples are said to have been

filled loith it. 'New and unusual mental power was possessed

by them. Their religious views became clearer, and their

religious fervor was greatly increased." Professor Ripley

eschews the ludicrous absurdity of " a house filled with the

sound of wind in which the Apostles are immersed." He
also interprets "the immersion of Christ," of which the New
Version translator speaks, as having no "immersion" in it,

whether of fact or of imagination ; but resolves it into efl[ect

produced, to wit, changed condition of the soul. In this

view this distinguished Baptist commentator is undoubtedly

correct; and it follows, as a necessary consequence, that

there was no " immersion," of fact or of imagination, in

"the immersion of John:" but that the pure water symbol-
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ized the purifying nature of this "changed condition of the

soul." The preposition in e'c ixerawiav—dq atpeaiv—is intro-

duced as suggestive of such cases of physical baptism as ex-

hibit the baptized object penetrated, pervaded, and assimi-

lated by the qualities of the investing element ; and having

performed this duty its functions are exhausted.

JOHN'S COMMISSION ILLUSTKATED BY HIS FORMULA OF
BAPTISM.

E'ir^ lieravoiav.

It is not certain that John used any formula of words

which he repeated in the case of every individual baptism.

There is no such express statement, nor is there any abso-

lute necessity for.it. The ministry of John was not like the

subsequent ministry of Christianity, one which embraced a

broad field of varied truth and duty ; but was severely limited

to a single particular—the coming of Christ and preparation

for it by true soul repentance. A ritual ordinance based

on such a ministry could have but one character, and there-

fore could not need the repetition of a word formula for its

exposition.

If, however, a formula was used, its terms must, of neces-

sity, have been sucli as to be a reannouncement of the object

and end of his ministry. Some have thought with Olshausen

that the formula of John announced a baptism e;^ rbv kpxo!J.Evov

—"I baptize thee into the Coming One." If this were so,

then it is as certain that John said nothing of a baptism into

water, hy such formula, as that true words express true things.

It is simply impossible that in ^Eyco vSan ^anrit^w 6ixa<; £h rov

Ip^vfj-svov, that {ia-KTi^w can occupy a double and identical rela-

tion to uSari and elq rdv ipyoij.zMov. Its complementary relation

must be with the one or the other exclusively. If the bap-

tism be, as declared, *'iuto the Coming One," then, the verb

has absolutely nothing to do with expounding the manner

in which vdan is employed in the rite. Its power is ex-
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haustecl by the declaration, that the baptized are to be
brought under the controlling influence of " the Coming
One."

Beza, and others, have thought that John baptized, ritu-

ally, £l(; TO d'^o/j.a tou -/.opioo Uqaoo. ISTow it is obvious, that the

diiierence between tlie baptism of Olshausen and of Beza
lies precisely in the difference between e^- t6v Ipxoi-tsvov and
d(; rb dvoim tou xupwo 'Irjffou'^ udart has nothing in the world to

do with it, cannot by any possibility enter into it; so far as

the baptisms depend on it they do not differ, but are iden-

tical. If these baptisms, therefore, differ in any wise, they

differ by reason of the words indicated and in them must we
look for the baptism, just as we look to ek ydXa^ elq dqxa^ for

the difference between a "baptism into milk" and a "bap-

tism into BLOOD."

But there is no Scriptural authority for saying, that John
" baptized, with water, into the Coming One," or " baptized,

with water, into the name of the Lord Jesus;" the declara-

tion is express, "I baptize, with water, into repentance"

(slq !J.tTa'M)i(c?j. The formula of baptism must declare the na-

ture of the baptism, and this is here done in the most explicit

manner. Water is introduced merely as a symbol agency

with whose manner of use the verb has no concern.

Baptist writers, when they forget themselves and speak

according to the record, use the language of Scripture and

say, as does Stovel, " John baptized them inl^o repentance,

without which none can be accepted of God in the Re-

deemer." I^Tow, as Mr. Stovel did not teach, that "im-

mersing in water" made the soul " accepted of God in the

Redeemer," he could not refer to ritual baptism, and must

use this language, "baptized them into repentance," just as

John preached it, and just as th« phraseology expresses it=
the soul brought under the controlling influence of repent-

ance ; such are, none- other are^ " accepted of God in the

Redeemer." Such a baptism became the Forerunner of the

Mightier One; such a baptism was a fit preparation for the

coming- Lord; to preach and to administer a dipping in

water was neither becoming to the character of John, nor a
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preparation for the presence of Christ. If Stovel had said

:

"John immersed tJvem in water, without which none can be ac-

cepted of God," what an infinitely different sentiment would

he have uttered compared with the words whicli he has em-

ployed—"John baptized them into repentance, without which

none can he accepted of God." I repeat, then, that the na-

ture of the baptism must be found in tk rbv ^p^oixevov—sk rd

dvofj-a—dq p-eravoioy—and while John said, ritually, " I baptize

into REPENTANCE, witli Water," as a symbol; he never said, I

baptize into water (ek v8wpy

John may have used the formula, " I baptize thee into

repentance," saying nothing about the water, in words, but

leaving the use of the water to speak for itself, as showing

that a symbol baptism, only, was contemplated; or, he may
have said, "I, with luater, baptize thee into repeiitance;

"

thus, calling attention to the water, as a symbol, that they

might the more surely avoid the error of supposing, that

there was any spiritual efficacy in the rite. But while the

words of Scripture remain as they are, it is beyond the

power of any sound interpretation to deduce from them a

dipping into imter. Sofar, therefore, as the evidence for a

formula of baptism goes, it is in support, clearly and ex-

clusively, of a baptism " into repentance " and not into water.

Parallel usage—zaranu'tij^ ^w(?:'Cw, Kovri^o}.

The principles which enter into the preceding interpreta-

tions receive confirmation by their acceptance in parallel

cases-

Karaizivui exhibits in many respects a usage parallel with

that of ^anriZui (^/.ara/SanTiZajy

1. This word expresses etymologically, the act of drink-

ing, swallowing down a liquid.

2. It drops the limiting liquid element, and is applied to

swallowing solids: Matt. 23: 24, "and swallow a camel;"

Josephus, de Bello, V, 10, 1, " they swallowed jrieces of gold

that they might not be found by the robbers;" VI, 7, 3,

" swallowed down food fouled with blood."

S. It drops the distinctive character of the act as well as
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of fluid substance : Is. 28 : 7, " The priest and the prophet

are swallowed up {7.art-60r^awS) of (5:a) wine ; " Josephus, Y,
13 : 6, "Jerusalem would have been swallowed up by a yawn-
ing gulf" Swallow wp expresses vesulty beyond what is done
by swallow down, which expresses act.

4. All form of descending action is lost, and resultant cov-

ered condition substituted : Hebrews 11 : 29, " The Egyptians

were swallowed up zar£7ro^iyfl-ay= drowned." The Egyptians

were already within and on the bottom of the sea. They
were not "swallowed down.'^ The waters returning swal-

lowed them up= destroyed them by drowning.

5. Covered condition, as well as form of action, is lost

and destruction remains: 1 Peter 5:8," The devil as a roar-

ing lion seeketh whom he may devour'^ {yiazaTzir^. The lion

may or may not swallow what he destroys. " A roaring

lion" destroys more than he swallows. It is to his destroy-

ing and not swallowing character to which reference is here

made. Destruction precedes swallowing in the case of a

roaring lion. It follows swallowing in the case of the return-

ing waters of the sea. The devil destroys many; he "swal-

lows" none. Wine swallowed down by priest or prophet,

swallows up priest and prophet; wine baptized in the stomach

by drinking, baptizes the drinker in drunkenness.

Secondary use of xara^ivu).

As destruction of the thing swallowed is the natural and

ordinary result of swallowing, such expression therefore is

very naturally used of things in which there can be no swal-

lowing, but whose destruction we wish to signify.

1. This is expressed fully and clearly by verbal figure:

1 Cor. 15 : 54, y.a-s-60-Q 6 Odva-oc, elg i'Uog^ "Death is swal-

lowed up into victory." Here, death is not merely repre-

sented as " swallowed up," this would have been sufficient

to express, generally, its destruction; but not the specific

character of the destruction. But this is.done in the com-

X^letest manner by the statement—"swallowed up into Yic-

TORY." This expresses not merely the death of death, but

the triumphant circumstances attendant upon that death.
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Now, will any one say, on the ground of the verbal figure

eiq vTxoc, that vixot; must represent a man's stomach, and

"death" must represent a drink of cold water going down
into it? or a lion's paunch and a torn sheep passing down
into it? This is the rhetoric of the theory. Is not the

phrase exhausted, when it guides us to its physical origin

and we take therefrom the thought of destruction which

there confronts us?

2. Verbal figure, grounded in the swallowing, finds no

place by statement or imagination ; but a power capable of

effecting, by other means than swallowing, a condition of

like characteristics, is brought into view.

As in 2 Cor. 5 : 4, •' that mortality might be swallowed up

bi/ life." That which is swallowed up is not necessarily

swallowed up within that which is causative of such con-

dition. It was sin which caused Jerusalem to be in danger

of being swallowed up, not within itself, but within " a

yawning chasm." One may be swallowed up by intemper-

ance into the profoundest debasement, or by luxury into

utter effeminacy. To be swallowed up bi/ a thing, in

secondary usage, is a phrase of very different value from

being swallowed down by or in a thing. To be swallowed

up by ambition, 6j/ avarice, by selfishness, is indicative of

the supreme control of such influences; they have the mas-

tery. This ends the idea. There is no imaginary stomach

to be constructed. In 2 Cor. 5:4, the controlling agency

is in the genitive with ond; but in 2 Cor. 2:7, it is in the

dative without a preposition, "swallowed up by overmuch

sorrowJ\ This expresses directly the supremacy of sorrow.

There is no formal figure. Figure is only present in that

sense in which a word is diverted from its primaiy, physi-

cal application, and so much of the original thought as is

adapted to the case is accepted, and the remainder rejected.

It miojht be converted into verbal fio-ure and ijive e-reater

specialty to the statement by saying— "swallowed up by

overmuch sorrow into despondency, into lethargy, into de-

spair." Either of these conditions might result from "over-

much sorrow," and by theii' differences they show the neces-
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sity for speciiic statement when it cannot be otherwise cer-

tainly learned.

:
3. The result consequent upon the swallowing up of an

object, literally, is not a destructive influence over such ob-

ject always ; but on the contrary a powerful influence may
proceed from such object by reason of its new position.

This is true with regard to food swallowed. It, thereby,

exerts an influence over the whole physical system which is

preservative of life. The same in principle, although the

opposite as to the character of the influence exerted, is the

influence of wine or poisons swallowed. On this literal

foundation we have that usage which appears in Ar. Ach.,

484, "to drink or swallow down Euripides;" where the pur-

pose is to express the influence to be derived from Euripides,

and not that which should be exerted over Euripides. Of
precisely the same character is the transaction in Julian,

Egypt, p. 223, "I mersed Cupid into the wine and swallowed

him." Cupid having first been swallowed up in the wine

was, then, swallowed down by the drinker for the purpose

of securing the influence which the God of Love would

thereby exert over the drinker, and which is expressed by

his "titillating wings." So in all cases of wine-drinking;

the wine is swallowed down not for any influence to be ex-

erted upon the swallowed-down wine, but for the swallow-

ing-up influence of the wine which, hereby, finds develop-

ment, not envelopment.

Influence may be exerted controlling!}^ by the enveloping

substance over the enveloped object, or, reversely, the en-

veloped object may exert a controlling influence over the

enveloping substance. The Scriptures aflrord exemplifica-

tions of both cases. Dr. Conant says, " Banrc^m expresses

the being swallowed up" (not the being swallowed doimi)

" wholly in a new state or life." This would be a remark-

able meaning for a dipping. But it is the most absolute vin-

dication of our interpretation which places the object under

the complete influence of " the new state or life." John
preached a "new state," a "new life," and symbolly bap-

tized into it, and not into water.
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All words having a literal meaning of such a character as

^uOiZoj, TtovTif^u), jSanriCio, &c., must carrj with them the idea of

influence, and come in the exigencies of language to express

influence directly. Robinson (N. T. Lex.) says, xaranovriZu)^

Matt. 18 : 6, " is used to indicate the highest degree of

misery and suftering," In II Mac. 12 : 4, fiuOi'Cm is used to

express, directly, drowning, the influence of throwing men
and women " into the deep." And in 1 Tim. 6 : 9, atreve?

[ivOiZouffi ruh(; ivOpwiTouq e^c oXeOpav xdi OKmXziav, we have (through

verbal figure) the nature of the engulfing influence of" many
foolish and hurtful lusts." And just as Paul says, the in-

fluence of such lusts issues £<? oXeOpov xai dnwXetav, sO JoSCpllUS

says, the influence of wine-drinking issues dq avaiffdrjaiav xoX

vTtvov^ and John says, the influence of the Holy Ghost issues

sit; p.ezavoiav Ttai. acpsaiv d/iapziaiv.

Such words express a general controlling influence ivhich re-

ceives specific characterfrom the adjunct. A general usage, be-

longing to this entire class of verbs as now indicated, gives

to the interpretation assigned to lianrtZuf the highest certainty.

We ask nothing for this word which does not belong to every

other word of its class as shown by usage both in and out

of the Scriptures.
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PLACES OF JOHN'S BAPTISM.

PLACE WITHOUT MBJN^TION OF WATEE.

John was baptizing in the wilderness.

—

Mark 1 : 4.

'Ev BrjOavia onou -^v '/wawvj? [^aTzriZuiv.

In Bethany beyond Jordan where John was baptizing.

—

John

1:28.

Eiq Tov ro-ov^ oTtou ^v ^lojdwrjq to npwrov (iaTzri^iov.

Into the place, where John was first baptizing.

—

John 10 : 40.

ARGUMENT FROM PLACES OP BAPTISM.

''In the Wilderness.''

All who urge the essential duty of " walking into the

water and dipping the upper part of the body" give bold

relief to the places where John baptized. These places were

the wilderness, two villages, and a river. The Scriptures

declare the place, the symbol, and the nature of the bap-

tism ; the friends of the theory see nothing but a river and

a dipping into it.

They who call upon the world to perform "a definite act"

under penalty of " violated fealty to God," assume no ordi-

nary responsibility; and they who yield to such demands

become partners in such responsibilities. We will obey the

commands of the Lord adoringly; we will reject the com-

mands of men absolutely.
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New Version Translation.

Some of the best critical editions of the New Testament

make the text of Mark 1 : 4 to read, 6 fianri'^wv the Baptist,

and not ^ami^iov baptizing ; we shall, however, now consider

the passage as it stands.

The ISTew Version translates thus: "John was immersing

in the desert" (Quarto); "came immersing in the wilderness

and preaching the immersion of repentance unto the remis-

sion of sins" (later edition).

We object to the translation " ?'m-mersing," because the

original is (iaTzri'^wv and not lii-^aTZTi^wv. If to this it should

be answered, "We have no word merse, uncompounded with

a preposition in the English language, and must do the best

we can ;" then, What is this but a confession that the Eng-

lish language does not, in this direction, furnish a suitable

translating word? It is idle to say, that there is no differ-

ence of power between /JaTrrc'Cw and iii-f^aTzriZoi^ mergo and im-

mergo. And it is worse than idle to say, that the Greek
usage of [iaitTi'^o} and iii-^aTzri^ui is the same. But, although

we have not in English to merse uncompounded, we have to

merge both simple and compound, and Dr. Conant says this

uncompounded Greek word means " im-merse, im-merge.''

Why not, then, take the uncompounded merge? Why not

say, "John came merging in the wilderness?" Is it replied,

"This is not English; this is nonsense?" I respond. This

may be so; and yet it does more nearly express the truth

than, "John came im-mersing in the wilderness." To im-

merse, primary, means to put an object within some j^Jigsi-

cal medium for an indefinite period of time; while to merge

has no such English usage, but is applied ordinarily (if not

without exception by good writers) to things which are not

physical, and denotes the passing of an object into new rela-

tions, with which it thenceforth becomes incorporated and
assimilated. " Feeble-mindedness ?we>y//?^ into .idiocy," ex-

presses an intellectual condition passing into and becoming
assimilated unto the condition of idiocy. It is boundlessly

absurd, in view of English usage, to speak of " feeble-mind-
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edness merging (!) into water^'^ not merely because the intel-

lect cannot pass into a fluid, but because the intellect cannot

become incorporated with and assimilated unto water. We
enter a peremptory denial, in the name of the whole JSTew

Testament, against ^ar^riZut any more than "merge" carrying

its object into loaier. And we demand by all the authority

of the express Word of God, that this word shall be allowed

to carry its object into the condition of repentance (to be made
subject to its controlling influence in the remission of sins

through the Lamb of God), which condition shall be ritually

set forth by pure symbol water.

But again : Why take a compound word to express an

uncompounded word wdien there are simple forms, 'plunge,

dip, which we are told do express in the most perfect manner
the meaning of the Greek word ? Why not get rid of the

preposition (which is not in the Word of God) by translating,

according to Professor Arnold, "John came plunging in the

wilderness and preaching the p/?m_^W7^ of repentance unto the

remission of sins?" Thus conforming to the solemn decla-

ration of Professor Arnold, of the Baptist Theological Semi-

nary, Chicago (Bapt. Quar., Jan., 1870, p. 81), "In fact, the

verb lia-riZui^ immergo, has but one meaning. It signifies

literally and perpetuallj^ to p)lunge.'' Or, why not translate,

^^ dipping in the wilderness and preaching the dipping of re-

pentance unto the remission of sins?" And so conform to

the affirmation of Dr. Carson, versus Arnold, " Bar.ziZoj means

dip and nothing but dip through all Greek literature."

"Preaching the immersion of repentance unto the remission

of sins" is neither English, nor Greek, nor Christianity.

The translation "immersing" is objectionable on another

ground. It does not accord with the affirmation made as to

the meaning of the Greek word by Baptists.

The translator of Matthew says, the word means " a defi-

nite act." But there is no one definite act in "immerse."

Why, then, translate by a word which does not express the

meaning of the translated word ? The translator of Mark
and Luke says, " It has been settled, that there is no differ-

ence as to signification between fidzTiu and jSaTrriZw." Then,
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why translate by " immerse ?" Everybody (and these trans-

lators not less than others) admits, that (idizTm means to dip;

but no one who understands the English or the Latin lan-

guage will say, that to dip and to immerse are equivalent

words. "Why then, I repeat, originate this incongruity be-

tween definition and translation ? I have no doubt whatever

of the good general Greek scholarship of this translator, but

when engaging in a N^ew Version which was to be, emphat-

ically, a new and true version of /?a-TC<«, he should have

sought such a special mastery of the use of this particular

word as would have saved him from so patent an error as

that in the declaration, "It has been settled, that there is no

difference, as to signification, between fid-rat and fiatzriZo),

The latter is merely a later form of the word." This state-

ment iSj truly, surprising.

The translator of Acts says, " Dip, bap, and plunge, indicate

the sounds made by variously applying any solid substance

to water. The air echoes jdimge when a person is suddenly

immersed in water—it echoes dip and bap when persons or

other solid substances are suddenly submerged. Being

words of action, and not of mode, they can have but one literal

and proper meaningJ' It is cause for wonder, that this scholar

after looking upon Dr. Carson's crucifixion of Professor Ew-
iug on the cross of ridicule, driving in through every avail-

able point the tenpenny nails of sarcasm and of contempt,

did not shrink from adopting the Professor's idea, that bap

and p)op were expository of fiar^ri^u)-^ but we have neither

cross nor "scalping knife" for the erring friends of the

theorj-. It is painful enough for them to see a cherished

theory perish through its own falsity. We would, however,

like to ask: How it happens, that while bap, and dip, and

plunge, are the "echoes" of the Greek word, yet these

echoes are all rejected, and "im-merse," which makes no

such " echo," is taken in their stead ? Carson flays alive

the luckless friend oipop ; the Baptist Quarterly repudiates

dip as too contemptible a word to give name to a Christian

ordinance; and Booth will have nothing to do with plunge^

because " it makes our views ridiculous." And yet these
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words are pronounced by these translators to be tbe very

words which, above all others, represent [^aTzri'iaj^ while, in

translation, they are all set aside for another word essentially

different in radical thought from pop^ dip, or 'plunge, as they

and it are, all alike, heaven-wide diverse from ^aitTi'^u) in

nature and in language development.

The Kew Version translator of Ephes. 5 : 26 (note), trans-

lates (ia-Ti'^dij.evoq " /le that dipp)eth." We object to this state-

ment in notes, that a word means one thing, and " can have

but one literal and proper meaning," and, then, giving in

the text a word to which usage has assigned a very different

meaning. It is as easy to unify midnight and noon, as it is

to unify the usage of dip and immerse. And yet we are en-

joined, in God's dread name, to believe that ^a-KriZw means,

indifferently, " dip or immerse." So long as we fear God
and retain the use of reason we shall decline the absurdity.

The translation "immersing" is objectionable, if used in

the sense oi dippiiig (a designed momentary putting into and

taking out of the water), because such is not the Classic use

of the translated word. The element of momentariness be-

longs and gives character to l^d-zuj to dip; but this element

has utterly disappeared from /Sa-rw to dye. The same is true

with regard to ^a-KTi^u)-^ and while the absence of momenta-

riness is not all which distinguishes it from ^dTZToj^ it is its

most essential element, and that without which it would be

wholly incompetent for its developed usage. If on the other

hand, "immersing" is not used for "a designed momentary

putting into and taking out of," then, it is objectionable that

it should be conjoined with water, because to put a human
being under water without withdrawal is to destroy life. In

either case the translation is an error.

The Scriptures have neither changed the essential mean-

ing of the word, nor have they allied it with water as its

exponential adjunct. There is not an instance of the use

of fidnruj (primary) in the ISTew Testament to which the idea

of momentariness does not belong; and there is not an in-

stance of the use of jSanrcZco in the New Testament to which

the idea of momentariness does belong. If this be true the
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theory falls into a shapeless ruin. I know that assertion is

not proof. Were it otherwise proof of the theory would

long since have out-topped the stars. I accept all the burden

which this assertion brings ; I will give the proof.

JBapiism of the Passage,

The baptism which is announced by Mark is not a baptism

in water, but is, iotidem verbis, declared to be a " baptism,

through repentance into the reiMissign of sins."

The possibilit}^ of such a baptism will be questioned by no

one acquainted with the usage of iSanrc^tu. And the possi-

bility of the language of Mark expressing such a baptism

will be questioned by no one acquainted with the Greek

language. We claim that what is possible is true in fact.

It will be seen, at once, that such a baptism has this supe-

riority over the baptism of the theory

—

there is no need to take

any one out of this baptism in a twinkling in order to save life.

The soul may remain under the full controlling influence of

remitted sins forever. The redeemed once introduced into

this condition will, in fact, so abide forever. Thus far, then,

we have the advantage of giving an exhaustive development

to the full power of this forcible word, while the theory

mocks at its high character and substitutes for it a sham.

The difference between baptism ek iJ.zrmoiav, and "baptism

of repentance tiq acpsaiv diJ.apTcwv^" is only the difference be-

tween a bud and its blossom, an antecedent and its conse-

quent. Repentance and remission of sins are inseparable.

There cannot be, under God's system of grace, a baptism

into the one without a baptism into the other. And although

John was, emphatically, the reprover of sin, and the preacher

of repentance, he was, also, commissioned to proclaim "the

bcgiiming of the gospel" in making announcement of the

remission of sins. " Ilis name is John. And thou, child,

shalt be called tljc prophet of the Highest: for thou shalt

go before the face of the Lord to prepare his ways; to give

knowledge of salvation unto his people by the remission of

their sins" (Luke 1 : 76, 77). It was not his commission to

preach a baptism into water, but a baptism into the remis-
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sion of sins, through a baptism into repentance. And this

he did preach, as Luke 3 : 3 expressly states—" He came

into all the country about Jordan preaching the baptism of

REPENTANCE luto THE REMISSION OF SINS." The baptism men-

tioned by Josephus sig dyaiffOrjU'Mv was preceded and caused

by a baptism ek ijAOrjv^ and the two are conjoined as a baptism

(3710 iJ.iO-rjq eiq dvatffOTjatav ; SO, the baptism " into remitted sins,"

and the precedent baptism " into repentance," are thrown

together as [id-Krt.aiJ.a iJ.eravoi.ac; elq afeoiv dij.apriu)v. The baptism

which John preached, and the baptism which John admin-

istered, were one and the same baptism. So Mark 1 : 4

says; so Luke 3 : 3 says; so Paul, Acts 19 : 4, says; and so

John himself, Matt. 3 : 11, says. John disclaims all power

to confer repentance, or to remit sins. He proclaims his

nothingness in these respects. He declares his inability to

baptize in any other way than symbolly, by water. He
points all who wait upon his ministry to the Coming One in

whom, and in whom only, they must " Behold ! the Lamb
of God THAT TAKETH AWAY THE SINS OF THE WORLD."

How .John ritually nsed this symbol water we are not,

here, told. It will hardly be insisted upon in the present

case, as it has been done heretofore, that tv following ^anriZo)

expounds the meaning of /?«7rnCw, Dr. Conant in translating

^anriZoj Iv udart says, "in" is the only sense in which this

preposition can be used in connection with (iaTzzi'^w, The
implication in this statement is, that whenever Iv is used

with this verb the element for a dipping must be indicated,

and consequently udart must be used for a dipping. These

things are not only assumptions, but they are erroneous as-

sumptions. Li the present passage ^v stands in closest jux-

taposition with fta-KziZojv^ but it does not point out the element

in which the baptism takes place ; it merely declares where

John was, and where John baptized. He was iv ttj lpf]!J.o>',

and whether he there ate, or drank, or slept, sprinkled,

poured, or dipped, is a matter of infinite indifiference to

Iv rri ^pfjinp. It is as little warranted to assume, that ^v with

^a-KTi^w must be translated " in." The New Version trans-

lates 1 Cor. 12 : 13, ^v hi IlyeopjxTi .... ^jSanriffOvjpev ^^ by one
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Spirit we were all immersed into one body." The friends

of the theory being judges, then, we may supply the ellipsis

in this passage from Matt. 3 : 11, by ^v lidan^ and translate

—

"John came baptizing, with water, in the wilderness and

preaching the baptism of repentance into the remission of

sins." Attention has, already, been called to the impropriety

of making a ritual baptism the great theme of John's preach-

ing, as, also, of connecting remission of sins with the ad-

ministration of a rite, as is done by the translation " im-

mersion of repentance unio remission of sins," and nothing

more need, now, be added.

There is nothing in the character of this place of John's

baptism, nor in anything said in connection with it, which

looks like a dipping into water; but there is express state-

ment of a baptism by repentance into the remission of sins,

which, unless there were two baptisms, must be the baptism

of the passage and of the place. We may add : If absokite

uniformity of translation be any authoritative rule for the

judgment, then we must judge it to be an absolute certainty,

that if this language of Mark were found in any Classic

author, every Baptist would translate the passage as I have

translated it, and interpret it on the principles by which I

have interpreted it. They would translate e^c by into, and

make it point out the ideal element of baptism, under whose

influence the baptized must come. But inasmuch as there

is a theory about the mode of Bible baptism, the translation

and interpretation of that holy volume must proceed on a

new basis, and be made conformable to human notions.

In Bethany.

John 1 : 28. Tavra iv BrjOavia iyivsro izipav too 'fopddvoo, o-ou yv

'Iwdw'fiq [ianriZtov—These things were done in Bethany, beyond

the Jordan, where John was baptizing.

John 10 : 40. Ei<; rov tottov, o~ou ^v ^IwdwTjt; rd TzpaJrov jSa-ri^iov—
And went away again, beyond Jordan, into the place where

John at first baptized.

The place where John was baptizing is, here, very defi-

20
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nitely expressed. The baptizing was *'in Bethany" (or

Bethabara), a small village " beyond the Jordan."

The friends of the theory are not satisfied with the lan-

guage of Scripture as it stands. They would change it in

several particulars. For example :

'Ev. While Dr. Carson admits that ev should be translated

in and not at, yet he insists that the baptism was not "m
Bethany." He claims, that the preposition may take in an

indefinite space around the village.

It is undoubtedly true, as Matthies and others state, that

kv is used with the names of places, sometimes, when prox-

imit}' only is implied.

Jordan. But for what purpose is it that the natural boun-

daries of the preposition are sought to be enlarged? Dr.

Carson answers, " To take in the Jordan which was a short

distance off," But why take in the Jordan ? " To get

enough water for ' the definite act,' the dipping." But
where does the dipping come from ? " It is in the theory,

and we cannot do without it." "Well, then let it be under-

stood, that the Jordan is to be brought within the limits of

Bethany not by the demands of Scripture statement, but in

order to accommodate the assumptions and necessities of

the theory.

But the Scriptures do not merely state, that this baptiz-

ing took place "in Bethany;" they have something to say

about Jordan ; and what they say is, that the baptizing was

"in Bethany beyond the Jordan." !N"ow, if the sacred writer

wished to sa}^ that the rite was administered in the Jordan,

why has he said, " in Bethany, beyond the Jordan ?" If we
make such addition to the text, we have this awkward con-

struction—" baptizing in Bethany beyond the Jordan, in the

Jordan." To the suggestion that it is elsewhere said, that

baptizing took place " in the Jordan," I answer: And so it

is said elsewhere, that baptizing took place " in the wilder-

ness." And if it should be rejoined, "Jordan implies a dip-

ping," the answer is

—

Assumption.

Origen (lY, 280) says, "t«D Ttapa rw ^lopddvi^ fia-xiaimToq^ iv

Brjdal^apa vnb too '/wc^vvoy yv^oixhou, l^tza^oixhoo. I think that all
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these things are presented, not untimely, in inquiring con-

cerning tlie baptism alongside the Jordan, eiFected by John

in Bethabara."

Origeu here exchanges rdpav for 7ra/jd, which is not done

unwittingly but of design, for he had just quoted the text as

it stands. This shows, that Origen's idea of the relation of

this baptism to the Jordan was not that of the theory, in the

Jordan, but '^alongside the Jordan." Besides, it is of the

first importance to note, that this inquiry into the baptism

effected by John is no more made to turn upon the manner
in which John used the water, than would an inquiry into

the quenching of his thirst be made to turn upon hia lapping

up water out of the Jordan or taking it up with his hollowed

hand. The power of water to quench thirst does not depend

upon the manner of drinking. It made no difierence to

Gideon's men, as to the slaking of their thirst, whether they

" lapped putting their hand to their mouth, or bowed down
upon their knees to drink water;" and to the Patrists it

made no difference how the water was used by John; the

power to baptize which belonged (in their view) to the water

had no dependence upon the manner of its use. Hence in

Patristic writings you do not meet with the question of the

mode of baptism as a question on its own merits, but merely,

and that rarely, as to the power of a given mode to effect

a certain character of baptism; and the decision was, that

the character of the baptism is not affected by the manner
of using the water, any more than the quenching of thirst

is affected by the quaffing of water from a goblet or suck-

ing it through a straw. The Patristic writers know noth-

ing whatever of a Christian baptism whose essence centred

in a covering of the body in water. Their baptism was ef-

fected by water as an agency through a special power com-

municated to it; the development of which power did not

depend upon a dipping into it, any more than the power of

water to make hot iron cold depends upon the iron being

dipped into it.

The sacred writers do not raise the question of the manner
of using the water, for the same general but not for the same
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specific reason wliicli influenced the early Christian writers,

namely, because there was, in their view, no room for any

such question. The latter regarded the water as receiving

a -power to take away sin and to regenerate the soul, which did

not depend on manner of use, and this new condition of the

soul was in their view Christian baptism; the former re-

garded water as having the power of a symbol to show forth

the condition of the soul penitent, pardoned, and made re-

generate by the Spirit of God, which power being wholly

independent of manner of use, and pertaining to its nature,

the mode of using the water is left, as of will and not as of

commandment, to be gathered from terms used to express

the shedding forth, and pouring out of the Spirit, and the

sprinkling of the blood of Jesus.

The idea of a baptism produced, brought into existence

by some power, is shown by the word iycvop.ivoo'j used by

Origen, a term which he would never have used had he re-

garded the baptism as consisting of a physical dipping into

water.

To all these considerations as bearing upon ^:>?ace, may
be added the historical fact stated in John 10:40, "Jesus

went away again into the place where John^ at first, baptized."

ISTow, it is absolutely certain that Jesus did not go into the

river: 1. From the dictates of common sense; 2. From the

express declaration that the place into which he went was

"beyond the river," and, j-et, we are most explicitly told,

that "he went into the 2')l(i-ce where John baptized." Here

again the theory, not satisfied with the language of Scrip-

ture as it stands, must enter a plea for a liberal interpreta-

tion of this new preposition (eiV) or abandon iv 'IopM>r, as full

of water into which John baptized.

1. If we take the simple language of Scripture in narrating

the fact of this baptizing, then John baptized " in Bethany,"

and not in the Jordan. 2. If we take the historical account

of Jesus coming "into the place" where John baptized, then

John baptized " in Bethany," and not in the Jordan. 3. If

we supply the ellipsis as placed in o-ur hands by other Scrip-

ture (cv udart e/- //.srayoi'ai/), then John baptized in Bethany
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" with water, into repentance," and not into the Jordan. "We

are satisfied with the words of inspiration as they stand. Can
the theory say so ?

PLACE OF BAPTISM AND MANY SPPtlNGS.

John 3 : 22, 23.

Msrd raura TJ?.0£v 6 ' Irjaou'Z .... si? r^v ^loodaiay yrjV .... -/.ai ifidTzriZ^v.

''After these things came Jesus .... into the land of Judea
.... and baptized."

"'Hfj dk /.ai '[codw7j(; ^aTrriZwv ev Aivwv tyyvq too ZaXeifi^ ore vdara -KoXXd

TjV t/.£\^ 7.ai Tzapeyivo'jTo y.ai ^^anri^o'^ro.

''And John, also, was baptizing in ^non near to Salim, for

there were many springs there, and they came and were

baptized."

MANY SPRINGS.

Translation and Punctuation.

A just translation is essential to a true interpretation of

any passage. To make a proper translation it is necessary

that there should be a proper adjustment of the relations of

words and sentences by punctuation and otherwise.

The arrangement of the text and its punctuation as given

by Tyndale is much to be preferred to that of our common
English Bible.

The common version disjoins vv. 22 and 23 by marking

them as distinct paragraphs. The close of v. 22 is marked

by a period. The last line of v. 23 is separated from the pre-

ceding part by a colon: all this is wrong. Tyndale, Camp-

bell, Townshend, and others, throw these two verses into

one paragraph as containing closely related facts. Tj-ndale,

also, includea in the paragraph, very properly, v. 23. But
he makes vv. 22, 23 to constitute a single sentence with, I

think, no less propriety. The whole passage, as rendered

by him, reads thus

:

"After that came Jesus and his disciples into the Jews'

land, and there abode with them and baptized, and John
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also baptized in Enoii beside Salim, because there was miicli

water there, and they came, and were baptized. For John
was not yet cast into prison."

This arrangement and punctuation is a very great im-

provement. It brings Jesus and John with their baptizings

into the closest local relation, and by the comma preceding

and succeeding "because there was much water there," gives

to those words a proper parenthetic character which (with

the better translation "for there were many springs there")

throws an explanatory light over the entire preceding state-

ment.

Olshausen (Comm. in loc.) recognizes the proximity of

Jesus and John. He says, "Jesus left the city and baptized,

remaining, however, in the country of the Jews. John, also,

was baptizing in the neighborhood, and the proximity of the

two messengers of God occasioned the following dispute."

This last statement lacks evidence for its support. Tischen-

dorf sustains (both in the Cod. Sin. and in his Critical Edi-

tion of the ITew Testament) the punctuation which makes,

ore u&ara TtoUa ^v het^ parenthetical. And Bengal (1 : 24) says,

" John is wont to use parentheses, as. to causes, as to place,

by means of wdiich the subject may the more clearly be un-

derstood."

NeiD Version,

The New Version adopts the arrangement of Tyndale so

far as the throwing of vv. 22, 23, and 24 into one paragraph

is concerned ; but in punctuation it follows the Common
Version. It translates, as nsual, "immersing in ^non,"
and in the quarto edition, "many waters," in the sense "«

great abundance of water," but in the later and revised edition,

" much water." This latter translation stands alone when
compared with that made of all other passages (Re-v. 1 ; 15;

14 : 2; 17 : 1) in the New Testament where the expression

TzoUa udara is fouud. In these passages the New Version

always translates " many waters."

Of the translation, "immersing in ^non," nothing need

be said so far as "immersing" is concerned, except to call
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attention to the fact, that here, again, the adjunct word says

nothing of a dipping. The place of baptism is designated

by precisely the same phraseology as in every other case,

heretofore, considered. As John baptized " in the wilder-

ness,'^ and " in Bethany^' so, also, he baptized " in JEaony

The juxtaposition of [iar^ri^o) iv is guarded against misinter-

pretation, in the most careful manner, by the sacred writers.

The theory insists that i\> with ^oKzi'^ui must be translated in;

but this position to be worth anything to those who make it

must assume a dipping in the adjunct; but how is there to

be a dipping in the waste lands of a wilderness, or in the

houses and streets of villages? In all such cases the lan-

guage of Scripture is eflectually guarded against misinter-

pretation. The guard against error is no less real (though

it seems to have proved less effectual), where water is the

near neighbor of this word (/SaTrrtCw h udazc), by the intro-

duction oJl dq iiezavoioy
',
for grammatical law and the facts of

usage do as absolutely preclude the appropriation of jiaizTiZut

by Iv odazt ill the presence of e;? p.ezavoiav, as the laws of grav-

itation preclude the inferior though nearer moon from

making the earth its satellite against the higher chiims of the

more distant sun. The verb is related to both phrases, but

the relation is greatly diverse ; the relation being toward ek

ixezavoiav as its verbal element, and toward ^v udazt as its

symbol agency. Thus, there is no case of the use of j^a-zi^io

iv which is left in doubt.

IloXXa udaza.

But some zealous friend of the theory may say, "As to

this matter of water, we have it all here, and plentj' of it

{nokla udazaj, miich woier, and this must be a case of dipping

or of physical covering, because there is a physical element

involved." I answer: Is not ?/;/?«<; a physical element? Is

not blood a physical element? Are not tears a physical

element? And arc not all these used scores of times in

baptisms where there is no dipping or physical covering?

" This cannot be denied; but wine, and blood, and tears, are

used because having some quality, or representative char-
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acter aj)art from simple fluidity, and the dipping was not to

be in the wine, or the blood, or the tears, but into something

else." Then it is admitted, that a fluid may be present in a

baptism without the baptism being in the fluid, provided it

has some special quality, or representative character. What,
then, hinders water from being present in a religious bap-

tism without any dipping into the water ? Has it not had a

distinctive character as a symbol of religious purity for a

period so long that the memory of man runneth not to the

contrary? May it not be present, therefore, in a baptism as

a symbol representative of purification, just as wine is pres-

ent as an effective agency? "It would seem that it might

be so.'" Then let me ask, Is there any syntactic relation be-

tween (ia-Ti^ii) and TioXXa udaza which requires the water to be

used for dipping? "There is no such syntax; but why was
'much water' needed for simnJdingf" I have not said that

it was needed for sprinkling. "Or for 'pouringf I have

not said that it was needed for pouring. " What, then, will

you do with this 'much water?' " Pardon me for question-

ing whether the sacred writer speaks of much water, and for

doubting whether much water would be competent to meet the

end which he has in view in speaking of woAAa udara. If the

intention was to state, that there was enough water in which

to dip men and women, the statement would have a strange

sound for an inspired writer, and the language chosen to ex-

press the fact would be no less strange. For reasons which

will be given, and which I hope will be satisfactory, I think

that the sacred writer does neither of these strange things;

but speaks not of a quantity of water, but of a number of

springs. To quantity in itself considered, or as a thing of

fact, I make no objection. My objection is, that the exigency

of the case does not call for a quantity of water, but does

call for a number of waters, springs, fountains, streams; and

whether they had much water or little water in them, was a

point on which the sacred writer had no occasion to say

anything and, as a matter of fact, does not say anything.

This I will endeavor to establish by adequate proof drawn

from the record.
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jEnon.

That the phrase TzoXXa Mara is introduced for the purpose

of declaring the existence of a number of springs in close

proximity to each other, and not to make announcement of

the quantity of water, is very conclusively shown by the plu-

ral form of the name (^non) given to the locality. There

is some diversity of opinion in explaining the form of this

name, but there is general consent in regarding it as a plural

form (Ezek. 47: 17) and as meawmg fountains, springs. Evi-

dence could scarcely be more complete to establish the fact

of a plurality of water-courses.

En, or Ain, the singular of ^non, is very frequently em-

ployed as the name of a town or locality near to a fountain

or spring. As springs were numerous some distinctive term

was usually added in order to avoid confusion. Thus we
have

:

En-Mishpat .... Fountain of Judgment .... Genesis 14:: 7.

En-Shemesh . . . . Fountain of the Sun Joshua 15 : 7.

En-Eogel Fountain of the Fuller ... " 15 : 7.

En-Om Two Fountains " 15 : 34.

En-Gannim .... Fountain of the Gardens . . "15 : 34.

En-Geddi Fountain of the Kid «' 15 : 62.

En-Dor Fountain of the DwelUng . .
" 17 : 11.

En-Haddah .... Fountain of Swiftness .... " 19 : 21.

En-Eglaim Fountain of Two Pools . . . Ezekiel 47 : 10.

As it is much less common to meet with a number of

springs in close proximity than with a single spring, the

plural form is much more rare than the singuhxr form in

coiniection with the names of places. It is found, however,

in Ezekiel 47 : 17, 48 : 1, in composition with Hazar, a vil-

lage—Hazar ^non the Village of Fountains. xEnon, un-

componnded, would be much more distinctive than En, as

there would be fewer places which could be so designated;

yet more than one place, it would seem, bore this title, and

therefore John (exemplifying that trait attributed to him by

Bengel), parenthetically adds to the statement "John, also,
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was baptizing in ^non" (I mean that ^non which is "near

to Salim), for there were many springs there." In the like

spirit we find the parenthetic explanation (1 : 28), I mean
that Bethany which is "beyond Jordan," in order to avoid

confusion because of another Bethany near Jerusalem.

The principal members of the sentence are the first and

the last—"John, also, was baptizing in ^non . , . and they

came and were baptized." The whole might be paraphrased

thus: "John, also, as well as Jesus, was baptizing in ^nou
(I mean that ^non near to Salim, so called, because of its

many springs, which furnished separate baptizing places for

John and his Lord), and they came and were baptized."

Thus the words, which are thrown in between the principal

clauses, become explanatory of two important particulars,

1. Of the name JEnon; 2. How John could "also" baptize

at ^non at the same time with Jesus.

Hebreio Phrase.

The usage of the Hebrew phrase, of which 7i6XXa vdara is

but a Greek form, shows that it does not refer merely to a

large body of water, much less to any particular form in

which it is to be used.

The Hebrew (noun and adjective in the plural) is found in

Ezekiel (19 : 10) in speaking of a vine planted by the waters

and made fruitful by reason of " many waters."

The translation by the Septuagint, vdaroq toaXou^ is in the

singular number, showing that the plural form does not,

necessarily, express quantity, or, that it may be equally well

expressed by the singular. This vine was not dipped into

the " many waters," but was planted by them, although the

Septuagint has iv vdart -z.fvrs.ojd\) ^ while the Hebrew preposition

corresponds with It^\', another evidence that this phrase is not

to be pressed on as of the exclusive sense in water. A vine

planted in water would not flourish, but die. The quantity

of water furnished by the " many waters" of Ezekiel was

so much as was necessary for the nurture of a vine. The
manner in which the water was used was by taking it up by
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means of the rootlets. John (for anything said to the con-

trary) may have used the many waters of ^non in the same

way, namely, by taking up and baptizing with it.

In Judith (17 : 17), ^a vdara xat ra.q n-qya.z rmv vdariuv deuotes a

variety of sources, not quantity. The plural form is not

necessary to express quantity. In 2 Cbroii. 32 : 4, uScDp TtoXb

is used for this purpose, and in the Wisdom of Solomon,

10 : 18, iJ8aT0(; TioXXou is adequate to express all the waters of

the Red Sea. ITaaman, 2 Kings 5 : 12, uses the plural to ex-

press number and not quantity—"Are not Abana and Phar-

par rivers of Damascus better than, Tavra ra vSara^ all the

waters (rivers) of Israel?" Luther translates, "Are not the

waters Abana and Pharpar better than all waters in Israel?"

making "waters" in both cases equivalent to rivers.

Number and not quantity is, also, very distinctly stated

by the plural form in Exodus 15 : 27, "And they came to

Elim where were twelve springs of waters and threescore

and ten palm trees; and they encamped there, Trapd zd udara^

by the waters." The encampment is by 'hnany springs,"

not by a quantity of water.

This passage does not leave us in doubt as to whether

quantity or number is intended. The "rd S^ara" are counted,

and they number just " twelve."

Ambrose (II, 1432) understood the noXXd vdara of ^uon to

be many springs, and not a large aggregation of waters; he

says, "Etsi baptizabat Joannes in Ennon, baptizabat juxta

Salim, ubi erat aquarum abundantia. duodecirn fontes, et sep-

tuaginta Palmarum arbores—an abundance of waters, twelve

springs." So, Ambrose counts them.

In a note on Tertullian (II, 1157), a spot is described

which would seem to answer very well for ^non—" Antrum
Corycium describens, ait : Multi hinc illic e vivis fontibus

fluitant rivi—Many streams, out of living springs, flow this

way and that."

These references establish conclusively that the many
waters of ^non have no necessary connection with "much
water" collected into one body, or to " man}- great streams,

the sound of which resembles mighty thunderings, or may
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resemble the sound of a cataract, or the roaring of the sea,

but cannot resemble a tinkling rill" (Dr. Ryland).

The only interpretation which can receive justification is

one which recognizes the presence of "many springs" ade-

quate for the purposes of baptism, however administered,

and accoynmodaiiiig two distinct parties engaged in baptizing at the

same time, without interfering with each other.

It may be added, that quantity {noXb';, nXrjOoc) may be used

in cases of baptism, and the quantity be no greater than

what can be drunk. Both these terms are used in wine

baptisms, and a quart, or a pint, was sufficient for the ac-

complishment of the baptism. Men could not be dipped

into a quart pot of wine ; but they were baptized by it with

all ease. The many springs of ^non may have furnished

enough water for a dipping, but if not they may still have

furnished quite enough for a baptizing. The very mention

of number precludes the idea that the mention of the springs

is for the sake of a dipping. If they were as many as the

springs, or the palm trees, at Elim, there would be no in-

creased facility, thereby, for a dipping. If any one of the

" twelve," or the " seventy," was sufficient for a dipping,

the other eleven, or sixty-nine, could be dispensed with.

If no one was sufficient, what benefit would accrue from a

multiple of nothing by nothing? Carson says, that they

might be all made tributary to a common stock and so

enough be secured ? I answer, 1. This method of getting

up enough w^ater for a dipping is only another illustration

of the truth that the Scriptures, as they stand, do not answer

for the theory. 2. The question is not, Whether or no there

was enough w^ater for the dipping of men and women, but

whether a dipping into water is declared, by the Word of

God, to have taken place in fact.

Ambrose, undoubtedly, believed that twelve springs fur-

nished any reasonable quantity of water, and yet he did not

feel that, however great the quantity, there was, therefore,

any need for dipping men into them in order to secure their

virtues. This is the usq which he makes of these twelve

springs :
" Hos fontes habet Ecclesia, hoc est, in veteri Tes-
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tamento dnodeciin patriarchas, et in novo dnoclecim aposto-

los. His foutibus ante perfnuditur quicunque Christi mys-

terise sacrosancta conseqnitur—The chnrcli has these foun-

tains, that is, in the Old Testament the twelve Patriarchs,

and in the New Testament the twelve Apostles. Whosoever

attains to the sacred mysteries of Christ must be jB.rst be-

sprinkled by these fountains." In the same spirit Lactantius

(I, 491) says :
" Sic etiam gentes baptismo, id est, purifici

roris perfusione, salvaret—So, also, he would save the Gen-

tiles by baptism, that is, by the sprinkling of the purifijing dew.''

Thus we have this spring-water used according to Ambrose
by the verb (perfundo) for sprinkling, and baptism declared

by Lactantius to be administered by sprinkling pure water,

not only by the use of the noun (perfusio) correspondent

with the verb (perfundo), but as if to exclude all possibility

of doubt as the mode of use, he likens it to the sprinkling

of the dew-drops. Did any one ever hear of "dew" in the

shape of a dipping? except, indeed, when the theory per-

forms the feat of dipping Nebuchadnezzar into it!

These quotations are not ofiered as proof that John did,

in fact, baptize in ^non by sprinkling water from its

springs. I am under no obligation to adduce such proof.

My business is to show that there is no such usage of ^anrc^oj

in this passage as demands a dipping of men and women
into these " many springs." The mention of mani/ springs

might be better adduced to show that John dipped frequent-

atively, rather than that he dipped at all. If these " many
springs" were converted into " much water" as vast as the

ocean, there would not be a hair's breadth advance toward

a dipping. Not only does not this Greek word signify to

dip, but it is not in any such grammatical relation to this

water as to make water complementary of the meaning of

the verb be that meaning what it may. To make claim for

any such relation is the most absolute assumption. To claim

that any such relation exists anywhere in the New Testa-

ment between this verb and water, is the purest assumption

without evidence. To claim that ftaTzzt^M^ of itself, does any-

where, in the Scriptures or out of the Scriptures, demand
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anj such relation to water or any other fluid, is intolerable

assumption. Quantity of water can show, that there was
enough for a dipping or a drowning, if there was any dis-

position to use it for such purpose; but it can never prove

any such use, in fact, Alexander of Pherffi had a sufficient

quantity of wine in his vaults to have sufficed for the dipping

of himself or of any number besides; and we are told that

he was, in fact, baptized [-oUuJ o'.yw) -'by much wine;" and,

yet, he was not dipped in wine to the extent of the tip of

his finger.

Now, apply to this transaction the reasoning of the theory:

"Wine is a fluid suitable for dipping into; we are expressly

told that Alexander was baptized, and therefore dipped, for

baptize means nothing but dip; there was no lack of wine

for the dipping, as we are distinctly told there was ' much
wine,' and that much wine was used in the baptism; there-

fore, it is ' not want of evidence but want of honesty ' which

denies that Alexander was dipped in wine." So logicizes

the theory.

The case, as presented, is, certainlj^, not open to the objec-

tion of impossibility. It is, unquestionable, that dipping into

"much wine" is just as practicable as dipping into "much
water." ITor is such dipping open to the objection that it

has never taken place. The Duke of Clarence was more

than dipped in " much wine;" he was truly baptized. J^or

can it be objected that such a baptism as that of the Duke
of Clarence would be inappropriate since he was drowned

bj- his baptism ; for just such a murderous baptism meets

the case precisely; Alexander was baptized for the very

purpose of taking his life. Why now, may not, must not,

all friends of the theory exclaim, "Alexander was dipped

into much wine, and whoever denies this, ' forces the con-

viction upon us, that, on this subject, it is not light that is

most wanted . . . but religious honesty'" (Mem. of Carson,

Bapt. Pub. Soc, xxxvii).

On Baptist principles we are shut up to the putting of

Alexander in this much wine where he must be drowned,

according to the legitimate force of the terms, as was Clar
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rence, or be saved by some foreign intervention, as Cupid

was saved by bis godsbip wben undergoing a like wine bap-

tism, as related by Julian (C. B., p. 245). And in being

sbut up to such conclusion we are sliut up to the most ab-

solute error. The facts of the case were, that Alexander

was baptized by drinking (not by being dipped into) this

" much wine," and when thus thoroughly baptized, was

murdered.

JSTow, what element of proof for a dipping into water can

be found in this ^non baptism, which does not appear for

a dipping into wine in tliis Pherse baptism? Is water, by

its fluid nature, suitable for dipping into? So is wine. Was
there " much water " in ^non ? So was there " much wine

"

in Pherse. Is baptize competent to dip, to cover over? It

was equally' present in both cases. Have men been put into

water, of literal fact? So have they been put into wine.

What then, I ask, was the discriminating difference in the

two cases which gives certain proof that the ^nou disciple

must be baptized by dipjnng, while the Pherse tyrant was

eftectuall}' baptized by drinking f

Is it said in reply, "Wine drunk can, by figure, baptize

into drunkenness f " I answer. Water sprinkled can, by syrni-

ho],h-d-pt\ze into repentance. The question then returns. Why
must John in his baptism be ironly bound to use "much
water" b}^ dipping, while Thebe, in her baptism, has not a

.
green withe to restrain her liberty in using " much wine,"

by drinking?

While waiting for an answer to this question I will venture

the afiirmation, that there is not one word in this account

of the baptism at ^non which would prevent John using

the water in precisely the same manner that Alexander used

the wine, namely, by drinking; and if he had so used it

[ia-KTiZio would have kept an everlasting silence as having no

concern in the matter.

The theory must tind evidence for baptizing bj' dipping

into water somewhere else than in the account of this bap-

tism in -^non.
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Proximity of John cmd Jesus.

There is strong evidence in this passage and the context to

show, that John and Jesns were both baptizing in ^non.
In V. 22 we are told that Jesus left Jerusalem and went

into the country region of Judea. The particular locality

reached, however, is not stated. But in v. 23 we are told,

that "John also Avas baptizing in JEnon near to Salira."

Here, a particular locality is stated, but not so as to deter-

mine, definitely, its relations to "the land of Judea," unless

such relation is indicated by "also" interpreted as expres-

sive of John's being in the same place and being engaged

in the same duty.

This interpretation is strengthened by the 26 v., which

represents John's disciples as coming to him and saying of

Jesus, "Behold, the same baptizeth and all men come to

him." This statement very clearly implies, 1. That these

disciples of John had been eye-witnesses of the baptism of

Jesus of which they spake. 2. That they had just seen it,

and that it was still going on. 3. That John himself might

have ocular demonstration of the truth of the statement, if

he would,—" Behold ! all come to him."

After this fact, namely, " that Jesus made and baptized

more disciples than John," became more generally known,

we are told (4 : 1), that "Jesus left Judea and departed again

into Galilee." l!^ow, the relative number of disciples made
and baptized by John and Jesus would be most readily

learned by their close proximity, in which case any striking

disparity of numbers would force itself upon the attention.

And since, on the development of this fact and as a conse-

quence of it, Jesus leaves Judea, the inference is, that John

was in Judea and was left there by Jesus to avoid such in-

vidious comparisons as had been already made by John's

disciples, and to preclude any course of procedure which the

Pharisees might be disposed to take thereupon.

A difficulty which would at once suggest itself, arising out

of the unavoidable confusion of two distinct parties baptiz-

ing at the same place, is met in the fullest manner by the
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remarkable parenthetic statement, " for there were many
springs there." Our Baptist friends say, izdlla uSara indicates

a large body of water; but there is no such large body of

water in the whole land of Judea, not the Jordan itself,

which could claim the application of these words in that

large sense in which they are, sometimes, applied to the

Euphrates or to the sea; while understood in relation to

number the exigency of the case is perfectly met. Ambrose
seems to thiidc that there is something kindred between the

"twelve springs" of Elim and these "many springs" of

^non ; whether this be so or not it is clear, that as all Israel

encamped napd uSara^ by the springs of Elim, without inter-

fering with each other, having a spring for every tribe, so,

the disciples of Jesus and of John may have encamped at

^non, T:af)d udara^ without interfering with each other, both

parties being accommodated by one of the " many springs."

There was, however, one difficulty in the way of an en-

tirely satisfactory conclusion on this subject, owing to the

uncertainty of the geographical position of ^non.
The more common view of the locality did not place it

within Judea at all; but where it was, there was confessedly

no certain knowledge. Unable to arrive at any certain re-

sult from the resources within my immediate reach, I ad-

dressed a communication on the subject to Rev. Lyman
Coleman, D.D., of La Fayette College, so well known as an

accomplished Biblical Geograplier, Classical scholar, and

Christian gentleman. The following communication, which

I take pleasure in submitting, was received in reply:

" Few localities have more perplexed geographers than ^non.
Dr. Eobinson went on his second tour chiefly to settle this point.

I have many times reconsidered this question, and have an un-

varying conviction that Dr. Barclay has brought to light this

long-lost localit3^ About four or five miles northeast of Jeru-

salem, beyond the Mount of Olives, two or three below Anata,

the ancient Anathoth, birthplace of Jeremiah, he found in the

desert a succession of fountains for a mile or two gushing out

from under high cliifs, TtoXXd vSara, many pools deep enough for

wading, swimming, and all the immei'sions of the Baptists.

21
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Both (John and Jesus, with their disciples), here, would be nigh

to each other, and have ample space. Indeed all the conditions

of the narrative ai*o fully met here. I was at Anata and should

surely have gone down to these waters, hut I knew not of them.

I have since conversed with Dr. Barclay abundantly on this

subject.

" The name is either a Greek plural, as I believe, or a sec-

ondary form, as in Ezekiel 47 : 17.

" See Barclay's City of the Great King, pp. 558-570."

Dr. Barclat.

The following extract, somewhat condensed, is the passage

in Dr. Barclaj^'s work referred to by Dr. Coleman

:

" Aiyun or Ainyun—Wadah Farah—Fountains of the Valley

of Delight. Of all the fountains in the neighborhood of Jerusa-

lem, the most copious and interesting by far are those which

burst forth within a short distance of each other in "Wady Farah,

about six miles northeast of the city. It is a very interesting

spot entirely unknown to Christendom. We passed some half

dozen expansions of the stream, the water varying in depth from

a few inches to a fathom or more. These pools are supplied by

some half dozen springs bursting from rocky crevices at various

intervals. Yerily, I thought, we have stumbled on JEnon

!

'Many fountains.' I believe, is what Professor Robinson, the

great lexicographer, prefers rendering the izo'/ld vdaza of ^Enon

;

and here are not only 'many fountains,' but literally 'much

water,' thus accommodating each translation.

"Although this conjecture (that Ain Farah was ^non) must

be set down to the random conjecture of the moment, yet a

more intimate acquaintance with the geography of the neigh-

borhood has brought me to the assured conviction that the place

is none other than the ' jEnon near to Salim, where John was
baptizing because there was much water there.' Eusebius and

Jerome supposed ^non to be near a town in Galilee, called

Alim, Shalim, Salim, Shulimias, Salimias. But, surely, never

was tradition so poorly sustained; indeed it is self-refuted.

Instead of being 'near to Salim and Jordan,' it is, at least, six-

teen miles from Salim, and ten miles from the Jordan.

" On inquiry, when within a mile and a half of the fountains,

' ^Yhat is the name of this Wady ?' I had the satisfaction to hear
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the Arab pronounce the identical word (Salim), and was con-

ducted to the site of an ancient city. Others pronounced it

Silliir,,^ Selim, Sah'rn, Saleim, Sallem, Selam, &c. This valley,

Wad}' Selim, commences on the eastern slope of Mount Olivet,

rather more than a mile above the cit}", and runs east three

miles. The position of .^non would be well known by the

Apostles' reference to this 'city set on a hill.'
"

Dr. Barclay, farther, says, that bis view of this locality is

confinned by an interesting passage from Liglitfoot, which

he quotes, and adds:

" The obscurity has been dissipated by the discovery of the

Wady Salim, which affords the clue to the identification of this

interesting locality. Its Hebrew name is A i noon and not

Enon ; and this is, almost exactly, the Chaldee Hebrew for

fountains.

"The waters, after tumbling eastward ten miles, empty into

the Jordan under the name Kelt, an Arabic corruption of Che-

rith. Dr. Eobinson (Bib. Eesearches, II, 288) says, both the

name and localit}^ i^ay answer to that of the brook Cherith,

where the prophet Elijah hid himself, A more admirable place

of seclusion could nowhere be found. It dries up in summer, as

was now the case."

The identification of this localitj^ seems to be complete.

Its position, "in the land of Judea," "its many springs,"

their " bursting from rocky crevices at various intervals"

along a distance of some miles, expounds the name ^uon,
and squares perfectl}^ with every conclusion reached by a

previous direct examination of the passage, and especially

accounts for the introduction of t:v?M u8ara as explanatory of

"John also,''' as well as Jesus, " was baptizing in ^non."
While it is true, that there was much water at ^non, that

is not tlie truth which is stated by the inspired writer, nor

one which would have answered his purpose to state; it

would not account for the simultaneous baptizing of two

independent companies at the same place; the presence of

" many springs," separated from each other by short dis-

tances, will do this; and the existence of such a marked
peculiarity in that locality is what the Scripture states. As
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to the amount of water in these springs the statement says

nothing; and the fact to explain which it is introduced did

not require that an^'thing should be said.

As there is nothing said of the quantity of water (we are

ready to admit the greatest amount which any one could

desire), so, there is nothing said of the manner in which the

water was used. There is nothing in the construction which

makes ^a-Kxi^to and vMxa expository of each other; and as

there is no necessary dependence of these words upon each

other, it is a pure addition to the Word of God to assume

any such relation. We may go farther and say : It is not

merely an addition, but a substitution for and an abroga-

tion of the direct testimony of the Holy Spirit, which never

places these words in a complementary relation to each

other; but establishes other relations wholly diverse in

nature. This is done by the declaration through John,
" Barizi^io Iv vdari eic fj-ezavomv (Matt. 8 : 11 ), '^^o.'^c I3a~~c^ti} (^elg

fieravocav'j (Lukc 3 : 16), I, witli water, baptize into repent-

ance;" where /Ja/rrst^y finds its complement in iJ.erav6t.av: and

water (disjoined from the verb in such relation) expounds,

as a symbol instrument, the purifying character of repent-

ance baptism.

If, then, we place ourselves under the guidance of the

Holy Ghost, we must say in the words which he teacheth,

''John was baptizing in ^non (with water as a symbol) into

REPENTANCE." And Joliu and Jesus w^ere baptizing at the

same time, in the same locality, without interfering with

each other, " because there were many springs there."

Why Baptizing at ^non f

It only remains to inquire. Why John was baptizing at

^non rather than at the Jordan ?

The Scriptures do not give any direct answer to this

question ; but we can find one which is highly probable, if

not certain, by a reference to facts which are stated.

The first fact which claims attention is the time of the

year. It was the spring, in or immediately after March.

The Passover, celebrated in the first of the ecclesiastical
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year, was jnst passed. Jesus had gone up to Jerusalem (John

2 : 13, 23) in order to its observance. After its termination

he left Jerusalem (3:22) "and came into the country re-

ofion of Judaea." ISTovv, it wjis in this month of March that

the Jordan overflowed its banks, and John, as well as the

lion from his l'a.stnes.ses, would be driven into the country

region of Jadsea by " the swellings of Jordan." " The Jor-

dan may be said to have two banks, of which the inner

marks the ordinary height of the stream, and the outer its

elevation during the rainy season, or the melting of the

snows on the summits of Lebanon. This happens in the

first month of the Jewish year, which corresponds with

March (1 Chron. 12 : 15). Maundrell, after descending the

outer bank, went about a furlong upon the level strand,

before he came to the immediate bank of the river. This

inner bank is thickly covered with bushes and trees

In this entangled thicket, so conveniently planted near the

cooling stream, and remote from the habitations of men,

several kinds of wild beasts were accustomed to repose, till

the swelling of the river drove them from their retreat."

{Ency. Rel. Knowl.) This condition of things affords a highly

probable reason for John's leaving the Jordan at this time.

A second fact is connected with Jewish views of purifica-

tion and the fitness of things.

The Jews regarded running or living water as especially

adapted for religious purifications. All running water, how-

ever, was not equally pure. The Jordan itself was not re-

garded as technically pure. The Talmudists sa}', that *' the

waters of the Jordan are not fit to sprinkle the unclean be-

cause they are mixed waters," meaning, mixed with the

waters of other rivers and brooks which empty themselves

into it.

But at the time of its overflow the waters of the Jordan

lose their purity not merely by mixture with other waters,

but by sweeping along with its swollen flood all the unclean

things which were the result of a year's accumulation within

its widel}' extended outer banks. ISTo thorough Jew would

use such water for legal purifications; nor can we imagine
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that John (much as we may suppose him to be free from a

purely Jewish feeling) would be likely to use these turhid

waters, without necessity, in a religious rite for symbol puri-

fication.

We have, then, in the overflow of the Jordan (and conse-

quent flooding of all that space between the outer and the

inner bank within which John and the people were, prob-

ably, wont to congregate), together with the consequent real

as well as technical impurity of its waters, an adequate rea-

son for the abandonment of the Jordan, and the presence

of John at one of the pure springs of ^non.
Thus the argument for a dipping from the "much water"

of ^non passes like a swollen torrent, loud while it lasts,

but also like it passes away, never to return.

JOEDAN.

PLACE OF BAPTISM, A RIVER.

Kal i/^aTrriCovTO iv rZ ^lopddvT^ otz^ aurou.

And were baptized by him in the Jordan.

—

Matt. 3 : 6.

Kai l^aTtri^ovro Iv tw *lop8dv7^ -KOTajjM uyt aurod.

And were baptized by him in the river Jordan.

—

Mark 1:5.

The Jordan.

While no Baptist was ever known to base an argument

for dipping on the Scripture statement, that John was bap-

tizing ^v rrj ^pi]!J.(i> in the wilderness, Iv B-riOavia in Bethany,

h Abmv m ^non (admitting that such phraseology is expres-

sive of nothing more than locality, and makes no approach

toward a statement of a dipping within or a covering over

by the wilderness, Bethany, or ^non), yet the same iden-

tical form of statement, Iv ru> "lop^oyq^ is made the basis of

a universal argument for dipping into, covering over with

water, althongh intelligent friends of the theory admit, that

iv ru> "Iop8dy7j does as truly and as absolutely express locality
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as does h r^ IjoTj.aoj. It is our business, now, to inquire into

the authority by which "in the Jordan," a locality, is meta-

morphosed into in the ivater, which is no locality.

We very cheerfully adndt, that of all the local statements,

" in the wilderness," " in Bethany," " in ^non," " in Jor-

dan," the last afibrds, by far, the greatest facility for con-

structing a popular argument in which locality may be ig-

nored, and loater may be surreptitiously substituted.

General Argument of the Theory.

The general argument of the theory is of this sort :
" To

go to a river for baptism, when water could be had in smaller

quantities elsewhere, necessitates the conclusion or, at least,

induces a violent presumption, that a large quantity of water

was necessary for baptism, and that the mode of its use was

by dipping men and women into it."

The points which are involved in this statement are as

follows : 1. The parties did go to a river. 2. They did go to

a river for the purpose of baptism. 3. They did leave a place

where there was a small quantity of water because of the

small quantity of the water, and did go to a place where

there was a large quantity of water because of the large

quantity of the water. 4. The quantity of water can be

accounted for in no other way than by its use for dipping

men and women into it.

Let us look at these points in their order and try to gauge

their worth.

1. " The parties did go to a river."

It is customary for our Baptist friends (or was so in old-

fashioned times) to leave their homes and their churches

(baptizer, candidates for baptism, and attendant throng) to

go forth to some river, more or less distant, for the sake of

baptizing.

ISTow, such a sight as this is nowhere to be met with in the

Bible. Kever is John represented as heading a company

and leading them from some remote point to a river. ]!^ever

is John, or any one else in Scripture, represented as leav-

ing his usual place of preaching to go to a river to complete
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the functions of his ministry. Such things belong exclu-

sively to a Baptist ministry. They have no place in a Bible

ministry.

But it may be asked: "Do you mean to deny that John
was at the river Jordan ?" Certainly not. John was at the

Jordan ; John preached at the Jordan ; John lived at the

Jordan ; and where John was, where John preached, where

John lived, there John baptized. What I deny is this,

namely, that John was accustomed or did ever preach at

some remote point, and afterward lead away his converts to

a river for the accomplishment of some end which could not

be accomplished on the spot where he preached.

Dr. Carson says : John's baptizing at a river can never be

satisfactorily accounted for except on the acknowledgment

that baptism was by dipping men and women into water.

In contradiction of this position we aver: That John's pres-

ence at the Jordan, and his consequent baptism there, is

fully accounted for without any reference to the mode of

baptism. In support of this statement we adduce the fact,

that the Jordan and the vicinity of the Jordan was John's

home, and the appointed field within which he should ex-

ercise his ministry. Luke (3:2) says: "The word of God
came unto John the son of Zacharias in the wilderness. And
he came into all the country about Jordan preaching the

baptism of repentance into the remission of sins. As it is

written in the book of the words of Esaias the prophet, say-

ing, The voice of one crying in the wilderness. Prepare ye

the way of the Lord . . . and all flesh shall see the salvation

of God."

We are here taught, that John was already in the wilder-

ness (and may have been there for years, Luke 1 : 80) when
" the word of the Lord came upon him," calling him to, and

qualifying him for, his ministry. When and where he was

called, then and there he entered upon the work of his min-

istry as foretold by Isaiah. In his preaching, as here an-

nounced, there was not a particle of water; it was not a ritual

baptism which he preached, but a repentance baptism. It

is by such baptism only, that "the way of the Lord" is pre-
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pared, " remission of sins" graciously secured, and "the sal-

vation of God" made ours. The ministry of the Forerunner

of the Lord Jesus Christ was not a ministry whose great

business was to make proclamation, that men and women
must be dipped into water

!

It is, then, a matter settled as absolutely as Scripture can

settle it, that John was in the wilderness through which the

Jordan flowed, not for the purpose of dipping into its waters,

but because it w^as his home.

There is, then, a great gulf separating John's position in

relation to the river from the Baptist position. Baptists

lekve their preaching places and seek out a river in whose

waters they may baptize " by walking in to a convenient

depth," and dipping the upper part of the body. There is

not one word of any such doing in all the history of John's

ministrj'. Where he preached, there he baptized. But it

may be urged: "Although John did not go to the Jordan

from some distant point of preaching, carrying his converts

with him in long procession, he may have gone into the

wilderness in anticipation of his call and of the need of the

river." To this suggestion it may be replied : (1.) If John

did, thus, go into the wilderness some years, more or less,

beforehand, in order that he might be close by a river, it

was certainly a very remarkable piece of forethought; and

none the less remarkable in that he has never since had any

imitator, inspired or uninspired, in any such prudential

arrangement. (2.) If John went into the wilderness before-

hand, in anticipation of the coming exigency when the river

would be needed for dipping, luhy did his great protoii/pe,

Mias^go into the same wilderness and make his home by the banks

of the same river? Did he, also, want water for dipping?

The Scriptures teach us, that Elias for a long period to-

gether made his home by the brook Cherith, which empties

into the Jordan (precisely the spot occupied by John); but

the only use which he made of its waters, so far as we are

informed, was for " drinking." It is possible, then, that he

who "came in the spirit and power of Elias" frequented

the same wilderness, and the same river-banks, without
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being governed by the singular forethought of securing

waters for a dipping. And this possibility excluding dip-

ping " accounts, rationally, for the baptism of John at a

river." (3.) The notion that John went into the wilderness

(like a good general to secure a favorable base for future

operations in ritual service) is, in view of his preparation

work for,the kingdom, as absurd as the building of a pyra-

mid with its apex on the earth and its base in the air. Such
conceit proves conclusively that the theory out of which it

springs falls far below the level of John's preparation min-

istry, and that in relation to a developed Christianity it is

purely anti-christian. I say this with no unkindness toward

those who hold this theory, but in all kindness, that they

may apprehend how absolute and how profound is the error

which they hold.

(4.) The idea that John went beforehand to live and preach

in the wilderness, anticipating the necessity which otherwise

would arise of his coming with his converts to the river for

a dipping, is another of the constantly recurring evidences

that the Bible, as it stands, does not suit the theory.

It is most manifest, that so far as the "going to the river'*

part of this argument is concerned, it is all in the air.

2. " They went to the river for the -purpose of bapiism."

So far as "they" is intended to include John the state-

ment has, already, been disproved. The simple fact of

John's baptizing at a river (that river being his home pre-

vious to his entering upon such ministry) takes away from

the river all specialty so far as argument from place is con-

cerned. Olshausen (1,259) says: "The wilderness is spoken

of as the place where he preached, which is not to be un-

derstood, of course, as literally void of men, but rather as

pasture-ground. But in the fact that John preached in the

wilderness and not in towns, we discover the peculiar char-

acter of this witness to the truth. It belongs to John's char-

acter to flee from men and to preach to those that seek him;

while the Redeemer himself seeks men. The wilderness of

Judaea bordered on the Jordan and the Dead Sen." Ols-

hausen thinks that the ministry and the place of John's
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ministry has some other characteristic than that of dipping

and its conveniences. John's wilderness home, his camel's

hair apparel, his locust food, his repentance preaching, all

told of the severity of the law and preparation for the wel-

come reception of "grace and truth by Jesus Christ." To
put aside all these things and to give us a dipping in their

stead is a blank repudiation of the Scriptures. We cannot

accept a stone for bread.

Did others " go to ilie river for baptism" because there

were no water facilities for a baptism at the places from

which they came ? There is no shadow of such an intima-

tion in the Scriptures. Some, we are told, went out " to see

John; " and some went to inquire of him, "Who art thou?"

and some Avent to hear him preach ; and some " came forth

to be baptized of him;" but it is nowhere said, they came
out to the Jordan to be baptized because it was a river and

there was not means for baptizing in the places which they

left. It was not the river Avhich attracted them, but John
;

and John was at the river, and baptized at the river, not

because it was a river, but because it was his home, and

because it furnished the nearest and most natural supply

of water. "Jesus came from Galilee to Jordan unto John,

to be baptized of him" (Matt. 3: 13). He did not come to

Jordan because there was no river, or no water in Galilee,

but because there was no John there. The theory patronizes

Jordan at the expense of John. The Bible magnifies the

Baptizer and puts the place of baptism, "in the Jordan," in

a common list with other places of baptism, " in the wilder-

ness," "in Bethany," "in ^non," declaring that in all these

places, alike, John did baptize iv udan ei? fj-sravucav.

3. " They left a place where there was a small quantity

of water, because of the small quantity of water, and went

to a place where there was a large quantity of water because

of the large quantity of water."

To sustain this position there is no evidence, jot or tittle,

in Scripture. If we should grant, what cannot be proved,

that John and his converts left one place for baptism in

another place, and if we should farther grant, that there was
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more water in such latter place than in the former, still, it

would not follow by any necessary consequence, that the

reason for leaving the one place and going to the other, was

to be found in the relative quantities of water; the reason

might be in the character of the water, standing or running,

impure or pure.

It is notorious, that both Gentile and Jew attached a

specially purifying value to runnwg water. Thus, the Ro-

man high priest addresses the Sabine, " Quidnam tu, hospes,

paras ? Inceste sacrificium Dianse facere ? Quin tu ante

vivo perfunderis flumine. Infima valle prsefluit Tiberis (Livy,

I, 45)—What are you about to do, Stranger ? Would you

sacrifice impurely to Diana? Sprinkle yourself first with

the living stream. The Tiber flows before you in the bottom

of the valley."

Philo, the Jew (de Sacrificantibus), says: "It is the custom

of nearl}^ all others to sprinkle themselves for purification

with pure water ; many with that of the sea, some with that

of rivers, and some with that which in vessels they have

drawn up from wells."

The Old Testament requires the use of running or living

water for religious purification. "And he shall dip them in

the running water and sprinkle the house seven times : And
he shall cleanse the house with the blood of the bird, and

with the running water" (Levit. 14 : 51, 52).

These extracts disprove the reasoning which says, " They

went to the river for a religions purification, and therefore

went for a dipping because there was much water there."

The conclusion is not in the premise. The Gentile and the

Jew alike went to the flowing stream, not because of the

quantity of the water to be found there, but because of its

character. They sought for running, living, therefore pure

water, and having found this, so much as would suffice for

a sprinkling, was a quantity sufficient for them.

Thus, " a rational explanation" is given for the presence

of John and the people at the banks of the Jordan without

any reference to the " quantity" of water flowing within its

banks.
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The reply made by Dr. Carson to this reasoning, "We are

not to suppose that John would be influenced by such pecu-

liarities," is unsatisfactory : (1) because there is no reason

why John, a Jew, exercising his ministry within Judaism,

should not conform to Jewish usage in employing running

water for religious rites ; and (2) because, the use of run-

ning water was more convenient for John and would meet

the views of the people, even supposing that John in the use

of the running water did not design to discriminate as to the

fitness of one kind of water rather than another kind for

religious uses.

If now it should be admitted, that the presence of a river

does not necessitate either the use of a quantity of water or

of a dipping into it, while it is still urged, that this is the

most jprohable conclusion, we again dissent and appeal to

facts.

Homer saj^s: That Telemachus went to the sea for a re-

ligious purification hj means of its waters. I^ow, the theory

argues, "The quantity of water in the sea was quite enough
for a dipping, and as the son of Ulysses took the trouble to

go to the sea rather than have a little sea-water brought to

him, it is ' probable' that he went to the sea because of the

quantity of its waters, and used them by dipping his person

into them." The only trouble in the way of this reasoning

is, that we happen to have a statement of the manner of

using these sea-waters, and we find that this Greek, after

going to the sea, was satisfied to use its waters for washing

his hands.

Hesiod :
" Before prayer the hands should be washed in

T^Mve, flowing water." Virgil: "Sprinkling the body with

river water." Ovid :
" The hands should be washed with

living water." The Roman priest directs the Sabine to go
to the river Tiber to sprinkle himself with its water. Philo :

" It was customary for the Jews to sprinkle themselves with

river water." The Old Testament enjoins, sprinkling with

river water.

In view of these facts it may be asked. If it is " probable"

that when river water is used for religious purification, it is
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used for dipping the body into it, then, how does it happen,

that this probability is persistently violated from the days

of Ilesiod until the present hour? I say "until the pres-

ent hour," for the custom of going to running water for re-

ligious purification by using the water in other forms than

that of dipping, is an unquestionable historical fact extend-

ing by an unbroken series through more than three thousand

years.

Customs in the East have a fixedness like to that of the

everlastino; hills. The custom of resortinsr to rivers for re-

ligious purification, because of the greater purifying power

of running water, is a custom of Eastern origin, and is con-

tinued to the present day. The evidence for this is found

in the following statements of missionaries laboring in India.

The Rev. R. S. Fullerton: "While the Pittar Pukhs lasts,

he goes every morning to the Ganges, wades into it, and

while a Pundit reads the Sankalap, takes up handfuls of

water, and pours them out again into the stream, repeating

the names of his father, grandfather, and great-grandfather."

The Rev. Mr. Lowenthal : "A lotd is a brass urn, holding

between a pint and a quart, which no Hindoo can well be

without. The Hindoo bathes every daj', that is he pours

the water from his lota over his body, usually at some stream.

The secret meetings of the Sepoj^s took place, generally,

when they went to bathe, all with their lotds in their hands."

The Rev. Dr. Janiieson : "The usual mode of bathing by
the Hindoos is by jmuring water over their persons from a

vessel called a lota, even when they stand on the brink of a

river. In washing hands both Hindoos and Mohammedans
always pour water on them. Thej^ say, that to dip them into

the water defiles the water, and the more you wash the more
unclean they are."

What becomes, in view of such facts, of the argument,
" They went to the river, therefore, they were dipped into

its waters ?
"

.

Baptists go to the river for a dipping; and on this practice

of theirs as a foundation (a foundation as unstable as water)

they build the conclusion, that John, living on the banks of
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the river, could use its waters in no other way than by

dipiDing.

This is the same illogicism with that which carries back

our ordinary mode of bathing through some millenaries of

years and insists that the bath of the olden time must be

modelled after ours. If we had been simply told that the

Sepoy went to the Ganges to bathe, the theorj^ would have

insisted u[)on it, that no " rational explanation " could be

given for his going to the river except that which dips him
into its waters. And yet, whether it be rational or irrational,

he did go to the river, he did bathe there, and he did not

dip into the river; but he did pour " a pint or a quart" of

water over his body. If the Rev. C. S. Stewart had only

told us, that the " bath of a Japanese noble lasts for an hour,"

the theory would have insisted, most uncompromisingly, that

there could be nothing else than a dipping in such a bath.

Unfortunately, however, for this theorizing the witness has

gone into particulars and his testimony is as follows :
" The

chief butler sits down before his lord with a large teapot of

warm water. After a decorous interval he fills his capacious

mouth with the liquid, and then purls it in a spirting stream

over the tawu}^ skin of his master. The operation lasts about

an hour." This Eastern nobleman only escapes a dipping

bath at the hands of the theoi-y in some river, or its equiva-

lent, by the recorded presence of a tea-pot!

This use of the " lotd,," and the " teapot," reminds me
of a very neat argument deduced from the language of the

Forerunner in John 8:34, "God giveth not the Spirit (^;«

ijlrpoo) out of a measure unto him." The argument is this:

Ancient pictures represent John as baptizing by pouring

water " out of a measure" (a vessel resembling a shell), and

as suggested by this and in contrast with it, he declares,

that the Lord Jesus Christ is baptized with the H0I3' Spirit,

not " out of a measure," but immeasurably. The argument,

if accepted, would prove that John used the water in bap-

tizing by pouring it out of a vessel of limited capacitj'.

Evidence deduced from incidental allusions is often most

striking and satisfactory in its character. I do not know of
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anything which can prove, that John did not make allusion

to the fact of his using " a measure," or vessel of small ca-

pacity, in administering baptism ; still, no more than a pos-

sible, though possibly a high, value should be attached to

the reasoning. If the theoi'y could present as satisfactory

evidence for a dipping, as is hereby given for a pouring, it

would present a more satisfactory front.

In view of this examination, now made, we are fully

justified in concluding, that there is neither necessity, nor

violent presumption, nor probability, that John dipped men
and women into water merely because a river was one of

the places where he made his home, where he preached,

and where he baptized.

In addition to the facts already stated in support of this

conclusion we may add the following: "Those admitted

into the lesser or introductory mysteries of Eleusis were

previously purified on the banks of the Ilyssus, by water

poured upon them by the Udranos" (Prof. Wilson, p. 242).

They went to the river and still there was no immersion.

"And the daughter of Pharaoh came down to wash herself

at the river" (Exod. 3 : 5). In addition to the violent im-

probability against Pharaoh's daughter going into the l!^ile

to wash, we have the fact, that the preposition of the He-

brew and Greek arrests her going at the bank of the river,

while there is nothing in the verb which requires lier to be

covered with the water. We have, also, seen that the mode
of female washing in Egypt was not by going into a river,

or into water at all, but by the application of water to the

person (see Jud. Bapt., p. 121).

If there is any deficiency in this "rational explanation"

of religious purification at a river without dipping into it,

1 know not what it is. We rely on facts; the theory on

assertion.

4. " The quantity of water necessitates the idea of a dip-

ping." Answer: 1. The word " dip" is not to be found in

the l^ew Testament in connection with baptism. 2. The

word baptize is not to be found in the JSTew Testament in

complementary relation with water. 3. Facts trample such
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statement under foot. " The hoary sea," the Ilyssus, the

Tiber, the Wi\e, the Ganges, the bath in the midst of the

Atlantic Ocean out of a teapot, say such reasoning is base-

less.

Going down to the River.

The friends of the theory press hard upon the phraseology

"going down to the river" as evidence for a dipping. There

is, confessedly, no dipping in the language, but neither is

there in anything else; so every possible, and indeed impos-

sible thing, must be laid under contribution.

Dr. Carson, on Matt. 3 : 6-13, p. 126, urges this point

with much earnestness. He saj's :
" I perfectly agree with

Mr. Ewiiig that dTtd would have its meaning full}' verified if

they had only gone down to the edge of the water. How,
then, can I deduce dipping from the phrases going clown and

coming up from ? My argument is this : If baptism had not

been by immersion, there can be no adequate cause alleged

for going to the river. Can sober judgment, can candor

suppose, that if a handful of water would suffice for baptism,

they would have gone to the river? Many evasions have

been alleged to get rid of this argument, but it never will

be fairly answered. I have strong suspicions that these

evasions are hardly satisfactory even to those who make
them. Mr. Ewing attempts to account for this phraseology

by the fact that fountains and rivers are in hollow places.

This indeed accounts for the phraseology, but does it ac-

count for this fact ! Whether the river was on a hill or in

a valley, why did they go to it, when a handful of water

would have sufficed?"

This is Dr. Carson's unanswerable argument. We can

only promise that our answer to it shall have the merit of

being without "evasion" and "satisfactory to ourselves."

Our appeal is to facts. Telemachus did go to the sea not

for a dipping, but for a hand-washing for which "a handful

of water would have sufiiced." The Eleusinian disciples did

go to the river Ilyssus for an onpouring of water for which
" a handful would have sufficed." The Sabine did go down

22
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to the river Tiber for a sprinkling when " a handful of water

would have sufficed." Pharaoh's daughter did go down to

the river Kile to wash when, according to Egj^ptian custom,

"a handful of water would have sufficed." The Hindoo
during the Pittar Pukhs did go down to the river Ganges for

an object for which "handfuls of water did suffice." The
Sepoj did go to the river for "a pint or a quart" of water

when " a handful," in his tent or on a hilltop, "would have

sufficed." Greek and Latin writers say, that men did, daily,

go down to the river for hand-washing and water sprinkling,

when " a handful of water would have sufficed." Philo and

Josephus, Old Testament and Apocrypha, substantiate the

fact, that Jews went down to running streams not to dip into

them, but for purposes for which "a handful of water would

suffice."

What, now, in view of facts like these, becomes of Dr.

Carson's inquiry, " Can sober judgment, can candor suppose,

that if a handful of water Avould have sufficed for baptism

that they would have gone to the river?" The answer may
not be very satisfactory to the friends of the theory, but,

certainly, there is no "evasion" when Romans, Greeks,

Egyptians, Hindoos, and Jews are all shown in long proces-

sion "going down to the river," not for a dipping, but for a

sprinkling, a pouring, and a washing, for wdiich "a handful

of water would have sufficed."

Dr. Carson has said repeatedly, that possibility is all that

is necessary in order to give validity to an objection. ]!^ow,

we have not only shown it to be possible for persons to go

down to a river to make use of its water in other ways than

by dipping, but have shown that to do so was a common
practice in various nations and in various ages extending

through thrice ten hundred years. And this three thousand

3'ear old practice we throw across the path of the argument

of Dr. Carson, as an objection, to bar forever access to the

conclusion—" dipping is the necessary end of ' going down
to a river.'

"
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Justin Martyr,

Justin Martyr is quoted iu support of a dipping from
"'going to the water." In speaking on the subject of bap-

tism he says, '' enetra ayovrai V(p tjiiwv hOa vdwp iari—Then they

are led away by us where there is water."

Our Baptist friends say, "They are led to the water to be

dipped into it." But, unhappily, Justin, like all others,

omitted the statement of any such fact. The leading away
is very plainlj- stated, and the presence of water is no less

explicitly stated, but the place where should be found the

*' dipping" is an absolute blank.

There is a passage from Irenseiis quite parallel with this

from Justin :
" But some of them saj^, rd /jIv aysiv i-l zd vdcup

r,£pi<j<Tov elvat^ to lead aw^ay to the water is superfluous, and

mixing oil and water together, they sprinkle it upon the

head of the perfected (baptized.)" (664.)

Irenseus is speaking of certain heretics. They were

heretical in their baptism in that they did not baptize into

the Trinity; but they are not charged with heresj' for the

manner iu which they used the water in ritual baptism.

Irenaeus had just spoken of other heretics in this language :

01 Sk uyooaiv itp' vdwp^ 7.o\ [ja~Ti^6vrs.q (jotwz iTzuiyuuaiv Eiq ovo'ia ....

*' Others lead awaj' to water, and baptizing, speak thus

—

Into the name of the unknown Father of all, into Truth

mother of all, into Ilini descending upon Jesus, into Unity,

and Redemption, and Communion of the powers."

These heretics " conducted their disciples to water and

baptized them saying"—What? We dip 3'ou into water?

That, certainly, is what they must have said, if dipping into

water is baptism; but they said no such thing, but instead

of a dipping-into-water-baptism, they declare that they bap-

tize into the name of the unknown Mit/ier, &c. This was a most

heretical baptism, and Irenasus had the good sense to attach

the lieresy not to the manner of using the water, whatever

that may have been, but precisely to that to which it did

belong, namely, to the substitution of another (false and

wicked) verbal element for that appointed by the Scriptures
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into which the soul was to be baptized, made subject to its

coutrol, and assimilated to its likeness.

Bat to "the leading to water" some objected on the

ground that it was " supei-fluous." On what specific ground

they based this objection w^e are not told; but Dr. Carson

and friends say, " It is superfluous to go to the water unless

you dip into it." If we suppose that these heretics reasoned

in the same way, then, it would follow, that after leading to

water there was a failure to dip into it, and hence arose the

complaint, that " going to the water was superfluous."

Whether the friends of the theory will give up their claim,

that "sober judgment and candor" must confess a dipping

as the issue of going to the water, or will allow that things

were managed otherwise in the days of Ireu^us, I do not

know.

In farther illustration of this "leadins: to water" and con-

sequent dipping into it, we may refer to 3 Kings 1 : 33,

xaraydysre aorov eig rr^v Ficbv^ v. 38, xar^/S^j Sadwx o Ispebg .... xac

dnrjyayo'^ auzov eig zijv Fichv^ v. 45, y-ou e-^pcffav auzov iv ryj rccbv, xat

dviiSTjffav—" lead him down to the Gihon .... Zadok the high

priest went down—and they led him away to the Gihon

—

and anointed him at (^v) the Gihon, and they came up."

We have here a case of "leading to the water." Will the

theory insist upon it that " sober judgment and candor"

must declare that Solomon was dipped into the Gihon. Will

it insist upon his being led into the Gihon by those strongest

possible words £^? Tr)v rjcoy? Will it insist upon, the kingly

anointing taking place within the vmiers of the Gihon by

reason of those unreserved words, iv tj Fcmvl

If Solomon was " led away to where there was- water/' if

he was led into the water (so far as £;'? rijv Fcj^v^ by any neces-

sity, puts him into water), if he was anointed within the

water (so far as h rfj, Fcmv has any absolute force to put him
within water), if he went down to the water and came up
from the water, when but " a handful would suffice," what

becomes of "the unanswerable argument" for a dipping

from " going down to and coming up from ?"

If it should continue to be said, that this reply, like all
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others which have gone before, presents " many evasions to

get rid of the argument without making a fair answer," I

can only plead, that I have answered according to the

measure of my understanding, and that whatever remains

unanswered must be set down as too profound for my ap-

prehension.

ResfonsibiUty.

As the theory insists upon a dipping of men and women
into water, it does, thereb}", make itself responsible for all

the consequences which unavoidably attach to such dipping.

They refuse to be responsible for a drowning (while con-

fessing that ^ar.TiZo) does drown), on the plea that God never

meant that Christians should be drowned; and refusing to

give up the theory that men and women are to be put into

water, they change the word which the Holy Spirit has used

and for baptizing substitute dipping, which term will allow

living persons to be brought into an unscriptural relation

with water without depriving them of life.

They like just as little, to be made responsible for a pro-

miscuous multitude disrobing and enrobing on the banks

of a river, or for its alternative, to be dipped into the water

without any change of garments before or after the dipping.

Dr. Carson (p. 337) vents his indignation under the pres-

sure of this responsibility after this manner :
" Must we go

back eighteen centuries to find a change of raiment? AYe

have nothing to do with inquiries of this kind. I prove

that they were immersed. I care not from what sources

they had suitable conveniences."

There is an abundance of nonchalance in this language,

but the responsibility is too firmly fixed to be either denied

or evaded. Dr. Carson sets out joyously to traverse the

track of eighteen centuries to discover a dipping into water;

is the journey any harder, or any longer, to find out whether-

the dipped were disrobed or enrobed ? The National Bap-

tist quotes a Jewish Rabbi as saying, "Jews were baptized

in a nude state, and by a submersion of the whole body in

water. And John the Baptist surely performed it in the
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same way that the Jews did." Is this the accepted solution?

I know of no Baptist authority which attempts, directly, to

resolve the difficulty. Dr. Fuller, very thoughtfully, sees

that this diflBculty is met in the case of Judith. He says:

" Had it been in the day, and in a place where she could be

seen, there would have been no indelicacy, for she was, of

course, dressed in pro2:>er apparel." This " of course dressed

in proper apparel" sounds very much like exposition from

a Baptist vestry-room.

I presume no one questions whether the multitudes bap-

tized by John were baptized in the daytime or not; or

whether they were baptized in a place where they could be

seen or not ; were they, also, " of course dressed in proper

apparel?" If they were dressed "in proper apparel" (Jew-

ish Rabbi to the contrar}^ notwithstanding) when they went

into the water, what is to be done with this, now, improper

apparel when they come out of the water ? Is it to be kept

on ? If not, how is it to be removed and other apparel put

on there on the banks of the river? The difficulty is real

and practical. The theory is vexed by it.

The Bible narrative does not meet the wants of the theory.

It leaves them in a dilemma. It may be the best thing that

Dr. Carson can say under difficulties, " We have nothing to

do with such inquiries;" but such utterance shows that the

last bullet has been tired from his pouch, and he is driven to

the necessity of tearing a button from his coat. He knew
both the importance of this point and the impossibility of

giving it a satisfactory solution, not by reason of the eighteen

centuries which have elapsed, nor yet because of the silence

of the Scriptures, but because of what the Scriptures have said.

It is not time, nor silence, which gives the trouble when
promiscuous multitudes, distance from home, and, wilder-

ness, are spoken of. It is the statem.eni of these positive facts

w4iich constitute a condition of things in which while a

change of raiment is necessary to a dipping into water, how
such a change of raiment is to be effected, in such circum-

stances, becomes a thing all inexplicable. Dr. Carson, there-

fore, with controversial skill, makes light of an unmanage-
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able difficulty and declares, " I care not from what sources

they had suitable conveniences. I prove that they were im-

mersed." \yell, if it is indeed proved that these multitudes

were dipped into water, I will throw in the raiment and be

dumb with silence on that point. But "proof" will be re-

quired. We cannot accept assumption, nor assertion, nor

evasion. Dipping into the river evokes the raiment question.

The Bible says nothing about either dipping or raiment.

Rabbi Kalisch says, John dipped; and he disposes of the

raiment question by saying, he dipped the people " naked."

The theory supplements the Bible by saying, John dipped;

but pleads ignorance about the raiment, and adds, "I don't

care
!

"

I close this view of the subject by the general remark,

that "the Jordan" comes into view as belonging to the

same class with " the wilderness," " the locusts and wild

houej'," " the camel's hair raiment and leathern girdle," all

of which pertain to John in his peculiar individuality and

Elias charactei", and have nothing more than incidental re-

lation to his baptism. This is conclusively shown bj' the

fact, that while biiptism survived John, neither " wilderness,"

*' locusts," "wild honey," "camel's hair," "leathern girdle,"

or "Jordan" survived him. All passed away together.

There was thenceforth no more known of any one in the

Scriptures going out into the wilderness, or going to the

Jordan, or going to any river, to seek for baptism.

EXEGETICAL EXAMINATION.

We proceed to a more detailed consideration of the

phraseology in which this case ot" baptizing is stated. No
passages are made more frequently the subjects ot" popular

appeal in order to confound opponents and to magnify the

theory.
Translation.

'Ei3aKTi!^()VTo h TO) ^lopddvT] iv rut ^ lupdavfj nora/jLuJ.

" Were baptized iu tlie Jordan in the river Jordan."
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'Ev.

Dr. Conaiit and Dr. Carson complain of the diverse trans-

lations of the preposition iv in the phrase Iv udan with water,

and in the phrase tv 'lopdav-r) in Jordan. They claim to know,
that the reason why the translation of the former phrase was

not used in the latter phrase was, because the wrong would
have been "too glaring." They also aver, that the unfaith-

fulness of the translators of our English Bible is rebuked by

the more faithful adherence to the original by Popish trans-

lators. This condemnation is pressed by the quotation of a

passage from Dr. Campbell, which these gentlemen very

cordially indorse. Dr. Conant, in his Version of Matthew

for the Baptist Bible Union, gives the following quotation

in a note on Matt. 3 : 11—" Campbell (Dr. George Campbell,

President of Mareschal College, Aberdeen) says, with just

severity, I am sorry to observe that the Popish translators

from the Vulgate have shown greater veneration for the

style of that version than the generality of Protestant trans-

lators have shown for that of the original. For in this the

Latin is not more explicit than the Greek. Yet so incon-

sistent are the interpreters last mentioned, that none of them

have scrupled to render h xuj ^lopdavi), in the sixth verse, ' in

Jordan ;

' though nothing can be plainer, than that if there

be any incongruity in the expression ' in water,' this ' in

Jordan ' must be equally incongruous. But they have seen

that the preposition in could not be avoided there without

adopting a circumlocution, and saying, ' with the water of

Jordan,' which would have made their deviation from the

text too glaring."

The translators of the English Bible were not infallible.

This will hardly be claimed for themselves by the New
Version translators, whatever may be claimed for the Vul-

gate and its Popish translators. It is seldom, however, that

such charges against the integrity of the translators of the

English B.ble are brought from any quarter, much less from

such quarters as those where we naturally look for that noble

sympathy which is inherent in the highest learning and the

truest piety.
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Dr. Conaiit did not give the sentence following the quo-

tation which he made. It runs thus :
" The true partisan

of whatever denomination always inclines to correct the

diction of the Spirit by that of the party." Now, I do not

say, that there was a "just severity'' in this remark, which

was "seen" by Dr. Conant, and under the consciousness

that the application was "too glaring" to the work of the

Baptist Bible Union, " in correcting the diction of the Spirit

by that of the party" in promoting whose object Dr. Conant

was himself engaged, and, therefore he omitted the passage.

Such charge might involve great wrong. But does Dr.

Conant do less wrong to the memory of the translators of

the English Bible when he indorses such charges against

them. Who was it told Dr. Campbell or Dr. Conant, that

it was a less veneration for the words of the Holy Ghost

than Papists felt for the words of men, which made the dif-

ference between the one translation and the other? "Who
certified either Doctor, that there is any inconsistency in the

renderings "with water" and "in Jordan ?" Who assured

either of these writers, that our translators gave the render-

ing "with water" in a blundering attempt to escape from

"in water?" By what authority is it said, that the transla-

tion " in Jordan " was not made on its merits, but because

the translators were shut up to it by an otherwise unavoid-

able circumlocution which would have made their treachery

to God's truth " too glaring?" It does not belong to me to

answer for the motives influencing those men whom God
raised up to do, in his name, one of the grandest works of

all the ages of time. They and their impugners may, in this

recrard, be safelv left to the revelation of secrets in the last

great day, when He who knows the heart shall be upon the

judgment seat. But—I was about to say, as to their com-

petency as translators in comparison with fault-finders, I was

reminded of a contemporaneous anecdote, but the narration

would not be in place, for I perceive that the charge is not

made against their competency, but, sheerly, against their

integrity. Then, of this, let God be the judge.

Inasmuch, however, as it has been my lot to adopt sub-
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stantially the same translations of these phrases, which are

here with "just severity" condemned, it becomes necessary

to defend them against the charge of being wrested from

the truth to the injury of baptism by di^^ping into water.

1. As to the charge of irreverence for God's words com-

pared with " the veneration of Popish translators for man's

words."

Does this mean that \yheu the Holy Spirit uses one word
in two difi'erent passages, it is a want of veneration toward

God to use two words in translating such passages into

Eughsh ?

In attempting to find an answer to this inquiry I have

opened the 'New Version, and the first passage to which I

have turned is 1 Thess. 4 : 16, in which the Holy Spirit has

used one word (ci^) four times, and the New Version has

translated three times, " with (iv) a shout," " with [iv) voice

of . archangel," ^^with Qv) trumpet of God," and once "m
{iv) Christ." Was it a lack of veneration for the word of

God which prompted the diverse translations "with," "in,"

when there was no diversity of letter in the original?

For farther light I torn to the version of this same passage

by the Popish translators, and find, '^wiih commandment,"
^^iDiih the voice of the archangel," '•'loiih the trumpet of

God," and "m Christ." To learn whether they maintain

their veneration for the words of men above the veneration

of our translators for the word of God, I open the Vulgate

and there read, "m jussu," "m voce archangel!," "m tubae

Dei," " IN Christo." Alas! their higher veneration has been

as a morning cloud. They have irreverently translated one

word {j:ii) by two words " with" and " in."

And why may not Ellicott bring the charge alike against

the New Versionists, and the Popish translators, of lack of

veneration toward both God and man, seeing that he says?,

Iv maj^ mean "m a shout, in the voice of the archangel, in

the trump of God," meaning, that during these occurrences

the descent of Christ shall take place ?

Is it prudent to throw stones up into the air when our

own pate is uncovered?
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2. There is a charge of inconsistency. And what is the

evidence? It is this: They would have perverted the word
of God by translating iDiih Jordan, but they found they could

not do it without exposure; because they would have been

under the necessity of introducing an intolerable circumlo-

cution (" with the water of"), and therefore, they were shut

up to honesty in this translation at the expense of consistency

when compared with the previously made dishonest one,

^'with water."

And, now, as to the worth of this reasoning. Is there

any truth in the statement, that it was necessary to intro-

duce a circumlocution into the translation ''with Jordan?"
Does the Roman priest feel it necessary to introduce any
circumlocution when he says,* " vivo perfunderis flumiue,

sprinkled ivith the riverf
Clemens Roman us (988) speaks, without any circumlocu-

tion, of washing " with the whole sea and loith all rivers."

Didymus Alexandriuus (697) feels no need of circumlocu-

tion when he says, "immortal baptism is by the Jordan."

Why is it, then, that the translators of the English Bible

have turned back affrighted at circumlocutionary terrors

which have had no existence, or no power to alarm any one

else ?

But on what is this charge grounded? Is it in the naked
fact of a diverse translation of the same word when met with

in different passages ? Then the ISTew Version is guilty of

like wrong in wellnigh twoscore passages in the one gospel

of Matthew, and times Avithout number throughout the ^qw
Testament.

Is it because the word has identically the same relations

and of necessity the same meaning? Who makes this

affirmation? By whomsoever made it is made erroneously.

The relations of the two passages are not Iv uSan and iv odarc^

or ^v 'lopddvyj and ^v 'lopddvrj; but iv udart in the one case, and
iv 'lopddufj in the other. Is this an identical sameness of

relation ?

But it may be pleaded, Although not the same in letter,

yet they are the same in substance, and have of necessity
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the same meaning. "What is the proof? There is none.

But as a substitute for proof we have the assertion that

"nothing can be plainer" than that iv vdazt, and ^y'lop8dv7j^

are the same thing and demand the same translation ; which

assertion puffs away the integrit}'^ of all Protestant transla-

tors, "none of whom have scrupled to render" these iden-

tities as diversities! And on what does this assertion rest?

Why, on the assumption, that the terms " water" and "Jor-

dan " are absolute and necessary equivalents. iN^ever was

assumption more gross or more groundless. John speaks

of "water" in the most abstract terms possible (iv udart)

stripped of all quality and locality, beyond what pertains to

simple and universal ivater. ^ow, is " Jordan " an abstract

term of like character, simple in its nature, universal in its

existence, and without local habitation ? Is it not a concrete

term? has it not a complex nature? and is it not most

definitely local in position? These questions answer them-

selves. Then we have the assertion, that an abstract, uni-

versal, and unloealized term is identical with a concrete,

limited, and local term. This, certainly, is assertion enough

for one occasion. Is the farther plea entered, " We do not

mean to say, that water and Jordan are alike in all respects,

but only in one respect; water is in both terms." That is to

say : You assert out of "Jordan " all those things in which it

differs from "water" and assume into it that one thing in

which it agrees, and which can be made to suit a purpose.

We can submit neither to such assertion, nor to such as-

sumption.

We are ready to admit, that "Jordan" ordinarily, not

necessarily nor by any means always, includes ivater. Some-

times, under this term the banks of the river only are re-

ferred to ; sometimes, only the dried channel ; and some-

times, onl}^ a locality without specific reference to banks, or

channel, or stream. Now, in "water" there is neither bank,

nor channel, nor stream, nor locality. It is possible, beyond

all possible denial, that when John uses the phrases ^v odan,

and iv 'lupddvTj^ that he used them not because of that par-

ticular in which they agreed, but because of that in which
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they differed. That is to say, he speaks of" water" as the

symbol element employed in ritual baptism, while "Jordan"
is spoken of as the place where the ritual baptism took place,

without any reference to anything else than the simple de-

termination of the locality.

This possibility, even if it should be carried no farther

than a possibility, is adequate to crush all assertions and

assumptions by which the integrity of our translators is

stolen away.

But we do not stop at a bare possibility; we go much
farther.

1. It is usual for the Scriptures to state the place of bap-

tism. They mention " the Wilderness," " Bethany," and

"-^non," as places of baptism. N^ow "Jordan" is a locality,

as truly as is the Wilderness, or Bethany, or ^non; and

the same precise form which is used to denote Wilderness,

Bethany, ^non, as localities where baptism took place, is

also used in speaking of "Jordan;" therefore we say, it is

denoted as a locality.

2. "Jordan" is constantly spoken of as a locality in con-

nection with baptism. 31att. 3 : 13, " Then cometh Jesus

from Galilee to {J.m) Jordan." Jo/m 1 : 28, " These things

were done in Bethabara beyond Jordan where John was bap-

tizing." John 3 : 26, " He that was with thee beyond Jordan."

John 10 : 40, "And went away again beyond Jordan into the

ylace where John at first baptized." We say that ^i' 'lopdw^-q

denotes locality just as all other localities, Iv ip7}/j.uj, b BrjOawca^

iv MtvcDv, are designated.

3. Dr. Carson admits that ^i' 'lopddvTj denotes locality and

nothing but locality. He says (p. 351) " When we wish

merely to designate the place we always use in. They were

baptized in the Thames." (p. 291.) " ^Ev never has the sig-

nification into. When construed with l^dTtTco or ^a-zi'^w^ it is

not so definite as d^. It designates merely the place or sub-

stance in which the action of the verb is performed. When
I say that such a man was immersed in the river Thames,

all that I assert is that the action of the verb was performed

m the river. It is the verb immersed and the circumstances
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that must prove the mode. This will appear clear to any one

who takes an example in wliich the verh is changed. Such

a man was killed in the river."

Thus we have Dr. Carson's clear testimony, that iv Uopddvrj

can denote nothing but locality. This is all we have to do

with at present. Dr. Gill, Matt. 8 : 6, says, " The j)lace luhere

they were baptized of him was the Jordan." Now, h udart

never did and never can express the place lohere a thing was

done. And to say, that a preposition with an abstract ele-

ment, and the same preposition with a locality, must receive

the same translation, is a statement which has no self-evi-

dencing support.

What help, in support of this error, is to be derived from^

"the verb and from circumstances" has been already noticed,

in part, and will receive farther attention in its place.

I now only add, in vindication of this translation, that it

bears the marks of the most thorough consistency.

1. " The Jordan " is alwaj-s regarded hy our translators

as a locality, and is translated, precisely, as are all other

localities

—

in the Wilderness, in Bethany, m ^non, in Jor-

dan. Can this be denied ? Is not this consistencj^ ?

2. " Water" is always regarded by our translators as an

abstract element, the symbol instrument, with which ritual

baptism is effected; and it is always translated accordingly,

^'with water," Can this be denied? Is not this consistency?

3. The Holy Ghost is always regarded as the divine Agent

by whom real baptism, the changed condition of the soul, is

efiected; and the associated preposition is always translated

in conformity with this idea, ''with the Holy Ghost." Can

this be denied? Is not this consistency?

What, then, becomes of the charges of "want of venera-

tion for the Word of God," the lack of Christian integrity,

and the destitution of personal consistency ?

These charges, also, are made utterly to evaporate under

an admission of Campbell not quoted by Conant. It is as

follows :
" But I should not la}^ much stress upon the prep-

osition (^1^) which answering to the Hebrew 3, niay denote

with as well as m." Then after all, there is not necessarily
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any more of dishonesty than of ignorance in the translation

''-loith water." But Dr. Campbell thinks that "the whole

phraseology in regard to this ceremony" favors a dipping.

In my poor judgment, however, it is the very contradictory

of tliis which is tlie truth. It is only in a partial phraseology

that dipping finds the shadow of support. This will, pres-

ently, be shown to be true by a general exhibit; the speci-

fication by Campbell may, here, be disposed of. He says,

"Accordingly the baptized are said avaiSaiveiv to arise, emerge,

ascend (v. 16) ".izb too odarog^ and (Acts 8 : 39) ^^ too vdaror from

or out of the water." It is marvellous how sane men will

dig pits and then, with open vision, plunge headforemost

into them. This argument of Campbell deserves to be

placed highest in the long list of extraordinary arguments

for dipping. How any one, much less such a one as Dr.

Campbell, could get from the Scriptures the idea that am
jdacvo} indicated an emersion from beneath the surface of the luater,

passes my wit to comprehend. Any reader of the Greek

text maintaining such a notion is beyond argument from

me. Professor Stuart (Mode of Baptism, p. 36) thus dis-

poses of the "conceit" : "But who will venture to introduce

such a conceit as this ? Yet if any one should wish to do -so,

the verb dvalSdcvco will hardlj' permit such an interpretation.

This verb means to ascend., mount, go up, viz., a ship, a hill,

an eminence, a chariot, &c. ; and as applied to trees and

vegetables, to spring up, shoot up, grow up. But as to emerging

from the water, I can find no such meaning attached to it."

But, alas! Moses Stuart it may be must, with the translators

of our English Bible, yield the palm for veneration of the

Word of God to Popish translators

!

Having, now, endeavored to defend the varying transla-

tion "?f;7/i," "m," of the preposition iv^ on the ground of its

association with the widcl}' varying terms odarc, and Uopddvq

(the one an abstract element and the other a definite locality),

I now proceed to show, that the conjunction of this proposi-

tion with the name of a river does not require, as is assumed,

that, that name should be used as the equivalent of Water.
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'Ev 'lopodvTj.

Dr. Carson, while admitting that "Jordan" is a locality,

presses the point that this locality is a rivei^ and assumingly

concludes, that the name of the river is the representative

of water solely; so that " in the Jordan" means nothing

more nor less than in the water.

We freely admit that water is one of the elements which

enter into our idea of a river; but water, alone, cannot make
a river; there must be banks and channel, and these are as

essential to the existence of a river as is water. The name
of a river ma}^ be used as the representative of any one of its

essential constituents, whether water, bank, or channel,

when it is desirable to refer to either to the exclusion of the

others. When, therefore, we meet with the name of a river,

the assumption that it represents water, solely, is an assump-

tion against the ordinary and universal usage of language.

As to the force of ^y, with the name of a river, I hope our

Baptist friends will bear in mind the declaration of their (for

all popular effect) facile princejjs leader, " When we wish

merely to designate the place we always use (^v) in.'' Such

is the usage of the Scriptures in denoting the places of bap-

tism, ^v ^pTjpM., ^v B-qOavia..! h Acvwv, h 'lopdd'^jj. In connection

with the names of rivers and other bodies of water it may
be only proximate position and not absolute inness which is

denoted. But, whether it be interpreted with a severe liter-

ality or more freely, we shall adduce evidence to prove that

it may be construed with the name of a river without mean-

ing 171 water.

Professor Harrison (Greek- Prepositions, p. 243), in dis-

cussing the import of the preposition iv, assigns to it the

meaning at, on, near. After having quoted II., XVIII, 521,

kv TzoraiJM at the river; Herod., I, 76, noXtv h Eb^eivu) tzovto} a

city on the Euxiue Sea ; Xen. Anab., IV, 8, 22, TtuXiv "EXXt^vida

£v TM Eb'=sh(ti UovTo) a Grecian city on the Pontus Euxinus;

he saj's, " In such examples ^v has really the meaning of

*in,' but in the accommodated sense in which it marks with

its case the circumstances or conditions in which an action
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occurs or an object stands. The phrase iv 'Eu^eivw roj/rtS, and

such like, are not to be understood literally as meaning in,

within, the Euxiue Sea, but as descriptive generally of the

circumstances of an action or object as regards its place, and

so as to embrace also the adjoining region as well as the place

itself."

We have, then, the authority of Professor Harrison, as the

interpreter of Homer, and Herodotus, and Xenophon, for

saying, that a man may be ^v TroTa/iw without being in the

water of a river ; and a city may be iv novrw without being in

the ivateviof the sea.

Cj'rus (Xen., Yll, 5) gives command to descend " ei? to

^rjpov Tou -ora/iou into the dry part of the river." In this pas-

sage " river," certainly, is not the equivalent oi water, unless

some part of water is " dry." But the channel being an es-

sential part of a river, when a portion of the channel is dry

it is perfectly legitimate to say, that a part of the ricer is dry.

A parallel passage is found in 3 Kings 17 : 7, " "«£ k^rjpdvdi^ 6

y^uijAopouz, and the brook was dried up." The water was not

made dry, but the channel was, by drought and evaporation.

" Brook," here, is not the equivalent of water.

Dr. Carson, himself, presents in the strongest possible

manner evidence for the truth for which we contend. In

speaking of the ambuscade represented (II., XVIII, 520) on

the shield of Achilles, he says (p. 339), " The ambuscade is

represented as placed, ' ^i^ Tzoraiiw, in the river.' It was within

the banks of the river that the ambuscade lodged. This is

a much better place for an ambuscade than the bank of a

river." These soldiers lodged, so Dr. Carson insists, ^i^

noza/iui in the river, and not 07i the river, nor at the river.

Did they lodge in the water? If they did not, then neither

" river," nor " in the river," means water, in the water. It

seems that there is no difficulty in finding in this phrase of

Homer a fine, dry camping ground; while the same phrase

in the Xew Testament is full of water to the brim and fit for

nothing but a dipping. It would be difHcult, in our day, for

soldiers to camp " in a river" and keep their powder dry, if

"river" must be the equivalent of waier.

23
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Dr. Carson, also, notices the passage which speaks of

Ulysses escaped from shipwreck, with the following com-

ment: "He has only the choice whether to watch all the

rueful night, hTzorapM in the river, or to ascend the acclivity.

But why in the river? Is he not out of the river? Why
does he suppose a necessity for going into it again ? The
reason is obvious. If he does not choose to ascend the

acclivity, and go into the wood for shelter, and make a leafy

couch, he must lodge in the river, under the cover of its

banks. It is not at the river, but in the river that he sup-

poses himself to watch. On the bank he could .have no

shelter; in the river he could have the shelter of the bank.

He might be in the river, yet not in the water; all loithin the

hanks is the river."

And so ends, most squarely, all controversy on this point

so far as Dr. Carson is concerned. Whatever other Baptists

may say, their great leader declares in the most explicit

terms, that "river" and loaier are not convertible; a man
may be in the river all night long and not come in contact

with a particle of water. And John may have baptized " in

the river Jordan" all his life long and never, so far as "in

the river" is concerned, have dipped anybody in its ivater.

As do the classic Homer, Herodotus, and Xenophon write,

so do the inspired penmen of the Holy Scriptures.

Sacred Writers.

3 Kings 17:3 (Septuagint), "Elijah is commanded to hide

himself, Iv raJ ^eifjAppu} Xop^dO, in the brook Cherith that is before

Jordan."

It is undoubtedly competent for a man to hide himself

most effectually in the water of a brook; water will be the

winding-sheet of a drowned man ; but was the Prophet di-

rected to thus hide himself? We have just seen a company

of Greeks hiding themselves in a river without being troubled

by water; why may not this Hebrew prophet do the same?

We are not left to conjecture. We are told (v. 5), that

Elijah "did according to the word of the Lord and sat down

(camped, dwelt) Iv x^tudppu) Xop^dd in the brook Cherith."
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If Elijah was " in the brook," he was somewhere else than

in the water; and jet there was water as well as a prophet
*' ill the brook," for while the ravens brought him food, "he
drank water out of the brook,"

The brief comment by Dr. Carson on this historical fact

is this: "Could not the prophet take up his residence loithin

the baulks of the brook ?
"

We answer this question very cheerfully and say, We
think that he could; and are happy to know that Dr. Car-

sou, also, thinks that he could live "in the brook" and

not be incommoded by water. Barclay thinks that a more
admirable hiding-place could nowhere be found, and that

" ravens," only, could bring food to some of the recesses in

its lofty and precipitous boundary walls.

But if Dr. Carson feels no embarrassment in finding a

home for the first Elias by the Jordan, " in the brook Che-

rith," for so much of those years of drought as served to

" dry up" the brook, why need he be troubled if the second

Elias should make his residence "in the river Jordan"

during the brief period of his ministry?

And if Elias lived " in the brook," and " drank water out

of the brook," what was to hinder him who came " in the

spirit and power of Elias" from living "in the Jordan," and

taking water out of the Jordan both to drink and to baptize?

If when the first Elias was hiding from his enemies it had

been said, that he lived and baptized h r<L y^sipAppia XoppaQ

^

why might not (not to say must not) the statement refer to

locality merely and not to water '^ And if this is true of the

first Elias, why not also true of the second, when he lived

and baptized Iv rS> ^lopSdviq Tzdrapu) ?

It is declared of John, that he " dwelt upon the Jordan,"

as it is said of Elijah, that he " dwelt in the brook Cherith."

This is the language of Justin Martyr (588), "John dwelt

(xaOd^w, the same word used by the Septuagint to denote

Elijah's dwelling in the brook Cherith), iy^). rdv 'lopSdvrjv -drapbv^

upon the river Jordan." And it is this same preposition

and phrase, i~\ ruv ' [opddv-qv^ which the Scriptures (Matt. 3 : 13)

u^e to express the coming of the Lord Jesus " from Galilee
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to Jolin ufon the Jordan to be baptized of him." Again,

proving, in the most absolute manner, that "Jordan" is

used to express locality and not water. There is just as

much water in i~\ rdv 'lopdc/yr^v as there is in h roi 'lopddvrj^ and

just as little, that is, there is, bj the necessity of the terms,

just none at all in either.

1 Kings 15:5. "Saul having gathered together his hosts, a

quarter or a half million of men, against Amalek, formed an

ambuscade iv rw •/^tqj.dpput^ in the brook."

It would seem from this statement that the Greeks were

not peculiar in using water-courses as places for ambuscades.

The comment of Dr. Carson is, again, very brief. He asks,

" What is to hinder the place of ambush from being in the

brook?" l!Tothing, according to the views which we hold.

Everything according to the views of those who make " in

the brook" equivalent to in the water.

If Dr. Carson wields a wand which, with a brief question,

waves off all difficulty in disposing of some hundreds of

thousands of men " Avithin the banks of a brook" without

troubling them with water, why should he stumble at the

difficulty of jjutting " all Jerusalem, and Judaea, and the

region round about Jordan," within the banks of the Jordan

without putting them into the water ? and, more especially,

since " he finds no evidence in the Scripture that there was

ever, at one time, a multitude with John ?" Is it said, that

the word haj)tize makes the difference ? Then, we answer :

The point of inquiry now is, what is the precise value of

the phrase, tv 'lopSdv/), iv ^lopddvq TzoTaixiL^ and we cannot allow

our friends to elude our hold upon them or upon the issues

of the case, b}^ slipping away from things in a half-settled

condition. It is too much the custom of the friends of the

theory, when pressed with unanswerable evidence on a par-

ticular point, to slip away to something else without confes-

sion of wrong, and, thus, to pass from baptize to river, and

from river to much water, and from much water to went

down to and came up from, and from these to burial and

resurrection, and so circling round again to baptize. There
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must be an end of this. Let us take one thing at a time,

and make thorough work of it, and dispose of it in finality.

"Now we discuss " in the river." Is water so in this phrase

as to be inseparable from it, and to allow the assumption,

without proofs, of its equivalence with 'Hn the water f" or, Is

this phra.se of such a nature as to allow Saul to put a quarter

of a million of men in a river, " within the banks of a brook,"

without putting so much as the soles of their feet in water?

And if this be true, as Dr. Carson says that it unquestionably

is, then, Why may not John receive in the river, " within the

banks of the Jordan," so many as come for baptism, without

one of them being in the water, while "in the river?" That

is the question. What is the answer ?

Psalms 83 : 10. " Do to them as to Midian and to Sisera, as to

Jabin (Iv ruj /jt/j.d^p(j) Keiawv), in the brook Kison."

" Sisera (Judges 4 : 13) bad collected nine hundred chariots of

iron and all the peoj^le that were with him from Harosheth of

the Gentiles (ek rbv y_ziiiappwv Kiauiv) into the brook Kison."

Few, I presume, will say, that the battle which followed

was fought in the water although it was fought "in the brook."

Professor J. A. Alexander translates, " In the valley of

the Kishon." Eosenmuller, "In valle, s. ad torrentem

Kischon, in the valley, or at the brook Kishon." G-esenius

says, that " the Hebrew ^ (as here, and in the other passages)

with a river, is represented by the Greek h r.ozaiia)^ and by

the Latin ad fluvium." But if we were to translate Iv r<5

'lopSaytj Tzorapo) at the river Jordan, what would become of the

choicest popular utterance of the theory? Surelj-, in that

case, we would be doubly in danger of having, " less vener-

ation than Popish translators," " designedlj^ obscuring the

Word of God," " not light that is needed but honesty,"

together with other beauties of the vocabulary, thrown

heavily at us. And this must be patiently endured while

it is seriously held, that the theory is the Word of God and

the Word of God is the theory, "if the Holy Spirit reports

truly" (C, p. 367); and, "to deny it, is to give the lie to

the inspired narrator" (p. 450); and the enjoyment of iufal-
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libility requires that every argument should be held fast

though an angel were to reject it (p. 420).

1 Kings 15 : 13. "Asa destroyed her idol and burnt it (iv rui

^BipAppui ru)v Kidpwv) in the brook Kedron."

Is it usual to " burn " things in the water ? If not, then " in

the brook" and in the water are not altogether equivalents.

Jeremiah 13 : 4-7. " Arise, go to the Euphrates (J.m rw Eb^pdrrj-S)

and hide it (girdle) there in a hole of the rock. So 1 went and

hid it (^v zip Ebippdrr^ in the Euphrates, as the Lord commanded
me. And it came to pass after many days, that the Lord said

unto me. Arise, go to the Euphrates {iiti rov Ebfpdrrjv) and take

the girdle from thence, which I commanded thee to hide there.

Then I went to the Euphrates (ItzX rw Eb^dnqv 7i6ra/xov) and

digged, and took the girdle from the place where I had hid it."

When Jeremiah hid his girdle " in the Euphrates," as the

Lord commanded him, he did not hide it in the loater, but

*'in a hole of the rock." When Elijah was commanded "to

hide" (the same word as here, y.pumoj) "himself in the brook

Cherith," he, no doubt, hid himself " in a hole of the rock,'*

and not in the water. The name of a river, then, is not the

equivalent of water. When Jeremiah went " upon the river

Euphrates," he did not go upon the loater^ for where he went

there he "digged," and we are not in the habit of digging

in the water. "The river Euphrates," then, and "water"
are not equivalents.

We may notice in passing, that when Elijah was com-

manded " to hide" himself in the brook Cherith, he did not

hide himself in the same mode as Jeremiah hid his girdle

in the Euphrates. The prophet did not dig a hole and bury

himself, as Jeremiah digged a hole and buried his girdle.

Yet they both "hid" (the one himself and the other his

girdle) and both obeyed the divine command to the letter.

Now, to hide and to baptize belong to the same class of

words, namely, that class which makes demand for condition.

7b hide demands for its object a condition of concealment;

the time and the manner of concealment beins: unlimited.
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To baptize demands, primarily, for its object a condition of

intusposition without limitation of duration or mode of ac-

complishment; and secondaril}^ condition without intus-

position, the result of some controlling influence, equally

without limit of duration. Elijah was not sent into the

brook Cherith to jjlay at bo-peep with Ahab ; li'or was John
sent upon the Jordan to dip men and women into water.

"Bo-peep" has precisely the same family likeness to ^'hide"

as "dip" has to "baptize." Interchange has the same pos-

sibility and impossibility in the one case as in the other.

It must be admitted that "in the Euphrates" is not exactly

ill the water.

The Jordan with Various Prepositions yet witlwut Watei\

The same phraseology which is employed in connection

with the Cherith, the Kedron, the Kishon, and the Euphra-

tes, is also used in connection with the Jordan, and in like

manner without using the name of the river as the equivalent

of water.

Joshua 3 : 8. "When ye are come upon (inl) the brink of the

water of Jordan, ye shall stand sti'll (iv rat 'lopdavrj) in the Jordan."

A nicely defined line is here drawn separating, by a hair's

breadth, "in the Jordan" from "in the water." They were

to come {iiffilOfire) to the water, even to the very brink, but

to stop short (^TTi t^ipouz TOO odaror) << upon the brink of the

w^ater;" and in this position they are said to stand (cv r^

^lopddvTj^ iu the Jordan.

Could language discriminate more markedly, and at the

same time more sharply ?

The same thing is shown in v. 13 :
" As soon as the feet

of the priests rest sv roi udarc rod 'lopddvoo^ the water of the'

Jordan shall flow avk^ay." This translation of the Septuagint,

^'feet of the priests," is not so nicely accurate as that of our

English Bible, " soles of the feet." The water flowed away

as soon as the soles of the feet of the priests bearing the ark

of Jehovah, Lord of the whole earth, came in contact with
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the brim of the water. "When they stood " in the Jordan,''

they did not stand " in the water." So in v. 15, " When
the priests came im rdv 'lopda'^T/v^ upon the Jordan, and their

feet [iiSdcprjfjayj were dipped into the brim of the water of

the Jordan, (v. 16) the waters flowed away, (v. 17) and the

priests stood (c^r^ ?>j/oa<r h ij-iffo) TOO ' lopdd'^ou) upon dry ground

in the midst of the Jordan."

Throughout this very precise description there is a con-

trast made between in the water and in the Jordan; and we
are guarded against the notion that the priests stood in the

water, while it is expressly declared that they stood " in the

midst of the Jordan."

It may be well to observe the use of lid-rm (l2^) in v. 15

as exhibiting, very strikingly, the discriminating difference

between this word and ^ar-i'^oj. The dipping of the soles of

the feet into the brim of the water involves an act, feeble

in force, an entrance into the element the least possible in

extent, a continuance within it the briefest period possible

in duration, and issuing, necessarily, in the least possible

measure of influence. This is an extreme case; but extreme

cases show the possible power of words, and oftentimes re-

veal most clearly their essential nature. A similar case is

that of dipping the feet of a flea into wax in order to measure

the distance of its leap (Aristophams, Nubes I, 2); and of

Lazarus dipping the Up of his finger in water (Luke 16 : 24).

There are no such cases of the usage of /SarTtTw, nor could

there be while the word remains what it is and has ever

been. Current usage shows these words to be antipodal of

each other as to restricted form of action, restricted time of

continuance within the element, and consequent restricted

influence over the object; the one is severely limited in all

these respects, while the other has no restriction. Hence

the former when applied, secondarily, to efifect, or condition,

can only be used where the result or influence is of the most

limited and feeble character ; while the latter has a capacity

competent to measure results which are ultimate, and influ-

ences which are most profound.
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Am.

Yerse 11. " Behold the ark of the covenant of the Lord of the

whole earth (dia-^atvet rov 'lopddvTjv) passes through the Jordan."

The ark passed " through the Jordan," but it did not pass

through the water. In v. 17 we iiud this preposition used

both independently and in composition to express the same

fact. "And all the children of Israel {disfimvov 8ta ^rjpat;) passed

through, through the dry (channel), until all the people

finished passing through the Jordan." Passing " through

the Jordan " has no more power to wet the people than has

" in the Jordan." The point at issue, namely, the right to

assume, in any controverted case, that Jordan and water are

equivalents, is, here, settled most flatly in the negative by

the identification of Jordan and dry channel. The same

thing is repeated in this same verse by the statement that

" the priests stood (^ttj ^rjpdq h /liffo) TOO 'lopddvou) upon the dry

channel, in the midst of the Jordan." This passage is en-

tirely parallel with that from Xenophon [dq ^-qpav rod Tidra/iou)^

"into the dry part of the river."

Such use of language shows how worthless is any argument

which is based on the phrases " through the Jordan," " in

the, Jordan," as the necessary equivalents of "in the water"
" through the water.''

'Ex.

Joshua 4:3. " Take up, h ixiaou zoo 'lopddvou, out of the midst

of Jordan, twelve stones."

There are some prepositions on which Baptist writers rely

with especial confidence to prove a dipping in water. High-

est on this list is ix. On this preposition Dr. Carson depends

with such unbounded faith as to make it the determining

pivot of the whole controversy. It would not be proper here

to enter into any extended discussion of the essential power

and use of this preposition, but inasmuch as it now crosses

our path, it becomes necessary to recognize its presence and

to observe its functions in this particular case.
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Dr. Carson says, that never under any circumstances in

all Greek literature, does it mean anything else than out of.

Well; then, according to the assumption, "out of (^x) the

midst of Jordan" must mean out of the midst of i«ato\ For

is not Jordan the name of a river? And is not river water?

And what can " out of the midst of Jordan " be but out of

the midst of its watery depths? Such reasoning is very ad-

mirable and very unanswerable until we come to the facts,

and then it is neither admirable, nor does it require any

answer. For, notwithstanding the presence of the Jordan,

and our standing in the very midst of it, and notwithstand-

ing the presence and help of that sturdy little univocal cx,

we cannot manage to get one of these twelve stones out of

the water. They are dry, and on dry ground, in the midst

of a river.

It is clear, then, that a stone, or a person, may pass out

of the midst of Jordan, without passing out of a state of im-

mersion into a state of emersion. But, however irresistible

this inference may be, we are not left to any inference. It

is a matter of the most express and reiterated statement that

the coming out of the Jordan did not involve any coming

out of water.

Joshua is directed (v. 16) to command the priests {t/. fir^vai

kx. TOO "lopddvoo) " to come out, out of the Jordan.'" This com-

mand is given (v. 17) {^Er. /S/yre ^z rou 'lopddvoo)^ " Come out of

the Jordan." Obedience to this command is announced

(v. 18) (JE^e^Tjffav t/. Tou ' lopddvou xal k'Orjxav rouq izodaq iiti z^q y^^)j

"they went out of, out of the Jordan and placed their feet

upon land." The Septuagint speaks of their feet being

placed on the land in contradistinction from the river, al-

though there was no water in the river. The Hebrew says,

they placed "the soles of their feet on dry ground," using

the same word with that which had been employed to ex-

press the dried up channel of the river.

It is impossible to use the preposition in greater strength

than in the double form in which it is here presented, and

yet the priests and the people " come out, out of the midst

of Jordan" without the sprinkling of water upon them, and
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with the soles of their feet, at every step, resting on dry

ground.

Verse 19. " And the people, dvifiTj h rod ' lopddvoo, went up out

of the Jordan."

Dr. Carson is greatly dissatisfied with an interpretation

which refuses to identify " Jordan " and water. This is his

language :
" As if the Holy Spirit had anticipated Mr.

Swing's perversion of the word Jordan, by converting it,

without any authority, into Jordan-dale, the word river is

added to it by Mark. ... It would be a strange explanation

that would explain the river Jordan not to be the river Jor-

dan, but something else. This would be a neological ex-

planation" (p. 126).

The argument of Carson is, that the addition of river to

Jordan makes the presence of water so certain that to refuse

its recognition is nothing else than an infidel perversion.

But we have seen that this assumption is contradicted by
incontrovertible facts. And no man has more utterly re-

pudiated the idea, that " river" does by any necessity include

water, than has been done by Dr. Carson himself ELas not

Dr. Carson said, that "the river" in whicli the Grecian am-

buscade was placed was " not a river" (water) at all? Has
he not said, that "the river" in which Ulysses lodged was

"not a river" (water) at all? Has he not said, that "the

brook" in which Elijah dwelt was " not a brook" (water) at

all? Has he not said, that " the brook" in which Saul placed

his ambuscade was "not a brook" (water) at all? Is this

"neological perversion?" or, has Dr. Carson a reserved right

" to explain a river not to be a river" while for others to do

80 is a "perversion" of the word of God?
But Dr. Carson does not seem to be entirely satisfied with

this charge of neology, as he adds: "There is in the passage

under consideration other evidence that baptism was per-

formed by immersion. It is said, that ' Jesus when he was

baptized went up straightway from the water.' I admit the

proper translation o^ dr,b is from and not out of: and that the

argument founded on the former is not the same with that
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which ia founded on ix, out of. 'Anb would have its meaning
fully verified, if they had only gone down to the edge of the

water."

Dr. Carson evidently regards kx as a much more trusty

ally than a-Ko. While he places much confidence in "going

up from^' to prove an immersion, he regards "going up out"

of as demonstration.

Let us gratify the Doctor by associating " out of" and

"Jordan," and see what is the result. We have the mate-

rials in this V. 19 :
" And the people went up out of the Jor-

dan." Here is the "going up," the "out of," and "the

Jordan;" where is the immersion f It is quite evident, that

" going up," " out of," and " Jordan " have no power to save

this imperiled error.

Joshua 4:5. " Pass over before the ark of the Lord your God
(ei"? ;j.i<Tov tou 'lopddvoo) into the midst of the Jordan."

The association of the preposition dq with Jordan has been

claimed to be decisive of a dipping into water. We have,

here, that form presented in the strongest possible manner,

elq /liffov TOO 'lopddvou, and yet there is nothing but dry ground.

Certainly if Jordan and water were equivalent terms we
should have here an immersion of the profoundest sort; but

these chosen men march "into the midst of Jordan" and do

not wet the soles of their feet.

We have now examined the word " river" and the " names

of rivers" (Cherith, Kedron, Kishou, Euphrates, Jordan)

with a view to determine their necessary equivalence with

water; and we find that there is no such thing known to the

writings of Jews or Gentiles.

We have, also, passed in review passages presenting the

prepositions iv, did, h, eig, in relation with " rivers," and the

" names of rivers," to see whether they could lend any

power to convert such terms into water ; but we have found

them powerless to effect any such result.

We have followed Sta [iaivw^ ix iSatvw, dva ^acvu)^ " through the

river," " out of the river," " up from the river," and instead
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of being thoroughly immersed in water, we have not so

much as wet the soles of our feet.

We have seen the first Elias, John's great Prototype,

"dwelling in a brook" for days, and weeks, and months,

and having no other contact with its waters than that of his

lips as he quenched his thirst.

We have seen an army of some hundreds of thousands

"hiding in a brook" without any water hurting their

weapons of war.

We have seen an army defeated " in a brook" without

victors or vanquished being troubled by water.

We have seen an idol "burned in a brook" without water

quenching the fires.

And we have seen, outside of the Scriptures, a forlorn

wanderer " lodging all night in a river" without either being

drowned or having his raiment uncomfortably damp when
he awoke in the morning.

And, now, when we return to the second Elias, still (to

use the language of Justin) " dwelling upon the river Jor-

dan," shall we be saluted Avith that argumentative refrain

—

"baptizing in the Jordan, therefore (ex necessitate rei), dip-

ping in the vxUerf"

Possibly, after this exposition, some apologist for the

theory may say :
" While we have repelled the claim, that

Jordan was a locality, by replying, ' if it is a locality that

locality is a river;' and while we have repelled the claim,

that h may mean at (Gesenius), and may include the country/

around (Harrison), by declaring such suggestions to be ' per-

versions of the word of God ;

' and while we have introduced

the river and the preposition, in order to introduce the water,

still we did not believe, that there was any water in the river,

or in the preposition, but only in our most trusty and well-

beloved /JaTTTt'Cc."

Very well; then, having emptied the water out of "river"

and " Jordan," we must follow the receding waters into the

recesses of ^anziZoi.
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'E^OKriZovTo iv toj ' lopdavrj.

Tt is claimed, that the presence and power of ^oKriZio in

the phrase, "Were baptized in the Jordan," determines

"Jordan" to be used only as another term for water.

Before giving reasons why this position cannot be accepted,

a word may be said as to the translation, "m the Jordan."

Gesenius says, the Hebrew preposition and the Greek
preposition with the name of a river, or with " river"

—

kv 'lopddyTj, iv Tzora/jM^ is projicrly expressed by "«Gf fluvium,"

at the Jordan, at the river. Matthies, Rosenmuller, Alex-

ander, Harrison, and almost every one else, give the same

decision. ITow, suppose, under the shadow of such authority,

we translate, " "Were baptized at the Jordan," what becomes

of the Baptist argument from the passage ? Such translation

IS not onl}^ vindicated by the approval of these scholars, but

by the argumentation of Dr. Carson himself. He says, John's

baptizing in Bethany, means that he was baptizing in the

neighborhood of Bethany. Thus, while he retains the form

of the Avord, he breathes into it another life, just such as the

scholarship of the world designates by the changed form,

at, near, in the valley, region, neighborhood, contiguous.

Such translation, on general principles, is beyond im-

peachment.

But it is urged, "Any such translation is arrested by the

presence of the Greek verb." Then, let the examination

proceed in this grave presence and with this claimed trans-

lation.

1. We observe first : Under the translation, " baptize in

water," and " baptize in Jordan," it is possible that there

may be essential difference in these phrases. It is in the

most absolute proof that iv 'lopddvTj does not, of necessity, ex-

press in loater, but may express in the channel on dry ground,

or, within the banks on dry ground. And it is in equally

absolute proof, that l^anriZuj does not necessitate a physical

baptism whether in water or in any other substance.

The translation then being granted, there can be no bap-

tism in water without the double assumption, 1, Jordan rep-
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resents water and not locality; 2, that the Greek verb does,

here, call for physical envelopment contrary to its more fre-

quent use where it calls for no such envelopment.

It is quite possible that these assumptions are not well-

grounded.

2. I observe secondly: There is a probabilitj- that 'v 'lopddvyj

denotes locality. This position is founded not merely in the

admitted fact, that Jordan is sometimes used as a locality

without reference to water; but on the equally admitted

fact, that other localities in which baptism took place are

denoted by the same preposition and in connection with

the same verb. Thus John was baptizing in the ivilderness,

^a7tTt!^ujv iv Tjj lpy]!JM; baptizing in Bethany, h Br^OwAa /9a7r-:'Cwv;

baptizing in vEnon, /JaTrrt'Coii/ Iv ' Aivwv'^ and under the same

form we have, " were baptized in Jordan i^a-Kzilo^ro h roi

''lopMM-fi.'" The same identical form of the verb is used here,

and in the baptizing at ^uon : "John, also, was baptizing

in ^non, and the people came and were baptized {l^a-Kzi'^mTo^

in ^non" as expressed in the former part of the sentence.

Now, inasmuch as Jordan is a locality, and the precisely

same phraseology is used to express the baptizing here, as

in the case of all other localities, we say, it is probable that

"Jordan" represents locality where the baptizing took place.

3. We observe thirdly: The presence of ^anriZoj has no

power, under the circumstances of the case, to determine

the meaning of Jordan to be water rather than locality, nor

yet to beget a probability of such a meaning; no, nor even

to raise the possibility of any such meaning.

It is cheerfully admitted that the phrase ii3o.nrtX.6'^To h rw

'lopdavfj stripped of the specialties of its use, and regarded

merelj^ in the possible force of its terms, may express a

mersion in the Jordan. For example: If we regard Gen-

nesaret as a simple expansion of the Jordan, as is sometimes

done and as it in foct is, then, the vessels and their crews

of which Josephus (Antiq., Ill, 10—Jud. Bapt., p. 63)

speaks, " i^annZovru Iv rw ' lopddvTj were bajjHzed IN the Jordan"

at its lake expansion. And there, at the bottom of those Jordan

waters vessels and crews lie until this day. The form of the
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verb which Joseph us employs to express this Jordan bap-

tism is [^/SaTiTcCovTo^ the same, letter for letter, as that which

is used by Matthew and Mark in the passage under con-

sideration. Such and such only is the baptism which can

be got out of these words interpreted in the literal, physical,

enveloping sense claimed for them by the theory.

We say, that such is the baptism not which may, under

hard pressure, be extracted from the words, but that which

actual usage demands; and that not in exceptional, nor in

ordinary cases, merely, but in every case without exception.

And here is the proof:

Classic Weiteks.

1. Ba7rTC^6rj.£voi iv roT? riliiaatv Polyhius, V, 47, 2.

2. BslSanrcfffj-ivrj kv ruj awimn Plotinus, I, 8, 13.

3. Be^a7:Ti(Tfj.i-^7jv iv to* ^dOet rod awiiaruq . Alex. Aphrod., II, 38.

1. "Baptized in the pools "= death by drowning.

2. " Baptized in the body"= death of the soul by corruption.

3. "Baptized in the depth of body " = death of the perceptive

power.

Ecclesiastical Wkitees.

1. Ba-KTKTdiv £1/ lSdfj.fj.aTi to k'pcov Basil M., On Baptism.

2. BanTc!^6fj.evo^ kv tw Trap) 6 ffidrjpo^: .... " "

1. "Wool baptized in dye "= remaining in.

2. "Iron baptized in fire" = remaining in.

Jewish "Writers.

1. BanTiZofj-evoq h xoXufiiSTjOpa, TeXsuTo. . . Josephus, Jew. War, I, 22.

1. "Baptized in a pool, he died" == death by drowning.

These are all the cases of this particular form (the verb

with ev and a physical element) now within my knowledge.

And it will be seen at a glance, that in every case, without

exception, the baptized object is not taken out of the bap-

tizing element, but remains within it. We say then, that

the phrase i(ianTi%6vTo iv tCj 'lopddvTj is competent to effect a

baptism in the waters of Jordan, but it must be such a baptism

as will j^lace its object within the waters without removal.

The baptism of John was not designed to deposit penitent
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Jews in the depths of the Jordan. It is richly ludicrous to

see the theorist running his head against Greek philologj^,

and Greek sjaitax, and Greek usage, and saying, "All these

must perish that our theory may live. We do not mean to

drown, therefore (under our abuse of words), the Greek lan-

guage must be changed to suit our self-created necessities,

and l^anTc^u) must be converted into /Jcttttw."

4. We observe fourthly : The presence oi ftanriZw does not

preclude the interpretation of h 'lopSw^-rj as a locality. It is

possible that the baptism is not physical. While the usage

of the Greek word is so nearly equally divided between bap-

tisms physical and non-physical, that no one has a right to

assume a physical baptism in any disputed case. That it is

possible for these words to express a baptism which is with-

out any water covering, whether by dipping or by honest

immersion, is not difficult to prove.

Let us suppose that the river in which Dr. Carson says

LTlysses found refuge was the Jordan. As it was " a rueful

night" we may suppose, that if he, and any companions that

might chance to be with him, had any of that wine with

which they baptized the Cj^clops, that they would make free

use of it; in which case one passing early in the morning

would be likely to say of them

—

l^a-Kzi^ovro Iv tGj ' lopdc/yrj—
phraseology which Jew and Greek well understood as ex-

pressive of an excessive use of wine. We might complete

this pregnant form of speech by adding to it the words of

Josephus, and say : l^anTiZ,6vT0 iv rJ5 ' [opddvrj, Sivcp -oXXuj^ el(;

dMLaOfjffia'^ -/.ai umov^ " thc}^ were baptized in the Jordan, by

much wine, into insensibility and sleep."

In such a baptism we have an exhibition of the possible

force of terms. The meaning of the verb is classical, Jordan

is local, wine is the instrumental means, and insensibility

and sleep form the ideal element. While, however, it is a

baptism quite possible to the terms, it is a baptism quite im-

possible to the circumstances; yet, not more impossible than

that baptism which must result under the notion of the

theor}', that men and women are to be deposited iv '[opddvrj.

6. We observe fifthly: That the true interpretation of this

24
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passage will treat it as elliptical ; the ellipsis to be supplied

being found in Matt. 3 : 11, and in parallel passages. Thus :

,t:o y. = ^,T ^, f ^y S^art (Matt., John) } .

Elianrt^.o^ro h ra. ^"^^"^'J
| S5arr(xAIark, Luke)

^
\ '^^ P-'^^'^otav.

" They were baptized in the Jordan, with water, into repentance."

1. In vindication of this interpretation it may be observed

:

Whenever baptizing is spoken of at any other locality, the

form of expression is •elliptical. Thus we are told, John

was "baptizing in the wilderness," "baptizing in Bethany,"
" baptizing in ^non," all which expressions are incomplete,

and need the addition of an essential element in order to

complete the idea. ISTow, when it is said of another locality

in the same form—John was baptizing "in the Jordan"

—

the inference is irresistible, that the expression is elliptical

as in the case of all other localities, and the same supplement

is needed in order to the completion of the idea. If to this

it should be answered : The ellipsis is not necessary in this

last case, because it is contained in "Jordan." I reply: All

that can, possibly, be taken out of "Jordan" is water, and

this is inadequate to supply the ellipsis. If the baptism

were such as that of the Classics, or of Joseph us (in his ac-

count of the boats with their crews baptized in the waters

of Jordan Gennesaret), this would answer; the putting of

men and women in the depths of Jordan's waters would be

the alpha and the omega of the affair; but this is no such

murderous baptism. It belongs to another class of baptisms;

a class of baptisms which, to say the least, is as fully repre-

sented in the Classics as are death baptisms by water envel-

opment. It is "John's baptism;" not ^^ John's baptism" as

distinguishing him as a man from Alcibiades or Timon, but

as distinguishing his baptism from their drowning water-

envelopment baptism. It is "John's baptism;" not as dis-

tinguishing him, personally, from Thebe or Ishmael, but as

distinguishing their baptisms; his baptism with water from

their baptism loith wine; his baptism into repentance from

their baptism into drunkenness.

It is manifest, therefore, that no ellipsis which merely
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supplies ivater can meet the case. "John was baptizing in

the wilderness, in Bethany, in .^Enon, in Jordan, in water,"

has no othei- Greeklj meaning than death by drowning.

2. We hav^e ah'eady seen, in previously commenting on

Luke 3:16, 'E^'oi fdv udart ^aizriX,*!} (3/j.ac, that the passage was
elliptical, requiring the supply of th [leravoiav. Now, we are

not at liberty to make or to complete an ellipsis at our own
pleasure. It must be made and supplied by something more
reliable than our imagination. Dr. Carson (p. 329) well

says, " Words which are introduced to supply an ellipsis

must be taken from some other passage where they are

literally expressed. It is a strange ellipsis that supplies to

a word or phrase an idea never elsewhere expressed." We
must, then, find the ellipsis which we would introduce into

this passage literally expressed elsewhere in Scripture, This

reasonable demand is promptly and fully met for us by Matt.

3 : 11, ^Eyoi /j.£v /ScLTtTc'Cu* 6/j.a^ iv udart eiq /lerd'^otav. This declara-

tion is entirely disjoined from and wholly independent of

localit3\ It states the essential elements which distinguish

John's baptism, namely, pure water as the symbol instrument

and repentance as the verbal element. No baptism of John

can, possibly, be complete without these elements expressed

or understood. It follows therefore as a necessit}', that

where there is a statement of baptism administered, and the

place where it took place, we must supply by ellipsis the

symbol instrument and the verbal element. Thus (SaizriZwv

iv ifiTjfjM^ iv BsOrjvca^ iv 'Atvcov, iv ' lopdavrj—iv udari sit; [isTavoiav. To
each place where the baptism was administered must be

added, "with ivaier into repentance." This was John's bap-

tism. The reference to this peculiarity, in diverse forms, as

"the baptism of John," "the baptism of repentance," "bap-

tized the baptism of repentance," abounds in Scripture.

It is obvious then, that if Jordan be taken as the equivalent

and representative of ivater, we still have an ellipsis to supply,

as in Luke 3 : 16, wdiich ellipsis can only be ^k fiszavocav ; which

at once and forever determines that the baptism (as we liad

before on philological and grammatical principles proved)

cannot be a baptism into water. To refuse to accept this
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elliptical sk iierdvoiav^ and to insist on the exclusive Iv uSarc^ is

not merely to refuse the express statement of the word of

God, but to seize the sword and divide in twain the living

testimony of the Holy Spirit, and set up man's dead theory

for God's living truth.

3. The passage, as thus coriipleted, leaves nothing to be

desired for the most definite and complete knowledge of the

baptism of John. We have not only the ijlace where he bap-

tized (Jordan), but we have the symbol instrument of baptism

(water), and farther, the verbal element (repentance) into which

the soul is baptized.

What is lacking? Does some friend of the theory sadly

say, "A great deal is lacking; there is nothing said of the

mode in which the water is used ? "" It must be acknowl-

edged that such information is lacking. And the only com-

fort which I can extend to .those who are distressed by the

deficiency is this : Never since the Greek language had existence

did a baptism depend upon, or have the remotest concern with, a

modal use of the agency by which it was accom.p)lished.

This important passage has now been examined in its

separate elements, and in their relations to each other. My
conviction of the truth of the conclusions reached could

hardly be more profound. Yet if the Angel Gabriel were

to difiJer from me, I should not be disposed with the great

friend of the theory to "order him to school." N^or would

I dare to say with him (omitting the negative), "If John did

(not) immerse his disciples the narrative of the evangelist is

false" (p. 336). Kor yet would I say to any human being

questioning these conclusions, " To deny this is to give the

lie to the inspired narrator" (p. 450). And, until some
higher power than an (Ecumenical council shall invest me
with the attribute of infallibility, I will not betraj^ the folly

and incur the guilt of saying, that a denial of my judgment
is "to give the lie to the Holy Spirit" (p. 453). Before such

things shall be written or uttered by me, " may my right

hand forget her cunning and my tongue cleave to the roof

of my mouth." It is enough for me to hold my convictions

with respectful firmne&s, justly subject to the criticisms of
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friend or foe, and open to the corrections of a higher wisdom
and a truer learning.

Especially in every conclusion as to the teaching of in-

spiration would I lay down every result at the feet of the

Only Wise, subject to correction and reversal in every

thought, and word, and letter, by Him who cannot err.

It only remains, before leaving these " places of John's

baptism," to show by historical evidence, that there was

every facility for John's baptizing "in the Jordan," without

his being incommoded by the water.

Dr. Carson gives no proof from the facts of the case, that

Ulysses could lodge all night " in the river" and yet lodge

on dry ground. He thinks that h r.oxaiKa means within the

banks, and concludes, that in such case there must have been

dry ground enough for him to sleep on " in the river, which

includes all within the banks."

Now, we will ask no one to accept of our reasoning when
in the dark as to the facts ; but will show to those who in-

sist on cutting to the quick in translating ^v 'fupSd'^rj, that

historical facts relieve of all difficulty even in such a case.

Maundrell, in his travels through the Holy Land, thus

speaks of the Jordan : "After having descended the outer-

most bank, j'ou go about a furlong on a level strand, before

you come to the immediate bank of the river. This second

bank is so beset with bushes and trees, such as tamarisks,

willows, oleanders, &c., that you can see no water till you

have made your way through them."

Here we have "in the river" (within the outer and inner

banks) one-eighth of a mile of " level strand," wherein

thousands, tens of thousands, or hundreds of thousands

could be accommodated, and all be " baptized in the Jor-

dan," without being troubled by the water.

We can also understand, by this statement which encom-

passes John "in the river" with "bushes, trees, tamarisks,

willows, oleanders, &c.," how closely identical were the bap-

tisms " in the wilderness," and " in the Jordan."
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BAPTISM OF JESUS.

ITS PLACE—UPON THE JOEDA]^.

Matthe-w 3 : 13.

Toxt Tvapayivtrai 6 ' fjjcroui; and rvj^ Fahkaiaq e~i tov 'lopddvTjv Tzpo'^ tov

' lioawrjv^ TOO (ja-~t.aOYf>at. bit aurou.

" Then cometb Jesus from Galilee to John, upon the Jordan,

to be bai^tized by him."

JORDAN

—

L0(5aLITY AND NOT WATER.

^Et:\ tov ' lopdd'^T^v.

There is no possible room for doubt as to the sense in

which Jordan is used in this passage. It expresses locality

and not water. It indicates that feature in the complex

term which has in it dry land and not fluidity. The passage

locates John on this dry ground, and to this standing-place

it brings Jesus to be baptized b}^ him. And here, without

change of position (if our judgment is controlled by the in-

spired narrative), he was baptized. But this will not answer

for the theory. For how could Jesus be dipped in water if

he was baptized " upon the Jordan ?" But it is no novelty

for the theory to be dissatisfied with the language of inspi-

ration. The cases are quite exceptional where it can take

the word of God at its real value and just a^ it stands.

So little sympathy has inl with water that it not only will

not carry into water when water is not mentioned, hut when
construed with water it constrains us to step aside lest we
should come in contact with the naked element. This is

exemplified in Exodus 7 : 15, duzdq h-opeOsrat i-\ to u8wp—"He
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goeth out upon the water." Pharaoh did not go into the

water, nor did he walk upon ihe water of the Nile, But, as

we have heretofore seen the name of a river, embracing all

of its constituent elements, employed when one only of those

constituents was involved, so, here, we have one of the ele-

ments employed when the river, as a whole, is intended.

That " the water" represents the Nile generally, and not the

water of it specifically, is shown by the words immediately

following—zr/i, e'ffjj auvavraiv auruj im to j(£lXoq rou KozaiJ.uu—"And
thou shalt meet him upon the bank of the river." Here,

another particular (the bank) entering into the idea of a

river, and that which is specifically indicated by " upon the

water" is brought into view. Such passages show how un-

safe it is to press the phrases "into the river," "in the river,"

*' upon the river," as certainly synonymous with water, when
"upon the water" must be interpreted as meaning not

water, specifically, but " upon the bank of the river."

A parallel passage may be found in Tobit 6 : 1, ^>-0ov i-\ rbv

Tiyptv TzoraiJ.dv xai i^d?u^ovTo ixej, " they came upon the river Tigris

and lodged there." Now, whether the Angel and Tobias

"lodged within the bank," or without the bank, or on the

top of the bank, I am quite unable to say; this only is cer-

tain, they did not lodge in the water, although they " lodged

upon the river."

While certain parties proclaim "Jordan" to be onl}- an-

other method for spelling water, the number is small who
will venture to assert that Jesus came to John " upon the

water'" to be baptized by him. Dr. Oonant, in the New
Version, translates as a localitj', " Then comes Jesus from

Galilee to the Jordan, to John, to be immersed by him."

And Dr. Carson's inimitable courage would hardly allow

him to say, " If Jesus came from Galilee upon the Jordan,

as a locality, still that locality was a river, and, therefore, he

came upon the loatcr, and, necessarilj-, in the water, as is

evident from his object in coming, namely, ' to be biimcrsed

by him;' and no great scholar in Europe will deny that

Jesus was immersed in. the Jordan, and it is only the con-
' fideuce of ignorance which will venture the extravagance to
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deny it." Dr. CarsoD, however, miglit as well build up

Buch an argument on this passage of Matthew (cementing it

with his usual anathemas), as to present unnumbered other

equally "unanswerable" arguments for dipping into water.

Justin Martyr uses this preposition with marked persist-

ency. He says (588), " John came before crying unto men,

Repent! and Christ, while he yet dwelt (^ttj) upon the river

Jordan, came" .... (685). "And Jesus having come [im)

upon the river Jordan (£i"9a), where John baptized, Jesus

going down to (t-l) the water, fire was kindled in the Jor-

dan, and he retiring {and) from the water, the Holy Ghost

like a dove descended upon him." The language of Justin

will suit the theory as little as that of Scripture. He places

John upon the Jordan, brings Jesus upo7i the Jordan, con-

ducts him down to the water, leads him back/?^o??2 the water;

everything but "m the water." And, again (688), "John
dwelling upon [em') the Jordan and preaching the baptism

of repentance {xfipbaaovroq ^d-Enaixa iJ.eravoiaq)^ Jesus having

come upon {jm) the Jordan" .... I do not know that we
can mend the language of Justin and of Scripture. I pre-

sume it must stand as written. John was upon the Jordan

as his abiding-place; "there" he baptized; thither Jesus

came; he went down to (^-t) the water; he came back from

(flTTo) the water ; and was baptized without (Justin being wit-

ness) being in the water.

It may be well, in passing, to call attention to the fact

that Justin says, "John cried unto men. Repent," and, also,

says, that " he preached the baptism of repentance." ISTow,

I wish to say, that between these statements of Justin as to

the subject-matter of John's "crying" and "preaching"

there is just the same difference that there is between six

and half a dozen, a difference of form without a particle of

difference in substance. There is just as much water in

fieravoehe as there is in (3d7tTiff;jLa tieravoiaq, and there is no more

of ritual ordinance in preaching (^dizriffim jxezavoiaq than there

is in crying fj-sravoslrs. The imperative verb makes demand

for true and profound repentance; and the phrase, with its

substantive and defining genitive, requires a condition of
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soul marked bj the influence of a controlling repentance,

and has as little water in it as the desert of Zahara.

Justin and the Bible bear one testimony as to the subject-

matter of John's preaching and baptism.

As to the nature of the baptism which Jesus came to re-

ceive from John I shall, at present, say nothing directly.

It may be well, however, to remember these two things,

1. Baptisms, in contradiction of all the conceptions of the

theorj', are of endless variety ; 2. Baptism might be received

from John without receiving the technical "baptism of

John."

According to the theory, as stated by Carson (p. 55), "My
position is, that it always signifies to dip; never express-

ing ANYTHING BUT MODE;" there can by no possibility be

any other than one baptism, whether heathen or Christian.

But we have had abounding evidence to prove, that no state-

ment could be more utterly at war with the facts of heathen-

ism and the declarations of Christianity than is this state-

ment. I repeat therefore, that the baptism of John was

only one of a possible thousand, and whatever baptism he

may have preached or ritually administered to Pharisee or

Sadducee, to the soldier or the publican, there was no neces-

sity whatever, either from the nature- of a baptism or from

any other cause, that the same baptism should be preached

and ritually administered to the Lord Jesus Christ.

When John's great announcement, "Behold! the Lamb
of God that taketh away the sin of the world," shall be

proved to be all a mistake, then, may we hear of the Fore-

runner preaching to the Mightier One, "Repent!" and ex-

pect to witness his ritual baptism " with water into repent-

ance; " but until then, we say, with shuddering at all such

conception, Procul, iwocul abesto

!

Mark 1 : 9.

—rjXOsv ^ [y]ffouq and NaZapkr rvj^ FaXi.Xaia'Z^ real kiSanriaO-q utzo "Iwdvvou

elq Tov Hopddvqv.

" Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee to the Jordan, and was
baptized by John."
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Eiq Tov ^lopddvrjv.

There is no passage in the JSTew Testament which has so

much of the appearance of meeting the construction de-

manded by the Classics in order to secure the introduction

of an object within water as the passage now claiming con-

sideration.

It is not only right, but it is the dictate of true wisdom to

make prompt and cheerful concession of all that is true, or

of what has the honest semblance of truth, in the views of

an opponent.

The sentiments and practices of all Christian men should

be recognized as held by them for reasons which seem to

them to be adequate and true, however inadequate and un-

true they may seem to be to us, or may be in reality.

The man who has found a bit of gold and some gold-like

particles on his farm, and has erroneously concluded that this

precious metal underlies all his broad acres, will not have

his delusion best dispelled by a dissertation on geological

formations as excluding his farm from the sphere of gold

deposits, for he will still shake his head and say, " 'No mat-

ter for all you say; I have found what none can deny is

gold, and something which, certainly, looks like gold." It

will be better to admit the ''looks like gold," and in the

laboratory show him by inexorable tests, that "appearances

are deceitful;" and, also, to make fall admission that his

" bit of gold " is, in very deed, gold, pointing out to him the

evidence that it is not virgin gold, that it has already passed

through the crucible, and is not native to the soil. Thus he

is satisfied. His amour propre is conserved by the acknowl-

edgment, that there was, really, a bit of gold and something

like gold; while the mistaken gold-dream grounded on these

things is, although not without a sigh, yielded up.

ISTow, although we, the rejectors of " the theory," are pro-

nounced to be absurdly destitute of all truth, and to lack

moral honesty, far more than we lack intellectual light, still,

I would accord to the friends of the theory whatever bit of

truth, or whatever "looks like" truth, may be discoverable
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in their views, assured, that the logical laboratory will both

strip off the mask of a false appearance, and will show that

what is real truth is not virgui to the soil of the theory.

Thus, the way will be prepared for Christian men to abandon,

with self-respect, error which had been incautiously received.

I do, then, cheerfully admit the truth, that fia-ri'^u) elq is

the Classic form indicative of an object being introduced

within a fluid element; and I do farther admit with equal

cheerfulness, that ' [opM^r^v has such a "looks like" water^

that it might, right honestly, be taken for genuine water.

And, having made this twofold admission, I have no dif-

ficulty in the farther admission, that any one who wished

very much to find out a dipping into water, might, with all

honesty of purpose, as he stumbled on ijSanriaOyj ei<; rdv Uopddvrjv^

cry out, "I have found it!" And, in fact, this passage has

awakened a joyous outbursting cry from the hardly-pressed

friends of the theory. It is our business to inquire into the

grounds of this good cheer.

Dr. Carson.

Carson (pp. 302, 303) says, " Mark 1 : 9, then, itself decides

the controversy. It is into Jordan ; and nothing but into

Jordan can it be. I venture to assert that there is not an

illustrious name among grammarians that will sanction the

use of their doctrine that is made of it by this writer. There

is not in Europe, there never was in existence a great scholar

who would deny that Jesus Christ was immersed in the Jor-

dan. N^othing but the confidence of ignorance could ever

venture such extravagance."

This is suificientlj^ explicit ; an excellence seldom lacking

in Dr. Carson's downright style of speaking. He regards

the passage as of such pre-eminent value to the theory as to

be able, single handed, to win the controversial battle.

In venturing to confront this universal challenger I make
no claim to be enrolled "among the great scholars of Eu-

rope," nor yet of America. And it may be, that it is only

"the confidence of ignorance" which prompts to such "ex-

travagance" as the questioning of a decision made by Dr.
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Carson; but I will "venture" to do so even under the frown

of such a foreannounced verdict. It may be well, however,

for the blow to fall first on one who has worthier claim to be

entitled a scholar, even " a European scholar."

Dr. R. Wilson, Professor of Sacred Literature, Royal Col-

lege, Belfast, thus writes

:

" The preposition ei?, with a word supposed to signify the bap-

tizing element, forms the regimen of ISaTZTc^co, in one solitary oc-

currence. The unique exception to which we refer is found in

Mark 1:9,' He was baptized of John in Jordan.' On this con-

struction great stress has been laid, as if it necessarily affirmed

that our blessed Lord was dipped into the river of Israel. . . .

" We are not disposed, however, to surrender to our opponents

the preposition eiq in this important testimony. Supported by
the authority of New Testament usage, we maintain that in

numerous constructions, several of them closely parallel to the

exatnple before us, si<; is employed where motion is not indicated

by the verb with which it stands connected, and where, there-

fore, the rendering into is totally incompatible with the existing

syntax. Bruder, in his Concordance to the Greek Testament,

enumerates not fewer than sixty-five instances of this construc-

tion, and among them he includes the text under discussion. . .

.

''We see little ground for dissatisfaction with Dr. Carson's

mode of explaining instances of this class, particularly as it

serves rather to confirm than invalidate the conclusion which

we believe to be founded in truth. . . . 'My doctrine is,' says

Dr. Carson, 'that the motion is implied in a verb which is un-

derstood, and is not properly communicated to a verb which

has no motion in itself It is absurd to suppose that the same

verb can designate both rest and motion. It is impossible to

stand and move at the same time. What I say is, that when eiq

is construed with a verb in which there is no motion, there is

always a verb of motion understood, and which is not expressed

because it is necessarily suggested.'

" Though the writer styles this his doctrine, and introduces it

as a novelty, yet we find the knowledge of it to be, happily, not

uncommon among Greek scholars whose works have been for a

considerable time before the learned world. Hemsterhusius

stated it in a note on the Plutus of Aristophanes, v. 1169. and
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illustrated his meaning by a parallel example from another

Greek writer. Krebs not only applied the principle to the in-

terpretation of Mai'k 1 : 9, but classed this particular use of ££?,

instead of h, among the more elegant constructions of the lan-

guage. It is, also, found in some of the best lexicons; ^nd

among other critical authorities, Winer in his Idioms of the

New Testament, and Fritsche in his Commentary on Mark, em-

ploy it in expounding the passage under consideration. . . .

" The bearing of the principle on Mark 1 : 9 now solicits our

attention.

" We have seen that some of the most learned interpreters,

such as Krebs, Winer, and Fritsche, consider the text to be a

case in point. Whether Dr. Carson's view entirely coincides

with theirs appears somewhat doubtful, as he has advanced two

views, which are not particular!}^ consistent with each other.

'Jesus,' he says, 'was baptized into Jordan. This shows, not

only that the action of the verb was performed in the water,

but that the performance of it was a putting of the baptized

person into the water.' Again, he says, 'The account of the

Evangelist not merely asserts that Jesus went into the water,

but that, when in the water, he was baptized, or immersed into

it.' Of tljese statements the former connects the preposition

into with baptized; the latter supplies a verb of motion before

baptized, and joins the preposition successively with both, thus

compelling it to do double duty. Against this flagrant error in

syntax we enter our protest. The author palpably violates the

principle which ho had imposingly laid down as his doctrine,

and illustrated at some length. According to this doctrine the

preposition belongs to a previous verb of motion understood;

and Dr. Carson so emplo3^s it when he represents the Evangelist

as asserting that 'Jesus went into the water.' Thus, the prep-

osition ed'c, separated from ilSanriffOTj and joined to a preceding-

verb, is finally disposed of. But our author, as if he had effected

no such separation, again very complacently construes the same

preposition with l^anriaOrj in order to prove that the baptism

was into Jordan !

" The simple record of such philology proves its exposure and

refutation. With either verb the preposition may be legitimately

connected ; but to use it with both, especially in the teeth

of Carson's own doctrine, is preposterous and indefensible.

Fritsche's construction is obnoxious to censure on the same
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ground, and hence it does not call for a separate exposure. The
conclusion, then, is irresistible^ that in Mark 1 : 9 the introduc-

tion of a verb of motion, immediately connected with the prep-

osition, has the inevitable effect of eliminating from the diction

of the New Testament the only instance it contains of [iar^riXo}

followed by dx and the accusative of the term denoting the bap-

tizing element,

"Admit Dr. Carson's principle, and baptism into Jordan is

neither Scriptural nor practicable. Admit it, and Mark 1 : 9, as

a boasted testimony to immersion, is silenced forever/' {Mode

of Baptism^ pp. 235-40.)

It would appear then, that unless the names of Bruder,

Krebs, Winer, Fritsche, Wilson, and not a few others, are

to be stricken from the list of scholars, "great scholars,"

" European scholars," it is possible that something else than

the "confidence of ignorance" may lead to question a con-

clusion of Dr. Carson; and even to doubt whether there is

any self-evident proof in the language of Mark, that the

Lord Jesus was dipped " into the Jordan."

Carson's Argument Extended.

Dr. Carson, while digging a pit in el<; for the "boldly ig-

norant" to fall into, may find that he has opened an abyss

sufficiently profound to swallow up himself, and friends, and

theory, together.

He says (p. 298), " This syntax is not confined to one in-

stance in the New Testament; it is found in many instances.

Ei^ is connected with fiar.ri'^u} in the commission. Now,
though water is not the regimen, yet, it is the meaning of

the preposition in reference to the performance of the rite

that must regulate its meaning in all cases."

While Dr. Carson says. There are many instances of the

syntax which unites /Sa-rt'Cw and sk (although not involving

a physical element), and that in all cases the translation of

the preposition must be the same, namely, into, yet, he

specifies but one case, that of the commission. Why did he

not adduce those other cases, and draw out their emphatic
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indorsement of Mark 1 : 9 by spreading out the translation

"into?" Was there a reason for this failure? Perhaps we
can find an answer to this question by doing wljat be has

failed to do. Let us try it in those two passages which have

come under our notice—"I baptize you into repentance;"

"Preaching the baptism of repentance into the remission op

SINS."

In these passages we have Pja-TiZ<o elq hat not icith water as

the regimen, which, however, we are told, makes no difference,

the force of the preposition is just the same and must in all

cases be translated " into." But, how will this doctrine

affect Conant, and Hackett, and the New Version translators,

who do not "in all cases" translate this syntax by "into?"

Are they, therefore, to be placed by their friend among the

no scholars, and the " confidently ignorant?"

We have had occasion to complain botli of error and in-

consistency in the translation of sf? /^-s-rawj'av "z^/^^o" repent-

ance instead of into repentance, and £;? d^scnv d>j.apTtu)v " for"

the remission of sins, instead of into the remission of sins;

but I never thought of charging these translators with " pre-

sumptuous ignorance," or of erasing their names from the

list of scholars. But it may be an exclusive privilege belong-

ing to the friends of the theory to treat this syntax as a waxy
mass to be moulded at their pleasure into the varying forms

"into," "unto," "in," "for," while to others it must have

an adamantine inflexibility.

If Dr. Carson's axiom, " /5«-nTw e^?= baptize into, in all

cases," be carried out, the theory is at once buried out of

sight by a baptism "into" repentance, not into icaier, and

by a baptism "into" remission of sins, not into Jordan.

We are willing to subscribe to and abide by this proposi-

tion : Whenever /?a-T£tw, in truth, has for its complement a

word (physical or meta-phj'sical) in regimen with ££?, the

translation must, "in all cases," be into.

In applying this proposition to Mark 1 : 9, the vital point

which arises for determination is this: Is "'/(jjo^avijv," in truth,

complementary of /3a-T£t<w? And before this can be deter-

mined we must reopen that snap judgment which Baptist
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interpreters have taken on this passage, and "bring into the

light a number of points which they have left in the dark.

Does Juxtaposition make Words Conrplementary f

The statement in John 3 : 22 might have been ^XOsv 6 'IrjaoTx;

xai ilSdTTTC^ev e;c rijV 'loodaiav yr^v
',
WOUld SUch juxtaposition of

words have necessitated a dipping " into the land of Judea?"

It has been assumed by Baptist writers, on the mere
ground of the juxtaposition of words, that "Jesus was
dipped into the Jordan." This assumption cannot be made
without making a handful of other assumptions : 1. The
assumption, that dq^ here, means " into," while, elsewhere,

it means unto. 2. The assumption, that "Jordan," here,

means loater, while, elsewhere, it means locality. 3. The
assumption, that the phrase ek 'lopddvriv is complementary to

^ami^m^ which assumption is based on a previous assumption,

that the phrase denotes ivater^ and which assumption rests

on the antecedent assumption, that proximity makes com-

plement. 4. The assumption, that (^aTtzi^m is, here, used in

a primary and literal sense, while, elsewhere, it is used in

a secondary and figurative sense. 5. The assumption, that

^anriZu) here means dip, while, elsewhere, and everj^where,

it has no such meaning. 6. The assumption, that Mark in

relating the same transaction which is related by Matthew,.

Sfives an entirely different representation from his fellow

Evangelist, while his language is capable of the most abso-

lute unity of interpretation.

These points have been assumed as though so vulgar a

thing as proof was quite unnecessary. And to call in ques-

tion such assumptions, we are told, is to display an over-

weening ignorance.

To those whose "ignorance" makes them sufficiently

courageous to enter upon an examination of these assump-.

tions the following considerations are submitted

:

First Assumption. The assumption that ££<?, here, means

"into" (water) has no adequate ground in the radical idea

of that preposition. Harrison (p. 210) says, " The proper
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signification of ei<; is icithin, in, with the idea of being within

a space Ijaving boundaries." He adds, " This proper mean-

ing is seen in derivatives and in compounds : To confine

within, to hedge within, to be arrived within, to seat oneself

withui, to He witliin, to dwell within. Comparing these

compounds with those in which el<; is joined with words ex-

pressing action or motion, as to conEie into, to run into, to

collect into, to cast into, it is plain that 'into' is not the

simple sense of ej'?, but ai'ises from combining it with the

notion of reaching some object."

Now^ if we give to the preposition, here, its radical mean-

ing, " within," it is made harmonious with the use of other

prepositions, iv 'fopddvrj, i-} "/op)M>7jv^ which place John and the

baptized in, within, " a space having bouiidaries," to wit, the

banks of the river. If we take in the special features of this

case, which is found in the presence of a verb of motion

{^^XOsv), tlie assumption that the preposition originates with,

and gives an exclusive interpretation to i^ar.riaOrj^ is, again,

dissipated. When a preposition stands related to two verbs

of diverse character, it must either be understood in a sense

adapted to both, or it must be assigned to the word to which

its form is obviously due, and out of it, or out of the obvious

circumstances of the case, provision be made for the associate

word.

In the present case the radical meaning of the preposition

("within") is adapted to both verbs: "Jesus came from

Nazareth of Galilee within the Jordan, and was baptized

within the Jordan by John." Thus, the place whence he

came, and the place whither he came, are distinctly indi-

cated.

In any case the statement requires, that the preposition be

referred primarily to the verb of motion as the leading word,

and whose idea is incomplete without it. The translation

may be to, or unto, but, however translated, the exigency of

the passage demands, that the coming of Jesus from one

locality shall terminate on some other locality. Thus e^c is

precluded from becoming exponential of ^anri'^u} except as to

the place where the baptism took place, and the assumption

25
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of the translation "into" as indicative of a receptive element

is proved to be nothing but assumption.

Second Assumjjtioii. The assumption, that " Jordan," here,

means ivater is no less gratuitous. It is in admission by
friends of the theory, that Jordan does, primarily, denote

locality and not the element water. There is not a particle

of proof, that this term is used in a single instance, in con-

nection with John's baptism, to denote the simple element

water. The assumption that it is so used in this passage is

assumption and nothing but assumption.

The case requires locality; "Jordan" furnishes locality;

and locality it must remain until something more efficacious

than assumption shall work a change.

If an attempt be made to sustain this assumption of water

and a dipping into water bj the presence of ££'?, it will be

found tliat confidence is placed in a reed which, leaned upon,

will break and pierce instead of giving support. "The
venerable Booth" (I, 507) says, " i^<'<?, when connected with

udcop, "lopdfhrjz^ or -RorapM^ never, if I mistake not, has any

other meaning than into." This opinion of Booth is un-

doubtedly erroneous; but it is advanced with so much just

reserve as to claim the gentlest correction.

R. Ihghiam (Handbook on Baptism, London, 1866, p.

324) utters the same sentiment with less reserve. Having

charged Professor Stuart with asserting what was " clearly

fallacious and unjust," he attempts to support the charge by

the flaunting challenge : "Let any person adduce any Greek

writer of any period in the world's histor}^, who has used

the words -/.arilirjaav dq to udcop with any other meaning than
' they went down into the water.' " The assertion involved

in this utterance is as little worthy of our reliance as would

be the proffer of the back of a sleeping whale for a dining-

table. Both would be likely to go under on the first attempt

to make use of them. There is absolutely nothing in the

phrase of Mr. Ingham which, of necessity, would carry any

one " into the water."

It is an easy task to find passages, which by their number
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and their facility of access, make the statements of these

writers as surprising as they are erroneous.

3 Kings 2 : 8. Kari^tj ei'Z dnavryjv fiou, e^? rov ' [opddvr^v—" He came
dovvn unto the Jordan to meet me."

This passage contains the identical words (ifJordan means

water) by which, according to Ingham, every Greek writer,

of everj' period in the world's history, is to put men into

the water, and by which Moses Stuart is to be proved " fal-

lacious and unjust," and yet nobody is wet even by so much
as the soles of their feet. David was not in the waters of

the Jordan, that it should be necessary for Shimei to go

down into them to meet him there. The passage, also,

proves, that sk 'lopdavr^v is not the equivalent of " into water."

Shimei went down ek 'lop8ayrf-j^ although he did not go to the

water's edge ; he may have stopped at the outer bank, and

the water have been '' a furlong" distant. Facts are annoy-

ances to theories.

2 Kings 2 : 6. Kupwz a.~iarah.t jxb eiq tov "lopMvrjM—"The Lord
hath sent me unto the Jordan."

Here we have dq with Jordan, and yet no entrance "into"

its waters. Elijah was not sent into the water although he

was sent ^k "lupddvrjv. The conjunction of this preposition,

then, cannot turn "Jordan" into water.

2 itings 6 : 4. Iia\ rjXOo^^ ek rov ''[ofdd'/rjv—" And they came unto

the Jordan."

Again, we have the same lesson taught us. Elisha and

the sons of the prophets did not go "into" the running

stream to fell trees, althongh they did go for this purpose

ek^lop^'i'^^r^v. When you remember, that after "going down
the first bank," and advancing "a furlong along a level

strand," you come to "the second bank which is beset with

bushes and trees, such as tamarisks, willows, oleanders, &c.,"

and that it was to this second bank Elisha and his company
came (for in cutting wood the axe fell into the water), we
can fully understand how ek ^lopSdyr^v may be sharply trans-

lated "/;^/o the Jordan," and yet all be outside of the water;
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for, as Carson says, "all within the banks" is the Jordan.

Is it not, then, the boldest assumption to affirm, that when
the Lord Jesus came from Kazareth dq 'lopddv-r^v^ he came
into the laater?

2 Kings 2 : 21. Kdi k^r^Xdev "EXeffaih ecg dii^odov rwv uddzwv—"And
Ehsha went out unto the gushing forth of the waters."

EUsha did not go into the gushing waters, although he did

cast some salt into them. And, again, we are reminded not

to trust too fondly to prepositions to get within the water.

Judges 4 : 7 I^al iTzd^w -Kpoq ffe elq tov yetpAppovv Kiawv—'' And I

will draw to thee unto the brook Kison."

Sisera and his army were not to be drawn into the waters

of the river Kison that they might be drowned; but they

were to be drawn unto that river as a battle-ground. Thus

the notion of Booth, that " dq with Jordan, water, river, can

have no other meaning than into,'' is corrected; and the

challenge of Ingham to show a case in which xara^aivu), in

such combination, does not ^' carry down into the water," is

disposed of; and the assumption, that dq has a magic power

to convert "Jordan" into loaier is effectually arrested.

Third Assum-ption. The assumption, that the phrase ek rbv

'topddvyjv owes its form to l^aTtriadt)^ is complementary of it, and

therefore filled to repletion with water, is equally groundless.

This phrase has a common relation to ^kOsv and l^aTzxiae-t],

It is not necessary that this relation should be the same in

all respects; nor, that it should be exhibited in the elements

of the phrase separately considered. The form of the phrase

may be due to one verb rather than to the other, while under

that form may be embraced, and out of it may be deduced,

all that is suitable and required by the other.

There is, obviously, one aspect in which this phrase may
stand in a common relation to these diverse verbs; it is

the relation of locality. The verb riXO^v demands a locality

on which its movement may terminate, which is furnished

by "Jordan:" and i^aizriaQTi demands a locality where its

requirement may be executed, and this, too, is found io
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**Jordan," But one of these verbs is a verb of motion,

while the other is not; if, therefore, the locality which both

call for be but once expressed, there must be a choice as to

the form of the preposition especially adapted to the char-

acter of the one or the other. The choice has fallen on ek,

satellitic to verbs of motion, and we must regard the form

in which "Jordan" (embodying the common requirement

of locality) is presented, as due to ^A^ew, the verb of motion.

This is the usual course pursued under like circumstances.

The reason for it is not established to universal satisfaction.

Some (Halley) regard it as a corruption of language. Some
(Krebs) regard it as an elegance. Some (Matthies) suppose

that ei? reflects its power back upon the verb imparting to it

motion. While others (Carson) think that a verb of motion

should be understood.

Dr. Carson remarks :
" This phraseology is exemplified

by Xenophon, * Cyrus commanded an officer to stand into

the front.' Kovv, there must here be motion before stand-

ing. We ourselves exemplify this every day. A soldier not

in straight line is commanded to stand into his rank."

"Stand into rank" is an abbreviation of the fuller form,
" Go, from the place in which you now stand, into rank,

and stand there, in rank." The form "mto rank" is due to

the verb of motion, and "m rank" is involved in "stand-

ing" after reaching "into rank." So, the form ei<; 'lopdd'^vjv^

place whither, is due to the movement from Nazareth, while

in that phrase (the baptism taking place subsequent to the

reaching that point) is necessarilj' involved iv 'lopddvTjv^ place

where.

The following are some, of many, illustrative passages

:

Acts 8 : 40. ^ihnnoq 8k iuprjOrj etc "A^wzov—" Philip was found at

(literally unto) Azotus."

In this passage we have a form abbreviated beyond that

of Mark 1 : 9 by reason of the omission of the verb of motion.

The translation of the passage as given above is taken

from the Commentary on Acts by Dr. Hnckett, Professor

of Biblical Literature for many years in Newton (Baptist)
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Theological Seminary, and recently transferred to the Bap-

tist Theological Seminary at Rochester, ]N". Y. The per-

sonal character and accomplished scholarship of Professor

Hackett needs indorsement from no one ; but recollections

of personal association in student days prompt me in pass-

ing to pay heart homage to them both. This eminent

scholar, in explanation of his translation, "Philip was found

at (literally unto) Azotus," adds, "i e., was next heard of

there, after the transaction in the desert ; dq arises from the

idea of the journey thither.'' Thus, in the absence of a verb

of motion in the text. Professor Hackett supplies one in

order to meet the exigency of the syntax.

He, also, approves the translation "at" (which meaning
Carson says this preposition never has), while he regards

"unto" as more literal.

Although, then, d<^ "A^wrov stands in immediate juxtaposi-

tion with iopiOri^ it does not derive its form from that verb,

but from one which must be supplied. It is also obvious,

that under the foreign form "was found unto Azotus" is

necessarily involved " in or at Azotus," the form which is

speeilically demanded by iopidrj. Professor Hackett, very

properly, abandons in his translation the Greek form which

identifies the preposition with the verb of motion under-

stood, and brings it into conformity with that which is ex-

pressed, " was found at Azotus," making it much more in-

telligible to the English reader. He thus justifies the prin-

ciple (although he might not accept the application) which

refuses to translate Mark 1:9," He came from Nazareth of

Galilee and was baptized unto Jordan," but translates, more

intelligibl}^, " He came from ISTazareth of Galilee and was

baptized at Jordan." This syntax and this translation are

entirely identical with that of Professor Hackett's—"Philip

came from the desert and was found {el<; "JC^rw) at Azotus."

To whichever verb the preposition is made conformable,

another preposition suitable to the nature of the second

verb must be understood. Philip came unto, and was found

at, Azotus. Jesus came unto, and was baptized at, Jordan.

And this is just what Matthew says (3 : 13).
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John 20 : 19. ^XOsv 6 ^frjffou^^ y.di sazri^ ejj rb idaov—" Jesus came,

and stood, into (unto, within) the midst."

Under no possible view can sU rb iiiaov derive its form from

ea-c-fl with which it is in juxtaposition. We must expound

this form by the remoter T^XOev. We may either retain the

form and rehition of the preposition, transUiting, "Jesus

came into the midst and stood there;" or, cliange the form

and relation of the preposition, translating, "Jesus came

and stood loithiii the midst." Either translation has adequate

foundation. But a translation which would disrupt the rela-

tion of e/'c with r^kdsv^ and form a relation with e'ffTT;, under a

conception peculiar to that word and exclusive of its associate

verb, is a translation wholly without reason. The striking

harmony between the structure of this passage and that in

Mark will be seen at a glance when placed side by side

:

Mark 1 : 9. ^XOev ^[r^iruug xai ^iSanriadTj ei<z rov ' lopddMfjv.

John 20 : 19. -^Xdev ^l-Qauoq xai k'ffryj si^ rb fxiaw.

If ei<; Tov 'lopddvr^v is made to depend on l^jaKxiaOr^^ and to

signify dipping into water, then, all relation with riXdtv is

dissolved, contrary to the construction, which shows a com-

mon interest on the part of tliose verbs in this phrase, and

which can only be met by community of place—the place

whither he came, and the place where he was baptized.

But if it be possible as a matter of syntax, thus to account

for the form of this phrase, then, an impassable barrier has

been established against the conclusion " Mark 1 : 9 itself

decides the controversy. It is into Jordan ; and nothing but

into Jordan can it be." I say, an impassable barrier is estab-

lished against this conclusion if it be possible to ac(!Ount for

this syntax in any other way, for Dr. Carson unhesitatingly

admits, that while possibility cannot prove, yet, it may very

effectively object. We expect to do something more than

indicate a possible explanation, but at this stage of the argu-

ment against any dipping into water being contained in this

passage, we content ourselves with showing, that it is quite

possible to account for £<V tov ' [opdavrjv without makhig it de-

pendent for its life on liSanTiaOi).
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Matt. 2 : 23. kXdu>v^ 7.aTm/.r^avj^ tic; rcoXiv h'/op.ivrjy NaXapiz—" Came
into a city called Nazareth, and dwelt there."

How £<? r.ulvj can be made to depend for its form on the

verb of rest, with which it is associated by immediate posi-

tion, I do not know. It is precisely that form which is de-

manded by the remoter verb of motion.

The !N"ew Version translates, " came and dwelt m,'* con-

forming the preposition to the verb of rest; as, also, in Acts

8:40, "was found at Azotus (ej? "^^«>tov"). That version,

however, is not satisfied with " was baptized at Jordan (£<?

lupoavrfj ).

Acts 12: 19. y.ar^kdwv aizo xr^q ^ Iouddia<; elq xr^v Kainaptav^ diixpi^ev

—"Went down from Judea unto Csesarea, and abode there."

The collocation of the preposition and its regimen is dif-

ferent, here, from the preceding quotations. Does any one

feel, on that account, any more assured of their logical rela-

tion to y.axzXdibv^ rather than to Mxpifiv^t Certainly no one

would think, now, of making the form of the preposition

and its case to depend upon the verb of rest. But every

one will take iplace out of the point on which the verb of

motion terminates, and attach it, verbally or mentally, to

the verb of motion. This is done, in the !New Version, by

supplying the adverb of place—" and there abode." And
this is just what must be done under the other arrangement

of words. In the sentence, " The ball was shot into the

wood and remained," we supplement, in word or thought,

the verb of rest, by " there," or " in the wood." And if the

sentence should be, " The ball was shot, and remained, into

the wood," we could only, on any rational interpretation,

attach "into the wood," logically, to the verb of motion, and

treat "and remained" as an interjected addendum which

secures to itself position (in the wood) from the associate

words.

Luke 21 : 37. l^apyojis'^oq 7Jt>?.tZsxo eig xo opo'z xo y.aXob'j.svov IXaiSJv—
" Went out unto the mount called of Olives, and lodged."

Matt. 21 : 17. i'^r^XOs:'^ s'rco ri^? -oAswe; elq Brfimiw^^ y.di r^hXiaOr^ ixel—
•'He went out of the city unto Bethan}", and lodged there."
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These two passages are placed together both because of

agreement and difierence. They agree in having the same

verbs both of motion and of rest. They differ in the collo-

cation of the preposition and its regimen. In the first pas-

sage, it is in juxtaposition with the verb of rest; and in the

second, it is placed in relation with the verb of motion. In

the second passage we have expressed, what must in all

other cases be supplied, or its equivalent (^zs?) the adverb

of place, which attaches to the verb of rest.

Such usage appears to establish, very conclusively, that it

is a matter of indifference whether the preposition and its

regimen precede or follow the verb of rest.

John 9 : 7. "Tnays, vt<pac, £i<; rrjv xoXupilSijOpav too HtXwdii—" Go,

wash at the pool of Siloam."

John 9:11. "YTzaye siq rrjV -/.aXuiJ-ljijOpav rou ZcXcud/j. xai viipat—" Go
unto the pool of Siloam, and wash."

These two passages refer to the same transaction and

claim to make report of the same command. Both contain

the same identical words, and differ only in their arrange-

ment. Does this difference in the verbal arrangement work
any change in the logical relations of the words?

'Eo two passages could more perfectly embrace within

themselves the elements of self-interpretation. Nor could

passages be more kindred in their elements than these pas-

sages and that in Mark 1 : 9.

They all have verbs of motion and of rest; they all declare

motion unto a water locality; they all contemplate the use

of tlie water in application to the person; and they all make
use of the preposition sk, now, in juxtaposition with the verb

of motion and, now, in immediate sequence of the verb of

rest, employing but one preposition for the two verbs.

Translation.

The translation of these passages, as given b}' the 'Eqw

Version, is as follows: John 9:7," Go, wash thj'self at the

pool of Siloam." This translation modifies the preposition

in accommodation with the verb of rest. With the avowal
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of such purpose no exception can be justly made to it. This

is the translation of the Quarto, Greek; but the later revised

English translates, " Go wash in the pool of Siloam." This

translation seems to proceed on the interchangeableness of

eii; and h, and the assumption by the former of the meaning
m, and by the latter of the meaning into. This idea Rosen-

miiller refers to in the interpretation of Mark 1:9," Quidam
£k hie positum esse pro iv enallage Scriptoribus cum Sacris,

tum profanis usitatissima, existimant."

The idea of such interchange and exchange of meaning
is not approved by the best M^riters.

Harrison (p. 213) says :

" The accusatives with £;'<r, when used with verbs not contain-

ing the idea of motion, has more obviously the sense 'as to,' 'as

regards,' and marks within what limits the preceding statement

of which it is the quahfication is to be taken." He adds, " Other-

wise the verb of rest might be considered as used in a pregnant

sense, as, Od., XX, 96, i^ jiiyapov xariOrjxev s.tz\ Opovoo, he came into

the house and deposited them ; this would not materially atfect

the meaning of either the accusative or the preposition. So, ll

,

XV, 275, ifdvTj Xlq elq 686v ; here scpavrj may be considered as having

a pregnant sense, ' the lion came into the path and so appeared.' "

In reference to the preposition iv being rendered by into, he

says (p. 254), " In quite a number of cases h with its case is used

with verbs of action or motion, where eiq with the accusative

and having the sense ' into ' might have been expected : Xen.

Hell., lY, 5, 5, ol 5' kv Tuj ^Hpaio) -/.aTa-efsoyoTef:, not those ' who
had tied for refuge into the Ilerseum,' but ' those who had fled

for refuge, and, as such, were in the HersBum.' A little before,

in the same paragraph, the expression used with reference to

the same persons and the same occurrence is, ^q ds rd "Hpaiov

•/.arifuyov. In this place, the writer speaks of persons who fled

for refuge into the Herseum; in the former, of the same pei'sons

who were in the temple, having fled thither for refuge."

These passages are entirely parallel with John 9: 7, 11,

except that the latter retain ek in both. But the same prin-

ciple of interpretation applies, whether in the case of h with

a verb of motion, or of dq with a verb of rest. In neither

case are the meanings to be confounded together.
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That the Baptist version is made on this idea of confusion

in those prepositions would appear from the fact, that they

translate John 9 : 7, "Go, wash (el?) in the pool," and John
5:4," Went down [Iv) into the pool."

"Winer objects to this idea. He says (p. 412, 4):

"It was formerly supposed, that in the JSTew Testament h was
employed agreeably to the Hebrew idiom with verbs of motion

or direction to denote into, as John 5 :4, ayyekog xariiSacvsv iv rrj

xo?.o;j.l3-ijOpa. The latter, it was imagined, was used with verbs

of rest to signify in, as John 9 : 7, vc^'at elq ttjv xo?Ml3ijOpav. Homer
uses iv with verbs of motion to indicate at the same time the

result of the motion, that is, rest. This they do from a love of

terseness peculiar to the Greek race.

"More surprising still are the passages adduced in support of

the assertion, that eig is used for h. Even in Greek authors e^c

is not unfrequently construed with verbs of rest; and then the

idea of motion (preceding or accompanying) was originally in-

cluded, agreeably to the principle of breviloquentia mentioned

above. In this way is to be explained Acts 8 : 40, ' Philip was
found (eiq) conducted to Azotus.' In John 9 : 7, dq rijv xoXuixfi-qdpav

is, as respects sense, to be connected with vnaye, cf. v. 11. So

Luke 21 : 37. Still more easy of explanation is Mark 1 :
9."

Thus, these high authorities take away, on naked gram-
matical principles, from the theory the passage which, of

itself, was to settle the controversy by converting a locality

into water, robbing a verb of motion of its preposition, and
revolutionizing the character of ISanri^cul

The New Version translates John 9 : 11, " Go io (ek) the

pool of Siloam and wash." In a note it is said : "It is gen-

erally supposed that he was not required to wash his entire

body. Perhaps he understood the direction to mean simply,

'wash thine eyes.'" This is all very well; but it shows
how greatly these prepositions ek and iv are controlled by
the conception of the translator. The angel is sent down
into the pool under no better authority than h; while the

blind man is arrested at the pool, although he carries ek as

his passport. Dr. Carson however insists, that " he was to

go into the pool that he might wash; literally ' wash into the
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pool.' The blind man aiight as well have sent to the pool

for water to wash at home, as to take the water out of the

pool and wash" (p. 300). This is the old argument for

going iJiio the Jordan, " What else would they go to the

river for?" "Judith might as well have sprinkled herself

in her tent. What would she go to the fountain for but to

go into it ?
"

This argumentation however does not, here, commend
itself to the translators of the Baptist Bible, as they allow a

man to go "to" a pool and take water out of it to wash,

without sending him into the pool. Carson is consistently

wrong, and the translators are inconsistently right. We (I

think both consistently and truly) say, that the blind man
went to the pool {ek xokup-lSyjepav) without going into it ; and

that Jesus went to the Jordan (eiq 'lopddvrjv) without going

into it.

Campbell (John 5 : 2) thinks, that " xokop-ISTjdpa signifies

more than the water collected, and includes the covered walks,

and all that had been built for the accommodation of those

that came thither. In this extent the word bath is familiarly

used by ourselves." It seems to be so used by Epiphanius

(I, 445), who says of the Apostle John, -^^Oev eiq to Xoorpov, in-

dicating only his coming to the place where the bath was

without his entering into the water. So it would seem that

Siloam, like Jordan, included more than water. In Luke
13 : 4, we read of the tower Iv Sdwdp. falling. This tower

certainly .was not in the water. Stier (Y, 41) says, " The
description ^i^ tw ZcXwd/j. is highly obscure in consequence of

the ^v, but probably refers to a district or field, so-called

from the brook."

These passages are sufiicient to establish the position, that

where ek and its case immediately follow a verb of rest pre-

ceded by and connected with a verb of motion, both verbs

have an interest in the phrase; in the one case indicated by

the form, and in the other case by necessary consequence.

They also disprove the assumption, that such phrase is

dependent on the verb of rest, and is to be expounded by it,

to the disregard of the verb of motion.
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Fourth Assumption. The assumption, that /JaTrntw is here

used in a primary and literal sense (while elsewhere it is

used in a secondary and figurative sense) is without any

adequate support.

It is in proof, both by Classic and inspired writings, that

(iaitriZoj is largely used in cases where there is no physical

envelopment. Such use, therefore, may be legitimately ad-

duced in any particular case as a possible use, and must be

an effectual barrier against the assumption of a physical use.

Such physical use must be proved. But no proof has been

adduced in the present case. The word cannot prove it.

"Jordan" cannot prove it. Elq 'fopdd'^rjv cannot prove it.

There is no evidence from any other passage of the primary,

physical, use of this verb in a single instance in connection

with John's baptism. There is no such language to be met
with as baptism "into water." There is not a particle of

reliable evidence adduced to disprove the position, that

water in ritual baptism is a symbol agency, not an envelop-

ing element. I repeat it then, that it is the sheerest assump-

tion wliich attributes to ISanri^u) m this passage a primary,

physical, meaning.

Fifth Assumption. The assumption, that ^amiZo} here means
dip, while elsewhere and everywhere it has no such meaning,

is pre-eminently baseless.

There is no word in the Greek lana:uaofe whose meaning

rests on evidence more clear or more overwhelmino; than

that meaning assigned to ^aTiri^u) which makes it the essential

opposite of " dip." The very life element of " dip " consists

in the performance of an evanescent act, putting an object

within and, without resting in, withdrawing it out of a fluid

element. Now, (ianriZu) makes demand for a condition of

intusposition without regard to the manner of its accom-

plishment and without reference to any removal out of it;

and no designed momentary introduction and removal is

possible without destroying the life of the word. Proof of

all these points has been abundantly given in Classic and

Judaic Baptism. It is unnecessnry to repeat it here. I only
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call attention to the fact, that the secondary use of the word
is as clearly, as it is exclusively, based on an indefinitely

prolonged continuance of condition, in contradistinction

from one which is momentary and evanescent. Thus we
have a baptism ^k dyatrrdr^ffiav without removal ; ek uizvov with-

out removal; dq -Kopvt'iav \\\t\\o\\\. removal. I call attention

to this usage because it is that which characterizes the bap-

tism of John. The baptism preached by John is a baptism

dq iJ.s-avoiay without removal; dq acpsaiv a!J.a.pT(.wv Avithout re-

moval. These baptisms are intensely real ; thorough and

abiding changes in the condition of the soul, the work of

the Holy Ghost. The baptism ritually administered was

this same twain-one baptism symbolized, as to essential na-

ture, by pure water applied to the body. With the manner
or extent of applj'ing this s^-mbol (iar^zC^u) has no more to do

than lias the lost Greek koppa.

As Dr. Carson says of Mark 1:9," It decides the con-

troversy;" so Dr. Fuller (p. 38) says of 2 Kings 5 : 14,

"Does not this establish the meaning of the word? Can a

candid man longer doubt what he means? Naaman went

down and dipped himself seven times in the Jordan. This

is admitted to mean oSTaaman dipped himself in the Jordan.

ISTaaman went down and dipped. It was in this very river

John baptized. Jesus uses the same word, and thus com-

mands the ver}^ same act." To dip, then, is the claimed

meaning. But to prove this meaning neither Carson nor

Fuller gives one syllable of real evidence. They assume

and assert, that is all. How their views, as to the meaning

of the word, comports with that of an old Greek writer, may
be judged from a passage relating to this baptism.

Didymus Alexandrinus (700), having spoken of the purg-

ing of the world from sin by the deluge, and the deliver-

ance of the Israelites from Egyptian bondage through the

Avaters of the Red Sea, and the new character given to

the fountain by salt thrown into its waters by the prophet,

as types of the blessing and salvation secured by Christian

baptism, he speaks of the healing of Il^aaman of the leprosy

a? a type of the cleansing of the soul, as, also, the healing
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of Bethescla ; these being images and not the real baptism,

because thej only healed diseases of the body and not the

sins of the sonl. The power to do this last was not imparted

to the water until after the coming of the Son and of the

Spirit.

He, especially, thinks, that the sevenfold use of the water

WHS a shadowing forth, by the perfect number, of the Holy

Spirit.

By the whole passage, preceding and succeeding the ref-

erence to Naaman's baptism, there is a constant, and clear,

and exclusive reference to the j^oioer of baptism, and not

to the mode in which water is use^l. Indeed, the mode in

which the water was used was diiferent in almost every case

to which he refers. In them all there was the presence of

a powerful influence. Of ISTaaman's baptism he uses this

language

:

"Ho sent to the Jordan to bo baptized seven times, Naaman,

the Syrian leper, a foreigner, asking to be healed by him; that

by the voice of the Lord upon the waters his disease might be

removed : he become a resemblance of the cleansed and sanctified

soul."

The first point to which I would call attention is the fact,

that e!<; Tuv ' [iipddyrjv has nothing to do, as to its form, with

7.aTai3a7:Tcff0yjvac, Whatever question may be raised as to Mark,

none can be raised here; it is due to £nefj4>£v.

The second remark which I would make is this: The
verb is in a compound form; but as I have succeeded but

poorly in impressing Baptists with the impropriety of trans-

lating, in critical writing, a simple form of a verb (entering

into composition with a variety of prepositions) by a com-

pound form, and they insist on translating the simple /Jarrt'Cw

"by "m-merse, zm-merge, z'w-bathe, sub-mevge, orcr- whelm,"

I suppose it is not worth \^hile to refer to this compound
character.

If they are satisfied with it as it stands, I will raise no

objections, but will be well content to allow this form of the
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word to speak for itself and see what it has to say about a
" dipping."

Chrjsostom (Horn., XIII) uses this word thus: "As a

ship filled with water is quickly {xarafiaTZTiZerai) baptized

beneath the billows." Does this sound like a " dipping?"
Eustathius (Hysmenias and Hysmene, VII) uses it thus:

"JS'eptune pours down upon the sea all his fory, and seeks

(xaral^ar.riaat) to baptize all the ship by the waves." Is this

a "dipping?"

Alex. Aphrodisias (1, 16) furnishes the following example

:

" The physical force flows excessively with the blood deep

into the body, and {y.arafiaT.ri'^et) baptizes the natural and
vital heat." This is a case of death from frio:ht. Does it

look like a " dipping?"

And again (1, 17): " The quantity of the wine (zara/JaTrrs'Ce^)

baptizes the physical and vital power." This is a case of

death from excessive wine-drinking. Is it a " dipping?"

These are all the instances, of a physical character, of the

use of this word, which are now before me.

Some one may be tempted to ask, in view of the character

of these quotations, " Do you believe, or do you imagine

that Didymus believed, that ISTaaman was sunk to the bottom

of the Jordan and lies there to this day, like those ships

sunk to the bottom of the sea? or. Do you believe that he

was killed at the Jordan like those wretches who died bap-

tized by blood, and by wine?" To such inquiries I answer

very promptly in the negative. If any one should think it

worth while to ask, " Do you think y.a-ai^a-Kri^u} means to

dvpV I answer, ISTo; nor do I expect to make much prog-

ress toward such faith until ni}^ ears shall have attained a

very sensible elongation. If it should be farther asked,

" What is to be done in the case ? Didymus applies a word,

which bj' its usage expresses utter destruction, to a case in

which there is no such destruction. What is to be done

with the word?" I answer, Whatever is done with it, we
must not attach to it any such meaning as will be so ab-

surdly variant from its established character as to make us

a laughing-stock throughout the world of letters.
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Let us inquire for a secondary use of the word in which
features more in harmony with the case in hand may be

found.

Try the following passages:

Origen (John 11: 45) speaks of certain persons "who {y.ara-

l3£l3a7rTCff/j.ivujv) were thoroughly baptized by wickedness," He
speaks of those who are in a condition most profoundly dis-

playing the influence of sin, ev^n as a mass of putrid death.

Basil (XIV, 7): " Wine (zara/SaTrrtC^t) thoroughly baptizes

the reason and the understanding." He represents the

drunkard as under an influence which places him in a con-

dition of greater peril than a ship at sea without a pilot.

Alciphron (11, 8): "Life to me (^xaralSanTKTOijffsTat'j will be

thoroughly baptized." He is speaking of a condition of

things the influence from wliich will issue in the loss of life.

Eustathius (VI): "My whole mind (zara/3a7rrf<7)9££?) was

thoroughly baptized by the woe." Here is a condition of

profound influence inducing anguish of soul.

Again (Book VII): "My soul {xaTsiSdnriffaq) thou didst

thoroughly baptize with seas of wailings." A condition

resultant from the profoundest influence.

Achilles Tatius (1,3): "Astounds the soul, befalling it

suddenly, and {y.arejidnrtas) thoroughly baptizes it." A case

of powerful and controlling influence.

Again (Book II, 31): " Whom, with the same drug [y.ara-

^aTZTiaaq)^ having thoroughly baptized." Here is a condition

resultant from an all-controlling opiate influence.

In all of these cases the preposition (zarri), in composition,

gives intensity to the meaning of the verb.

These passages present a usage which, I will not say with

Carson "any child can understand," but which I submit to

men of culture and ask, Whether there is not both a wide"

dift'erence between these two classes of passages and, at

the same time, an obvious and inseparable connection ? Do
they not dift'er, in that the former passages exhibit an en-

compassing physical element, while in the latter there is

none? Do they not agree, in that both exhibit a condition

of influence of the profoundest character; the one eflfected.

26
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through envelopment imliraitedly prolonged, the other by
controlling influence not operating through envelopment?

This exemplifies the ordinary development of language.

It should be noted, that the influences operative in these

zara-baptisms are varied in their character, while all have, in

common, intense and controlling power over condition.

And now the question comes up. Does this new usage

throw any light upon the word, in the passage under con-

sideration, which was so impracticable under the usage first

developed? And this leads us to inquire, Is there any

powerful influence operating in the case of Naaman ? And
the answer comes promptly. That is the very feature of

the case. There is influence operating as powerful as that

of Jehovah, " whose voice," says Didymus, " is upon the

waters." Is there any change of condition, not evanescent

but abiding, effected by that influence? Leprous flesh is

made as fresh and healthful as that of a little child; and

that changed condition lasts through all after life.

What noAv becomes of the "dipping" (absurdly contra-

dictory to the meaning of the w^ord) so vauntingly intro-

duced by Fuller as the result of demonstration ? And what

becomes of the assumption asserted into Mark 1:9?
If any one should stumble at the Hebrew word used to

denote what was done by J^aaman at the Jordan, they

stumble at a shadow. This word (73^), which expresses

what was done, differs as much from the Hebrew Avord

(rni), used by the prophet in commanding what was to be

done, as the Greek word differs from it. And if the Sep-

tuagint translators saw proper to represent in their transla-

tion what the prophet commanded to be done, rather than

that which ISTaaman did, is such freedom unpardonable or

'extraordinary? Is it not precisely that freedom which the

inspired writer himself has exercised?

In view of the whole usage of jSutttc^w primary and sec-

ondary, and in view of this special, double usage of xara-

/SaTTTtTco, we adopt, with a single variation, the language of

Dr. Conant: "The idea of a total submergence lies at the

basis of these metaphorical uses. Anything short of this,
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such as the mere dipping of an object, viewed as the ground

of these metaphorical senses, would be simply absurd."

The assumption of a dipping in Mark 1 : 9 must be dis-

missed. A dipping has no more mastery over the usage of

/SaxrtTw than has sprinkling or pouring. And while dipping

and pouring may effect, as agencies, baptisms of influence

and of symbol, all who take a dipping for a baptism liave no

baptism. They have clutched at a shadow and have lost the

reality.

Sixth Assuwpiion. The assumption, that Mark makes an

essentially different statement from that made by Matthew

respecting this same tra,iisaction, is without just foundation.

That one Evangelist may add to or take from the narra-

tive of the same transaction, as given by another Evangelist,

is undoubtedly true. Addition or subtraction may affect

the completeness of a narrative, but does not necessarily

work any change in the facts themselves. Our objection is,

that the interpretation of the theory makes Mark state a

fact which Matthew confessedly does not state, and in doing

so converts "Jordan " into water, while Matthew confessedly

uses that term to denote not water but locality; and, still

farther, makes this change to give water as the regimen of

eic, which, by confession, it has not in Matthew, or any-

where else, in the whole history of John's baptism, nor can

have (with Classic usage) without destruction of life.

And all this is done, when the language of Mark uiixy be

fairly interpreted without deviating in the least degree from

the statement of Mattliew. Matthew states with a distinct-

ness which admits of no denial, that Jesus came from Gali-

lee and arrived at (upon ^tzi) the Jordan. lie does not set

before us the journey, but exhibits its termination by the

arrival «^ Jordan. Mark exhibits the journey moi'c in tran-

situ, as setting out from Galilee and tending toward tJic Jor-

dan, to which point it attains. More than this the language

of Mark does not, by any necessit}^, express; while the re-

lation of terms claimed by the theory gives an impossible,

destructive meaning. This sixth assumption must perish.
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While it may be true, that " Mark 1 : 9 does itself decide

the controversy," that decision is a lightning stroke which

smites the theory and leaves it a monumental wreck.

Patristic Writers.

Jerome in translating Matt, 3 : 13 adopts rather the form

of Mark than of Matthew :
" Tunc venit Jesus a Galilaea in

Jordam ad Joannem."

Grregory Th., '•'• -Tzapayb^xai a-Ko zr^q TaXal.aiaz £iC toV Uop8a:jTjV Tzpog

rdv '/(odvvTjv, ' Jesus conies imto the Jordan' to John."

If we take this jauo-uao-e of Gres^. Thaura. in connection

with Mark 1 : 9, we have the same varied form of expression

as is exhibited in John 9 : 7 and 11 : "Jesus cotjus (£:V) unto

the Jordan to be baptized"—and "Jesus comes to be bap-

tized (££?) at the Jordan ; " " The blind man g-oes (^k) unto the

pool to wash"—and " The blind man goes to icash [ek) at

the pool." Both Jerome and Gregory dissolve the imagined

relation between dq 'lopdd^yjv and (ia-KxiZoi.

Mode of Baptism.

While the Scriptures preserve an absolute silence in rela-

tion to any forms of action entering into the administration

of ritual baptism, there are statements made by Patristic

writers in referring to the baptism of the Lord Jesus which,

while without anthority, are not without interest.

HippolytUS (X, 856) says, szhvev r-qv y.tcpalrf^ aoToo IBarcrtirO-^vac

vnb 'fcodwou^ " he bowed his head to be baptized by John."

The bowing of the head to receive the symbol water of

baptism is the universal practice of all persons except among
Baptists. Hippolj'tus says, the manner in which Jesus was
baptized has no counterpart in the theory. Jesus "bowed his

head " himself; it was not pressed down nor dipped by John.

Gregory Thaumaturgus (X, 1184-8), gives quite an ex-

tended description of the interview between John and Jesus

and the subseq^uent baptism. John is represented as saying:

" How shall I touch thy undefiled head ? How shall I stretch

out ray right hand over thee who hast stretched out the heavens
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as a curtain and established the earth upon the waters? How
shall I stretch out my servile fingers over thy divine head?

How shall I wash the spotless and the sinless? How shall I

enlighten the light ? How shall I offer prayer for thee who
dost receive the praj^ers of those who know thee not?

"In baptizing others I baptize into thy name that they may
believe upon thee coming with glory; baptizing thee of whom
shall I make mention ? Into whose name shall I bajitize thee?

Into the name of the Father? But thou hast all the Father in

thyself, and thou art all in the Father. Or, into the name of

the Son ? But there is no other beside thee, by nature, the Son

of God. Or, into the name of the Holy Ghost? But he is in

everything united with thee, as of the same nature with thee,

and of the same will, and of the same mind, and of the same

power, and of the same honor, and with thee receives worship

from all. Baptize, therefore, if thou wilt, O Lord, baptize me
the Baptist. Make me, whom thou hast caused to be born, to be

born again. Stretch out thy dread right hand which thou hast

prepared for thyself, and crown by thy touch my head, that

forerunner of thy kingdom, and crowned like a forerunner, I

may preach to sinners, crying unto them; ' Behold the Lamb
of God which taketh away the sins of the world,' " . , . .

Jesus is represented as answering

:

"It is necessary that I should, now, be baptized with this

baptism, and, hereafter, confer upon all men the baptism of the

Trinity. Lend me thy right hand, O Baptist, for the present

administration .... Take hold of my head which the Seraphim

worship. Baptize me, who am about to baptize them that be-

lieve (^i' udaToq, xai Uvetjiiaroq^ xai Tzupd-;) by water, and Spirit, and

fire; (udan) by water, which is able to wash away the filth of

sin; (JIveuijuTi) by Spirit, which is able to make the earthy spir-

itual; {n.op'i) by fire, consuming, by nature, the thorns of trans-

gressions. The Baptist having heard these things, stretching

out his trembling right hand, baptized the Lord."

This account of the baptism of the Lord Jesus Christ

shows a bai:)tisni administered after a very different fashion

from the baptism by Baptists of the present day. They
never baptize by stretching out the right hand over the

head of the baptized. All others do, always, thus baptize.
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"We have heard a great deal of " the act of baptism," " the

act commanded." Was the act performed by John's out-

stretched, trembling right hand, "the act commanded?"
If so, what was the act ?

But again, this narrative bears thronghout evidence that

the baptism did not consist in the manner of using the

water, but in the elFect produced by it as an instrumental

means. This is confirmed by the language of the Saviour,

Avho declares that his baptism is St odamq^ -/.ai HvzuiJ-azoq^ xdX

TMpoz^ where agency is unmistakable. That John did not

regard dipping into water baptism is shown by his inquiry,

''^ Into whose name shall I baptize thee?" Gregory seems to

have thought that John baptized into the name of the Lord

Jesus, in which he was mistaken, for John " baptized into

repentance," but it shows that this writer did not regard

water dipping as baptism.

We may also learn, that baptism into repentance, &c., im-

ported a thorough change in the condition of the baptized

person in accordance with the nature of repentance, &c.,

from John's objection to the result of a baptism "into the

'name of the Father, or of the Son, or of the Holy Ghost;"

he was already in a condition perfectly co7iformed to these divine

Persons, and, therefore, a baptism "into them" was an un-

meaning and supererogatory service. The Lord Jesus Christ

is iv nveup-art 'Aycw, "of the same nature, will, mind, power,"

and so baptizes iv IIvEU[j.ari 'Ayio}, by the Holy Ghost.

From whatever standpoint we look at the theory all sub-

stance of truth is lacking.

We have now considered the baptism of our Lord in re-

lation to the place of its occurrence and the phraseology in

which it is expressed. Few I think will hesitate to acknowl-

edge, that the idea of Mark 1 : 9 "settling the controversy

and determining a dipping into Jordan," is but a pleasant

dream of the theorists dispelled by a stricter investigation.

The baptism received by Christ and the execution of

its amazing responsibilities constitute the groundwork of

Christian baptism. This will form the subject-matter of

additional inquiry, and conclude our investigation.



SUMMARY.

THE BAPTISM PEEACHED AND THE BAPTISM
ADMINISTERED.

The Baptism which John preached and the Baptism which

John administered were one and the same baptism. John

preached the imperative necessity for a thorough change in the

condition of the soul manifested by godly repentance and issu-

ino- in the full remission of sin through " the Lamb of God that

taketh away the sin of the world;" which changed condition of

the soul was the work of the Holy Ghost. This baptism of the

soul which was set forth by words in the preaching was identi-

cally the same baptism which was set forth by water in the rite.

The purification of the soul was always effected, as a fact, by
the Holy Ghost; and the purification of the soul was always

exhibited, as a necessity, by the pure symbol. The agencies

differed infinitely; the baptism was one absolutely

—

effected in

the one case, symbolized in the other.

Matthew's "Repent!" and Mark's and Luke's ''-Baptism of

REPENTANCE into THE REMISSION OF SINS," and John's " Behold !

the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world," have
all alike the same amount of water in them; that is to saj'", just

as much as may bo found in the burned out craters of the moon.
The verb fio.r.ri'^u} and the noun [idnnaixa^ as used in the historj'-

of John's baptism, have no niore to do with the quantity or the

manner of using the water employed in his sj^nbol rite, than
has the multiplication table to do with the amount or the man-
ner of using Rothschild's wealth. Let these words mean what
they may, they have no more control, in the relations in which
they stand, over the use of the water, than a sleeping infant has

over the earth's diurnal revolution.

{ 407)
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BaTTTiffzrjq.

There is not a particle of evidence conjoining 6 (iaTznarriq with

a physical complementary element. The related term 6 (^dizTT^r

presents no evidence, in its usage, of meaning "the dipper."

Merger, the corresponding derivative from mergo (through

merge), presents in its usage the most absolute evidence of di-

vorce from physical relations. In evidence see the following:

Wharton's Law Lexicon, London; Article Merger: "Merger
(Latin mergo, to drown). The doctrine of Merger is simply this:

that if two estates in realty vest in the same person in the

same right, and without any other estate intermediate between

them, the lesser is sunk or destroyed in the greater Thus

if an estate for life, and a greater estate immediately expectant

on it, meet in the same person, the first estate is merged

If the wife be tenant for life, and the reversion in fee be con-

veyed to husband and wife, the estate for life is merged; j^et the

wife surviving may revive it by expressing her dissent to the

conveyance Where any person having an estate capable

of merger Owners of both lands and tithes, even tenants

for life, are empowered to merge tithes in the land If the

lessee make the freeholder his executor the term will not merge.

.... It is doubtful when the second term is in remainder,

whether a merger will take place If a trust and legal estate

unite in the same person, the former generally speaking becomes

merged or extinguished. Equity will in certain cases relieve

against a legal merger. The title of extinguishment differs from

that of merger in being applicable to a charge or right instead

of a preceding estate."

Burrill's Law Dictionary, New York : Article " Merger

(from French merger, to drown; from Latin mergere, to jylunge).

The drowning, sinking, absorption, or extinguishment of one

estate in another. The extinguishment by act of law of one es-

tate in another. The less is immediately annihilated, or in the

law phrase is said to be merged, that is, sunk or drowned in

the greater. The term of years is merged in the inheritance,

and shall never exist any more An engagement by simple

contract is merged in a deed contract (the engagement and the

parties being the same), and becomes totally extinguished."

This reference to the use of " Merger," as a law term, is in

accordance with the counsel of Burke (Preface to Sublime and
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Beautiful): " We ought to compare our subject with things of a

similar nature, and even with things of a contrary nature; for

discoveries may be, and often are, made by the contrast, which

would escape us on the single view. The greater number of

compainsons we make, the more general and the more certain

our knowledge is likely to prove, as built upon a more perfect

and extensive induction."

Nothing could more fully vindicate the view of jSanrcZu) and

mergo as prescribed in Classic and Judaic Baptism, or more ab-

solutely extinguish the view of the theory, than this law usage

of MERGER. It has been shown by a force of evidence which has

not been attempted to be gainsaid, that this Greek and this

Latin word are as nearlj^ correspondent in radical and derived

meanings as any two words in different languages could well be.

And both these words have been shown to be the very opposites,

in point of power, to fid-Krw, tingo, dip; because these latter words

do not allow their object to abide within the enveloping element,

while the former never makes provision for its withdrawal.

Both the London and the New York lexiGographers recognize

this distinction when they derive "merger" from the Latin

"mergo to drown," and from the French "merger to drown."

Did any one ever define tingo, or dip, by drown? Would it be

possible to substitute dipper for "merger" and make anything

but nonsense? Try it on the definition as given by Burrill

—

" (Merger=) Dipper: The drowning, sinking, absorption, or ex-

iinguishment of one estate in another." Could definition be the

more absolute opposite of a defined word than in this case?

But in farther contrast, observe the usage in connection with

this matter of estates of the word dip :

" Put out the principal in trusty hands.

Live on the use; and never rfi^ thy lands."

—

Dryden.

" Lord T had dipped so deeply into his property."

—

Mrs. Sherwood.

By a "merger" an estate has an addition made to it, and it

becomes enhanced in value by the new element incorporated in

it; while by a dipper (== "a mortgage"), something is subtracted

from an estate and by this loss it becomes diminished in value.

Now, what would be thought of any one that should insist upon

confounding and interchanging these wordS; substituting at will

dipping for "merger" and "merger" for dipping? Would the
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judges of any court tolerate such lawlessness in any plea that

might be made before them ? Is it any more tolerable out of

the court-room and in interpreting the word and law of God?
But this is what the friends of the theory insist upon. They

insist in the name of a mistaken philology, that 6 /5a7rT:<rT7/c shall

mean "Dipper," and then to cover up their error, they farther

insist upon spelling " Dipper '' after the remarkable fashion,

I-m-m-e-r-s-e-r I And when they are pressed with the undeni-

able point, that immerse does not take out what it puts in, they

reply, "that they are excusable for an utter reversal of the

meaning of the word used by the Holy Spirit on the ground,

that God did not mean to drown the disciples;" quietly assum-

ing the absolute error, that God meant that the disciples should

be put into the water.

This law usage of" merger" farther claims attention because

it exhibits an ap])ropriated use of the word, and that outside of

any physical application. As " merger" in law has nothing to

do with liquids or physics of any kind, so iSanriff-ijq in religion

has nothing to do with water in any form or measure. Let not

6 ^anztffTYjq have his "long coat" trimmed down to the "short

coat" of 6 ^dTZTTjq until the use of the shears can claim "by
authority " from some accredited quarter. Let not 6 [ianTiarrjq

be eviscerated of all power and life in order to save a hopelessly

imperilled theory. Let not a union between 6 lianTtfrrrjr and

water be attempted while the laws of language and the words

of the Holy Ghost unitedly cry

—

We forbid!

Usage shows a strict and exclusive appropriation growing

out of religious ceremonial purifications, and the teaching of a

higher spiritual purification. And therefore it is, that John J

l3a7TTtffT-/jq is and can only be, John the Purifier.

The only use of this term, 6 lianriffrijt;, as applied to any other

than to John, confirms the position that it has no usage with

physical adjuncts. The' passage referred to is in Ambrose, II,

1227, " Ergo veniet Baptista Magnus." No one ever imagined

that the title, " the Great Baptist," as applied to the Lord Jesus

Christ, carried any water with it. And any one who imagines

that the title, " the Baptist," as applied to John, carries water

with it, indulges his imagination without warrant from one

syllable of Scripture. If the Lord Jesus Christ was " the Great

Purifier," his Forerunner was the jDreacher of that great puri-

fication and ritually a symbol "Purifier." This word as applied
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to John is always used absolutely, and so indicates a Jewish
origin; as in distinctively Jewish usage the Greek verb and its

derivatives are always used absolutely, indicating long and
common usage.

BdTzriG[j.a.

In the history of John's baptism the words ^anrtffixoq and
^d-KTiffiq, which were in Jewish use and expressive of the act of

the verb, were rejected, and a new word, ^dizriffim, expressive of

state or condition, is introduced. The new word has never any
complementary relation with water. The following are the only

relations in which it occurs by which its nature may be deter-

mined : 1. ^dTZTi(TiJ.a duTou. 2. /SdrcTCfffjia 'Iwawou. 3. l3d7:Tt<T/j.a hripoaae.

4. ^dTZTKTiia p-STavoiae; t/.rjpvaffe. 5. ^dTznapa peravoiaq i/^anTCcre. 6.

^ditrtapa psravoiar; elg a<ptat.v dpaprnuv /.yjpuafTiuv. In all these limiting

and explanatory adjuncts Avater fails to make an appearance.

And so long as the prophecies of Isaiah, and of Malachi, and of

Zacharias, shall remain ; and so long as the histories of Matthew,
and Mark, and Luke, and John, shall live; and so long as re-

pentance and the remission of sins shall find their motive and
their end in the Lamb of Grod; so long must water be rejected

as a receiving element in the ^dnriffpa of John.

""Ev and Eiq.

The New Testament usage of h and eiq on the subject of

baptism is sufficient to extinguish the theory of a water dip-

ping. The theory in its interpretation of these prepositions

does nothing but confound what the Holy Spirit has made dis-

criminatingl}^ diverse. It rejects in inspired writings laws of

language which had been accepted and respected in the writings

of Judaism and Heathenism. The only apology for this must
be found in the fact, that otherwise the theory would perish to

be remembered only by its remai^cable expletive vocabulary,

and its historic errors as to the communion of saints and the

constitution of the church of God. The following quotations will

show, at a glance, the nature of this discriminating ditference:

Place in ivhich.

„ ,^ { iv tpri\i(i> in the Wilderness.
'^

\_lv /('|0(5ai'3j in the Jordan.
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Means by which.

n ,^ ( iv Uveo/iaTc 'Aycoj by the Holy Ghost (really).
aitri^wv

I ^^ ^(^^ari (Matt.), uhari (Luke), by water (symbolly).

Verbal element into which.

„ ,„ ( £(? usravoiav into repentance.
'

( SIC a^sffiv a/j-apzicov mto the remission oi sins.

All outside of the theory will, I think, concur in the judgment,

that the usage of the prepositions relating to John's baptism is

sufficient of itself to determine this long-pending controversy,

and to exclude forever the idea of a dipping into water.

John preached a baptism into the remission of sins (= thorough

purification and pardon), effected by faith in the Coming One
'Hhe Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world,"

through repentance wrought in the soul by the Holy Ghost.

And John ritually administered this same baptism in the Wil-

derness, in the Jordan (locally), by water (symbolly), into re-

pentance, into the remission of sins (verbal element expressive

of thorough repentance required, and thorough remission prom-

ised). In the statement of this preaching and of this adminis-

tration there never was a more absolute conformity to the

Classic usage of /SaTrrt'Cw as a word of power and making demand
for condition thorough and indefinitely prolonged; there never

was a more absolute conformity to the nature and power of ^v

(Classic and Hellenistic) within, 1. As within a bounded space,

e. g., of the Wilderness, of the banks of the Jordan ; 2. As in-

vested with power (power of influence being concomitant on

withinness), e. g., of the Holy Ghost, of symbol water; there

never was a more absolute conformity to the nature and power

of e{<; passing into, as expressive of a thorough change of condi-

tion, e. g., out of impenitence into penitence, out of the pollution

of sin into the thorough remission of sin ; and there never was

a more just or a more perfect discrimination in the associate

use of these prepositions exhibited in any writings Heathen or

Christian. And on the other hand, never was the nature and

power of a word more utterly misrepresented than by the theory

in making [ianriZw demand a dipping or a temporary covering;

and never was a phrase more essentially misinterpreted than

when paTiri^m iv is made to carry men and women out of one
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element into another; and never was there a more complete in-

version and jjerversion of language than that which makes
(ianriZoj tv dip into and arrests ISa-Trrc^w eiq on the outside of its

complementary adjunct by "unto."

If the theory can live after pulling down upon its head rocks

like these, it must have a hold on life even beyond that which
common fame attributes to ordinary error.

BanrcZu>.

The theory has grown venerable with the years of a second

or third century in the assumption and assertion, that /SaTrrctw

is a modal verb expi*essive of a definite act. This position has

been proclaimed to be its peculiar glory. All rejecters of it

were declared to be unfaithful to God. "We insist on this defini-

tion being sustained by proof or being abandoned with confes-

sion of error and wrong done to the people of God. We will

again present the view of the theory as derived from a new
source; showing that we have given a true representation of it.

We quote from Alexander Campbell, President of Bethany Col-

lege, as contained in his work on Christian Baptism (Bethany,

Virginia, 1823), pp. 116-130: "Argument 1.

—

Bapto, the root

of Baptizo, whence the adopted words baptize and baptism, like

all other radical words denoting specific action, never loses its

specific seyise in its derivatives. The word baptizo is restricted,

circumscribed, a word of specification. It indicates an outward

and formal action. Baptism is a positive ordinance. Positive

precepts indicate some exact and well-defined action. Circura-

.
eision was a positive institution. It enjoined a specific act.

Baptism must have the specific action to be pei'formed, implied,

and expressed in it. Jesus Christ must have intended some

particular action to be performed by his ministers, and it follows

that he did select such a word, or that he could not or would

not do it Follows it not, then, that he could, that he would,

find such a word, and that he has done it—and that baptizo is

that specific word ? In the common version bapto is translated,

both in its simple and compound form, always by the woi'd dip.

Baptizo indicates a specification, and consequently, as such, can

have but one meaning. It is a word indicating specific action

and specific action only. Baptizo, confessedly a derivative from

bapto, derives its specific meaning, as well as its radical and im-

mutable form, from that woi'd. Baptismos, baptisma, baj^tisis,
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baptisfees, lapfomai, baptisomai, baptos, baptisteeiion, bapha, bapM-

kos, bapheis, through their two thousand flexions and modifica-

tions, retain the bap and as uniformly the dip represented by it.

All the learned admit that its primary, proper, and unfigurative

meaning is to dip. All allow that dip is the primary and proper

meaning of bapto; and as it is incontrovertibly certain that bap-

tizo is derived from bapto, and therefore inherits the proper

meaning of bap, which is dip, then is it not irresistibly evident

that baptize can never authorize or sanction any other action

than dipping or immersion. No word in the Greek language

has been more rigidly canvassed and more accurately traced

than baptizo, and none more satisfactorily established. Since

Messrs. Carson and Stuart's essays on this- subject, it is agreed

among the learned of all parties that bapto and baptizo do differ

only in one point, not formerly observed by the lexicographers

themselves; and that point is, that Bapto is never used to de-

note THE ORDINANCE OF BaPTISM, AND BaPTIZO NEVER SIGNIFIES

TO DYE. In the radical and proper import, it is abundantly

evident that they are isodunai, exactly the same as to significa-

tion."

Such is a condensed statement, in his own words, of Alexander

Campbell's view as to the meaning of ftanril^co. It is the absolute

ditto of that of Alexander Carson. It is the same as that pre-

sented by all Baptist writers in theory. It is a view of the word

which no writer in argument has even made an attempt to sus-

tain. There is not the shadow of support for it in the full facts

of usage. There is not a Greek lexicographer that ever lived

who defined fiamiZio as expressing " specific action and specific

action only." And if it be true, as Campbell says, that " it is

agreed among the learned that fid-zu and jSanriZco differ only in

one point (dyeing), and that in all other respects they are ex-

actly the same as to signification," then, it is high time that

some of the unlearned should stejD in and call attention to the

facts in the usage of these words. No soberminded man can

look at these facts and say, that they indicate these words to be

" exactly the same as to signification."

Jewish and Johannic Usage.

The Jewish usage of this Greek verb, together with its deriv-

atives, presents a very marked difference when compared with

the usage of John. Thus we meet with such phrases as these:
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[jaTZTi^6l).£'M)q a-izo vsxpod^ ijSaTtTi^szo ev rrj -aps/j./So?,^^ [ja-riffavTz^ rr^q

Tifpaq^ [ja-T[fTur^rai dizo ayopaq, ou i^a-riffOTj Tzpo rao apinrou^ jSu-TitrpM

Guvk'jai^ ijf/.-TKnv dr:(i8ey.Tr,v^ ^a-TKjp.oT)': y.Xv^wv^ ^aTZTiap.uiq Siacpopotq.

These phrases show an absolute use of the word which in the

absence of a defining adjunct requires special knowledge of

Jewish thought and practice for its interpretation. To a Classic

Greek ignorant of Judaism the darkness of Egypt would not be

less penetrable than the thought in such phrases as—" baptized

from the dead," '-baptized in the camp," " baptized by ashes,"

'•baptized from the market," "baptized before dinner," "come
for baptizing," " acceptable baptizing," " baptizings of couches,"

" diverse baptizings;" but to the Jew there was no darkness in

these phrases ; ceremoyiial purification flashed out through them
all. This thought had been thus expressed among them for a

hundred j^ears, and in no other terms. Long use had worn

away explanatory adjuncts and the word alone expressed the

absorbed meaning. But the facts are far otherwise with John's

baptism. The phraseology which announced this baptism had

no century- of usage to full back upon. It was a new baptism.

An absolute use of words could not express it. Explanatory''

adjuncts were imperative. John, therefore, does not say, 'Eyw

^a-izriZu) simply, but ^Eyio fiaTzriZu) e i <; p. e r av o iav; he does not

preach a ftdmiffpa simply, but a ^d-Knapa p. e r a v o { a q ; he is not

satisfied with teaching the nature of the baptism by tracing it

to the source whence it proceeds, but gives the last degree of

explicitnoss which language allows by tracing it into the verbal

clement within which it terminates, thus, ^dnzttrpa psravoiaq etc
a (p £ (T t <^ d p a p T I m V. Such phraseology would be just as intel-

ligible to the Classic Greek as to the Jew. And the Jew needed

^uch explanatory adjuncts to divorce his mind from his old bap-

tism and to apprehend the new, just as much as the Classic

Greek. And I trust the friends of the theory will not long stand

aloof from those Avho accept this most explicit and divinely

authoritative definition of John's baptism, frankly confessing

their unhappy ei-ror.

Inasmuch as .John cannot possibly use the Greek verb and

noun in their acquired Jewish sense, he must fall back on the

original force of these words (and even form a new word) de-

veloping a specific meaning by new combinations of words.

John protects himself against misinterpretation b}^ constructing

a barrier of limiting and defining words, which eau never bo
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broken down or rejected without trampling under foot words

spoken by inspired men "as they were moved by the Holy Ghost."

Classic, Judaic, and Johaiinic Usage.

The underlying force and language development of ^anri^^u) is

identically the same, in principle, with Greeks, and Jews, and

John. The Greeks use the word first in physical relations, then

in ideal relations, and finally absolutely, as expressive directly

of a new idea

—

to make drunk. The Jews (Josephus and Philo)

exhibit a like physical, ideal, and absolute usq with that of the

Greeks. While Jewish religious writings, inspired and unin-

spired, show a national appropriated use with the new significa-

tion

—

religious ceremonial purification. John never uses the word
for the development of its force in any physical application; nor

does he use it in the national appropriated meaning, for he did

not deal with "ceremonial purifications;" but he shows a per-

fect mastery of the radical idea of the word by its use in .new

and ideal relations, thereby developing the truth announced

in his mission with the greatest possible clearness and power.

While in the application of this word there is the broadest di-

versity, and as a consequence the outgrowth of a diversity in

the directly expressed meaning, yet, as to pi'inciple'in the use

and development of this word there is not the shadow of a dif-

ference whether under Heathenism, Judaism, or Inspiration.

John and the Theory.

The theory proffers to John a dipping into water as his bap-

tism. The son of Zacharias will not ovvu it. He declares that

the preaching of a water dipping illy becomes "the prophet of

the Highest, preparing the ways of the Lo"d, giving knowledge

of salvation unto his people by the remission of their sins"

(Luke 1 : 76, 77). He refuses to recognize " baptism of repent-

ance" and "baptism into the i-emission of sins," in the offspring

of the theory—" a. dipping into water unto repentance, unto the

remission of sins." He declares himself to be an utter stranger

to any baptism made up of a momentary introduction into and

extraduction out of water; while he is ready to administer a

symbol ritual baptism by applying pure water to those who
have received by the Holy Ghost that soul baptism which is

symbolized in its purifying nature by the ritual water.
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Whether the friends of the theory will receive John's teach-

ing with any greater docility than that of the Angel Gabriel, or

will "order them" both "to school," I do not know; but one

thing is patent, that so long as they substitute a dipping into

water for the divinely appointed symboiization of " baptism

into REPENTANCE," " into the remission op sins," they have

blotted out from their ritual practice the handwriting and super-

scription of the skies. " Doctrine of man" has taken the place

of the teaching of Grod. A human service has usurped the oflSce

of a divine ordinance. While grasping in the water after a

shadowed substance, letting go their hold on the reality, they

have both lost the substance and missed the shadow, and so find

themselves without any baptism. No heathen Greek will recog-

nize a dip])ing as a baptism; and neither John nor any other

inspired writer ever taught a dipping into Water. The theory

has sold its birthright for a dip into the water.

CONCLUSION.

Johannic Baptism is a spiritual condition of the soul, a

BAUTIIMA "into repentance," "into the remission of sins;"

which condition of repentance and of remission (like every

other baptism) has no selt-termination, and is the work of the

Holy Ghost. This is Johannic Baptism in its realitj-.

This same BATITIIMA is declared by word and exhibited in

synabol, by the application of pure water to the person, in a

ritual ordinance. This is Johannic Baptism in its shadow.

The manner of using the water in John's ritual baptism is not

stated by any word The word /Jr/TTTtTw, as used in Scripture, has

no more control over or connection with the manner of using

this water, than a broken arm has control over or connection

with the movement of the solar system.

Dipping or mersing "into water" is phraseology utterly un-

known to John's baptism. "Baptism into repentance" and

"baptism into water" are, as to their nature, as far removed

from each other as is pole from pole. The first of these is the

baptism of John ; the second (changed to a dipping, and there-

fore nullified as a baptism) is the baptism of the theory.

The theory has nothing to stand upon. In whatever aspect

we look at it, it is " in the air." It is a contradiction of Classio

27
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usage. It is without support in Lexical definition.' It is the

antipodes of Patristic sentiment. It is not a "New Yersion,"

but it is an adding unto and a taking away from the Word of

God which is utterly destructive to the most express teachings

of the Holy Ghost.

Errors of the Theory.

1. The theory errs as to the meaning of ftaTtri^w. It transforms

this word into [id-rio to dip, and so introduces into baptism a

conception entii'ely unknown to the language and utterly alien

from the thought of inspiration.

2. The theory errs as to the meaning of l^aTtrcarvjq. It derives

this word from the Classic jSanrc^^a) under a meaning erroneously

attributed to it, instead of from the Jewish ^anzi'^u) and the

meaning attached to it by national usage ) thus converting a

religious "Purifier" into a water Dipper.

3. The theory errs as to the meaning of [idTzriGim. Divine inspira-

tion has constructed this word in order to meet its own exigency

of thought, namely, a condition of soul thoroughly pervaded

with spiritual emotion; but the theory has subverted all such

purpose by fastening a dipping upon the word.

4. The theory errs as to the meaning of the phrase ^dirTcff/jLa

lj.£Tavoiaq. A condition of the soul proceeding from repentance

is converted into a water dipping; as unscriptui-allj' associated

with repentance as iron and clay are unprofitably commingled.

5. The theory errs as to the meaning of the phrase ^d-rtcim

jxtra-Mjiaq dq dfsatv dimprimv. Il, substitutes an unscriptural inter-

pretation by which dipping into water is connected with the

remission of sins, instead of the inspired declaration of remitted

sins to the truly penitent through the Lamb of God.

6. The theory errs as to the meaniitg of the phrase h vdart. It

misunderstands the logical relation of the phrase to the baptism,

transforming the symbol agency into the receptive element; and

therefore mistranslates the preposition, making it demand loith-

inness, while it represents instrumentality.

7. The theory errs as to the meaning of the phrase jSaTzrd^uj iv udart

sii; !J.sravoiav. Having mistranslated h^ and misinterpreted odan

(investing both with the borrowed without leave rights ot eh

pteravojav), it Only remjuncd to cover the wrong by a fresh mis-

translation of dq, and the excision of iitxawiav from the baptism

altogether. And this work of destruction the theory has done.
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nPQTON WEYAOS

Dr. Hallej says, " Let us agree to find out the truth, adhering

closely to Scripture, carefully endeavoring to detect the cause

of the error, on whichever side it be, the Tipwrov </'eudu<;, which

vitiates all the subsequent reasoning, and then it cannot be dif-

ficult for an unprejudiced mind to ascertain the truth." This

wise counsel I have endeavored to follow. Under it I have

been led to this conclusion : The nPP.TON WEYAOE of the theory

is the erroneous meaning attached to BAnTIZQ=^a definite act, TO
DIP, Hence^ the rejection of Iv Mart from its divinely appointed

relation to baptism as the symbol agency, and its unscriptural

conversion into the receptive element. Hence, the mistransla-

tion oi' h. Hence, the destructive excision from the divinely an-

nounced baptism

—

ei<; fitTavoia-^, tt<; acpsaiv aixapriwv—of the verbal

element. Hence, the mistranslation of d^. And hence, the sad

aphoristic error against the Head of the church as well as

against his people—"No dipping, no Baptism." The truth in

the case being—Accept a dipping and you reject a baptism.

The friends of the theory, deceived by a most remarkable

delusion, have bartered the priceless baptism of inspiration for

a worthless dipping of human imagination. Whenever they

shall awake to a realization of their impoverished condition as

without any baptispi, they will find, unlike Esau, "the baptism

of repentance" graciously awaiting their acceptance.

In the endeavor now made to exhibit the usage of ,3a-T{^w in

John's baptism, I have sought to place myself, in a spirit of the

most absolute dependence, under the guidance of the ipsissima

verba of inspiration. If I have at anj- time spoken with positive-

ness, it was only because of a profound conviction that God's

woi'd was positive. But T indulge in no such foil}" as would sub-

stitute ray conviction for Clod's truth. The ground of the con-

clusions readied is distinctly stated. It is deferentially sub-

mitted for examination. If it cannot abide the most searching

scrutiny it will, and will most justl}^ fail. But if the foundation

cannot be broken up, then baptism of the soul by the Holy
Ghost and its ritual exhibition by symbol water applied to the

body will abide as the heritage of God's people; while this un-

happy theor}^ leaves its too confiding votaries with a dipping

into water, but, I am truly sorry to say it—with No Baptism.
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In the Lord's Supper Bread and Wine are the elements di-

vinely appointed to be used "io show forth" by their life-giving

nature what is the life-giving nature of ''the Lord's death."
In ritual Baptism Water is the element divinely appointed to

be used "/o show forth" by its physically purifying nature, what
is the spiritually purifying nature of " Baptism by the Holy
Ghost." The sacrificial death of Christ is not effected by the

ritual use of Bread and Wine ; it is only " shown forth " by these

appropriate life symbols. The Baptism of the Holy Ghost is not

effected by the ritual use of Water ; it is only " shown forth" by
this appropriate purifying symbol.

The theory does not profess to '' show forth" that divine bap-

tism which is effected by the Holy Ghost, but claims to effect

another and utterly diverse baptism of its own by dipping into

the water. Now, if a dipping could be converted into a baptism,

this baptism, thus effected by the theory, would be quite another

thing from the baptism of the Bible. But a dipping is not a

baptism; therefore the theorj^ not only abandons the purpose

for which ritual baptism was established, but substitutes a

wholly different thing for the Baptism which is divinely enjoined.

Eome claims in her Mass to effect a sacrifice, not " to show
forth" the sacrifice divinely accomplished. The theory claims

in its ritual service to effect a baptism, not " to show forth" the

baptism divinely accomplished. The Mass of Eome is not God's

sacrifice. The dipping oe the theory is not God's baptism.
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allegation, that the Greek /i-j.Tr'ri^ai means absolutely and always, ex vi termini, "to
dip" or " to immerse," and nothing else. If this position is turned, the Baptist cause

's irrecoverably lost.

Your book will reflect credit, not only on your Alma Mater, but on the scholarship

of the country. I am many degrees prouder of the University of Pennsylvania than
1 was before reading it. Dakiel E. Goodwix, D.D.,

Provost of the University of Penn'a and Prof, of Theol. Divinity School.

I am much impressed by the research which the pages of your book exhibit,

and trust that its success will be equal to its scholarship.

G. Emlen Hare, D.D., Divinity School, West Philadelphia.

Any tenant of the Greek chair must feel complimented to have his critical judg-
ment asked upon an inquiry so elaborate as yours. ... I can fairly do no more
than express my sincere ad-miration of the exhaustive character of your examination
of passages from the entire range of classical literature, and of the singular acuteness

with which you have scrutinized the phenomena of language thus presented. . .

Tour treatise, when published, will be sure to attract the attention of classical schol-

ars as well as of theologians.

George Allen, Professor of Greek, University of Pennsylvania.

METHODIST.

I regard the work as a very valuable acquisition to theological literature.

Joseph Cxtmmings, D.D., LL.D., President, &c., Wesleyan University,

I Lave read "Classic Baptism" with great interest and profit. It is altogether

the most thorough and exhaustive discussion ot the topic that I have ever met with,

and I doubt if its equal can anywhere be found. The author settles beyond perad-
venture, the question as to the meaning of pdizTCj and 0a-TLioi in classic usage. The
treatise is full of argument and illustration compactly and systematically arranged,
forming for the preacher and the theological student the most perfect handbook on
this topic extant. It gives me great pleasure to commend the work with unqualified

approbation.
F. H. Newhall, D.D., "Wesleyan University.

I heartily indorse Dr. Newhall's estimate of " Classic Baptism."
C. S. Harrington, Wesleyan University.

I have but glanced at "Classic Baptism." I anticipate the pleasure of reading it

more thoroughly. Allow me to congratulate you on the very encouraging and com-
plimentary notices which your labors have won from so many distinguished sources.

D. P. KiDBER, D.D., Garrett Biblical Institute.



The treatment of tlie subject is beautifully exhaustive. Conceding all that you do
for the -primary sense of the words under discussion, your conclusions yet seem to me
irrefraguble.

The work is a valuable contribution to philological literature, and cannot fail to

have a weighty bearing in the application of the argument to the mode of Christian
baptism.

I shall look with much interest for the succeeding volumes that are promised.
H. M. Johnson, D.D., LL.D., President of Dickinson College.

LUTHEEAN.

My delay in replying to your favor, is to be accounted for only by the absorbing
interest of the work you did me the honor of placing in my hands. I have endeav-
ored, as you requested, "to look over it," but have found that next to impossible.

My attention has been fixed by every part of it, so that I have had to go into the reg-
ular study of it. Its rare originality of plan, the extensive reading indicated, the ac-

curacy of discrimination everywhere met with, the honest impartiality observed,
and the quiet, pleasant humor that every now and then looks out, altogether combine
to mark it as a work of unusual attractiveness, and destined, I doubt not, to exert a
commanding influence upon the general subject of this famous controversy. The
conclusion so aptly stated in page 354, is clearly made out, and, as I consider, nothing
but the spirit of determined adherence to mere traditionary usages could manage to

stand, out against it.

C. W. ScHAEFFEE, D.D., Lutheran Theological Seminary.

I am thankful that you wrote " Classic Baptism." Page after page exhibits the wea-
pons I knew were needed, but which I did not know were forged. One-half on our
side are not aware of the grand array which this book shows we can make on classic

grounds. 1 mean to read it again, as Dr. Schaeffer says he did.

W. Jesse Kniselt, Ohio.

DUTCH EEPOEMED.

I have examined your "Classic Baptism" carefully, and with absorbing interest.

I thank you for the privilege. I believe that you have done more to settle the

vexed question, anent the meaning o{ panri^u, than any writer who has preceded you.

The discussion interests and satisfies. I have given your book a warm recommen-
dation to the middle and senior classes in the Seminary. I am glad to see the pros-

pectus of the Judaic and Johannic Baptisms.

God bless you and spare you to write many mor^ good books.

J. F. Bekq, D.D., Professor of Theology, &c.

CONGEEGATIONAL.

If I were to utter my first impressions, I should break out in unfeigned admiration.

That one, occupied with the ordinary duties of the pastorate, should have the leisure,

patience, and mental energy for an inquiry seldom surpassed as respects thorough

research, is to me a marvel. I can give emphatic testimony to the analytic power
and acuteness which the treatise exhibits, as well as to its marked perspicuity and
directness of statement
The theory that/Jajrn'Jw expresses a definite act,—"mode and nothing but mode,"

—

is shown to be pitiably helpless when applied to "all Greek literature." ....
J. Henry Thayer, Andover Theological Seminary.

I admire the energy, perseverance, and unwearied diligence which the author has

put forth in his work. There is no other way of dealing with such a subject satis-

factorily ; but how few tliere are capable of taking it up in this way i Let us have

fact instead of declamation; ixnd fact is what Mr. "Dale has given us. -Out of this

forest of philological learning I should hope there might be, in due time, a littlo

grove selected for the security and comfort of the unlettered Christian.

C. E. Stowe, D.D., late of Lane and Andover Theol. Seminaries.



I have looked over the work carefully, and find no imperfections to be corrected.
You. have made a very decided advance in the literature of the subject. I am much
interested in the numerous quotations which you make from classical writers. 1
have never seen this thing done so thoroughly and so well. Your book ought to do
much toward settling the disputed question as to the mode of " Baptism."

Enocu Pobtd, D.D., Bangor Theological Seminary.

Perhaps it is too much to expect that your work will finally settle the controver-
sies of centuries upon the word under discussion, but it is safe" to say, that what you
have written will not be easily answered. I think you may well be congratulated
on finding time and opportunity, while engaged in the practical duties of the min-
istry, to produce a work like this,—evincing so much learned research, so valuable'
to the Biblical student and so creditable to American scholarship.

Leonarb Woods, D.D., (Late) President of Bowdoin College.

1 want to thank you for eminent service rendered to the Church of Christ by your
"Classic Baptism." No treatise has so pleased me. No one has so laboriously and
carefully covered the old Greek authors. Having run over about two hundred vol-
umes on the subjects and mode of baptism in Harvard College Library, you can see
how I should enjoy your treatise. I shall wait, with deep interest, Judaic and Jo-
hannic Baptism.

W. Bakkows, D.D., Pveading, Mass.

PEESBTTEKIAN (N. S.)

I congratulate you on your able and convincing treatise on " Classic Baptism. " It i?

thorough and original—the last a merit hardly to have been expected in a new worl.
on so old a controversy. I shall recommend it to our students. I trust you will gc
on with your labors.

Your last proposition (p. 354), expresses the result of classic usage,—which is all

you aim at in this volume
Henry B. Smith, D.D., Union Theological Seminary.

I thank you very heartily for "Classic Baptism;" a rare philological achieve-
ment, which ought to prove a quietus to sectarian strife, about the necessity of im-
mersion. I do not see that you have left anything to be said to clear the meaning
of /?ajr7-t?a>, or how you can be answered ; and success here is the conclusion of the
matter. I marvel, with Professor Thayer, at the labor and ability with which you
have prosecuted your masterly discussion.

Thomas H. Skinner, D.I)., Union Theological Seminary.

You have certainly shown that ^a-rrTi^o) does not, like jSa^-Ta, mean dip.

KoswELL D. Hitchcock, D.D., Union Theological Seminary.

In my humble judgment it is exhaustive, convincing, and irrefutable. I do not

Bee how any intelligent reader could fail to get the solution there of any doubt as to

the mode of baptism, or how any minister could fail to get the arguments needed to

refute the ritualism of our Baptist brethren. I deein it of the highest value to the

whole Church. It is worthy of all the commendation it has received. I do not see

"anything which strikes me as error, or imperfection, or which might be better put."

I hope you will go on to complete the Judaic and Johannic Baptisms.

Wm. E. Moore, Pastor, "Westchester, Pa.

You have done an excellent work for the Church in dissolving the fancied claims of

Xmmersionists to the support of the Classics. This has been long needed. You have

done the work thoroughly. Your acute analysis has brought out conclusions very

nearly like my own, written years ago and never yet read by any one.

"W. EuFUS Powers, Lysander, N. Y.

I (and my associates, Professors Ballantine, Smith, and Evans) have read your
work with deep interest. I had supposed the classical word /JaTrrifw leaned strongly

toward the Baptist view of the subject, but I cannot see how your position can possi-

be answered
D. fl. Allen, D.D., Lane Theol. Sem., Ohio.



PEESBYTEEIAN (0. S.)

I fully concur in the favorable judgment of ycur work on Baptism wliich has been
expressed by Dr. Green.

Charles IIodoe, D.D., Princeton Theological Serainary.

Your book is one of great research and discrimination, and, contrary to ordinary
expectations of etymological controversy, animated and entertaining. It certainly

disposes of the Baptist argument, in as far as that relies upon an unvarying mean
ing of the words in question. The reasoning, also, is of such a nature that the un
learned reader may follow it with understanding and pleasure, . . .

Irrespective of the theological question at stake, such a work Is of great value in

view of lexicography. It is not often that we meet with such a careful exposition ol

a word. I shall look with interest for your final conclusion.

James C. Moffat. D.D., Princeton Theological Seminary.

I regard your work as of great value on account of its complete collection of pas-
sages in which the contested words occur, and the searching examination to which
Baptist assertions in respect to them have been subjected. I know of nothing to take
its place in that portion of the controversy to which it belongs. The industry and
patient research displaj'ed in it are above all praise.

W. Henry Green, D.D., Princeton Theological Seminary,

1" examined very carefully your manuscript on Baptism. I was much interested
in the discussion. The work evinces much industry and research. To me your po-
sitions seem to be well chosen and strongly fortified. I believe that the publication
of you^r work will be a valuable acquisition to theological literature. . . .

In my humble judgment, the issue reached is correct.

S. J. Wilson, D.D., Western Theological Seminary.

More and more of late our Baptist brethren have appealed to Philology. I have
wondered at this. There is no weaker point in the argument for their practice, as

Scapula's Lexicon would enable any one to see, as Dr. Eice in his debate with the
Eev. Alexander Campbell suthciently showed, and as Mr. Dale here proves beyond
all reasonable doubt in my mind. The work is very timely, as Dr. Conant's recent
work evinces.

Wm. S. Plummer, D.D., Columbia Theological Seminary.

I can truly say, that for thorough investigation, clear and logical discussion and
scholarly and discriminating exegesis, few works have ever afibrded me as much un-
mingled satisfaction. Mr. Dale has succeeded most decidedly in overturning one of

the strongholds of Immersionists; and while the course of reasoning and investiga-

tion is thorough and conclusive, the btyle, in courtesy and quiet humor, presents a
most incomparable specimen of polemical discussion. The book ought to have a wide
circulation among all who love truth rightly presented. I shall await with great
interest the other works promised on Judaic and Johannic Baptism.

B. M. Smith, D.D., Union Theological Seminary, Yirginia.

So far as relates to all the leading terms of the inquiry, you might with better rea-

son even than Amnionius name j'our tractate, n£plo//oia):'>fai(5ia0fpa)v Atjcojv; for I know of

nothing in any language which can compare with it in what Professor Williams has
so felicitously characterized as "the refined and subtle metaphysics frequently em-
ployed in tracing the derivation and transition of signification of words, and in ap'
plying the results to the words employed in the Baptistic controversy." I regard
all branches of the Church of Christ as laid under obligations to you.

Egbert W. Landis, D.D., Danville Theological Seminary.

I send with this my best judgment of your great work You have left

nothing to be desired as to "Classic Baptism." So wide is the research, so thorough is

the analysis, as to entitle the work to be called an Encyclopcpdia in this branch of

learning. I believe the general conclusion of the work to be .nevitable. I rejoico

in its appearance.
Edward P. Humphrey, D.D., Danville Theological Seminary.



My special thanks are dtte for the copy of your " Classic Baptism." I have read
tt with uncommon interest. Your positions are maintained, it seems to me, with the
clearness and conclusiveness of demonstration. Our Baptist friends can do nothing
but unconditionally surrender pa-aH^oi—as modal. They are utterly routed

—

Gale,
Carson, Fuller, Conant, and all.

I sincerely hope that you will go on with your Baptismal labors, according to the
announcement in the first part. Your whole design, carried out with the success oi

this portion, will make a work on Baptism without a parallel, and lay theology and
the Church under great obligations.

Willis Lokd, D.D., Northwestern Theological Seminary.

I have read, in part, " Classic Baptism," and I am delighted. Hope it will be fol-

lowed by the other volumes.
David McKinney, D.D., Librarian Presb. Book Eooms, Pittsburg.

What with the thoroughness of your research and the rigor of your analysis, you
have left our Baptist friends no foothold within the domain of Classic literature.

More than this, the admirable tune and temper of your exhaustive treatise cannot fail

to commend the work even to those who will here find one of their foundations so

effectively subverted. Bj all means go on with your inquiries and settle this question.

H. A. BoARDMAN, D.D., Philadelphia.

After a careful examination of your work, I can most cordially indorse the judg-
ment of my old friend and associate in Miami University, Prof. Moffat. Opinions
may be answered, facts cannot. Your book is demonstration.

W. C. Andekson, D.D., 1st Presb. Church, San Francisco.

A really valuable book and a fine specimen of thorough philosophical analysis. A
capital book for our young men to study, as a specimen of the way in which the true

meaning of words is to be elicited. It has given me clearer and more definite views
and more especially shown the broad and firm ground of those views.

J. B. Kamsay, D.D., Lynchburg, Va.

A singularly astute and searching investigation. I have read it with that zest with
wnich I used to read the "Diversions of Purley." It is a centre shot to the very
heart of Baptist ritualism. If the bottom has not been knocked out of the Ba-ptist

tub, it has been made too leaky to hold water enough to immerse anybody in.

Stuakt Eobinson, D.D., Louisville, Kentucky.

UNITED PEESBYTEEIAU.

It becomes necessary to meet our Baptist brethren on their own ground. This you
have done. And by fair criticism and an appeal to the masters of the Greek lan-

guage, you have clearly demonstrated, that their argument in favor of immersion,

drawn from the alleged classical meaning of /JajrrtTu, rests upon a foundation of sand.

John T. Pressly, Theological Seminary, U. P.

EEPOPoMED PEESBYTEEIAU.

I regard " Classic Baptism" as a master-piece. The enlarged scope, the thorough-

ness, the candor, the excellent temper, and the sprightly wit, make it as agreeable

and interesting as it is exhaustive. So far as I am aware there is nothing equal to it.

Our Baptist brethren will, I think, find it to be unanswerable.

T. W. J. Wylie, D.D., Theological Seminary, Eef. Presb.

OHUEOH OP SCOTLAND, CANADA,

I am delighted with your book. It seems to me to settle the questio vexata. Irre-

fragable, to a free and unprejudiced mind, must be the conclusion reached in the

closing sentences of your work. Equal success in Judaic and Johannic Baptism will

confer upon Pasdo-Baptist churches a benefit incalculable and lasting. I congratulato

you on the literary triumph whioh, in the midst of pastoral anxieties and labor, you

have achieved.
John Jenkins, D.D., St. Paul's, Montreal.



GEEMAN EEIOEMED.

I thank you for your scholarly work on Baptism. It is very evident, or. a cursory

glance, that j^ou have bestowed a vast amount of labor and research on your book,

and every theologian must wish you health and strength to finish the two other vol-

umes, both in the interest of truth and for the honor of American scholarship. I

hope to have leisure, after awhile, to revise my volume of the History of the Apos-
tolic Church, and then I shall revert to your labors with interest and pleasure.

Philip Schaff, D.D., Professor, &c.

Cause for serious complaint has been given by theologians and ecclesiastical histo-

rians by concessions far beyond philological and archeological fact. Your able and
thorough treatise has confirmed my convictions on this point. Baptists have pro-

fessed a willingness to stand or fall bj' their interpretation of /SarnS'o). Your work
will put their integrity to a severe test. I had thought the philological argument
exhausted. " Classic Baptism" shows that the material has been but meagerly used

and not to the best advantage.
J. H. A. BoMBERGER, D.D., Philadelphia.

COLLEGES.

The most elaborate and exhaustive discussion of the classic use of the words /Jarrtd

and Pa-TL^o), with the corresponding terms in the Latin language, that has fallen un-
der my notice ; evincing tireless research, conscientious thoroughness and candor,
with acute discrimination and subtle analysis in the investigation of these contro-

verted terms.
Ltman Coleman, D.D., Lafayette College.

. . . It is the most elaborate discussion of a single word that I have ever seen

It interested me much more than I expected. It is full of subtle analysis; but it

is all so perspicuous and earnest that it holds the attention throughout. . . .

Fran. A. March, Lafayette College.

The main point of the treatise, the specific use of the word contended for, seems
to me to be made out with perfect clearness and conclusiveness, so as to settle the
question, in as far as the question rests upon merely philological grounds.
Another feature that struck me, was the refined and subtle metaphysics frequently

employed in tracing the derivation and transition of signification of words, and in
applying the results to the words involved in the Baptistic controversy. . . .

Apart from its direct relation to the great Baptistic controversy, I think that the
work would be regarded by all competent readers as possessing great interest and
value as a contribution to philology. I doubt whether there exists another so long
and elaborate investigation of a single word.

D. E. "Williams, Western University.

I am glad, for the truth's sake, that your book is so well and ablj' constructed. I
cannot too highly express my sense of the patience, good humor, sound logic, and
breadth of view which characterize it. If your promised continuations in the Judaic
and Johannic branches of investigation be as satisfactory, you must be congratulated
as furnishing the most complete, unanswerable, and at the same time, amiable treat-
ise the Church possesses on this point.

J. Edwards, D.D., Prest. of Washington and Jefl'erson College.

. . . I have sometimes spent an hour upon a line of Greek, but here arc years
spent upon a word. The result seems to me perfectly conclusive as to the use and
meaning of the words under discussion. . . .

H. C. Cameron, Professor of Greek, Princeton College.



American Pbbsbytebian and Theological Review.

"After two or more centuries of controversy upon a piiigle word, who would have expected a truly origiual

and deeply ioteresting volume upon it? Yet this is what >Ir. D;ile lias given to the world, taking up fur the

present, only the classic usagoof /JuTrn'^o), to be followed by similar treatises on Judaic and Johannic Bap-

tisms. He comes to the subject from new points of view, with the larjjest philological inductions, and the

acutest criticisms and inferences. As a philological study, it is a rare work ; in its bearings on the Baptist

controversy, it has a deep theological interest. The best arguments of all the noted Baptist writers are

thoroughly examined. Dr. Carson fares badly in this process, and Dr. Conant will have to write a new
edition of his learned treatise."

Methodist Home Journal.

"The learned author divides his treatise into three parts. Part I. discusses Baptist views as presented by
eighteen of thi'ir ablest writers. Part II. discu-ses the meaning of Bapto, Tingo, and Dip. Part III. is a
discussion of Baptizo, JlrRG J, and Immerse. Quotatious are made from twenty-nine Latin and SCTe?7i?/-<vjo

Greek authors. From this mats of material, thoroughly analyzed and classified, the meaning of Bapiizo ia

eliminated."

Presbyterian.

"While we were aware that Baptists had not thoroughly mastered the literature of the subject, we were
never so fully convinced of the fact as since the appearance of this treatise. The author deals most fairly

with his opponents, never concealing their strongest positions, but coming up to their intrenchments, as-

saults them boldly, and by turning them, shows their weakness. Mr. Dale, by an exhaustive philological

examination, has shown that classic authority is against the Baptists. His book is a thesaurus on the sub-

ject, and will be invaluable to the ministry."

Christian Observer and Witness.

"This masterly work investigates the meaning of these words as used by more than a hundred Greek
Latin, and English writers, philosophers, historians, poets, and theologians. The work has been one ot vast

labor and for a rich prize. It is an inquiry for trutli, truth that will in due time be appreciated by millions

of the redeemed of earth."

American Presbyterian.
" Mr. Dale hero meets the enemy on their own field, shows by elaborate and exact investigation, that the

researches made by them for centuries lead to results hostile to their own theory, and spoils the Egyptians,
condemning them out of their own mouths."

Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review.

"The allegation that /JaTrrfJcj has but one meaning in the whole history of the Greek language, that

mode is essentially denoted by it, that it always signifies to dip, is most effectually disposed of. It is shown
that Baptist writers are at war with one another upon this subject, which, according to their mode of view-
ing it, is so important. It is shown still further, by an actual exhibition and analysis of the passages in

classic authors in which the words in question occur, that it is quite impos.-ible to attribute to them any
such sense in a multitude of cases. We might not agree with the author in every particular of his discus-

sion, but we do not hesitate to say that he has rendered a valuable service to the cause of truth. We shall

look with interest for the remaining volumes of the series examining tho usage of these words in Jewish
writings, viz., Josephus, Philo, &c., and, also, the character of the baptism of John."

Central Presbyterian.

"This is by far the most important contribution to the subject which has been made during the present
century. The author has long concentrated a mind of fine critical power upon this theme, and established

certain conclusions, which, we venture to predict, will give abundance of trouble to those opposing his

views for many a year to come. There are few who will not feel surprised at the strength and value of the
results which Mr. Dale has brought out. Difficulties, mountain high, are piled on the Baptist theory. Their
doctrine of classic usage is fairly weighed and found wanting. The author is eminently fair in dealing with
his opponents. He -is always respectful, good natured, and modest. This volume will be followed by two
others on Judaic and Johannic Baptisms. We shall look for them with great interest. This long contro-

verted question has fallen into the hands of a brother who is able to explore it to the foundations. We
earnestly advise all who desire to read the ablest treatise on the subject which hos yet been given in the English
language (and, for aught we can tell, in any other), to purchase this book, and to digest it well, as preliminary
to others to come. Should they equal this, Mr. Dale will bo entitled to the thanks' of the Church, and held
as 'facile princeps' among all Americans who have written upon the subject."

Northwestern Presbyterian.
" The inquiry is made in a calm, critical, and candid spirit, which even his opponents must acknowledge.

If fair, thorough, and candid criticism has ever settled anything beyond reasonable doubt, it would seem
that this author has established his conclusion. Mr. Dale shows himself master of the whole field, not only
of the Greek literature part of it, but of the Baptist literature part of it, and also of the reasoning and po-

lemic part of it. This scholarly and masterly work is to be followed by two other volumes, embracing
Judaic and Johannic Baptisms, and Christie and Patristic Baptisms. Our author has done enough to con-
vince us that he is thoroughly competent to anything which this discussion may demand. No person can
afford to do without this work who would be thoroughly posted on the question."

An elegant Volume—" Equal to a London Book." Octavo, pp. 354.—Price, $3.50.

|jI7° Clergymen and Teachers, $3.00.

WM. RUTTER & CO., Publishers,
Seventh <& Cherry Streets, Philadeljyhia.
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SECOND EDITION.

JUDGMENT OF SCHOLARS IN ALL DENOMINATIONS.
>

^^ Fraught with humor and good humor.''''

•'Thorough—Candid—Conclusive," Prop. Vackxrv), Episcopalian.
"Vindication—Thorough—Overwhelming," . . . Prop. BEna, D//tc/i Refurtni'd.

"TnOROUGU

—

Exhaustive—Convincing," .... Prof. Lis dha y, llhtk. Ejusopol.
"Learned—Thorough—Decisive," Prop. Pond, Conixregaii'inal.

"Sound, Judicious, Conclusive," Prop. Coleman, Pifshi/ierian.

"Patient, Vigilant, Complete," Prop. Lord, Prpshi/ipi-inn..-

"Analytic, Exhaustive, Unique," President Edwards, Presbyterian.

The judgment given by these scholars is entirely independent ; no one having seeji or
heard of that of the other.

Dr. J. F. Berg, Prof. Theol., Neiv Bni7isivick, New Jersey.

Wbpn I say that Judaic Baptism is as thorough ami overwhelming a vindicatloii of uiir mrule of baptism
ns Classic Bapti.^m was conclusive as to Vie meaning of /JaTrri^w, I can express no higher appreciation of "our
Work.

Dr. James Strong, Drew Theol. Sem., New Jersey.
The order whicli you have pursued is the only just one in the case. Your argument, as developed in

Classic and Judaic Baptism, I consider as perfectly conclusive.

Dr. E. Pond, Theol. Sem., Bangor, Maine.
I have read the book through with great interest. Like the previous work, it is learned, thorough, ex-

haustive, and decisive. It seems to me that, of PaiTTi(,oj and its derivatives, nothing more need be said.
T/ie doctrine of exclusive immersion is refuted.

Dr. Willis Lord, Theol. Sem., Chicago, Illinois.

Judaic Baptism is of the same remarkably analytic and exhaustive character as Classic Baptism. I can
scarcely conceive of anything more unique than such a triad as Classic, Judaic, and Christian Baptism, or
jnore likely to be a permanent benefaction to the coming generation.

Dr. J. W. Lindsay, Theol. Sem., Bosto7i, Mass.

I have been deeply interested in examining Judaic Baptism. Your treatment of the subject is so thorough,
exhaustive, and convincing, that biblical scholars must feel you have placed them under great obligation.

Dr. J. Packard, Theol. Sem,., Alexandria, District op Columbia.

In maintaining that Pa-ari^oi always means to immerse or dip totally under water. Baptists have main-
tained their ground by the most forced and strained interpretation, and in defiance of usarje. and with the

greatest violence to lanrjuape. Dr. Dale has determined the usage of /Sanri^to by Jewish writers in the .Sep-

tuagint, Apocrypha, Josephus, &;c., and has, we think, shown conclusively that the word means to purify
ceremonially. Ilis works deserve a place in every clergyman's library.

Dr. S. J. Wilson, Theol. Sem., Allegheny, Penna.

I have examined the use of eij by Josephus with the exposition, pp. 92-95 ; also, as used by the Apostle
Paul, p. .305 ; and by Origen, p. .320. I believe your interpretation is correct I am more than ever
impressed with the labor and research which your bock evinces, and of the value of the contribution to

theological literature which you have made.

De. T. W. J. Wylie, Theol. Sem., Philadelphia, Penn.

I wish that all who can feel the power of truth were baptized with the truth which your hook presents.
Equal in argument and in spirit to its predece,osur, it can have no higher encomium. These works mark an
era in the discussion of this subject. Henceforth I hope the discussion will be put on the ground where you
have placed it. Tnere the defence is impregnable.

Dr. Charles Elliott, Theol. Sem., Chicago, Illinois.

A very able and exhaustive treatise. Your former treatise on Classic Baptism is, I think, a domon.stration
of the point which you attempt to establish. In regard to the use of cig by .)i),--i'plius. p. 92, and the like use

by Paul, p. 305, and Origen, p. 320, I refer you to Harrison's work on Greek Prepositions. Prof. Harrison
fully supports your view on p. 211, and establishes it by numerous quotations. See, also, Jelf's Grammar,
II., p. 297, s. V. si;. Your argument to prove a secondary meaning of /JuTrn'^to, as used by Origen, p. 224, I

consider as conclusive. You may say with Joab: "I have fought against Kabbah, anii liave taken the city

of waters."

Dr. L. Coleman, La Fayette College, Ensio7i, Penna.

The Judaic, like the Classic Baptism, is in my estimation a marvel of industry and patient research,
sound, judicious, and conclusive. These two volumes w)ll remain an exhaustive the.-aurus of authorities
and argument on the vexed question of the mode of baptism, an invaluable aid to all who may be dr.Hwn
inio the hapless controversy.

President Jon. Edwards, D.D., Baltimore, Maryland.
T know of no such works on baptism as these. I have X'arely in any controversial literature met with

urgumentation so sound, patient, persistent, vigilant, and complete, while, at tlie same lime, so fraught
with humor and good humor. You have made it abundantly manifest that •' the theory " results from a
superficial investigation compounded with the anachronism of interpreting ancient and oriental by modern
and occidental customs.



"It deals a blow from which ' the theory ' ca7i never recover.''''

"Noble Chkistian bearing toward your opponents," Bishop L. Scott, D.D.
"Kecommended to studrnts as ablest in the language," Prop. J. T. Pressly, D.D.
"All the world acknowledge your great success," President A. D. Smith, D.B
"A prodigy op philological labor," Prop. T. H. Skinner, D.D.
"Beyond the possibility op successful assault," . . Prop. S. Yerkes, D.D.
"You have fought and taken the city op waters," Prop. C. Elliott, D.D.
"The testimonials are not at all exaggerated," . Rt. Rev. T. M. Clark, DD

Ret. L. Scott, D.D., Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Delaware.
I am more than pleased with .Judaic Baptism. I am delighted. Your patient toil, your disfrimina-

tion, your .'skilful management of materials so various imd so vast, your tbnrnughnH.ssevi^n ia minutiae,
and your noble Christian bearing toward your opponents, fill me with admiration. The work is the most
scholarly, thorough, and satisfactory discussion of .Judaic Baptism I have ever seen. Indeed, I know oi

nothing that can be compared with it in its exhaustive completeness. It deals a blow from which the
theory can never recover.

Rt. Rev. Thomas M. Clark, D.D., Sw/ioj^o/ Rhode Island.

Tour work on Judaic Baptism richly de-ierves attention. I have made myself sufficiently acquainted
with it to ba satisfied of its very great value. I do not think that any of the testimonials given in its

favor are at all exaggerated.

Rt. Rev. George D. Cummins, D.D., Assistant Bishop of Ke]^txjckt.

I have been deeply interested in your work on Judaic Baptism and regard it as an exceedingly valua-
ble contribution to the literature of this important sub;ject. It is just the work that is most needed in
this region. I trust it may have an extensive circulation among us.

President Asa D. Smith, B.D., Dartmouth College, New Hampshire.
Such a confluence of laudatory and approving voices have fallen upon your ear that mine may be

lost in it. You need no word of praise from me. The learning, ability, and industry which reveal them-
Belves at a glance, all the world are acknowledging. I congratulate you on this great success.

William Blackwood, D.D., Philadelphia, Penna.

Dr. Dale has produced the most learned, accurate, and thoroughly unanswerable argument on the
point on which his book bears, that the world has ever seen. Dr. Dale has the satisfaction to see his book
taking rank in the libraries of educated men.

John T. Pressly, D.D., Theol. Sent., Alleghany, Penna.

I have just finished my lectures on the subject of baptism, and have recommended your work to the
students as the ablest, on the meaning of the word, in the English language.

President G. Wilson McPhaill, D.D. , Davidson College, N. Carolina.
You bring cumulative evidence to the truth of your previous proposition, and show conclusively that

Judaic Baptism is effected by washing the hands, by sprinkling, and by pouiiug. In fact, after reading
your book, I am led more than ever to doubt whether baptism was ever performed by immersion after

the manner of the Baptists. Their case seems to invohe the singular error of contending for almost the
only possible mode in which baptism was ntvtr performed. Certainly, after candidly reading Judaic
Baptism, Baptists must be satisfied if they can find sufficient evidence to show that total immersion is one of
the various allowed modes.

Stephen Yerkes, D.D., Danville Theol. Sent., Kentucky.

You are giving the question by far the most thorough and scholarly sifting it has ever received. Your
works are an honor to the scholarship of the country, and a lasting monument to your patience of research,
your skill in philology, and your power and vigilance in the conduct of a difficult and intricate argument.
I believe you have established, b.'yond the possibility of successful assault, the position taken in this vol-

ume. And as the conclusion here reached is but the logical development of the general proposition main-
tained in Classic Baptism, and is itself so indubitably certain, it is confirmatory of that proposition. Com-
plete your original plan, and thus, by a third volume, crown your admirable contributions to the theo-

logical literature of the age.

Thomas H. Skinner, D.D., Union Theol. Sem., New York.

Judaic Baptism is a very searching book and requires close reading. It is a prodigy of philologjica.

labor. In English literature it is without a parallel. When or where was so much written on A word?
The learning, the logic, the style, the spirit, and, I may add, the effectiveness of your book, give it an esti-

mation unsurpassed by any book of the same class, that I have ever read. The narrowness of our Baptist

brethren has nothing to rest on, and I think they will renounce it. But other topics beside baptism are
illustrated by your book. Noone can intelligently read it without being indebted to you for enlargement,
if not for correction of his views, on not a few points of high importance. I congratulate you on your great

success as an author. May the Lord hold you as a star in His right hand, and cause you to shine more
and more brightly to the glory of His holy name

!

Rt. Rev. J. Johns, D.D., Bishop 0/ Virginia.

Your work has, indeed, commended it.self to our ablest biblical scholars. I promise myself mncb
pleasure and profit from a careful study of its valuable contents. I have no doubt that the happy influ-

ence of the volume will more than compensate you for the time and labor bestowed on its preparatioD,

and hope that it will encourage you to make the church yet more largely your debtor.

Rev. S. Bowers, Bedford, Indiana.

With great interest have I both read and studied "Classic Baptism." In my humble judgment il

will do more toward settling the question of mode than any other uninspired book yet published.

Rev. S. F. Millikbn, Morrison, Illinois.

I am under ten thousand obligations to you for your Classic Baptisia.



" Jemef.t and Dale, ' whom nobody knows,'' use heavy gum."

''Criticisms on Classic Baptism he takes occasion to gibbet," Pri?iceton Review.
"Pak above any like work in English literature," . . So7ctkern Presb. Revitio

"Admirably arranged, iransparently worded,'' .... Staiulord of the Cross.

"In the jiost gentle and pleasant spirit," ChrL<tia7i. Instructor.
" One op the most striking and effective of this age," . Episcopa tiu n.

'It is a wonderful book," W. Ckrislian Advocate.
' Hid two volumes really mark an era in this controversy,'' American Presb. Review,

Southern Presbyterian Review, South Carolina.

This remarkable book has attracted much attention among American schohirs. Its contents ar«

unique. They constitute a bociy of suggestive and most luminous Idnts, easily pursued to the overwhelm-
iug conclusion lo which ihey point. It stands, as a controversial work, far above any we are acquainted
with ill the whole range of Eui^lish literature upon this subject. It is old and it is new. It is trite and
it is original. It is short and it is thorough. It is moderate and it is conclusive.

Christian Observer and Free Christian Commonwealth, Kentucky.
If there is any wisdom in the maxim, "Fight the devil with fire," there is equal wisdom in Dr.

Dale's practice of fiy/iliiiff the Baptists with water. And never did steam fire-engine play its vigoroag
stream upon a mob to its scattering more effectually tlian Dr. Dale with the vigorous stream of his water
criticism, upon tho.'^e who have been so noisily assailing their brethren. Judaic Hiipti.sm is every way
worthy of the 'luthorof Classic Bapti.^m. It hav<! the same excellent temper, the same lemarkable genius for

philology, the same vigorous argument, the same remarkable scholarship and fine literary discrimination.

Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review, New Jersey.

. . . But Dr. Dale will not allow any shuffling; he holds them to the strict terms of the bond, and
with a great amount of good-humored bantering, but with cliucbing force, shows that "dip" will not
answer in a single instance. From this primary, physical sense of ' inlusposition," without limitation of
manner or duration, the word passed in classic Greek to u secondary use, that of describing a conditior

of complete subjection to some controlling power or influence, particularly a ruinous or destructive sub-

jection. The word has reached a secondary sense which has passed beyond the mere region of trope and
conscious figure or figurative application, and has become a new and veritable meaning. The Baptists
endeavor to extract some image or emblem to sustain their theory, but Dr. Dale pertinaciously meets
them at every turn, and, in the most provoking manner holds the theory up to merited ridicule. The
fundamental idea in Judaic Baptism is the subjection of an object to some foreign controlling influence,

not, however, for its destruction, but for its purification and salvation. Dr. Dale has, in these volumes,
put tho Baptists on the defensive, instead of merely repelling their attacks. His arguments are not to be

put aside hi/ vituperation. The criticisms on his former volume he takes occasion to gibbet in the beginning
of this. These volumes constitute an armory which no minister can well afford to be without. Frank
and straightforward, never intentionally unfair, with an overplus almost of pleasant raillery, but without
harsh words and abusive epithets, these books are an important contribution to the /Jairri^o) controversy.

American Presbyterian Review, New York.

The previous work of Dr. Dale commanded very general attention, and fully sustained his positions

as to the significance of /Janri'^o). Many Baptist critics Were quite at a loss what to make of it, and several

dismissed it with evasive or abusive notice. Dr. Dale commences his present volume with a summary
view of their utterances, exposing the shallowness of their criticisms or the con temjjtnous ignorance which
they display. It is very evident that his conclusions are not lo he set aside try any criticisms that have yet been

offered, lie cites passages fiom the Jewish writers and from the Christian Fathers, and with the same
rare sagacity and keen discrimination of which he has shown himself to be so thorough a master, he
demonstrates that fiaTrri^oi cannot have the exclusive meaning •' dip." He estaljlislies his position, that all

through the Patristic interpretations of Jewish baptisms, it is written in characters so plain "that a way-
faring man, though a fool, need not err therein," that a dipping or a covering with water never eiders into

llteir tiioughts as a requisite for baptism. Indeed, the inconsrruity that results from a logical applica-

tion of " the theory" he opposes, becomes sometimes absolutely ludicrous. As an intellectual discipline,

this work will invite and reward study. His two volumes really mark an era in the controversy.

Central Presbyterian, Virginia.

We rejoice in the progress of this great undertaking. The present volume is in every respect equal to

the first. While Dr. Dale is necessarily controversial, we have never seen a more thoroughly good-
natured antagonist. If he takes hold of Baptists and pinches thera sorely under an iron grip, it is not
for the satisfaction of hurting them, but because it cannot be helped. One of the most pl'-asant parts of

the present volume is in the sixty pages in which he reviews tho criticisms they have attempted on his

former work. It is a first-rate specimen of masterly, keen, tnit good-tempered controversy. lie is always
gentlemanly, and. therefore, never descends to the use of ungentlemanly language, even when most
strongly provoked by its application to himself by others. This may be seen in the answer given to Prof.

Kendrick. . . . All who furnish themselves with these volumes will be finely repaid.

Western Christian Advocate, Ohio.

We close our brief notice of .Judaic Baptism, by saying it is a wonderful book. Get it and read it, and
you will neither regret the time nor the money thus employed.

Advance, Illinois.

Baptists have long desired an adversary to grapple with the Greek terms. Dr. Dale is the man for

them. He insists on Greek, nothing but Greek. His conclusion is a bombsliell in the Baptist camp. It haa
brought out both respectful and vituperative answers. The work is able, thorough, and convincing.

The Pacific, California.

A year or more ago the Baptist world was astonished at tbi" appearanceof Classic Baptism. A second
edition was called f<T in four mouths. Its author received a Doctorate. We do not sec how any one can
dispute the U^aiiiing. thorougliness, and real critical ability shown in these volumes, nor how the con-

llusions reached can be impugned. When Prof. Jewett criticised the Baptist Bible, they asked. '• Who is

this Jewett? " When Dr. Dale wrote Classic Baptism, hi^ was said to be an " upstart," one '"who had
spent his life in a country village." Jewett and Dale, " whom nobody knows," use pretty heavy gunsi



" Judaic Baptism is worthy of the author of Classic Baptism. '

"A TUORCCGHLr GOOD-NATUKED ANTAGONIST," Central PresbyteriuTi.

"A BOMBSHELL IN THK BAPTIST CAMP," Advance.
"Conclusions cannot be impugned," Pacific.

"Arms from head to foot against Immersionists," . . . . Standard of the Cross.

"Intellectual task inviting to the Scholar,'' .... Evangelist.

"This is a work for the age," Methodist Recorder.

"Complete armory for Scriptural Baptism," Presbyterian.

Congregationalist and Boston Recorder, Mass.

Dr Dale attaches great iniportiince to shdwing how thp nieaDing " to purify" eoiild originate. It is

of much greater importance to t-how tliat it did. iu fact, origiuate. This fact Dr. Ueecber and others had
already proved, and Dr. Dale has added ui'W evidence of great value. Judaic Baptism will be a valuable

Btorehouse of facts and evidence.

The Episcopalian, Pennsylvania.

Our expectations are fully realized in " Judaic Baptism." Sprinkling and pouring are proved to be
modes of baptizing. The importance of the decisions of this point cannot be overestimated.' The extent

of research, the patience in investigation, the closeness of companion, and the candor and strength of

judgment make this treatise one of the most striking and effective which has appeared in this age.

Presbyterian, Pennsylvania.

This volume opens with some keen replies to criticisms on Classic Baptism. He simply lumps together

a number of theabu-ive sentences of Dr. Keiidiick, with which he filled his review in the Baptist Quarterly,

and lets them stand as condemning the whole article. He treats with great thoroughness all baptisms
spoken of by Jewish writers, inspired and uninspired. Tliis volume will he more interesting In the mass of
readers than Classic Baptism. ISeyond all question. Dr. Dale is furnishing a complete armory in behalf

of the Scriptural mode of baptism.

The Standard of the Cross, Ohio.

If any clergyman wishes to be clad from head to foot agiiinst all the sophistries of the Immersionists,
be has only to master this one book. Such stores of classical learning, so condensed and admirably
arranged and transparently worded, are seldom found packed away in a volume of 350 pages. It is no
wonder that the University of Pennsylvania hastened to lay a Doctorate at the learned author's feet.

Religious Telescope, Ohio.

If any one wishes to read a work written in an interesting style, with clearness and ability, in oppo-
Bition to able Baptist writers, he will find Judaic Baptism such a work. It is a perfect feast for those
whose special delight is in polemics.

Christian Instructor and United Presbyterian, Penna.

Classic Baptism is, and the more it is studied the more it will be found to be, the book that will go
far to settle this ijuestion. It is written in the most gentle and pleasant spirit. A third edition has
already been called for. Judaic Baptism is a complete presentation ot the subject. It is always marked
with peculiarly good temper. This work will be welcome, convincing, and eminently satisfactory.

Herald and Presbyter, Ohio.

No book of the age has been more highly commended than Classic Baptism. Judaic Baptism is des-

tined to enjoy a reputation equally flattering .Ncj man has equalled Dr. Dale in the thoroughness and
ability with which he has discussed the mode of bnptism. Every theologian should have these two volumes.

Christian Intelligencer, New York.

The author seems determined to give no quarter to our Baptist brethren. Those interested in the
Baptist controversy will, of course, examine for themselves the grounds of the author's argument. They
can scarcely fail, we think, if open to conviction, to acknowledge its correctness. An exclusive meaning
is the Baptist Gibraltar. Hence, we expect a lively controversy from this vigorous attack upon it.

Methodist Recorder, Ohio.

This is a work for the age. The positions claiming the same meaning for 0a.7TT(o and Pa-Tri^ca, and dip

as the invariable meaning of /JuTrri'^ai, are demonstrated to be impossible. Those who differ in sentiments
a.Te fairly, kiiidly, and bravely met on their own chosen ground. The most learned in the land pronounce
it a MASTERPIECE.

The Evangelist, New York.

He shows himself a thorough master of his subject, and his discrimination of meanings and shades ot

meaning is itself a study which, even as an intellectual task, is inviting to the scholar. It is frequently
amusing to see how completely he turns the tables on his opponents, and how summarily ho routs them
from their strongholds. Dr. Dale insists that the word makes demand for acoudition and not for a modal
act, and with this view every impartial and intelligent reader must accord.

Western Presbyterian, Kentucky.
Dr. Dale's method of investigation is the proper one. Opponents are bound to show that he has mis-

quoted or misinterpreted the writers to whom he appeals. If they decline to do this, they confess themselves
vanquished. If they make the attempt and fail, their cause is lost. We wait to see what Baptist scholars will

do. They have made a beginning. The Baptist Christian Press thinks the author to be an " ignoramus,"
an "upstart," and a '' lunatic."' Prof. A. C Keiidrich; D.D . of the Baptist Theological t^eriiinary, Rochester,
N. Y., thinks that he is "'a philological thimble rigger." and a good many other equally complimentary
things. While the National Baptist thinks Dr. Dale is ''an author of no small ability," whose Sfholar^y
work "challenges our admiration." We think these volumes will compel the Immersionists to abandon
their stronghold. There are signs of this already'. Dr. Kendrick, iu the Baptist Quarterly, tosses dip
overboard, saving: "It is not a dipping that our Lord instituted. Baptizo wetifr rfocs engage to tale its

tuljjecls out of Vie water." Now, some honest Baptist (dipper) will open his eyes at this, and ask. ' What,
then, are we to do? " Kendrick says, you must get out of the water on your '• normal muscular action." (!)

This is something for those who have thought that they knew what Baplizo meant

—

"dip, and nothing
hut dip, through ail Greek literature"—to think about. We leave it with them.



*^ Frank, straightforwanl, never intentionally unfair^

1 HAVE BEEN FASCINATED WITH TOUR WORKS," Et. Rev. A. C. CONE, D.D.
* For the cause op truth a most valuaulk work." . . . , N. L. Rice, L D.
''Your volumes mark an epoch in this controversy," . . . H. A. Boaudman, D.D.
"It should be in the library op every clergyman," . . . . Bishop Simpson, D.D.
"MASSAsipn Y'ou HAVE pound your match," Rev. .T. W. Moore.
"Pages spiced with wit are agreeable, sometimes amusing," United Presb. Review.
'' The water is taken from under them. They are stranded," Congregational Review.

Rt. Rev. A. Cleveland Coxe, D.D., Bishop of Western New York.
" I have been so fascinated with Classic and Judaic Baptism, that I have read, in

spite of myself, until I am forced to lay thon down, and write at once, to thank you
Your work must force our Baptist brethren, for very shame, to give up their extreme
ideas on this point. Their enterprise of reforming our dear old English Bible, just

at this time, makes your works very opportune, and they annihilate the pretences of

the scheme so etfectually, that I trust it will be given up. I will commend your books
to my Reverend brethren, and I am grateful that they will find such an armory in

your pages."
Bishop Simpson, D.D., Methodist Episcopal Ch%t,rch.

" I have examined your work on Judaic Baptism, and have been greatly pleased.

The work evinces great industry and research, and is exhaustive in its character. It

should be in the library of every clergyman."

N. L. Rice, D.D., President of Westminster College, MissoxjPvI.

" You have done for the cause of truth a most valuable work—evidently the result

of long and patient labor. Your criticisms on the terms—Greek, Latin, and Eng-
lish—involved in the controversy, are, in my judgment, sound and of great value.

These two works, as it seems to me, go far toward settling the controversy with im-
partial minds. I do not know that 1 should differ from your views in any important
point."

Henry A. Boardman, D.D., Philadelphia, Penn'a.
" I am greatly impressed with the thoroughness and ability of Judaic Baptism.

The publication of your volumes marks an epoch in this protracted controversy. You
have laid upon our Baptist brethren a task beywnd their strength. Why did you not
go about your work ten years sooner, and save them the labor, vexation, and ex
pense of their ' New Version?' "

W. Henry Green, D.D., Princeton Theological Seminary, New Jersey.
" These and similar cases, Baptist writers, by means of dexterous manipulation and

an adroit change of terms, are in the habit of claiming as though they made in their

favor. But Dr Dale will not allow any shuffling; he holds them to the strict terms
of the bond, and with a great amount of good humored banter, but with clinching

force, shows that " dip " will not answer in a single case."

Rev. J. W. Moore, Austin, Arkansas.
" Eor almost forty years I have been in conflict with Baptists and Campbellites.

The immersionists made war upon me on my first arrival in ' the Territory.' Judge
from these facts of my interest in Judaic Baptism. Dr. Miller, of Princeton, told

me of an old negro who looked, for the first time, on a steamboat stemming the

mighty current of the Mississippi, and, after gazing for some time in mute astonish-

ment, exclaimed: ' Well, old MASSAsyjpi, you have found your tnatc.h at last.' Your
book forcibly reminds me of this speech."

Rev. J. H. Barnard, Waukesha, Wisconsin.
" I was forced lately into a discussion of Baptism. I purchased your works, and

spent many days and nights over them. They gave me such a thorough insight into

the subject as I never had before. Many who were unsettled have come to thank
me for the entirely satisfactory view which I had given them, and I, in turn, ihank
you for the valuable treatment of the subject j'^ou have given to the church and the

world. I can, now, speak intelligently and with confidence on the subject. Some of

the advocates of the theory, here, are completely demoralized. Again, I thank you
for the invaluable aid received from your two volumes."

Congregational Review.

"Judaic Baptism has the same learning and skill that marked Classic Baptism
These two volumes must attract great attention. They form a work of great power.

Dr. Dale has mostcttectively shown the absurdity of the Baptist position. It is, now,
a matter of doubt, whether they have any position. He has fairly taken away the

ground, or rather the water, from under them. They ai'e stranded.



" Calm, self-coined, patient, master of the sittuition."

" The same clear discrimination and lucid expression," ...... Peo^'. Moffat.
" Your services in this inquiry are of the highest value," .... Prof. Shedd.
" I congratulate you on the success of your labors," Prop. B. jNI. Smith.
" Learned, instructive, exhaustive, masterly," Prof. Jewett.
"Be amply rewarded for labor on the argument," Albert Barnes.
"Great research and wonderful originality," So. Presb. Review
" Great ability, originality, patience, fairness," Biblioth.-Sacra.

Professor James C. Moffat, Princeton Theological Seminary, New Jersey.
... I hav3 carefully read the passage on pp. 224-239, and it seems to me that the secondary mean«

ing of PaTTTi^u) is fully made out and forcibly presented. I find in all that I have read the same clear
discrimination, and lucid expression, which gratified me so much in the former volume.

Professor "W. G. T. Shedd, Unioa Theological Seminary, New York.
Your services in this department of inquiry I regard, as do others, of the highest value.

Professor George B. Jewett, Amherst College, Massachusetts.
You are moving forward grandly in your work. The more I study your books the greater and

more unqualified becomesmy admiration of them. It is impossible to turn yourmain positions. Your
noble work is equally learned, instructive, exhaustive and masterly.

E.EV. Albert Barnes, Philadelphia, Penna.

I hope you will be amply rewarded for the labor which you have bestowed on the argument.
I write this by the aid of a machine, and in the dark.

Rev. H. L. Poling, Pennshoro, West Virginia.

In two discussions, extending through several days, I have made free use of Classic and Judaic
Baptism. They have proved themselves to be unanswerable.

Rev. J. G. D. Stearns, Clearwater, Minnesota.

I have read Classic and Judaic Baptism with d'lisfht and admiration, and for the first time feel

that I understand the subject, although I had previously read everything on both sides that I could
lay my hands on.

President Edward Beecher, Galesburg, Illinois.

... I have read Classic and Judaic Baptism with great care and with deep interest. Some of your
proofs of this secondary sense (purification) have been previously adduced by me; others I had
Been but did not find room to adduce ; others still, and those of great power and value, I had not seen,
and I feel much indebted to you for producing them. . . .

United Presbyterian Review.
... A most important contribution to the cause of truth, and will serve largely to bring about

the proper mode of administering the initiatory rite of the Christian church. . . .

Theological Medium {Quarterly of Cumberland Presbyterian Church).

These are works of the most profound research, and in scholarship evince extraordinary ability.

Dr. Bale, with rare acumen, perfect courtesy, and good-humored raillery, traces /JanriiO) . . . Every
position he su.stains by the careful citation of authorities. His purely classic style, freedom from ac-
rimony, and display of conscious strength, give hi7n advantage over his opjionents. These works are
invaluable. The results may be used with lull confidence and with triumphant success. . . .

Southern Presbyterian Review.

The extraordinary ability of Classic Baptism v.'on for its writer a deserved distinction among
philological scholars, and raised him to a po-silion of absolute pre-cuiinence among the controversial-

ists who had hitherto occupied the field of his choice. . . . The meanings of (i'nrTij and (ianri^o} are
traced with rare skill and with the acutest criticism, with inferences perfectly crushing to all immer-
siouists. . . . Judaic Baptism erects a superstructure of which Classic Bajjtism is the immovable foun-
dation ; for Dr. Dale here proceeds upon the classical usage of PaxTi^o), established by his own labors,

in a manner never before even attempted, to investigate by labors .equally great and equally new, ita

usage in Jewish and Patristic writings. The success is complete. . . . Nothing can exceed the strength
of the proof but the force of the conclusion.

Bibliotheca Sacra, Audover, Massachusetts.
The subject treated in these volumeshas been herediscussed with more thoroughness andbreadth

of research than have before been brought to it in this countiy. . . . The discussion indicates great
ability, originality, patient investigation, fair-mindedness, clear discrimination, and has done' invalu-
able service to the cause in whose defence it was undertaken. . . ,

Octavo, pp. 400. Price, $3.50 ; Clergymen, $3.00.

WM. PtUTTEE & CO., Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.
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COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES, THEOLOGICAL SEMINAEIES, SAY;

"THE BAPTIST THEORY IS OVEETHROWK"

"All the strongholds op the theory demolished," .

"A MOST masterly philological discussion," .

"Appeal to usage must settle the controversy," .

"Happy and successful vindication of the truth,"

"Despair cannot, logically, continue the controversy,

Trof. B. M. Smith.

Prof. J. C. Moffat.

Prof. J. Packard.

Prof. J. T. Cooper.

Prof. W. J. Beecher.

Peinoeton Theological Seminaet.—Frof. J. C. '., B.D.

" If there is to be an end to controversy on a point of philology, this is the way to reach it. I have

gone over the whole of the sheets sent me. Finished in the style of what is already done, your work
will be one of the most masterly philological discussions in our language."

Theological Seminaet, U. F.—Frof. J. T. Cooper, D.D.

" 1 cannot refrain from congratulating you on the happy and successful manner in which you have

vindicated the truth in relation to J ohn's Baptism. If any regard is to be paid to reason and argu-

ment, your work should bring this controversy to an end."

Theological Seminaet, Columbia.—Prof. J. B. Wilson, D.D.

'• The sheets have interested me exceedingly. In every instance your interpretation of Scripture

appears to me eminently fair. You have strained nothing. Your discussion of the preposition h
is the ver'y best I Iiave seen in connection with this controversy. I have been greatly instructed,

too, bj' the manner in which you handle the If n.i'eviiari 'A/i'm as furnishing the leading parallelism

with which to understand the tu v5irt. I heartily approve, too, of the disposition you make of ek

Xpio-rti.), and of Christ's (and others) being h ni's^'iian 'Av'i'w. This is capital. In short, you send to

me for criticism, I reply by eulogy. The series taken together constitute a chain." . . .

Fro7>i Frof. Wm. S. Plumer, D.D.

" Dr. Dale's work on .Tohn's Baptism will be very able and meet with the cordial approval of the

great body of the Christian Church, except only those who contend that baptism cannot bo rightly

administered but by the application of the person to the water."

Deew Theological Seminaky.—Prof. James Strong, D.D.

" I heartily concur in the general conclusions of Johannic Baptism, and rejoice that the assump-
tions of the theory are so thoroughly refuted."

Theological Semimaet (Lutheean), Getttsbueg.—Pro/. S. S. SclinmcVer, D.D.

"Johannic Baptism is a work of very superior scholarship, of much logical acumen, and of im-

portant results. The author's investigations are singularly fiir-reaching, exhaustive, and satistoc-

tcry. The concrete form in which he has presented much of the discussion, cannot fail to give it

additional interest to the popular reader, whilst tlio genial spirit which pervades it, makes it pleas-

ant to all. It is to bo hoped, in view of these investigations a ad results, tliat our Baptist brethren

will soon cease to magnify. Wo cordially recommend this vclume to all who feel an interest in

radical *and learned investigation."



" totj have left nothing to be desired," .

" Cleaeness, ability, patience, and strength,"
"Vindicated the truth op John's baptism," .

" You HAVE ABLY stated THE REASONS,"
" The SAME CALMLY INEXORABLE METHOD," .

Prop. M. B. Smith, D.D.
Prop. S. Yeekes, D.D.
Prop. J. T. Cooper, D.D.
Prop. M. B. Eiddle, D.D.
President J. H. A. Bombebqkb, D.D.

Peofessoe M. B. Kiddle, D.D., Hartford Theol. Sem., Coknecticut.

I am naturally and exegetically an opponent of the instrumental sense of Iv in the New Testa-

ment. My rule is :
" Never translate it by, if any other meaning is logically possible." But I hold

that no other meaning is logically possible in Matt. 3 : 11. You have ably stated, the reasons for this

view in your volume. Accept my thanks for your earnest efforts to overthrow a theory which how-
ever honestly held by Christian men must inevitably, human nature being as it is. . . .

Peofessoe D. S. Talcott, Banrjor Thco. Sem., Maine.

Whatever exception may be taken to your exegesis ofparticular passages here and there, it is hard to

see how any unprejudiced reader of your volumes can fail to acknowledge that your main positiona

have been triumphantly sustained throughout. You have been privileged to contribute as few men
have contributeJ hitherto, to the fulfilment of our Saviour's prayer that his people might all be one.

Sure I am that in the next generation it will be fully seen that your work was not in vain ; and it

may safely be predicted that few men of any considerable learning will hereafter be found bold

enough to follow in the steps of Carson. . . .

Peofessoe H. C. Alexandee, D.D., Union Theol. Sem., Viegisia.

Johannic Baptism is the one adequate book on the subject. You have incontestably established

your main positions. And you have triumphantly demonstrated that l" is used instrumentally, or

in a quasi instrumental sense, in all passages involving "the theory" in its manifold difficulties as

to the mode of Baptism. I congratulate you on this grand labor. You have erected a monument
more enduring than brass, and inscribed it with truth as it is in Jesus. You have (as Jeffrey said

of Chalmers' preaching) " buried your adversaries " not " under the fragments of burning moun-
tains," but under the debris of their own tumbling ruins. The " theory " is now exploded. . . .

Peesideht J. H. A. EoMBESGEE, D.D., Ureinus Collie, PEirasTLVAifiA.

Dr. Dale persists in the same calmly inexorable method which so peculiarly aistingulshes the pre-

vious volumes. With quiet, patient, untiring diligence he pursues his course of faithful inquiry, and
has done a good work philologically, theologically, and ecclesiastically, in refuting "the theory." . .

Peofessoe G. W. Schaeffee, D.D., Lutheran Theol. Sem., Philadelphia.

The labors of Dr. Dale, in addition to their accuracy and strength, have a breadth, a comprehen-

siveness, an impressive unity of spirit, and a wealth of originality, of which we have never met the

parallel. Johannic Baptism, in the variety of its authorities, in the force of its logic, in the integrity

of its exegesis, in the depth and clearness of its criticisms, and withal in the purity and earnestness

of its spirit, shows everywhere the mind and heart of a master. Dr. Dale understands well the

value and force of the several Greek prepositions that enter into the baptisms of the New Testa-

ment. He has given them earnest attention and with results so manifestly truthful, as to leave

nothing more to be required. ...

The Advance.

Johannic Baptism is fully equal to its predecessors in learning, logic, keen analysis, wide investi-

gation, critical acumen and judgment, and success in establishing his positions by incontestable ar-

gument. No justice can be done to the book in a brief statement of its idea ; for it pours a flood of

light on all the forms of language used in the New Testament on this subject by its clear discrimi-

nation, its inflexible refusal to allow anything to be assumed without proof, its crucial tests. . . .

We confess to a positive admiration to the strength and skill displayed by Dr. Dale in this work,

which turns all the batteries of the Baptists against themselves. . . .

The Lutheran.

... In a word, the argument, thoroughly considered as it is in all its bearings, is so clear and con-

vincing, that the conclusion of the whole seems naturally to suggest itself. "The Mass " of Rome is

not God's sacrifice, the dipping of " the Theory " is not God's Baptism.

Eeformed Church Messenger.

The discussion of the subject is able and thorough, and the conclusions reached irresistible. The

author shows himself master of his theme. . . .

Kew York Evangelist.

Johannic Baptism shows the same patient investigation and close discrimination, and leaves the

Dippists paralyzed and helpless amid their own inconsistencies. . . . Any modest Baptist, after

reading this book, would scarcely wish to repeat the old stereotyped assertion as to the invariable

meaning of Baptizo. With the utmost good natura, and with entire self-possession. Dr. Dale, we
think, has fairly driven his antagonists out of the field. . . .



"J great and good work for Scripture exegesis.''^

"Conclusive DISCUSSION OF John's BAPTISM," . . . Peof. H. B. Smith, D.D.
"Most MASTERLY PHILOLOGICAL DISCUSSION," .... PeOF. J. C. MOFFAT, D.D.
" Triumphantly sustained throughout,"
"Main position incontestably established,"

"Wealth of oeiginality without parallel,"
"

' The theory ' is exposed and demolished,"
'' The standaed as to this contegveesy,"

Prof. D. S. Talcott, D.D.
Peof. H. C. Alexander, D.D
Prof. C W. Schaeffee, D.D.
President W. Lord, D.D.
President J. Edwaeds, D.D.

Peofbssoe B. M. SiiiTn, Union Theol. Sem., Viegisia.

I hj,ve looked through the sheets of Johannic Baptism with increased admiration for the successful

vindication of your principles and conclusions. You have demolished the strongholds of " the

theory ;" and in your scholarly and discriminating view of John's Baptism you have left nothing to

be desired, whether for sustaining your great proposition as to the meaning of the word or the in-

terpretation of the particles combined with its usage. I have been particularly gratified by your
triumphant exhibition of the local force of the preposition iv connected wiihiJa-riiu, and your clear

and forcible presentation of £is following, and showing the relation to i^zrauoia, u/iio-ij afiapri(oi>,

&c. You are doing a great and good work for Scripture exegesis, in illustrating the true method
of tracing the " Natural History," so to speak, of an important word. . . .

Peofessoe H. B. Smith, D.D., Union Theol. Sem,., New Toek.

I have read your work with great interest and profit. It seems to me to be a conclusive and ex-

haustive discussion of John's Baptism, and gives its real and only New Testament and patristic

sense. I marvel that you can so patiently hunt up the truth and depose the errors. Your work not

only does credit to our church, but also to the saored philology of our country. It is a monument of

learning and ability. . . .

Peofessoe Stephen Teekes, Danville Theol. Sem., Kentucky.

I have not been able to give Johannic Baptism that careful and thoughtful reading I desire and
purpose. I acknowledge the clearness and ability with which your- ideas are presented; and also

the patience and thoroughness of research, the philological and exegetical knowledsie and strength,

you have exhibited throughout this whole discussion of the Baptism question. I appreciate very

highly the service you have rendered to the Church and the cause of truth. . . .

Peofessoe J. T. Coopee, D.D., Theol. Sem.., U. P., PENNSTLVASii.

I cannot refrain from congratulating you upon the happy and successful manner in which you havo
vindicated the truth in relation to John's Baptism. If any regard is to be paid to reason and argu-

ment, your work sAow/d firingf^ftis ce»/ro«er«^ io are e»d. . . .

Peofessoe James C. Moffat, D.D., Princeton Theol. Sem,, New Jee&et.

If there is to be an end tocontroversy on a pointofphilology, this is the way to reach it. The perse-

verance with which you are following up the subject into all its relations, and the completeness and
consistency of the work, so far, promise to culminate in the production of an exhaustive argument.

If finished in the style of what is already done, your work will be one of the most masterly philologi-

cal discussions in our language. . . .

Kev. J. W. MooEE, Austin, Arkaneoi.

Nothing could have afforded me more pleasure than the perusal of your views on .Johannic Bap-

tism. If ever a novel reader enjoyed a new work as much as I did the reading of those sheets, I can

only say, he had a happy time while engaged in it. . . .

Kev. John L. Kichaeds, Big Eock, Illinois.

1 have read the sheets of Johannic Baptism twice, some three times. The plan, the logic, th«

style, the spirit, the learning, and the jjower of these volumes will doubtless command i^at least) the

(silent) admiration of every intelligent immersionist, and mark a new era in the Baptismal contro-

versy. . . .

De. J. Edwaeds, Peoria, Illinois.

. . . And now having read all three parts of your great work, I join with all the church in thank-

ing you for it. My highest anticipations have been met and realized. I concur with those who have

praised your labors the most. As your work stands it is henceforth the Thesaurus, and the Standard

as to this controversy.

President Willis Lord, D.D., ^^'ooster University, Ohio.

I cannot tell you with how deep an interest I have read the third part of your great work on Bap-

tism. In my view " the theory," as you gently name it, is exposed and demolished as it has never

been before. If truth can end it, it will perish. The completion of your work, in the maimer in

which it has so far been done, ought to secure you the gratitude of the whole Church of Christ.



"Assumptions of the theory thoroughlv reputed,"

"Interpretation of Scripture eminently fair,".

"Cordial approval of the Christian Church," .

"Fully proved YOUR POINT ninety-nine times," .

" The theory is exposed and demolished," .

Prof. James Strong, D.D,
Prof. J. R. Wilson, D D.

Prof. W. S. Plumer. D.D.
Prof :

.

Pres. Willis Lord, D.D.

Thfolooical Semikabt, Episcopal, Alexandria.—Pro/. J. Packard, D.D.

" Johannic Baptism is characterized by the same exhaustive appeal to the usage of PaKTi^co, and
the prepositions connected with it, as your previous works. This appeal to usage must settle the
controversy, if anything can. I shall commend all your works."

Theological SEMruAEY, Hampden Stdnet.—Prof. B. M. Smith, D.D.

" Your scholarly and discriminating view of John's Baptism leaves nolhing to be desired, whether
for sustaining your great proposition as to the true meaning of the word in its religious as well as
tropical meaning, or the interpretation of the particles which, are combined with its usage. I have
been particularly gratified by your triumphant exhibition of the local force of Iv when connected

with Panristo, and your clear and forcible presentation of the power of £(';• You are doing a great

and good work both for Scripture exegesis and for settling on irrefragable grounds the meaning of

this long-discussed word."

Westeen Theological Seminary.—Prof. S. J. Wilson, D.D.

" I have examined the points to which you directed my attention, and it seems to mo these points

are made good. Your discussions open up to me a new world on that subject. To me your argument
is intensely interesting and carries- conviction with it. My appreciation of your work increases with
every volume."

AuBUKN Theological Seminakt.—Prof. W. J. Beecher.

" You have invested this discussion with fresh interest and increased light. The view given of

Mark 7 : 4 is tenable, and the translation of John 1 : 25 is vindicated. Pannc-na has not, in my
judgment, any physical usage in the New Testament. And the usage of the phrase /?a7rr(o-//a

lieravoiag proves that usTuvoia is the differentia characterizing John's baptism as distinguished from

other baptisms. It is Imperative that el; dijisa-tv (ijiapirwv be taken as the verbal or ideal element de-

manded by .QuTTTiiJita. Your reasoning is complete as against the current Baptist syllogism, '/JaTrn"Jco

requires an enveloping element : that element can be nothing else than water : therefore the water

must be an enveloping clement.' You. have conclusively proved that something else not only may
be, but is, the enveloping element. That /JaTn-iCw so controls the use of the water as to demand en-

velopment within it, you have, indeed, exposed as pure error. In view of your discussion, either

with or without the emendations which my pre.=ent views would require, I unhesitatingly answer

your final question, ' Can despair prolong the controversy V Not logically."

WoosTER University.—President W. Lord, D.D.

" I cannot tell you with bow deep an interest I have read the third part of your great work on
Baptism. In m.y view, the Theory, as you gently name it, is exposed and demolished, as it never

has been before. If truth can end it, it will perish. The completion of your work, in the manner in

which it has been so far done, ought to secure you the gratitude of the whole Church of Christ."

Alphkds". Ckosbv, Professor of Greek, BartTimoulitv College--

" Johannlc Baptism, from its very extensive and minute research, its closeness and keenness of

logic, and its corruscations of humor and wit, I have found very interesting. I have truly marvelled

at your patience in stopping against the ' immersionists ' every actual, probable, possible, imaginary,

improbable, and impossible hole ; and when you had proved a point ninety-nine times, still proving

it the hundredth lest some one should fancy that your wor^v was not otherwise quite complete. The
general views which yon present of the uses of (ia-rrri^o} and iv (also ds), it seems to me, cannot be

refuted."

V/M. RUTTER & CO., Publishers,
Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.

Price, $4.00 ;. to Ministers $3.&0.



Christio and Patristio ^3aptism.

The Inquiry into the meaning of 0a:Tri^(t>, as determined hy vsA-GTS, Ihrouffh a tuovsakd years, and
as that meaning bears on Christian baptism, is now completed.

Classic Baptism shows that /?arrriCw demands a thorough change of condition for its object: 1.

By INTUSPOSITION (^usually within a fluid), by any form of act, without limitation of time; 2. Wil/inul

inlusposUion, by any controlling, penetrating, pervading, and therefore assimilating influence, however
applied, and without limitation of time.

Judaic Baptism shows the same primary and secondary meanings in relation to sMps sunk and men
drunk ; And also, the application of the secondary meaning to ceremonially purifying religious rites,

whereby is secured a new specifically changed condition and meaning

—

to purify ceremonially.

JoiiANNic Baptism abandons the use of the primary meaning within the sphere of physics, but intro-

duces it in a new and ideal spliere, by representing the soul as passing into a spiritual element

—

repent-

ance, remission of .s/h.s—under the influence of the Holy Spirit, and by a rite in which water ("occupying

the position of symbol agency) symbolizes, by its purifying nature, this thoroughly changed spiritual

condition. The water in its use has no dependence whatever on /SanTi^w.

Christic Baptism shows the same rejection of the physical sphere, and presents the Lord Jesus
Christ (the slain Lamb of God, whose atoning blood cloanseth from all sin) as the ideal element, by
passing into which the spiritual condition of the soul is thoroughly changed, and also, a rite in which
water (still in the position of symbol agency) symbolizes, by its purifying nature, this purified spiritual

condition. This baptism into the Lord Jesus is preparative for and causative of the further and ulti-

mate real baptism into the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.

Patristic Baptism shows outside of the religious sphere the same meanings as in Classic and Judaic
Baptism, and within the religious sphere the same ideal use as in Johannic and Christic Baptism. It

departs from them, however, by merging symbol in the real baptism, and making the water eo-active

with the Holy Spirit in effecting the real baptism. It also exhibits /?a7rri^a) (having absorbed the orig-

inal phrase) with the acquired meaning

—

to purify spiriluaUy.

[The following extract was not designed for publication. But as these volumes are from a "country

pastor" for pastors, and this pastor "one of the best gospel preachers in the world" (as recently

declared by a leading periodical in a critical notice on "Discourses of Redemption") testifies that they

may be of service to the class for whom they were especially designed, I venture to print it.]

"Ought to be true."

"I have been looking forward with great interest and high expectation to your Christic Baptism., for

which Classic, Judaic, and Johannic Baptism had whetted my appetite. I welcome it because of the
gratification I feel in seeing how an argument thus cumulating step by step would at last culminate
with the greatest power. I never really perceived the greatness of the issues involved in this question
until after I had read your books. Distaste for questions of ritual and disgust witli the clatter about
' /JaTT-i^fo ' and 'dip' turned my attention from the subject. In reading your sheets I have felt all the
while a great longing, amid pressing duties, for a solid week or two with nothing else to think about
but a thorough investigation of the subject. . . . Allow me to say with the greatest sincerity that I feel

under great obligations to you for this volume. I had read your previous volumes with great interest
and felt that you had effectually ' knocked the bottom out ' of the theory (ofttimes so dogmatically and
arrogantly thrust upon the Cliristian world) of baptism as an act, and that act a dipping and nolhing
but a dipping. But with a much profoundcr interest have I read this application of the results of your
previous investigation to the interpretation of the NowTestam'.'nt Christian Baptism. I have too little

time for examination to justify me in pronouncing very confidently as to many of the details of your
expositions.. But I feel confident that in the general results of your investigation, showing that the
real baptism of the soul by the Holy Ghost into Jesus Christ through the instrumentality of repentance
and faith is the primary id?a of the New Testament 'Baptize' and 'Baptism,' and that the ritual bap-
tism with water is the mere secondary meaning to be taken as the meaning only when the context
plainly connected water with the word—you have truly found the mind of the Spirit.

" I am persuaded that any one reading the New Testament with the key which you have furnished
will find the haziness and mists that have always hung over some of the most vital statements of the
way of salvation under the too current idea of baptism as primarily ritual, all cleared away; and,
whether such an one may be able to follow you in your nice pliilological arguments or not, he will feel

that your conclusions OM.f/A/ <o 6e i'rffe, since they so fully and clearly explain what, on the too current
theory, is confused and "inexplicable. In preaching from tlie passage:— ' He that bolieveth and is bap-
tized shall be saved,' with your key to exphiin the apparent disagreement between this and the previous
statement of the terms by Jesus :

—
' i.e that belicvcth on the Son hath everlasting life,' I found that

the people were greatly struck with it, and had many difficulties relieved by it ; especially that of appa-
rently a mere ritual element being introduced into the terms of salvation. Your general method of
handling the subject is very ofFective

; a less polemic treatment would have prevented your showing so
clearly a thorough acquaintance with what the most reliable Biblical critics have said "to the contrary
of your expositions, and pointing out their failures to relieve the Scriptures from tlie confusion and
liaziness that the current ideas impose upon their language. Your method involves much repetition,
l)ut I do not yet see that you could have avoided that without impairing the force and clearness of
your argument.
"I assure you that no one in the Church feels under greater obligation to you for your noble works,

even if you are (as one of your Metiopolitan Baptist critics says) only a 'Country Pastor.'

Yours truly, "Stuart Robinson."



Judgment op Scholars.

" SCHOIAELY, ABLE, AI^D OVEEWHELMING," StUART ROBINSOK, D D.
" Surprised at the extent of study," Prop. J. Packard, D.D.
" A scholarly essay and op much value," Prop. Philip Schapp, D.D.

"You are making thorough work," Prof. Tayler Lewis.
" Incomparable IN thoroughness, candor, acceptability," . . . . Prof. W. F. Warren, D.D.

"Noble contribution to our polemics, so calm, so spiritual, so

IN keeping with the whole christian system," Jonathan Edwards, D.D.

Stuart Robinson, D.D.. Louisville, Kentucky.

"I have read Christic Baptism with much profit, as well as pleasure to myself. I have not been
able, through pressure of other duties, to go into a critical examination of several interpretations that
are new to me, of leading passages of the New Testament, setting forth the way of Salvation. It
appears to me that your interpretations evince, in a remarkable degree, a self-evidencing power that
carries conviction with it. For they certainly relieve these passages of the obscurity and perplexities
that attach to them under any othertexijosition that I have read. Your philological argument con-
cerning the signification of ' Baptize' and ' Baptism,' as primarily denoting the real spiritual baptism
of the soul, and only seconiiarily denoting ritual baptism, is scholarly, able, and overwhelming. Your
book should be in the hands of all our ministry."

Professor H. Bannister, D.D., Garrett Theological Institute, Illinois.

"I have not had as much opportunity for a close and critical study of Christic Baptism as I could
desire; but, what examination I have given, requires me to say I am very much pleased with your
work. Classic Baptism prepared me to expect much and well of what should follow. Such a work is

much needed among our ministry."

President W. F. Warren, D.D., Boston University, Massachusetts.

"From the terms of your invitation, to read and pass judgment, I feel at liberty to use all frankness
in my communication. The portion I have read strikes me as of remarkable excellence, both as to
matter and manner. Your allusions to our Baptist brethren are in good taste, and in a thoroughly
Christian spirit, while your expose of the deficiencies of their premises and conclusions is very happy.
Some points I should wish to consider very carefully before accepting; but, in the main, I regard the
treatise as a very valuable one. I doubt if anything has been written in America comparable with it

in thoroughness, candor, and acceptability to all Poedobaptist Christians." ,

Professor J. Packard, D.D., Epis. Theo. Seni., Alexandria, Virginia.

"I consider Christic Baptism a valuable contribution to our literature on that subject. I cannot
quite agree with you in your exegesis of some passages. I must understand the baptizing or as Tre-
gelles' text has it, having baptized them, &c.. of Matt. 28:19 as literal and referring to the initiatory
sacrament of baptism, as the mode of admission into the Christian church. 'In the name,' Ac, as a
summary of the faith, and as signifying that thej' were enlisted into the service of the Trinity; while
it is not necessarily a prescribed form of baptism, it very naturally came to be used as such.

" It is a peculiarity of N. T. Greek which adds tv to the instrumental dative vian, cv v&ari (Butt-
man's N. T. Gram. p. 182). I agree with you that in Pvom. 6 : baptism is put for what was signified l)y it.

In John 3 : 5 the negative form is so peremptory and universal that it excludes from salvation all not
baptized and therefore (not mentioning other reasons) the sacrament of baptism is not referred to.' I
have no doubt that your work will promote the truth of the Gospel."

Professor W. J. Beecher, D.D., Theo. Sem., Auburn, New York.

" I have been accustomed to suppose that Jesus owed an outward allegiance to that particular move-
ment in the kingdom of God in which his lot was cast—the mission of John, and in token of this he
received John's baptism. This does not exclude the other and grander meaning of the baptism pre-
sented in your book. Your argument on 'in the Holy Ghost ' certainly makes out a strong case in
favor of your view. I see no point where the construction you propose will not meet the requirements
of the case. Yet there is another view. . . Baptism !>ithe personal Holy Ghost ireto the remission of sins,

that is a baptism in which the personal Holy Ghost searches and interpenetrates every part of the being
of a man, and so brings him into Christ, seems to me an idea so full of godly meaning that I am loth to

give it up. In this use, of course, ' in ' does not denote envelopment, or modal act of any kind, but only
a specific kind of instrumentality. [Such agency of the Holy Ghost is that which I would inculcate.—D.]
"Most of the points in tha. baptism of the oOOO and of Saul aro well taken, and yet I am not quite

convinced of the absence of ritual baptism in those cases. . . . I hope that our age may produce scholars
who may investigate each point of theological science as faithfully and as successfully as you have
investigated baptism."

Jonathan Edwards, D.D., (late) President of Washington and Jefferson Colleges.

"Your work has baptized me. I have never before so clearly (or clearly at all) seen my way out of
ritualistic confusion and entanglement. I am very favorably impressed with your argument, and, for

aught I now recall of its material and its processes, am convinced by it. At my leisure I shall review
and reflect upon it, but at present it strikes me as being not merely ingenious, but highly probable. It

is a noble contribution to our polemics, and at the same time so calm, so spiriiual, so in keeping with
the whole Christian system, that I found the perusal eminently edifying. And when I reached the end
I was ready with all my heart to join in the Doxology.

" I have read your works on this subject from the beginning. Receive, dear Brother, ray congratula-
tions that by the Lord's grace you have been enabled to do such a work and so well, for sound learning
and for truth."



Inquiry Completed. Judgment of Scholaes.

"Thesaurus." "Masterly." "Standard." "IHnaV

Professor Willis J. Beecher, D.D., Auburn Theol. Sem., New York.

" I have just fiuished reading your book. Thanks for the pleasure and the profit of it. I am inter-

ested in tracing through the discussion a certain generic difference of view between us, combined with

what seems to mo an absolute identity of view in regard to the main question. . . . You have certainly

demonstrated, that the intusposition demanded by ffatrTi^w is without self-limitation as to time and

without limitation as to the form of the act; that /?a7rrisM si~ brings into a new condition, which in

the New Testament is never water, or aily other jjurely physical element or condition ; that the dative,

with or without eu, as an adjunct of /Jajrrifco in the active voice, expresses agency and not receptive

element. . . . The Fathers certainly use paizTi^oj characteristically to express a thorough change in

the condition of the baptized person, and not a mere covering in the water. I regard the evidence

adduced by you as substantiating the following

Summary Results:

"1. BAIITIZil belongs to that class of verbs {to cooer, to bury; to dye, to imbue) which expresses con-

dition to be effected by some act, the form of the act being left at will. This word demanding, in

general, a thorough change of condition, and, in particular, (1.) A thorough change of condition by

intusposition; (a.) within a permeable element, (t>.) without limitation of time, (c.j by any competent

act; thus bringing the baptized object, in the fullest degree, under the characteristic quality or power
of the investing element. (2.) A thorough change of condition without intusposition

;
(a.) by any act

(pourinff water on hot iron) or influenc(i(wii3e drunk) which exerts a penetrating, pervading, and assim-

ilating power over its object conforming it to the characteristic quality of the baptizing agency
; (6.) by

any agency which has a legal power (sprinkled blood, heifer ashes), or putative power (Patristic water)

thoroughly to change the condition
;

(c.) by a divinely appointed sjanbol (pure water) without legal or

putative power to change the condition in fact, but whose characteristic (physically ptirifyingi fitly

symbolizes a spiritually purifying agency, and therefore, in a rite, symboUy changes the condition in

conformity with the characteristic of the symbolized agency.

"2. BAIITIZil EIS, in organic relation, expresses the passing of the baptized object into a new ele-

ment (real or ideal) without withdrawal, and therefore expresses the subjection of the baptized object,

in the fullest degree, to the characteristic influence of such element.

" 3. BA riTIZa EN in combination does not exhibit the verb in the active voice with the preposition

indicating the receiving element, in ordinary and characteristic use. This preposition with the verb

in the passive voice indicates the baptized object as already within and abiding within the receiving

element. In the New Testament this preposition never indicates the complementary idea of the verb,

but points out the agency (real or symbol) by which the baptism is effected.

" 4. BAilTISMA originates in the New Testament and never expresses physical covering, but always

(directly or by association) thoroughly changed spiritual condition.

"5. Christian Baptism is a thoroughly changed condition of the soul effected by the Holy Ghost

through the efficacy of the atoning blood of Jesus Christ.

"6. Ritual Christian Baptism is real Christian Baptism symbolized (as purifying the soul) by pure

water applied to the body (by pouring or sprinkling or other equivalent modes; and presenting a visible

seal of the promises of God under the conditions of the covenant. It is in itself the technical passing

into a thoroughly changed condition of outward personal relation to the visible kingdom of God.

"7. A dipping into ^YA^:ER is not Christian BaptismTioT, as such, any BaYitism. Such use of the ritual

water can only b.e recognized, in Christian charity, by rejecting the dipping as no element in the Christian

rite and basing the validity solely on the presence and use of pure water.

In fine,

your investigation seems to me to be a complete scientific study of the subject and, in its main results,

final. I am confident that your work, now completed, is standard, and will circulate more widely as it

becomes better known."

Professor Leonard Bacon, D.D., New Haven Theol. Sem., Connecticut.

" If any man would study the subject of Baptism thoroughly, minutely, and exhaustively, he can find

no hotter thesaurus of learning and of suggestive thought than you have provided for him in these

volumes. I admire your industry, the force of your argumentation, the freshness, and oftentimes the

originality of your views. ... I thank you heartily for your great contribution to the literature of a

subject on which good men have differed so long."

President J. F. Hurst, D.D., Dit-w Theol. Sem., New Jersey.

" Your masterly work on Christie Baptism covers the entire subject. Your extensive researches, your

profound sympathy with the theme, and your method of treatment, have enabled you to produce a

work which not only meets a great want, but will, I trust, occupy a permanent place in American

theology. I congratulate you on your success."



" Monumentum cereperennius''

PEOFESSOR LYMAN COLEMAN, D.D., Lafayette College.

" I have read with some care and with great interest your elaborate and
exhaustive treatise on Patristic Baptism. Your main position, that Pa-rrTi^os

does not express or imply ' water covering,'' immersion, is undeniably established

by your induction of patristic authorities.

" Your views respecting ' simple water' and ' impregnated water ' are some-

what novel to me. Whether this term impregnated* Is the best expression of

the patristic meaning may be an open question ; but you have certainly shown
that it implied a change of stale, condition, or character, wrought either by the

water or symbolized by it. . . . Grant, for the sake of argument, all that the

friends of the theory claim for the meaning of ffaiTTi^w, and yet it can be shown,

by your induction of authorities, that in patristic usage it is impossible to give

it this meaning in baptisms of tears, blood, etc. You have virtually said all

this, but it might be brought out still more fully.

" I am not quite clear that burial in baptism has its parallelism in Christ's

burial in the tomb. I rather take to the metaphorical parallelism of commen-
tators without being very positive on that point. [Patristic writers interpreted

separately might favor the one view or the other.—D.]
" Your books are to be standard references for all time

—

^ m.onumentuin cere

perennius'—thcrfore make a full index, so that each volume can be consulted

for every particular author, passage, and word."

* "Impregnated water" expresses a divine influence communicated to "simple water" (co-

action of water and the Holy Spirit), an idea abounding (most mistakenly) among patristic

writers.—D.
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Patristic Baptism was intended for a separate volume. But

its important relation to Christic Baptism, both in likeness and

unlikeness, together with the desirableness of a ready comparison of

the one with the other, has induced their incorporation in one volume.

This volume, therefore, has {by smaller type and increased pages)

double the amount of matter in either of the preceding volumes. The

price while increased is relatively less. To those inexperienced in

publication I may say : It is a cause of sincerest regret that all these

books could not be furnished at a much less price. The cost has not

been fixed for pecuniary gain, but by inexorable necessity. Neither

for labor expended nor for money irivested has the Author received

one dollar. "Buy the truth and sell it not." /

D.

Octavo, pp. 630, price $5.00 ; to clergym.en, $4-00.

WM. BUTTER ^ CO., Publishers,

SEVENTH AND CHERRY STS., PHILADELPHIA.
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